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ABSTRAOT 
In  1923  there  was  published  the  Arabic  text  of 
K.  al-MuktasbLbg  an  alchemical  work  of  the  thirteenth. 
century  TR-FlYfe-:  ý  by  al-'Iraqi,  with  a  translation  and 
introduction  by  Dr.  E.  J.  Holmyard.  Jildaki,  an  alchemist 
of  the  fourteenth.  century,  wrote  his  great  work,  Nihayat 
al-Talabq  as  a  voluminous  commentary  on  K.  al-Mu=asab. 
The  pregent  thesis  is  an  attempt  to  examl-ne--THF-co-n"Fe-nts 
of  the  NihgZat  and  determine  its  place  and  value  in  the 
history  of  Islamic  chemistry.  The  importance  of  the 
Nihayat  lies  in  the  main  in  its  lengthy  quotations  from 
earlier  authors  whose  works  are  not  now  extant.  It  is 
valuable  also  because  it  gives  a  clear  account  of  the 
more  important  alchemical  theories  and  tenets  prevalent 
among  the  Muslim  writers  of  the  Middle  Ages. 
The  copy  of  the  Nih5yat  which  I  hmre  used  consists 
of  three  quarto  volunes  amounting  altogether  to  1067  - 
pages.  The  account  given  of  each  volume  in  the  prdsent 
thesis  is  not  in  proportion  to  its  size,  which  is  almost 
the  same  for  all  the  three  volumes;  an  attempt  has  been 
made  to  exclude,  as  far  as  possible,  any  unnecessary 
repetitions,  and  thus  the  account  given  of  the  third 
volume  is  only  half  the  size  of  that  of  the  first. 
In  the  course  of  the  Introduction  a  summary  has  been 
given  of  the  theoretical  and  philosophical  views  of 
Jildaki;  and  an  extensive  Index  has  been  prepared  to 
facilitate  detailed  reference  to  the  very  large  number  of 
subjects  mentioned  in  th.  e  thesis. PREFACE 
. 
In  the  preparation  of  this  thes.  is  the  purpose  has  been 
to  give  a  complete  survey  of  the  contents  of  the  Nih7ayat 
al-Talab  and  to  determine  its  place  and  importance  in  the 
history  of  chemistry. 
Jildaki,  the  author,  being'a  true  admirer  of  Abir, 
adopted  the  latter's  principle  of  the  'dispersion  of  the 
sciencelp  scattering  his  arguments  concerning  a  particular 
subject  in  many  different  places.  And  owing  to  the  fact 
that  the  Nihiyat  is  a  commentary  on  another  work,  Al-Muktasabp 
it  has  not  been  possible  to  rearrange  the  material  in  a  more 
orderly  manner.  However,  to  compensate  for  this  lack  of 
systematic  treatment,  imposed  by  the  nature  of  the  work,  I 
havet  in  the  course  of  the  introduction  which  followsp  given 
a  summary  account  of  the  more  important  parts  of  the  Nih&yat. 
Moreover,  the  index  which  comes  at  the  end  of  the  thesis 
should  help  to  satisfy  the  need  for  any  further  information 
concerning  the  views  of  Jildak!  and  those  whom  he  quo  . tea. 
In  the  translation  of  passages  from  the  Nihayfit,  rather 
than  being  strictly  literal,  I  have  tried  to  convey,  as 
accurately  as  po'isible  their  actual  meaning.  But  I  fully 
9:  gree,  at  least  so  far  as  my  own  translations  are  concerned, V 
with  Dr,  F.  S,  Taylor's  apt  remark  that  "since  alchemy 
is  a  highly  obscure  subjects,  translations  of  alchemical  works 
must  contain  many  doubtful  renderings  and  should  not  be  trusted 
too  far.  " 
The  quotations  from  Al-Muktasab  have  been  given  in  single 
spacing  and  the  word  'Sheikh'  -  that  Is  how  Jildak-i  referred 
to  Al-tIrAq!  -  preceding  each  excerpt  has  been  underlined 
in  red  in  order  to  facilitate  reference  to  the  words  and 
phrases  which  Jildak!  tries  to  explain.  No  prominence  has 
been  given  to  other  quotations. 
There  are  very  few  notable  discrepancies  between  the 
(2) 
printed  text  of  Al-Muktasab  and  the  quotations  given  by 
J11daki.  Therefore,  I  have  almost  entirely  relied  on 
Dr.  Holmyard's  translation  of  the  text  and  havep  whenever 
neqessary,,  given  the  alternative  translation  in  square 
brackets. 
.I  wish  to  express  my  immense  indebtedness  to  Dr.  E.  J. 
Holmyard  for  giving  me  the  benefit  of  his  expert  advice  and 
for  his  great  kindness  in  putting  at  my  disposal  his  valuable 
collection  of  Arabic  manuscripts.  My  grateful  thanks  are 
specially  due  to  my  tutorp  Dr,  -D,  McKie,  whose  generous  help 
has  always  been  available. 
1.  The  Alchemists.,  Iýew  York#  1949,  p.  242. 
2,  E,  J.  Holmyards  Al-Muktasab.  9  Paris,  1923. vi 
INTRODUCTION 
AUTHOR 
Jildaki  Is  the  last  outstanding  Muslim  alchemist  who 
flourished  during  the  eighth  century  A.  H.  He  was  alive 
in  Jamid!  II.,  A,  H,  743  (A.  D.  lZ42).  In  spite  of  the  fact 
that  he  was  a  prolific  writers  very  little  is  known  of  his 
life. 
HiJJI  Uallfa  (d.  1067/1657)  gives  his  name  as  'Izz 
al-Din  Aidamur  b.  tAll  b.  Aidamur  al-Jildaki.  -In 
Kanz  al-Ibtleas,  a  book  ascribed  to  Jildak!  and  lithographed 
at  Bombay  in  1891,  he  is  referred  to  as  tAll  b.  Muýammad 
(2) 
Aidamur  al-Jildaki.  In  Nihiyat  al-Talab  the  name  of  the 
author  is  given  as  tIzz  al-Din  tAll  b.  Aidamur  b.  tAll  b. 
Aidamur  al-Jildaki.  The  catalogue  of  the  Royal  Library 
at  Cairo  describes  him  as  tAll  b,  Aidamur  b,  tAll  al-jildaki. 
(4) 
This  last  variation  is  adopted  by  C,  Bmckelmann  and 
v  K.  al-Kasf  al-Zundn  tan  AsmV  al-Kutub  wa  al-Funiin, 
Lexicon  biographicum  at  encyclopaedicum  ...  .  ad.  G.  Fluegel, 
Leipzig,  1835-1858p  No.  10874. 
2.  Holmyard's  cogy. 
3.  Vol.  V.  P.  396. 
4.  Geschichte  der  arabischen  Litteratur,  11.138.  * vii 
(1)  (2) 
F,,,  Wiedemann,,  thoug4,,  according  to.  E.  J,  Holmyardp  it 
'is  almost  certainly  Incorrect  and  probably  arose  through  a 
confusion  of  Jildak!  with  an  tAll  b,  Aidamir  who  died  in 
(3) 
A.  R.  762.  ' 
(4) 
At  the  beginning  of  the  first  volume  of  the  Nih6yat 
jildak!  says  that  he  spent  more  than  seventeen  years  in  the 
study  of  alchemy,  travelled  widely  and  visited  learned  men 
of  his  days  in  their  dwellings. 
WRITINGS 
Jildakip  unlike  Jibir  and  Razip  made  no  original 
contribution  to  chemical  theory  or  practice.  Hia  importance 
in  the  history  of  chemistry  lies  in  two  things.  Firstly, 
he  was  a  prolific  writer  and  in  his  voluminous  commentaries 
gave  lengthy  quotations  from  earlier  alchemists.  As  regards 
Zur  Alchemle  bel  den  Arabernp  Erlangenp  1922. 
Aidamir  al-Jildeki  (Lr,:  aa,  19379  IV#  47-53), 
3.  C.  Rieu,  Supplement  to  the  Catalogue  of  the  Arabic 
Manuacripfi  iiný  the  British  Museum,,  1894p  p,  636, 
4.  See  p.  1  below;  index,  Jildaki,  life  of, viii 
his  references  to  Adamp  David,  Hermes,  Socrates  and  the  likep 
there  is  no  doubt  that  he  was  following  the  tradition.  But 
he  quoted  also  from  ZosimoSp  Jabirs,  Razip  TuArill  and  others 
who  were  devoted  students  of  alchemy.  And  it  is  with  regard 
to  the  extant  works  of  these  latterlhat  the  accuracy  of 
Jildakils  quotations  can  be  checked,  Allowing  for  the 
mistakes  which  were  bound  to  occur  in  copying,  it  is  safe 
to  say  that  he  reproduced  the  originals  carefully  and  con- 
scientiously.  And  thus  the  value  of  his  quotations  from  the 
lost  works  of  earlier  alchemists  becomes  manifest. 
Secondly,  Jildak!  is  an  outstanding  exponent  of  the  age 
when  the  scientific  activities  of  Muslims  had  reached  its 
Zenith  and  begun  to  decline,  when  Europe  was  just  awakening 
and  its  cultural  influence  had  not  as  yet  been  felt  in  the 
East,  Therefore,  his  numerous  works,  the  majority  of  which 
are  extant;  provide  us  with  ample  evidence  In  solving  the  three 
following  questions*.  1,  To  what  extent  did  Muslim  alchemists 
draw  their  material  fromv  what  Kraus  terms,  the  Graeco- 
oriental  tradition,  which  was  richer  than  the  original  Greek? 
2.  How  far  did  they  improve  upon  what  they  inherited? 
3,  How  much  did  European  alchemists  of  ihe  later  centuries 
derive  from  Muslim  sources?  I  do  not  propose  to  answer  any 
0f  these  questions  hereP  but  only  hope  that  this  attempt  at Ix 
the  examination  of  the  contents  of  The  End  of  the  Search, 
the  most  important  work  by  Jildakip  will  be  of  some  help 
towards  their  final  solution. 
With  regard  to  the  third  question,  however,  I  am 
inclined  to  think  that  the  European  alchemists,  as  distinct 
from  genuine  chemistst  or  technologistsp  made  little  additiono 
if  any.,  to'the  material  they  drew  from  Islamic  sources.  In 
the  hands  of  the  Muslimsp  alchemy  had  already  become  sterile, 
and  no  headway  could  have  possibly  been  made  unless  its 
methods  and  its  immediate  aim  of  goldmaking  were  changed. 
It  was  indeed  this  change  which  ushered  in  the  advent  of 
modern  chemistry. 
Now  as  to  the  extent  of_Jildakils  writingsp  our  first 
..  (1) 
informant  is  Hijji  Halifa.  The  list  given  by  Wiedemann 
. 11  (3) 
is  taken  mainly  from  the  latter.  In  Brockelmann  are  to  be 
IA% 
found  references  to  extant  works  of  Jildaki.  Holmyard 
compiles  a  register  of  21  books  from  Jildaki's  own  writings. 
(5) 
The  list  given  by  Kraus  containiAg  11  books  in  which  referen- 
ces  are  made  to  the  works  of  J9bir. 
1.  Loc,  cit. 
2.  Loc.  cit. 
3.  Loc,  cit, 
4.  Loc,  Cit  - 
5.  jibir  b.  Ha7yinp  Cairot  19439  El,  193-4. x 
The  following  registerp  arranged  in  alphabetical  order, 
is  based  on  the  lists  mentioned  above  and  includes,,  in 
addition,  three  books(Nos:  7v  l9v  20)  of  Jildak!  which, 
though  mentioned  in  The  End  of  tIje  Search,  do  not  appear  in 
Holmyard. 
11  Anwir  al-Durar  f!  idiih  al-4ajar. 
MSS.  -  Berlin,  4187;  Br.  Mus.  1002,1371; 
Pet.  Rosent  205/1. 
2.  BuAyat  al-Ijabir  fi  Qinan  al-Iksir. 
MSS.  -  Cairo,,  tab.  354;  Pet.  -Rosen,  205/2. 
z  Al-BurhiLn  f!  AsrgLr  tIlm.  al-Mizin. 
MSS.  -  Berlin..  4185  (4.  Bd.  );  Br.  Mus.  1657; 
Cairo.,  lab.  35..  4Z  ;  Goth.  1295-7;  Leydenj  IIIp  209; 
Paris,  1355;  Peto.  Rosen.,  199. 
yyaýp  a,  commentary  on  the  Book  of  Silvery  4,  Durrat  al-Mudi- 
Water.  This  is  the  same  as  Lawimif  al-Afkar 
al-Mudlyy  Tt-)  otherwisep  Sarh  Risfilat  al-Aams  i1a 
al-Hilil. 
Paris  MS. 
H.  F,.  Stapletont  K.  al-Mil  al-Waraql  (Mem,  As. 
_Soo. 
Bengal, 
!.  ý  N  19  33.9  : RI  0.17- 
See  HE.  Stapletont  loc,  cit. 5.  Al-Durr  al-Maknan  fi  S"arh  Qaqidat  pl)l-Niin'. 
MSS,  4  -  Cairo,,  tab.  315;  Tallat,  k1m.  179, 
61  &jXat  al-SurUr  f!  Sarh_al-S"udar. 
MSS.  -  Cairo.,  tab,  6.,  116p  457; 
Taymiir,  tab,  73. 
7.  Al-&usl  wa  al-Tanqiya. 
8.  Kanz  al-IbtiQgq  wa  Durrat  al-bawisq  fi-Asrir  al-Hawiss. 
MSS.  -  Berlin,  4186;  Br.  Mus.  987;  Cairo,  tab. 
417;  Cambr.  Prest.  nr.  60,  p.  13;  Goth.  2117; 
Paris  6683. 
9.  MatiLlit  al-BudEr  f!  S"arh  Sadr  Diwan_ 
No  copy  known. 
10.  A1  Miqbiýi  f1i  AsrAr  tIlm  al-Miftill. 
MSS.  -  Lith.  Bombay  1302;  Cairo,  tab.  26; 
Goth.  1285  (fragm.  );  Leyden,  1274;  Paris  2615; 
Pet.  '  Rosen,  200-3. 
11.  NatiJij  al-Fikr  f!  4wil  alZXjaar. 
Bustini  MS.;  Impr,  B:  aliq.  Cf.  Y,  E,  Sarkis, 
Mutjam  al-MalbatAt  al-tArabi-yya.,  Cairo,  1928,,  col,  704, 
12,  NihiLyatal-Talab  fl-S"arIj  al-Muktasab. 
MSS.  -  Berlin,  4184;  Bodleianp  1.458,640; 
Cairot  tab.  350;  Goth,  1289,,  4;  Leyden,,  1272; 
Vienna.,  1495;  Taltat,  k1m.  196-7. xii 
iz.  (Zinan  al-Kabir  f-I  Llawiiqg  &I-Iksir. 
No  copy  known. 
14.  Risila  fl  Tabilic  al-Arbac. 
Cairo,  V.  391. 
15.  Al-gams  al-Murdr  fl  TabqIq  al-lks1r. 
MSS.  -  Br,  Mus,  1002/21;  Pet.  Rosen,  205/4. 
16.  Sarb  al-Adhin  fi  Tabqiq  al-Burhin. 
No  copy  known. 
17.  ýSarb  al-Kalim  al-gallki  fi  al-Sanca. 
iliisl  MS.,  Baghdad. 
18.  Sarli  QaVidat  Abd  al-Asbalt  tAbd  al-tAzlz-b.  Tammim 
al-  fIraql 
Extant. 
v  19.  -Sarl  . j_K.  al-Riba,,  a  commentary  on  the  Book  of  Repose 
OT  Jibir. 
20.  Sarh'  K.  'al-Rpbma.,  a  commentary  on  the  Book  of  Vergy 
of  Jibir. 
21.  Sarh  $&Iýifat  Hirmis,  a  couLmentary  on  the  Book  of  Hermes,,  -, 
No  copy  known. 
v  %. 
22.  Ssrlý  al-Sams  al-Akbar  li  B;  llngs. 
Berlin  MS.,  4188. 
(1) 
Holmyard:  'Possibly  a  commentary  on  the  Emerald  Table'. 
Loc.  -  tit. xiii 
23.  Al-Sirr  al-MaqUm  fl  'Sarh  BiyUn. 
No  copy  known. 
24.  Al-Taqrlb  H  Asrir  al-Tark-ib. 
Paris  MS.,  2617. 
26.  Zahr  al-Kimin. 
No  copy  known. 
(1)  1  Jildaki,  says  In  the  Nih-ayat  that  he  wrote  a  book  on  the 
projecticn,  q  and  another  one  on  the  properties  of  the  Elixir. 
Holmyard  attempted  to  arrange  Jildakils  works  in  a 
chronological  order  and  found  that  "to  reduce  to  order 
(2) 
so  many  conflicting  data  is  a  hopeless  task.  " 
I  have  used  a  modern  copy  of  the  Nihayat,  which  was 
reproduced  for  Dr,  Holmyard  from  the  MS.  in  the  Royal  Library 
at  Cairo. 
It  is  appropriate  to  mention  here  that  in  1933 
(3) 
H.  Z,  Stapleton,  working  in  collaboration  with  M.  Hidgyat  Vusain, 
(4) 
discovered  that  Part  Vp  Section  1  of  Al-Muktasab,  'has  been 
'.  lifted'  bodily  without  acknowledgment  from  the  Mj'  al-WaraqVI 
of  Ibn  Umail,  an  alchemist  of  the  tenth  century. 
1.  See  Index:  Jildaki,  WOrks. 
2.  LOC.  cit. 
Z.  Loccit. 
Pt.  j.  pp.  46-6;  Tr.,  pp.  50-1. xiv 
The  following  abbreviations  have  been  adopted  in  the 
foot-notes: 
Es.  for  The  End  of  the  Searchp  Holmyard's  copy; 
Pto  for  the  printed  text  of  Al-Muktasab;  and 
Tr.  for  Holmyard's  translation  of  the  latter  work. 
6UMMARY  AND  CRITICAL  ESTIMATE. 
Definition-and  pur2ose  of  the  Artv 
Hermes  was  once  askedo  says  Jildaki,  to  give  the 
definition  of  the  Art,  and  he  answered:  "It  is  to  make 
apparent  what  is  hidden  and  to  hide  what  is  apparent.  " 
Substances,  according  to  Jildakis  possessed  two  sets  of 
qualities:  actual  and  potential.  ,  And  it  was  the  task  of 
the  alchemist  to  make,  through  appropriate  operations,  the 
hidden  or  internal  properties  of  a  substance  come  into  the 
open  and,  if  necessary  p  to  force  its  apparent  or  external 
properties,  one  or  allp  to  retreat  into  its  interior. 
Alchemy  was  an  $occult'  science  and  one  should  not  expect 
to  understand  its  methods  and  operations  merely  by  reading 
the  relevant  books.  The  most  important  parts  of  alchemy 
were  kept  secret  or  were  described  in  such  a  way  that  only xv 
the  intelligent  and  virtuous  could  understand  them.  The 
ultimate  purpose  of  the  Art  was  to  prove  that  the  Creator 
of  all  things,  the  source  of  knowledge  and  -xisdom,  was  one 
and  had  no  partners.  And  one  who  knew  the  secrets  of  the 
Art  was  a  firm  believer  in  the  lif6  to  come  and  in  the 
transmigration  of  the  soul  after  the  death  of  the  body.  But 
the  immediate  purpose  of  the  Art  was  to  cure  diseased  metals, 
remove  their  accidental  qualities  and  make  them  perfect  afid 
healthy.  So  we  see  that  alchemy  was,  from  Jildag  to  point 
of  view,  a  philosophy,  an  outlook  on  life,  and  at  the  same 
time  a  practical  art.  Yet  these  two  aspects  of  alchemy, 
the  strongly  pronounced  religious  tenor  and  the  experimental 
technique,  are  inseparably  fused  together  in  the  End  of  the 
Search.  This  is,  indeed,  a  common  characteristic  of 
almost  all  the  works  on  alchemyt  written  before  or  after 
Jildag.  I  say  almostj  because  in  the  earlier  stages  of  the 
evolution  of  alchemy  we  come  across  alchemical  worksp  such  as 
the  papyri  of  Leyden  and  Stockholm,  in  which  the  philosophical 
and  theoretical  element"is  completely  absent,  and  gold-making 
is  considered  as  a  craft  like,  say,  iron-smithery.  It  was 
in  the  later  centuries  that  religion  and  philosophy  permeated 
into  alchemy  and  brought  about  a  fundamental  change  in  its 
character.  Olympiodoros  (end  of  the  sixth  century)  for  the 
first  time  introduced  certain  philosophical  elements  Into  the xvi 
alchemical  theory  and  tried  to  derive  the  theory-of  tranamu- 
taticn  from  the  Aristotelian  idea  of  the  four  elements, 
This  tendency  was  more  and  more  accentuated  in  later  authoýs 
and  for  Stephancs  and  his  successor,  9  the  'Anonymous  philoso- 
pherlo  alchemy  became  genuine  philosophy.  This  process 
was  reversed  with  the  rise  of  modern  chemistry.  Then,  the 
practical  part  of  alchemy,  its  laboratory  techniquev  was 
incorporated  in  chemistry  and  its  theoretical  dictums, 
together  with  its  unfruitful  method  of  enquiry,  were,  after, 
some  hesitationsp  eventually  discarded.  Jildaki,  on 
several  occasionsp  expresses  the  view  that  the  two  component 
parts  of  alchemyt  theory  and  practice,  are  equally  important. 
One  cannot  achieve  success  in  the  Art,,  he  assures  us;  without 
understandJag  its  principles  and  theories.  And  one  should 
"not  negbet  the  practice;  for  theory  without  practice  is 
useless:  it  is-  like  a  tree  which  bears  no  fruits.  *  There 
is  ample  evidence  in  the  Nihgyat  with  regard  to  the  actual 
(1) 
Interest  of  Jildek!  in  experiments. 
Genuineness  of  the  Art: 
Philosophers  of  the  past  and  present,  says  Jildak-i, 
have  substantially  conformed  to  the  opinion  that  the  six 
1.  See  Index,  EXPERIMENTS. xvii 
metallic  forms  are  essentially  one  in  species,  and  this 
constitutes  a  convincing  proof  as  to  the  genuineness  of  the 
Art  and  the  possibility  of  transmutation.  Avicenna  in  his 
famous  book  al-hifg  argued  that  the  six  metallic  forms  are 
all  different  species  of  a  single  genusp  that  is,  mineral, 
and  just  as  it  is  impossible  to  change  a  horse  into  a  dog, 
so  it  is  impossible  to'change  silver  into  gold.  Jildek! 
rejects  this  argument  on  "logical  and  philosophical  ground,  90" 
but  his  reasoning  is  permeated  with  fallacy  and  leaves  much 
to  be  desired.  He  gives  examples  of  transformation  in  the 
vegetable  and  animal  kingdoms.  Grafting  of  shoots  in 
fruit  trees  and  metamorphoses  in  the  life  of  silk-worm  are 
regarded  by  him  as  genuine  examples  of  transformation.  But 
he  also  speaks  of  the  production  of  pistachio  by  the 
combination  of  almond  and  turpentine.,  or  the  generation  of 
snake  from  hair,  which  would  have  been.  easy  for  him  to 
disprove  if  he  had  followed  his  own  advice  with  regard  to  the 
importance  of  practice  and  observation.  Jildak!  divides 
the  existencies  into  two  classes:  simple  substances  and 
compounds.  The  former  do  not  transform  except  by 
combination.  And  as  to  the  latter,  tbey  are  divided  into 
three  groups,  according  as  their  constitution  is  balanced 
and  compact,,  balanced  and  porous,  or  aberrant.  This  last xviii 
group  consists  of  all  the  defective  and  diseased  forms  of 
the  mineralq  vegetable  and  animal  kingdoms.,  which  are 
amenable  to  treatment  provided  that  they  have  not  completely 
lost  their  'adhesive  moisture'.  Examining  the  idea  of 
colouring  -  that  base  metals  are  dyed  and-not  transmuted  Into 
silver  or  gold  -,  advocated  by  Avicenna,  4unayn  and  others, 
Jildak!  enters  upon  a  long  and  confusing  discussion,,  the 
core  of  which  is  this,  that  "since  part  of  what  the 
philosophers  (alchemists)have  said  is  true,  thereforeq.  it  is 
permissible  to  accept  all  that  they  said  as  true.  '  In  one 
place  Jildak!  draws  a  parallel  between  the  art  of  glass- 
making  and  alchemy  and  considers  their  similarity  as  a 
'manifest  proof'  of  the  genuineness  of  the  latter.  But-if 
anything,  this  comparison,  particularly  with  its  emphatic 
stress  on  the  dyeing  of  glass,,  gives  more  weight  to 
Avicenna's  idea  of  colouring  than  to  Jildakits  belief  in 
transmutation,  No  doubt  Jildaki  had  other  reasons  to 
substantiate  his  belief  in  the  genuineness  of  alchemy  I  am 
referring  to  the  Aristotelian  ideas  concerning  matter.,  -,  -the 
views  of  the  Stoics  with  regard  to  spirit,  and  such 
experimental  evidence  as  the  chemical  knowledge  of  the  day 
was  not  sufficient  to  repudiate.  To  these  we  shall  refer 
later. xix 
Relation  of  the  Art  to  other  branches  of  knowledge: 
There  are,  according  to  Jildaki,  two  main  sciences: 
Itlie  science  of  Astronomy'.  which  deals  with  the  phenomena 
of  the  heavens;  and"the  science  of  Precepts',  which  treats 
of  the  phenomena  of  the  lower  world.  These  two  sciences 
yield  two  'results':  the  Art,  which  gives  wealth  and 
satisfaction  to  all  people  alike,  enabling  them  to  appreciate 
the  immensity  of  the  power  of  God;  and  the  talismanp  which 
bestows  on  man  freedom  to  employ  spiritual  powers  and  is, 
therefore,  the  more  important  of  the  two.  jildak!  remarks 
on  several  occasions  that  the  Art  is  the  product  and 
synopsis  of  all  other  sciences;  it  embraces  all  branches 
of  knowledge.  "Know,  "  be  says,,  "that  in  this  Art  all  other 
arts  are  potentiallyoor  actuallyt  or  virtually,,  or  nominally 
included.  "  In  another  place  he  says  that  the  Sages  referreý 
to  the  Art  as  the  'Middle  World1p  distinguishing  it  from  the 
'Upper  Worldl  i.  e.,  the  world  of  the  heavens,  and  the  'Lower 
World'.  i.  e.,  the  world  of  man.  Thus,  stationed  In  the 
middle  of  the  upper  and  lower  worlds,  the  world  of  the  Art 
comprises  all  the  mysteries  in  both  of  them.  The 
arguments  which  Jildak!  advances  in  order  to  prove  this 
universal  character  of  alchemy  consist,  in.  the  main,,  of" 
analogies  between  the  latter  and  other  branches  of  learning xx 
and  manual  arts.  Take  mbdLcineq  for  example,  A  medical 
mans  he  says,  must  know  all  the  properties  of  the  simple  and 
compound  drugs;  he  must  also  k4ow  about  the  age,  the  habitev 
the  natural  disposition,  the  strengthp  and  the  pulse  of  his 
patient.  He  must  then  find  out  about  the  nature  of  the 
disease  by  making  an  examination  of  the  symptoms.  Finally  he 
has  toldecide  on  the  kind  and  the  quantity  of  the  drugs  which 
the  patient  must  take  in  order  to  be  restored  to  health.  Nowp 
all  thist  argues  Jildaki,  has  its  parallel  in  the  Art.  The 
purpose  of  the  Art  is  to  remove  the  accidental  properties  Of 
the  diseased  metals  and  make  them  perfect.  That  ist  the 
man  of  the  Art  must  have  a  thoro-igh  knowledge  of  the  nature  of 
metallic  diseases  and  of  the  drugs  employed  for  their  treat- 
ment,  In  like  manner  Jildag  compares  alchemy  to  cultivation 
in  plantss  breeding  in  animals,  and  to  other  arts  and  sciences. 
It  seems  that  he  takes  similarity  to  imply  inclusion.  9-that  is., 
for  example,  if  surveying  and  the  Art  are  found  to  have  certain 
points-of  resemblance  between  themp  few  and  insignificant 
though  these  may  be,  the  former  could  be  considcred  as  an 
integral  part  of  the  latter.  From  a  logical  standpoint 
this  argument  is  open  to  many  objections.  But  in  dealing 
with  the  works  on  alchemy  one  should  not  expect  to  find  much 
sound  reasoning,  unless  one  is  sufficiently  equipped  and gifted  to  enter  with  C.  G.  Jung  into  the  subconscious  of  the 
(1) 
alchemist.  With  regard  to  arithmetic  and  geometryt 
Jildak!  resorts  to  a  different  type  of  argument  to  prove  their 
inclusion  in  the  Art.  Arithmetic  is  included  in  the  Art, 
because  the  weights  of  the  drugs  are  pepresentea  by  numbers; 
and  the  inclusion  of  geometry  is  justified  on  the  grounds  that 
the  alchemist  has  to  know  about  the  shape,  or  the  area,  or 
the  volume  of  the  apparatus  and  furnaces  with  which  he  works. 
In  this  way  it  is.,  indeed,  possible  to  argue  that  every 
branch  of  knowledge  includes  all  other  branches.  The 
reasons  which  Jildak!  puts  forward  with  regard  to  the 
inclusion  of  music  and  the  science  of  war  in  the  Art  are, 
still  less  convincing.  He  includes  music  in  the  Art  because 
on  distillation  the  drops  of  pure  water  as  they  enter  into 
the  receiver  produce  the  sound  of  a  trumpet.  And  with, 
regard  to  the  inclusion  of  the  science  of  war,  he  quotes  a 
poem  of  4i4ib  al-SuýUr,  in  which  the  latfer  describes  the 
stages  of  the  operation  as  if  he  were  reporting  the  progress 
of  a  battle.  Yet  these  considerations  do  not  detract  from 
Jung  in  his  work  Psychology  and  Alchemy,,  London..  1952, 
pp.  370v  413,438l  makes  references  to  al-Muktasab  in 
order  to  prove  some  of  his  contentions. xxii 
the  value  of  our  contention,  already  referred  to,  that  alchemy 
was  a  philosophy  as  well  as  a  practical  art.  For  the 
arguments  we  advance  today  to  prove  the  universal  character 
of  alchemy  need  not  be  the  sew  as  those  put  forward  by  the 
alchemists  themselves.  Today  we  can  look  back  and  study 
not  only  the  works  on  alchemy,  but  also  the  alchemists  who 
wrote  them. 
Terminology  of  the  Art: 
The  alchemists.,  says  jildak1j,  were  ini  the  habit  of 
giving  different  names  to  the  same  thing  or  calling  different 
things  by  the  same  name.  That  is  why  one  has  to  be  careful 
so  as  not  to  be  deceived  'by  the  apparent  meaning  of  the 
words'.  Each  name  given  to  a  substance  is  usually  an 
indication  of  a  certain  property,  so  that  the  more  varied  the 
properties  of  a  substancep  the  more  numerous  its  names.  The 
presence  of  'so  many  properties  in  the  stone'  explains  why 
it  has  a  multitude  of  names.  It  is  also  a  common  practice 
among  the  alchemists,,  according  to  Jildeki,  to  give  to  a 
substance  the  name  of  its  predominant  component.  For 
example.,  substances  in  which  'the  oily  moisturet  is  predomi- 
nant  are  referred  to  as  arsenics,  or  sulphur  if  it  is  sti'll 
more  prepcnderant.  Moreover,  when  a  substance  passes 
through  different  stages  of  the  operation,  it  acquires,  with xxiii 
every  change  in  its  propertiess  a  new  name  while  retaining  at 
the  same  time  the  old  ones.  And  it  is  left  to  the  reader 
to  find  out  for  himself  what  a  certain  term  implies  in 
different  contexts.  In  spite  of  all  this,,  I  think 
it  is  to  some  extent  possible  to  reduce  the  number  of 
alchemical  term  by  a  process  of  selection,  that  is  to  choose 
one  among  a  multitude  of  names  describing  the  same  substance 
and  dispense  with  the  rest,  There  are,  for  examplet  over 
seventy  different  names  employed  in  the  Niheyat  to  describe  a 
much  smaller  number  of  'waters'  (see  Index);  and  in  the 
descriptions  of  Jildak!  we  find  enough  evidence  to  enable  us 
to  reduce  the  number  of  these  names  to  a  manageable  proportion. 
This  reduction  of  the  number  of  names,  provided  that  it  is 
carried  out  with  sufficient  care  and  accuracy,  would  perhaps 
make  the  works  on  alchemy  much  easier  to  read.  Evidently 
Jildaki  himself  was  confronted  with  the  difficulty  of  under- 
standing  the  terminology  of  alchemy;  for  he  says:  "In  spite 
of  our  knowledge#  we  studied  the  works  of  the  Sages  and  their 
principles,  and  performed  many  experiments  for  a  period  of 
eight  years  before  we  came  to  understand  the  meaning  of  the 
technical  words  used  by  the  Sages  in  their  operations,  and 
I 
before  we  lea_rned  wlxkt  ivas  meant  by  the  3tone  and  the  matter!.. xxiv 
Theories  and  Tenets: 
1,  The  Theory  of  Four  'natures'.  Everything  on  earth 
is  made  upp  says  Jildak!  0  of  the  four  natures,  namely,  lhotlt 
'cold!  'dry'  and  'moist'.  At  the  beginning  only  two  of  the 
four  natures  or  'maternal  qualities'  existed;  they  were  'hot' 
(the  oldest  and  the  most  active  nature)  and  'cold'.  which 
followed  one  another  in  circular  motion.  Then  'hot'dissolved 
the  'cold'  and  as  a  result  of  this  tdry'  and  'moist'  came  into 
being.  'Dry'  attached  itself  to  'hot'.  and  'moist'  attached 
itself  to  'cold',  on  account  of  their  similarity.  'Hot'  and 
'moist'  are  the  natures  of  life  or  generation,  tdryt  and  'cold' 
are  the  natures  of  death  or  corruption,  From  the  four' 
natures  originate,  by  'motion  and  rest1v  the  four  elementst 
i.  e.,  fire,  air,  water  and  earth.  '  If  there  were  no  change 
in  the  composition  of  things,  that  is,  if  there  were  no  motion 
or  interplay  of  maternal  qualitiesp  there  would  be  no  corrup- 
tion,  only  generation.  But  since  there  is  motionp-genera- 
tion  and  corruption  constantly  follow  one  another.  Jildak! 
quotes  Jibir  as  saying  that  hotness  and  coldness  are 
active  in  form,  moi.  sture  and  dryness  are  passive  in 
matter.  "  Every  generation.,  according  to  Jildakli,  results 
from  the  comhination  of  four  'principlealt  two  of  which water  and  eartho  are  'apparent'  and  the  other  two,  fire  and 
air,  'hidden'.  The  two  passive  natures,  moisture  and 
dryness,  provide  the  material  of  all  things  In  the  world. 
Yet  nothing  will  come  into  being  unless  the  two  active 
natureep  hotness  and  coldnesso  exert  their  influence  and 
supply  the  material  with  form.  A  substance  is  said  to  be 
stable  and  have  a  sound  constitution  if  there  is  an  equi- 
librium  between  the  opposing  natures  of  which  it  is  composed. 
Heat  is  the  opposite  of  cold  and  dry  is  the  opposite  of 
moist.  Ifp  for  example,  the  heat  and  cold  are  not  balanced, 
the  contest  which  ensues  between  them  impedes  the  substance 
from  attaining  to  its  state  of  perfection.  In  metals  this 
state  is  represented  by  gold,  And  iinca  Nature  strives 
M_ 
always  towards  perfection,  the  only  thing  the  alchemist  has 
to  do  in  order  to  transmute  the  base  metals  into  gold  is  to 
facilitate  and  speed  up  a  completely  natural  process  which 
goes  on  all  the  time  in  the  hollows  of  the  earth.  Jildak! 
never  tires  of  repeating  that  "the  sages  imitate  in  their- 
operation  the  process  of  Nature  in  the  generation  of  the 
world.  "  It  must  be  mentioned  here  that  In  one  place 
1.  Aristotlels  dictum. jildaki  agrees  with  Jabir  that  "water  is  the  root  of  the 
rootst'lan  opinion  which  takes  us  back  to  Thales.  But  we 
must  not  forget  that,  in  the  words  of  J.  Read,  "strict  con- 
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sistency  is  a  missing  element  In  alchemy.  ' 
2.  The  Sulphur-Mercury  Theory  of  Metals.  This 
theory,  the  germ  of  which  is  contained  in  Aristotle's 
Meteorologyp  was  first  taught  by  Jibir  and  Rizi.  In 
Jibirian  writing3  the  vaporous  and  smoky  exhalations  of 
Aristotle  are  identified  with  mercury  and  sulphur  respectively, 
and  the  general  idea  is  elaborately  developed  into  a  theory. 
Though  all  things,  says  Jildaki,  have  a  common  origin  and  are 
composed  of  the  four  natures,  there  are  groups  of  substances 
which  have  a  nearer-ý&ommon  progenitor  than  the  maternal 
qualities.  The  seven  metallic  bodies,  for  example,  originate 
from  sulphur  and  mercury  and  to  the  extent  that  each  one  of 
them  is  composed  of  these  two  essences,  it  exhibits  the 
properties  of  that  essence,  This  applies  to  sulphur  and 
mercury  themselves:  they  are  partly  earthy,,  partly  watery,, 
partly  fieryt  and  partly  airy.  But  the  sulphur  and  mercury 
from  which  metallic  bodies  originate  are  not  the  ordinary 
substances  bearing  those  denominations.  Mixing  of  ordinary 
sulphur  and  mercury  would  not,  asserts  Jildakit  produce  any 
For  the  origin  of  Jildaki's  theory  of  four  elements  see 
pp,  =II  -  XXXIV. of  the  metallic  bodies.  The  latter  originate  from  sulphur 
and  mercury  when  these  are  still  in  the  state  of  formation 
and  have  not  yet  coagulated  completely.  In  other  words 
tbay  originate  from  sulphur  and  mercury  t  before  sulphur 
becomes  sulphur'  and  'mercury  becomes  mercury'.  "Mineral 
bodies"  p  says  Jildaki,  "originate  only  from  the  steam  and  the 
smoke,  from  uncoagulated  mercury  and  uncoagulated  sulphur, 
or,  to  tell  the  truth,  fusiblep  mineral  bodies  originate  from 
nothing  but  the  water  and  the  oil.  In  the  blind  (hollows 
of  the  earth)  the  gentle  (natural)  heat  causes  the  water 
to  ascend  to  the  tops  carrying  the  oil  with  it.  There, 
because  of  proximity  to  coldness,  it  cools  down  and  descends, 
alighting  on  the  part  remaining  at  the  bottom.  So  the 
natural  heat  matures  it,  and  it  constantly  moves  up  and  down, 
part  of  it  tumbling  over  the  other,  Then  it  gradually 
becomes  more  and  more  gummoust  thick  and  hardp  until  it 
appears  as  a  molten,  malleable  body.  "  At  first,  continues 
jildaki,  only  a  small  part  of  the  'oily  water'  coagulates, 
and  this  then  acts  as  a  leaven  which  gradually  grows  by 
feeding  upon  the  remaining  part.  The  'molten  malleable 
body$  hardens  gradually  until  it  develops  into  ai  actual  metal.  ', 
When  the  smoke  and  vapour  are  pure  and  there  is  an  equilibrium- 
between  the  four  natures,  gold  is  generated;  and  when xxviii 
coldness  prevails  over  hotness  silver  is  produced,  Jildak! 
explains  tba  origination  of  other  metallic  bodies  in  terms 
of  two  factors:  proportion  of  each  nature  in  the  'oily 
water'  and  the  amount  of  impurities  In  the  mines.  Jildak! 
considered  the  process  of  the  generation  of  metallic  bodies 
to  be  reversible.  "Know,  "  he  says.,  'that  gold  originates 
from  steam  and  smokep  and  these  in  turn  originate  from  the 
philosophers'  gold.  Thusp  from  steam  and  smoke  are 
produced  mercury  and  sulphur,  and  from  these  gold  Is  origina- 
ted  In  its  mine  ....  If  mercury  is  continuously  heated  with 
a  gentle  heat,  it  becomes  gold,  and  if  gold  is  continuously 
heated  with  a  gentle  heat,  it  becomes  mercury  again.  Just 
83  the  date-stone  comes  from  the  data-palmv  and  the 
date-palm  from  the  date-stone..  S" 
We  notice  that,  -Tildaki 
says,  if"marcury  is  continuously  heated"..  that  ist  he  leaves 
out  the  sulphur.  This  cannot  be  described  as  a  slip  of  the 
pan;  for  on  several  other  occasions  Jildaki  expresses  the 
same  idea  in  different  words:  he  gives  to  mercury  a  more 
prominent  place  than  sulphur.  Mercury,  he  sayss  is  the 
root  and  the  raw  material  of  fusible  bodies.  The  latter 
originate  from  marcurys  just'as  animals  originate  from  sperm,  # 
or  plants  from  seeds#  or  stones  from  the  water.  Jildak! xxix 
seems  to  favour  the  expansion  of  the  sulphur-mercury 
theory  to  cover  all  mineral,  as  well  as  vegetable  and 
animalp  substances.  But  his  views  in  this  respect  often 
seem  to  be  contradictory,  Calling  Socrates  and  Jibir  to 
witness,  he  asserts  that  alchemists  extracted  mercury  and 
sulphur  from  all  substances,  He  adds  that  mercury  and 
sulphur  may  appear  in  many  different  format  and  a  great 
number  of  substances  can  act  as  substitutes  for  them;  'oil' 
and  $tincture',  for  example,  can  represent  mercury  and 
sulphur  respectively.  Crumbly  bodiest  he  says.,  are 
closely  related  to  metals  and  they  originate  in  the  mines 
from  the  'oily  water'  when  there  is  a  sharp  increase  in 
dryness.  Againt  according  to  himt  %attar  originates  from 
v8LPour  and  smoke".  On  the  other  handv  he  makes  several 
statements  to  the  effect  that.,  just  as  plants  originate 
from  earth  and  water,  so  metals  originate  from  smoke  and 
vapour. 
3.  The  Doctrine  of  Four  Principles.  Apart  from 
the  four  natures  and  the  four  elements,  JildakI  speaks  of 
four  'principles',  which  he  sometimes  equates  with  the 
former  and  at  other  times  with  the  latter.  He  also  says 
that  the  four  principles  are  "the  solvent  water,,  the 
uninflammable  oil,  the  active  tincture  and  the  stable  body.  " In  another  place  he  says  that  they  are  11  arsenic,  sulphur, 
mercury  and  sal  ammonlac";  or  still  in  another  place  he 
considers  them  to  be  "western  mercury,  eastern  mercury, 
volatile  sal  ammonlac  and  stable  earth.  "  He  adds  that 
to  every  one  of  these  principles  the  Sages  have  given  many 
different  names  and  goes  on  to  enumerate  some  of  them. 
The  explanation  lies  perhaps  in  the  common  practice  of  the 
alchemists  to  give  to  substances  the  name  of  their  supposedly 
predoifiinant  component.  In  this  way  were  formed  various 
categories  of  substances  -  usually  four,  representing  the 
number  of  natures  -,  each  of  which  possessed  an  excessive 
proportion  of  one  particular  quality.  Now  the  proper 
names  of  those  substances  which  fall  into  one  categoryp 
together  with  numerous  adjectives  describing  their  common 
quality#  were  interchangeable.  That  is,  for  examplep 
'mercury'  was  called  'solvent  water',  or  vice  versa; 
and  alternatively  either  of  them  were  simply  referred  to 
as  'water'  or  'moist'.  Thusp  a  'principle'  was'that 
which  contained  an  excessive  amount  of  one  nature  pr  one 
element,  but  it  was  not  the  nature  or  the  element  itself. 
4.  The  Theory  of  the  Balance,  This  theory  was  first 
set  forth  in  the  K.  al-Balýt  of  Abir  with  the  purpose  of 
reducing  all  the  data  of  human  knowledge  to  a  system  of XICKI 
quantity  and  measure.  The  problem  that  Jibir  proposed  to 
solve  was  to  measure  the  quantity  or  the  force  by  which  the 
natures  are  represented  in  different  substances.  Certain 
ancient  medical  theories  and  particularly  that  of  Galen  were 
based  on  similar  ideas.  The  system  of  Galen  was  exclusively 
based  on  the  evidence  of  the  sensest  whereas  the  JAbirian 
approach  to  the  solution  of  the  problem  was  not  at  all 
empirical.  In  order  to  find  the  exact  amount  of  each  nature 
in  substances  Abir  resorted  to  the  analysis  of  the  letters 
of  the  alphabet.  He  also  assigned  a  'value'  or  'power' 
to  each  substance.,  expressed  invariably  in  terms  of  the 
power  of  the  Elixir  which  was  usually  considered  to  be  100. 
The  power  of  each  operation  he  denoted  by  a  special  fraction. 
I  Accordingly  sublimation  corresponded  to  the  number  U09 
solution  to  I. 
melting  to  1  Now,  to  transform  70  2009  etc* 
a  bar  of  gold  (value  20)  Into  Elixir  (value  100)  without 
adding  other  ingredient  .  It  must  be  submitted  to  1000 
treatments  of  melting  (20  x  1000  =  100).  The  power  of 
200 
an  alloy  was  considered  to  be  equal  to  the  sum  of  those  of 
its  componentat  so  that  by  the  mixing  of  different  metals 
it  yjas  possible  to  produce  the  Elixir.  Jildak!  says  that 
the  Art  is  divided  into  two  branches.  One  of  these,  called 
'The  operation',  deals  with  the  preparation  of  the  Elixir xxxii 
from  the  raw  material  by  a  process  based  on  the  imitation  of 
Nature.  It  is  with  this  branch  of  the  Art  that  Jildak! 
mainly  concerns  himself  in  the  Nihayat.  As  to  the  second 
branch  of  the  Art,  it  is  called  the  'Science  of  the  Balance 
and  Combination',  and  deals  with  the  natures,  with  the 
quantitative  relations,  and  with  similarities  and  diversities 
of  different  things.  Jildakils  references  to  the  Theory  of 
the  Balance  are  few  and  insignificant;  they  are  usually 
contained  in  quotations  which  he  gives  from  Nibir.  In  the 
DOurGe  of  his  explanation  with  regard  to  one  of  these 
quotationso  he  saV  that  the  Science  of  the  Balance  consists 
of  two  parts,  'major'  and  'minor'.  The  latter  concerns  the 
production  of  gold  without  the  help  of  the  Elixir.,  and  the 
former  deals  with  the  preparation  and  subsequent  projection 
of  the  'tincture'.  Jildak!  explicitly  points  out  that  he 
did  not  spend  much  tine  studying  the  Theory  of  the  Balance 
andt  therefore;  does  not  find  himself  in  a  position  to 
enlarge  upon  the  views  of  Jibir. 
5.  The  Doctrine  of  Hylozoism  and  a  comparison  between 
Jildakils  views  on  matter  with  those  of  Jabir.  The  theory 
of  four  elements  as  de  scribed  by  Jildak!  is  no  cbubt  derived 
directly  or  through  Intermediaries  from  the  Generation  and 
K,  al-Burh&n  of  Jildak!  is  devoted  exclusively  to  the 
Science  or  the  Balance. xxxiii 
Corruption  and  particularly  from  the  MeteoroloEX  of  Aristotle. 
In  fact  the  natures  of  Jildek!  mom  than  those  of  Jibir  bear 
resemblance  to  the  elementary  qualities  of  Aristotle. 
jildaki,  unlike  jibir,  speaks  very  little.,  at  least  in  the 
NihAyat,  about  the  isolation  of  individual  natures  by  opera- 
tion.  Aristotle  regarded  the  elementary  qualities  only  as 
logical  abstractions,  while  Jibir  conferred  on  them  a 
concretex  independent  and  separate  existence.  Similarly.  ' 
the  elements  of  Jjbir  possessed  a  real  constitutive 
character  and  took  their  place  in  the  hierarchical  order  of 
beings  above  the  elementary  qualities,  whereas  Aristotle 
sometimes  hesitated  to  call  the  primary  bodies  of  his  physics 
by  the  name  of  elements,  because  their  reciprocal  change  did 
not  permit  them  to  be  considered  stable  things.  Now  the 
only  element  that  Jildek!  considers  as  being  stable  is  earth. 
Fire,  air  and  water.,  he  says,,  are  not  stable  and  steady  in 
isolation.  In  describing  his  particular  theory  of  elements 
jibir  was  following  the  Stoic  tradition,  according  to  which, 
the  qualities  in  general  and  elementary  qualities  in 
particular  are  considered  as  bodies.  In  comparison  with 
jibir.,  Jildakl  seems  to  have  been  less  influenced  by  the 
Stolo  tradition;  and  his  references  to  the  idea  of  the 
association  of  the  planets  with  the  metalsp  and  particularly xxx  IV 
his  views  with  regard  to  the  part  played  by  spirit  in 
transmutationp  support  this  contention.  Though  he  describes 
in  detail  the  relationship  which  exists  between  the  individual 
planets  and  their  metallic  counterparts,  yet  his  descriptions 
in  this  connexion  are  usually  preceded  with  some  such 
phrases  as  "according  to  the  SagesO.  Again  though  he  often 
-speaks  of  the  male  and  female  components  of  mineral  substancest 
of  the  seed,  'of  g9ld,  of  the  departure  of  spirit  from  metals 
and  their  death  and  resurrection,  yet  he  also  says  that 
metals  have  no  seeds  to  be  sown  like  plants,  and  that  they  are 
not  of  two  opposite  sexes  like  animals,  But  in-nediately 
after  making  this  last  statement.,  he  adds:  'Nevertheless 
the  philosophers  discovered  that  their  stone  is  of  two  kýnds 
one  of  them  male  and  the  other  female.  "  The  explanationp 
to  my  mind,,  is  that  the  majority  of  parallels  which  Jildaklq 
in  imitation  of  his  predecessors,  drew  between  the  animate 
and  inanimate  matter  had  ýor  him  little  more  significance 
than  a  means  of  expression.  In  his  explanation  of  the 
passages  from  al-Muktasab,  he  adopts  a  matter  of  fact  attitude 
and  becomes  confused  only  when  he  fails  to  account  in  clear 
language  for  the  subtle  ideas  behind  al-!  Irgq11s  words.  There 
is  no  doubt  that  he  considered  the  theory  of  four  elements  and 
sulphur-mercury  theory  of  metals  as  practical  propositions 11TV 
which,,  though  valuable  and  helpful,  did  not  completely 
account  for  the  phenomena  of  Nature.  For  after  discussing 
the  actual  conditions  under  which  a  particular  metallic 
body  is  formed  in  the  mine.,  he  states  that  the  secret  of 
generation  is  not  completely  known  to  the  Sages  and  it  never 
will  be:  it  is  beyond  human  intelligence  and  understanding. 
In  his  classification  of  mineral  substances  Jildak!  adheres 
in  the  main  to  the  system  of  three  distinct  classes#  i.  e... 
bodies,  souls  and  apdrits,  which  was  prevalent  among  the 
Muslim  alchemists.  Soul  and  body,  according  to  Jildaki, 
do  not  combine  with  each  other  unless  they  are  helped  by 
pure  spiritg  which  plays  the  part  of  an  intermediary.  This 
idea  of  intermediary  or  reconciliator  is  also  found  in 
Paracelsus.  Jildski-definea,  matter  as  "a  simple  corporeal 
substance  capable  of  combination'.  As  to  the  prime  matter, 
"take",,  he  says,  11  any  material  which  is  composed  of  two 
parts.,  one  of  them  dissolved  In  the  other;  the  solvend  Js' 
called  prime  matter,  arW  the  solventj  form.  '  He  states  in 
another  place:  "Matter  is  that  in  which  the  prime  matter 
exists  potentially.  Prime  matter  is  that  in  which  the 
Elixir  exists  potentially  and,  to  some  extent,  actually.  " 
He  does  notp  on  the  wholep  express  himself  clearly  with 
regard  to  tYa  relation  between  matter  and  prime  matter.  For mvi 
he  defines  the  latter  in  one  place  as  anything  which  in 
capable  of  entering  into  combination.  and  of  moulding  the 
form*  and  this  is  very  similar  to  the  definition  he  give  0 
concerning  matter.  Jildek!  divides  the  metaphysicians 
into  two  groups,  one  of  them  advocating  the  doctrine  of 
(1) 
indivisible  particles,  and  the  other,,  contending  that 
substances  are  composed  of  prime  matter  and  form.  After 
discussing  the  merits  and  shortcomings  of  each  group,  he 
comes  to  the  conclusion  that  mthe  truth  lies  between  the  two 
groupsp  and  is  yet  hidden  from  them;  for  God-wishes  to 
perplex  men's  minds  with  regard  to  the  understanding  of  that 
which  precedes  perception.  "  Referring  to  the  atomic  theory 
of  Democritos,  in  connexion  with  a  passage  quotedfrom, 
Tu&rillo  Jildek!  comments:  'A  great  number  of  philosophers 
thought  that  Democritos  referred  to  the  world  of  Existence 
when  he  spoke  of  indivisible  particles.  That  is  not  so. 
What  he  actually  had  in  mind  was  the  world  of  the  Art.  And 
this,  indeed,  is  composed  of  particles  indivisible  in 
practice.  11  All  this  goes  to  prove  that  Jildak-i  was  a  man 
with  a  practical  and,  at  the  same  tim  va  religious  turn'of 
mind.  He  cared  for  theories  in  as  much  as  they  helped  him 
to  form  a  somewhat  rational  picture  of  the  workings  of 
Nature.  As  for  the  loop-holes  he  happened  to  discover 
1,  See  Indext  particlesp  indivisible. Invii 
in  these  theories,  -  there  were  many  which  comfortably 
escaped  his  attention  -,  the  Ever-present  Allsh  was  always 
there  to  accept  the  responsibility. 
Transmutation  and  some  of  the  chemical  operations: 
Here  we  shall  only  concern  ourselves  with  those  methods 
of  transmutation  described  in  the  Nihayst,  which  could  find 
expression  in  the''Allanguage  of  modern  chemistry.  And  anong 
the  numerous  operations  to  which  Jildaki  refers  we  shall- 
treat  only  of  combination  and  combustion. 
Jildak!  believedýthat  mixing  of  metals  with  one  another 
is  one  way  of  achieving  transmutation.  But  of  course  there 
were  always  useless  ingredients  with  enigmatical  namesp  which 
were  added  to  the  mixture  of  metallic  bodies  and  were  usually 
given  the  credit  of  imparting  the  necessary  tincture.  Jildak! 
agrees  with  al-'ýIriql  that  none  of  the  metals  has  extra  colour 
to  tincture  others;  nevertheless  he  considers  it  possible  to 
increase  the  tinctorial  power  of  gold  and  silver,  so  that 
they  become  capable  of  colouring  the  base  metals.  According 
to  Jildak!  pure,  purple  gold  can  be  produced  by  mixing'the 
philosophers'  silver,  lead  and  gold. 
(1) 
When,  he  says, 
The  calces  of  base  metals  were  usually  considered  by 
Jildaki  to  represent  the  philosophers'  variety  of  them. luylzi 
the  philosophers'  ironj  "that  iss,  pure  ateel,  ',  Iis  mixed  with 
silver,  gold  is  produced;  and  when  it  is.  mixed  with  gold, 
it  acquires  all  the  qualities  of  the  latter.  The  weight 
of  each  metal  in  different  alloys  is  determined  by  the 
application  of  the  theory  of  the  Balance.  Colour  played 
an  important  part  in  Jildald's  conception  of  transmutation. 
He  says  that  gold  is  differentiated  from  silver  by  two  things 
only:  colour  and  'heaviness'.  He  often  leaves  out  the 
latter  difference  and  does  not  seem  to  have  had  any  practical 
knowledge  about  it;  for  he  considered  wine  to  be  heavier 
than  water. 
Amalgamation  of  metals  with  mercury  was  also  regarded 
by  Jildsk!  as  a  method  of  transmutation.  Mercury,  he  sayso 
when  purified,  "moistened  with  pure  oil  of  sulphur"  and 
amalgamated  with  gold,  will  combine  permanently  with  the- 
latter  and  will  tincture  silver.  Similarlys  amalgam  of 
silver  when  "moistened  with  the  oil  of  arsenic"t  will  form 
a  permanent  union  with  silver  and  will  tincture  copper, 
"But  from  other  bodies  when  amal-gamated,  no  benefit  is 
deriveds  unless  they  are 
ýirst 
cleansed  and  purified  complete- 
With  regard  to  combination  Jildak!  says  that  "things 
unite  (or  strengthen)  tbair  like  and  oppose  (or  weaken)  their 
unlike.  '  Opposite  things.,  that  is  things  which  are xjýxlx 
completely  different  in  all  respects,  never  combine  with 
one  another.  Combination  takes  place  between  two  things 
whea  they  are  'similar'  in  certain  respects  and  'dissimilar' 
in  others.  Jildak!  quotes  Jibir  as  saying  that  the 
cause  of  affinity  is  the  moisture  contained  in  substances. 
Glass,  says  Jildski,  melts  like  metallic  bodies,  but  it  does 
not  combine  with  them  because  its  soul  is  dry  and  its  oiliness 
insufficient.  A  perfect  combination  between  two  substances 
results  in  the  formation  of  a  homogeneous  compound. 
Dissolution  is  one  fom  of  combination.,  provided  that  no' 
precipitate  is  formed  when  the  solution  is  left  to  stand 
for  some  time.  Jildak!  quotes  Aristotle  as  saying  that  it 
is  not  possible  to  compound  a  thing  fortuitously:  there  must 
be  a  natural  relation  between  the  solvend  and  the  solvent. 
jibir  in  his  K.  al-Ljawg@,  ý  applied  the  idea  of  'similarity' 
and  'dissimilarity'  to  all  the  species  of  the  three  kingdoms. 
with  regard  to  the  'sympathy'  and  'antipathy'  between  animals 
he  said  for  example:  "When  a  scorpion  sees  a  lizard#  it  dies 
immediately";  or  'When  the  serpents,  vipers  and  other 
similar  animals  hear  the  voice-of  the  owl  they  abandon  their 
nests  in  flight-"  In  the  "ý41hýyat  we  find  none  of  these 
speculations.  Like  the  ancient  authors,  Jibir  had  a 
Kraus,  Jibir  b.  Hayyan,  Cairo..  1942..  EL,  66. XL.  l 
predilection  for  the  medicaments  derived  from  animal  bodies, 
and  he  insisted  that  the  Elixir  can  be  produced  from  animal, 
as  well  as  vegetable  and  mineral,  substances.  Jildsk!  .  on 
the  other  hand,  emphatically  asserts  that  the  production  of  tht 
Elixir  from  animal  substances  is  extremely  difficult,,  if  not 
impossible. 
"The  cause  of  combustion  of  the  particles  of  the  stone", 
according  to  ýildaki;  "is  the  inflammable  oil  which  it 
contains.  "  In  another  place  he  soya  that  "sulphurs  and 
arsenica  ignite  by  fire,  ebcause  of  what  there  is  in  them  of 
inflammable  oile.  4  Excess  of  hotness  also  causes  COMbustibn' 
and  prevents  generation.  In  the  inflammable  oil  of  Jildaki 
we  can  see  the  terra  Ringuis  of  Becherp  which  was  later  given 
the  name  tphloginton'  by  Stahl.  Jildak!  quotes  several 
passages  from  the  K.  al-IbrAq  (The  Book  of  combustion)  of 
Jibir.  In  one  of  these  the  latter  says  that  there  are 
two  kinds  of  coibustion:  'sensuous  and  psychicalt  the  former 
concerns  the  body  and  the  latter  pertains  to  the  spirit.  " 
Jibir  adds  that  two  things  may  happen  In  combustion:  either 
the  body  burns  away  completely  and  the  spirit  is  set  entirely 
freep  or  only  the  accidental  qualities  are  removed  by  the 
fire  and  the  body  is  left  in  a  healthy  state.  In  either  case 
Jibir  considers  combustion  beneficial  on  account  of  its XLV 
purifying  effect.  Combustiont  according  to  Jildakip  may 
be  effected  either  by  'the  waterl  (watery  combustion)  or 
by  the  fire  (fiery  combustion),  He  agrees  with  Cabir 
that  combustion  is  one  way  of  effecting  calcinationp  and 
in  one  place  he  considers  them  to  be  one  and  the  same 
chemical  process.  He  maintains  that  combustion  and 
cohesion  cannot  be  explained  on  the  basis  of  "the  idea 
that  things  are  Composed  of  prime  matter  and  form"  ,  and  he 
asserts  that  the  purpose  of  the  atomists  in  evolving  their 
theory  was  'to  substantiate  combustion  "  cohesion". 
References  to  Aristotle  and  Jibir: 
JildakI  refers  in  the  Nihgyat  to  two  works  of  Aristotle: 
ql-AbLiLr  (The-Book  of  Stones)  and  Samia  al-Tab!  61  (Tha 
(1) 
Physics),  According  to  Holmyard  the  Latin  work  Liber  do 
Idinerallbus  Aristotells  "is  a  translation  -  more  or  less 
satisfactory  and  not  always  complete  -  of  passages  occurring 
in  Avicennals  great  work  The  Book  of  the  Remedy".  Of  the 
three  quotations  which  JIldakI  gives  from  K,  al-AI)lirp  none 
V- 
of  them  corresponds  with  those  passages  of  K.  al-Sifa  which 
(2) 
are  translatedýby  Holtiyard,  The  first  quotation  remotely 
1,  K,  al.  -gifip  Paris#  1927,  p,  VI. 
2.  See  p.  285  below,  Es.,  vol.  Jig  p,  49, XLII7 
corresponds  with  passage  [26)  of  the  Arabic  text  of  K.  al- 
(1)  (2) 
Abjgr  edited  by  Ruska  ;  the  second  qu  otation  is  a  brief 
(2) 
version  of  passage  27  and  the  correspondence  between 
(4)  (5) 
the  third  quotation  and  passages  47.  and,  49  is  also 
remote.  With  regard  to  the  quotation  Jildail  gives  from 
The  Physics  of  Aristotle,  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  idea 
of  a  'natural  relation'  between  things  was  entertained  by 
the  Peripatetic  school,  but  I  have  not  been  able  to  find  an 
exact  version  of  Jildak-i's  quotation  in  Aristotle. 
There  are  forty-two.  books  of  Jibir  mentioned  in  the 
Nihgyat,  and  two  of  theae  are  not  included  in  the  list  of 
i9birian  writings  given  by  Kraus. 
(7) 
jildaki  was  a  great 
admirer  of  Jibir  and  gave  numerous  and  lengthy  quotations 
from  his  works.  Jildakits  writings,  particularly  NihKYat 
1,  Das  Steinbuch  des  Aristoteles.,  Heidelberg,  1912,  P.  212. 
2.  See  p.  288  below;  Es.,  Vol*  Up  ps  54. 
2.  Lor-4  cit.  s  P.  113. 
4,  See  p.  349  below;  ES.,  Vol,  119  P,  204, 
5.  Loco  Cit.  #  pp.  118j,  119. 
6.  see  pt  419  and  also  p,  75  bilow. 
7.  See  p,  519  below. XLIIII 
(1). 
and  K_.  al-Burhiin,  constitute  one  of  our  sources  with  regard 
to  the  life  of  Jibir. 
"on  voit"s  writes  Kraus,  "qua  lea  indications  de 
Jildak!  slaccordent  presque  dans  tous  lea  details  avec  ce 
quion  lit  dans  lea  ecrits  memes  de  Jibir.  Cot  accord  no 
leur  confere  cependant  pas  la  valeur  d'une  source  originale. 
Alchimiste  de  basse  epoque,  grand  admirateur  de.  Jibir  at 
qui  pretend  avoir  reani  pres  d1un  millier  de  sea  ouvrage, 
Jildak!  reprodult  Adelement  ce  qutil  trouve  dans  ces  sources, 
sans  guere  recourir  a  des  informations  independantes.  " 
This  is,  I  think,  an  unfair  criticism  of  Jildaki.  True, 
that  he  greatly  admired  Jibirp  but,  as  was  pointed  out  on 
a  few  occasions  in  previous  pages,  he  was  by  no  means  a 
blind  follower.  Jildaki  had  the  highest  praise  for  TujrV1, 
and  yet  he  did  not  hesitate  to  critize  his  views  and  even 
question  his  ability  to  understand  alchemical  writings. 
There  is  a  great  deal  of  similarity  between  the  Ideas 
contained  in  the  quotations  from  Jibir  given  in  the  NihRyat 
and  those  found  in  the  Latin  works  of  Geber.  To  some  of 
1.  Cf,  Holmyard,  Science  PrRg;  less,,  1925,19,415-426. 
2.  Loc,  cit.,  Vol.  It  p.  XLIII. XLTV 
these  points  of  resemblance  I  have  drawn  attention  In 
the  course  of  thI3  thesisp  but  I  do  not  consider  them  as 
constituting  enough  evidence  for  establishing  a  close 
connexion  between  the  writings  of  Jibir  and  the  Latin 
works  of  Geber,  Perhaps  an  examination  of  all  the 
extent  works  of  Jildak!  would  help  to  settle  this  and 
many  other  questions  with  regard  to  the  history  of 
chemistry  in  Islam.  This  is  what  I  propose  to  do. 
later. VOLUME  I. IN  TIE  NAME  OF  GOD,  THE  COMPASSIONATE9  THE  ljqRcIFUL, 
After  praising  God,  his  prophet  Muha=aad,  and  the  latterIJI 
family  and  disciples,  Jildak!  goes  on  to  describe  the 
difficulties  he  was  confronted  by  and  the  troubles  he  en- 
countered  in  his  attempt  to  become  initiated  in  theology  and 
the  Art.  He  Tent  more  than  seventeen  years,  day  and  night, 
staked  a  great  deal  of  wealth,  read  and  collected  a  large 
number  of  books,  visited  the  learned  men  of  his  days  in  their 
dwellings  in  Iraq,  Egypt,  Yemen,  Hejaz,  Syriag  and  other 
countries.  In  the  end,  one  of  these  learned  men  triedp  out 
of  Jealousyq  to  mislead  him.  Realizing'this,  Jilda-kI  was 
able,  by  the  force  of  his  reason,  to  expose  the  absurdity  of 
the  teach-erts  argument;  whereupon  the  latter,  overwhelmed 
with  shameg  embraced  the  intelligent  pupil  and  told  him  that 
he  only  wanted  to  know  how  clever  he  was. 
Jildak!  stresses  on  the  common  belief  of  the'alchemists 
that  the  Art  must  be  kept  secret  from  those  who  do  not 
deserve  to  know  it;  otherwise  there  will  resalt  corruption  of 
the  society  and  annihilation  of  the  world.  On  the  other 
hand  any  failure  to  transmit  the  knowledge  to  those  who  are 
qualified  would,  as  it  is  the  case  in  the  present  day,  says 
Jildakil  abase  the  philosophy  and  prepare  the  ground  for  the 
jugglers  and  charlatans.  The  latter  try  to  convince  the 2 
poor,  under  oath.,  that  in  alchemy  lie  the  riches  of  the 
world,  and  yet  they  could  not  agree  between  themselves  as  to 
the  original  substance  of  the  Elixir.  Egg,  gall-vesicles 
(Mariijir),  blood,  skull,  hoof,  horaq  urine,  excreta  (Aa4irat), 
saltsl  sulphurs,  mercuries,  mineralq  plant  and  animal 
substances,  are  in  turn  favouredq  without  reasong  by  one  or 
another  group.  The  stupidity  of  these  jugglers  and  their 
followers2  hoviever,  leads  them  astray;  their  time  is  wasted 
and  they  suffer  great  losses. 
To  satisfy  the  desire  of  those  who  are  determined  to 
become  initiated  in  theology  and  the  noble  philosophical  Art, 
Jildak!  writes  his  book  Buýyat  al-Uabir  (The  Aspiration  of 
the  Expert)  and  later,  Sams  al-Munir  (The  Luminous  Sun). 
He  did  not  know  the  author  of  the  IC.  al-Liuktasab  (The  Book  of 
Knovileke  Acquired)l  but  found  the  work  to  be  perfect  in  its 
theoretical  and  experimental  aspects.  And  yet  the  brevity 
of  its  exposition  and  the  concise  form  of  its  statements, 
observed  Jildaklq  made  the  K.  al-Muktasab  very  difficult  to 
understand  for  the  beginners.  It  was  the  desire  to  overcome 
this  obstacle  that  incited  Jildak!  to  write  his  great 
Nih7ay6Lt  al-Talab  (The  End  of  the  Search),  as  a  voluminous, 
explanatory  appendix  to  the  K.  al-Tyluktasab.  However,  as 
Holmyard  points  out,  "his  explanations  are  not  seldom  more 
obsr,  ure  than  the  passages  they  are  desigaed  to  illuminate". 
1,  B.  J.  Holmyardt  Makers  of  Chemistryq  Oxford,  1946,  p.  82. 3 
K.  al-Muktasab  is  arranged  in  five  parts  comprising 
nineteen  sections:  part  I  has  5  sections,  part  11  4 
sections,  part  111  2  sections,  part  IV  5  sections,  and 
part  V3  sections. 
Nih5yat  consists  of  three  volumes.  Volume  one  consists 
of  three  books:  book  I  is  divided  into  5  chapters,  book  II 
into  4  chapters,  and  book  III  into  2  chapters.  Volume  Two 
consists  of  two  books:  book  I  is  divided  into  4  chapters, 
and  book  II  into  3  chapters.  Volume  Three  consists  of  two 
books,  each  divided  into  two  chapters.  Besidesq  each 
volume  has  a  prologue  and  an  epilogue. 
Jildakils  method  is,  as  a  rule,  to  quote  a  paragraph 
from  K.  al-Muktasab  and  then  try  to  explain  it  either  in  his 
own  words  or  by  making  innumerable  and  lengthy  quotations 
from  different  authors,  such  as  Jabir,  Khalid,  RBzl,  and 
others.  As  to  the  authenticity  of  his  quotations  and 
historical  facts,  "his  general  trustworthiness  can  be  safely 
assumed"  - 
(1) 
prologue  to  the  First  Volune 
This  prologue  opens  with  a  quotation  from  the  preface 
to  Al-Tviuktasabg  whose  author  is  always  referred  to  as  the 
Sheikh  by  Jildald. 
lo  Holmyard,  op.  cit.  ,  p.  82. 4 
Sheikh:  "I  have  described  in  this  book  [I  have  composed 
this  book  describing  in  itj  the  theory  of  the  Art 
of  Chemistry  and  its  practice  on  the  prime  matter 
suitable  for  the  purpose  after  having  previously 
established  proofs  of  the  possibility  of  the  Arts 
I  have  described  the  quantitative  and  the  quali- 
tative  in  general  and  in  particulOrg  (1) 
(2) 
The  Sheikh  says  'I  have  composed'  ),  and  not 
'I  have  compiled'  (  -: 
ý  I  ),  and  this,  comments  Jildakip 
is  true  because  the  work  is  original  and  includes  a  great 
deal  which  is  completely  new.  It  is  also  clear, 
continues  Jildakl,,  that  the  author,,  like  ýi4ib  Al-Sugiir, 
considered  theory  to  be  very  important  and  requisite  for 
successful  practice. 
Vol.  I.,  Book-Ij_ 
CHAPTER'I  :  Explanation  of  the  first  section  of  the  first 
part  oF  Al-Muktasabp  concerning  the  object  of  the  Art  of 
Alchemy.  ,:  -,, 
I 
Shelkh:  'I"Xnow,  may  Allah  have  mercy  on  thee,  that  the 
, 
materials  used  in  the  Art  of  Chemistry  are  of  one 
species  essentially.  They  are  called  the  metalliý, 
minerals  [Know,  that  the  object  of  the  Art  of 
,  Alchemy  is  a  single  real  speciesp  called  the 
metallic  mineral  ]  and  subdivided  into  six  aorta 
varying  in  form  and  in  propertiesp  but  not 
immutable'as  are  individual  animals  and  plants.  (3)ý 
They  are  goldv  silver,  copper,  iront  lead  and  tin.  4, 
Tr...  p.  9;  Es.  o  Vol*  I-P  Ps8- 
Pt.  -.,  p*3  go 
Iý 
.  Tre,  pol2;  V01-I-v  P-11- 5 
To  those  who  argue  against  the  possibility  of  the 
transmutation  of  these  six  metallic  forms  and  to  those  Who 
believe  them  to  be  of  different  species,  must  be  pointed  out, 
says  Jildaki,  that  the  metallic  minerals  do  not  stop  their 
development  at  a  certain  stage,  as  the  individual  animals 
and  plants  do.  Moreover,  there  is  a  difference  between 
common  gold  and  silver  and  the  gold  and  silver  of  the 
philosophers.  Common  gold  is  far  from  taking  up  the  form 
of  the  Elixir,  vhile  the  gold  of  the  philosophers  is  suitable 
for  that  purpose.  And  again,  common  gold  and  silver  are 
diseased,  in  contrast  with  the  gold  and  silver  of  the 
philosophers  which  are  not  so  affected.  it  is  possibleg 
continues  Jildakiq  to  transform.  common  silver  into  gold 
because  it  is  only  lacking  in  colour  and  in  the  strength  of 
its  parts.  After  overcoming  these  defects  common  silver 
becomes  gold  potentially  and  actually.  The  two  coppers 
also  are  not  fixed  in  their  state  of  development  and  could 
be  transformed  by  operation  into  silver.  Let  us  not  forget 
that  the  copper  and  iron  of  the  philosophers,  in  comparison 
with  common  copper  and  iron,  are  at  the  height  cf  their 
purity  and  cleanliness,  says  Jildaki.  The  same  applies  to 
the  two  leads. 
Jabir  has  referred  to  what  we  have  mentioned  here,  says 
jildaki,  in  a  great  number  of  his  books,  specially  in  the 6 
K.  Ajsad  al-Sabe  a  (The  Book  of  Seven  Bodies)  and  K.  al- 
Mawazin  (The  Books  of  Balances).  Jabir  argues  that  these 
bodies,  when  freed  from  their  darkness  and  impurities,  and 
mixed  appropriately,  some  of  them  with.  others,  in  the  snelting 
fire,  will  attain  to  the  perfect  state  of  silver  and  gold. 
Sheikh:  "Each  of  them  is  marked  off  from  the  others  by 
accidental  distinguishing  properties,  and  it 
should  be  possible  to  effect  the  necessary 
removal  of  these  propZrýies,  the  specific  nature 
remaining  constant.  "  1 
These  six  forms,  explains  Jildaki,  have  fusion  and 
malleability  in  common;  while  the  time  of  fusiong  and  colour 
differentiate  them  one  from  another.  The  cause-of  difference 
is  the  infliction  of  accidental  properties  on  them  in  the 
mines.  These  properties  could  be  removed  by  operation:  by 
washing  off  the  dirt  with  the  philosopherst  soap,  by  the 
action  of  fire,  and  especially  by  the  application  of  cleansing 
materials  such  as  salts,  boraces,  and  sharp  waters. 
Sheikh:  I'VIe  say  and  maintain  that  two  species  of 
natural  things  which  differ  radically  and 
essentially  cannot  be  changed  and  converted 
one  into  the  other  by  the  Artq  as  for  example, 
man  and  the  horse.  But  these  six  bodies  can 
be  mutually  converted:  thus  lead  may  be 
converted  into  silver,  for  if  you  place  a  pound 
of  lead  in  the  fire  it  rectifies  it  (and  matures 
it)  (2)9  and  most  of  it  is  burnt  away,  leaving 
le  Tr.  9  P.  12;  Es.,  Vol-I-9  P-13- 
Thepart  in  parenthesis  does  not  appear  in  the  End  o 
,,, 
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a  small  part  as  silver  -  about  a  quarter  of  a 
drachm  of  pure  silver  from  every  pound  of  lead. 
"Now  since  it  is  possible  for  a  part  of  the 
lead  to  be  changed  into  silver,  there  is  nothing 
to  hinder  the  conversion  of  the  whole.  In  th.  o 
same  way  silver  may  be  converted  into  gold,  by 
(the  refinement  of)  the  snelting  fire  only. 
For  it  is  tinctured  by  the  fire  and  strengthened 
and  transmuted  and  behaves  like  gold  with  the 
touchstone.  Thus  it  is  possible  to  effect  a 
certain  transmutation  (since  the  specific  nature 
is  constant);  but  if  silver  differed  from  gold 
in  species,  it  would  not  be  possible  to  convert 
it  into  it,  just  as  it  is  impossible  to  convert 
a  horse  into  the  human  species  by  the  Art  because 
they  differ  radically  and  essentially".  (15 
The  meaning  of  this  quotation,  says  Jildalcl,  is  obvious 
and  does  not  require  any  interpretation. 
Sheikh:  "Another  indication  of  that,  and  more  complete 
than  the  first,  is  that  in  gold  ores  the  gold  is 
sometimes  found  perf  ect  and  at  other  times 
imperfect.  The  imperfect  can  be  purified  by  the 
fire  and  separated  into  silver  and  gold.  In  the 
same  way  silver  is  found  in  its  ores  mixed  with 
lead,  and  can  be  refined  and  separated  from  it. 
Now  the  cause  of  the  occurrence  of  silver  in 
gold  ores  is  that  the  heat  matures  those  parts 
of  the  ores  which  are  near  it  and  converts  them 
into  gold,  if  the  ore  is  a  gold  one,  or  into 
silver  if  it  is  a  silver  ore.  But  it  does  not 
mature  what  is  distant  from  it  by  : pe  son  of  the 
low  temperature  and  little  heat.  "  k2ý 
Now,  says  Jildaki,  if  we  treat  the  perfect  gold  in  the 
1.  Tr.,  p.  12;  Es.  9  Vol.  j.,  p.  14. 
2.  Tr-j  p.  12,13  Es-t  V01-I-PPP-14-15. 8 
fire,  in  the  ordinary  way  which  is  known  to  all  people, 
out  of  every  twenty-four  parts  of  it  we  get  ten  parts-of 
imperfect  gold.  But  a  special  treatment  in  the  fire, 
knovai  only  to  the  philosophers,  would  improve  the  colour 
and  make  it  appear  purple.  It  is  af  act  of  observation, 
continues  Jildakill  that  silver  is  found  in  gold  ores,  while 
gold  does  not  occur  in  silver  ores.  Similarly  lead  is  found 
in  silver  ores  and  not  vice  versa.  The  reason  is  that  in 
gold  ores  heat  has  overcome  the  excess  of  cold  in  silver 
and  an  equilibrium  is  attained.  As  we  go  down  the  scale  of 
metallic  mineralsl  heat  is  gýcadually  superseded  by  cold. 
Gold  is  in  the  middle,  and  metallic  forms  with  an  excess  of 
heat  occupy  positions  next  to  it  on  the  other  side  of  the 
scale. 
Sheikh:  "It  appears,  therefore,  that  these  six 
metallic  forms  are  all  of  one  species,  disting- 
uished  from  one  another  only  by  differentiating 
accidental  qualities;  their  extreme  limit  is 
reached  when  they  become  gold  Itheir  final  cause 
is  to  become  gold  J.  Now  that  which  is  free 
from  any  accidental  quality  is  gold,  while  what 
possesses  these  becomes  either  silver  or  the 
two  leadsl  if  it  has  the  quality  of  coldness, 
or  copper  or  iron  if  it  has  the  quality  of 
hotness.  And  these  (six)  forms  of  a  single 
species  are  similar  merely  to  health  and  fever 
in  maa.  When  the  f  ever  is  treated  so  that  it 
departs  and  the  man  returns  to  freedom  from 
disease,  he  regains  the  most  perfect  state  of 
health.  11(l) 
1.  Trog  p.  13;  Es.,  vol-1,  p.  15. 9 
As  we  have  mentioned  before,  says  Tildaki,  some  of  these 
six  forms  may  be  transformed  to  others  by  operation.  An 
equilibrium,  he  continues,  between  heýt  and  cold  would 
produce  gold.  An  excess  of  heat  produces  either  copper  or 
iron,  while  an  excess  of  cold  gives  birth.  to  silver  or  the  two 
leads.  All  the  imperfect  forms  strive  to  become  gold  and 
that  is  their  final  cause.  The  imperfect  forms  in  comparison 
with  the  gold  are  like  ailing  men  trying  to  attain  to  the 
state  of  health  which  is  enjoyed  by  gold. 
It  is  difficult  to  understand  what  Jildak!  and  oth.  er 
alchemists  really  meant  by  heat  and  cold.  A  purely 
Aristotelian  interpretation  of  these  terms  would  have  very 
little  practical  significance,  as  the  qualities  of  hotness, 
coldness9  wetness,  and  dryness  were  only  attributed,  in  this 
sensev  to  the  inner  parts  of  things,  without  h.  aving  necessarily 
any  outside  manifestation.  The  alchemists,  it  is  true, 
accepted  the  theory  of  Aristotle  as  their  guiding  principle. 
But  their  writings  give,  at  times,  the  impression  that  they 
were  actually  talking  about  real  heat  and  cold  and  had  also 
some  vague  notion  of  the  intensity  of  heat. 
Perhaps  a  symbolic  representation  of  the  alchemistst 
theory  of  the  formation  of  metallic  minerals  would  make  it 
more  clear.  Tet  us  suppose  that  019  C21  C3  and  Hl,  H2,  H3 
represent  respectively  the  degrees  of  cold  and  heat  on  two 10 
opposite  sides  of  the  point  E  which  is  at  equilibrium.  At  a 
point  just  to  the  right  of  0,  or  to  the  left  of  HI  the 
formation  of  gold  beginsq  but  it  is 
C3C2C1E  Hi  H2  H3 
at  E  that  the  perfect  gold  is  produced.  The  gold  generated 
on  the  left  of  E  is  diseased  by  the  excess  of  cold  and  the 
one  generated  on  the  right  of  E  suffers  from  the  excess  of 
heat.  Silver  starts  to  be  formed  at  a  point  just  to  the 
right  of  C2  and  reaches  to  its  perfect  state  at  Cle  Copper, 
on  the  other  side  of  the  scale,  starts  its  formation  at  a 
point  just  to  the  left  of  H2  and  attains  perfection  at  Hl. 
So  it  is  with  the  two  leads  and  iron.  Now  the  maximum 
cold  in  the  gold  mine  lies  somewhere  between  C,  and  021 
and  the  maximum  heat  somewhere  between  H,  and  H.,  In  th  e 
silver  mine  C,  represents  the  minimum  cold  and  the  maximum 
falls  between  C  and  C  In  th-e  copper  minev  on  the  other  2Y 
hand,  H,  represents  the  minimum  heat  and  the  maximum  is 
between  H2  and  H  3"  With  this  arrangement  it  will  become 
impossible  for  gold  to  appear  in  either  silver  or  copper  ores, 
while  tb.  e  two  latter  may  be  contained  in  the  gold  ores. 
V01-  1,  Book  I, 
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CHAPTER  II  :  Explanation  of  the  second  section  of  the  first 
part  of  XT-Muktasab,  concerning  the  possibility  of  removing 
accidental  qualities  present  in  the  Species,  so  that  it-may 
return  to  its  specific  nature,  by  means  of  the  Art. 11 
Sheikh:  "Know,  that  we  began  by  saying  that  these 
six  forms  are  all  gold  by  species,  and  gold  is 
their  limit.  Now  that  which  is  composed  in 
the  right  proportion  quantitatively,  and  in 
agreement  therewith,  in  the  right  proportion 
qualitatively,  and  whose  nature  4a  reached  its 
highest  poiht,  has  become  gold;  "kl3 
To  explain  this  quotation,  Jildak!  attempts,  first  of 
all,  to  describe  what  is  meant  by  quantity  and  qualit-y. 
(2) 
Quantity  is  that  which  accepts  division,  he  says.  The 
following  table  shows  the  different  kinds  of  quantity,  as 
recognized  by  Tildaki. 
Continuous 





.  )Is%. 
Time 




t  J,; 
One  dimension  :  line 
Twb,  dimensions:  surfa 
Three  dimensions  .-  sDl 
Twb,  dimensions:  surface 
Magnitudes 
,  --  11  1.  r...  1 
The  third  dimension  may  be  called  height  or  depth 
according  as  one  refers  to  ascent  or  descent.  The 
quantities  may  be  classified-in  another  way: 
le  Tr.,  P913;  Es.,  Vol.  I.  j  P-17. 
2.  Repetition  of  the  sane  subject  in  different  words  is  not 
a  rare  occurrence  in  Jildakits  explanations.  I  have  tried 
as  far  as  possible,  to  curtail  the  chain  of  unnecessary 
reiterations. 




C-  Uj  4 
quantity 
Magnitudes  themselves;  as  distinct  from 
Ij  I  xa.  'j  k.,.  L  things  to  which 
magnitudes  could 
, Numbers  be  applied. 
j  Ix  I 
Things  in  which  the  substantive  quantity 
is  present  like:  things  to  which  numbers 
could  be  applied  C-  I.  J3 
Accidental 
Or  the  opposite  of  the  above  like: 
"-L--  - 
Things  which  their  appearance  requires 
the  existence  of  quantity  like: 
blackness. 
Now  what  the  Sheikh  meant,  says  Jildaki,  by  "the  right 
proportion  quantitatively"  was  nothing  other  than  an  equi- 
librium  in  composition  and  weight,  and  contiguity  of  the  parts 
which  constitute  the  substance. 
Quality,  as  Jildak!  defines  it,  is  accidental  and  does 
not  accept  division.  The  following  table  shows  how  he 
classified  the  qualities. 
Things  which  are  due  to  the  active  or  passive 
exercise  of  the  senses. 
Things  which  belong  to  the  essence  of  soul  like: 
mental  facultiesq  understanding,  and  anger. 
quality  %0- 
A-ptitude 
ITh-ings  which  are  exclusively  attributed  to  quanti--,  - 
ties,  both  continuous  and  separated;  trinity  is  an  I 
example  of  the  first  and  marriage'--of-the  second. 13 
Ily  the  "right  Proportion  qualitatively'#,  the  Sheikh  means, 
according  to  Jildaki,  an  equilibrium  of  heatq  cold,  hardness, 
softness,  colour,  taste,  and  smell. 
Apart  from  having  a  right  quantitative  and  qualitative 
proportion,  there  is  another  condition  to  be  satisfied  before 
the  generation  of  gold  is  realized.  This  condition,  says 
jildaki,  expressed  by  the  Sheikh  in  a  "terse  and  obscure" 
manner,  is  the  action  of  nature,  or  the  process  of  maturingt 
which  raises  the  substance  to  its  highest  degree  of  perfec- 
tion* 
Sheikh;  "while  that  in  which  the  qualitative 
kcomposition)  is  varied  comes  forth  from  the 
ore  in  the  state  of  imperfection  [while  that 
in  which  its  hotness  and  coldness  vary  quali- 
tatively  appears  in  the  ore  in  the  state  of 
imperfection.  ]"  (1) 
If  the  heat  and  cold  are  not  balancedq  explains  Jildaki, 
the  compound-will  be  disintegrated  by  the  contest  between  the 
two  opposing  forces,  each  trying  to  destroy  the  other  and 
thus  impeding  the  substance  from  attaining  to  its  state  of 
perfection. 
Sheikh:  "But  the  quentitative  (comPosition)  of  these 
six  individuals  does  not  vary;  fol,  this 
l`O  Tr.  9  p.  13;  Es.  9  yol;  I.,  po20. 14 
composition  in  them  depends  upon  moistness  and 
dryness,  whereas  the  qualitative  composition 
depends  upon  hotness  and  coldness-"  kl) 
Moistness,  explains  Jildakig  emanates  from  vapour,  and 
dryness  from  smoke.  Vapour,  on  the  other  handq  emanates  from 
water,  and  smoke  from  earth.  Therefore  the  material  exist- 
ence  of  all  bodies  is  due  to  earth  and  water.  Nevertheless, 
continues  Jildaki,  the  formation  of  bodies  would  not  take 
place  unless  hotness  and  coldness  have  flowed  into  and 
penetrated  all  parts  of  moistness  and  dryness.  Moistness  and 
dryness  have  material  existence  and  form  the  quantitative 
bases  of  bodies.  Hotness  and  coldness  are  forces  which  have 
no  material  existence  and  are  perceptible  to  the  senses  only 
through  their  effects.  The  latter  two  are  the  qualitative 
bases  of  bodies.  The  reason  why  a  flame  is  perceptible  to 
the  eyes  must  be  sought  in  the  visibility  of  its  intermediary, 
the  fuel,  from  which  it  proceeds. 
In  the  course  of  his  explanation  herel  Jildak! 
contradicts  his  previous  statement  on  the  classification  of 
quantity,  by  mentioning  lineg  surface,  a-ad  solid  as  examples 
of  continuous  quantities.  Perhaps  he  differentiated  between 
line  and  length,  surface  and  areal  solid  and  volume,  but 
nevertheless  he  uses  the  same  terms  in  both  cases. 
1.  -  Tr-q  P.  13;  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  p.  209  21o 15 
Sheikh:  "Now  the  moistness  and  dryness  of  which 
minerals  are  composed  are  nothing  but  watery 
steam  and  earthy  saoke;  if  compounded  together 
in  right  proportion,  they  give  rise  to  these  six 
metallic  substances.  "  (1) 
0 
The  Sheikh,  says  Jildaki,  refers  here  only  to  moistness 
and  dryness  as  the  necessary  ingredients  for  the  generation 
of  metallic  minerals.  He  did  not  mention  hotness  and  cold- 
ness,  because  he  intended  to  make  his  pronouncement  on 
generation  enigmatic  and  obscure.  The  wise  man  understands 
this  and  knows  that  it  is  impossible  to  generate  anything  in 
the  three  kingdoms  except  by  the  combination  of  the  four 
natures.  The  fool,  on  the  other  hand,  takes  everything  at 
its  face  value  and  is  thus  led  astray.  By  the  "right 
proportion"  the  Sheikh  meant,  according  to  Jildakil  a 
generative  combination  and  not  a  corruptive  one. 
Sheikh:  "If  the  dr7ness,  that  is,  the  -smoke,  is 
in  too  great  proportion,  then  are  formed 
brittle  stones  such  as  the  marcasites, 
magnesia,  tutias,  and  the  stones  related 
[akin),  to  the  mineral  substances  from  (like] 
kuIll  (antimony)  and  zarnih  (arsenic),  etc.  "  (a) 
h& 
Stonesq  explains  Jildald,  originate  in  the  hollows  of 
the  earth  from  earthy  oils,  which  in  turn  are  produced  by  the 
1.  Trol.,  p-  -13,14;  Bs.,  Vol.  I.,  p*22. 
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action  of  natural  heat  upon  water.  Water,  which  is  dilute 
and  extinguishes  fire,  acquires  opposite  properties, 
becoming  thick  and  inflammable,  after  it  has  been  transformed,,, 
into  oil  by  the  action  of  natural  heat  and  the  solution  of 
earthy  parts  in  it.  Smoke  is  lighter  than  vapour, 
(1) 
because  vapour  is  born  from  water  and  during  the  course  of  its 
ascent,  when  the  heat  subsides,  it  returns.  .  into  the  form  of 
water  again  and  starts  descending.  Smoke,  which  is  produced 
by  a  more  intense  fire  thmi  that  required  for  the  formation 
of  vapour,  appears  at  the  beginning  as  a  light  vapourt  becomine. 
infinitely  lighter  later  on.  Now,  if  there  is  an  excess  of 
dryness,  the  adhesive  moistness, 
(2) 
which  holds  the  parts  of 
the  substance  together,  will  be  absorbed  and  destroyedl 
producing  brittle  stones  and  the  like. 
Sheikh:  "If  the  moistnest,  that  is,  the  steam,  is  in 
too  great  proportiont  mercury,  and  nothing  else, 
will  , 
result.  This  Occurs  only  in,  particular 
districts  of  the  earth  in  places  which  are  very 
near  to  equilibrium,  that  it,  equilibrium  of 
climate  [time)  (3). 
"Hence  it  has  been  established  that  the 
quantitative  composition  of  these  metallic 
1,  I'Vapourois  lighter  than  smoke",  is  actually  what  appears 
in  the  LIS.,  but  the  explanation  which  : follows  the  conclusion 
and  the  explicit  statements  to  the  contrary  prove  that  a 
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OJI-r^01  Jildak!  takes  to  mean  time,  though 
climate  is  its  other  meaning. 17 
substances  is  constant;  understand  this,  there- 
fore,  and  know  that  the  cause  of  the  existence  of 
gold  is  nothing  but  the  equilibrium  of  the 
hotness,  and  that  reason  why  the  rest  of  the  six 
substances  f  all  short  of  being  gold  is  excess 
either  of  hotness  or  of  coldness.  "(1) 
The  "particular  districts  of  the  earth'?  explains 
Jildakar,  are  those  where  day  and  night  are  nearly  equal  in 
duration2  and  this  is  due  to  the  low  latitude  of  these 
places  and  their  nearness  to  the  equator.  These  districts 
constitute  the  first  of  the  seven  climes,  which  covers  China, 
I 
Indiag  Arabia,  Abyssinia,  Egypt,  the  Land  of  Berbers,  Spain, 
and  all  the  seas  lying  in  between.  The  position  of  the  min 
on  the  ecliptic  requires  that  in  this  clime  heat  and  cold 
alternate  in  periods  of  equal  duration.  As  a  result  of 
this  the  vapours  in  the  hollows  of  the  earth  are  in  a  state 
of  constant  ascent  and  descent;  neither  heat  nor  cold  last 
long  enough  to  coagulate  or  to  freeze  them.  Thus,  when  the 
moistness  is  aIwVs  dominant,  nothing  but  mercury  in  formed. 
Therefore,  continues  Jildaki,  the  quantitative  composition  I 
of  these  metallic  substances,  which  depends  upon  the  passive 
parts,  moistness  and  dryness,  is  constant;  the  active  parts, 
hotness  and  coldnessl  being  responsible  for  the  variations. 
Jabir,  says  Jildakl,  refers  to  this  in  his  K.  al-Mawfizin. 
It  is  mentioned  there  that  anyoneg  who  knows  in  what  respects 
1.  Tr-,  p.  14;  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  p.  26,28. 18 
the  quantity  and  quality  in  these  six  forms  differ,  would  be 
able  to  restore  the  balance  and  transmute  the  defective  forms 
into  gold.  The  transmutation  is  carried  out  by  following 
the  steps  of  the  Art  and  the  use  of  smelting-fire,  without, 
however,  applying  the  Elixir  or  wasting  a  long  time.  Here 
Jildak!  expresses  his  high  opinion  of  Jabir.  The  latter,  he 
says,  has  surpassed  all  in  philosophy,  his  predecessors  as 
well  as  those  who  came  after  him.  The  author  of 
Al-Muktasab,  says  jildaki,  had  also  attained  to  an  eminent 
position  in  philosophy,  and  his  statements  show  that  he  had 
understood  the  meaning  of  Jabirian  writings  and  tried  to  pass 
it  on  to  us. 
What  the  Sheikh  meant  by  "excess  either  of  hotness  or  of 
coldness",  according  to  jildaki,  was  the  overwhelming 
abundance  of  one  of  them  in  the  substance.  A  very  small 
surplus  of  hotness  is  actually  necessary,  to  act  as  fire 
during  the  time  of  maturing,  until  the  generation  of  the 
substance  is  complete  and  the  state  of  perfection  is  reached. 
Sheikh:  "Thus,  the  imperfection  of  silver  is  due  to 
the  excess  of  coldness.  A  pxDof  of  this  is 
that  silver  is  found  in  gold  ore  while  gold  is 
not  found  in  silver  ore,  since  the  silver  which 
is  found  in  gold  ore  is  lacking  in  hotness, 
which  has  prevented  it  from  becoming  gold.  For 
a  gold  ore  is  hotter  than  a  silver  ore,  and  both 
gold  and  silver  are  found  in  it.  The  presence 
of  silver  is  due  to  its  distance  in  the  ore  from 
the  heat,  while  the  gold  is  formed  by  its  ' 
nearness  thereto., 19 
"As  for  a  silver  ore,  one  does  not  find  gold 
in  it  because  it  is  colder  th.  an  a  gold  ore,  but 
it  contains  silver  and  lead.  The  occurrence  of 
the  silver  is  due  to  its  approximation  and  closenesE 
to  the  heat,  while  the  presence  of  lead  is  due  to 
its  distance  therefrom  in  the  ore.  Tin  is  often 
found  in  another  ore  of  a  different  description.  "CL', 
The  meaning  of  this  excerpt  is  obvious,  says  Jildaki-,  and 
as  it  has  been  expounded  before  there  is  no  need  to  enlarge 
upon  it 
Sheikh.:  "When  scientists  considered  these  six  ductile 
mineral  substances  and  found  them  to  be  of  one 
species,  part  imperfect  and  part  perfect,  and 
when  they  found  imperfect  ones  in  the  ores  of  the 
perfect,  they  knew  that  the  d-ifference  between 
th.  em,  was  only  qualitative;  and  they  f  ound  that  the 
accidental  qualities  which  marked  off  one  from 
another  were  only  distinguishing  unessential 
qualities  which  could  be  removed  by  means  of  a 
proper  remedy. 
"And  they  said:  One  of  the  two  following 
things  is  necessary  -  (a)  that'we  remove  the 
accidental  properties  of  these  five  substances 
by  the  fire;  or  (b)  that  we  make  a  compound 
which  if  projected  upon  them  will  perfect  in 
them  that  which  is  imperfect,  and  remove  from 
them  what  is  in  excess  ct  equilibrium  or  falls 
short  thereof.  "  (2) 
Here  Jildak!  enters  into  a  lengthy  discussion  concerning 
the  possibility  of  transmutation.  Philosophers  of  the 
1.  Tr.  9  p.  14;  Es-,  Volel.,  p.  29,30. 
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past  and  present,  he  says,  h.  ave  substantially  conformed  to  the 
opinion  of  the  Sheikh  that  the  six  metallic  forms  are 
essentially  one  in  species.  This,  of  course,  is  a  convincing 
proof,  continues  Jildaki,  as  to  the  genuineness  of  the  Art 
and  the  possibility  of  transmutation.  Neverthelessý  th.  ere 
have  been  philosophers  who  denied  the  sincerit  of  the  claims  Y 
of  the  alchemists.  AbT14  All  ibn  Sina,  in  spite  of  his 
immense  knowledge  and  high  mental  power,  observes  Jildaki, 
￿F 
in  his  famous  book  al-Sifa  (The  Remedy)l  rejects  the 
Possibility  of  transmutation,  saying  that  the  six  metallic 
fo=s  are  all  different  species  of  a  sifigle  genus,  that  is, 
mineral.  Similarly,  the  genus  of  plantg  according  to 
Avicenna,  comprises  many  different  species;  so  does  the 
genus  of  animal.  But  just  as  it  is  impossible  to  change  a 
horse  into  a  dog,  a  bird  into  a  horse,  and  a  man  into  a  bird, 
so  it  is  impossible  to  change  silver  into  goldt  copper  into 
silver,  or  lead  into  iron.  The  martyr  MuJay5rid  al-Din  al- 
Tugrzi  in  his  book  HMdsil  al-Jis"tihbLd  (Truth  of, 
Bývidence)  repudiates  the  views  of  Avicenna,  and  by  giving 
extensive  quotations  from  al-Sifa  shows  that  the  latter  was 
actually  perplexed,  not  only  with  regard  to  transmutation,  but 
also  on  the  question  of  the  life  to  come  and  the  survival  of 
the  spirit  after  the  annihilation  of  the  body.  Galen,  perfect 
though  he  was,  expressed  views  similar  to  those  of  Avicenna. 21 
There  have  also  been  a  great  number  of  philosophers  who 
forbade  the  practite  of  the  Art  altogether.  Hunayn  ibn 
)IshZj,  goes  on  Jildaki,  expressed  the  same  opinion  as 
Avicenna;  Abii  Iluhwmad  ibn  Hazm  thought  that  there  was  as 
much  truth  in  the  Art  as  in  sorcery  and  fantasy.  Ibn 
Taymiya,  on  the  other  hand,  believed  that  colouring  war. 
possible,  though  the  new  colour  faded  completely  away  after 
seventy  years. 
Jildak!  then  proceeds  to  refute,  on  "logical  and 
philosophical  grounds",  the  arguments  against  the  possibility 
of  transmutation.  But,  as  we  will  see,  US  reasoning  is 
at  times  permeated  with  fallacy  and  leaves  much  to  be  desired. 
Vie  do  not  contend,  says  Jildaki,  that  even  transubstantiation 
of  different  species  into  one  another  is  impossible,  though 
what  the  alchemists  actually  do  is  the  perfection  of  the 
imperfect  forms  of  a  single  species.  There  are  many 
examples  in  mineral,  vegetable,  and  animal  kingdoms  which 
could  serve  to  prove  this  point. 
In  the  vegetable  kingdom  combination,  transformation,  and 
transubstantiation  is  possible,  as  it  is  mentioned  in  the 
books-on  agriculture  and  it  could  be  verified  by  observation. 
Pistachio  could  be  produced  by  combining  almond  and  turpentine; 
different  kinds  of  grape  with  various  colours,  which  grow  in 
the  vineyard,  have  the  same  origin;  different  fruits  may  be 22 
obtained  from  the  same  tree;  and  many  variations  of  fruits 
with  different  smells,  colours,  and  tastes  would  result  by 
employing  methods  of  transformation.  The  reason  for  all 
this  is  that  the  plant  is  capable  of  growth  and  transforma- 
tion  by  virtue  of  its  pervasive  soul  and  its  readiness  for 
combination.  This  combination  is  of  the  second  order,  in 
contrast  with  the  generation  of  scorpions  from  ptitrid  basil 
(a  fragrant  kind  of  herb)  and  worms  from  manureq  etc. 
As  to  the  animal  kingdom,  here  the  combination  is  of 
the  first  end  highest  order.  Among  the  animals,  there  are 
those  with  fixed  forms  admitting  no  alterations,  like  man 
and  horse.  On  the  other  hand,  there  are  animals  which 
undergo  transformation.  The  silk-worm  is  transformed  into 
a  winged  animal,  the  gnat  is  born  from  the  worm,  and  the 
snake  is  generated  from  hair,  etc.  So  we  see,  observes 
Jildaki,  that  there  are  species  in  the  vegetable  and  animal 
kingdoms  which  go  on  changing  their  forms  until  they  reach 
their  final  predestined  state.  Now,  just  as  transformation 
is  possible  in  vegetables  and  animals,  so  it  is  vdth  minerals. 
The  possibility  of  transformation  is  due  to  the  fact  that  a 
species,  no  matter  to  which  kingdom  it  belongs,  has  not 
reached  its  desired  and  final  state. 
If  the  six  metallic  mineralst  argues  Jildaki,  represent- 
ed  different  species,  like  man  and  the  horseq  then  they  would 23 
have  perhaps  preserved  their  form.  But,  as  a  matter  of 
fact,  they  are  different  kinds  of  the  same  species  and  their 
-A.  Ufferences,  as  we  have  seen  before,  are  due  to  accidental 
qualities. 
All  the  propositions  in  science,  according  to  Jildakiq 
may  be  divided  into  three  categories:  necessaryg  conditional, 
and  impossible.  'Fire  is  hot  and  dry'  is  an  example  of  the 
first  categoryy  'man  writes'  oý  the  secondl  and  'man  flies' 
of  the  third.  Any  conditional  proposition,  such  as  'the 
Art  is  possible',  may  become  either  necessary  or  impossible, 
depending  on  wh-ether  its  predicate,  in  this  case  'is  possible', 
be  true  or  false.  The  proposition  which  asserts  the 
possibility  of  the  Art  could  not  become  impossiblel  becausel 
in  the  first  place,  its  impossibility  is  not,  as  when  we  sq7 
'fire  is  cold',  obvious.  Laoreoverg  as  we  mentioned  before, 
anything  which  is  not  in  a  balanced  state  is  bound  to  undergo 
transformation,  because  of  the  contest  between  the  opposing 
forces  inside  it.  Therefore,  the  stability  of  a  substance 
which  has  not  reached  equilibrium  is  impossible  org  in 
effect,  the  possibility  of  the  Art  becomes  a  necessity. 
But  it  must  be  understood,  says  Jildaki,  that  transforma- 
tion  may  be  corruptive  and  generative  at  the  same  time  -  For 
example,  in  the  treatment  of  the  five  imperfect  metallic c 
ý')l  ý 
forms  with  fire,  only  a  very  mall  portion  attains  to  the 
perfect  state  and  the  rest  is  destroyed. 
Avicenna,  in  one  of  his  books,  says  Jildaki,  while 
denying  the  possibility  of  traasmutation,,  accepted  the  change 
of  colour.  He  recognized  two  kinds  of  dyes  in  alchemy, 
white  and  red.  Accordingly,  when  copper  was  transmuted  into 
silver  and  silver  into  gold,  he  thought  that  the  products 
were  nothing  more  than  dyed  copper  and  silver.  The  recipe 
which  he  gave  for  the  white  dye  comprised  arsenic,  mercury 
and  silver.  As  to  the  red  dye,  it  was  prepared  from 
sulphur,  mercuryq  gold  and  sal  ammoniac,  or  it  was  derived 
from  vegetable  and  animal  substances.  Avicenna  actually 
describes  in  detail  the  ways  and  means  employed  in  the  prepa- 
ration  of  the  dyes  on  the  authority  of  his  predecessors. 
4unayn  b.  -'Is4bLq  agreed  with  Avicenna  and  a  great  number  of 
other  scholars  subscribed  to  the  same  opinion. 
Ve  do  not  entertain  the  view,  says  Jildakil  that 
transformation  is  possible  in  every  case.  Existencies  are 
divided  into  two  classes:  bimple  sabstances  and  compounds. 
Simple  substances  do  not  transform  except  by  combination, 
that  is  to  say,  combination  is  their  only  transformation. 
Compounds  are  divided  into  thTee  groups  as  follows: 
(a)  Those  which  have  a  balanced  and  strong  constitution 
like  gold  ýnd  ruby.  They  preserve  their  form  for  ever, 0  25 
because  they  have  already  reached  their  final  and  perf  eat 
state  - 
(b)  Those  which  have  a  balanced  and  porous  constitution. 
All  healthy  plants  and  animals  are  included  in  this  group. 
They  grow  and  become  more  and  more  fresh  as  moisture  and  heat 
pervade  their  interstices  in  an  increasing  degree.  The 
culminating  stage  of  this  process  is  represented  by  a  man  at 
the  summit  of  his  strength,  end  by  a  fully  grown  plant. 
But  later  the  process  is  reversed.  Dryness  and  cold 
gradually  supersede  moisture  and  heat  until  they  come  com- 
pletely  dominant,  and  so  the  end  comes. 
(c)  Those  vdth  an  aberrant  (atýd  porous  in  the  case  of 
vegetable  and  animal)  constitution.  This  group  consists  of 
all  the  defective  and  diseased  forms  of  the  mineral,  vegetablq 
and  animal  kingdoms.  There  are  two  distinct  types  in  this 
group.  First,  there  are  those  which  have  completely  lost 
their  coherence  and  compactness.  In  minerals,  this  happens 
when  the  adhesive  moisture  is  totally  annihilated  by  accident- 
al  qualities.  A  dried-up  tree  and  a  man  whose  governing 
organs  have  become  defective  are  examples  of  this  type. 
There  are  no  possible  treatments  to  cure  diseased  species 
of  the  first  type.  The  second  type  in  this  group 
comprises  the  diseased  species  which  are  amenable  to 
treatment.  The  state  of  health  and  perfection  could  be 26 
restored  to  them  by  appropriate  operations.  This  is 
what  a  physician,  a  veterinary  surgeon,  an  expert  farmer, 
or  an  alchemist  does. 
Now  let  us  examine,  says  Jildaki,  the  idea  of  colouring 
advocated  by  Avicenna,  4unayn,  and  others.  The  &t  is 
either  true,  he  goes  on,  or  false,  and  there  is  no  other 
possibility.  If  it  is  true,  our  thesis  is  es'bablished;  if 
it  is  false,  then  how  are  the  opponents  of  alchemy  going  to 
interpret  the  change  of  colours,  which  they  accept  as  a  fact? 
They  have  either  observed  the  change  of  colours  themselves, 
or  they  are  relying  on  the  statements  of  the  alchemists. 
In  the  latter  case,  the  possibility  of  the  Art  is  proved, 
because  it  is  a  contradiction  to  accept  the  word  of  the 
alchemists  in  one  instance  and  to  reject  it  in  another.  But 
if  they  have  carried  out  the  experiment  themselvesq  they 
have  either  followed  the  instructions  of  the  alchemists  or 
performed  the  operation  on  their  own  initiative.  In  the 
former  case  they  are  again  contradicting  themselves  by 
accepting  only  part  of  the  whole  truth.  Finally,  if  they 
have  effected  the  change  of  colour  strictly  on  their  own, 
it  is  either  genuine  or 
_sp=ious. 
If  it  is  genuine,  the 
alchemists  have  been  proved  right.  As  to  its  being  spurious, 
there  is  no  reason,  as  we  shall  see,  to  support  it. 
The  main  point  in  Jildakils  argument  is  thiso  that "Since  part  of  what  the  philosophers  (Alchemists)  b.  ave  said 
is  true,  therefore,  it  is  permissible  to  accept  all  that  they 
said  as  true.  "(') 
There  are  two  conditions  which  must  be  met  before  the 
operation  of  dyeing  or  colouring  is  attempted.  Firstly, 
the  dye  must  have  the  right  combination  and  perfect  constitu- 
tion.  Secondly,  the  substance  upon  which.  the  particular 
dye  is  projected  must  be  capable  of  absorbing  it  without  any 
difficulty.  Now  it  is  impossibleg  says  Jildaki,  to  doubt 
the  genuineness  of  colouring  if  the  two  conditions  have  been 
observed.  Any  failure  in  colouring  necessarily  implies 
an  error  in  fulfilling  the  two  conditions.  Th.  erefore,  when 
copper  takes  up  the  permanent  and  genuine  colour  of  silver, 
and  silver  that  aC'  gold,  it  is  not  appropriate  to  speak  cc 
coloured  copper  and  silver.  Coloured  copperg  as  the 
opponents  of  alchemy  would  call  it,  is  potentially  and  actual- 
ly  silver.  Similarly,  coloured  silver  is  nothing  but  gold. 
The  trouble  with  the  opponents  of  the  Art  isq  says 
I  Jildaki,  th.  at  they  have  not  grasped  the  inner  meaning  of  what 
they  have  read  on  alchemyl  and  have  accordingly  confined 
themselves  to  superficiality.  The  statement  of  Ibn  HazmI 
in  which  he  compared  the  Art  to  sorcery,  could  be  attributed 
only  to  sareasm  and  ignorance.  It  is  also  obvious  that, 
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when  Ibn  Taymiya  expressed  the  opinion  that  the  colour  would 
fade  away  in  seventy  years,  he  based  his  judgment,  not  on 
actual  observation,  but  on  artifices  invented  by  his  own 
imagination. 
Novi  that  we  have  established  the  possibility  of  the 
Art,  continues  Jildaki,  vie  return  to  the  statement  of  the 
Sheikh  where  he  says  "they  found  imperfect  ones  in  the 
ores  of  the  perfect.,,  This  statement  is  verified  by 
operation.  The  gold  which  comes  from  the  mine  is  partly 
base  and  partly  perfect;  and  on  adding  the  tsolvent  water' 
to  it  the  perfect  part  which  is  pure  gold  remains  unaffected, 
(1) 
while  the  base  part,  that  is,  silver,  dissolves  in  the  water. 
This  description  of  Jildakl,  I  thi331c,  leaves  us  in  no  doubt 
that  by  'solvent  water',  he  meant  nitric  acid.  The  treat- 
ment  of  the  five  imperfect  metallic  forms  is  carried  outq  he 
goes  on,  either  by  fire  alone  or  by  the  application  of  a 
compound  which  is  specially  prepared  for  the  purpose.  The 
action  of  fire  is  to  unite  the  likes  and  separate  the 
unlikes.  The  projected  compound,  on  th.  e  oth,  er  hand, 
elevates  the  imperfect  parts  of  the  substance  to  the  perfect 
state  and  destroys  the  redundant  parts. 
Sheikh:  "Now  if  we  use  fire  alone,  it  must  be  either 
violent  or  gentle,  and  the  time  each  of  these 
takes  must  be  either  long  or  short. 
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"We  will  explain  the  action  of  the  fire,  in 
its  different  divisions,  upon  each  of  these 
substances  less  perfect  than  gold.  And  we  say 
that  when  silver  is  placed  in  a  light  fire,  no 
success  is  acquired  by  a  short  action,  but  a 
long  period  is  necessary  -  even  to  years:  a 
thing  which  human  nature  makes  difficult. 
"So  there  is  no  benefit  a-ý  all  to  the  silver 
by  a  long  action  nor  by  a  short  one,  for  a  long 
action  is  difficult  and  life  is  too  short  for  it, 
while  a  short  action  does  not  succeed.  Moreover, 
when  silver  is  placed  in  a  vi6lent  fire,  if  the 
time  is  shorter  than  necessary,  there  is  no 
success,  while  if  Iong,  it  is  certainly 
tinctured  in  the  fire  and  is  strengthened,  but 
only  after  removal  of  the  greater  part,  and  so 
mall  a  part  is  left  that  it  was  not  worth 
transmuting  it  into  gold  on  account  of  the  loss 
incurred  and  the  outlay  required.  Thus  there  is 
no  advantage  in  converting  silver  into  gold  by 
fire  alone,  although(in  the  possibility  of 
this  transformation)  we  have  found  a  conclusive 
proof  (of  the  soundness  of  our  argument).  11(l) 
Knovil  explains  Jildaki,  that  the  action  of  nature  on 
substances  is  in  accordance  with  their  capabilities.  Plants 
and  animals,  owing  to  their  existence  on  the  surface  of  the 
earth  and  their  porous  constitution,  are  better  disposed  to 
be  affected  by  the  active  forces  of  Naturet  and  areq  there- 
fore,  quick  in  generation  and  corruption.  Minerals,  on  the 
other  hand,  because  of  their  compact  constitution  and  the 
fact  that  they  are  hidden  in  the  depths  of  the  earth,  mW 
remain  unaffected  for  years,  perhaps  centuries,  on  end. 
Here  the  Art  comes  to  our  help  to  speed  up  the  slow  process 
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of  transformation  JIn  minerals.  And,  as  the  philosophers 
discovered  that  heat  is  the  most  active  force  in  Nature,  it 
was  only  natural  to  suggest  fire  as  a  means  for  overcoming 
the  slowness  of  transformation. 
The  rest  of  Jildakil's  explanation  of  the  above  quotation 
is  no  more  than  the  repetition  of  what  the  Sheikh,  has  already 
said. 
Sheikh:  "As  for  the  action  of  fire  upon  the  two 
coppers,  the  fire  must  be  either  violent  or 
gentle,  and  employed  either  for  a  long  time  or 
a  short  one.  It  wass  indeed,  knovm  that  the 
two  coppers  are  held  back  from  the  state  of  being 
gold  only  by  their  excessive  hotness;  now  the 
fire  strengthens  its  like  and  weakens  its 
opposite,  so  that  an  increase  in  hotness  occurs 
whether  the  fire  be  gentle  or  violent,  long  in 
action  or  short.  They  bztY,,.  -azý4  crumbled  and 
converted  into  a  useless  powder,  and  their 
specific  nature  is  lost,  '  so  that  no  benefit 
whatever  is  derived.  Thus  vain  is  the  use  of 
fire  alone  with  the  coppers  also;  the  same  is 
true  for  the  two  leads.  For  each-  sort  of  f  ire 
must  act  either  by  a  long  action  or  by  a  short. 
Now  a  gentle  fire  will  have  no  action  except 
by  a  long  exposure;  however,  a  lengthy  operation 
is  difficult  for  the  operator,  and  life  is  too 
short,  while  a  short  exposure  is  useless  since  it 
has  no  action  at  all.  Similarly,  a  violent  fire, 
whether  the  time  be  long  or  short,  burns  it  and 
drives  away  its  moistness,  and  so  no  benefit 
whatever  is  derived,  since  the  composition  of  lead 
is  not  in  proper  equilibrium.  11(l) 
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The  two  coppers  do  not  possess,  soys  Jildakl,  the  same 
amount  of  heat;  and  for  further  information  in  this  respect 
one  mast  oonsult  the  Kutub  al-Maw5zln  of  JbLbir.  The 
excessive  amount  of  heat  in  the  two  coppers  destroys  part  of 
their  moisture  and  thus  increases  their  dryness.  Neverthe- 
less,  copper  possesses  more  moisture  than  iron,  and  that  is 
why  it  melts  easier  than  the  latter.  Butj  as  the  Sheikh  has 
saidq  application  of  fire  to  the  two  coppers  would  make  them 
lose  their  adhesive  moisture  and  would  convert  them  into 
useless  powders. 
As  to  the  two  leads,  though  suffering  from  excess  of 
coldo  the  only  treatment  vdth  fire  which  results  in  success 
is  the  gentle  one  with  long  duration.  And  as  a  long  dura- 
tion  is  not  in  accordance  with.  the  shortness  of  human  life., 
so  the  application  of  fire  alone  is  completely  useless. 
Sheikh:  "When  this,  that  is,  the  action  of  fire,  made 
itself  clear  to  them,  necessity  drove  them.  to, 
make  a  compound  from  a  single  drug,  or  from  drugs 
either  differing  in  species  or  differing  in  form, 
[or  from  two  drugs  differing  in  species,  nay, 
differing  in  form)  but  nevertheless  included  in 
a  single  species  essentially,  though  not 
relatively  [but  nevertheless  included  in  a  single 
real  species  and  not  in  a  relative  one)  -(l) 
1.  The  rest  of  this  quotationg  as  it  appears  in  the 
'V-;  nd  of  t 
Search,  is  at  complete  verbal  variance  with  the  printed  te 
of  Al  -  Muktasab.  But  as  there  are  no  fundamental  differences 
with  regarT-to-The  meaning,  and  moreover  the  printed  text  in 
this  particular  case  is  more  orderlyq  I  have  reproduced  the 
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And  they  made  two  Elixirs,  one  of  them  for  white- 
ness  and  the  other  for  redness,  both  fusibles 
miscible,  solublel  permeating,  stable  and  assimi- 
lable.  For  if  there  be  no  fusion  there  can  be  no 
mixing,  and  if  there  be  no  mixing  there  can  be  no 
assimilation,  and  if  there  be  no  assimilation 
there  can  be  no  solution,  and  if  there  be  no 
solution  there  can  be  no  permeation,  and  if  there 
be  no  permeation  there  can  be  no  stability  in 
the  fire.  And  if  one  of  these  qualities  is 
lacking  the  combination  is  rained,  a-ad  if  the 
combination  is  ruined  then  the  Art  is  vain.  ft(l) 
When  the  Sheikh.  says  "from  a  single  drug,  or  from  two 
drugs",  he  does  not  mean,  according  to  Jildaki,  that  the 
Elixir  may  be  prepared  either  from  one  or  from  two  drugs. 
He  has  made  his  statement  intentionally  obscure  in  order  to 
confuse  the  fool.  By  'single  drug,  he  implied  the  oneness 
of  the  material,  that  is,  the  stone,  employed  in  the 
preparation  of  the  Elixir.  By  'two  drugs'  he  meant  the 
masculine  and  feminine  components  of  the  material.  By 
Idiffering  in  species'  he  meant  the  difference  in  nature 
between  the  masculine  component,  which  is  hot  aid  dx7,  and 
the  feminine  componentt  which  is  cold  and  viet.  The  pbiase 
'differing  in  form,  indicates  that  the  raw  material  of  the 
Elixir  is  chosen  from  among  the  elements,  as  each  of  the 
latter  has  its  own  peculiar  natural  form  according  to  its 
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being  masculine  or  feminine. 
To  explain  what  the  Sheikh  meant  by  'real'  and 
'relative'  species,  Jildaki  discusses  the  age-old  problem 
of  the  relation  of  species  to  their  common  genus.  The 
treal  speciest,  according  to  Jildaki,  are  those,  the 
individual  members  of  which  have  the  scme  essenceg  a-ad, 
besides,  are  not  attached  to  any  particular  genus.  A 
'relative  speciest,  on  the  other  hand,  is  always  included 
in  a  genus,  for  example  tanimall  is  one  of  the  tgrowing 
bodies'  and  that  in  tam  is  classified  under  'bodies'  in 
general. 
It  is,  I  think,  appropriate  to  mention  here  that  the 
limitation  of  the  word  species  to  one  particular  level, 
usual1y  the  lowest  in  the  classification,  was  a  matter  of 
slow  development  in  scientific  terminology. 
Jildaki  further  observes  that  the  distinction  between 
the  two  real  and  relative  species  iri  not  confined  to  certain 
parts  of  them,  but  that  all  the  corresponding  parts  differ 
in  one  respect  or  another;  for  a  real  species  may  exist 
without  being  in  any  sense  connected  to  a  relative  one,  or 
vice  versa. 
Sh-eikh:  IlIt  is  necessary  that  one  of  the  Elirirs 
saou.  Lu  t)e  tiov  ana  rea,  3.  n  oraer  -unat  i:  t;  may 
remove  the  quality  of  coldness  and  may  tincture 
the  substance  with.  its  colour,  red;  and  the 
second  cold  and  white,  to  remove  the  quality  of 
hotness  and  to  tincture  the  substance  with  its colour,  white.  In  this  way,  upon  whatever  of 
these  (metallic)  forms  it  is  projected,  it 
dissolves  in  [it  plunges  into]  it  with 
effervescencel  and  will  be  an  aid  to  th.  e  firo, 
in  shortening  the  operation.  It  will  be  such. 
a  substance  that  it  removes  the  accidental 
qualities,  and  at  the  same  time  preserves  the 
(metallic)  form  and  the  equilibrium  of  its 
moistness  with  its  dryness.  11(l) 
When  the  Elixir  is  projected  upon  metallic  minerals, 
it  plunges  into  their  depths  by  its  heaviness,  says  Jildaki, 
and  starts  effervescing  and  hissing,  though  no  smoke  is 
evolved. 
Sheikh:  "Now  to  whatever  of  these  (metallic)  forms 
is  cold,  is  added  the  hot  Elkirg  and  it  heats 
it  and  tinctures  it  red;  while  to  those  which 
are  hot  vrith  a  h.  eat  in  excess  of  equilibrium 
is  added  the  white  Elixir,  and  it  cools  them 
and  tinctures  them  white,  and  gives  equilibrium 
to  their  constitution  which  was  disordered. 
"For  that  which  renders  necessary  the 
heating  of  these  (metallic)  for3As  in  the 
refining  fire  is  only  the  qualitative  varia- 
tion;  thus  there  occur  among  them  the  soft  and 
the  hard  and  the  heavy  and  the  light.  "  (2.  ) 
Here  Jildak!  praises  the  Sheikh  saying  that  he  has 
vied  with.  Socrates  in  I'laconicism,  elo4uence  and  catechism". 
The  rest  of  Jildakits  interpretation  of  the  above  passage 
1,  Tr.  j  p,  16;  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  P-54. 
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is  nothing  more  than  a  restatement  of  what  the  Sheikh  said, 
except  that  he  attributes  softness  and  lightness  to  heat, 
and  hardness  and  heaviness  to  cold. 
Sheikh:  IfAs  for  silver,  the  Elimir  of  Redness  when 
projected  upon  it  fixes  it  not  by  its  heaviness 
but  by  its  stability  and  ready  fusibility  and 
by  protecting  it  from  the  fire.  Thus  the  fire  is 
able  to  accelerate  the  action  and  completes  the 
maturing  of  the  silver  and  fixes  it  and  tinctures 
it,  and  it  becomes  gold  when  the  lightness  and 
whiteness  have  disappeared  from  it.  For  the 
whiteness  in  silver  is  the  necessary  consequence 
of  the  coldness  and  small  degree  of  maturingg 
and  v&en  the  cause  disappears  there  disappears 
with  it  the  effect.  Understand  thatp  therefore, 
for  it  is  one  of  the  foundations  of  this  Art, 
and  the  Sages  one  and  all  were  very  jealous  of 
it  even  with  their  sons,  and  more  so  with  the 
rest  of  men.  "(1) 
Silver,  comments  Jildaki,  is  the  purest  of  the  five 
imperfect  metallic  for;  ls  and  therefore  nearest  of  them  all 
to  gold.  What  it  lacks  is  colour  and  fir=ess. 
(2) 
The 
Elixir  is  projected,  accompanied  by  the  action  of  fire,  in 
order  to  overcome  these  two  defects.  But  it  must  be  under- 
stood  that  thd  increase  in  the  firmness  of  silver  is  not  due 
to  -the  heaviness  of  the  Elixir.  For  two  things  are  possible; 
either  the  addition  of  the  Elixir  increases  the  weight  of  the 
lo  Tr.  9  p.  16,17;  Es.,  Vol#I-P  P-57,58. 
2.  By  firmness  Jildaki,  as  the  rest  of  his 
accAý  shovisq  implied,  I  think,  density  though  perhcps 
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substance  upon  which  it  is  projected  or  it  does  not,  if  it 
doesq  either  there  is  a  proportional  increase  in  volume  or 
there  is  not.  If  there  is  a  proportional  increase  in 
volume,  then  the  silver  would  not  improve  in  firmness.  On 
the  other  hand,  an  increase  in  weight  which  is  not 
accoiapanied  by  a  proportional  increase  in  volume  would 
improve  the  firmness  of  silver. 
Now,  this  argument  would  have  been  true  if  the  Elixir 
was  just  on  ordinary  lbody',  fusible  or  else.  Butq  as  all 
the  Sages  have  agreed,  the  Elixir,  though  it  has  a  bodily 
appearanceg  has  a  spiritual  action.  Therefore,  continues 
Jildaki,  the  attribution  of  the  silver's  improvement  in 
firmness  to  the  weight  of  the  Elixir  is  completely  irrelevant. 
In  shortl  if  we  employ  the  modern  terminology,  the  action  of 
the  Elixir  was  very  similar  to  that  aC  a  catalyst. 
So  the  Sheikh  was  right,  says  Jildakil  in  his  assertion 
, 
that  the  fixation  of  silver  was  due  only  to  the  stability 
and  ready  fusibility  of  the  Elixir,  and  also.  to  its  protecting 
the  silver  from  the  fire.  Jildak!  then  enlarges  upon  the 
protective  action  of  the  Elixir  against  the'fire.  The 
Elixir,  he  says,  penetrates  the  substance  thoroughly,  and 
by  its  luninflammable,  adhesive  oiliness'(1)protects  the 
particles  of  the  latter  from  the  destructive  action  of  the 
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fire.  Thus  the  parts  or  particles  of  the  substance,  in 
presence  of  the  fire,  find  the  OPPortunity  of  uniting  their 
inner  defective  heat  with  the  heat  provided  by  the  Eliýdr; 
and  this  is  what  is  meant  when  it  is  said  'fire  unites  the 
likes'.  And  just  when  the  maturing  process  is  complete, 
the  red  colour  appears  a-ad  silver  turns  potentially  and 
actually  into  gold. 
Sheikh:  "As  for  the  two  leads,  that  which  prevents 
them  from  being  silver  is  only  their  coldness, 
which  is  in  excess  of  that  cC  silver.  Their 
constitution  is  rendered  imperfect  by  the 
paucity  of  their  hotness  and  maturing. 
"And  since  it  is  known  that  the  3lixir  of 
Whiteness  is  hotter  than  the  two  leadsq  in  the 
same  way  that  the  hotness  of  silver  is  greater 
thm  that  of  the  two  leads,  then  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  may  be  projected  upon  the  two  leads 
and  will  increase  them  in  hotness  and  cohesion 
until  it  transforms  them  into  the  just  propor- 
tion  of  silver  and  its  hotness,  which  falls 
short  of  gold  and  goes  beyond  the  two  leads. 
"Thus  the  Elixir  of  silver  is  not  excessive- 
ly  [absolutely]  cold,  and  the  Slixi  gold  is 
not  excessively  CabsolutelyJ  hot-" 
fl5f 
The  hotness  of  silver,  says  jildaki,  is  less  than  that 
of  gold  but  more  than  that,  aC  the  two  leads.  And  there  is 
no  doubt  that  the  slixir  of  Whiteness  is  of  the  same  stock 
as  silver,  and  were  it  not  for  the  tenderness  and  spirituality 
of  the  former,  they  would  have  been  exactly  the  same.  A 
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similar  relationship  exists  between  gold  and  the  Elixir  of 
Redness. 
Now  the  reason  why  vie  treat  the  two  leads,  vjhich  are 
suffering  from  excessive  coldness9  with  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness,  which  is  cold  itself  9  is  that  the  lattar  is  cold 
only  in  comparison  with  the  Elixir  of  Redness  but  it  is  hot 
with  regard  to  the  two  leads.  I  have  mentioned,  adds 
Jildaklq  in  my  book  Buýyat  that  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  in  order  to  be  effective  requires  to  be  invested 
with  a  special  motion  appropriate  to  the  Art.  I  shall  clarify 
this  point,  he  goes  on,  in  the  present  book  when  we  come  to 
the  chapter  on  the  projection  of  the  Elixir. 
One  important  point  to  note  herq,  J  thinko  is  that  both 
Al  -  tIriiqi  and  Jildak!  understood  that  coldness  and  hotness 
are  not  two  completely  distinct  qualities.  A  substance  is 
said  to  be  cold  with  regard  to  another,  and  it  is  said  at 
the  same  time  to  be  hot  with  regard  to  the  third. 
Sheikh:  "The  two  coppers,  as  f  ar  as  concerns  their 
relationship  to  gold  and  silver,  are  hotter  and 
drier  than  the  latter.  Now  things  will  stimSthen 
their  like  and  weaken  their  opposite,  so  that  if 
the  Elixir  of  Redness  is  projected  upon  the  two 
coppers,  it  increases  them  in  heat  and  dryness, 
and  converts  them  into  powders  from  which  no 
advantage  whatever  can  be  gained.  It  is  there- 
fore  necessary  that  the  2,  lixir  of  silver  should 
first  be  projected  upon  them,  to  moisten  them 
and  cool  them  and  convert  them  into  silver;  if 
the  Elixir  of  gold  is  then  projected  upon  them 39 
it  will  convert  them  into  gold,  after  their 
transformation  into  silver.  So  understand  that 
and  think  thereon.  "  (1) 
After  repeating  the  statement  of  the  Sh-eikh.  in  different 
words,  Jildak!  emphasizes  again  that  the  projection  of  the 
Bli:  Air  alone  would  not  produce  the  desired  result,  unless 
other  measures  are  taken  into  consideration,  he  will  discuss 
these  measures  in  the  chapter  on  the  projection  of  the  Eli3dr- 
SheJ1;  #:  "And  know  that  mercury  in  comparison  with  the 
two  leads  is  cold;  if  the  White  , qlixir  is 
projected  upon  it,  it  coagulates  it  not  as  a  body 
but  as  Elixir,  and  the  same  happens  when  the 
Red  Elixir  is  projected  upon  it.  This  is  for 
the  following  reason,  namely  that  natural  things 
do  not  reach  their  limit  of  perfection  except 
by  natural  degrees.  A  cotton-seedg  for  example, 
cannot  immediately  become  a  garment.  Its  seed- 
form  must  first  pass  away,  then  it  clothes  itself 
in  the  form  of  a  plant,  and,  after  decay  and 
change,  takes  many  forms.  Then  it  casts  off  the  form  of  a  plant  and  takes  the  form  of  a 
thread;  then  it  casts  off  the  form  of  a  thread 
and  takes  the  form  of  a  piece  of  cloth;  then  it 
casts  off  the  form  of  a  piece  of  cloth  and 
becomes  a  garment. 
"In  the  some  ways  these  bodies  change  at  first 
only  into  the  form  of  silver,  and  then  into  gold; 
and  this  follows  uniformity  of  specific  nature, 
for  what  is  right  for  any  one  of  all  these  fo=s 
is  right  for  the  others,  since  they  all 
varieties  of  the  metallic  mineral.  " 
N5 
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Mercury  does  not  change  into  silver  or  gold,  explaim 
jildaki,  because  it  is  not  one  of  the  metallic  minerals. 
The  Elixir  is  strong  and  active  by  nature.  Mercury,  on  the 
other  hand,  is  essentially  passive  and  presents  no  hindrance 
to  the  action  of  the  Elixir.  Th.  e  latter,  confronted  with 
no  resistance  on  the  part  of  mercury,  transforms  it  into 
its  own  essence.  There  are  no  intermediate  stages  through 
which  mercury  should  pass  before  being  transformed  into  tb.  e 
Elixir.  So,  each  one  of  the  two  Elixirs  changes  mercury 
into  its  own  form.  Moreovers  if  mercury.  is  acted  upon 
first  by  the  Elixir  of  whiteness  and  then  by  the  Elixir  of 
Redness,  it  will  change  first  into  the  former  and 
subsequently  into  the  latter. 
But  the  Elixir  itself,  continues  Jildaki,  is  produced 
from  the  raw  material,  tho  fittonel,  after  passing  gradaally 
through  many  different-stages.  The  'stone'  is  potentially 
elixir  but  not  actually.  By  operation  it  is  consecutively 
transformed  into  minerals  vegetable,  animals  and  human  grades 
before  becoming  actua.  13,  y  eli:  cir.  These  grades  are,  in  a 
sense  similar  to  the  stages  through  which  the  cotton-seed 
passes  before  becoming  a  garment. 
Sheikh:  "As  for  mercu3:  7,  this  is  related  to  them  in 
moistness  as  is  mareasite  in  dryness,  and  when 
the  Elixir  is  projected  upon  either  of  themp  it 
acts  according  to  their  nature.  Thusl  when  the' 41 
Elixir  is  projected  upon  mercury  it  coagulates 
it  not  to  a  hard  mineral  but  to  an  elixir  in 
the  form  of  powder,  such  that  when  it  is 
projected  upon  a  mineral  form  of  an  imperfect 
degree  it  makes  it  reach  perfection  of  the 
species.  And  when  the  first  Elixir  is 
projected  upon  marcasite  and  the  like  it  in- 
creases  their  dryness  and  crumbliness  and  so  no 
benefit  accrues  to  them  all. 
"Understand,  therefore,  the  hidden  things  of 
the  secrets  of  this  Art,  and  thou  wilt  attain  to 
a  high  degree,  if  Allah,  the  Most  Exalted, 
will.  11(l) 
When  the  Sheikh  says  Ithis  is  related  to-them',  by  the 
last  term  he  implies,  according  to  Jildak-il  the  metallic 
minerals.  Nowp  moistness  is  the  cause  of  generation  and 
combination,  while  dryness  is  the  cause  of  corruption  and 
disintegration.  Mercury,  when  the  Elixir  is  projected  upon 
it,  gets  rid  of  its  excessive  moistness  which  is  then 
balanced  by  the  dryness  of  the  latter.  Marcasitet  being 
itself  excessively  dry,  is  reduced  to  a  useless  povider,  when 
the  Elixir  with  its  drying  effect  is  projected  upon  it. 
By  the  Ifirst  Elixirt  the  Sheikh  meant,  says  Jildaki,  the  one 
which  is  projected  upon  mercury  and  not  the  other  which 
results  from  such  a  projection. 
Sheikh:  -.  "And  know,  may  Allah  the  Exalted  have  mercy 
upon  thee,  that  I  intended,  in  composing 
Ecompiling3  this  rologue  in  two  sections,  on],  y 
to  guide  aright 
dm 
who  looketh  into  this  book 
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of  mine,  For  every  art  must  have  given 
materials  upon  which  it  is  based,  and  we  found 
that  materials  of  this  Art  are  these  substances, 
7  vulgarly,  but  6  more  exactly,  -  nay,  5  rather, 
since  gold,  even  if  it  is  of  their  number,  is 
perfect,  and  the  Art  of  Chemistry  was  founded 
only  to  raise  the  remaining  substances  to  its 
level.  I  have  treated  the  whole  matter 
thoroughly,  in  order  that  the  reader  may  easily 
enter  their  town  and  speak  their  language  and 
know  their  Art  and  copy  their  royal  and  philo- 
sophical  procedure.  And  from  Allah  -  may  He  be 
exalted  arid  magnifiedl  -I  ask  aid  and  guidance 
and  right  direction  to  the  Path,  by  His  grace  and 
munificence.  Verily,  He  is  powerful  over 
whatever  He  willeth-111  (1) 
The  Sheikh.,  observes  Jildaki-,  compiled  the  prologue, 
as  he  himself  would  agree,  but  he  composed  the  book  itself. 
In  the  prologue  he  presents  in  an.  abridged  form  what  the 
Sages  thought  and  taught  before  him.  But  in  the  main  part 
of  the  book  the.  Sheikh  discusses,  according  to  Jildaki,  new 
problems,  and  renders  original  contribution  to  the  Art  of 
Chemistry.  And  when  the  Sheikh  says  that  "every  art  must 
have  given  materials  upon  whichit  is  based",  he  is  referring 
actualIj  to  the  subjects  discussed  in  the  prologue.  By  the 
'seven'  substances  he  means  gold,  silver,  iron,  lead,  tin, 
and  mercury.  The  number  is  reduced  to  six  when  mercury  is 
left  out,  and  it  is  further  reduced  to  five  when  gold,  on 
account  of  its  perfection,  is  excluded  from  among  the 
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imperfect  forms.  "And  I  have  treated  the  whole  matter 
thoroughly,  in  order  that  the  reader  may  easily  enter 
their  town  and  speak  their  language  and  know  their  Art", 
says  the  Sheikh,  referring  to  the  philosophersq  whose  towng 
according  to  Jildaki,  is  philosophy,  whose  language  consists 
of  enigmas,  and  whose  Art  is  that  excellent  product,  the 
possessors  of  which  have  attained  to  the  eternal  kingdom. 
The  dwellers  of  that  town  speak  that  language,  practise  that 
Art,  engage  in  royal  politics  and  philosophical  studies, 
even  if  all  men  deviate  from  the  right  course  and  go  astray. 
I  swear  by  zy  religion,  Jildak!  goes  on,  that  anyone 
who  occupies  such-a  high  and  lofty  position  in  this  world 
will  be  prosperous  in  the  next.  For  one  who  knows  the 
secrets  of  this  Art  is  a  firm  believer  in  the  life  to  come; 
he  is  certain  that  the  soul  survives  the  death  of  the  body, 
and  that  it  transmigrates  to  a  new  body  after  the  disintegra- 
tion  of  the  old  one.  And  indeed  the  ultimate  purpose  of 
this  philosophy  is  to  prove  that  the  Creator  of  all-#ings, 
the  source  of  knowledge  and  wisdom,  is  One  and  has  no 
partners. 
Vol.  1.9  Book  I, 
CHAPTER  III:  Explanation  of  the  third  section  of  the  first 
part  oT  Jaý41ulrtasab,  concerning  the  prime  substance  from 
which  the  Elixir  is  formed. 4-4 
Sheikh.:  I'Know  that  the  Elixir  is  fusible,  miscibleg 
tinctorial,  stable,  permanent  and  perfecting; 
and  if  one  of  these  properties  be  lacking  its 
work  is  vain,  as  has  been  e,  -,  Tlained  before. 
For  if  it  be  not  fusible,  it  will  not  be 
miscible,  and  if  it  be  not  miscible,  it  will 
not  tincture,  and  if  it  do  not  tincture  it 
will  not  be  stable,  and  if  it  be  not  stable 
it  will  not  be  permanent,  and  if  it  be  not 
permanent,  it  will  not  complete,  and  *f  it  do 
not  complete,  it  will  not  perfect.  "(1) 
The  Sheikh,  says  Jildaki,  dealt  with  the  properties  of 
the  Elixir  in  the  previous  section  of  his  book.  In  the 
present  section,  he  takes  up  the  same  subject  in  order  to 
present  a  connected  account.  In  the  previous  section  he 
thought  the  Elixir  must  be  fusible,  miscible,  soluble, 
permeating,  stable  and  assimilable.  Now,  he  leaves  out, 
comments  Jildakii,  the  two  adjectives  soluble  and  permeating, 
and  adds  another  one,  perfecting,  in  their  stead.  (He 
actually  adds  two:  permanent  and  perfecting.  ) 
As  to  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh:  "if  it  be  not  fusiblEi 
it  will  not  be  miscible,  "  Jildak!  regards'it  to  be  indis- 
putable,  but  he  remarks  that  not  every  fusible  thing,  glass 
for  example,  is  necessarily  miscible.  In  other  words, 
fusibility  is  necessary  but  it  is  not  sufficient.  And  againg 
when  the  Sheikh  says:  '$if  it  be  not  miscible,  it  will  not 
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tincture,  11  it  must  not  be  understood  that  miscibility 
is  by  itself  a  sufficient  cause  of  tincture;  not  everything 
which  is  miscible  does  necessarily  tincture.  But  the 
Sheikh  is  wrong,  says  jildaki,  in  mentioning  tincture  as 
the  cause  of  stability.  Stability  is  due  to  the  right 
combination  and  rigbt  constitution  of  the  Elixir,  and  it 
has  nothing  to  do  rdth  the  tinctorial  power  of  the  Aslixir. 
Most  probably  this.  -,,  mi  stake  9  Jildak!  wishes  us  to  believe, 
has  been  committed  by  th.  e  copyist.  The  Sheikh  is  right, 
however,  when  he  says:  "if  it  be  not  stable,  it  will  not 
be  permanent, 
-" 
because  anything  which  is  not  stable  could 
not  possibly  be  permanent. 
It  would  have  been  betterv  therefore,  according  to 
Jildaki,  if  the  Sheikh  had  said:  "If  it  be  not  soluble,  it 
will  not  be  miscible,  and  if  it  be  not  miscible,  it  will  not 
be  stable,  and  if  it  be  not  stable,  it  will  not  tincture, 
and  if  it  do  not  tincture,  it  will  not  complete,  and  if  it 
do  not  complete,  it  will  not  perfect.  "  Perhaps,  says 
Jildaki,  the  Sheikh  actually  said  this  and  the  error  crept 
in  later  on.  The  statement  of  the  Sheikh,  that  "if  it  do 
not  complete,  it  will  not  perfect,  "  refers  to  the  completing 
action  of  the  Elixir,  without  which-the  imperfect  forms 
would  not  reach  to  the  perfect  state;  and  to  this 
. 
v 
S5bib  al-Sudar  refers  in  one  of  his  poems. lljýz  r,  %j 
Jildak!  quotes  numerous  and  extensive  pieces  of  the 
poems  of  Sbhib  al-Sl'uduýr  on  alchemy  in  different  parts  of  his 
book.  The  language  of  alchemy  in  its  prose  form  is  obscure 
enough,  but  when  it  appears  in  poetry,  it  becomes  much  more 
difficult  to  understand,  especially  the  poems  of  S&hib 
al-Sudtw,  as  Jildak!  himself  pointed  outj  which.  are 
extremely  enigmatic  and  "ne3d  years  of  close  study. 
The  poem  of  ýb4ib  al-S"uqiir,  which  is  invo3md  in  this 
occasion,  begins  by  describing  the  properties  of  the  Elixir 
and  the  marvels  of  the  Art,  mostly  by  analogy,  vrithout, 
however,  mentioning  them  by  name.  The  revelation  comes 
just  before  the  poem  ends,  and  the  poet  expresses  the  view 
that  the  Art  and  the  Elixir  were  inherited  from  Noah  and 
Enoch. 
(3) 
Sheikh:  "Now  these  properties  must  either  be  present 
in  the  stone  in  a  natural  state,  or  after 
operation,  (or  else  pre  ent  in  it  both  before 
and  after  operation, 
3 
If  they  are  present 
in  the  prime  matter  before  the  operation, 
1.  See  I,  z*o  below. 
2.  Holmyard,  Introduction  to  the  Translation  of  Al-1,  Mctasab, 
P-36  -  3-  Es-9  Vol-I-,  P-75  -. 
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4.  The  part  in  parentheses  appears  in  the  Pt.  but  not  in 
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then  this  matter  is  an  Elixir.  If  this  is  so, 
then  it  must  be  in  the  f  orm  either  of  a  single 
natural  spec  (of  a  conjectural  simple 
substance  ) 
ýi5 
or  of  a  compound.  So  we 
searched  among  the  elementary  ores  (among  the 
simple,  mineral  substances],  Since  other  than 
these  could  have  no  action  in  this  sense,  and 
we  found  that  when  sulphur  is  projected  upon 
silver  it  blackens  the  latter  and  crumbles  it; 
the  two  arsenics  acted  in  a  similar  wey.  But 
sulphur  does  not  blacken  except  by  the  violence 
of  its  hotness  and  dryness  and  power  of 
assimilation,  and  in  addition  to  that,  we  found 
that  it  was  transformed  and  readily  changed  in 
our  melting-fire.  So  we  abandoned  it  and  came 
to  the-marcasites  and  tutias  and  magnesias,  and 
found  that  they  indeed  had  an  action,  but  an 
action  which  viould  corrupt  the  species;  except 
the  tutias.  These  will  turn  copper  yellow  ivith. 
the  yellowness  of  gold,  but  only  as  silver  acts 
upon  copper,  and  they  do  [and  this  does)  not 
make  it  complete,  that  is,  transform  it  into 
a  gold  which  will  not  rust  with  those  things 
which.  rust  copper,  such  as  vinegar  and  acids, 
and  which.  is  not  affected  by  the  process  of 
removing  lead  in  refinement.  The  same  is  true 
of  the  rest,  meaning  the  crumbly  stones.  11(2) 
Jildaki  begins  his  e:  Tlanation  here,  by  giving  an 
account  of  the  origins  and  the  transmission  of  alcheroy. 
The  Art  of  Chemistry  is  either  based  on  secular  knowledge  or 
on  heavenly  revelations.  Jildaki  claims  that  he  found  it  to 
be  based  on  both;  it  is  partly  secular  and  partly  spiritual. 
The  spiritual  Dart  began  with  Adam  and  he  passed  it  on  to  his 
son  Seth;  then  it  reached  to  Enoch  who  was  called  tHertes 
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of  Hermeseslo  then  it  reached  through.  the  descendants  Of 
the  latter  to  Noah,  then  through  the  descendants  of  the 
latter  to  Abraham,  then  through.  the  descendants  of  the 
latter  to  Moses,  then  through  other  people  to  Jesus,  then 
through  other  people  to  lauhammad,  who,  in  turn,  passed  it 
on  to  his  son-in-law,  "All.  Ja(far  al-SbLdiq,  the  sixth  Imam, 
inherited  it  from  the  latter  and  transmitted  it  to  his 
great  pupil  JAbir  b.  Hayy&n  al-Safl.  After  J&bir,  other 
people  followed  the  pursuit  of  the  Art  up  to  the  present 
time.  So,  the  Art  has  been  transmitted  from  nation  to  nation 
and  from  one  religious  sect  to  another;  it  has  been 
expressed  in  various  languages  and  in  different  words,  and 
yet  all  these  versions,  as  the  initiates  would  know,  point 
to  similar  conclusions..  The  opponents  may  say  that, 
although  Mu4ammadq  the  last  prophetq  has  been  extensively 
quoted,  there  is  nothing  in  his  statements  to  indicate  his 
familiarity  with-  the  Art.  If  the  evidence  in  the  case 
of  fauhammad  is  so  negligible,  then  how  are  we  going  to  prove 
the  familiarity  of  the  remote  prophets,  such.  as  Noahj  with  the 
Art?  There  is  no  doubt,  answers  Jildaki,  that  God  made 
Muhammad  familiar  with  all  branches  of  knowledge,  including 
the  Art,  and  there  are  a  number  of  verses,  in  the  Koran  which 
may  serve  to  prove  this,  provided  that  one  knows  what  is  theii 
correct  interpretation.  Moreover,  it  is  common  knowledge 
that  Muhammad  actually  discussed  the  problems  of  the  secret 11.0 
rw 
Art  with  a  selected  group  of  his  disciples,  as  the  narra- 
tions  of  Ab:  a  Hurayrah(l)show.  Maslima  al-MaJAti  describes 
in  his  K.  al-Abj&r  (The  Book  of  Stones)  the  alchemical 
statements  attributed  to  C  Ali*  AI-Tuýr&$T  mentions  in  his 
writings  what  has  been  quoted  from  the  prophets  on  alchemy. 
JiLbir  refers  in  many  chapters  of  his  numerous  books  to 
his  teacher  and  inspirer,  Ja  e  far  al-S&diq.  All  this  proves, 
says  Jildaki,  the  authenticity  of  the  tradition.  Both  the 
spiritual  and  secular  components  of  the  Art  have  been 
always  e.  xpressed  and  taught  in  obscure  and  enigmatic  terms. 
Anyone  who  dares  to  break  the  rules  of  secrecy  will  be 
severely  punished  by  God.  The  reason  f  or  the  rigid 
observance  of  secrecy  is  that  the  universal  divulgence  of  the 
Art  would  entail  the  destruction  of  society.  Gold  and 
silver  are  meanscf).  bxchange,  and  if  they  become  plentiful 
by  the  access  of  all  people  to  the  Art,  a  substitute  would 
have  to  be  found  to  take  their  place.  But  as  it  is 
impossible  to  find  anything  nobler  than  gold  and  silver, 
in  which  men  could  put  their  trust,  societyl  argues  Jildald, 
would  then  collapse. 
Returning  to  the  above-mentiloned  statement:,,  of  the 
Sheikh,  where  he  says  "these  properties  must  either  be 
1.  One  of  the  most  constant  attendants  of  ITuýammadj  who 
from  his  peculiar  intimacy  has  related  more  traditions  of 
the  s.  Vings  and  doings  of  the  Prophet  than  any  other 
individual. 50 
present  in  the  stone  in  a  natural  state,  or  after  operation,  " 
Jildaki  comments  on  the  method  employed  by  the  former  in  the 
presentation  of  the  different  possible  solutions  of  an 
alchemical  problem.  The  Sheikh  usually  mentions  two 
possible  casesq  and  this  implies,  according  to  Jildaki, 
that,  if  one  of  them  is  true,  the  other  is  false.  Some- 
times  it  is  easy  to  distinguish  the  true  case  from  the  false 
one.  At  other  times  it  is  rather  difficult,  and  there  awe 
many  things  to  be  taken  into  consideration  before  a  right 
judgment  can  be  given;  one  such  example  is  to  establish 
whether  the  above-mentioned  properties  are  present  in  the 
stone  in  its  natural  state,  or  after  operation.  The 
alchemists,  having  found  out,  after  careful  considerationsv 
that  the  imperfect  m6tallic  forms  are  capable  of  being 
: transformed  by  operation  into  gold,  began  to  inquire  whether 
there  are  one,  two,  or  more  substances  in  the  mineral, 
vegetable  and  animal  kingdoms,  wbich.  possess  th.  e  properties 
of  the  stone,  either  potentially  or  actually.  And  they 
said  that  if  they  found  a  substance,  or  an  essence,  v&ich 
was  in  actual  possession  of  these  properties,  they  had  then 
reached  their  goal,  that  is,  the  acquisition  of  the  Elixir. 
But  if  they  found  a  substance  which  was  in  actual  possession 
of  only  part  of  these  properties,  they  would  then  consider 
I 
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potentially,  so  that  they  could  make  them  actual  by  the 
application  of  the  Art. 
J5bir,  continues  Jildakil  has  mentioned  in  his 
commentary  on  the  K.  al-Rahma  (Book  of  Mercy)  that  God 
possibly  created  an  ore  for  the  Elixir  but  did  not  let  any- 
one  have  access  to  it;  "this  is  not  impossible,  and  his 
word  is  accepted  on  everything.  " 
By  'conject-iiral  simple  substance'  the  Sheikh  meant, 
according  to  Jildaki,  a  substance  which  is  capable  of  being 
produced  and  is  one  in  form  and  matter;  and,  as  there  is  no 
definite  reason  to  believe  that  it  already  exists,  so  it  is 
called  conjectural.  It  must  not  be  mistaken  with  the  four 
primary  principles(')  which.  could  not  be  obtained  in  isola- 
tion,  and  are  only  dealt  with  in  relation  to  their  presence 
in  compounds.  All  the  material  substances  are  either  simple 
'or  compound,  and  the  simplest  kind  of  them  are  the  four 
elements. 
(2) 
But  we  are  not  endowed  by  God,  argues  Jildaki, 
with  the  power  of  creating  anything  we  desire  from  the 
four  elements.  We  can  only  produce  thihgs  by  obtaining  the 
genms  from  which  they  develop  -  generation  of  the  plant 
requires  seedt  and  that  aC  an  animal  requires  sperm. 
1.  Hot,  cold,  wet,  and  dry. 
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"So  ive  searched  among  the  simple  mineral  sabstances, 
since  other  than  these  could  have  no  action",  the  Sheikh 
vvrote;  and  by  'other  than  these'  he  meant,  according  to 
Jildaki,  simple  vegetable  and  simple  animal  substances, 
which,  because  of  their  porous  constitution,  are  vulnerable 
to  the  attack  of  the  natural  forces,  and,  therefore,  are  not 
permanent.  Jildak!  here  quotes  a  poem  of  S&hib  al-Sudur. 
The  latter  expresses  the  opinion  that,  although  it  is 
possible  to  extract  from  vegetable  and  animal  substances  a 
dye  which  is  potentially  capable  of  tincturing  the  silver, 
it  is  extremely  difficult  to  make  this  potentiality  develop 
into  actuality.  Moreover,  vegetable  and  animal  extracts, 
because  of  their  lightness,  do  not  possess,  as  a  rule,  the 
necessary  power-of  penetration  and  assimilation.  And  know, 
says  Jildakil  that  the  properties  of  the  Elixir  are 
potentially  present  in  all  substances.  Water,  oil,  tinctureg 
and  earth  form  the  basic  constituents  of  all  substances. 
Tincture  has  the  nature  of  fire,  oij-  that  of  air,  water  that 
of  water,  and  earth  that  of  earth. 
M 
But  there  is  a 
difference  between,  for  example,  mineral  water  on  the  ona 
1.  Jildaki  apparently  makes  distinction  betwven  the  ordinary 
water  and  the  water  element,  and  also  between  ordinary 
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handq  and  vegetable  or  animal  water  on  the  other.  The 
former  is  heavy  and  is  suitable  for  generation,  while  the 
latter  has  a  boracie  nature  and,  be  it  heavy  or  light,  dries 
up  by  the  heat  of  the  sun,  and  is  notj  therefore,  suitable 
for  generation.  Similarly,  mineral  oil  is  uninflammable, 
whereas  vegetable  or  animal  oil  is  inflammable;  mineral 
tincture  is  penetrative  and  quicklýy  tramCorms  an  imperfect 
natural  form  into  a  perfect  one,  while  vegetable  or  animal 
tincture  is  slow  and  does  not  last  long.  Neverthelessq  as 
Jabir  has  said,  it  is  possible,  though  very  difficult,  to 
generate  the  Elixir  from  vegetable  and  animal  substances. 
The  fact  that  vegetable  and  animal  substances  bear  only  a 
distant  relation  to  the  Elixir  does  not,  however,  suggest 
that'there  is  no  use  for  them  in  the  Art.  Boraces,  nitre, 
and  sal  ammoniacs  are  employed,  in  addition  to  their  various 
other  uses,  in  the  preparation  of  unstable  dyes.  And,  indeed, 
these  dyes  could  be  made  stable  and  permanent,  but  after  a 
great  deal  of  laýour.  Anyone  who  succeeds  in  carrying  out 
this  operation  has  certainly  reached  to  the  highest  position 
in  the  Art. 
Jilda0i  then  gives  a  few  quotations*from  Jabir.  The 
latter  says  that  some  people  may  desire  to  isolate  the  soul.  -, 
of  mercury  from  its  body,  or  the  heat  of  blood  from  its 
moisture,  or  the  colours  of  gold  and  silver  from  their 
respective  bodiesl  etc.;  but  these  operations  are  verY difficult  if  not  impossible.  Besides,  he  adds,  there  is 
no  need  to  go  through  these  elaborate  operations  when  Nature 
has  alreac1y  placed  at  our  disposal  tinctorial  souls,  pure 
bodies  which  act  as  carriers  for  the  souls,  and  spirits 
which  function  as  a  liaison  between  the  two  former.  Then 
Jildaki,  incredible  though  it  may  seem,  calls  Socrates 
again  to  witness,  and  there  are  three  excerpts  attributed  to 
him.  In  the  first  instance,  Socrates  critizes  those 
stupid  people  who  pass  hasty  judgments  on  one's  'statements 
without  careful  consideration  or  any  understanding  of  what 
these  were  intended  to  convey.  In  the  second  excerpt 
Socrates  says  that  no  combination  of  animal.  souls  and  bodies, 
however  firm  and  stable  it  may  be,  can  have  the  necessary 
power  of  penetration  and  assimilation  unless  it  either 
includes  mercury  or  is  fumigated  with  sulphur.  Following 
this,  there  is  a  passage  from  J5Lbir,  in  rJaich  the  latter 
explains  the  words  of  Socrates.  J&bir  says  that  alchemists 
accepted  the  opinion  of  Socrates  and  were  subsequently  able 
to  extract  mercury  and  sulphur  from  all  substances. 
Therefore,  mercury  and  sulphur-may  appear  in  many  different 
forms9  and  a  great  number  of  substances  can  act  as 
substitutes  for  them;  oil  and  tincture,  for  exampleg  can 
represent  mercury  and  sulphur  respectively.  Any  other 
explanation  of  the  words  of  Socratesq  such  as  a  literal 
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according  to  J5birj  wrong.  The  third  excerpt  of  Socrates 
refers  to  a  theme  which  we  have  discussed  before,  namely, 
the  relative  immunity  of  minerals  from  the  attacks  of 
natural  forces  on  account  of  their  being  hidden  in  the 
depths  of  the  earth,  and  similarly  the  susceptibility  of 
animals  and  vegetables  to  those  attacks  on  account  of  their 
existence  on  the  surface  of  the  earth. 
Jildalri  then  quotes  a  verse  from  Haid  as  follows: 
W 
"Leave  alone  the  ores  of  the  earth  altogether, 
And  turn  to  the  animal  which  has  perfect  intestines,,. 
This  verse,  comments  Jildalci,  must  not  be  interpreted 
literally.  H52id  did  not  mean  that  animal  substances  must 
W 
be  preferred  to  minerals  for  the  preparation  of  the  Eli:  dr. 
Unerals,  as  vie  know,  have  no  souls  and  no  movements;  they 
lack  the  powers  of  growth  and  nutrition.  The  stone  of 
the.  alchemists,  on  the  other  hand,  possesses  all  th.  e  quali- 
ties  mentioned;  and  that  is  why  it  is  compared  by  Hdlid,  in 
a  figurative  way,  to  an  animal. 
Referring  to  the  blackening  effect  of  sulphur,  on  silver, 
Jildaki  says  that,  had  the  black  colour  been  permanent, 
it  would  have  in  time  turned  into  redl  becaase  the  black 
colour  which  appears  on  the  surface  is  nothi  ng  but 
concentrated  red.  "These  will  turn  copper  yellow",  sVs 
the  Sheikh,  meaning  by  'these',  according  to  Jildaki,  the 
tutias  which  in  this  respect  have  an  effect  similar  to  that- 56 
of  silverg  namelyq  reducing  the  redness  of  copper  to  yellow- 
ness.  And  when  the  Sheikh  says  "this  does  not  make  it 
complete",  tthist  refers  to  silver,  because  vinegar  and 
acids  will  rust  the  copper  to  whichsilver  has  been  added, 
just  as  they  rust  common  copper.  But  when  he  scrWs  "and 
which  is  not  affected  by  the  process  of  removing  lead  in 
rýfinementll,  the  pronoun  1which,  refers  to  the  yellow  copper 
thus  produced  andnbMlhe  silverg  because  the  former  is  not 
affected  by  the  above  process  while  the  latter  is.  As  to 
the  crumbly  stones,  they,  too,  are  not  suitable  for  the 
preparation  of  the  desired  -L!  Ulixir,  and  that  is  why,  says 
Jildaki,  they  were  also  rejected  by  the  Sheikh.. 
Sheikh:  "So  we  left  these  and  came  to  the  metallic 
minerals,  and  we  projected  red  copper  upon  silver, 
and  it  fused  homogeneously  with  it  and  mixed 
'with  it  and  tinctured  itq  but  it  fell  short  of 
the  Elixir  of  Gold  in  its  action  by  two.  things, 
namely,  permanency  so  that  it  should  not  be 
separable  by  refinement,  and  power  of  completion, 
so  that  the  substance  should  be  transformed  into 
gold  diff  ering  in  no  property  (from  pure  golcl)-  "(1) 
Copper  falls  short  of  the  Elixir  of  Gold  owing  to  its 
excessive  hotness  and  dryness,  explains  Jildaki. 
Sheikh:  "In  the  same  way  tin  melts  with.  copper  and 
mixes  with  it  and  tinctures  it,  but  lacks 
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permanency  aril  power  of  completion,  since  it 
crumbles  copper  when  mixed  with  it,  and 
separates  from  it  in  refinement  as  does  silver 
[and  is  made  free  in  refinement).  "(l) 
Just  as  copper  resembles  in  colour  the  Elixir  of  Redness, 
says  Jildaki,  so  tin  resembles  in  colour  the  Dilixir  of 
Whiteness.  Tin  is  fusible,  soluble,  miscible,  and 
tinctorial,  all  on  account  of  its  excessive  moisture.  But 
this  moisture  is  almost  completely  of  the  mercuric  type  and 
(2) 
there  is  very  little  'pure,  suplhuric  oiliness'  in  it. 
So  the  excessive  hotness  and  dryness  of  copper  instead  of 
being  balanced  by  the  moistness  of  tin,  are  increased  by  th.  e 
dry,  and  inflammable  component.,.,  of  the  latter,  and  as  a  result 
a  crumbly  substance  like  marcasite  is  produced.  The 
statement  of  the  Sheikh  "and  is  made  free  in  refinement'19  m.  V 
be  considered  as  being  false,  or  possible,  or  true,  acccrding 
to  our  point  of  view.  It  is  false  because  copper  and  tin 
are  known  to  form  a  permanent  mixture,  with  no  possibility  of 
separationg  if  they  are  mixed  in  a  certain  definite  proportion, 
in  weight.  It  is  possible  because,  when  this  proportion  is 
not  observed,  the  excessive  amount  of  either  of  the  two 
metallic  forms  separates  from  the  rest  in  refinement.  And 
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finally  the  statement  is  true  because  the  mixture  of  copper 
and  tin  is  saved  from  co=ýuption  by  being  burnt  in  the 
refining  fire. 
Sheikh:  "similarly  mercury  mixes  with  copper  and 
tinctures  it,  but  lacks  permanency  and  power 
of  completion.  So  that  which  we  seek  is  not  to 
be  found  among  the  elementary  minerals  [among  the 
simple  substances]  ;  hence  the  substance  must  be 
a  compound  possessing  the  powers  mentioned,  and  we', 
examined  the  metallic  chemicals  suitable  fcr  this 
purpose.  And  we  found  no  substance  from  which  it 
was  proper  to  compound  the  Elixir  except  gold, 
for  gold  is  fusible  and  miscible  and  tinctorial, 
not  actually  but  potentially,  stable  and  perfect- 
ing,  since  the  agent  should  be  better  than  all 
else  in  its  power  of  completion.  But  we  found 
that  when  it  is  projected  upon  silver  there  is 
no  action  save  that  Which  the  latter  has  upon  the 
gold,  and  we  found  that  the  gold  separates  from 
the  silver  in  the  refining  fire.  So  we  knew 
that  gold  is  the  most  peRectly  adjusted  of  all 
bodies;  it  does  not  contain  excess  of  tinctorial 
power  by  which  it  can  tincture  anything  else,  nor 
does  it  contain  excess  of  heat  to  heat  the  silver 
and  fix  it,  and  to  give  the  fire  power  to 
accelerate  the  reaction  with  it.  11(l) 
By  'simple  substances'  the  Sheikh  means  here,  according 
to  Jildaki,  the  metallic  minerals.  But  the  latter  are  not 
simple  substances;  they  are  compounds;  and  the  purpose  of 
the  Sheikh  in  calling  them  simple  is  twofold,  explains 
Jilda.  'ý!  -  Firstly,  the  metallic  minerals  are  capable  of 
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combining  with  other  substances,  and  in  that  sense  they  are 
simple;  and  indeed  if  they  did  not  enter  into  combination, 
the  Art  would  be  reduced  to  nothing.  Other  substances,  such. 
as  sulpburs,  arsenics,  spirits,  and  mercuries,  are  also 
called  simple  on  account  of  their  capability  to  generate, 
like  the  sperm  of  man,  the  egg  of  the  animal,,  or  the  seed 
of  the  plant.  Secondly,  the  Sheikh  wished  to  point  out 
that  the  production  of  the  Alixir  from  only  one  of  the  so- 
called  simple  substances  is  impossible. 
Jildqki  then  praises  the  Sheikh,  as  he  often  doesq  for 
his  systematic  treatment  of  the  Art,  adding  that  with  the 
exception  of  J4bir  none  of  the  philosophers  he  knew  equalled 
him  in  learning;  and  even  the  latter,  though  he  left  nothing 
untold,  was  understood  only  by  the  initiates.  So  we  see 
that  the  Sheikh.  after  having  dealt  with  the  simple 
substances,  with  regard  to  their  suitability  for  the  produc- 
tion  of  the  Elixir,  turns  to  the  compounds.  Bat  itmust  be 
understood  from  the  very  beginning,  Jildold  goes  on,  that 
there  is  no  substance,  be  it  simple  or  compound,  that 
possesses,  before  the  operation,  all  the  properties  of  the 
iLlixir  either  potentially  or  actually;  only  some  of  these 
properties  are  possessed  in  a  potential  or  actual  form  by 
various  substances.  71ben  the  Sheikh  says  "and  we  examined 
the  metallic  chemicals  suitable  for  this  purpose",  by 
Isuitablet  he  means  having  a  'close  relationt  with  the 60 
Elixir;  and  if  we  found  a  substance  which  possessed  enough.  of 
the  properties  mentioned  -  not  less  than  a  specified  propor- 
tion  -  we  would  say  that  this  material  is  the  potential 
source  of  the  Elixir.  "And  we  found  no  substance  from 
which  it  was  proper  to  compound  the  Elixir  except  goýA,  11 
says  the  Sheikh,  and  by  gold  he  means  the  gold  of  the 
philosophers  and  not  common  gold.  And  if  one  protested  and 
said,  argues  Jildaki,  that  the  Sheikh  was  referring  to 
common  gold  because  the  philosophers'  gold  is  nothing  but 
11 
the  Elixir  itself,  we  would  answer  that  in  general  the 
philosophers  are  in  a  babit  of  calling  gold  anything  which 
has  a  balanced  constitution.  Now  common  gold  is  imperfect 
and  has,  therefore,  no  balanced  constitution,  while  the 
gold  of  the  philosophers  is  pure  and  perfect  and  suitableg 
on  account  of.  its  tenderness,  aptitude,  and  spirituality, 
for  the  generation  of  the  Elixir.  And  know,  sVs  Jildaki, 
that  the  term  gold  is  applied  also  to  those  substnnces  which. 
are  stable.  9  resist  fire,  and  are  quick  in  acquiring  the 
properties  of  the  Elixir.  The  adverbial  phrase  "not 
actually  but  potentially"  applies  to  all  the  three  preceding 
adjectives  of  the  gold,  namely,  'fusible  and  miscible  and 
tinctoriall'  and  is  not  confined  only  to  the  last  one.  And, 
indeed,  the  se  and  other  properties  which  the  stone,  the  rrN 
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are  all  in  a  potential  form.  It  is  only  after  the 
transformation  of  the  stone  into  the  Elixir  that  the 
properties  mentioned  appear  in  actual  form,  acquire  a 
new  significance  and  become  more  intensive.  By  th-e 
lagentf  the  Sheikh  implies,  according  to  Jildaki,  the 
principle  of  hotness  which  is  responsible  for  completion, 
in  contrast  with  the  principle  of  coldness  which  is 
responsible  for  imperfection. 
Sheikh:  "And  so  it  is  necessary  that  we  should 
feed  it(l)  with  moisture  of  its  own  kind 
united  with  dryness  of  its  own  kindq  so 
that  when  the  hotness  is  increased  in  it, 
the  food  combines  with  the  gold,  and  the  J;  old 
changes  the  food  into  its  own  essence;  and 
the  gold  is  the  cause  of  its  perma=coin  the 
fire,  and  the  food  is  the  cause  of  its 
tinctorial  power  and  purple  colour.  It  becomes 
hot,  dry,  red,  and  easily  fusible.  When  it 
is  projected  upon  silver  it  tinctures  it  and 
fixes  it  and  completes  it  and  changes  it  to 
its  own  essence  and  makes  it  reach  the  most 
perfect  of  its  conditions.  tt(2) 
After  pronouncing  another  eulogy  upon  the  Sheikh, 
jildaki  says  that  there  is  generally  no  need  for  studying  ony 
other  book  on  alchemy  if  one  has  thoroughly  read  the 
K.  Al-Iluktasab  and  his  own  co=entam7  -  the  present  book-  on  it. 
It  t--rdf-ers  to,  gold  or,  as  was  mentioned  -before,  --to  -any 
substance  which  is  found  to  be  suitable  for  the  production 
of  the  Elixir  and  for  that  matter  is  also  called  gold. 
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The  Sheikh  has  described,  he  says,  the  whole  Art  from  the 
beginning  to  the  end.  in  two  phrases,  namely,  'moisture  of 
its  own  kindt  and  'dryness  of  its  own  kindt;  they  express 
the  two  fundamental  principles  of  the  Art.  A  poem  of  Sih:  b 
V 
-Sudur  is  quoted  here  in  which  the  action  of  fire  and 
water,  representing  dryness  and  moisture  respectively,  is 
described.  From  the  rank  of  impure  and  abominable  sub- 
stances,  that  is  how  the  poem  goes,  an  essence  is  derived 
which  is  then  washed,  pounded,.  dried,  and  treated  several 
times  with  water  and  fire  until  it  becomes  pure  and  capable 
of  embodying  the  soul,  whereupon  it  is  made  alive  and  must  be 
given  food  and  water  for  nourishment  and  growth. 
The  heat  of  the  maturing  fire,  Jildak3.  goes  ont 
increases  the  natural  heat  of  the  food,  an  essence  composed  of 
moisture  and  dryness,  and  strengthens  also  the  natural  heat 
of  that  essence,  which  is  called  gold  by  the  Sheikh. 
Consequently,  the  food  is  transformed  into  the  essence  of  gold, 
just  as  a  different  kind  of  it  is  changed  into  blood  in  the 
human  body.  And  indeed  all  the  perfect  bodies  possess  the 
power  of  digesting  their  own  food  and  transforming  it  into 
their  own  essence.  In  this  connexion  Jildak!  quotes  a  short 
poem  of  Sbhib,  in  which  the  transformation  of  food  into  blood 63 
by  human  body  and  the  generation  of  sperm  from  blood  is 
W 
described. 
The  food,  continues  Jildakil  which  is  at  first  volatile, 
sinuous  and  spiritual,  becomes,  after  its  transformation  into 
the  essence  of  gold,  stable,  upright  and  material.  So,  a 
spiritual  substance  acquires  freshness,  beauty  and  perfection, 
accompanied  by  the  appearance  of  purple  colour. 
"It  becomes  hot,  dry,  red,  and  easily  fusible",  says 
the  Sheikh.  The  Elixir  of  Redness,  comments  Jildak-1,  is 
hot  and  dryt  not  absolutely  but  relatively,  that  is  in 
compari-oon  with  silver  and  the 
. 
31iAr  of  Whiteness.  Hot 
and  dry  are  the  component  principles  of  the  element  of  firey 
and  the  latter  is  corruptive  so  far  as  the  combustible 
substances  are  concerned.  Now,  does  this  mean  that  the 
Elixir  of  Redness  behaves  exactly  like  fire?  Of  course  not, 
answers  Jildakl:  the  reason  why  the  Elixir  of  Redness  is 
described  as  being  hot  and  dry  is  that  it  has  the  power  of 
destroying  accidental  properties  and  not,  as  one  might 
imagine,  the  combustible  substances,  Its  action  is  similar 
to  that  cChot  medicines  which  provoke  vomiting  and  thereby 
cure  some  of  human  diseases.  Moreover,  the  EMcir  of  Redness 
is  said  to  be  dry  on  account  of  its  earthiness,  not  its 
hardness.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  Blixir  of  Redness  has  a r-11 
%.  rr 
soft  body  and  becomes  oily  on  malting.  The  Elixir  of 
Redness  has  the  best  and  the  most  perfect  of  411  colours, 
because  red  is  associated  with  the  first  element,  namely, 
fire.  And  know,  Jildak!  goes  on,  that  the  four  simple 
colours  are  red,  yellow,  white  and  black;  other  colours, 
such  as  blue  and  green,  are  compound.  One  might  argue  that 
red  is  not  the  colour  of  fire  but  of  air  and  hence  of  blood 
the  proper  colour  of  fire  being  yellow.  The  answer  is  that 
air  is  a  colourless  element  and  the  redness  of  blood  is  due 
to  fire  alone;  not  to  mention  the  fact  that  red  is  nothing 
but  concentrated  yellow.  So  it  becomes  evident  that  the 
Elixir  oflRedness  has'been  described  as  hot  and  dry  maiiiý 
because  of  its  red  colour,  which  is  closely  associated  with 
fire.  Besides,  the  Sheikh.  says  that  the  Elixir  of  Redness 
is  also  fusible,  which  implies  that  it  is  moist  md,  therefore, 
could  never  be  dry. 
Sheikh:  -  "The  Elixir  of  silver  is  a  part  of  the 
Elixir  of  gold,  at  a  certain  stage  before  the 
perfection  of  its  maturity  and  completion  of 
its  quantitative  composition.  It  is  white, 
stable,  cold  and-moist  in  comparison  with  the 
Elixir  of  gold.  When  it  is  projected  upon  the 
two  coppers  or  the  two  leads  it  converts  them 
into  silver.  11(l) 
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Jildak!  believes,  in  contrast  with  the  opinion  of  the 
Sheikh,  that  the  Blixir  of  silver  is  formed  after  the  perfec- 
tion  of  maturity  of  the  Elixir  of  gold,  but  before  the 
completion  of  its  quantitative  composition.  For  before  the 
perfection  of  maturity  it  is  impossible  for  the  Elixir  of 
silver  to  be  formed,  while  after  the  completion  of  the 
quantitative  composition  its  formation.  is  long  overdue  ond  the 
red  colour  of  the  Elixir  of  gold  has  already  appeared.  The 
rest  of  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh  is  quite  clear,  soys 
, Tildaki,  and  does  not  need  to  be  enlarged  upon. 
Sheikh:  ,  "And  know  that  animals  and  plants  have 
three  powers,  viz.  9  the  power  of  feeding  and  the 
power  of  growth  and  the  power  of  reproduction. 
The  power  which  acts  upon  the  foodstuff  and 
changes  it  to  the  likeness  of  the  eater  to  make 
up  for  those  parts  of  the  latter  which.  waste  away, 
is  called  feeding.  The  power  necessary  for  the 
symmetrical  increase  of  its  members  in  natural 
Proportion  and  not  fortuitously,  until  they  reach 
their  limit  of  size,  is  called  growth.  The  power 
which  causes  the  separation  of  the  superfluity 
of  material  so  that  it  may  become  the  beginning 
of  another  individual  is  called  reproduction. 
And  this  power  makes  use  of  the  first  two,  and 
growth  makes  use  of  feeding,  and  feeding  makes  use 
of  four  powers:  (1)  attraction,  since  it  must 
be  able  to  draw  in  the  food;  (2)  digestion, 
since  it  must  have  a  power  to  mature  the  food,  so 
that  it  may  be  rendered  fit  for  reception  and 
transformation;  (3)  retention,  since  it  must 
retain  the.  food  f  crtb3  length  of  time  during  which 
the  digestion  is  working  upon  it;  (4)  rejectiont 
since  it  must  be  able  to  reject  the  superfluous D  66 
part  which  is  not  suitable  for  the  eater.  Nmv 
feeding  is  distinct  from  growth.  and  reproduction7 
for  it  remains  af  ter  them  until  the  end;  and 
,  growth  is  distinct  from  reproduction,  for  it  is 
found  without  the  latter,  as  in  the  young. 
"These  three  powers  taken  as  a  whole  are 
called  the  Vegetative  Soul.  11(l) 
The  order  of  precedence  of  the  three  powers  must  always 
be  observedl  says  Jildaki.  For,  if  there  be  no  nutrition, 
there  can  be  no  growth,  and  if  there  be  no  growth,  th.  ere  can 
be  no  reptoduction.  These  powers  are  originally  spiritual 
and  cannot  be  described  except  through  their  effects.  Each 
body  must  have  its  own  special,  appropriate  food  in  order  to 
be  able  to  transform  it  to  its  own  essence.  The  function 
of  the  power  of  nutrition  is  not  the  same  in  animal  and  plant. 
The  plant  has  no  other  food  except  water  and  the  soft  part  of 
th.  e  earth  or  soil.  The  heat  of  the  sun,  which  is  the  cause 
of  the  power  of  nutrition  in  the  plant,  strengthens  the 
already  existing  gentle  heat  of  the  soil  attached  to  the 
roots  and  combines  water  with  soil  to  form  the  food  which 
flows  through  its  veins.  The  cause  of  the  power  of-nitrition 
in  the  animal  is  its  natural  heat  and,  in  contrast  with  the 
plant,  this  exists  within  its  body.  The  function  of  the 
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that  of  the  power  of  reproduction  is  different  in  them.,  The 
power  of  -reproduction  in  the  plant  resides  in  its  seed  which 
is  carried  about  by  natural  means  until  it  reaches  the 
fertile  ground  and  gives  birth  to  its  like.  The  power  af 
reproduction  in  the  animal  is  associated  with  a  lust,  common 
to  male  and  female,  which  drives  them  into  voluntary  sexual 
intercourse,  whereupon  a  superfluous  material  of  the  malets 
body,  invariably  called  semen,  sperm  or  water,  comes  into 
contact  and  is  united,  in  the  womb,  with  a  similar  material 
contributed  by  the  female,  and  thus  the  formation  of  a  new 
life  is  realized. 
So  we  see,  continues  Jildaki,  that  there  are  three  main 
powers,  just  as  there  are  three  dimensions  and  three  kingdoms. 
The  Most  important  of  the  three  powers  is  the  power  of 
nutrition,  which  supports  the  power  of  growth,  and  then  both 
of  them  support  the  power  of  reproduction.  The  power  of 
nutrition  is  itself  supported  by  four  auxiliary  powersq 
namely,  attraction,  digestion,  retention  and  rejection. 
Attraction  of  food  by  a  body  is  similar  to  the  attraction  of 
iron  by  a  magnet.  Thepower  of  digestion  cooks  the  food 
and  matures  it  and  then  separates  it  into  two  portionsq  soft 
and  coarse.  In  the  plant,  the  soft  portion,  which  is  pure 
food,  is  employed  by  the  power  of  growth,  and  the  coarse 
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parts.  In  the  animal  the  soft  portion  takes  the  form  of 
blood  and"is  also  employed  by  the  power  of  growth.  But  the 
coarse  portion  or  the  sediment  is  divided  into  four  parts, 
namely,  the  yellow  bile,  the  black  bile,  phlegm  and 
excrement.  The  power  of  retention,  after  the  completion 
of  cooking  and  the  division  of  foodl  loses  its  grip  over  the 
latter  and  applies  it  to  the  new  food  which  is  then  taken  in. 
Again  the  power  of  digestion  enters  into  action  and  the  same 
process  is  repeated  as  long  as  the  animal  is  alive.  The 
power  of  rejection  is  responsible  for  the  formation  of  bark 
in  the  plant  and  for  the  expulsion  of  excrement  in  the  animal. 
The  powers  of  growth  and  reproduction  are  active  only 
during  a  certain  period  of  the  life  of  the  individual  plant 
or  animal  -  The  power  of  nutrition,  on  the  other  hand, 
is  ceaselessly  in  action  during  the  whole  life  from  thp 
beginning  to  the  end.  Moreover,  the  period  of  growth  does 
not  exactly  coincide  with  the  period  of  reproduction,  and  each 
of  the  two  powers  of  growth  and  reproduction  may  exist 
irrespective  of  the  other.  A  baby  grows  but  does  not 
reprodýcej  while  a  person  of  middle  age  reprodaces  but  does 
0 
not  grow. 
The  reason  why  "these  three  powers  taken  as  a  whole  are 
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before  the  animal  and  was  the  first  to  employ  these  powers, 
not  to  mention  the  fact  that  it  constitutes  the  bulk  of 
animal  food.  Apart  from  the  three  negative  powers 
mentioned  above,  there  are  other  powersq  such  as  the  power 
ov  f  aculty  of  perception,  which  are  employed  by  human 
beings,  but  this  is  not  the  proper  place,  says  Jildaki,  to 
deal  with  them.  A  poem  from  S&hib,  which  is  quoted  here, 
makes  a  comparison  between  two  persons,  one  of  them  using  his 
intellect  and  the  other  letting  it  f  all  into  decay.  The 
former  prospers  and  gains  insight  into  the  inner  parts  of 
things;  the  latterl  on  the  other  band,  will  remain  in 
darkness  and  misery  for  ever. 
"What  a  difference  between  the  two;  this  a  planet 
Which  revolves,  and  that  a  centre  for  the  centres. 
Sheikh.:  "The  metal  also  has  these  powers,  namelyq 
reeding,  grovrbh,  and  reproduction,  and 
reproduction  is  served  by  feeding  and  growth, 
and  growth  is  served  by  feeding.  But  here, 
feeding  is  served  by  a  single  power,  namely, 
digestion,  for  the  food  is  mixed  in  the  metal 
without  attraction  on  its  part,  and  digested 
without  retention.  Hence  this  power  does  not 
raise  the  food  to  its  highest  point,  since 
retention  is  necessary  in  order  to  render  the 
digestion  able  to  do  this.  moreover,  the 
metal  does  not  possess  the  power  of  rejection, 
by  which  it  can  reject  What  is  not  ap3..,.  ropriate 
for  it.  For  the  power  of  rejection  rejects 
only  thzt  which  resembles  [which  does  not 
resemble)  the  chyme  of  the  constitution.  So 
that  since  the  metal  does  not  possess  the 70 
power  of  rejection,  when  food  is  administered 
to  it  it  assimilates  both  the  suitable  and 
unsuitable  and  that  which  is  born  from  it  is 
not  of  the  same  species.  "(1) 
Since  the  metal,  explains  Jildaki,  is  originated.  in  the 
depths  of  the  earth  and  in  complete  darkness,  it  is  not 
porous  and  has  a  tendency  to  descend.  This  prevents  it  from 
absorbing  the  food  and  from  raising  it  to  its  highest  point. 
Both  animal  and  vegetable,  on  the  other  hand,  are  porous  and 
have  a  tendency  to  ascend,  so  that  they  are  able  to  attradt 
the  food  and  raise  it  to  their  uppermost  parts.  So  there  is 
an  upward  motion  of  food  both.  in  animal  and  plant.  Again, 
Jildaki  goes  on,  because  of  its  tendency  to  descend  to  the 
centre,  the  metal  lacks  the  power  of  retention  and  is  not 
therefore  able  to  retain  the  food  at  a  certain  level  and  for 
a  certain  time,  to  enable  the  power  of  digestion  to  act  upon 
it.  Similarly,  there  is  no  power  of  rejection  in  metal, 
and  so  it  is  not  able  to  differentiate  between  what  resembles 
the  chyme  of  its  constitution  and  what  does  not.  That 
being  so,  the  metal  mixes  with  like  and  unlike  substances 
during  the  course  of  its  generation,  and  this  is  what  makes 
the  metals  different  one  from  th-e  other.  The  result  of  all 
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this  is  that  the  metal  cannot  reproduce  itself,  and  there  are 
no  metal  seeds  or  eggs  or  sperms:  iron  is  not  born  from  iron, 
neither  copper  from  copper,  etc.  The  imperfection  of  five 
,  istence  of  metallic  forms  is  therefore  due  to  the  eX 
inappropriate  substances  in  their  constitution. 
Sheikh:  "Now  since  the  metal  is  such  that  it  does  not 
possess  the  power  of  rejection  philosophers  found 
it  necessary  to  prepare  the  foodstuff  in  such  a 
way  that  there  was  removed  from  it  what  was  not 
suitable  for  the  substance  fed,  for  fear  lest 
they  should  introduce  it  into  the  (metallic) 
species,  which  has  no  power  of  rejection,  and 
that  thus  there  would  be  mixed  with  the  material 
appropriate  for  the  constitution  that  which  was 
not  appropriate,  in  which  case  the  species  oh 
reproduction  would  be  confused  and  no  advantage 
would  be  derived.  11(l) 
One  cannot  reach  to  the  ultimate  purpose  of  the  Art, 
comments  Jildaki$'unless  he  has  thoroughly  understood  the 
theoretical  side  of  it  before  entering  into  practice.  Only  a 
small  and  select  group  of  people  are  capable  of  such 
comprehension,  and  it  is  for-them  that  the  books  are  written, 
so  th,  at  they  may  understand  the  secrets  of  creation,  the 
features  of  existence,  the  meaning  of  the  life  to  come,  and 
the  transmigration  of  souls.  outside  this  group,  the  rest 
of  mankind  are  stupid  people  who  could  never  grasp  the  inner 
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meaning  of  philosophical  problems;  they  confine  themselves 
to  appearances  and  trivialities,  and  are  therefore  led  astrV. 
To  confirm  his  views,  Jildald  quotes  a  long  poem  of  Sa-hib 
al-Sudur,  elaborating  the  same  thesis.  He  then  adds  that 
nothing  has  been  left  untold  in  his  book  and  that  is  why  it 
has  been  called  tThe  End  of  the  Search'. 
The  material  of  the  food  for  metals,  says  JildakII 
exists  in  nature,  and  so  the  only  thing  the  philosophers  have 
got  to  do  is  to  remove  from  it  the  unsuitable  part.  Even  the 
plant  and  the  animal,  though  they  possess  the  power  of 
rejection,  are  none  the  less  not  completelv,  indifferent  to  the 
suitability  of  thELr  foodstuff.  Different  regions  and 
ates  have  different  florm  and  faunm  So  a  Plant  whicb. 
belongs  to  regions  having  fresh  water  will  soon  wither  if  it 
is  given  saline  water.  An  animal,  also,  may  the  if  it  takes 
in  the  kind  of  substance  which  is  not  suitable  for  it. 
Sheikh.:  "T-*he  philosophers  therefore  had  to  prepare 
this  material  and  to  remove  from  it  those  parts 
of-it  which  were  not  suitable  for  the  species. 
And  this  was  not  completely  possible  for  them 
except  by  dissolving  the  material  in  a  particular 
weight  of  appropriate  moisture:  it  is  not 
possible  to  dissolve  it  in  this  moisture  except 
by  this  weight,  a  thing  whichcannot  be  put 
clearly.  "  (1) 
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The  Sheikh.  says  'appropriate'  moisture,  and  by  that  he 
means,  according  to  Jildaki,  a  special  kind  of  its  not 
everything  which  goes  under  that  denomination.  As  to  the 
'Particular  weight',  the  Sheikteither  means,  continues 
Jildaki,  that  there  must  be  a  definite  ratio  between  the 
weigh.  t  of  the  substance  and  the  weight  of  appropriate  moisture, 
6r  he  is  dust  referring  to  the  suppression  of  the  dryness 
of  the  substaqce  by  the  appropriate  moisture,  which  is 
superior  to  it  in  nature  and  power.  In  the  latter  case  the 
termtweightt  must  not  be  interpreted  literally:  'it  only 
conveys  the  excellence  of  moisture  with  regard  to  dryness. 
Therefore,  when  the  Sheikh  says  ta  thing  which  cannot  be  put 
clearly',  he  is  either  referring  to  the  ratio  in  weight,  or 
to  the  manner  of  mixing  the  substance  vdth  moisture.  In 
any  case  this  is  what  the  philosophers  have  always  refrained 
from  divulging,  and  the  reader  mcgr  only  hope  that  he  will  be 
informed  by  heavenly  inspiration.  Nevertheless,  Jildaki 
goes  on,  we  shall  give  him  some  gentle  hints  on  this  matter 
in  the  remaining  part  of  our  book. 
Sheikh:  "This  prime  matter  is  one,  that  is,  derived 
from  one  thing  and  not  from  separate  things 
nor  from  things  distinguishing  or  distinguished. 
Rather  it  is  derived  from  a  single  species,  for 
when  divers  things  which  differ  essentially  are 
compounded  together,  the  fire  will  separate 
then.  11(l) 
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jildak!  begins  his  explanation  here  by  defining 
(2) 
matter(')  and  the  prime  matter  9  "Matter  is  a  simple, 
corporeal  substance  capable  of  combination.  As  to  the 
prime  matter,  take  any  material  which  is  composed  of  two 
parts,  one  of  them  dissolved  in  the  other;  the  solvend 
is  called  prime  matter,  and  the  solvent,  form.  "  It  is 
not  possible  to  separate  the  prime  matter  from  form. 
The  prime  matter  is  not  a  cause  of  form,  because  nothing 
could  actually  exist  before  having  a  form,  whereas  the 
efficient  cause  precedes  the  effect.  Similarly,  form  is 
not  a  cause  of  the  prime  matter,  because  form  is  always 
associated  with  figure,  and  figure  could  not  precede 
the  prime  matter.  So,,  form  and  the  prime  matter  are  not 
in  any  sense  independent  Of  one  another. 
It  is  possible  to  transfd=  the  simple  matter  into  the 
prime  matter  by  an  operation  which  is  kept  secret.  This 
transformation,  however,  is  similar  to  that  of  food  and  that 
of  sperm.  Another  good  example  ls  the  production  of  a 
mirror.  This  could  not  be  produced  from  the  original 
ingredients  of  glass  vathout  suitable  operations.  Sand  is 
11  1  JL, 
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first  melted  with  manganese,  and  the  flowing  product  which 
is  glass  is  left  to  become  solid.  Then  different  kinds  of 
mirrors  can  be  made  from  glass,  according  to  one's  desire. 
The  statement  of  the  Sheikh  that  'this  prime  matter  is 
one',  is  nothing  more  than  a  metaphorg  says  Jildaki.  For 
oneness  excludes  divisibility,  while  the  prime  matter  is 
divisible.  The  prime  matter  is  one  just  as  the  stroopt  is 
one  or  the  'civilization'  is  one. 
But  it  is  true,  as  the  Sheikh  said,  that  diverse  things 
when  compounded  disintegrate  in  fire.  This  was  also  the 
opinion  of  Aristotle,  Jildald.  goes  on,  who  said  that  it  is 
not  possible  to  compound  a  thing  fortuitously  or  to  transform 
everything  to  that  we  desire:  there  must  be  a  natural 
relation-between  the  solvend  and  the  solvent,  between  the 
transforming  substance.  and  the  thing  to  which.  it  is  trans- 
formed.  Animal  substances  such  as  egg,  hair,  and  gall- 
vesicle,  when  treated  with  fire  react  in  a  different  way  in 
comparison  with  vegetable  or  mineral  substances.  So  the 
prime  matter  may  not  be  composed  of  substances  belonging  to 
different  kingdoms,  neither  of  substances  possessing  different. 
natures  (hot,  coldq  dry,  and  wet). 
Sheikh:  "And  this  material  cannot  exert  itsjroýer 
action  until  it  has  been  split  up  and  re- 
combined,  after  which  this  particular  property, 
is  manifest  in  it-"  (1) 
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By  'this  materiAl  the  Sheikh  means,  comments  Jildakit 
-the  simple  matter  which  we  defined.  Now  we  want  to 
transform  this  simple  matter  to.  the  prime  matter.  In  order 
to  do  this  we  must  first  split  it  and  remove  the  corrapt 
part  of  it,  which  prevents  it  from  having  a  perfect 
constitutiong  whereupon  it  will  acquire  the  desired  proper- 
ties.  A  poem  of  Sahib  al-ýudfir,  which  describes  the  same 
thesis,  is  quoted  here  by  Jildaki. 
Sheikh:  "The  splitting  up  is  necessary  only  for 
this  reason,  that  the  Elixir  is  nothing  more 
than  the  cultivation  of  gold,  and  so  they 
found  it  necessary  to  have  a  food  which  they 
could  introduce  into  this  species  to  cause  it 
to  grow  and  ripen  and  bear  fruit.  So  they 
took  a  foodstuff  which  would  mix  with  that 
species  in  its  natural  state  with  a  generative 
mixing,  not  a-corrujiting  one,  in  order  that 
it  might  become  of  its  essence.  11(l) 
The  Art,  explains  Jildak-i,  is  exactly  analogous  to 
agriculture.  The  farmer  ploughs  the  fertile  land,  removes 
the  things  which  are  deterrent  to  cultivation,  then  sows 
the  seeds,  irrigates  the  area,  and  attends  carefully  to  his 
workq  until  germination  takes  place  and  in  the  end  he  is 
rewarded  with  a  multiple  amount  of  what  he  sowed.  Similarly, 
the  philosophers  cultivate  the  gold  in  their  clean  land, 
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give  it  proper  water,  and  finally  reep  a  multiple  amount 
of  the  original  gold.  The  farmer  did  not  split  the  seed 
by  grinding  it  before  cultivation.  In  the  same  wayl  the 
philosophers  do  not  split  the  gold,  but  they  split  the 
foodstuff.  The  latter  comes  forth  in  its  ore,  because  of 
natural  indispositions,  similar  to  the  five  metallic 
forms,  in  an  imperfect  state.  The  reason  for  this  is  two-fold. 
In  the  first  place,  the  ore  is  6riginated  in  those  regions 
which  are  far  from  equilibriun.  The  second  contributing 
factor  is  the  lack  of  the  power  of  rejection. 
Now,  just  as  plants  originate  from  earth  and  water, 
so  the  metals  originate  from  smoke  and  vapour.  Again, 
just  as  the  trio  former  are  the  proper  food  for  plants,  so 
the  two  latter  are  the  proper  food  for  metals.  By  fits 
natural  state',  the  Sheikh  may  mean,  according  to  Jildaki, 
the  state  of  the  (metallic)  species  either  at  the  time  of  its 
generation,  or  at  the  time  of  its  cultivation.  But  it  must 
be  understood  that  a  foodstuff  might  mix  with  the  (metallic) 
species  in  a  generative  way  and  yet  fail  to  make  it  grow 
and  transform  into  the  Elixir.  For  example,  it  is  possible 
to  extract  from  animal  and  vegetable  substances  a  water,  an 
oil,  and  a  sal  ammoniac;  and,  after  dissolution  and  purifica- 
tion,  adding  them  to  the  species,  they  will  give  the  latter 
the  appearance  of  the  zlixir.  But  this  elixir  will 78 
d4sintegrate  in  the  refining  fire.  That  is  why  the  Sheikh 
said  that  the  foodstuff  tmight,  become  of  the  essence  of  the 
species,  that  is,  there  is  no  certainty  that  it  will.  All 
this,  Jildak-i  goes  on,  has  been  mentioned  by  Vibir  in  his 
books.  The  latter  has  thoroughly  discussed  the  properties 
of  animal,  vegetable,  and  mineral  substances,  and  has  indeed 
dealt  with  all  the  natural  and  mathematical  sciences  in 
his  numerous  books  such  as  The  500  Books,  K.  al-Juhar  (Lhe 
Book  of  Essence,  ),  K.  al:  -H!  Ijar  (The  Book  of  Stone)2  K.  al- 
Hud7ud  (The  Book'of  Limits),  K.  al-:  Hawisý(The  Book  of  Pro22r- 
ties),  and  K.  al-Mupabahdt  al-AflatUnl  (The  Book  of 
Reatification  of  Plato). 
Sheikh,  -.  "And  they  added  to  it  moisture  which.  decayed 
it  and  dissolved  it  and  made  it  volatile  C  And 
they  addeditto  it,  by  moisture  jtdxayed  it  and 
dissolved  it  and  made  it  volatilej  11-M 
'And  they  added  it  to  it  1,  the  Sheikh.  says,  and  be  means, 
explains  jildaki,  that  the  philosophers  added  the  food  to  the 
feeder.  The  moisture  to  which  the  Sheikh  refers  was 
originally  added  ta  the  food,  as  it  was  mentioned 
4.6  a  JU  Tr,  ,  P.  22; 
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3%ted  here  that  though  the 
translation  of  the  above  sentence  as  given  by  Dr.  Holmyard 
seems  to  be  the  only  one  which  could  make  sense  of  a  con- 
fused  statement  yet  Jildaki  had  a  different  opinion.  The 
latter  thought  that  the  Sheikh  made  his  statement  intention- 
ally  obscure.  The  translation  which  appears  in  brackets 
is  in  agreement  with  the  interpretation  of  Jildak3:.,  - -.  i  tttJ  ..  ci  -￿ 
-ý11 
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beforeýlýo  overcome  its  dryness,  and  one  must  not  think  that' 
it  is  an  extra  anount  of  moisture  which  is  added  at  this  stage. 
As  to  th.  e  second  part  of  the  statement,  that  is,  'by  moisture 
it  decoyed  it...  ',  the  agent  here  is  Nature,  which.,  tbrough 
one  of  its  instruments,  i.  e.,  moisture,  decVs  and 
dissolves  and  volatilizes  the  foodstuff. 
Jildak!  in  his  explanation  of  the  above  statement  of  the 
Sheikh  goes  further  into  details  and  deals  with  grammatical 
problems,  to  which  I  have  not  3ýeferred  in  my  account. 
Sheikh:  ItAnd  when  it  was  volatilised  it  ascended  to 
the 
' 
top  of  the  vessel  as  a  food  with  no  heavy 
parts  [with  no  dregs(2)]  therein;  but  a  light 
sediment  is  left  over  underneath  it,  called  the 
salt.  A  dry  fire  will  make  this  volatilize, 
and  it  rises  like  filings  of  silver,  free  from 
the  blackness  of  the  earth  and  its  darkness  and 
coarseness.  "(3) 
To  Justify  his  own  interpretation  of  the  previous 
(4) 
quotation  from  the  Sheikh,  Jildaki  resorts  again  to 
grammatical  considerations,  and  quotes  also  a  poem  of  ý54ib 
V. 
pl-Sucliir,  referring  to  him  on  this  occasion  as  Al-ImEm  Abi 
al-Hasan'rA,  ll  ibn  Milsa.  He  then  begins  to  e:  Tlain  the  above 
0 
1.  See  P-  73  above. 
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passage. 
Dece,  ying  or  putrefaction  represents  the  first  stage  and 
takes  place,  says  Jildski,  when  the  foodstuff  is  still  in 
its  mineral  state.  Dissolutiong  the  second  stage,  represents 
the  transition  of  food  from  mineral  to  vegetable  status. 
Volatilisationg  the  third  stage,  represents  the  transition  of 
food  from  vegetable  to  animal  status.  But  when  the  food 
volatilizes  and  ascends  to  the  top  of  the  vessel,  it  will 
become  free  from  all  impurities  and  appear  in  a  spiritual 
form.  After  the  ascension  of  the  volatile  natures,  the 
fugacious  souls,  the  foodstuff,  the  temperate  waters,  the 
uninfla=able  oils,  and  the  vegetable  gums,  a  light  sediment, 
called  the  salt,  is  left  over.  This  salt  must  be  present  in 
all  volatile  substances  in  order  to  protect  them  from  fire, 
and  it  remains  at  the  bottom  of  the  vessel  after  their  ascent. 
The  salt  'volatilizes  by  dry  fire,  appearing  like  silver 
filings,  and  for  this  reason  the  philosophers  have  called  it 
'the  garland  of  victory'. 
Sheikh:  "It  is  now  a  ploughed  ground,  while  the  first 
food  is  a  chyme-like  waterl  and  they  grow  their 
embryo,  nay  rather,  their  seedling,  in  this 
ploughed  ground,  and  water  it  with  their  chyme- 
like  water,  carefally  bringing  it  up  with.  a 
gentle  heat.  And  this  metallic  plant  grows, 
and  ripens  and  bears  fruit  and  pleasant 81 
(1) 
flowers,  ard  turns  into  an  exalted  Ca  poisonous] 
leaven.  If  it  is  projected  upon  silver  it 
transforms  it  int  gold  more  excellent  than  th.  e 
gold  of  mines 
The  ploughed  ground  has  two'  components,  explains  Jildald. 
The  first  component  is  the  volatilized  salt,  or  the  garland 
of  victory,  which,  on  account  of  its  being  volatile  and  free 
from  all  impurities,  does  not  by  itself  constitute  a  suitable 
ground  for  cultivation.  The  second  component  is  a  new 
earth  we  add  to  the  pure,  volatile  one  to  enable  it  to  take 
hold  of  the  seedling.  When  the  Sheikh  says  "It  is  now  a 
ploughed  ground,  while  the  first  food  is  a  cbyme-like 
water",  he  means  that  the  pure  earth  has  now  got  rid  of  the 
chyme-like  water  which  it  at  first  possessed  and  has  thus 
become  a  thick,  heavy  food,  suitable  for  the  metals.  By 
'embryo'  the  Sheikh.  means  the  child  of  the  Art  and  the 
3) 
borne  spirits;  and  by  'seedling,  he  means  the  reserved 
(4) 
And  red-gold,  the  raw  material,  and  the  foliated  gypsum  . 
when  the  Sheikh.  says  "and  water  it  with  their  chyme-lilce 
I-L.... .  A.  4P 
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water",  he  is  referrinG  to  the  saliva  of  vipers. 
(') 
Zater 
in  this  book  we  will  discuss,  continues  Jildaki-,  the 
amount  of  heat  required  and  the  manner  of  bringing  up,  with 
regard  to  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh:  "carefully  bringing  it 
0 
up  with  a  gentle  beat.,  '  When  the  metallic  plant  bears 
fruit,  the  operation  is  completet  and  the  'pleasant  flovierslto, 
which  the  Sheikh.  refers  signify  the  appearance  of  beautiful 
colours.  The  tpoisonoýs  leavens  is  nothing  but  the  jilixir, 
and  the  adjective  'poisonous'  describes  its  power  of  pene- 
tration  and  transformation  and  reproduction.  For  poison 
penetrates  into  the  substances  with  which  it  is  mixed  and 
ýtraudforms  them  into  its  orm  essence  and  thus  infinitely 
reproduces  itself.  And  that  is  why  some  philosophers  have 
said  that  one  dirham  of  the  Slixir,  if  prepared  properly,  is 
sufficient  to  fill  all  the  space  between  the  3a'st  and  the 
West  The  gold  which  is  produced  by  the  projection  of  the 
Blizir  upon  silver  is  better  than  the  gold  of  the  mine.  For 
the  gold  of  the  mine  is  mixed  Ath  silver  and  is  separated 
from  it  by  ?  suspension' 
(2  ? 
and  the  best  Cold  produced  by  this 
method  is  called  (permissible;  admissible;  lawful) 
and  is  24-carat  fine.  The  gold  of  the  philosophers,  on 
.  1. 
2. 
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the  other  hand,  has  a  purple  colour  and  silver  must  be 
added  to  it  if  it  is  to  be  converted  into  'admissible'  gold 
the  amount  of  silver  used  for  this  purpose  is  inversely 
Proportional  to  the  fineness  of  the  philosopherst  gold. 
Novi,  if  silver  is  added  to  the  'admissible  I  gold,  the  latter 
will  become  white  and  is  separated  from  the  former  on 
'suspension',  whereas  the  silver  which  is  added  to  the  gold 
of  philosophers  to  make  it  tadmiSsiblef,  does  not  separate 
by  Isuspensiontl  especially  when  this  process  is  carried  out 
in  the  manner  of  the  philosophers. 
Sheikli:  "The  prime  matter  which.  is  proper  for  the 
form  of  the  jlixir  is  taken  from  a  single  tree 
which  grows  in  the  lands  of  the  West.  It  has 
two  branches,  which  are  too  high  for  whoso  seeks 
to  eat  the  fruit  thereof  to  reach  them  without 
labour  and  trouble;  and  two  other  branches, 
but  the  fruit  of  these  is  drier  and  more  tanned 
than  that  of  the  trio  preceding.  The  blossom  of 
one  of  the  two  is  red,  and'the  blossom  of  the 
second  is  between  white  and  black.  Then  there 
are  two  other  branches  weaker  and  softer  than 
the  four  preceding,  a-ad  the  blossom  of  one  of 
them  is  black  and  of,  the  other  between  white  and 
Yellow.  11(l) 
The  Sheikh,,  comments  Jildaki,  after  having  defined  matter 
and  Prime  matter,  described  for  us  the  processes  of 
dissolution  and  purification,  the  stages  through  which  the 
ra-'IttOr  must  pass  before  becoming  foodv  the  cultivation  of 
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gold,  and  the  formation  of  the  Elixir.  He  now  begins  to 
tell  us  about  the  origin  of  the  prime  matter  by  way  of 
allegory,  as  is  the  habit  of  the  philosophers;  and  thougb. 
we  will  try  to  explain  thoroughly  the  meaning  of  his  state- 
ments,  there  are  occasions,  Jildaki  goes  ong  when  vie  will 
not  go  beyond  giving  you  a  few  hints. 
The  statement  of  the  Sheikh,  that  "the  Elixir  is  taken 
from  a  single  tree",  is  similar  to  his  other  statement, 
(1) 
mentioned  before,  which  read:  "This  prime  matter  is  one, 
that  is  d--rived  from  one  thing  and  not  from  separate 
things...  "  And  according  to  rib.  at  was  explained  in  connexion 
with  the  latter  , statement,  by  'single  tree'  the  Sheikh 
implies  that  the  prime  matter  is  chosen  from  one  species  only, 
and  not  more.  The  attribution  of  the  prime  matter  to  the 
'lands  of  the  Westt,  implies  that  it  is  cold,  moist,  and 
found  in  dark  places,  -hidden  from  the  sun,  like  the  bottom  of 
the  wells,  the  ends  of  the  caverns,  and  the  hollows  of  the 
oceans. 
The  first1two  branches'  to  which-  the  Sheikh  refers  are 
gold  and  silver,  each  of  which  is  divided  into  two  kinds$  the 
common  kind  and  a  kind  ascribed  to  the  philosophers.  And  it 
is  the  gold  of  the  philosophers,  and  their  silver,  which  one 
19  See  p.  '73  above. 85 
could  not  obtaih  without  possessing  mLtal  aptness  and 
enduring  many  troubles.  As  to  the  second  t-tavo  branchesIq 
they  are  copper  and  jjarsIj  each  of  zhich  are  in  turn  divided 
into  two  kinds:  the  common  kind  and  the  kind  ascribed  to 
the  philosophers.  The  common  kind  of  copper  is  metallic 
copper,  and  the  common  kind  of  Ijars  is  metallic  irong  both 
of  them  in  daily  use.  The  copper  of  the  philosophers  is 
the  dryness  to  which,  says  Jildsklq  we  referred  previously. 
(1) 
The  Mars  of  the  philosophers  is  the  generic  sal  ammoniac. 
And,  there  is  no  doubt  that  both  kinds  of  copper  and  Mars 
are  drier.  and  more  tanned  than  gold  and  silver.  By  'blossom' 
the  Sheikh  means  colour,  and  it  is  a  common  knowledge  that 
the  colour  of  metallic  copper  is  red  and  that  of  metallic 
iron  is  between  white  and  black.  The  copper  of  the 
Philosophers  is  red  at  the  beginning,  andq  though  it  becomes 
white  in  its  outward  appearance  later  on,  its  interior  turns 
red.  The  iron  of  the  philosophers  is  white  like  pure 
. 
silver,  but  after  a  second  combination  it  suddenly  becomes 
black.  The  third  'two  branches'  are  Jusrub 
(2) 
and  gnuk(3) 
the  former  is  black  and  the  latter  is  between  white  and 
2.  Perhaps  black  lead 
Perhaps  pure  lead 86 
yellow.  The  common  Iusrub  and  95nuk  are  included  among 
the  ordinary  metals.  The  *usrub  of  the  philosophers  is 
Saturn  which  represents  the  stage  of  the  first  combination 
in  the  philosophical  tree.  The  25nuk  of  the  philosophers 
is  Jupiterg  which  represents  the  stage  of  'first  whiteness 
after  blackness',  turning  into  a  colour  between  white  and 
yellow  later. 
Sheikh:  "And  this  tree  grows  on  the  surface  of  the 
ocean  as  plants  grow  on  the  surface  of  the 
earth.  This  is  the  tree  of  which  vibosoever 
eats,  man  and  jinn  obey  him;  it  is  also  the 
tree  of  which  Adam  (peace  be  upon  him!  )  was 
forbidden  to  eat,  and  when  he  ate  thereof  he 
was  transformed  from  his  angelic  form  to  human 
form.  And  thitlýree  may  be  changed  into  every 
animal  shape.  " 
The  tree  to  which  the  Sheikh  refers  is  vrisdom,  explains 
Jildaki,  and  the  ocean  is  science.  To  eat  of  the  tree  is 
to  become  initiated  into  the  Art  and  philosophy.  And  the 
submission  of  man  to  one  who  has  been  initiated  into  the  Art 
is  due  to  the  latterts  access  to  the  greatest  riches  on 
earth.  The  submission  of  the  jinn,  on  the  other  hanc4  is 
due,  according  to  the  phi;  osophers,  to  the  superiority  of 
the  studentcftbDArt  in  knowledge.  The  philosophers  have 
indeed  said  that  the  possession  of  the  Elixir  enables  one  to 
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achieve  extraordinary  and  talismanic  results.  Jib  ir  h  as 
referred  to  this  on  many  occasions,  but  want  of  space 
I  prevents  us,  says  Jildaki,  from  giving  an  account  of  it  here. 
Iralid  ibn  YazId  claims  in  his  Sah1fa  (Register)  to  have  treat- 
ed  a  great  number  of  peopleg  afflicted  with  chronic  diseases, 
in  Damascus,  by  making  use  of  the  talismanic  properties  of 
the  Elizir.  We  have  not  yet  reached,  continues  Jildaki, 
to  such  an  eminent  position  in  the  Art  as  to  be  able  to  deny 
or  to  prove  the  allegations  concerning  the  magical  powers 
of  the  Elitir. 
The  statement  of  the  Sheikh,  that  "it  is  also  the  tree 
of  which  Adam  was  forbidden  to  eat...  ",  may  be  interpreted  in 
trio  ways,  comments  Jildaki.  As  there  is  a  close  similarity 
in  action  and  effect  between  the  philosophical  tree  and  the 
tree  of  which  Adam  ate  -  they  are  both  worldly  and  cause 
transformation,  one  transforms  angel  to  man  and  the  other 
base  metals  into  gold  -.  so  the  Sheikh  in  an  allegorical  way 
regarded  the  two  trees  as  one  and  the  same.  In  the  second 
place,  the  Sheikh  possibly  used  each  of  the  terms  included 
in  the  above  statement  in  a  different  metaphorical  sense. 
By  'Adam'2  for  example,  he  might  have  meant  the  root  of  the 
tree;  and  by  transformation  of  angelic  form  to  human-form, 
he  might  have  implied  the  $second  combination'  and  nutrition 
whereby  the  wandering  soul  descends  and  resides  in  the 88 
eternal  earth.  Now,  if  the  Sheikh  had  anything  else  in 
rUnd,  apart'from  Wbat  we  have  expressed,  says  Jildakiq  then 
the  responsibility  rests  with  himself.  But  those  people, 
who  have  thought  that,  on  the  basis  of  the  above  statement, 
the  Sheikh  regarded  wheat  to  be  the:,  tree  to  which  he  refers, 
are  wholly  mistaken. 
The  statement  of  the  Sheikh.,  "And  this  tree  may  be 
changed  into  every  animal  shape",  again  may  be  interpreted 
in  two  ivVs.  He  either  meant,  according  to  Jildaki,  that 
the  fruit  of  this  tree  is  a  means  of  exchange,  whereby  it  is 
possible  to  procure  for  any  animal  form  the  appropriate 
food  1ýh_ich  in  due'course  will  transform  into  the  essence  of 
that  animal.  And  in  this  connexion  it  is  worth-while  to 
remember  that  the  elementary  material  of  all  the  existencies 
in  the  three  kingdoms  is  one;  and  similarly  there  is  no 
fundamental  difference  between  them  as  regards  their  chyme- 
like  food.  Or,  as  an  alternative-explanation,  the  Sheikh 
meant  that  the  fruit  of  this  tree  is  capable  of  transformation 
from  mineral  to  vegetable  and  subsequently  to  animal  form. 
And  in  this  respect  it  is  well  worth  while  to  note  that 
Zosimus  in  his  Mupbaf  al-$uwar  (The  Book  of  Forms)  describes 
the  transformation  of  every  animal  on  earth  from  one  rank  to 
another  until  it  reaches  the  status  of  man.  JildakI  then 
quotes  a  tetrastich  from  S511ib  concerning  the  philosophIcal 89 
tree  and  its  fruit. 
Sheikh:  I'Th.  e  prime  matter  is  also  found  in  a  bird, 
whose  body  is  that  of  a  man  but  its  two  wings, 
the  wings  of  a  bird.  It  has  four  feet  andtwo 
hands,  but  its  feet  are  despised,  while  its 
hands  are  honoured  on  account  of  the  benefit 
to  be  derived  from  them.  Bat  if  ignorant  man 
knew  that  the  hands  have  no  power  save  by  the 
feet,  he  would  be  more  watchful  of  the  feet 
than  of  the  hands.  "(1) 
We  observedq  explains  jildaki,  how  the  Sheikh  compared 
the  prime  matter  to  a  tree,  and  there  is  no  doubt  that  the 
tree  is  a  vegetable  and  therefore  potentially  capable  of 
being  transformed  by  a  secret  process  into  an  animal,  sayl  a 
bird.  -  The  prime  matter  consists  of  two  ýarts:  stable  and 
volatile.  The  stable  part  is  a  bocýy,  that  is  t:  )  say,  it 
has  three  dimensions,  and  in  this  sense  the  philosophers  make 
no  distinction  between  the  body  of  a  man  and  that  of  a  bird. 
The  volatile  part  of  the  prime  matter,  on  the  other  hand,  is 
compared  by  the  Sheikh  to  the  wings  of  a  bird. 
By  the  *four  feet',  the  Sheikh  implies  the  imperfect 
metallic  forms,  and  by  the  'two  hands',  he  means  silver  and 
gold.  The  ignorant  man  does  not  know,  in  the  first  placel 
that  the  feet  and  hands  are  of  one  species,  though  in 
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different  states  of  perfection.  And  one  who  is  not  aware 
of  the  existence  of  the  imperfect  would  not  fully  appreciate 
the  perfect.  Moreoverg  the  ignorant  man  does  not  realize 
that  the  feet  succour(l)  the  hands,  just  as  the  four  natures 
succour  all  the  existencies,  or  the  foodstuff  succours 
every  individual  in  the  three  kingdoms,  etc.  But  if  the 
I 
ignorant  man  knew  all  this,  "he  would"l  as  the  Sheikh  said, 
"be  more  watchful  of  the  feet  than  of  the  bands.  " 
Sheikh:  "And  this  prime  matter  is  found  in  the 
cold  peninsula  of  Andalusia  on  the  shore  of 
the  Ocean  wherein  are  the  caverns  of  Al- 
AsViyTisia.  I'M 
The  alchemists,  explains  Jildaki,  are  in  the  habit  of 
referring  to  the  general  when  they  mean  the  particularl(3) 
and  this  is  one  of  their  secrets.  Now,  some  of  the 
philosophers  have  expressly  maintained  that  only  the  female 
component  of  the  prime  matter,  on  account  of  its  coldness,  is 
found  in  Andalusia.  Someother  philosophers  have  said 
that  the  female  component  is  born  from  the  male  component 
and  is  to  be  found  wherever  the  latter  is  originated.  The 
Tre,  p.  23;  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  P-154. 
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reason  why  Andalusia  is  cold,  argues  Jildakij  is  that  its 
0 
(1) 
latitudej  35  N.,  exceeds  the  obliquity  of  the  ecliptic  which 
is  less  than  24  o.  (2)  As  regards  'the  caverns  of  Al-AsViyfisid,, 
they  are  the  hollow  places  where  the  prime  matter  is  to  be 
fo  urid. 
Sbeikh:  "And  it  is  often  found  in  a  mountain  in 
the  land  of  India,  in  rocks  diverse  in  colour 
and  taste  and  smell  and  properties.  I'M 
What  the  Sheikh  means  by  'the  land  of  Indialt  according 
to  Jildaklq  is  equilibrium.  The  temperate  part  of  the 
,  prime  mtItter  is  found  in  a  mountain  in  India.  But  often  the 
mountaih  to  which  the  Sheikh  refers  is  interpreted  to  be  the 
apparatus  in  which  the  temperate  compoun4  of  the  alchemists 
is  prepared.  The  phrase,  'in  rocks  diverse  in  colour  end 
taste  and  smell  and  prop  erti  es  I,  may  imply  either  that  the 
prime  matter  is  found  in  rocks  possessing  the  mentioned 
properties,  or  that  by  Irockst  the  Sheikh  meant  the  drugs 
which  are  eirployed  in  the  Art  for  the  production  of  the 
Elixir,  and  they  are  indeed  of  different  colours. 
1.  Spain  is  included  between  latitudes  430  471  N.  and 
2.  Present  mean  value  23  o  27'  3"- 
3.  Tr.,  p.  23;  Es,  Vol.  1-9  P,  154. Sheikh:  lumong  them  is  a  rock  in  which  a  devouring,,.,., 
lion  takes  shelter  and  often  he  defends  it.  t"%-/ 
This  rock,  explains  jildaki,  is  one  of  the  drugs 
employed  in  the  Art,  and  it  is  hot  and  dry  like  the  nature  of 
the  lion;  and  that  is  why  the  latter  takes  shelter  in  it 
and  defends  it,  especial3,  V  when  he  is  quarrelsome. 
Sheikh:  "And  the  týý)of  this  rock  is  con5vaed  with 
Lsurrounds3  its  base,  and  its  nearest  part 
reaches  to  its  farthest,  and  its  head  is  in  the 
place  of  its  back,  and  vice  versa.,  t(3) 
The  Sheikh  defines  this  rock,  explains  Jildakil  in 
terms  of  the  element  of  fire  which  prevails  in  it  and  is 
often  represented  in  a  globular  form.  Now  it  is  obvious 
that  the  top  of  a  globe  "surrounds  its  base,  and  its  nearest 
part  reaches  to  its  farthest,  and  its  head  is  in  the  place 
of  its  back,  and  vice  versa.  It 
Sheikh:  "Another  of(t4ýese  rocks  is  carried  by  an 
[inflammable]  sea-animal  which  walks  in  a 
complicated  way;  this  rock  has  two  horns 
which  appear  at  the  moment  of  its  birth,  and 
by  the  time  half  of  its  life  has  passed  they 
1,  Tr.  ,  p.  23;  Els-,  Vol.  1-9  P-155- 
Pt. 
3.  Tr.  9  P.  23;  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  P-155. 
4.  The  term  I  infla=able  I  does  not  appear  in  Pt. ,  jý  ýý 
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have  encircled  its  bocly.  And  when  half  of 
its  lif  e  has  gone,  the  horns  remain  as  they 
are  until  the  end  of  its  life.  That  is  its 
habit  at  all  times.  I'M 
This  rock  represents,  according  to  Jildaki,  two  other 
drugs  which  are  employed  in  the  Art.  These  two  drugs 
are  hot,  cold,  dry,  and  moist,  all  at  once.  They  are 
dry  and  cold,  and  are  therefore  depicted  as  an  earthy  rock. 
They  are  hot  and  moist,  and  that  is  why  they  are  delineated 
as  an  inflammable  sea-animal.  And  the  statement  that  this 
animal  'walks  in  a  complicated  way,  '  emphasizes  the  fact 
that  these  drugs,  both  of  them,  possess  diverse  natures. 
The  It-uo-hornsl  represent  the  effusion  of  water  and  oil  from 
the  rock  at  the  moment  of  its  birth.  For  water  and  oil 
are  hot  and  moist,  and  so  are  the  two  horns.  The  moment  of 
birth.  represents  the  completion  of  the  period  of  pregnancyl 
that  is,  the  end  of  the  revolution  of  Saturn  and  the  beginning 
of  the  revolution  of  Jupiter,  or,  in  other  words,  the 
(2) 
beginning  of  separation.  Andg  when  half  the  life  cf  the 
rock  has  gone,  the  separation  is  complete  and  the  horns 
appear  in  spherical  form.  At  this  stage  a  cleansing 
operation  is  performed  with  water  alone.  The  end  of  th-e 
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rock's  life  is  when  the  combination  is  complete. 
one  must  admit,  I  think,  that  th.  e  explanation  of 
Jildaki  on  this  occasion  is  not  very  illuminating.  it 
would  be  interesting  to  know  whether  he  really  understood 
what  the  Sheikh  said,  but  did  not  care  to  be  more  explicit, 
or  whether  his  claim  to  understanding  was  m3re  pretence. 
Sheikh:  "Another  is  a  rodr-  which  is  frequently  carried 
by  a  lustful  animal  which  has  on  its  neck  the 
skin  of  another  animal  accustomed  to  bear  Cof 
anotherau3imal  which  acts  as  a  rec  nciler  and 
bears3  one  f  the  two  burdens 
? 
one  of  the 
two  sediments3 
? 
2)  This  rock  is  the  mineral 
of  malice  and  wickedness  and  treachery  and 
hatred.  "(3) 
By  this  rock  the  Sheikh  implies,  according  to  Jildakiq 
a 
_4ýýug, 
which  because  of  its  darkness  and  impurity  has  a 
wicked  and  treacherous  nature.  The  'lustful  animalt 
represents  another  drug  which  on  account  of  its  lustfulness 
and  hotness  is  light  and  strong  and  penetrating;  and  tthe 
skin  of  another  animalt  on  its  neck  indicates  that  it  is  a 
compound.  Moreover,  its  c=ponent  part,  that  is,  the  part 
which  is  depicted  as  'the  skin  of  another  animal',  possesses 
1.  ..... 
.  b.  I  JdI.  g  . iJj'..  5- 
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the  power  of  uniting  opposite  things  and  thus  completing  the 
operation.  This  part  is  also  responsible  for  bearing 
'one  of  the  two  sediments',  for  it,.  -'acts  as  a  freconcilert 
and  has  a  spiritual  nature. 
Sheikh:  "Two  more  rocks  are  there,  one  of  them  male 
and  the  other  femaleg  and  still  two  more,  one 
of  m  Egyptian  and  the  other  lik  vri  se  I 
manM  [and  the  other  Georgian]  11-M 
The  only  explanation  by  Jildald  with  rega3:  d  to  the 
above  quotation  is  that  these  rocks  are  also  certain  d3:  ugs 
which  are  employed  in  the  Art. 
Sheikh:  "And  this  prime  matter  is*found  in  a  mountain 
containing  an  immense  collection  of  created 
. 
things.  In  this  mountain  is  every  sort  of 
knowledge  that  is  found  in  the  world.  "(3) 
Jildaki  in  his  wTlanation  here,  as  on  several  other 
I 
occasions,  contends  that  the  Art  is  the  product  and  the 
synopsis  of  all  other  sciences.  And  the  apparatus  of  the 
Art,  that  is,  the  'mountain',  embraces  all  the  branches  of 
knowledge. 
-j  ;  1.  Pt.  j- 
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Sheikh:  "There  does  not  exist  knowledge  or  under- 
standing  or  dream  or  thought  or  sagacity  or 
opinion  or  deliberation  or  wisdom  or  philosophy 
or  geometry  or  government  or  power  or  courage 
or  excellence  or  contentment  or  patience  or 
discipline  or  beaaty  or  ingenuity  or  journeying 
or  orthodoxy  or  guidance  or  precision  or 
growth  or  command  or  dominion  or  kingdom  or 
vizierate  or  rule  of  a  councillor  or  commerce 
that  is  not  Present  there.  And  there  does  not 
exist  hatred  or  malevolence  or  fraud  or 
villainy  or  deceit  or  tyranny  or  oppression  or 
perverseness  or  ignorance  or  stupidity  or 
baseness  or  violence  or  cheerfulness  or  song  or 
sport  or  flute  or  lyre  or  marriage  or  jesting 
or  weapons  or  wars  or  blood  or  killing  that  is 
not  present  there.  'From  India  a  kingo  from,  ý,  ý 
Egypt  a  wise  man,  and  from  Persia  a  swordsman. 
All  these  attributes,  explains  Jildakig  are  potentially 
present  in  the  prime  matter  of  the  Art.  Some  of  them  are 
related  to  the  minerals,  some  others  to  different  stages  of 
the  operation.  Fraadq  deceit,  and  malevolence  are 
attributed  to  Saturn  which  represents  the  stage  of  pregnancyq 
the  lead,  the  black  lead,  and  the  prevalance  of  blackness. 
Knowledge,  dream  (2)  (or  forbearance),  and  munificence  are 
attributed  to  Jupiter,  which  represents'the  stage  of  the 
formation  of  saltsMand  dissolution.  Sport,  cheerfulness, 
Tr.  j  p.  24;  Es#9  Vol-  1-9  PP-158,159  The  wording  of 
Pt.  is  different  from  that  cf  Es. 
2.  dreara  forbearance. 
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song,  fluteg  lyre,  marriage  and  jesting  are  attributed  to 
Venus,  which.  represents  the  completion  of  the  stage  of  the 
formation  of  salts9  the  beginning  of  the  stage  of  separation, 
the  appearance  of  colours,  and  the  rising  of  spirit  together 
(1) 
with  water  e  on  dtstilling  water,  the  philosopher  hears 
a  beautiful  song,  and  the  drops  of  pure  water  as  they  enter 
into  the  receiver  produce  the  sound  of  a  trumpet.  And  this 
gives  the  philosopher  a  great  pleasure  especially  if  it  is 
his  first  attempt;  for  he  then  understands'that  he  is 
moving'in  the  right  direction. 
Sagacity,  understanding,  philosophy,  quickness  of 
yearning,  and  quickness  of  change 
(2) 
are  attributed  to 
jijercuryj  which  represents  the  first  and  the  secret  stages 
of  the  operation.  An  exact  knowledge  is  required  in  order 
to  understand  the  initial  stages  of  the  operation  and  to 
carry  them  out  successfully.  Vizierate,  deliberation,  and 
thought  are  attributed  to  the  Moon,  which  represents  the 
stage  of  the  union  of  opposite  natures. 
The  king  from  Indial  the  wise  man  from  Egypt  and  the 
swordsman  from  Persia  Vmbolize  the'  temperate  part,  the  cold 
and  moist  part,  and  the  hot  md  dry  part  of  the  prime  matter 
respectively* 
sul  C. 
V-1711  týl 
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Sheikh:  "These  are  the  descriptions  of  this  mountain 
and  of  the  wonders  which  it  contains.  So 
understand,  and  know  that  of  th.  ese  hints  of  the 
Sages,  he  who  is  familiar  with  wisdom  and  adept 
in  dark  sayings  and  their  explanation  will 
understand  the  meaning,  But  know  that  if  vie 
spoke  plainly  we  should  get  no  credit  thereby  and 
it  would  be  taken  from  us  in  a  jesting  way.  So 
we  have  confided  thee  to  thine  own  intelligence, 
after  Allah  (may  He  be  exalted)  Who  is  the 
best  to  m  we  could  entrust  thee.  To  Him  be 
praise.  IX15 
Here  the  statement  by  the  Sheikh  is  clear  and  does  not 
require  any  explanation,  observes  Jildak3.  o 
Vol.  I.,  Book  I., 
CHAPTER  IV  :  Explanation  of  the  fourth  section  of  the 
first  part,  on  the  likeness  of  the  Elixir,  and  on  analogous 
operations. 
Sheikh:  itKnOW9  may  Allah  the  Exalted  have  mercy  on 
thee,  that  we  began  by  s.  Ving,  -  just  as  those 
bef  ore  us  had  said,  that  every  Art  has  material 
upon  which  it  is  based.  Thus  man  is  material 
for  the  Science  of  Medicine,  and  Medicine  is 
based  upon  him.  The  aim  of  Medicine  is  to 
preserve  existing  health  or  to  restore  health 
whichhas  been  lost.  Now  a  man  when  he  ir. 
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healthy  has  no  particular  need  of  medicine; 
he  needs  medicine  only  when  he  has  become 
affected  by  a  certain  accidental  quality,  upon 
which  the  physician  compounds  him  a  remedy 
according  to  the  cause,  and  administers  it, 
and  drives  out  from,  6`ýhat  accidental  quality, 
whereupon  the  health  which  was  lost  returns  to 
him. 
"The  remedy  which  is  administered  to  the 
man  who  is  lacking  in  health  is  like  the  Sili-xiF(l) 
which  is  administered  to  this  metallic  species., 
The  material  of  the  Science  of  Medicine,  says  Jildaki, 
is  human  body,  which  is  either  healthy  or  sick.  The 
physician,  in  order  to  restore  health.  to  the  sick  bocV, 
must  know  everything  about  the  intrinsic  diseases  of  man, 
and,  at  the  same  time,  be  acquainted  with  all  the  orgens  of 
the  body,  that  is,  to  understand  their  internal  and  external 
structure  and  their  functions  -  he  can  obtain  this  informa- 
tion  from  books  on  anatomy.  He  must  then  know  about  the 
diseases  which  afflict  a  particular  organ,  and  understand 
their  causes,  their  symptoms,  -their  mildness  or  acutenessl 
and  whether  they  are  due  to  a  simple  or  a  compound  substance. 
The  physician  must  be  informed  also  about  the  age  of  his 
patient  and  whether  he  has  a  phlegmatic,  melancholic, 
sanguine,  or  bilious  constitution.  It  is  only  after  sach 
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careful  considerations  that  an  able  physiciaa  prepares  the 
suitable  drug  and  administers  it,  whereupon  the  sick  body 
is  gradually  restored  to  health.  Nowq  just  as  the  physician 
cures  the  sick  body,  so  the  alchemist  cures  the  imperfect 
metallic  forms  and  restores  them  to  their  state  of.  perfec- 
tion,  represented  by  gold.  The  treatment  of  the  imperfect 
metallic  forms  is  accomplished  by  the  projection  of  the 
Elixir. 
Sheikh:  "Of  this  species,  there  is  that  which  was 
not  affected  in  its  ore  by  accidental  qualities, 
namelyp  gold  alone;  and  there  is  that  also 
which  is  so  affected,  like  silver  and  the  two 
coppers  and  the  two  leads,  as  has  been  mentioned 
before.  So  the  Sages  composed  for  these 
accidental  qualities  two  Elixirs,  one  of  them 
hot  and  red,  and  the  other  cold  and  white.  And 
upon  that  substance  whose  accidental  quality  is 
coldness  they  project  the  hot  and  red  Elixirl 
and  upon  that  substance  whose  accidental 
quality  is  hotness  they  project  the  cold  and 
white  @lixir.  And  know  that  the  iUixir  of 
Redness  is  projected  only  upon  silver  and  not 
upon  anything  else  which  is  more  imperfect,  for 
the  reason  which  vie  have  explained  earlier.  So 
understand  that  passageg  for  natural  thin(y5  do 
not  reach  perfection  except  by  degrees.  "( 
The  metallic  diseases  are  due  either  to  the  excess  of 
heat  or  to  the  excess  of  cold,  explains  Jildaki.  So  the 
Sages  prepared  two  Elixirs:  one  of  them  white  and  cold,  and 
the  other  red  and  hot.  The  Elixir  of  Whiteness,.  if 
1.  Tr.,  'P*25; 
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projected  upon  the  two  coppers,  would  destroy  their 
excessive  heat  and  transform  them  into  silver.  The  Elixir 
of  Redness,  on  the  other  hand,  when  it  is  projected  upon 
silver,  transforms  the  latter  into  gold.  In  our  book 
Buýyat  Al-Habir,  says  Jildakl,  we  have  dealt  with  the 
projection  of  the  Elixir  upon  the  two  leads,  and  in  this 
oPeration7  as  we  have  mentioned  therel  one  could  not  be 
sure  of  success  without  taking  into  account  certain  other 
things.  For  the  two  leads  are  easily  fusible  and  this  Jr. 
not  compatible  with  the  hardness  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness. 
To  overcome  this  difficulty,  says  jildaki,  one  has  to 
perform  another  operation,  to  which  we  hmre  referred  in  the 
remaining  part  of  this  book. 
Transformation  of  the  imperfect  metallic  forms  takes 
place  gradually.  It  is  like  the  transformation  of  food  into 
blood  and  subsequently  into  flesh,  nerves,  etc.  The  food 
is  first  Pounded  and  crushed  and  mixed  with  saliva  in  the 
mouth.  in  order  to  make  the  ingestion.  easier.  And  after 
reaching  the  stomach.  it  is  cooked  gradually  and  is  acted 
upon  by  the  powers  of  retentiong  digestion,  and  rejection 
until  the  most  carefully  chosen  part  of  it  appears  in  the 
form  of  blood.  So,  every  change  that  we  could  think  oft 
including  the  transformation  of  imperfect  metallic  forms, 
is  by  nature  gradual.  Another  important  thing  toknow 
is  the  amount  of  heat  required  to  melt  the  imperfect  metallIc minerals  and  the  Elixir  which  is  projected  upon  them. 
102" 
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OHAPTER  V:  Explanation  of  the  fifth  section  of  th.  o 
first  part,  On  analogy  of  generation,  and  cultivation  by 
seed. 
Sheikh.:  "Know,  may  Allah  the  Sxalted  have  mercy  upon 
thee  and  help  thee  to  understand,  that  the 
Elixir  is  nothing  more  than  cultivation  as  in 
plants  or  breeding  as-'in  animals.  Now  of  all 
species  there  is  not  one  which  can  be  produced 
without  food-stuff,  made  from  appropriate  dryness 
dissolved  in  appropriate  moisture.  In  plants 
it  becomes  in  their  roots  a  chyme,  which,  is 
then  assigned  the  special  form  characteristic 
of  that  plant  species.  And  it  is  true  to  say 
that  every  plant  species-  has  a  root,  and  its 
root  a  chyme,  and  the  chyme  a  constitution  vibich 
could  not  produce  from  that  chyme  other  than 
that  particular  species  of  plant,  although 
it  be  watered  with,  the  same  water,  reached  by 
the  same  breeze,  ripened  by  the  heat  of  the 
same  sun  and  fixed  in  the  same  earth.  In  the 
same  way  there  cannot  come  from  the  first  prime 
matte  f  rm  other  than  one  particular 
one.  ltýlfy 
As  was  said  before,  comments  Jildakli,  this  Art  is  the 
product  of  all  the  philosophical  and  theological  sciences, 
and  isv  therefore,  the  most  important  among  them.  There  is 
nothing  on  earth  or  in  heaven,  material  as  well  as 
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spiritual,  which  is  not  included  in  this  Art. 
Maslama  b.  Muhammad  al-Majr-iti  wrote  two  books  on 
philosophy,  says  jildaki,  and  one  of  them  is  called 
dayat  al-ý`aklm  (1he  Aim  of  the  Sage),  In  this  book; 
following  the  preface,  he  says  that  there  are  two 
advantages  to  be  gleaned  from  the  pursuit  of  the  Art, 
one  of  them  'material'  and  the  other  magical,  And  he 
cond,  dered  the  second  advantage  to  be  more  important, 
because  it  concerns  the  phenomena  of  the  heaven,,  the 
planets,  their  motions  and  their  effects  on  the  mineral, 
vegetable,  and  animal  kingdoms.  Anyone  who  reaches  to 
that  stage  in  the  Art,  which  entails  understanding  of  all 
these  problems,  will  have  at  his  disposal  the  spiritual 
(2)  '' 
powers  which  govern  everything  in  the  lower  worlds,  and 
that  is  why  al-Majr1ti  called  his  book  The  Aim  of  the  Sage. 
But  he  was  not  rigjit,  argues  Jildaki,  In  describing  as 
magical  the  colossal  advantage  vhIch  is  derived  from  the 
Art.  For  magic  is  forbidden  especially  among  the  Mosl6m 
people,  and  one  would  not  call,  after  all,  a  practitioner 
Of  the  Art,  who  has  ottained  such  eminence  as  to  rule,  over 
tho  spiritual  powers,  a  magician.  Magic,  as  the  term"' 
1.  ;  t.  >  *..,  0 
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implies,  deals  with  the  subjugation  of  devilish  powerso 
and  therefore  its  productions  are  neither  real  nor  permanent.. 
It  is  no  use  arguing  that'there  is  a  'lawful'  and  an 
unlawful  magic  (black  magic  and  white  magic);  for  such 
contradictory  statements#  says  jildaki,  aro  not  permissible 
in  philosophy.  The  other  book  of  Maslama  al-MajrItI 
is  called  Rutbat  al-Hakim  (The  Sage's  Step)  and.  it  deals 
(1) 
mainly  with  the  'material'  advantage  of  the  Art.  The  title 
of  this  book,  like  that  of  the  previous  onep  is  well  chosen, 
because  it  is  only  after  one  has  mastered  the  'material' 
aspect,  of  the  Art,  argues  JUdaki.,  that  he.  may  be  called  a 
Sage,  and  it  is  only  then  that  the  'keys  of  the  treasures' 
come  into  one's  possession'and  that  one  acquires  the  power 
to  exert  one's  influerne  in  the  lower  worlds,  below  the 
Moon'-s  sphere,  and  in_  the  upper  worlds  beyond  It, 
Jibir  explained  all  these  sciences,  their  causes,  their 
methods,  and  the  means  which  are  employed  to  understand  them. 
But,  as  we  did  not  thoroughly  understand  his  views  and  ' 
intentions,  says  Jildaki,  and  we  were  not  in  a  position  to 
pronouce  our  judgment  upon  them,  so  we  turned  to  other 
philosophers.  And  we  found,  he  goes  on,  that  there  exists 
a  considerable  difference  of  opinion  among  them  with 
1.  As  opposed  to  magical, 105 
regard  to  the  real  meaning  and  the  purpose  ofthe  Art.  In 
fact,  a  number  of  stupid  people,  who  confined  themselves  to 
appearances  and  superficialities,  and  who  because  of  this 
lack  of  intelligence  were  not  able  to  understand  the  real 
intention  of  the  philosophers,  particularly  those  of  Jabir, 
wasted  their  lives  and  incurred  heavy  financial  losses  in  the 
false  hope  of  getting  rich. 
So  Jildak!  thought  that  it  was  incumbent  upon  him  to 
write  a  number  of  books  in  order  to  lead  the  students  of-the 
Art  in  the  right  direction  and  help  them  to  recover  their 
losses.  It  was  for  this  reason  that  he  wrote  his  book 
BuAyat  al-Habir  (The_Aspiration  of  the  Expert)  and  laterV 
V  _ýh  e  Sams  al-Munir  (The  Luminous  Sunj  and  several  others. 
first  book  deals  with  the  ways  and  means  employed  in  the 
study  of  the  Art,  and  the  second  book  discusses  the  produc- 
tion  of  the  Elixir.  He  then  chose  from  the  works  of  the 
'ancient  and  modern'  philosophers,  seven  books,  which  he- 
considered  to  be  the  best,  and  he  began  to  write  commentaries 
on  them.  These  seven  books  were  as  follows:  1) 
(Register)  of  the  Great  Hermes;  2)  Rislila  (Epistle) 
of  BuyUn  al-Barham7l,  which  he  wrote  for  one  of  his  pupils; 
3)  K.  al-Rabma  (The  Book  of  Mercyr)  of  Jibir;  4)  SudUr  al- 
Dahab  (Particles  of  Gold)  of  AbU  al-4asan  allAndulus!  (of 
Spain);  5)  K.  al-M&J  al-Waraq!  wa  JArj  al-Na.  Imlya  (Zhe""' 
Book  of  Silvery  Water  and  Germinative  Earth),  of  'Ibn  "UmaYl-- 106- 
Sihib  al-Miftih;  6)  (Ode)  of  '2Ab-u  Tamim  al-'ýArgql;  and 
7)  Kal-Muktasab.  Jildald  considered  his  present  book, 
The  End  of  the  Search,  to  be  the  greatest  of  his  works,  He 
conferred,  howeverp  a  similar  status  upon  his  two  other 
books,  namelyo  The  Aspiration  of,  the  Ex2ert  and  The  Luminous 
Sun. 
jildald  then  expresses  the  hope  and  desire  that  he  may 
be  able,  with  the  help  of  God,  to  finish  his  unfinished 
commentaries  and  other  books.  This  means  that  he  had  not 
finished  all  of  them  by  then. 
After  this  rather  long  digression  Jildaki  returns  to  the 
explanation  of  the  above  excerpt  from  the  Sheikh.  He 
considers  the  statement  of  the  latter  that  'The  Elixir  is 
nothing  more  than  cultivation'  io  be  true.  For,  he  sayso 
the  Sages,  in  fact,  plant  their  seedling  in  their  pure  earth 
and  water  it  with  their  divine  water,  until  it  flowers  and 
bears  fruit,  11  and  to  this  cultivation  SELhib  al-Sudiir,  may 
Allah  the  Exalted  have  merej  on  him,  refers  in  the  rhyme,  of 
sheen!  '  He  quotes  this  poem  of  Siihib  with  another  one  in  the 
rhyme  of  'seen',  that  is.,  s,  The  Sheikh  said  also  that 
'the  E3Jxir  is  nothing  more  than  breeding  as  In  animglsl, 
and  to  this  opinion  Jildak!  subscribes.  He  argues  that 
there  are  male  and  female  components  in  the  Elixir,  The 
female  component  becomes  pregnant  after  marriage  and  gives 107 
birth.,  in  due  course,  to  a  child  whose  behaviour  is  very 
strange  and  everyones  noble  as  well  as  common,  benefits  from 
it.,  for  it  is  extremely  generous.  In  support  of  this 
contention  also,,  Jildak!  quotes  another  poem  of  S&hib  in  the 
rhyme  of  zay  :  z, 
_"Now 
of  all  species  there  is  not  one,  11  says  the  Sheikh, 
"which  can  be  produced  without  food-stuff,  made  from  appro- 
priate  dryness  dissolved  in  appropriate  moisture"J'  and  he 
is  right,  comments  Jildaki.  The  Sheikh  has  described  in 
a  few  words,  Jildald  goes  on,  the  whole  idea  of  generation, 
and  we  will  try  to-make  it  clear  for  you.  And  we  say 
that  Allah,  the  Exalted,  deposited  the  secrets  of  generation 
in  the  simple  elements,  "  they  are  waterv  e9rth;  fire, 
and  air,  '  Jildaki  explains.  "Each  one  of  these  elements 
is  different  from  the  others  in  its  natural  form,  and  each 
one  of  them  is  capable  of  generation  and  corruption,  For 
water  transforms  into  stone  and  the  stone  dissolves  In 
water;  and  air..  when  it  becomes  concentrated  and  heavy 
and  is  surrounded  by  cold,  transforms  into,  and  drips  like 
water;  and  again  water,  when  it  is  heated,  transforms  into 
air;  similarly,  air,  when  it  expands,  transforms  into  fire, 
and  fire,  too,  transforms  into  air;  and  fire..  when  it 
dominates  over  a  thing,  it  burns  it  and  the  smoke  whi  ch 
results  diusolves  in  the  air.  $  -11 
1.  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  p.  171. One  lmýortant  point  which,  I  think,  must  not  escape  our 
attention  is  that  Jildaki  never  says  that  base  metals 
(1)  (2) 
transform  into  gold  -  he  says  they  become  gold.  So  it  seems 
that  for  him  there  is  a  difference  between  the  transformation 
of  silver  into  gold  and  that  of  water  into  air,  have, 
however,  employed  the  term  transformation  in  both  cases. 
Qualities,  though  they.  are  responsible  for  the  transfor- 
mation  of  simple  elements  into  one  another,  are  not  the  same 
as  the  natural  forms:  natural  form  remains  unaffected  in 
the  course  of  transformation.  The  simple  substances  when 
they  enter  into  combination,  react  upon  one  another  and  a 
contest  ensues  between  their  opposing  qualit.  1es.  As  a 
result  of  this  contest,  a  state  of  equilibrium  is  reached  in 
which  each  quality  is  balanced  by  its  opposite,  and  this  is 
(3) 
what  Is  meant  by  combination.  In  other  words,  Jildak! 
goes  onx  the  preparation  of  every  substance  requires  the 
ES.  p  Vol.,  I..,  p.  171-2 
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action  of  an  active  entity  upon  a  passive  one;  and  that 
is  why  the  production  of  food  is  realized  by  the  dissolution 
of  appropriate  dryness  in  appropriate  moisture.  The  food 
then  putrifies  and  transforms  into  a  chyme  suitable  for  the 
Constitution  of"tho  feeder,  so  that  every  species  of 
mineral,  prant  or  animal  has  its  own  particular  chyme.  The 
'receptivity,  of  a  species  determines  the  kind  of  chyme 
which  is 
_suitable 
for.  its.  constitution.  Different  species 
of  plants,  for  example,  may  'be  watered".,  as  the  Sheikh  said, 
. 
"with  the  same  water,  reached  by  the  same  breeze,,  ripened 
ý'y  the  heat  of  the  same  sun  and  fixed  in  the  same  earth", 
and  yet  each  one  of  them  produces  its  ownparticular  chyme, 
according  to  its  capabilities  and  receptive  power.  Water, 
breeze,  sun  and  earth  represent,  according  to  JildalCl, 
the  four  simple  elembnts  which  contribute  to  t1a  generation 
andýgrowth  of  a  plant,  Now  just  as  every  species 
engenders  a  particular,  chyme  appropriate  to  its  constitution, 
so  every  chyme  gives  rise  to  a  special  kind  of  species. 
And  for  this  reason  the  prime'matter  with  which  we  are 
con'cerned  begets  one  particular  species  only,  and  in  this 
cOnnexion.,  says  Jildaki,  the  Sheikh  cites  an  example: 
Sheikh:  "For  exbLmple,,  soil  and'water  for'n'  the  -prime 
matter  supplied  td  wheat  and'cotton  and  other 
plants,  bUt-  nothing  btLt  thread  comas  from'the 
cotton-plant,  and  from  the  thread  (a  pi6ce,  of 110 
(1) 
cloth  or)  a.  shirt;  similarly  from  the  wheat- 
plant  is  obtained  nothing  but  flour,  and  from 
the  flour  dough,  and  from  the  dough  bread. 
In  this  kind  of  way,  the  conditions  of  plants 
vary,  and  for  the  following  reason,  namely, 
that  the  moisture  of  the  water  and  the  lightness 
of  the  soil  particles  Cand  the  light  particles 
of  the  soil]  ý2)  change  wi;  en  they  are  enclosed 
in  the  roots  in  the  leafj  (3)  of  the'plants 
and  become  chyme  for  a  constitution  land  become 
for  a  chyme  a  constitution)  (4)  such  that  there 
cannot  arise  from  tha't  chyme  and  that 
constitution  other  than  that  particular  species 
of  plant.  "  (5) 
The  explanation  given  here  by  jildaki  contains  only  one 
important  point  and  that  an  interesting  one:  the  rest  of  it 
is  no  more  than  a  repetition  of  the  Sheikh's  arguments  in 
different  words,  In  fact,  if  he  had  used  the  copy  of 
al-Muktasab  translated  by  Holmyard,  his  comments  with  regard 
to  the  above  quotation  from  the  Sheikh  would  lose  their 
interest,  lie  says  that  the  transformation  of  the  food  into 
chyme  does  not  take  place  in  the  leaves  of  plant,  but  in  Its 
roots,  and  that  the  constitution  of  the  chyme  is  not  altered 
when  it  reaches  the  le.  aves.  Moreover,  he  points  out,  the 
phrase  land  become  for  a  chyme  a  constitution'  must  be 
1.  The  part  between  the  parentheses  does  not  appear  in"'Es. 
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corrected  to  read  land  become  chyme  for  a  constitutiont. 
Nows  does  this  imply  that  the  copy  of  al-iMuktasab  used  by 
Holmyard  is  more  accurate  than  that  from  which  Jildak-1  made 
his  quotatiorR?  In  the  first  place,  the  discrepancies 
between  the  two  copies  are  very  few  and  in  most  cases  of  a 
verbal  nature,  where  for  obvious  reasons  their  occurrence 
was  inevitable,  But  from  what  discrepancies  there  are, 
: Including  the  two  cases  mentioned  above,  it  may  be  concluded 
that  the  copy  translated  by  Holmyard  is  more  accurate  than 
that  of  Jildaki,  For,  as  we  shall  see  in  other  connexions, 
most  of  Jildaki's  grammatical  comments  would  have  lost  their 
significance.,  had  he  used  the  copy  translated  by  Holmyard. 
Jildak!  rarely  contradicts  the  Sheikh:  his  explanations 
are  usually  full  of  praise  for  him.  And  whenever  he  finds 
himself  in  ajosition  to  oppose  the  opinion  of  the  Sheikhp 
he  prefers,  aa  a  rule,  to  put  the  blame  on  the  'stupid-"' 
copyist.  But  with  regard  to  the  two  instances  of  contradic- 
tion  mentioned  above.,  he  does  not  let  the  Sheikh  go  completely 
unscathed,,  He  mentions  three  possible  causes  for  the 
mistakes  which  he  discerned  in  the  above  excerpt  from 
al-Muktasab.  In  the  first  place,  he  attributes  the 
mistakes  to  the  copyist  especially  with  regard  to  the 
transformation  of  food  into  chyme,  and  he  quotes  a  previous 
statement  of  the  Sheikh  which  agrees  with  his  o,  ýn  view 
See  P.  IOZ  above  :  "In  plants  it  becuidRs  in  their  rootti 
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that  this  transformation  in  case  of  plants  takes  place  in 
the  roots.  Secondly.,  he  says  that  without  having  any 
intention  of  lowering  the  prestige  of  the  Sheikh,  the  reader 
must  be  warned  against  believing  in  the  infallibility  of 
human  beings,  no  matter  how  wise  and  learned  they  may  be. 
So  Jildak!  considered  that  the  mistakes  might  have  been 
committed  by  the  Sheikh  himself.  In  the  third  place,  he 
tells  us  that  alchemists  are  in  the  habit  of  making  lnten-,.; 
tional  mistakes  in  their  writings  in  order  tD  discourage 
those  who-lack  understanding,  and  to  incite  to-further 
research  and  labour  those  Whor  are  wise  and  capable  of 
discerning  the  truth.  In  this  connexion  Jildak!  quotes,  a 
verse  from  Slihib 
'If  the  words  of'the'Sage  were  laid  open, 
One  would  suspect  him  to  be  a  liar  because  of  abounding 
contradictions.  "  (1) 
Sheikh:  'In  the  same  way  the  reproduction  of  animals 
is  nothing  more  than  seed  dropped  from  the  male 
into  the  womb  of  the  female  and  mixing  with-her 
sperm  -  it  is  like  adding  rennet  to  milk,  for  it 
curdles  it  !-  and  the  heat  matures  it.,  and  food 
is  added  to  it,  and  it  grows  and  increases  until 
9  months  are  completedv  when  it  appears  in  this 
middle  world  at  the  time  assigned  to  it*"  (2) 
Allah,,  the  Exalted,  explains  Jildaki,  has  invested  the 
1,,  Es..,  Vol.  .  p,  178. 
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animal  with  the  power  of  reproduction  vhich  manifests  itself 
in  the  act  of  sexual  intercourse,  whereupon  from  the  semen 
of  the  male,  which  is  thick  and  dense  in  comparison  with  that 
of  the  female,  emerges  a  seed.  And  if  this  seed  enters 
t1-B  womb  at  the  time  of  the  female's  orgasm,  the  sperm  of 
the  male  will  creep  into  that  of  the  female  and  coagulate  it, 
just  as  rennet  coagulates  milk.  In  this  way  a  new  Individual 
comes  into  being,  and  attaches  itself  to  the  bowels  of  the 
female  and  is  fed  by  its  moisture  until  it  matures  and 
'appears  in  the  open  space 
The  statement  of  the  Sheikh  with  regard  to  the  period 
of  pregnancy,  which  he  asserts  to  be  9  months,  represents, 
according  to  Jildaki,  one  more  example  of  'referring  to 
general  while  meaning  the  particular'.  For.,  as  we  know-.. 
the  period  of  pregnancy  varies  in  different  animals,  It  may 
be  four  months  or  less,  but  in  a  great  majority  of  them  it 
is  between  seven  months  and  a  year.  It  is  even  said  that 
it  takes  a  lioness  seven  years  to  give  birth  to  a  cub,  and 
(1) 
for  that  reason  it  is  called  'seventh'.  No  doubt  the, 
Sheilh  had  in  mind  the  period  of  preEnancy  of  women,  but  oven 
here,  comments  Jildakis  the  period  of  nine  months  represents 
The'word  (sabta)  in  Arabic  iteens  seventh 
and'also  the  female  of  a  wild  beast,  particularly 
lioness. 114 
only  the  average.  For  a  woman  may  give  birth  to  a  child 
after  only  seven  monthst  or  sometimes  less.  On  the  other 
hand,  it  may  be  ten  months  before  she  is  confined.  It  all 
depends  on  the  speed  with  which  the  p7eneration  and  maturing 
proceed,  and  this  is  determined  by  Allah  whoessigns  the  time 
of  birth. 
She  ikh:  'Now  When  food  is  administered  to  the 
stomach,  before  its  arjAval  it  is  criushed  by' 
the  teeth  and  dissolved  by  the  saliva  and 
becomes-like  dough.,  and  only  then  descends" 
into  the"stomach.  Then  if  the  food  is  very 
dry  moisture  is  needed  to  dissolve  it;  and  the 
constitution  needs  to  drink  water,  and  thon 
thRt  food  becomes  chyme,  and  the  chyme  a  humour, 
and  the  liver  attracts  it  by  its  power  of 
attraction  and  matures  it  a  second  time  and 
converts  it  into  another  chyme  (and  another 
humour)(1),  and  lessens  its  heat  and  converts 
it  into  a  light  blood.  .  Then  the  mouths  of  the 
e  v  -ins  of  the  woman  open',  and  when  the  blood  has 
-abeumulated  it  appears  at  the  mouth  if  the  womb 
every  month  during  youth  when  there  is  no 
pregnancy.,  But  if  there  is  an  embryo  it  is 
fed  by  that  light  pure  blood  until  it  i's  - 
perfected  in  the  time'which  Its  Creator  (may  He 
be  glorified  and  exalted!  )  has  assigned  to 
it!  '  (2) 
Jildak!  here  begins  his'comment  from  a  gramriiatical 
standpoint.  He  saya  that  in  the  first  sentence  of  the 
above  passage,  there  is  an  erroneous  transposition  of 
1,  The  part  between  parentheses  does  not  appear  in  Es. 
2,  Tr,.,  pp,  269  27  ;  Es,,  Vol.,  I.,  pp,  180,181, 115 
clauses  and  words.  The  adverbial  clause,  'Now  when  food 
is  administerod  to  the  stomacht'  could  not  be  followed  by 
another  clause  which  begins  vI  th  'before',  unless  the 
second  clause  has  only  an  explanatory  function  and  is  followed 
in  turn  by  the  main  clause  of  the  sentence. 
The  English  translation  of  the  sentence  in  question  is 
not  strictly  literal,  a  fact  which  makes  it  more  intelligible 
than  its  faulty  Arabic  original.  Moreover,  the  term 
'before'  which  appears  in  the  English  translation  corresponds 
to  Iminffabl'  (from  before)  in  the  printed  text  of 
al-Muktasab,  and  to  Itumma  jabl'  (then  before)  in  the  End  of 
the  Search.  So  Jildak!  argues  that  Itummal  (then)  could 
not  be  followed  by  'Jabl'  (before),  but  it  may  be  followed 
.e 
by  lba  d'  (after);  ard  he  is,  of  course#  right.  He  then 
commences  his  explanation  of  the  content  of  the  above 
passsge, 
Jildak!  recognized  five  stages  of  digestion  as  follows: 
1)  The  food  is  crushed  by  the  teeth,  mixed  with  salilýa  I 
and  made  into  a  dough  which  is  then  easily  swallowed. 
25  On  its  entering  the  stomach, 
_ 
the  food  mixes  with 
the  $moistures'  which  are  present  there.  And  if  it  were 
very  dry  or  very  hot,  the  constitution  would  become  dry 
p,  20;.  I-.  j  lj  Ii,  ýp  01  ý-j  I,  I  -U  ij 
.,,. 
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0 also,  The  dryness  of  the  constitution  manifests  Itself 
in  the  feeling  of  thirst  which  is  satisfied  by  drinking 
water,  So  the  food.,  after  It  has  become  dilute  and  soft, 
is  cooked  in  the  stomach  by  -the  natural  heat,  and  at  the 
end  of  this  process  appears  as  a  chyme. 
3)  The  'coarse'  part  of  the  chyme  passes  through  the 
intestines  and  is  disposed  of  by  the  power  of  rejection. 
The  same  power  drives  the  'coarse'  part  of  water  into  the 
(2) 
bladder,  which  gets  rid  of  it'in  due  course.  -The  'soft' 
part  of  the  chyme  is  carried  by  the  power  of  attraction  to 
the  liver  Where  it  is  coolýed  and  matured  for  the  second-time. 
As  a  result  of  this  'it  is  transformed  into  another  chyme, 
and  the  liver  bestows  its  own  colour  upon  it.  It  Ts  then 
divided  into  three  parts,,  The  first  part  is  a  'floating 
(3) 
foam'  called  the  yellow  bile,,  and  it  is  driven  into  the  gall- 
vesicle.  The  second  part  is  a  dark  sediment  called  the 
black  bile,  and  it  is  impelled  towards  U-0  spleen.  The 
third  part  is  a  'Middling'  betwe-en_  the  first-two,,  It  is  - 
called  blood  and  has  a  red  colour  and  is  driven  towards  the 
2.,  It  also  means'  light,  but  that  is  the  'antonym 
of'either  dark  or  heavy  (  J.  O-..  &  )  and  not  of 
coarse  L;  I-, 
6  More6verp  as  we  sh;;  ll  see,  Jildak! 
recognizes  two  kinds  of  blood  t-LIJ  and  '  Lid  .  Now 
if  we  translate  L.  LW  as  light  it  might  give  ri6e  to  a' 
misuiiderstanding'P  for  someone  might  think  that  he  was-  talk- 
ing  about  the  arterial  and  venous  bloods,  but  so  far  as 
the  present  book  is  concerned,  he  was  not. 
3,  Es.,  Vol..,  I,.,  p.  182  L6-,  ý;  j 117- 
heart. 
4)  "Then  this  chyme  is  transmitted  from  the  h3art 
to  the  fine  veins  which  are  called  al-ysaerlya  (the  hair  like) 
1(2)  and  al-misgriqa  (the  vessels).  -The 
'coarse'  part  of 
the  blood  which  is  called  sweat  is  disposed  of  through 
perspiration,  The  'soft'  part  of  it  which'i3  sticky  and 
'is  compared  to  milk  and  dew' 
(Z) 
constitutes  the  food  of 
the  bodily  organs.  These  organs  attract  the  'soft'  blood 
(4) 
and  then  a  'dubious  power'  converts  it  into  the  essence 
of  the  feeder.,  to  make  up  for  the  wasted  parts  and  to 
support  the  power  of  growth. 
5)  When  the  power  of  reproduction  becomes  active,  -  it 
takes  11  from  the  essence  of  the  pure  blood  connected  with 
each  organ  a  certain  amount  according  to  its  need,  and 
then  the  power  of  rejection  drives  this  towards  the 
testicles  where  it  is  bleached  in  the  samiral  vessels,  and 
it  becomes  white  after  it  has  been  red,  it  then  passes 
through  the  male  organ  and  enters  the  womb.  " 
(5) 
The  same 
thing  happens  to  the  female:  the  power  of  rejection  converts 
the  I  soft  I  blood  into  aI  dilute  semen'  ;  and  when  the  I  two 
1.  Blood 
2.  Es.  p  Vol.  I.  p  P,  183. 
'3.  Ls  jJ  IL  &ttt 
4. 
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semens'  combine,  as  was  mentioned  before,  an  embryo  comes 
into  being.  This  embryo  is  fed  on  the  female's  residual 
blood  or  menstrual  blood,  which  in  the  absence  of  pregnancy 
appears  at  the  mouth  of  the  womb  and  is  disposed  of  by  the 
power  of  rejection.  Now  if  something  happens  to  the  embryo 
before  it  has  developed  enough  to  be  born  normally,  it  will 
result  in  abortion,  The  menstrual  blood  is  'one  of  the 
instruments  of  the  power  of  reproduction'  and  its  absence, 
if  it  is  not  due  to  preganc7,  signifies  sterility. 
Sheikh:  "This  is  true  only  of  plants  and  of  animals 
and  is  not  true  of  metals,,  for  the  reason 
which  we  have  explained  before,  namely.,  their 
lack  of  the  power  of  rejection,  so  bear  that  in 
mind.  "  (1  ) 
That  whichlis  true  only  of  plants  and  of  animals  and 
is  not  true  of'metalst,  is,  according  to  Jildaki,  reproduc- 
tion.  -  For  metals  have  no  seeds  to  be  sown  like  plants,  and 
they  are  not  of  two  opposite  sexes  like  animals.  And  this 
is  due  to  their  lack  of  power  of  rejection,  as  was  mentioned 
before.  113ut  the  philosophers'.  '#  Jildak!  goes  on, 
"discovered  'that  their  stone  is  of  two  kinds,  ono  of  them 
male  and  the  othor  female.  So  they  married  them  together 
and  fed  them  with  what  was  suitable  for  them  until  pregnancy 
1,  Tr.,  p,  27;  Es.,  Vol,  I.,  p.  184, 119 
was  over  and  a  generous  child  was  born  to  the  couple.  And 
it  was  suckled  with  its  appropriate  food  until  its  weaning 
was  complete,  and  it  reached  maturity  and  became  the  man  of 
philosophy  and  the  owner  of  the  crown  of  the  realm.  But 
as  the  power  of  rejection  was  not  included  among  the  powers 
it  originally  possessed.,  it  was  nourished  only  with  pure 
food  which  had  no  dregs  and  no  dirts.  11  Once  again 
JildskI  states  that  just  as  the  farmers  multiply  their  seeds 
by  cultivation,  so  do  the  alchemists:  they  reap  a  great 
deal  more  than  wbat  they  sow.  He  then  quotes  a  very  lorg 
poem  from  Sihib  who  describes  the  'secret  of  reproduction'  of 
the  stone  in  a  flowery  and  ambiguous  language. 
Vol.  I... 
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II. 
CHAPTER  I.  :  Explanation  of  the  first  section  of  the 
second  part,  concerning  the  qualitative  part,  which  all  other 
sages  have  concealed. 
Sheikh:  11  Know..  may  Allah  the  Exalted  have  mercy  on 
thee,,  that  the  prime  matter  from  which  the 
Elixir  is  formed  is  wejgýed  from  little  [from 
little  and  from  much)  -  and  then  is  equalised., 
since  it  is  compounded  from  dry  parts'  and  moist 
parts,,  the  one  of  them  greater  than  the  other,, 
in  weight;  then  it  is  equalised,  for  the  weight 
is  compensated  by  the  arrangement  of  C  for  the 
1%  Es  IN  9  Vol,  I.  ,  pp.  184-5  . 
Pt*.,  and  Es..  :  i-iii  Lt:  -  45  w.  May  mean  'from-small, 
and  large'. 120 
weight  as  regards  the  posture  is  divided  intoj 
three  parts,  one  of  them  [which  according  to 
the  opinion  of  Jibir  expressed  in  al-Rii4a(The 
Garden)  is  called  Mutallat  al-Kiyin  (The 
Triangle  of  Nature))ý2)  single  and  the  second 
of  two  and  the  third  df  four  C  make  the  seven 
quantities  complete]  11  (3)  In; 
Jildald's  explanation  with  regard  to  the  above  passage 
is  not  very  illuminating.  lie  begins  by  saying  that  he 
defined  previously  the  quantity,  the  quality,  the  prime 
matter,  matter  and  form..  and  made  clear  the  intentions  of  the 
Sheikh.  He  then  promises  to*carry  out  the  task  that  he 
has  undertaken  in  such  a  way  that  his  book,  The  End  of  the 
Search,,  will  become  worthy  of  its  title,  and  therefore  no  one 
would  need  to  consult  any  other  book. 
The  Sheikh  says  that  It  the  prime  matter  from  which-the 
Elixir  is*formed  is  weighed  from  little  and  much"  ,  and  - 
according  to  Jildak!  this  may  be  interpreted  in  three  ways: 
a)-That  the  weight  of  the  prime  matter  is  measured  with  the 
(4) 
aid  of  'balance  and  weights'.  For  the  prime  matterp 
the  part  between  the 
bratkets  is  in  accordance  with  the  interpretation  of 
If  Jildaki,  He  takes  t*,.  j;  to  mean  'is  dividedl  and 
not  'is-"compensated'. 
2.  The  part  between  the  brackets  does  not  appear  in  Pt. 
3,  Tr.  p  p,  27;  Es.,  Vol.  I-vFP-  188p  191t  192  :  The  part 
between  the  brackets  does  not  appear  in  Pt. 
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(1) 
like  any  other  'spatial  body'  is  divisible  and  one  may  take 
from  it  a  little  or  much.  b)  That  one  has  got  the  choice 
of  two  weights  as  regards  the  amount  of  the  prime  matter 
used  in  the  production  of  the  Elixir.  This  means  that  it 
is  possible  to  carry  out  successfully  the  operation  with 
'the  small  weight'  as  well  as  with  'the  large  weight'.  As 
to  the  actual  amount  of  these  two  weights,  Jildski  refers 
us  to  the  third  volume  of  his  book  where  he  will  discuss 
the  weight  of  the-materials  used  in  the  operation. 
c)  That  among  'the  parts  of  the  prim  matter  there  is  that 
(2) 
which  is  small  and  that  which  is  large'.  Jildaki  adds 
thatithe  adjectives  'small'  and  'large'  are  not  absolutep 
but  relative  :  the  two  parts  are  respectively  'small'  and 
'large'  in  comparison  with  one  another. 
-  The  Sheikh  says  that  it  'then  is  equalised'.  and  by  that 
he  means,  according  to  Jildekl,  that  the  two  parts  of  the 
prime  matter  from  Which  the  Elixir  is  formed  become  one  after 
their  combination,,  ard  thereafter  it  will  be  no  more  possible 
to  differentiate  between  the  small  part  and  the  large  part. 
(3) 
But  the  term  sawa)  (equal)  admits  of  fourteen  different'' 
11  F's  .,  Vol.  I-.  ,  P.  188  : 
2,,  Es..,  Vol,  I.  p  P.  189. 
3.  The  most  common  meanings  of  *1.  ý-  are  :  equal,  like, 
complete;  equality;  equity;  others  else;  middlepart; 
together;  fairness;  sameness;  evenp  smooth.  But  it 
could  also  mean  :  uniform,  levels  flat,  plane 
straight,  rights  direct.,  etc. 122 
interpretations,  v  says  Jildaki,  and  he  proceeds  to  mention 
them  all.  So  he  enumerates  the  instances  of  the  use  of 
the  term  sawa),  but  some  of  thesev  as  fa-  as  I  can  see, 
have  nothing  to  do  with  production  of  the  Elixir.  However, 
the  fourteen  instances  are  as  follows:  1.  Two  lines,  or 
more,  are  said  to  be  equal  when  they  have  the  same  length; 
2.  Circles  which  are  formed  from  equal  'lines'  are  said  to 
be  equal  in  size  and  curvature;  3.  When  different  things 
combine  to  form  one  thing,  it  is  said  that  they  have 
become  uniform;  4.  Small  and  large  things,  when  they  are  of 
the  sam-e  rank,  are  said  to  be  equal;  5.  (omitted  in  the  MS.  ); 
6.  Things  which  act  in  the  same  way  and  produce  the  same 
effects  are  said  to  be  similar;  7.  Things  which  react  in 
the  same  way  and  produce-the  same  effects  are  said  to  be" 
similar;  8.  The  Sheikh  may  be  referring  to  the  equalization 
of  natures  after  the  combination  of  the  small  and  the  large 
parts;  9.  He  may  also  be  referring  to  the  equilibrium  ' 
which  is  reached  when  the  small  part  and  the  large  part  are 
combined,  whereupon  the  smallness  of  one  part  is  compensated 
by  the  largeness  of  the  other;  10.  Equality  may  imply  the 
removal  of  the  cause  of  difference  which  in  this  case 
results-from  the  smallness  of  one  part  and  the  largeness'-of 
t  the  other;  11.  Xhe  term  'equal'  may  imply  the  soundness-of 123 
constitution  and  the  similarity  of  parts;  12.  The  'two  terms 
'large'  and  'small'  may  not  at  all  refer  to  the  weight  of  the 
two  parts  from  which  the  Elixir  is  producedo  but  to  their 
similarity  in  most  respects  and  dissimilarity  in  others.  And 
after  the  combination  of  the  two  parts,  the  overwhelming 
instances  of  similarity  make  all  the  vestiges  of  dissimilarity 
disappear,  and  the  resulting  compound  will  be  completely 
homogeneous.  If  this  interpretation  is  correct,  says 
Jildaki,  then  the  Sheikh  has  expressed  his  intention  by  -'wa7 
01f  allegory;  13.  By  'small'  the  Sheikh  may  mean  fire-and 
air,  and  by  'large'  he  may  mean  water  and  earth.  These-are 
the  simple  elements  which  put  aside  their  differences  as  soon 
as  they  enter  into  combination  with  one  another  and  thus  form 
a  homogeneous  compound;  14.  By  'small'  the  Sheikh  may  mean 
the  dry  part  and  by  'large'  he  may  mean  the  moist  part.,  so 
that  when  the  former  is  dissolved  in  the  latter,  a  uniform 
substance  will  result. 
One  may  well  say  that  Jildak!  did  notýneed  to  go  to  so 
much  trouble  to  elucidate  the  Sheikh's  true  intention,  as  the 
latter  helped  more  than  Jildak!  to  clarify  the  matter  by 
adding:  "since  it  is  compounded  from  dry  parts  and  moist 
parts,  the  one  of  them  greater  than  the  other  in  weight; 
then  it  is  equalised.  11  But  Jildak!  has  his  own  answer  to 
such  an  objection.  He  says  that  "the  Sheikh's  purpose-was 
to  be  brief  but  our  purpose  is  explication  and  explanati'on. 
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are-attributed  to  himpand  our  words 
And  the  Sheikh's  wordstare  attributed  to  us.  " 
By  'posture'  the  Sheikh  means,  according  to  Jildaki., 
'the  form  which  results  from  the  ratio  of  some  of  its  parts 
with  regard  to  others'.  Jildaki  promises  to  make  this 
point  clear  later  on.  But  one  may  suppose  that  he  was 
referring  to  the  ratio  between  the  weights  of  different  in- 
gredients  which  constitute  a  compound:  for  example  the  ratio 
between  the  weights  of  the  dry  parts  and  the  moist  parts  of 
which  the  prime  matter  is  composed. 
The  Sheikh  divides,  says  Jildaki,  the  prime  matter"Into 
(2) 
three  parts  and  considers  the  first  part  to  be  single,  -which 
means  that  it  is.  composed  of  one  thing  only,  but  this  do.  es 
not  imply,,  as  was  mentioned  before,  that  it  is  indivisible. 
As  regards  the  Triangle  of  Nature,  it  is  the  name  giveri  by 
the  philosophers  to  the  stone.  The  second  part  consists  of 
two.,  that  is,  earth  and  water.  The  third  part,  JildaA  -- 
goes  on,  consists  of  four,  and  they  are  the  four  slements  or 
the  four  natures.  So.  on  the  whole,  there  are  seven 
quantities. 
Sheikh,  11  And  each  of  these  three  has  a  name,  The 
name  of  the  first  is  The  Egyptian,  that  of  the 
Ea.,,  Vol.  I.,  p.  192 
J11 
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second  in  The  Twip,  and  that  of  the  last  is 
The  Sealing  Cla  Le  Temperate,  because  of 
its  mild  natureT.  I(l) 
The  reason  why  the  first  part  of  the  prime  matter, 
i.  e.  9  the  Triangle  of  Nature,  is  called  The  Egyptian, 
explains  Jildaki,  is  that  it  contains.  some  soft  material. 
The  Egyptian  is  a  name  applied  sometimes  to  only  one  part 
of  the  prime  matter  and  at  other  times  to  the  prime  matter 
In  general.  The  Triangle.  of  Nature  is  so  called  because 
it  consists  of  three  parts  quantitatively:  two  of  them  are 
moist  and  the  third  is  dry,  and  the  dry  part  is  dissolved 
in  the  moist  parts.  The  Triangle  of  Nature  is  the  name 
of  the'first  part  of  the  prime  matter,  but  it  is  applied 
also  to  the  stone,  for  the  latter  has  a  soul,  a  spirit  and 
a  body.  The  second  part  of  the  prime  matter  is  called  , 
The  Twin  because  of  two  reasons.  In  the  first  places-it 
consists  of  two  things:  moisture  and  dryness.  Secondly,; 
(2) 
It  possesses  Itbe  power  of  adhesion'  which  results  from  its 
oiliness;  and  one  may  compare  this  adhesive  tendency  to" 
the  strong  inclinations  which  twins  experience  towardsýone 
another.  The  Twin  is  also  a  name  which  is  sometimes 
1.  Pt..,  P.  21  : 
C)  ýýw  I 
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applied  only  to  the  second  part  of  the  prime  matter  and  at 
)others  to  the  prime  matter  in  general,  for  the  latter  must 
be  adhesive  in  order  to  produce  unity.  "The  Egyptian  is 
(1) 
inclined  towards  coldness  because  of  its  softness,  lust 
as  the  Twin  is  inclined  toward  hotness  as  a  result  of  its 
adhesive  oiliness.  "  Again,  The  Temperate  is  a  name  applied 
sometimes  to  the  third  part  of  the  prim  matter  End'  at 
others  to  the  prime  matter  in  general.  For  the  prime 
mattbr  in  general  and  its  third  part  in  particular  contain 
all  the  four  elements  in  their  constitution,  and  as  none 
of  these  dominates  the  others,  so  there  Is  a  state  of 
equilibrium  between  the  opposing  natures. 
Jildak!  here  again  emphasizes  the  importance  of 
obser7ing  secrecy  in  the  Art.  He  tells  us  that  he  endured 
a  great  deal  of  trouble  and  spent  many  years  in  order  to 
become  initiated  into  the  Art,  but  he  does  not  find  it 
possible  to  reveal  all  the  secrets,  for  the  philosophersp- 
one  and  all,  are  bound  by  a  vow  against  undesirable 
disclosure.  So  the  reader  is  left  to  himself,  and  to 
himself  alone,  to  try  to  understand  the  hidden  parts 
of  the  Art.  If  he  is  successful  in  his  attempt,  he- 
must  in  turn  observe  the  rule  of  secrecy  and  refrain  from 
divulging  the  hidden  parts. 
On  many  occasions  Jildak!  uses  the  terms  softness  and 
moistness  as  synonyms. 127 
Sheikh:  "As  for  the  weight  of  each  one  of  them,, 
verily,  that  of  the  ýýealing  Clay  (The  Temperate] 
is  one  partp  that  of  The  Twin 
1 
ishalf  a  part, 
and  that  of  The  Egyptian  is  2-  times  as  much  as 
that  of  the  Sealing  Clay'.  ThA  Temperate3 
Thus  it  is  from  little  and[  from  much  and  týen 
is  e6ualized.  1  (1) 
The  explanation  of  Jildag  with  regard  to  the  above 
passage  contains  nothing  of  importance.  The  only  thing 
worth  mentioning  is  that  he  considered  the  numbers  1.1 
21 
and  21  to  be  the  ratios  betweenihe  weights  of  the  three  parts  4 
of  the  prime  matter  from  which  the  Elixir  is  formed.  In 
this  connexion  Jildak-i  quotes  three  short  poems  from  Sbhib, 
including  the  following  tetrastich: 
am  surprised  at  him:  a  son  who  is  a  husband  for  his 
for  mother, 
For  her  from  him  masculinity  and  from  him  her  feminihVty, 
And  for  mother  two-thirds  of  his  body  an&half  of  It.,  (2) 
And  for  father  from  him  its  half  and  he  the  one-third.  " 
This  is  a  word  for  word  translation  of  the  Arabic 
original.,  to  demonstrate  the  ambiguity  of  the  poems  of  Sihib. 
1,  Tr..,  p.  27;  Es.  p  Vol.  1.2  pp.  1952  196. 
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CHAPTER  II  :  Explanation  of  the  second  section  of  the 
second  part,  on  the  method  of  beginning,  which  they  kept 
secret  from  all  men. 
Sheikh:  "Know.,  may  Allah  the  Exalted  have  mercy  on 
thee,  that  the  manner  of  beginning  is  hidden 
within  the  Gate  of  Knowledge.  The  prime 
matter  prepared  for  the  operation  of  the 
Elixir  cannot  be  introduced  into  that  (metallic) 
species  the  reproduction  of  which  you  desire, 
except  after  the  dissolution  of  its  combina- 
tion  and  its  separation,  so  that  the  inappropri- 
ate  accidental  quality  may  go  out  of  it,  as  has 
been  explained  before!  '  (1) 
Jildaki  begins  his  explanation  here  with  a  quotation 
from  Hermes:  "  You  toil  constantly  during  the  night  until 
the  morning  dawns  and  by  then  you  have  produced  pearls  and 
silver,  and  when  the  sun  rises  you  have  produced  rubies  and 
gold.  "  (2) 
And  Hermes  was  asked:  'When  will  that  happen?  ' 
lAt  the  tim-e  when  day  and  night  become  equal',  he  answered. 
What  Hermes  meant  by  'night',  according  to  Jildaki.  was 
deviation,  impurities  which  hinder  combination,  inappropriate 
accidental  qualities,  and  the  first  blackness  which  indicates 
marriage  and  combination.  By  'day'  he  meant  guidance, 
freedom  of  'natures'  from  turbidity,  and  stability.  By  the 
rising  of  the  sun  he  meant  the  completion  of  the  process' 
of  production  of  the  Elixirg  and  this  takes  place  when  diy 
I 
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and  night  are  equal.  One  of  the  sages  has  saidp  Jildaki 
goes  on,, 
I 
that  "If  you  desireto  rise  to  eminence.,  d1ract 
yourself  towards  the  philosophers'  mineral  and  take  from  it 
an  elixir,  one-and-a-!  half  part  of  it,  and  expel  from  its 
natures  the  gurib  al-bayn,  in  order  to  complete  its  useful- 
nessp  otherwise  there  is  no  success!  '  Jildak!  leaves  this 
quotation  unexplained  and  returns  to  the  Sheikh's  statement. 
He  staya  that  the  philosophers  have  described  in  their  books 
all  the  operations  with  the  exception  of  the  manner  of 
beginning,  or  the  preliminary  part,  which  is  hidden  in  their 
breasts.  Whoever  passes  through  the  Gate  of  Knowledge  will 
have  access  to  it,  but  under  no  circumstances  must  he 
divulge  it.  For  God  has  forbidden  such  a  disclosure,  and 
anyone  who  fails  to  obey  Him  will  go  in  fear  of  his  life. 
The  prime  matter,  continues  Jildskli,  from  which  the 
Elixir  is  formed  is  not  pure,  and  that  is  why  it  lacks  the 
tinctorial  power  before  the  operation.  The  properties,  of 
the  Elixir  are  only  potentially  present  in  the  prime  matter, 
and  it  is  after  the  removal  of  impurities,  by  operation, 
that  they  appear  in  actual  form.  This  operation  consists 
Cri  A  kind  of  magpie  with  red  legs  and 
beak.  Lit.  t  the  raven  of  separation,  so-called  because 
its  appearance  was  supposed  to  preaict  separation  between 
-friends. 
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in  dissolving  the  prime  matter  aýd  splitting  it  into  its 
elementary  parts  in  the  special  manner  of  the  philosophers. 
After  the  dissolution  it  is  possible  to  remove  all  the 
inappropriate  accidental  qualities  and  to  project  the  Elixir, 
which  is  thus  produced,  upon  the  metallic  species. 
Sheikh,:  "Therefore  the  dry  part  of  the  prime  matter  is 
taken,  by  the  weight  above  mentioned,  [  and  the 
moist  part  is  added  to  it]  (1)  and  the  two  are 
well  mixed  by  pounding  and  placed  in  a  vessel 
and  allowed  to  remain  until  the  moistness  has 
united  with  the  dryness  as  water  unites  with 
wine,  The  substance  is  thqn  placed  in  a, 
distillation  apparatus  and  separated  several 
times  until  the  moisture  has  performed  upon  the 
dry  part  the  action  of  fire  upon  wood;  for  the 
sayings  of  the  philosophers  is  correct  that 
'Its  water  is  its  fire' 
.  It  The  dry  part  becomes  converted  into  a  calx 
in  the  form  of  a  uniýorm  dust;  and  the  moisture 
separates  on  one  side  and  the  dry  on  another. 
This  is  the  end  of  the  method  preceding  the  two 
parts  of  the  first  operation  and  the  two  parts 
of  the  second  operation.  "  (2) 
Before  pxplaining  the  above  passage,  Jil-dak!  finds  it 
useful  to  acquaint  us  with  the  views  of  some  other  sages; 
particularly  in  connexion  with  'the  preliminary.  part'.  He 
also  promises  to  tell  us  more,  at  the  end  of  the  third  volume 
The  part  between  the  brackets  is  added  in  the  course  of 
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of  his  book,  about  those  parts  in  the  Art  which  the  Sheikh 
kept  secret. 
He  quotes  Muha=ad  b,  Umayl,  who  in  his  book  Miftih 
al-Hikmatal-tUzmK  (The  Key  to  the  Supreme  Philosophy)  states 
that  the  sages  are  all  on  their  oaths  against  revealing 
the  'preliminary  part'  except  by  scattered  hints,  which 
suffice  for  the  intelligent  person  to  draw  his  own  con- 
clusions. 
jildak!  then  says  that  at  the  beginning,  only  two  of 
the  four  natures  existed.  They  were  'hot'  and  'cold' 
which  followed  one  another  in  circular  motion.  Then  'hot' 
dissolved  the  'cold'  and  as  a  result  of  this  'dry'  and 
'soft'  (wet)  came  into  being.  'Dry'  attached  itself  to 
'hotI,  and  *wet'  attached  itself  to  'cold',  on  account  of 
their  similarity.  The  four  natures  subsequently  gave*rise 
to  all  the  species  in  the  three  kingdoms.  jildak-i  asserts 
that  the  number  of  kingdoms  was  later  increased  to.  seven,, 
and  he  attributes  to  thot'  the  most  prominent  place  among 
the  natures.  'Hot' 
,  he  says,  is  the  oldest  and  the  most 
active  nature. 
"The  sages  imitate  in  their  operation  the  process  of 
nature  in  the,  generation  of-the  world.  "  This  statement  of 
Jildeld  supports  the  view  that  the  alchemists  were,  at  least 
in  principle,  practical  people  and  assiduous  students  of 
nature,  In  their  attempt  to  produce  elixir,,.  She  sages# 132 
continues  Jildakl,  came  across  the  stone  which  they  found  to 
be  the  only  substance  in  potential  possession  of  the  desired 
properties.  So  the  sages  tried  to  convert  the  potential 
properties  of  the  stone  into  actual  ones,  that  is,  to  lay 
open  the  inner  parts  of*the  stone  and  let  it  display  its 
hidden  qualities.  Hermes  was  once  asked  to  give  the 
definition  of  the  Art,  and  he  answered:  "It  is  to  make 
apparent  what  is  hidden  and  to  hide  what  is  apparent.  " 
"And  know"s  comments  Jildsk-i.  'that  fire  and  air  are  hidden 
in  essence  and  form;  they  are  apparent  only  through  their 
effects,  Water  and  earth,  on  the  other  hand,  are  apparent 
in  essence  and  perceptible  to  the  touch  and  eye.  Earth  and 
water  predominate  in  the  Art  at  the  beginning,  but  in  the  end 
air  and  fire  become  predominant.  And  this  is  what  the  sages 
meant  when  they  said:  'Those  with  bodies  lose  them,  and  those 
without  bodies  obtain  them'.  That  is,  the  bodies  become 
souls.,  and  the  souls  become  bodies.  And  bodies  do  not  become 
souls  unless  they  are  dissolved'in  the  desired,  philosophical 
manner.  And  souls  do  not  become  bodies  unless  they  are 
coagulated  in  the  desiredo  pbilosophical  manner.  And  all 
this  concerns  the  first  operation  from  the  beginning  to  the 
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end.,  including  the  first  dissolution  which  is  kept 
(1) 
-  secret,  "  Jildaki  then  argues  that  the  dissolution  which 
the  philosophers,  Hermes  for  example,  have  described  in  their 
books  is  not  the  one  which  is  carried  out  at  the  beginning: 
it  is  the  one  which  follows1the  marriage'.  He  adds  that 
the  'extraction  of  spirit'  which  accompanies  the  first 
dissolution  is  temporary;  for  the  spirit  returns  shortly 
afterwards  and-the  final  extraction  takes  place  only  after 
'the  marriage'.  "And  one  of  the  sages  asked  his  teacher: 
'Is  there  another  operation  before  this  one?  '  He  said: 
'Yesp  pour  water  on  earth  and  you  will  discover  that  the 
latter  will  dissolve  in  it  and  putrefy  by  it.  '  And  to 
this  ýiLlýib  al-"ýSugiir  has  referred  (in  one  of  his  poems).  I' 
(2) 
The  poem  of  Shhib  quoted  here  concerns  the  first  operation, 
but,  as  usual,  does  not  help  to  make  the  meaning  clear. 
With  regard  to  the  importance  of  the  first  dissolutionx 
Jildak!  invokes  the  words  of  'one  of  the  sages',  who  said: 
'If  there  is  no  dissolution  at  the  beginning,  there  will 
be  no  coagulation  at  the  end.  '  he  then  quotes  Jimýsif 
al-Hakim  who  said  that  'Mercury  and  sulphur  are  Fold  in 
their  nature,  and  mercury  is  the  origin  of  all  bodies'. 
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The  latter  describes  the  transition  of  mercury  from  one 
state  to  another  until  it  displays  the  colour  of  gold,  and 
that  isp  he  says,,  I  at  tho  time-of  resurrection  beyond  which 
there  is  no  death  and  no  imperfection'.  In  this  connexion 
Jildak!  gives  rather  lengthy  quotations  from  Mir.  The 
latter,  addording  to  Jildaki,  writes  in  his  K.  al-Zeybeg 
al-barb!  (The  Book  of  Western  Mercury)  The  western 
mercury  is  considered  by  the  sages  to  be  the  soul,  for  it 
is  cold  and  moist.  It  is  also  the  divine  water,  since  it 
liquefies  the  parts  and  prevents  fire  from  burning.  Its 
coldness  is  due  to  its  whiteness  and  to'moisture,  for  it  is 
a  water,  and  every  water  is  cold  and  moist.  Some  of  the 
sages  have  said  that  it  is  dry.,  for  it  does  not  respond  to 
the  smelting-fire,  and  in  comparison  with  the  oil  it  is 
actually  dry.  Some  other  sages  have  stated  that  it  is 
moist,  and  what  they  meant  was  that  the  tincture  will  not 
penetrate  unless  it  is  dissolved  in  it.  " 
The  next  quotation  from  Jgbir,  which  is  followed  by  a 
tetrastich  from  Sihib,  is  not  very  illuminating.  But  the 
quotation  which  comes  afters  is  full  of  interestO  "Mercury,,  " 
he  says,  "is  the  soul  and  there  is  nothing  of  the  same 
status  in  the  world.  It  is  the  living  soul  which  on  mixing* 
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with  body  animates  it  and  transforms  it-from  one  state  to 
another  and  from  one  colour  to  the  next.  It  is  the  water 
0 
of  life  and  the  spring  of  vitality  from  which  whoever  drank 
never  died.  And  it  is  that  which  after  its  extraction, 
perfectionp  combination,  and  completion  of  its  generation, 
does  not  give  the  observer  a  clue  as  to  with  what  it  is 
mixed.  But  it  Ineps  off  the  hast  of  fire  and  prevents  it 
from  burning  the  substance  with  which  it  is  mixed,  and  for 
this  reason  it  is  called  the  Etirriser  of  bodies(or  the 
(2) 
Most  Eternal  among  bodies),  for  it  makes  them  to  be  stable 
in  fire,  after  they  have  been  inflammable.  And  know  this 
and  discern  the  meaning  therein,  so  that  you  may  reach  to 
that  which  the  former  philosophers  have  kept  -I  swear  by 
my  master  -  secret  in  the  divine  Art.  And  that  is,  indeedv 
(3) 
the  major  operation,  without  which  nothing  would  ever  be 
(4) 
possible.  "  "And  understand,,  '  comments  Jildaki,  "the 
words  of  this  learned  teacher  whose  eminence,  in  theory"as 
lit..,  affair. 
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well  as  in  practice,  has  not  been  matched  by  anyonep  either 
those  who  preceded  him  or  those  who  came  after  him.  "(') 
The  sources  of  Jabir's  knowledge,  according  to  Jildakl, 
were  three:  a)  his  own  remarkable  intelligence;  b)  the 
writings  of  former  philosophers,  Greek  and  otherst  which  he 
examined  thoroughly,  mastering  all  their  contents;  c)  the 
teachings  of  his  great  and  trustworthy  contemporaries, 
particularly  his  master  Jatfar  al-S&diq,  the  sixth  Imam 
of  the  Shia  sect.  Jildaki'states  that  iatfar  al-p&diq 
excelled  in  every  branch  of  knowledge.  Adulation  of 
Jatfar  al-§gdiq  was  not  confined  to  Jildaki,  for  quite  a 
number  of  Muslem  authors  regarded  him  as  a  very  learned  man. 
But  in  spite  of  all  this,  a  closer  examination  of  the 
subject  would  convince  one  that  the  eulogies  pronounced 
on  the  sixth  Imam  were  mainly  due  to  religious  fervour. 
Returning  to  the  interpretation  of  the  Sheikh's  words, 
Jildak!  makes  extremely  interesting  remarks,  propounding 
the  idea  of  definite  reacting  weights.  Referring  to  the 
dtatement  of  the  Sheikhp  that  'the  dry  part  of  the  prime 
matter  is  taken,  by  the  weight  above  mentioned',  he  comments: 
"The  dry  part  is  that  which  he  denominated  The  Twin..  and 
it  is  taken  by  the  weight  mentionedv  J,  e.  p  by  a  perfect 
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measure,  for  the  quantities  which  roact  in  the  operation 
(1) 
are  definite.  *  JiIdaki  adds  thatt  though  it  is  possible 
to  perform  the  operation  with  the  'small'  or  the  'large' 
weight,  this  does  not  imply  that  in  the  Art  operations  are 
carried  out  fortuitously.  To  clarify  the  matter,  he  gives 
an  example,  It  is  possible,  he  argues,  to  make  broad  from 
a  bushel  of  wheat.  But,  if  one  takes  only  ten  grains  of 
wheat,  considering  the  amount  of  waste  in  the  processes  'of 
pounding,  kneading,  and  fermentation,  it  is  extremely  doubt- 
ful  that  there  will  be  left  anything  for  baking.  The 
grains  of  wheat.,  he  compares  to  points.  A  point  has  no 
dimensiono  but  line,  surface,  and  volume  result  from 
conglomeration  of  points.  So  it  is  with  the  grain  of  wheat, 
a  great  number  of  which  go  to  make  a  bushel. 
Jildak!  then  makes  a  very  important  statement  as  regards 
the  ratio  between  the  weights  of  the  substances  which  form  a 
mixturp  or  a  compound.  "The  original  weights;  he  says, 
Oare,  indeed,  related  some  of  them  to  others  -  this  is  the 
ratio  ot  mixture,  and  combination  -  (in  such  a  way  as)  to 
(2) 
equilibriate  the  natures.  $  The  relativo  weights  which 
f 
are  needed  in  the  operation,  Jildak!  continues,  are  those 
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which  establish  a  balance  between  the  ORgent-1  and  the 
'counteragent'. 
The  moist  part  which  is  added  to  the  dry  part  "is 
thnt'.  explains  Jildaki,  "which  he  called  The  Egyptians  and  7 
its  weight  is  the  weight  mentioned  above.  ' 
Would  it  be  possible  to  conclude  from  all  this  that 
the  Law  of  Constant  Composition  was,  at  least  in  its 
rudimentary  stages  understood  by  the  Muslem  alchemists  of 
the  Middle  Ages?  There  is  no  doubt  that  the  language  of 
Jildak!  with  regard  to  the  definite  weights  of  substances 
forming  a  compound  is  free  of  ambiguity.  But  the  evidence 
at  our  disposal.,  I  think,  is  scanty  and  does  not  entitle  us 
to  jump  to  a  hasty  conclusion.  Perhaps  what  Jildak!  had 
in  mind  was  the  minimum  practical  weight  of  a  substance, 
as  his  analogy  of  the  grains  of  wheat  would  show,  that  could 
be  handled  after  the  amount  of  waste  in  the  course  of 
operation  is  taken  into  account.  Again,  wb  do  not  know 
whether  the  sanB  weight  of  the  -same  substance  was  used  In 
all  operations,  or  whether  it  was  changed  according  to  the 
kind  of  compound  which  the  alchOnlist  desired  to  prepare. 
It  is  in  the  third  volume  of  his  present  book  that  Jildald 
dwells  more  upon  the  subject  of  weights,  and  it  is  therefore 
appropriate  to  cut  short  our  discussion  of  this  point 139 
(1) 
until  then. 
The  mixing  of  the  two  parts  by  poundirg,  to  which  the 
Sheikh  refers,  is  called  the  'first  mixingt  and  takes  place, 
according  to  Jildski,  before  the  formation  of  The  Twin  and 
The  Egyptian.  Thit  contradicts  the  two  previous  statements 
of  Jildald  that  the  dry  part  is  The  Twin,  and  that  the  moist 
part  is  The  Egyptian.  It  is  only,  Jildsk!  continues  his 
explan6tion,  after  the  transformation  of  the  'simple  matter' 
into  the  prime  matter,  that  the  three  parts  of  the  latter 
appear  in  their  distinct  forms  and  are  given  special  names. 
The  Sheikh  divided  the  'first,  concealed  operationip 
into  two  parts.  The  part  that  he  mentioned,  land  we  are 
going  to  explain',  is  that  which  is  nearer  to  'marriage'.  He 
did  not  say  anything  about  the  second  part,  land  we  shall 
explain  it  at  the  end  of  our  present-book'  in  the  chapter 
devoted  to  problems  concealed  by  the  Sheikh.  But  JAbir, 
Jildaki  goes  on,  referred  to  both  parts  of  the  first 
operation.,  yet  in  an  allegorical  way  which  is  only  understood 
by  those  who  are  proficient  in  the  Art.  And  all  other'-sages 
imitated  him  in  this  respect  and  did  not  proceed  further'' 
than  giving  certain  gentle  hints.  As  to  JildalCi  himself, 
his  intention  was  to  leave  nothing  untold  about  the  Art''' 
I  Most  probably  what  Jildaki  had  in  mind  was  The  Theory 
of  the  Balance  of  Jibir;  Cf.  Kraus,  Jabir  b.  4ayy&n,. 
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in  his  present  book,  so  be  dispersed  his  explanations,  as 
regards  the  concealed  parts,  in  different  places;  and  snyone 
who  cares  to  collect  them  and  bring  them  together  will 
understand  their  meaning, 
To  mix  the  two  parts  adequatelyp  Jildak!  recommends  the 
use  of  a  stone-pestle,  He  Invokes  the  authority  of  Zosimos 
who  in  his  Nushefal-$uwar  (The  Book  of  Forms)  considered 
the  addition  of  tablea  (nature)  to  be  essential  to  a  success- 
ful  mixing.  Jildak!  presumes  that  by  'nature',  Zosimos"'- 
meant  'heat  and  moisture'  and  not,  as  a  great  numbarlof  the 
students  of  the  Art'  have  thought,  heat  alone.  He  also 
refers,  in  connexion  with  the  process  of  mining,  to  K.  al- 
Rahma  al-$akir  (The  Small  Book  of  Mercy)  of  J-abirp  to  a  poem 
of  SAhib,  and  to  Mirlya(Marythe  Jewess).  He  quotes 
Mary  as  saying:  "If  you  heard  in  our  books  of  calcination, 
or  dilapidation,  or  striking,  or  dissolving,  or  volatiliza- 
tion,  (know  that)  they  are  all  one  and  the  same  thing,  i.  e., 
the  maceration  of  natures  in  their  water.  "  When  the- 
natures  are  macerated  in  watert  comments  Jildakip  they  unite 
with  each  other,  just  as  water  unites  with  wine,  and  this 
is  similar  to  the  dissolution  of  the  dry  part  in  the  moi'ýt 
ES.,  Vol.  I.,  p.  214 
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part.  "And  no  doubt  wine,  on  account  of  the  ponderosity 
of  its  essence,  is  denser  and  heavier  than  ýYater;  and  when 
(1) 
they  are  mixed,  the  constitution  is  balanced  between  them.  " 
So  Jildak-i  thought  that  wine  Is  heavier  than  water. 
The  Sheikh  did  not  mention.,  continues  Mdaki,  how 
many  times  the  substance  must  be  'separated'  in  the 
distillation  apparatusý  but  be  remarked  that  the  operation 
must  be  stopped  just  after  'the  moisture  has  performed  upon 
the  dry  part  the  action  of  fire  upon  wood',  and  that  is  when 
'the  dry  part  becomes  converted  into  a  calx  in  the  form  of  a 
uniform  dust'.  Jildak!  then  proceeds  to  give  numerous 
quotations,  mainly  in  connexion  with  the  first  operation,, 
from  a  great  number  of  savants  and  alchemists  including 
Hilid  b.  yazid,  King  Theodorus  and  Ares,  Hermes  and  his  son 
Titi  (Thoth),  jimisifp  Galenp  J&birg  Ibn  'Umayip  ýdhib  al- 
v Sudiir,  King  Heraclius,  Razi,  and  others. 
Hilid  in  a  poem  states  that  the  first  operation  in  the 
w 
Art  is  Icalcinationly  which  is  carried  out  by  the  aid  of  an 
intense  fire,  similar  to  that  of  heil,  and  it  takes  seven 
days.  After  that  comes  the  'evaporation  of  water',  which 
1.  'Es.  9  Vol.  1.9  P.  214  : 




I  J-6 is  continued  'until  you  oee  It  white  like  the  moon',  and 
'that  is  the  clue  which  men  desirele  What  Halid  meant  by 
10 
'calcination'  waso  conments  Jildaki-,  dissolution,  the  one 
which  takes  place  before  'marriage',  and  not  the  other  which 
comes  after.  'And  I  declarellp  Jildald  goes  on,  *that  the 
dust-like  dryness  which  is  uniform  is  copper  and  I-Abdr, 
and  it  is  the  bleached  sulphur,  And  gold  is  the  hot  and 
dry  masculine,  the  easterly  youth,  the  rock,  the  yolk  of  the 
eggp  the  lime  of  the  shell,  and  the  like.  But  the  water 
which  is  extracted  from  it  is  the  dissolved  mercury.,  the  cold 
and  moist  feminine,  The  Egyptian,  the  white  of  the  spherical 
egg.,  the  dissolved  talcp  the  salt  water,  the  sharp  water-, 
the  silvery  water,  the  solvent  water,  the  mihA  water,  and 
(2) 
the  like.  "  This  and  other  statements  of  Jildak-i., 
together  with  the  quotations  which  he  gives  from  other 
authors  with  regard  to  the  first  operation,  shed  very  little 
U:  It  is  sombtimes  used  to  indicate  tin  (  and  jI. 
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light  on  the  subject. 
"King  Theodorus.,  referring  to  the  first  operation,  " 
asked  Ares  whether  the  'first  death'  was  similar  to  the 
'second  death'.  The  latter  answered  that  it  was  not,  for 
the  first  death  is  caused  by  the  lack  of  moisture,  while 
the  second  is  due  to  the  extraction.  of  hot,  moist  and 
tinctorial  water.  After  the  extraction  of  water,  there 
remains  the',  body  with  its  hot,  dry  spirit.  This  is 
watered  with  the  'water  of  lifell  which  is  cold,  moist  and 
white,  They  are  then  separated  by  the  action  of  fire  which, 
at  the  same  time,  causes  coagulation  or  solidification,  "and 
this  is  the  solidification  of  mercury  in  the  body  of 
magnesia'. 
"And  Hermes.,  peace  be  upon  him,,  said  to  his  son  Thoth", 
that  'mercury  is  the  water  of  all  these  essences  and  it  does 
not  mix  with  anything'  which  is  not  appropriate  for  it.  But 
when  mercury  Is  made  fluid  like  water,  and  is  then  projected 
upon  the  melted'body,  it  dissolves  the  latter  and  coagulates 
it  and  transforms  it  from  one  state  to  another  until  the 
desired  state  of  silver  and  gold  is  reached. 
OAnd  7Am7ir  Hilid  said,  11  that  the  dissolution  of  'the 
%0 
feminine  stone  of  the  philosophers'  in  'the  water'  is  the 
clue  to  the  secrets  of  the  Art. 
'And  Jida-sif  al-Haklm  said"t  thatp  according  to  the 
Sages,  by  the  action  of  fire  upon  'this  essence'  a,  moisture- 144 
is  extracted  which  penetrates  the  'bodies',  just  as  poison 
penetrates  animal  bodies;  and  it  burns  them,  in  the  same 
way  as  fire  burns  wood,  and  it  disintegrates  them:  'at  the 
bottom'  appears  'the  ash  and  on  top  a  dragon  which  is  eating 
its  tail'. 
"'And  Galen  said  in  his  treatise,,  $  that  'the  purpose  of 
rendering  the  body  fine  by  the  water'.,  is  to  derive  from  it 
the  stone.,  for  the  latter  is  produced  as  a  result  of  the 
coagulation  of  'the  pure  water'.  And  when  'that  earth'  is 
dissolved  in  'the  waterIx  a  sediment  is  left  over;  and  if 
this  is  dissolved  again,  after  the  separation  of  'the  divine 
water',  it  will  appear  in  the  colour  of  glass  or  wax, 
'resembling  the  spirit'. 
"And  King  Theodorus  asked  Area",  whether  the  two 
'adhesions'  are  the  same  or  different.  I'he  latter  answered 
that  they  are  different:  the  'first  adhesion'  concerns  the 
dissolution  of  'the  body'  in  mercury,  while  the  second 
relates  to  the  action  of  mercury  on  the  surface;  it  is-Ithe 
second  adhesion'  which  is  called  'the  first  operation'. 
"And  I  declare  that  the  material  of  the  stone  exis*ts 
in  the  world"  -  Jildald  breaks  the  chain  of  quotations  from 
other  authors  to  give  his  own  opinion  -  but,  "as  we  described 
1.  "LLJ1Li 145 
for  you  before,  "  it  must  be  made  free  from  impurity  in  order 
to  become  suitable  for  the  operation.  Jibir  has  referred  to 
this,  Jildak!  continues,  in  his  K.  al-Zaybaq  al-6arb! 
(The  Book  of  Western  Mercury),  included  in  his  500  Books, 
and  also  in  his  K.  al-'Arba 
a  (The  Book  of  Four). 
"And  JiLbir  said  in  his  K.  al-'Istitda-m  (The  Book  of 
completion)":  "Things  do  not  dissolve  unless  they  are 
putrified.,  and  they  do  not  putrify  unless  they  are  kneaded,, 
and  they  may  not  be  kneaded  O?  ccept-by-the-,,  approprlate 
moisture  of  their  own  kind.,,  and  by  the,  consumption  of  the 
nature  (suitable)  for  them.,  kor'a  long  time  exceeding  i1he 
period  of  nursing  (a  child).  And  so  they  emaciate  and 
become  tender  by  its  heat  (the  heat  component  of  Inature')p 
and  its  moisture  (the  moisture  component  of  'nature')  extends 
to  their  depth  and  mixes  with  them  and  flows  in  the  midst  of 
their  minute  particles.  Consequently  they  are  kneaded, 
putrified,  liquefied.,  and  then  turned  into  a  distilled  water. 
And  this.  is  the  realization  of  our  purpose  as  regards  its 
;  ,,,.  6  1ý:  lit  :  nature;  temper,  constitution. 
Jildak!  (see  p.  14o.,  above)  thought  that  it- 
consists  of  heat  and  moisture;  and  the  above 
quotation  from  Jdbir  confirm3  his  opinion. 146 
(1) 
dissolution!  '  After  praising  iiibir,  and  laying  emphasis 
on  the  importance  of  his  views,  Jildak!  continues  to  give  a 
few  more  quotations. 
"And  Galen  the  Sage  said"  that  the  object  is  to  obtain 
the  stone  and  then  divide  it  into  two  equal  parts  :  coagulate 
the  one  and  liquefy  the  other.  'The  body'  is  then  rendered 
fine  and  transformed  into  a  spirit  by  the  water  which  Is 
derived  from  the  stone.  This  will  increase  the  speed  of 
combination  at  the  end  of  which  the  spirit  thickens  and 
becomes  dense,  while  the  'solid  part'  becomes  tender  and  fine. 
"And  Ibn.  'Umayl,  may  Allah..  the  Most  ExalteM;  have 
a 
rherey  on  hims  said  in  K, 
--Mlft9iLq 
al-Ilikmat  al-Ugma  (The  Key  to 
the  3upreme  Philosophy),  when  he  testified  to  the  correctness 
of  the  statements  attributed  to  Galen  and  mentioned  above,  " 
I 
that  the  latter  was  referring  to  the  'three  operations'. 
These  consist  of  distilling  the  stone  in  the  distillation 
apparatus,,  and  then  'marrying'  the  earthy  part,  which  is  left 
Es,  Vol.  I.,  p.  219  Cbsý;  Aii  I 
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over  and  constitutes  half  of  the  stone,  to  the  part  which 
is  evaporated,  and  finally  'marrying'  both  of  them  to  the 
spirit. 
"And-Jibir  said",  that  'the  earth'  requires  up  to 
ton  parts  of  the  water,  and  this  must  be  derived  from  another 
stone  and  then  poured  on  It.  ' 
Jildak!  then  enumerates  the  fifteen  successive  stages 
which  must  be  observed  before  the  desired  end  in  the  Art'is 
reached,  These  stages  are  as  follows  :  1,  Investigation  of 
the  properties  of  the  raw  material  of  the  stone;  2.  Examina- 
tion  of  the  prime  matter  empýoyed  in  the  production,  of  the 
stone;  3.  Examination  of  the  parts  of  the  prime  matter; 
4.  Investigation  of  the  properties  which  all  parts  of  the 
prim  matter  must  possess  before  operation;  5.  'To  study 
the  action  and  reaction  of  every  part  of  the  prime  matter 
how  it  is  produced  and  into  what  it  is  transformed'; 
6.  Investigation  concerning  the  combination  of  bome  prime 
matters  with  others:  how  this  is  done  and  what  will  be  the 
outcome;  7.  To  study  the  principles  and  the  details  of 
the  first,  concealed  operation;  8.  Investigation  concerning 
the  'first  marriage'.  This  is  the  middle  stage  to  which 
al-TuArAll  refers  in  his  verse;  'They  described  their 
operation  from  the  middle,  And  omitted  the  beginning  df  the 
process';  9.  Investigation  concerning  the  separation  andits -.  1, 
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completion;  10.  Investigation  with  regard  to  purification 
and  its  completion;  11.  Investigation  concerning  the  first 
combination  which  represents  the  completion  of  'the  first, 
unconcealed  operation';  12,  Investigation  concerning  the 
second,  unconcealed  operation,.  which  represents  the  completion 
of  the  production  of  the  Elixir;  1Z.  Investigation  concerning 
the  projection  of  the  Elixir;  14.  Investigation  concerning 
the  manner  of  multiplying  the  amount  of  the  Elixir;  and 
15,  Investigation  concerning:  the  secret  of  formentation  in 
the  production  of  the  Elixir,  the  weights,  the  intensity 
of  'the  two  fires',  the  apparatus  used  in  the  Art.  etc. 
Jildak!  says  'that  all  these  stages  have  been  fulli 
described  in  his  present  book'  With  regard  to  the  first 
's. 
concealed  operationv  to  which  the  present  chapter  is  devotedp 
he  emphasizes  again  that,  though  none  of  the  philosophers, 
'particularly  the  old  pre-Islamic  philosophers'.  referred  to  it 
except  in  enigmatical  termsp  he  would  try  to  give  as  many 
gentle  hints  as  possible,  to  enable  the  intelligent  person  to 
come  to  the  right  conclusion. 
Jibir  mentioned,  says  Jildski,  the  first,  concealed 
operation  in  many  of  his  books,  His  descriptions  are 
intentionally  obscure  and  consist  of  mutilated  statements 
scattered  in  many  different  places.  The-fullest  descriptions 
are  to  be  found  in  his  LXX  Bookso  where  he  gives  peculiar 149 
(1) 
names  to  it,,  such  as  'The  Sea  Physician'.  But  there  is 
nothing,,  according  to  Jildaki,  in  the  writings  of  the 
philosophers,  like  Razi,  S&hib  and  ýIbn  "Umayl,  who  came 
after  Jibir,  that  concerns  'The  Sea  Physician'  or  other 
allegorical  names  employed  by  Mir.  Jildak!  then  proceeds 
again  to  give  us  more  Information  about  the  first..  concealed 
operation. 
The  dry  part  of  the  stone,  he  says,  is  hard  and 
earthy,  it  is  potentially,  and  to  some  extent  actually, 
tinctorial,  and  in  its  interior  there  is  a  'hidden  fire'. 
(3) 
To  the  dry  part  is  then  added  'the  fiery  moisture',  which 
ultimately  transforms  the  former  into  a  white,  soft  and' 
dry  powder..  capable  of  resisting  the  fire.  The  moist  part 
of  the  stone  is  also  treated  with  heat  and  moisture  until 
it  is  transformed  into  'a  watery,  nay,  a  penetrating 
Cf.  Kraus,  J&bir  Ibn  4ayygLnp.  Cairo  1942,  Vol.  Jj. 
',  ps  90-36 
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oil.  The  two  parts  "are  then  mixed,  each  by  a  particular 
weight,  and  subsequently  separatedt  seven  times,  in  the 
distillation  apparatus.  And  thus  concludes  the  preliminary 
part  and  the  first  concealed  opei-ation,  in  consequence  of 
which  the  dryness  is  removed  to  one  side  and  the  moisture 
to  another:  they  are  the  masculine  and  the  feminine.  " 
Jildski  points  out  that  the  method,,  as  described  by  him, 
of  carrying  out  the  first  concealad  oporation,  though  the 
most  perfectls'.  ybt  by  no  means  the  only  possible  one.  There 
are  other  methods,  some  of  them  easier  than  others;  they 
diffpr  also  in  effectiveness,  but  all,  of  them  lead  to  the 
same  thing.  To  make  his  point  clearer.,  Jildaki  resorts  to 
analogy.  A  city,  he  says,  has  various  gates,  there  is  that 
which  is  the  largest  and  that  which  isthe  smallest.  One  gate 
leads  to  the  king's  palace,  another  to  the  house  of  the 
judge,  another  to  the  house  of  the  philosopher,  and  so  forth; 
but  all  of  them  lead  to  the  same  city.  "And  since  our 
purpose  in  this  book  was  to  explain  the  words  of  S&hib 
al-Muktasab  (The  Author  of  al-Muktasab),  it  was  not  possible 
for  us  to  deviate  from  the  method  which  he  employed  and  turn 
to  another,  Nay,  we  rather  describe  in  like  (lit  this) 
1.  Jildakils  description  with  regard  to  the  treatment  of  th8 
two  parts  of  the  stone  with  heat  and  moisture  and  the, 
reactions  which  this  operation  involves,  is  extremely 
ambiguous.  'The  above  is  a  brief  account  of  the  more 
intelligible  part  of  his  description. 151 
manner  things  which  are  to  the  point  and  intersperse  among 
them  decisive  arguments  and  matters  which  we  consider  to  be 
important  and  full  of  Interest#  so  that  anyone  whom  Allah 
(1) 
has  made  worthy  of  it  may  benefit  therefrom.  ' 
Referring  to  the  method  employed  by  the  Sheikh,  as  well 
as  by  other  alchemists  p  in  the  exposition  of  the  Irt,  Jildak! 
remarks  that  'the  Sages'  were  in  the  habit  of  giving 
different  names  to  the  same  substance  and  of  alluding  to  the 
1 
(2) 
particular'  while  meaning  the  'general',  or  vice  versa. 
For  example,  they  gave  to  the  stone  four  names:  'matter', 
'priwe  matter',  'egg',  and  'the  stone'.  'he  ren-son  for  the 
I  plurality  of  names  in  this  case,  was,  according  to  Jildald; 
that  the  alchemists  thought  that  to  understand  'the  matter' 
is  to  understand  'the  prime  matter',  and  to  understand  the 
latter  'is  to  understand  the  prime  matter  of  everything  liable 
to  formation;  and  to  understand  the  egg  is  to  understand  all 
the  creatures  born  in  the  three  kingdoms.  '  And  after  under- 
standing  all  this,  Jildak!  goes  ont  one  has  to  consider'how 
things  pass  from  one  grade  or  position  to  another,  I:  his  will 
1.,  Es.  p  Vol.  I.  p  p.  224-5. 
2.11ýhe  interpretation  of  alchemical  terms  was  always 
elastic.  "  (John  Reads  The  Alchemist,  Edinburgh,  1947p 
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enable  him  to  deduce  'the  unknown'  from  that  which  is 
'known',  i.  e.,  to  understand  the  stone.  For  the  knowledge 
about  the  stone,  as  expressed  in  the  books  on  alchemy,  is 
not  cnd  could  not  be  explicit.  Jildak!  then  proceeds  to 
conclude  the  present  chapter  by  giving  a  few  more  quotations 
from  the  Sages  on  the  first,  concealed  operation. 
'And  said  one  of  the  Rages"that  the  properties  of  the 
stone  will  become  manifost  only  when  it  has  been  made  soft 
and  has  been  stripped  of  all  its  impurities. 
'And  said  some  of  the  Sages  to  Hermes,  peace  be  with 
him  :  10h  generous  teacher,  what  is  wrong  with  us?  We 
tincture-but  our  hass  r.  bscond.  1  And  He  answered:  'How  can 
you  expect  your  tinctures  to  be  permanent.,  if  you  do  not  salt 
the  sea  and  do  not  make  Hennes  free  fron  responsibility  and 
do  not  project  the  calx  upon  water,  so  that  the  water  may 
become  stable.  '  strong..  solid,  and  is  prevented  from  evapora- 
(1) 
ti  on.  11 
"And  said  Heraclius  :  'Prevent  the  water  from  evaporationo 
(2) 
and  the  oil  from  burning.  ' 
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"And  ilibir  said  iii  his  K.  al-Rahma.  al-Sagir  (The  Small 
Book  of  Mercy)v  that  one  must  choose  his  material  fresh, 
tender..  and  free  from  impurities,  It  is  like  taking  the 
yolk  and  throwing  away  the  other  parts  of  the  egg.  "And 
have  confidence",  remarks  Jildaki.,  'in  the  words  of  the  Sage 
(i.  e.,  Jibir),  (for)  fire  increases  the  goodness  of  the  good 
and  the  badness  of  the  bad.  " 
"And  said  King  Heraclius"j  after  recommending  the  reader 
not  to  divulge  anything  except  to  learned  men,  that  one  has 
to  prevent  'the  water'  from  evaporation  and  'the  oil'  from 
burning,  and  to  remove  'blackness'  from  'bodies'.  One 
could  then  'marry'  them  in  the  aludel  and  procure  the 
#eternal  water'.  Jildaýl  quotes  Heraclius  again  as  saying 
that  #the  volatile  water'  is  made  stable  by  mixing  it  with 
(2)  (3) 
'the  solvend,  waters',  just  as  'the  volatile  spirits' 
(4) 
are  fixed  by  'the  solvend  bodies'. 
jildak!  concludes  this  chapter  with  a  poem  from  Sihib., 
14  Es.,,  Vol.  I.  p  P.  227  : 
2,  J..  JhJI 
3, 
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and  he  attempts  for  the  first  time  to  interprat  some  of 
the  verses.  He  says,  for  example,  that  the  following 
verse: 
'She  and  I/were  so  wrapped  together  in  passion, 
like  the  water  of  cloud  and  coffee.  1  (1) 
has  the  same  meaning  as  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh  that 
'the  two  (the  dry  part  and  the  moist  part)  are  well  mixed 
by  pounding  and  placed  in  a  vessel  and  allowed  to  remain 
until  the  moistness  has  united  with  the  dryness  as  water 
unites  with  wine.  "  In  short,  Jildaki  believes  that  this 
poem  of  §10ýib  is  the  sum  and  substance  of  everything 
mentioned  in  the  present  chapter. 
Vol,  I., 
_Book 
II. 
CHAPTER  III  Explanation  of  the  third  section  of  the, 
second  part,  on  the  first  part  of  the  first  operation. 
Sheikh:  "Know.,  may  Allah  the  Exalted  have  mercy  on 
theev  that  the  method  which  has  been  described 
is  the  base  and  the  foundation  and  secret 
matter  without  which  the  Art  will  not  succeed 
for  anyone  (2)  [without  which  the  Art  will 
le  Es.,  Vol.  p.  229 
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never  succeed),, 
(1) 
I  Every  art..  scientific  as  well  as  manual,  explains 
jilddki,  ought  to  have  a  sure  foundation  on  which  its  whole 
edifice  rests.  And  the  concealed  operation  constitutes 
the  foundation  of  the  Art.  "For  (in  the  Art)  there  is  no 
operation  without  matter,  and  no  matter  without  equilibration, 
and  no  equilibration  without,,,  balancs,  9  and  no  balance  without 
proportion,  and  no  proportion  without  relation,  and  no 
relation  without  soundness,  and  no  soundness  without  genera- 
tion,  and  no  generation  without  result,  and  no  result  without 
(12)  - 
science.  '  And  the  concealed  operation,  Jildak-i  goes 




water'  which  is  the  same  as  the  acrid,  solvent  water'. 
"The  Sages  have  related  many  parables  for  us  about  the  sha:  ýp 
(5) 
waters";  they  have  also  referred  to  tthe  TriAngular  water 
(6) 
and  the  Mihri  poison'.  in  connexion  with  the  extraction  of 
1.  Tr..,  p,,  28;  Es-P  Vol.  1.9  ps229. 
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tinctures,  and  they  have,  indeed,  benefited  from  all. 
But  one  has  always  to  be  careful,  so  as  not  to  be  deceived 
by  the  apparent  meaning  of  the  words.,  Jildaki  quotes  the 
following  verse  from  Sthib,  concerning  the  acrid  water. 
"We  have  a  world  from  whose  earth  was  originated  its 
water, 
And  from  its  water  and  the  fire,  was  originated  its 
air.  "  (1) 
In  this  verse  Sihib  refers,  according  to  Jildaki,  to 
the  first,,  concealed  operation,  and  to  'the  extraction  of 
the  stone's  water  from  its  earth";  he  also  refers  to  the 
second  operation,  "for  the  generation  of  the  air  takes  place 
only  at  the  time  of  fermentation  and  combination  of  the 
Elixir! 
The  Sages,  says  Jildaki,  have  recommended  the  addition 
of  over  two  parts  of  'the  pure  water,  which  'has  no  heavi- 
ness'  to  one  part  of  the  stone,  1he  product  Is  then  dis- 
tilled  in  the  distillation  apparatus  for  seven  days  until 
11  the  sign  appears  and  the  concealed  operation  is  complete". 
U2ikh:  OThen  the  dry  part  is  taken  and  to-it  is 
added  the  moist  part  in  a  weltht  equal  to 
one  part  of  the  "Sealing  Clay"  [of  the 
1,  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  p.  230  : 
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Temperate  -  and  it  does  not  combine  with  (a 
weight)  other  than  that  -j 
(1)  and  the  two 
are  well  mixed  by  pounding  until  one  has  mixed 
with  the  other  as  water  mixes  with  dry  crumbly 
clay.  "  (2) 
The  dry  part,  explains  Jildaki,  is  called  the  masculine, 
and  the  moist  part  is  to  be  interpreted  as  the  feminine. 
"By  the  'dry  crumbly  clayl.  is  meant  the  soft  dust  calcined 
by  the  heat  of  the  sun.  And  when  the  water  is  added  to  this 
dust,  it  foams  with  rage  and  then  subsides  and  becomes  like 
-clay.  For  the  dry  crumbly  clay  when  it  mixes  with  the 
water  undergoes  a  transformation,  and  the  form  of  the  clay 
is  between  the  water  and  the  dust.  So  the  colour  of  the 
compound  instantly  undergoes  a  change  towards  blackv  and  one 
smells  the  odour  of  semenq  and  that  indicates  marriage,  And 
this  is  the  first  combination  which  results  in  dissolution 
and  the  emergence  of  colours  in  the  water,  and  with  this 
combination  the  constitution  becomes  complete.  It  is 
analogous  to  the  discharging  of  the  sperm  and'its  combination 
with  the  semen  of  the  woman.  And  this  is  the  beginning  of 
putrefaction,  nourishmentj  and  generation.  Now,  if  there  is 
1.  Pt. 
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2.  Tr.,  p,  28;  Es.,  Vol.  1.9  p.  231. an  excess  of  fire  it  will  cause  divorce  and  separation, 
while  a  gentle  fire  assists  the  process  of  generation  and 
strengthens  the  natural  heat  which  is  the  cause  of  life. 
And  this  fire  must  be  veiled,  and  a  condition  (to  be  observed) 
is  that  it  should  reach  the  compound  equally  from  all  sides 
and  not  less  from  one  side  than  the  other.  It  is  like  taking 
&-bath  withe'lukewarm  water  which  is  pleasant  to  the  body. 
One  of  the  signs  of  its  adjustment  is  that,  if  you  put  -your 
hand  on  the  vessel,  you  shall  find  it  agreeably  hot.  And 
do  not  run  away  from  it,  for  it  indicates  the  just  proportion 
of  its  fire.  This  is  after  you  have  appropriately  pounded 
it,  and  have  smelt  its  odour  and  seen  its  colour;  then  you 
(1) 





it  in  the  vessel  called  the 
amya  .  seal  the  joints  of  the  latter  with 
luting  clay,  and  place  it  in  a  vessel  in  the 
hollow  of  a  cauldron  upon  ashes;  then  keep  a 
gentle  fire  kindled  underneath  day  and  night 
until  the  moist  has  combined  with  the  dry,  and 
blackness  appears,  This  is  the  sign  of 
fertilization  and  dissolution,  that  is,  the 
indication  of  the  dissolution  and  union  of  the 
moistness  and  the  dryness,  volatalising  with  it 
when  it  volatalises  and  entering  with  it  into 
combination  when  it  enters.  "(3) 
16  Ea..,  Vol,  I.,  pp.  232-Z. 
2.  "A  spherical  vessel.,  made  of  two  hemispheres  fitting 
closely  together". 
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The  reason  for  the  use  of 
e 
amyi  and  the  sealing  of  its 
joints  with  luting  clay  is,  comments  Jildakl,  the  Sages' 
desire  to  imitate  Nature.  For  the  mineral  substances 
originate  in  the  depths  of  the  earth,  where  there  is  no  light 
and  no  air.  The  generation  of  a  child  inside  a  woman  takes 
place  under  similar  conditions;  this  is  to  ensure  that 
nothing  from  outside  interferes  with  its  growth  and  causes 
its  corruption. 
Jibir  in  his  K.  al-'AtyEn  (The  Book  of  Clays)gave,  says 
Jildaki.,  the  recipe  for  the  luting  clay,  It  consists  of 
"one  part  of  salt,,  calcined  and  coagulated  after  its  dissolu- 
tion,  1  part  of  gypsum,  and  I  part  of  sifted  ash  or  pounded 
2  (1) 
47 
charcoal.  ''  'ehe  ingredients  are  mixed  and  well  pounded 
until  they  form  a  plaster,  which  is  then  refined  and  pounded 
for  the  second  time  with  the  white  of  egg,  producing  a  very 
strong  luting  clay.  The  problem  of  sealing  the  joints  is, 
according  to  Jildaki,  an  important  subject  in  the  Art. 
An  earthenware  pot  is  taken;  it  is  half  filled  with 
sifted  ash,  and  then  the  vessel  containing  the  'compound'  is 
(2) 
placed  in  it.  There  must  be  an  interval  of  ttwo  joined 
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(1) 
fingers',  between  the  fire  and  the  pot.  "The  pot  is  then 
mounted  on  a  symmetrical  furnace,  round  or  square.,  on  the  top 
of  which  there  is  a  conical  qupola,  and  at  its  side  there  are 
two  small  apertures  to  let  out  the  smoke.  " 
(2)  The  fire  is 
supplied  by  a  candle  which  has  a  wick  made  of 
. 
1.  dirham  of 
cotton.  This  must  constantly  burn  underneath  the  pot,  and 
there  should  be  no  interruption  during  the  whole  period  of 
operation;  otherwise  no  result  will  be  obtained.  The 
continuous  supply  of  heat  makes  "Nature  to  act  upon  this 
compound  which  is  called  magnesia  and  lead!  1(3)  And  after 
thýee  days  the  lid  is  taken  off  to  inspect  the  colour  and  the 
heat  of  the  compound,  This  must  be  done  very  quickly,  or 
otherwise  the  vessel  may  cool  down  and  the  generation  stop. 
On  taking  off  the  lid,  if  we  observed  that  the  colour  of  the 
compound  has  turned  black,  we  should  know  that  the  operation 
has  so  far  been  sound  and  we  must  then  continue  it  for  forty 
days.  It  is  possible  to  reduce  this  period  tDiess  than 
forty  days,  by  a  trick  which  Jildak!  does  not  find  it 
appropriate  to  mention  here.  So  at  the  end  of  this  stage  the 
Most  probably  the  width  of  two  fingers 
and  not  the  length. 
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moist  part  completely  unites  with  the  dry  part.  This  is 
I 
caused  by  the,,  -combInation  of  'the  two  moistures"(on)account 
of  their  similarity  and  their  longing  for  one  another.  The 
moist  part  'burns'  completely  all  the  particles  of  the  dry 
part,  and  this  is  what  the  philosophers  have  called  'The 
(2) 
Watery  Burning'.  Jildaki  cliotes  here  a  poem  of  S&h'Lb 
concerning  the  above  operation. 
"Take  the  sorrel  egg  and  remove  its  shells, 
It  has,  indeed,  a  choice  part  underneath  the  shells. 
And  take  its  water  and  mix  it  with  the  yolk,  so  that 
you  may  see 
Its  dove  in  it,  transforming  to  a  crow".  (3) 
In  this  poem  Slihib  has  also  referred  to  the  first 
concealed  operation,  but  no  one  will  understand,  says  Jildaki, 
the  meaning  of  his  words  unless  lie  is  adept  in  the  Art. 
He  then  proceeds  to  explain  the  poem  of  SAhib.  When  we 
refer  to  something  as  'an  egg',  it  implies,  he  argues,  that 
The  moistures  of  the  moist  part 
and  the  hidden  moisture  of  the  dry  part.  -(see  P.,  16zl 
2, 
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it  has  passed  through  many  transformations  prior  to  its 
reaching  the  stage  of  'egg'.  And  when  the  philosophers' 
egg  is  laboriously  and  skilfully  produced,  it  should  then 
be  ponsible  to  remove  its  shells  and  lot  it  undergo  another 
transformation.  This  would  make  feasible  the  mixing  of 
its  water  with  its  yolk,  and  its  heat  with  its  cold.  At  the 
beginning  the  white  colour  is  predominant,  and  that  is  why 
§i4ib  compares  it  to  a  dove.  It  then  takes  the  colour  of 
dust  and  soon  afterwards  bocomes  blue,  and  after  that  it 
becomes  gradually  blacker  and  blackcr  until  it  looks  like 
pitch,  and  that  signifies  the  completion  of  marriage  Fnd 
combination  and  the  appearance  of  dryness.  The  appearance 
of  blackness  iaý  as  the  Sheikh  said,  'the  sign  of  fertiliza- 
tion  and  dissolution'.  This  means  that  the  substance,  as 
a  result  of  fertilization,  becomes  soft  and  slack  and 
susceptible  of  dissolution  'in  future'. 
(1) 
11  And  the  amount 
of  fire  at  this  stage  is 
1 
of  the  moon's  crescent,  understand  7 
this.  And  you  have  to  inspect  it  several  times  a  day  in 
order  to  remove  the  drops  of  dew  from  the  bottom  of  the  pot, 
so  that  they  may  not  increase  and  accumulate  and  thus 163 
strengthen  the  heat  more  than  it  is  required.  "  (1) 
Would  it  be  possible  to  obtain  any  result  In  the  Art 
"without  this  putrefaction?  "  In  his  attempt  to  answer 
this  question,  Jildak-i  says  that  'this  sciencet  ,  i.  e., 
the  Art,  is  divided  into  two  branches.  One  of  these 
branches  is  called  'The  Operation't 
(2) 
and  is  the  one  with 
which  we  are  here  concerned.  It  deals  with  the  preparation 
of  the  Elixir  from  the  raw  material  by  a  process  based  on 
the  imitation  of  Nature.  And  as  this  raw  material  is  of 
two  kinds  differing  in  form.,  -their  unification  confronts  us 
with  many  difficulties  to  which  'Democritus  has  referred.  ' 
These  two  forms  are  of  the  same  species,  but  one  of  them  is 
earthy  and  dry,  while  the  other  one  is  tender  and  spiritual. 
There  is  in  the  dry  part  a  moisture  which  does  not  appear 
on  the  surface  :  it  is  an  internal  moisture.  And  when  the 
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moisture  of  the  moist  part  penetrates,  by  the  aid  of  a  gentle 
heat,  the  depths  of  the  dry  part,  t1len  the  two  moistures, 
which  are  of  the  same  kind,  adhere  to  one  another  and  thus 
bring  about  the  unification  of  the  dry  part  with  the  moist 
part.  It  is  essential  for  the  two  parts  to  be  made 
quiescent.,  that  is,  to  prevent  them  from  disturbing  one 
(2) 
another;  otherwise  there  will  be  corruption  instead  of 
generation.  Needless  to  say,  the-two  parts  have  to  be 
thoroughly  purified  before  they  are  brought  together.  to  be 
combined.  The  name  given  to  this  part  of  The  Operation  is 
'Putrefactlont.  It  has  its  counterpart  in  all  the  three 
kingdoms,  and  it  is  not  possible  to  dispense  with  it.  One 
good  example  is  the  putrefaction  of  sperm  in  the  womb,  another 
is  that  of  a  bird's  egg  at  the  time  of  brooding;  and  in  both 
cases  there  should  be  a  moderate  amount  of  heat  and  moisture: 
an  excessive  amount  of  heat  and  moisture  results  in  corruption, 
while  an  Inadequate  amount  of-them  delays  the  progress  of 
generation. 
"As  to  the  second  branch(of  the  Art),  it  is  called  The 
Science  of  the  Balance  and  Combinations,  and  it  is  divided 
into  many  parts".  Jibir,  Jildak!  goes  on,  described  them  all 
lii 
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in  a  great  number  of  his  books,  "and  Sahib  al-'S'udar  referred 
to  them  in  his  151wan  on  several  occasions.  Muhammad  b. 
JUmayl  in  his  book  al-MabAqil  (The  Kitchen-garden)  and 
(2) 
TuArR21  in  his  TriAb  al-'AnwRr  dealt  with  some  of  them. 
It  may  be  said  that  all  the  Sages  agreed  on  the  necessity  of 
removing  the  accidental  qualitiest  but  they  disagreed  as 
to  how  this-should  be  done.  Some  of  the  Sages  have  said 
that  the  substances,  after  their  impurities  have  been  taken 
away,  must  be  mixed  until  their  dry  part  unites  with  their 
moist  part.  Then,  while  the  heat  is  continuously  and 
constantly  supplied,  an  extra  moisture  must  be  added  in 
order  to  disintegrate  the  dry  part  and  dissolve  what  is 
appropriate  in  it,  and  leave  out  that  which  is  not.  This 
is  called  separationj  'dissociation  of  appropriate  from 
inappropriate'. 
There  is  no  disagreemont  among  the  Sages  with  regard  to 
'the  phases  and  the  signs',  but  they  differ  in  their  estimates 
of  the  duration  of  putrefaction.  Jildak!  points  out  that 
in  this  as  well  as  in  his  other  books,  he  has  tried,  whenever 
A  collection  of  poems;  a  poetical  book  arranged  In  the 
alphabetical  order  of  the  final  letters  of  the  rhyning 
words. 
2.  The  Combination  of  Fires,  or  blossoms,  or  lights,  et'c. 166 
there  has  been  a  difference  of  opinion  among  the  Sages, 
to  find  out  which  of  these  opinions  is  in  accordance  with 
the  principle5of  philosophy. 
Some  other  Sages  have  expressed  the  view  that  separa- 
tion  must  precede  mixing,  and  they  have  mentioned  the 
relative-weights  of  the  substances  used  and  the  intensity  of 
'the  two  fires'  employed.  This,  that  is,  the  reiative 
weights,  says  Jildaa,  is  a  subýect  which  is  doalt  with  in 
the  Science  of  the  Balance  (see  p.  /6,4  above).  In  that' 
science  special  attention  is  paid  to  the  purification  of  the 
metallic  minerals  and  to  the  removal  of  their  accidental 
qualities  by  various  methods  and  combinations.  .  Jildak! 
says  that  Mir  mentioned  all  these  methods  in  his  books, 
but  in  such  a  way  that  only  the  adept  could  understand  them. 
As  to  Jildaki  himself,  he  says  he  did  not  spend  much  time 
studying  the  Theory  of  the  Balance  and  so  he  does  not  find 
himself  in  a  position  to  enlarge  upon  the  findings  of  JAbir. 
jildak!  makes  this  confession  only  to  let  us  know  $that  the 
sea  of  wisdom  has  no  shores",  i.  e.,  it  Is  boundless.  But 
though  lie  did  not  pay  much  attention  to  the  Science  of  the 
Balance  and  Combinationsp  he  found  it  possible  to  prove 
that  these  combinations  were  right.  His  reason  is  that, 
if  one  was  able  'to  combine  pure  mercury  with  silver,  after 
their  dissolution,  by  a  spe'cial  weight,,  this  would  indeed 167 
generate  an  elixir  stable  in  the  refining  fire',  and  this  - 
is  a"combination'  suggested  by  the  supporters  of  the  Theory 
of  the  Balance.  The  same  thing  applies  to  gold;  it  is 
possible  to  generate  from  it,  with  the  aid  of  pure  mercury, 
an  elixir  capable  of  transforming  silver  into  gold. 
The  blackness,  continues  Jildaki,  to  which  the  Sheikh 
refers  appears  after  the  combination  of  the  ingredients; 
for  before  combination  the  latter  are,  on  account  of  their 
having  been  purified,  extremely  white.  Black  like  any 
other  colour  resides  in-the  interior  of  the  compound.  In 
other  words,  colours,  similar  to  natures,  are  only  potentially 
present  in  the  compound;  but  after  the  operation  the 
predominant  colour  emerges  from  the  Interior  of  the  substances 
and  appears  on  the  surface. 
The  internal  properties  of  substances  are  different  from 
theirexternal  properties.  'The  matter'  used  in  the  above 
operation,  i.  e.,  putrefaction,  consists  of  earth  and  water. 
Before  purification  the  earth  is*.  -.  hot  and  dry  externally,  and 
it  is  cold  and  moist  internally.  But  after  it  has  been 
purified  it  becomes  cold  and  moist  externally,  and  hot  and 
dry  internally,  and  thus  the  white  colour  comeson  to  the' 
surface.  The  water  also  is  cold  and  moist  externally.  -and 168 
dry  and  hot  internally;  It  originated  from  I  the  fluid  earth' 
and  since  it  is  porous  and  contains  heat  in  its  interior 
and  is  capable  of  expansion,  it  is  therefore  able  to  dissolve 
other  substances.  When  the  water  is  distilled,  it  becomes 
radiant,  white,  and  clear,  so  much  so  that  it  dazzles  the 
eyes,  This  white..  distilled  water  is  cold,  moisto  and 
fluid,  externally;  it  is  red,  hot,  dry,  and  qutting  like 
the  edge  of  a  sword,  internally.  And  when  the  water  is 
added  to  the  earth,  as  a  result  of  the  reaction  which  takes 
placeý  all  the  internal  properties  appear  on  the  surface, 
and  all  the  external  properties  withdrew  into  the  interior. 
Thus  whiteness  becomes  hidden,  and  blackness  becomes 
apparent.  But  why  does  the  colour  of  the  compound  become 
black  and  not,  sayt  red?  The  reason  is  that  the  blsck 
colour  In  its  nature  cold  and  dryo  that  is.  it  has  the 
qualities  of  the  earth.  And  since  it  is  the  earth_that 
dominates  over  the  water  in  the  above  operation,  that  is, 
putrefaction,  so  the  black  colour  prevails.  There  are 
other  contributing  faetors  which  favour  the  appearanc6  of 
blackness.  One  such  factor  is  the  fact  that  the  water, 
as  was_.  mentioned  beforep_prlglnated,  at  the  beginning,  fr= 
the  earth,  and  under  certain  conditions  it  exhibits  the- 169 
properties  of  the  latter.  Besides,  in  the  coiirse  of  com- 
bination  the  likes  unite  and  form  a  single  substrrce,  whilel 
the  unlikes..  which  bear  no  resemblance  to  the  other  parts 
of  the  compound,  are  rejected:  The  rejected  material  is 
dirt,  and  it  is  therefore  dry,  cold,  and  combustible.  This 
dirt  has  the  nature  of  Saturn,  and  it  appears  on  the  surface 
of  the  compound  like  the  froth-which  accumulates  on  the 
surface  of  boiling  broth.  So  the  appearance  of  the  dirt 
on  the  surface  of  the  compound  Is  another  reason  ýor  the 
predominance  of  the  black  colour.  Still  another  reason 
for  the  appearance  of  the  black  colour  is  the  fixation  of 
vapour  and  smoke  in  the  compound.  This  explains  why  the 
colour  of  the  compound  becomes  at  first  blue,  and  as  the 
concentration  of  vapour  and  smoke  proceeds  It  moves  towards 
blackness  until  it  appears  like  tar. 
The  compound  in  question  is  formed  at  the  end  of  the 
process  of  putrefaction,  and  its  formation  is  due  to  coagu- 
lation  and  not  to  crystallization.  Therefore,  though  it 
is  soft,  desiccated,  and  stable,  yet  it  is  not  brittle  and 
fragile.  A  compound  which  is  prepared  in  the  right  manner 
must  be  capable  of  reproducing  itself,  that  is.,  to  unite 
with  the  likes  and  to  reject  the  unlikes. 
Jildak!  then  quotes;  three  verses  from  a  poem  of  Sýhib -  170 
which  he  had  already  quoted  before  (Es.,  Vol.  I.,  p,  169). 
"Hermes'has  a  land  which  grows  power  and  wealth,, 
When  the  strangep  dry  herbages  have  been  removed  from  it. 
And  Gemini,  the  eyes  of  Mercury  weep  for  it, 
Pouring  upon  it  like  torrential  rain. 
And  it  becomes  by  the  heat  of  sun  after  their  union, 
A  dust,  like  the  sifted,  thirsty  calx.  "  (1) 
The  first  couplet  (the  first  two  lines),  says  Jildski, 
refers  to  the  process  of  purification,  the  second  verse  to 
the  concealed  operation,  and  the  third  to  the  first  uncon- 
cealed  operation  -  Jildak!  quotes  some  other  verses  from 
including  the  following  quotrain: 
"If  we  mix  the  lead  with  an  equal, 
Or  less'  than  equal  weight  of  rain, 
They  transform  into  the  body  with  whi  ch  they''began, 
By  what  they  have  in  their  root  of  that  nature.  1(2) 
Es,  Vol.,,  I.,  p.  243: 
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g.  JI As  was  mentioned  before,  comraents  Jildaki,  the  earth  has  a 
cold  and  dry  nature,  and  so  has  the  lead,  which  is  related  to 
Saturn  and  is  able  to  tincture  the  compound  with  its  own 
colour,  And  this  constitutes  a  reason  to  believe  that  lead 
is  "the  father  of  bodies,  just  as  Saturn  is  the  first  of  the 
seven  planets.  ' 
Mae  appearance  of  the  black  colour  indicates  that  the 
dry  part  has  completely  united  with  the  moist  part.  This 
unionis  so  close  that  the  two  parts  volatilise  together  when 
they  volatilise  and  they  descend  together  when  they  descend, 
in  short,  they  do  everything  together.  And  that  is  why 
the  Sheikh  said:  11 
...  volatilising  with  it  when  it  volatilisee 
and  entering  with  it  into  combination  when  it  enters.  "  We 
have  now  finished  the  first  combination  in  the  first  operation 
Sheikh:  "Wheh  this  is  So,  we  add  to  thb  black  compound 
another  portion  of  the  moisture  which  we 
preserved,  equal  in  amount  to  the  first 
portion;  we  set  it  upon'the  fire'and  do  with 
it  as  we  did  with  the  first,  and  we  repeat 
this  up  to  three  or  four  times.  And  in  the 
fourth  time  it  dissolves  and  becomes  a  solution 
of  which  the  parts  are  not  distinguishabley  - 
and  the  moistness  has  united  with  the  dry  part 
as  water  unites  with  honey.  "(1) 
1"  Tr,,..  p,,  28;  Es.,  Vol.  I.,.  Fp,  244-5. 172 
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As  was  mentioned  before,  explains  Jildski,  at  the  first 
stage  of  the  first  operation  when  equal  amounts  of  moist  and 
dry  parts  were  combineds  dryness  became  predominant.  This 
accounted  for  the  appearance  of  the  black  colour.  And  the 
reason  for  the  predominance  of  the  dryness  was  that  both 
parts,  dry  and  moist,  were  of  earthy  origin. 
Now.,  the  water,  in  contrast  with  the  earth,  Is  original- 
ly  white.  So  if,  after  the  appearance  of  the  black  colour 
and  the  completion  of  the  first  stage  of  operation,  another 
portion  of  water,  equal  in  amount  to  the  first  portion,  is 
.  added  to  the  compoundp  then  the  white  colour  will  gradually 
supersede  the  black  colour.  The  amount  of  hevt  at  this 
stage  should  be  a  little  more  than  the  previous  one.  For 
the  addition  of  moisture  is  accompanied  by  a  reduction  of 
heat,  and  in  order  to  maintain  the  heat  at  its  previous  level, 
a  little  extra  amount  of  it  is  required;  otherwise  the. 
process  of  generation  may  slow  down.  But  one  has  to  ba  very 
careful,  for  the  increase  of  heat  beyond  a  certain  limit  will 
corrupt  the  compound,  while  a  deficient  heat  does  no  harin 
except  In  ruducing  the  speed  of  generation. 
There  are  in  general  four  kinds  of  fire  employed  in  the 
production  of  the  Elixir.  They  are:  "the  fire  of 173 
putrefaction,  the  fire  of  dissolution,  the  fire  of  volati- 
lisation,  and  the  fire  of  projection.  "  The  fire  of 
putrefaction  is  the  feeblest  of  them  all,  and  it  Is  divided 
into  two  kinds,  one  of  them  weaker  than  the  other.  So  it 
may  be  said  that  there  are  on  the  whole  five  kinds  of  fire, 
similar  to  the  five  fingers  of  the  hand.  The  fire  used 
"in  the  first  putrefaction"  is  the  weakest,,  and.  that  is  why 
BuyULn  al-Barham!  in  his  RisiLlt  (Treatise)  said  that  it 
weighs  one  dirham  of  cotton  and  its  thickness  is  that  of 
the  little  finger.  ", 
Jildaki  here  agrees  with  Barhami  that  the  weight  (of  the 
wick)  of  the  fire  of  putrefaction  is  one  dirham,  and  this  is 
contrary  to  his  previous  statement  (see  p.  16o  above)  that 
it  weighs  only  L  dirham.  He  confirms,  however,  the  other 
4 
statement  he  made  before  (see  p.  /6  2  above)  saying  that  the 
amount  of  fire  in  putrefaction  is  I  of  the  moon's  crescent.  7 
Jildek!  then  gives  a  detailed  account  of  the  successive 
stages  of  the  addition  of  moisture.  After  the  appearance 
of  the  black  colour,  at  the  end  of  the  first  combination, 
the  compound  is  left  to  cool  for  one  day  and  one  night.  It 
is  then  taken  out  of  the  vessel  and  an  amount  of  moisture 
equal  In  weight  to  1  of  the  first  portion  is  added  to  it. 
The  mixture  is  well  pounded  and  set  upon  a  fire  1  stronger 174 
than  the  first.  This  means  that  the  weight  of  the  wick  is 
increased  to  1L  dirhams.  At  the  end  of  this  stage  (the 
4 
second  stage),  which  lasts  as  long  as  the  first  stag6,  that 
is,  forty  days,  the  colour  of  the  compound  becomes  blue. 
The  vessel  is  then  put.  aside  to  cool  for  one  day  and  one 
night,  and  after  that  the  compound  is  taken  out,  mixed  and 
pounded  with  another  amount  of  moisture,  equal  in  weight  to 
L  of  the  first  portion.  The  new  mixture  is  set  upon  a 
3 
fire  11  times  stronger  than  the  first.  This  is  the  third 
2 
stage  of  the  addition  of  moisture  and  it  lasts  like  the 
previous  stages  for  forty  days,  at  the  end  of  which  the 
colour  of  the  compound  becomes  light  blue.  The  third  stage 
represents  the  completion  of  the  second  combination.  In 
a  similar  manner  another  amount  of  moisture  Is  added 
accompanied  by  a  proportional  increase  of  fire,  This  is 
the  fourth  stage  of  the  addition  of  moisture  and  it  also 
lasts  for  forty  daysp  at  the  end  of  which  the  moisture 
dominates  the  dry  part  and  the  white  colour  appears.  The 
appearance  of  the  white  colour  is,  of  courset  gradual.  This 
last  stage  represents  the  end  of  the  revolution  of  Jupiter 
and-the  end  of  the  mineral  state.  For  the  Sages  tread.  in 
the  steps  of  Nature,  transforming  the  raw  material  of  the 
Elixir  from  the  mineral  state  to  vegetable  and  then  to 175 
animal,,  They  recognize  four  main  stages  in  the  production 
of-the  Elixir.  The  first  stage  is  represented  by  the 
revolution  of  Saturn:  the  completion  of  the  first  combination 
and  the  appearance  of  blackness.  The  second  stage  is 
represented  by  the  revolution  of  Jupiter:  the  completion  of 
the  second  combination  and  the  appearance  of  whiteness. 
The  third  stage  is  represented  by  the  revolution  of  Mars, 
and  the  fourth  by  that  of  the  Sun. 
Now  the  reason  why  the  total  amount  of  moisture  was 
divided  into  two  portions  and  the  second  portion,  unlike  the 
first,  was  added  in  three  stages,  Is  that  the  Sages  usually 
favour  a  long  duration  of  operation. 
Here  Jildsk!  digresses  from  the  main  subject  to  tell  us 
something  about  the  relation  of  the  Art  to  other  sciences. 
He  begins  by  saying  that  the  Sages  employ  different  methods 
to  unite  the  moisture  with  the  dry  part.  But  they  never 
make  a  mistake,  and  even  if  they  do,,  they  would  understand 
what  has  gone  wrong  and  put  it  right  immediately.  For  they 
are  able  to  see  beyond  the  ordinary  operations  of  the  Art. 
They  have  the  intelligence  to  understand  the  motions  of  the 
heavenly  bodies.  They  first  represent  these  motions  by 176 
(1) 
'imaginary'  geometrical  schemess  consisting  of  circles 
related  to  one  another,  Then  by  continuous  observation  of 
the  variation  in  speed  and  size  of  the  heavenly  b6dies  as 
they  appear  alternately  at  their  apogees  and  perigees,  and 
by  the  calculation  of  their  latitudes  and  longitudes, 
particularly  when  they  are  in  conjunction  or  opposition,  tile 
Sa-ges  modify  their  schemes  to  bring  them  in  line  with 
the  facts.  By  thair  knowledge  of  the  heavens  the  Sages  gain 
an  insight  into  the  mysteries  of  the  lowe'r  world,  that  is, 
the  World  of  elementn  or  the  world  of.  generation  and  corrup- 
tion.  So  there  are  two  main  sciences:  one  of  them  is  "the 
(2) 
science  of  Astronomy", 
_ 
which  deals  with  the  phenoiena  of 
(3) 
the  heavens,  and  the  other  is"the  science  of  Preceptst" 
which  treats  of  the  phenomena  of  the  lower  world.  And  these 
(4) 
two  sciences  yield  twolresults'.  One  of  the  two  results 
is  the  Art  which  gives  wealth  and  satisfaction  to  all  people 
1.  %-A  -ý,  -4  :  The  use  of  the  term  limagina:  ryl  indicates 
that  Jildak!  favoured  the  geometrical  scheme 
, 
of  Ptolemyp 




alike,  and  enables  them  to  appreciate  the  immensity  of  the 
power  of  Allah,  The  second  result  is  the  acquisition  of 
freedom  to  employ  spiritual  powere,  and  it  isp  therefore.. 




the  Art  attains'to  "the  Sage's  step  t  ut  one  who  acquires 
the  freedom  of  employing  spiritual  powers  reaches  to  11  the 
(2  ) 
Sage's  goal.  ' 
Returning  to  the  main  subject,  Jildak!  says  that  stupid 
people,  if  they  make  any  mistake  in  the  course  of  the  opera- 
tIon,  would  not  be  able  to  correct  themselves.  But  the 
Sages,  though  they  employ  different  methods  of  manipulation, 
with  regard  to  the  intensity  of  fires,  the  weight  of  the 
materials,  and  the  duration  of  the  operation,  yet  in  the  end 
arrive  all  at  the  same  result.  For  example,  if  a  wise  man 
observes  that  b9cause  of  an  increase  in  the,  emount  of  fire 
the  colour  of  the  compound  at  the  end  of  the  first  combination 
has  changed  from  black  to  red,  he  would  immediately  reverse 
the  process  to  restore  blacknesspwhile  a  stupid  person  would 
not  be  able-to  do  anything  of  the  kind. 
The  statement  of  the  Sheikh  with  regard  to  the  addition 
of  moisture  to  the  dry  part  is  obscure,  says  Jildaki. 
iß 
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For  it  may  give  the  false  impression  that  the  amounts  of 
moisture  added  at  the  second,  thirdp  and  fourth  stages  of 
the  operation  are  each  equal  to  the  first  portion  added 
before  the  appearance  of  the  black  colour.  Whereas  the 
truth  of  the  matter  is  that  the  total  amount  of  moisture 
added  after  the  appearance  of  the  black  colour  mqst  be  equal 
to  the  first  portion.  That  is,  before  the  beginning  of  the 
operation  the  moist  part  is  divided  into  two  equal  portions; 
the  first  portion  must  be  added  to  the  dry  part  in  one  body, 
but  the  second  portion  may  be  added  in  three  or  four  stages. 
And  at  the  end  of  this  part  of  the  operation,  a  homogeneous 
solution  is  formed  by  the  union  of  the  dry  part  with  the 
moisture. 
Sheikh:  "Very  often  the  light  parts  of  the  earth 
unite-,  ýwith  the  water  While  the  coarse  parts 
do  not,  but  the  coarse  parts  remain  in  the 
water  as  a  sediment  at  the  bottom  of  the 
supernatant  liquid.  '(l) 
-Here  the  explanation  of  Jildaki  contains  only  one  minor 
point  which  has  not  already  been  mentioned.  He'says  that 
the  odour  of  putrefaction  is  so  unpleasant  that  it  affects 
the  heart  and  spirit,  One  could  avoid  touching  the 
compound  at  this  stage  with  one's  hands,  if  one  were  a  good 
1,  Tr..,  p,  29;  Es.,,  Vol,  I.  ,  p.  254. experimenter  and  had  the  necessary  appliances.  One  could 
also  anoint  the  nose  with  the  oil  of  violet  or  nenuphar. 
Sheikh:  'When  this  stage  has  been  arrived  at,  half 
the  first  operation  has  been  accomplished, 
and  this  is  the  first  part  thereof.  it 
comprises  the  putrefaction  (filtration)  (1) 
and  dissolution  and  liquefaction  and  fusion. 
"Vie  now  begin  the  method  of  the  second  part 
of  the  first  operation.  '(2) 
Jildsk!  mentioned  before  that  the  completion  of  the 
first  part  of  the  first  operation  marks  the  end  of  the 
mineral  state  and  the  beginning  of  the  vegetable  state.  He 
now  says  that  the  first  part  pf  the  first  operation  does  not 
comprise  ?  filtration';  for  filtrction  takes  place  when  the 
compound  is  -Ln  its  vegetable  state.  This  statement  of 
jildaki,  like  many  of  its  kind,  is,  I  think,  significant  for 
two  reasons.  In  the  first  place,  it  gives  support  to  the 
view  that  the  piinted  text  of  Al-?  Juktasab  translated  by 
Holmyard  is  more  accurate  than  the  copy  from  which  Jildsk! 
gave  his  quotations.  For  putrefactim  ,  which  appears  in 
the  printedtext  in  place  of  filtration,  is  certainly  included 
in  the  first  part  of  the  first  operation.  Secondly,  it 
1,  %  Pt.  9  p,  23:  1;  -Fises 
VOle  1.  y  P,  255  : 
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shows  once  sgain-  that  Jildaki  was  not  an  incompetent  compiler 
of  commentarlesp  but  had  the  knowledge  required  to  detect 
discrepancies  in  the  works  which  he  undertook  to  explain. 
Dissolution,  liquefaction,  and  fusion  represent, 
according  to  Jildakl.  the  three  stages  of  the  addition  of*the 
second  portion  of  moisture  to  the  dry  part.  As  regards 
dissolution,  Jildak-i  refers  to  an  alleged  statement  of 
Socrates  that:  "Dissolution  of  things  represents  the  perfec- 
tion  of  philosophy.  " 
jildald  then  proceeds  to  quote  a  number  of  verses  from 
ýAhib,  concerning  the  first  part  of  the  first  operation. 
The  following  verse  is  an  example: 
'Clip  his  wings  gently,  and  he, 
When  his  feathers  are  clipped,  becomes  an  eagle.  11(2) 
By  'feathers!  the  Sheikh  meanas  explains  Jildak-i.  the  dry 
part.  The  clipping.  of  feathers  implies  the  action  of 
moisture  upon  the  dry  part.  The  transformation  of  the 
crow  (see  above)  into  an  eagle  with  clipped  feathers 
implies  that  the  compound  has  become  stable  and  is  no  more 
capable  of  volatilization. 
1.  Es.  v  Vol.  I,  p  p,  256  ýSj  Ij  ts  -4.  -  11  j.  L..  - 
2,  Ea.,  Vol,  I,,  p,  256 
-0  p 
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This  is  a  continuation  of  two  other  verses  translate-d 
before  (see  P-  161 
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above). 181 
If  anyone  desires  to  understand  all  the  poems  of  SKhib, 
Jildak!  refers  him  to  his  book  69yat  al-SurUr  f!  ýSsrh 
V 
al-SudUr,  a  commentary  on  the  Diwin  al-'Sud5r.  He  says  that 
he  wrote  only  four  books  on,  the  Art:  1.  K.  al-Durrat 
al-Mudiya  f!  ', 'I'ar4  Mul4ammas  al-L.  'Al  al-"Naraqi  wa  al-'Ard 
al-111aJElys  which  was  complet1d  after  the  present  book; 
2.  K,  al-S"'ams  al-Munir;  3.  b9yat  al-SurUr;  4.  NiMyat 
al-Talab,  the  present  book.  Each  of  these  books,  says 
Jildaki,  serves  a  particular  purpose,  and  there  is  nothing  in 
the  Art  which  has  not  been  mentioned  in  one  of  tham. 
Vo14 
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Book  11. 
CHAPTER  IV  Explanation  of  the  fourth  section  Of  the 
second  parto  on  the  second  part  of  the  first  operation. 
Sheikh:  "Know  that  when'the  compound  dissolves,  not 
all  of  the  dry  part  dissolves,  uniting  with  the 
moisture,  but  that  which  does  not  dissolve 
renders  separation  necessary  after  the  dissolu- 
tionp  so  we  place  upon  it  (the  vessel  with)(1) 
the  cupping-glass,  and  wW  suck  away  by  means 
thereof  the  moist  parts  which  it  contains.  And 
when  these  have  been  separated  they  have 
performed  upon  the  dry  portions  the  action  of 
heating,  inasmuch  as  they  have  sucked  away  the 
moist  portions  that  were  in  them  (and  rriýtde'them 
to  ascend  with  them  when  they  ascend)(2),  just 
1,  Appears  in  Pt.,  but  not  in  Es, 
2,  Appears  in  Pt.,  but  not  in  Es. 182 
as  fire  sucks  away  the  moisture  of  wood  and 
makes  it  ascend  as  smoke.  "(1) 
At  the  beginning  of  the  first  part  of  the  first  opera- 
tion,  explains  Jildakl,  the''amount  of  fire"  is  I 
or 
76 
of  the  1,,,  Ioon's  crescent  in  the  course  of  the  operation.  But 
this  amount  is  gradually  increasedt  until  in  the  end  the  fire 
becomes  twice  as  strong,  I.  e.,,  2  or  1  of  the  Moon's  crescent. 
The  gradual  increase  in  the  amount  of  fire  causes  the 
dissolution  of  every  dissoluble  component  of  the  dry  part. 
But  the  ultimate  purpose  is  to  disintegrate  and  dissolve  the 
(2) 
dry  part  completely.  So  at  the  end  of  the  first  part  of 
the  first  operation  the  vessel  must  be  taken  down  from  the 
/ 
furnace  and  left  to  cool  for  one  day  and  one  night.  It  is 
important  not  to  open  the  vessel  before  it  has  cooled  down, 
(3) 
otherwise  the  "natural  spirit"  of  the  compound  will  fly 
away,  Subsequently  a  third  portion  of  moisture,  equal  in 
amount  to  each  of  the  first  two  portions,  Is  taken  and 
divided  into  six  or  seven  parts,  one  of  which  is  mixed 
1.  Tr.,  P,,  29;  Ea.,  Vol,  I.,  pp.  259-60. 
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In  an  alembic  with  the  compound,  The  alembic  is  then  set 
upon  a  very  gentle  f1rep  so  that  the  top  of  it  gets  only 
slightly  warm.  This  gentle  fire  ensures  that  at  this  stage 
only  the  water  is  evaporated  and  distilledo  "and  we  have 
oxponded  nothing  to  this  effect  In  any  of  our  books  except 
(2) 
this  one.  "  At  this  stage  that  component  of  the 
moisture  which  is  congruous  to  fire  is  strengthened  by  the 
fire  element.  Thus  even  the  coarse  particles  of  the  dry 
part  are  dissolved  in  the  moist  part,  and  the  latter  performs 
upon  the  for-ner  uthe  action  of  fire  upon  wood.  "  The 
distilled  water  now  cohtains  certain  portions  of  the  dry  part 
and,  because  of  this,  it  exhibits  prop6rties  which  it  did  not 
possess  before  :  it  is  oily  and  guni-like. 
Here,  Jildek!  quotes  several  poems  of  ýa4ib  in  which  the 
above  operation  is  described  by  analogy.  Ile  then  proceeds 
to  tell  us  more  about  the  action  of  moisture  upon  the  dry 
part  at  the  present  stage  of  the  operation.  "At  this  stagot" 
he  says,  "the  water  takes  from  the  earth  an  extract;  and  an 
extract  from  the  water  transforms  into  the  earth.  For  the 
water-attracts  the  oil  of  the  earth,,  and  the  oil  comes  out 
with  water,  transforming  into  it;  and  the  eirth  derives  from 
14  4-,  .  113 
axiltz-1i 
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the  water  a  food,  as  a  substitute  for  the  oil  that  it  has 
lost.  And  to  this  J&bir  has  referred  in  many  of  his 
(1) 
books.  '  A  symbolic  representation  of  this  statement  of 
Jildaki  would  take  the  f  orm  of 
AB+CDAC+BD. 
Jabir  was  the  first  one,  says  Jildald,  to  recommend  the 
use  of  myrtle  stems  in  distillation.  The  passage  from 
Jibir  to  which  Jildak!  refers  here  -  he  neither  quotes  the 
passage,  nor  mentions  the  name  of  the  book  in  Vhich  it 
appears  -  must  be  the  one  in  the  LXK  Books.  This  is 
translated  and  commented  on  by  Kraus,  who  considered  th4t  the 
myrtle  stems  were  used  as  a  kind  of  filter  with  a  view  to 
slowing  down  the  process  of  distillation. 
(3) 
The  term  'separation',  which  was  previously  used  b7 
Jildak-i  to  denote  the  segregation  of  the  appropriate  parts 
1,  ES.,  Vol.  I.  q  p.  262-3  : 
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Of  a  substance  from  its  ina'ppropriate  partso  is  here 
employed  to  connote  the  isolation  of  the  volatile  parts  of 
the  Compound  from  its  involatile  parts.  Jildak!  says  that. 
the  myrtle  stems  must  be  used  in  both  distillations  -  one 
of  these  distillations  is  carried  out  as  part  of  the  first, 
concealed  operationp  and  the  othero  which  was  described 
above,  is  included  in  the  second  part  of  the  first  operation. 
If  the  myrtle'  stems  are  not  used  'the  water  of  the  stone' 
would  not  reach  the  state  of  perfection  and  may  not  be 
called  'the  divine  water'.  The  Sagest  particularly  JAbir, 
have  often  given,  according  to  Jildald,  different  names  to 
the  same  thing.  The  reader,  therefore,  must  be  very 
careful  so  that  he  may  not  be  misled. 
JIldakI  then  again  emphasises  on  the  necessity  of  the 
removal  of  impurities.  He  says  that  all  the  Sages  have 
considered  purification  to  be  indispensable  to  a  successful 
operationp  but  they  have  differed  as  to  how  it  should  be 
carried  out,  He  invokes  the  authority  of  Socrates  and 
ascribes  to  hi-%  a  statement  concerning  the  necessity  of 
purification.  He  quotes  here  part  of  a  long  poem  of  paiýib, 
which  he  had  previously  quoted  at  the  end  of  Book  1. 
In  this  poemp  which  Jildaki  tries  to  explainp  SAhib  compares 
the,  extraction  of  'the  oil  from  'the  earth'  to  the  production' 186 
of  butter  from  milk.  "The  philosophers'  water"may,  according 
to  S&hibs  solidify  with  heat  and  moisture,  and  the  solid 
may  in  turn  liquefy  with  cold  and  dryness.  But  the  'boric 
waters'  are  not  stable  in  fire  and  do  not  solidify. 
Sheikh:  'Then  add  to  it  those.  -very  portions  (of 
liquld)  which  have  been  removed  from  it,  with 
the  addition  of  another  part,  and  pound  well 
and  submit  to  coction  [to  putrefacti6n3  for  a 
week  as  at  first.  Then  distil  it  in  an 
alembic,,  and'  continue  to  do  that  uhtil  the 
moisture  which  was  reserved'is  exhausted,  in 
six  repetitions  [-and  we  have  seen..  In  o4e 
copy  (i.  e.  book)  seven  repetitions  -1  p(l) 
excluding  the  first  distillation  for  the 
solvent  moisture.  "(2) 
In  his  explanation  of  the  previous  excerpt  from  the 
Sheikh  concerning  the  first  distillation,  Jildak!  said  that 
a  third  portion  of  moisture  is  taken  and  is  divided  Into 
six  or  seven  parts.  One  part  of  this  third  portion  of 
moisture  was  added  to  the  dry  part  when  the  first  distilla- 
tion  was  performed.  Now  at  each  stage  of  the  six 
subsequent  distillations  one  part  of  the  third  portion  of 
moisture  is  added  to  the  compound.  Each  of  these 
distillations  takes  seven  days  to  complete  and  represents 
another  stage  of  putrefaction.  The  intensity  of  fire  in 
1.  The  part  between  brackets  does  not  appear  in  Pt. 
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the  second  distillation  (or  putrefaction)  Is  increased  by 
11  of  a  finger.  '  Jildak!  does  not  say  whether  this  amount 
U 
is  kept  constant  or  is  increased  in  the  succeeding  distilla- 
tions.  After  each  distillation,  part  of  the  spirit  of 
'the  body'  is  extracted  until  In  the  end  no  spirit  remains  in 
it  and  it  is  reduced  to  a  motionless  dust. 
All  the  joints  of  the  apparatus  must  be  firmly  sealed, 
(1) 
even  those  between  the  receiver  and  the  proboscis.  " 
The  retort,  'as  Jibir  has  taught  us,  "  must  be  kept  in  an 
oblique  position  during  the  distillation;  further,  it  must 
have  a  large  orifice.,  wbecause  of  the  thickness  of  the  water.  " 
Every  care  must  be  taken  to  prevent  the  entry  of  air  into  the 
apparatus,  for  failure  in  this  respect  causes  an  irreparable 
damage. 
Jildak-1  then  quotes  a  passage  from  the  Ris'Kll.  of 
B,  al-Barhard,  who  likens  the  six  parts  of  the  moisture  to 
six  women  and  the  earth  to  a  young  man.  These  women  chase 
the  young  man  and  bereave  him  of  his  reason  by  the  force  of 
love. 
_ 
"Hoyt  deceitful  are  the  women!  "  '  They  decide  to  visit 
the  young  man  together,  and  they  call  upon  him  three  times. 
Each  time  they  steal  from  him  part  of  his  secret,  i.  e.,  his 
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reduced  to  a  lifeless  body.  This  description  given  by 
Barhard  implies,  comments  Jildak-i.  that  there  should  be 
three  more  distillations  after  the  completion  of  the  sixth. 
The  Sheikh  considered  that  six  distillations  would  be  enough 
to  extract  the  whole  spirit  of  the  earth.  In  order  to 
make  sure  that  no  spirit  is  left  in  the  earth,  Jildald 
suggests  that  the  following  test  be  carried  out.  A  small 
amount  of  the  earth  is  taken,  and  it  is  dropped  upon  a  hot 
plate.  If  it  emits  smoke,  then  the  process  of  distillation 
must  continue,  for  there  is  still  some  spirit  left  in  the 
earth.  And  if  there  is  no  smoke,  distillation  should  stop. 
The  oil  Which  is  dissolved  in  the  water  is  not  inflammable.. 
for,  If  a  drop  of  it  is  projected  upon  a  slightly  hot  platey 
it  will  tincture  th6  latter  -  inside  and  outside  -  with 
the  colour  of  pure  gold.  But  this  colour  is  not  permanent 
and  will  soon  fade  away. 
Sheikh:  "Then  you  have  reached  the  foodstuff  free  from 
the  accidental  portions  unsuitable  for  the 
metallic  species. 
11  Afterwards,  Purify  seven  more'  times  this 
moisture  in  which  the  dry  part  has  dissolved,  by 
means  of  the  finest  sieves,  and  throw  away  any 
It  must  be  noted  that  the  dry  part  or  the  earth,  to 
which  Jildak!  refers  herev  is  different  from  the  original 
dry  part;  for  it-.,  ýaas  changed  its  constitution  during  the 
course  of  the  operation,  The  same  holds  true  in  respect 
of  the  moist  part. 189 
sedimentary  residue  each  time,  until  the  liquid 
becomes  like  milk.  "(1) 
The  secret  of  thcceas--in.  --the  Art,  explains  Jildaki, 
lies  in  the  preparation  of  the  foodstuff  free  from  impurities. 
This  foodstuff  is  uninflammable,  and  it  originates  from  pure 
mercury  and  pure  sulphur.  Common  mercury  and  common  salphur 
are  not  suitable  for  the  purpose  of  producing  the  foodstuff, 
as  they  contain  plenty  of  impurities.  So  the  Sages  derive 
the  pure  mercury  and  the  pure  sulphur  from  'their  stone', 
after  removing  its  inappropriate  accidental  qualities.  Mercury 
and  sulphur  are  different  in  form,  the  former  is  soft  and 
spiritual,  and  the  latter  is  hard  and  earthy.  The  difficulty 
lies  in  combining  these  two  in  such  a  way  as  to  form  a  simple 
4cmogeneous  substance.  This  substance  is  liquid  and  is 
composed  of  two  natures.  It  must  be  sifted  seven  times 
until  all  the  impurities  which  were  mostly  added  to  it  in  the 
course  of  distillation  are  removed.  And  when  this  has  been 
achieved  it  appears  as  a  water  which  4resembles  in  purity  the 
easily  swallowable  milk,  It  is  the  divine  water  from  which 
whoever  drank  never  died.  And  it  is  the  first  child  and  is 
called  the  vipers'  saliva,  the  red  blood,  t1B  water  of  lifet 
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and  the  birdst  milk.  " 
jildak!  then  quotes  three  poems  from  SRhib  in  which 
the  properties  of  the  foodstuff  are  described.  Sahib 
says  that  the  material  of  the  foodstuff  is  fron.  tl-e  'two 
sulphurs'.  Jildaki  observes  that  the  'two  sulphurst  are 
the  same  as  'the  two  natures'.  According  to  ý&4ib  the 
foodstuff  resembles  water  In  its  appearance;  but  in  its 
interior  there  is  a  hidden  fire,  This  means,  comments 
(1) 
Jildaki,  that  the  foodstuff  has  the  nature  of  water  but 
its  effect  is  similar  to  that  of  fire.  Sihib  compares  the 
foodstuff  to  a  dragon  appearing  in  the  clouds,  and  also  to  a 
dancln6  viper.  The  reason  for  comparing  the  foodstuff  to 
dragon  and  viper  is,  explains  Jildaa,  that  it  is  quick  and 
moves  very  rapidly.  ý  And  just  as  the  dragon  appears  in  the 
clouds  so  the  foodstuff  is  formed  out  of  the  vapours  of 
distillation.  The  dancing  of  the  viper  represents 
metaphorically  the  effervescing  of  the  foodstuff  before  its 
evaporation.  Jildalil  explains  in  this  manner  a  few  other 
cryptic  analogies  of  SRhib  and  leaves  the  rest  to  be  under- 
stood  by  the  reader. 
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Sheikh:  "Then  tho  earth  from  which  this  moisture  has 
been  separated  Is  taken  and  is  placed  in  the 
aludel  A.  s  the  joints  Of  which  are  sealed,  while 
underneath  it  a  violent  refining  fire  is 
kindled.  A  stone-will  separate  from  the  earth: 
whites  pure  and  free  from  dross,  resembling 
silver  filings.  '  (1) 
The  stone,  i.  e.,  the  essence  or  the  garland  of  victory, 
which  separates  from  the  earth;  explains  Jildski,  is  free 
from  all  impurities.  It  has  the  nature  of  fire  and  possesses 
a  sound  constitution;  it  is  dry,  hot,  and  extremely  white. 
It  has  also  "the  nature  of  alum,  soda  salt,  sal  ammontac, 
natron,  and  the  calx  of  the  shell,  on  account  (ýf  its  being 
light.  Furthermore,  it  has  the  nature  of  the  calcinated 
(2) 
salt  and  the  like.  "  It  is  uninflammable  and  does  not 
emit  smoket  for  all  the  oils  of  the  earth  from  which  it  is 
derived  were  dissolved  in  the  water. 
Now,  whiteness  always  indicates  coldness.  Then,  why 
is  it  that  this  extract  is  both  white  and  hot?  The  answer 
is  that  it  is  cold  externally.  -but  it  is  hot  internally. 
Tr.,  P,  29;  Es,,  Vol,  I.,  P.  274. 
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It  is  a  white,  cold  earth  as  regards  its  exterior,  whereas 
it  is  a  red,  hot  sulphur  as  far  as  its  interior  is  concerned. 
If  it  were  possible  to  derive  this  stone  from  the  earth 
without  resorting  to  volatilisation,  no  ashes  would  have 
been  left  in  the  vessel.  But  as  it  isp  the  separation  of 
the  soft  part  of  the  earth  from  its  coarse  part  is  only 
brought  about  by  volatilisation.  The  soft  part  ascends  to 
the  top  of-the  vessel  and  adheres  to  the  cupola,  while  the 
coarse  part  remains  at  the  bottom  and  is  reduced  to  a  red 
crumbly  substance  from  which  no  benefit  is  derived.  The 
soft  part  acquires  stability  only  when  it  is  reincarnated 
in  a  new.  body.  The  separation  of  the  soft  part  of  the 
earth  from  its  coarse  part  is2  according  to  Jildaki,  that  to 
which  JRbir  referred  as  "the  major  operation.  " 
At  the  beginning  of  this  operation  the  fire  must  b 
very  gentle;  and  at  the  bottom  of  the  aludel  there  should  be 
some  'calcined  salt'  in  order,  to  prevent  the  fire  from 
burning  the  valuable  parts.  Different  kinds  of  fire 
produce  different  degrees  of  heat.  The  heat  which  is 
supplied  by  hot  ash  is  the  weakest,  then  comes  the  heat  of  a 
gentle  fire,  then  that  of  saw-dust,  then  that  of  reeds,  then 
is  Krausp  Xabir  b.  Ijayy'a-n,  Vol.  II.,, 
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that  of  a  single  splint  of  Peganum  harmala  (a  poisonous  plant 
of  Arabia),  then  that  of  two'  splints  of  the  wood  of  the  same 
plant,  then  that  of  three  small  splints,  and  finally  that  of 
three  large  splints.  In  the  course  of  refining,  tbe 
intensity  of  fire  is  gradually  increased,  and  by  the  time 
when  the  strongest  fire  is  used  all  the  soft  pert  of  the 
earth  has  ascended  to  the  top  of  the  vessel. 
The  duration  of  this  operation  is  seven  days,  although 
there  is  no  need  to  know  this.  Por,  according  to  Jildakip 
the  resemblance  of  the  stone  to  silver  filings  and  other 
indications  are  sufficient  to  enable  one  to  understand 
whether  the  operation  is  complete  or  not.  The  completion 
of  distillation  marks  the  end  of  the'revolution  of  Jupiter. 
So  the  end  of  this  operation,  that  is,  the  completion  of 
separation,  is  represented  by  the  revolution  of  Mars.  And 
at  this  stage  the  vegetable  state  Is  over.  We  started, 
continues  Jildakiv  by  operating  on  the  earth,  then  operated 
on  the  water,  and  now  we  are  dealing  with  the  extraction  of 
spirit,  that  is,  the  manipulation  of  the  air,  and  when  this 
is  finished  we  shall  operate  on  the  fire. 
Stupid  people,  taking  the  pronouncements  of  the  Sages 
at  their  face  valueo  try  to  extract,  and  purify  by  the 
refining  fire,  says  Jildaki,  the  scft  parts  of  the  mineral 194 
a 
substances..  such  as  sulphurs,  mercuriesp  and  arsenics. 
They  then  try  to  fix  these  extracts  in  th.  e  smelting  fire,  and 
they  believe  that  they  would  attain  their  object  if  they 
mix  them  with  'the  bodies'  and  Iceratel  them  with  'sharp 
waters'.  This  shows  that  only  intelligent  people  are 
capable  of  undorstanding  the  Art,  and  the  rest  are 
always  led  astray. 
Jildak!  then  describes  the  cleansing  action  of  the 
salts.  "And  we  say  that  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  salts 
possess  the  power  of  cleansing  all  substances  and  removing 
their  dirts,  and  the  Sages  make  soap  from  them.  Reflect 
upon  this  and  know  its  ingrodients,  so  that  yca  will  under- 
stand  the  purpose.  And  the  soap  is,  indeed,  made  of  soda 
(2) 
salt  and  gypsum.  "  All  kinds  of  clothes  are  cleansed 
with  soap,  no  matter  what  sort  of  dirt  they  are  contaminated 
with.  But  the  dirt  in  clothes  consists  mainly  cf  sweat 
which  comes  to  the-surface  of  the  skin  as  a"result  of 
digestion.  The  bodily  sweat  contains  some  'adhesive  oil', 
because  it  is  an  animal  product,  and  indeed  all  other  kinds 
of  dirt  which  pollute  the  clothes  consist  partly  of  some  sort 
of  adhesive  oil.  For  it  is  the  adhesive  oil  which  causes 
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the  dirt  to  attach  Itself  to  the  clothes.  If  the  soap  is 
exclusively  made  of  saltso  it  would  have  a  deleterious 
effect  on  the  hands  and  also  on  the  material  of  the  clothes 
because  of  its  'sharpness'.  So  the  Saiges  combine  'the  sharp 
water'  with  olive  oil  in  order  to  Orevent  the  former  from 
in.  juring  the  hands  or  damaging  the  material  of  the  clothes. 
The  sharp  water  is  combined  with  olive  oil  in  a  definite 
(1)  1 
proportion  and  thus  soap  is  produced. 
11  So  the  salts  possess  the  power  of  purification  and 
ablution,  while  the  sulphurs,  arsenics  and  mercuries  have  the 
power  of  excollent  tinctures  and  of  combination.  But  the 
mercury  is  unstable  in  fire  since  it  flies  away  from  the 
latter,  whereas  the  sulphurs  and  arsenics  ignite  by  fire, 
(21) 
because  of  what  there  is  in  them  of  inflammable  oils.  '  it 
is  not  difficult  to  see  in  the  inflammable  oil  of  Jildald  the 
terra,  pja&uLs  of.  Becher. 
, 
There  is  in  the  inflammable  oilsp 
according  to  Jildakl,  'a  sound  constituent"  which  is  not 
volatile  and  may  not,  thereforep  be  separated  by 
1.  It  will  be  observed  from  this  description  of  Jildak! 
- 
Is 
that  'the  sharp  water'  which  is  used  in  the  preparation 
of  the  soap  is  derived  from  salts.  In  this  respect  he 
uses  the  terms  'salts'  and  'the  sharp  water'  as 
synonyms. 
Ibid.,  p.  078. volatilization.  The  volatile  part  of  the  sulphurs  and 
arsenics  is  an  extract  of  their  earthy  constituentp  and  not 
an  extract  of  their  inflammable  oils.  But  if  it  were 
possible  to  separate  this  valuable  part  of  the  inflammable 
oil,  it  would  then  be  feasible  to  mix  it  "with  the  solvent 
bodies  and  the  pure  souls".,  whereupon  it  will  impart  to  them 
the  permanent  colours  which  indicate  the  actual  formation  of 
the  Elixirs.  Jildsk!  is  quick  to  point  out  that  only  the 
pure  sulphurs  and  arsenics  of  the  philosophers  lead  to 
success  and  no  benefit  Is  derived  from  common  sulphurs  and 
arsenics.  "And  by  sulphur  we  mean  the  oil  which  does  not 
burn,  and  similarly  by  arsenic  (we  mean)  the  white  earth 
and  by  mercury  the  fluid  soul.  So  understand  this;  and 
Slihib  al-6udar  has  referred  to  it  In  the  rhyme  of  nun(N).  11 
Jildeld  then  quotes  a  long  poem  of  ý&4ib,  in  which  the 
latter  compares  the  'garland  of  victory'  to  a  star. 
. 
"And 
know.,  "comments  Jildaki,  "that  the  Sages  have  given  numerous 
names  to  the  garland  of  victory,  They  have  called  it  the 
fire,,  alum..  generic  sal  ammoniac,  soda  salt,  salt,  lofty 
star,  bright  star,  Mars,  cutting  sword,  rennet,  spiritual 
body,  fiery  body-  combining  stone,  etc.  So  understand  the 
hints  of  the  Sages  and  their  secret  intentions!  "(1)  -,  "  .., 
(1)  Ibid.,  P.  280. 197 
Shei  kh:  "And  when  its  sediment  is  taken  from  the 
earthy  part  which  has  been  separated.,  it  will 
indicate  that  the  latter  ]-as  to  be  accompanied 
by  moisture.  And  as  a  consequence  of  this  it 
is  intensified  and  the  operation  may  completely 
finish,  if  Allah,  the  Exalted,  willeth.  '(l) 
In  this  passage.,  explains  Jildaklo  the  Sheikh  refers  in 
(2) 
a  crypt!  c  way  to  'the  stage  of  juvenescencel.  For,  when 
the  volatile  part  of  the  earth  ascends  to  the  top  of  the 
vessel  and  its  sedimentary  part  Is  thrown  away,  IT  the  water 
is  then  added  to  the  former  part,  it  will  effervesbe  and 
evaporate.  To  prevent  the  escape  of  the  water,,  moisture 
must  be  added  to  the  sublimed  part  of  the  earth;  and  this  is, 
according  to  Jildaki,  what  the  Sheikh  means  when  he  says: 
"it  will  indicate  that  the  latter  has  to  be  accompanied  by 
moisture.  "  And  that  which"is  intensified.  $  says  Jildaki, 
is  'the  acritude  of  the  water  and  its  heat.  "  Some  of  t  he 
Sages,  he  goes  on,  bave  dispensed  with  the  stage  of 
Es...  Vol.  I.,  p.  280  :  this  passap  does  not  appeiiiý-In 
pt. 
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juvenescence,  believing  that  'the  nature'  will  exert  its 
special  influence  in  the  second  operation  in  spite  of  the 
Omission  of  this  stage.  But  it  is  better  to  pass  thr  I ough 
this  stage  and  then  distil  the  water  once  more  so  that 
the  process  of  sepsration  becomes  complete.  Jildaki  quotes 
in  this  connexion  a  poem  of  Sýhib,  and  then  interprets  some 
of  the  terms  which  the  latter  employs  in  a  metaphorical  sense. 
"The  Sheikh  who  is  drowning  In  the  sea;  1says  Jildaki,  "is 
Pharoah  and  it  is  the  garland  of  victory  at  the  stage  of" 
Juvenescence.  And  the  fire  which  satisfies  the  thirst-of 
anyone  who  drinks  from  it  i-s  the  oil,  and  the  combustib! 
water  is  the  spiritual  vinegar  and  the  first  water.  " 
Shei  kh:  "When  this  comes  to  pass,  we  have  obtained  the 
prime  food-stuff,,  namely,  the  earth  and  the 
water.  Each  of  these  two  has  two  natures: 
thus  the  water  has  the  property  of  drynoss  from 
the  dry  part  (dissolved  in  it),  and  the  property 
of  moistnes3  inherent  in  itself.  "(1) 
The  Sages,,  -explains  Jildakit,  have  regarded  as  prime 
matter  anything  which  is  capable  of  entering  into  combination 
and  of  moulding  the  form.  The  food-stuff  of  the  Elixir 
resembles  the  chyme  which  is  hidden  in  the  roots  of  plants 
and  also  the  chyme  from  which  blood  is  formed  in  the  livor 
(1)  Tr.,  P,  30;  Es.,  Vol.  I.,  P,  282.  This  passage  is 
slightly  distorted  in  Es.,  and  the  meaning  is  thus 
rendered  obscure.  I  have  therefore  made  no  alteration  in 
the  translation  given  by  Holmyard. 199 
of  animals  .  And,  like  the  latter  chymes,  it  is  the  product 
of  five  stages  of  digestjon:  1.  mixing,  purification, 
and  pounding;  2.  first  putrefaction,  representing  the 
(1) 
mineral.  state;  3.  second  putrefaction  and  tamfil  ki, 
representing  the  vegetable  state;  4.  refining  of  the 
spirit;  and  5.  purification  of  the  earth  and  the  water, 
representing  the  stage  of  juvenescence.  At  the  completion 
of  the  five  stages  of  digestion  the  food-stuff  appears 
Olike  an  easily  swallowable  milkli.  appropriate  for  the 
pro  di  .  ction  of  the  Elixir. 
The  Sages.,  says  Jildaki,  spent  plenty  of  time  and  gave 
a  great  deal  of  thought  to  find  out  whether  there  is  among 
the  materials  in  the  world  a  substance  which  actually  possesses!, 
the  properties  of  the  Elixir.  They  discovered  that  there  is 
no  such  substance  in,  the  world,,  but  there  is  one,  the  stone, 
which  potentially  possesses  tIB  properties  of  the  Elixiiý. 
Now  obviously  it  is  not  possible  to  use  the  stone  in  its 
. natural  state:  it  must  to  treated  with  fire  so  that  itsý 
potantial  properties  may  become  actual.  And  . in  order  to 
protect  the  stone  against  the  destructive  action  of  fire,  "it 
is  mixed  with  substances  which  are  nct  combustible.  For 
combustible  substances  when  they  are  mixed  with  incombustibles 
1. 
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become  stable  in  fire. 
(1) 
Theriac,  Jildaki  goes  on,  is  used  as  an  antidote  to 
Counteract  the  influence  of  poison#  or  an  attack  of  disease. 
Similarly  the  Elixir  is  employed  to  cure  the  diseases  of 
the  metallic  minerals.  But  there  is  a  difference  between 
the  two:  the  ingredients  of  the  theriac  may  not  be  reduced 
to  their  elements  before  they  are  combined,  while  the 
Component  parts  of  the  Elixir  are-  purified  and  reduced  to 
their  elements  prior  to  their  combination.  And  after_the 
combination  of  its  component  parts..  the  Elixir  becomes  a 
-single  homogeneous  substance. 
As  regards  the  component  parts  of  the  Elixir..  they  are 
two  ;  earth  and  water.  The  earth  consists  of  two  bodies,  one 
is  "the  holy  earth  which  is  called  the  crown  (or  the 
Earland).  vl  and  the  other  is  "the  seedling  which  is  called 
the  laminated  tale  and  the  raw  gold.  '  The  water  consists 
of  two  natures,  one  Is  "the  Eastern  mercury  which  is  the 
spirit,  '  and  the  ot1jer  Is  "the  Western  mercury  vhich  is  the 
soul.  " 
The  water  is  dry  "because  it  passed  from  the  earthy 
form  to  the  watery  form,  then  to  the  giry  form  which  is  the 
Oilp  and  at  the  end  of  operation  to  the  fiery  form.  For  it 
is  in  the  nature  of  the  oil  to  become  the  material  of  fi  - r'e .  201 
and  transform  into  it.  And  the  nature  of  this  water  is 
the  nature  of  the  oil,  for  it  is  easily  transformed  into 
(1) 
the  fire.  "  The  property  of  moistness  isp  as  the  Sheikh 
saids  inherent  in  the  water.  That  is  because,  says  Jildaki, 
(2) 
the  water  is  'an  oily  fluid.  '  In  short,  the  water  has 
the  nature  of  the  airo  for  it  is  hot  and  moist#  the  property 
of  hotness  being  hidden  in  it.  The  properties  of  hotness 
and  moistness  are  also  possessed  by  "the  easily  swallowable 
(3) 
milk  (derived)  from  milk"  and  by  the  'Tdneral  gold.  ' 
Mdak!  then  quotes  a  passage  from  Mulýanunad  b.  'Umayl, 
in  which  the  latte:  ý  subscribes  to  the  opinion  that  the  earth 
Consists  of  two  bodies  and  the  water  of  two  natures.  The 
two  component  parts  of  the  earth,  according  to  him,  are  water 
and  fire:  2 
water  and  firee  But  fire  and  waterp  he  saysp 
3 
are  but  metaphorical  names  given  by  the  Sages  to  the  two 
constituent  parts  of  the  earth,  which  are  in  fact  bodies. 
As  regards  the  water  which  consists  of  two  natures, 
JIbn  lUmayl  says  that  it  is  a  'bearer'  for  colours.  It  is 
white  outside  and  red  inside,  1fCr  the  spirit  Is  hidden  in  it.  " 
He  mentions  in  ambiguous  terms  the  weight  of  the  water,  and 
Jildak!  undertakes-tb,,  elucidate  the  matter  In  the  second 
Es.,  Vol.  I,  P.  283.  Here  again  w6  find  the  terrO-' 
pinFuis  of  Becher. 
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volume  of  his  present  book.  lIbn  'Umayl  speaks  of  'the 
leaven  of  the  dough'  added  to  $their  second  body'.  Jildak! 
considers  'the  leaven  of  the  dough'  to  be  'the  generic  sal 
ammoniac'  which  is  added  to  'the  raw  body'.  since  the  latter 
is  'unleavened'; 
Here  JildalCi  quotes  a  poem  of  SRhib,  describing  the 
water  and  its  action  by  means  of  similes.  The  water,  says 
ý&hib,  seems  to  have  a  mantle  of  silk  brocade  adorned  with 
figures  and  embroidered  with  gold.  It  Is  the  being,  which 
helped  Satan  to  expel  Adam  and  Eve  from  the  'Middle  Spheral. 
It  kills  the  living  and  reanimates  the  dead.,  blackens  the 
white  and  whitens  the  black,  Jildek!  says  that  the  water 
to  which  S9hib  refers  is  'the  first  water  and  the  spiriiual 
vinegar',  and  it  is  also  'the  divine  water  with  perfect 
nature'.  For  these  two  waters  act  in  the  same  way,  and, 
moreover,  without  'the  first  water'  It  wcLuld  not  be  possible 
to  accompli-sh  'separation'  and  consequently  no  'divine  water' 
will  be  produced,  But  there  is,  of  course,  a  difference 
between  the  two  waters.  'The  first  water'  is  'sharper' 
than  the  'divine  water',  but  the  latter  is  more  oily  than  the 
former.  The  first  water  is  used  for  the  ablution  and  softenj 
ing  of  the  'hard  rocks',  while  the  divine  water,  because  of 
its  strong  oiliness,,.  is  employed  to  smelt  the  rocks  and 
combine  with  them,  giving  their  particles  stability  and firmness. 
The  Middle  Spherep  according  to  Jildaki,  "is  the  orbit 
of  the  sun  in  the  fourth  firmament  where  the  paradise  Is.  " 
And  Satan  is  the  element  of  fire  and  also  'the  hidden  natural 
fire'.,  for  it  is  in  the  nature  of  Satan  to  act  stealthily. 
Sýhib  compares  the  water  to  the  being  that  helped  Satan  in 
causing  the  descent  of  Adam  and  Eve  to  the  earth,  In  the 
same  manner,  Ji1dak-i  goes  on,  'the  first  water  and  the 
property  of  fieriness  cause  the  descent  of  the  male  and"It'he 
females  Uha  dissolution  of  their  partss  the  calcination  o.  A 
that  portion  of  them  which  has  to  be  calcified,  and,  in  short, 
the  purification  of  the  matter.  "  It  is  the  first  water 
which  kills  the  earth  for  the  first  time  and  blackens  it, 
and  it  is  the  divim  water  or  the  second  water;  which  hills  the 
earth  for  the  second  time  after  it  has  been  revived,  whitening 
it  at  the  same  time.  "The  Sages".  says  Jildski,  "have 
called  the  first  water  the  triangle,  the  strong  vinegar,  the 
salt,  ard  the  key.  " 
JIldaA  Men  quotes  Area  poem  from  Uilid,  a  passage 
from  A  j"4t  al-HayawAn  of  J5bir,  and  also  a  passage  from 
Hernes,  concerning  It-he  first  water'  or  the  vinegar, 
passage  quoted  from  Jý6bir-  is  to  the  following  effect: 
Vinegar,  says,  JgLbir,  is  used  in  the  preparation  of 
The 
'W"  different  things.  And  there  are  various  kinds  of  vinega 
- 
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t1is  strong  vinegar;  the  weak;  the  one  which  dissolves  some 
substancos  but  not  all;  the  one  which  dissolves  9,11 
substances  but  does  not  refine  them;  and  finally  the  one 
which  dissolves  all  substances  and  refines  them  at  the  same 
time.  The  latter  is  the  best-vinegar  and  It  is  employed 
in  the  preparation  of  the  ElIxIr4  This  vinegar  yields  the 
best  resultvd-on  it  is  very  sharp,  and  Is  free  from  oiliness 
and  implirities,  And  if  there  are  streaks  of  dirt  and 
blackness  in  it,  they  should  be  removed  with  the  help  of 
'another  soull,  until  it  becomes  tinctorial,  and  stable  in 
fire.  Vinegar  occupies  a  very  important  place  among  the 
substances  used  im.  the  Art,  and  acquisition  of  the  best  kind 
1. 
U 
of  it  resolves  most  of  the  difficulties  of  the  practitioner. 
HRlid  in  his  three  poems  quoted  by  Jildak!  describes-  the 
U. 
'strong  vinegar'  of  the  Seges  as  "the  solvent  and  the  washer 
of  turbidity.  "  He  considers  vinegar  as  a  very  important 
substance  used  in  the  Art.  He  says  that  the  Sages  have 
always  been  niggardly  in  their  references  to  vinegar,  and 
have  spoken  of  It  in  enigmatical  terms. 
The  pseudo-Hermes  describes  in  the  passage  quoted  by 
Jildsk!  the  preparation  of  vinegar.  'Mercury',  says  Hermes,  - 
"is  distilled  with  a  gentle  fire  until  it  becomes  yellow; 
1,  Es..,  Vol,  I..,  p.  286. 205 
and  the  sediment  is  colcined  until  it  turns  white,  And  then 
for  each  part  of  this  caix  nine  parts  of  the  water  is  taken, 
and  they  are  placed  in  a  glass  vessel  which  is  buried  in 
manure  for  a  week.  The  water  thus  acquires  the  pungent  taste 
(1) 
and  the  acritude  of  the  calx  and  becomes  a  volatile  vinegar.  ' 
Hermes  then  describes  the  properties  of  thisvinegar.  it 
blackens,,  whitens,  and  reddens;  at  the  beginning  of 
operation  it  is  used  for  dissolution,  and  in  the  end  for 
combination  or  coagulation  -  "it  is  the  key  of  operation,  " 
Sheikh:  'The  earth  also  has  two  natures;  one  of  them 
is  the  volatile  earth,  which  has  refined  away 
from  earthiness  -  it  is  hot  and  dry.  The  other 
is  the  residual  earth,  cold  and  dry,  and  in  this 
there  is  no  advantage  nor  miscibility;  It  is 
black  and-dry,  and  we  took  it  only  to  split  up 
this  prime  matter  and  divide  it.,  so  that  its 
earthiness  might  be  got  rid  of.  Concerning 
this  the  philosophers  said  'The  Arabs  will  not 
submit  tb  transport  rocks  nor  to  carry  mountains 
And  they  meant  thereby  only  this  earth  which  is 
cold  and  dryo.  profitless,  immiscible,  dark  and 
dull. 
IWEý  have  now  obtained  the  food-stuff  free  from 
all  obstructive  accidental  qualities.  "(2) 
"When",  explains  Jildaki,  "the  revolution  of  Mars  came  to 
an  end  and  the  garland  of  victory  become  visible  and  the 
soft  part  separated  from  the  coarse  part.  we  threw  away  the 
1, 
. 
Ibid.,  p.  287. 
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coarsepart,  for  it  was,  as  the  Sheikh  saidt  a  dark,,  dull, 
(1) 
and  profitless  earth.  "  The  world  of  the  Art,  Jildaki 
goes  on,  must  be  free  from  all  impurities,,  aril  that  is  why 
the  coarse  part  is  thrown  away  after  separation.  As  regards 
purity,  grandeur,  and  nobility,  the  Art  resembles  the  Arab 
race.  Arabs  do  not  submit  to  be  employed  as  slaves  like 
the  Sudanese;  or  as  beabts  of  burden  like  I  foreigners'. 
JildakI  greatly  enlarges  upon  this  subject,  i.  e.,  the 
superiority  of  the  Arab  race,  and  quotes  a  poem  from  ý94ib 
to  the  same  effect,  But  he  later  remarks  that  what  the' 
philosophers  meant  by  Arabs,  -ahen  they  said  "The  Arabs  will 
not  submit  to  transport  rocks  nor  to  carry  mounta'Ins',  was 
the  students  of  philosophy,  Arabs  as  well  as  foreiEners. 
With  regard  to  the  necessity  of  purifying  the  substances 
employed  in  the  Art,  Jildak-i  gives  three  quotations  from 
Y,.  al-IIbr9q  (The'Book  of  Combustion),  part  of  the  500  Books 
of  J-abir.  "There  are".  says  the  latter,  11  (two)  kinds  of 
1.  A  line  is  drawn  on  top  of  eight  words  in  p.  288  of  Es.  p 
including  the  Arabic  equivalents  of  the  five  words  under- 
lined  above.  On  the  right  margin  of  the  same  page  appear 
five  sums  and  on  the  left  one  sum.  These  sums  definitely 
represent  the  power  of  the  words  on  top  of  which  a  line 
has  been  drawnp  according  to  the  arithmetical  arrangement 
of  the  alphabet.  But  It  is  41.  fi'lcult  to  establish  which 
of  these  arrangements  has  been'l  employed..  for  there  have 
been  several  of  them,  each  favoured  by  a  number  of  writers. 207 
(1) 
combustion,  one  of  them  causes  pain  and  the  other,  refinement. 
For  it  (i.  e,  combustion)  is  either  sensuous  or  psychical, 
the  former  concerns  the  body  and  the  latter  pertains  to  the 
(2) 
spirit.  "  In  the  next  two  quotations  JUbir  considers 
the  spirit  to  be  immortal  and  therefore  immune  from  evil 
influences.  t  Accidental  qualities2  he  says,  afflict  the  body 
and  not  the  spirit,  the  latter  remains  at  all  times 
unaffected.  Now  one  of  two  things  may  happen  in  combustion: 
0 
either  t1w.  body  burns  away  completely  and  the  spirit  is  set 
entirely  freep  or  only  the  accidental  qualities  are  removed 
by  the  fire  and  the  body  is  left  in  a  healthy  state.  SO  in 
either  case  combustion  may  be  conAidered  beneficial  on  account 
of  its  purifying  effect.  Jildak!  praises  Vibir,  as  he  often 
does,  for  the  vastness  of  his  knowledge  and  the  correctness 
of  his  views.  Enlarging  upon  the  pronouncement  of  Mir 
with  regard  to  combustion,  Jildak!  says:  "Combustion  is  the 
cause  of  the  purity  of  the  body,  and  the  purity  of  the  body 
is  the  cause  of  its  association  with  the  spirit.,  and  the 
association  vilth  the  spirit  is  the  cause  of  the  love  of  the 
body  (for  the  spirit),  and  the  love  of  the  body  is  the  cause 
of  its  union  with  the  spirit,  and  this  union  makes  the  body 
1.  jtýel 
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spiritual  like  the  spirit,  and  when  the  body  becomes 
(1) 
spiritual  it  acquires  eternal  life  and  freedom  from  death.  '' 
Comparing  the  pure  substances  with  those  which  are 
impure,  the  Arabs  with  'foreigners' 
.  and  the  intelligent 
students  of  philosophy  with  the  stupid  commoners,  Jildald 
refers  to'a  verse  from  ý54ib  which  he  had  previously  quoted 
in  another  connexion  (see  p.  159  above)  : 
Mhat  a  differeno-e  between  the  two,  this  a  planet 
Which  revolves,  and  that  a  centre  for  the  centres.  " 
The  'centre  for  the  centres'  is  the  earth  which  is  trodden 
under  foot,  and  which  represents  the  impure  substanceso  the 
Ifore,  ignersI.,  and  the  stupid  people.  The-,  Iplanet  which 
revolves'  represents  pure  substances,  the  Arabs,  the 
philosophers,  the  sal  ammoniac,  and  the  garland  of  victory. 
The  distinction  which  Jildak!  draws  between  'the  earth'  and 
'the  planet'  is  in  harmony  with  the  Aristotelian  cosmology. 
Referring  to  the  statement  of  the,,  Sheikh  that  "The'-earth 
I  also  has  two  natures,  "  Jildaki  says  that  "this  earth  has  five 
propertiesý"  and  he  proceeds  to  describe  them:  1,  It  has  a 
soft,  fiery  and  boracie  sharpness,  and  on  mixing  with  the 
divine  water,  the  latter  acquires  this  property  snd  becomes 
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more  penetrating,  In  a  similar  manner  the  sharpness  of  the 
first  water  and  its  quality  of-calcification  and  disintegra- 
tion  is  increased  by  the  addition  orif  *'the  calx  of  the  first 
stone';  2.  It  bas  the  power  of  coagulation.,  and  it 
coagulates  and  combines  different  parts  of  the  Elixir,  just 
as  rennet  coagulates  milk;  3.  It  has  the  power  of  prevent- 
ing  the  pigment  dissolved  in  the  water  from  escaping; 
4.  It  is  penetrating;  subtle,  and  acts  as  a  leaven  for  the 
Elixir;  and  5.  It  has  the  power  of  uniting  the  body  with 
the  spirit  in  the  second  operation,  just  as  "the  philoncpherslý 
salt"  unites  the  male  and  the  fe-male  in  the  first  operation. 
So  both  the  earth  and  the  philosophers'  salt  act  as 
$mediators';  they  are  called  'the  two  sal  amnoniacsi.,  the 
latter  being  the  mineral  one. 
With  regard  to  the  tm  sal  ammoniacs,  Jildek!  gives. 
two  quotations  from  Hermes,  in  which  the  latter  describes 
their  properties.  Sal  amoniac,  says  pseudo-Hermes,  brings 
order  and  stability  to  the  world,  it  strengthens  the 
bodies  and  paves  the  way  of  success  for  the  philosophers. 
It  Jb  the  philosophers'  soap,  it  makes  the  bodies  white  and 
coagulates  the  souls  and  gives  protection  against  the 
destructive  action  of  fire,  In  the  next  passage  mcribed  to 
Hermes,  sal  ammoniac  is  considered  to  be  fiery  because  of 210 
its  acritude,  watery  because  of  its  easy  solubility,  airy 
because  of  its  lightness  and  volatility,  and  earthy  because 
of  its  aptitude  for  combination  and  coagulation.  "If  it 
possessed  also",  says  Hermes,  "the  oily..  sulphuric  nature 
from  which  all  the  colours  evolve,  it  would  be  perfect.  " 
After  obtaining-the  pure  food-stuff.,  tYa  philosophers, 
says  Jildaki,  "feed  their  embryo  and  plant  their  seedling  in 
their  earth",  as  was  mentioned  before. 
(1) 
Sheikh:  "It  has  three  powers:  the  power  of  tincturing, 
the  power  of  coagulating,  and  the'power  of 
dissolving  [penetration);  but  it  lacks  the  power 
of  retention  and  fixation.  Now  this  is  the 
nature  of  the  earths  so  we  must  substitute  for 
the  latter  this  stable  and  fire-resisting  metallic 
species,  which  will  bo  to  these  natures(nomely 
the  water,  the  air  and  the  fire)  in  plece  of  the 
earth.  Nay  rather,  It  is  the  earth  In  r6lation- 
to  the  other  three,  since  it  is  naturally  stable 
in  the  most  violent  fire.  It  also  resembles 
the  growing  plant-seedling,  while  these  three 
natures  will  be  like  food  [powerl  (2)  for  it'.  1(3) 
"The  power  of  tincturing,  "  explains  Jildaki,  "is  the 
spirit  carried  by  the  water;  the  power  of  coagulating  is  the 
(4) 
fire  present  in  the  nature  of  the  crown;  and  the'power  of 
1.  The  food-stuff. 
2.  Pt...  P.  24  :I  ý-j  15  ;  Es.,,  V01.  I.,,  p.  299  :  LSO 
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penetration  is  contained  in  the  sedate  and  penetrating  soul.  " 
The  isolated  food-stuff,  Jildak!  goes  ong  possesses  the  three 
powers  already  mentioned;  but  these  powers  or  spirits  are 
transient,  for  they  are  not  contained  in  a  body.  And  the 
only  possible  way  to  prevent  the  evanescence  of  a  spirit  is 
to  enclose  it  in  a  body.  Bodies,  on.  the  other  hand,  do  not 
reveal  their  characteristics  and  properties  except  through 
their  spirits.  % 
of  the  three  powers  possessed  by  the  food-stuff,  one  is 
fiery.,  the  other  airy,  and  the  last  watery.  But  these  three 
principles,  namely  firet  air  and  water  are  not  stable  and 
steady  when  they  are  left  alone.  Earth,  on  the  othOr  hand, 
is  the  principle  of  stability.  Therefore,  to  make  the  food- 
stuff  wholesome  and  perfect  an  appropriate  kind  of  earth  must 
be  added  to  it,  in  such  a  way  that  a  state  of  equilibrium 
is  reached  among  the  four  principles.  Thus  the  properties 
or  the  powers  of  the  food-stuff  become  stable  and  fixed, 
resisting  the  destructive  action  of  fire. 
Jildak!  says  that  the  food-stuff  tbus  prepared  is 
'the  stone'  to  which  BuyUn  al-Barham!  has  referred-in  his 
Ris  iLl  a.  He  quotes  the  relevant  passage  in  which  the  above- 
mentioned  properties  of  the  food-stuff  are-ascribed  to  'the 
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stone'.  The  passage  ends  with  these  words:  "it  is  the  real 
and  actual  son  of  the  fires  and  it  is  the  copper  which  has 
been  described  and  greatly  honoured  by  the  philosophers.  ' 
Jildak!  quotes  Heracliu3  as  saying  that  there  are  two 
kinds  of  water,  one  of  them  stable  and  the  other  volatile; 
and  just  as  the  volatile  water  is  made  stable  by  being  mixed 
with  the  stable  one,  so  the  evanescent  souls  are  made 
immobile  by  being  enclosed  in  bodies. 
Jildaki  then  gives  a  quotation  from  Mir's  Sarlý  K.  al- 
Ralýma  (Commentary  of  the  Book  of  MeKev  "Their  assertion", 
says  Mir,  "that  'The  living  dominates  the  dead,  '  means 
that  the  souls.,  as  has  been  said,  are  the  bearers  of  the' 
tinctures.  And  the  bodies  are  considered  by  the  Sages"as 
the  earth  on  which  the  tinctures  are  planted.  Bodies  are 
dead  things,  for  their  own  colours  are  of  no  values  but  the 
souls  which  they  embody  dominate  them.,  influence  them,  and 
give  them  tinctorial  power  in  so  far  as  they  themselves 
possess  it.  There  is  no  power  in  the  bodies  with  which  to 
influence  the  souls.  Bodies  are  carriers  of  accidental 
propertiest  such  as  the  tinctutes  of  the  souls.  Therefore, 
when  the  bodies  combine  with  the  souls  they  acquire  the 
tinctures  of  the  latter  and  give  them  stability.  And  for 
this  reason  it  is  said  that  'The  dead  imprisons  the  living'. 
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the  colours  of  the  soulsp  they  would  produce  no  effect., 
(1) 
but  after  they  are  tinctured  they  become  possessed  of  life". 
Here  Jildak!  quotes  a  poem  from  Sihib,  in  which  the 
latter  refers  to  Jabir  in  rather  unfavourable  terms.  The 
following  are  the  lines  in  question: 
'Do  not  beseech  the  dead  minerals  for  a  tincture, 
Even  the  permanent  kind  of  it  is  a  prey  to  fire  and 
is  perished  thereby. 
Pay  no  attention  to  the  words  of  Jibir, 
His  methods  destroy  what  you  have  already  got  firm 
in  your  hands.  "(2) 
Jildaki  says  that  §61ýib  did  not  intend  to  refute  Jabirt  but 
he  wanted  only  to  remind  the  student  of  the  Art  of  the 
possibility  of  being  misled  by  the  Jbbirian  writings.  For 
Jabir  himself  has  made  it  clear  in  all  his  books  that  a 
purely  literal  interpretation  of  his  words  would  be  misleading. 
In  the  first  place,  Jildak"!  goes  on,  ifibir,  according  to  his 
own  words,  was  in  the  habit  of  dispersing  his  accounts  of  a 
single  subject  over  a  great  number  of  books.  Secondly,  _his 
method  of  explanation  was  not  straightforward.,  and  only-"the 
adepts  would  be  able  to  understand  his  real  Intentions.  ￿￿ 
Reterring  again  to  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh  that  the 
1.  Es,...  Vol.  'I.,  P.  296. 
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food-stuff  "lacks  the  power  of  retention  and  fixation"  and 
"so  we  must  substitute"for  it  the  metallic  species,  which 
is  stable  and  fire-resisting.,  Jildak!  says  that  it  contains 
a  difficult  point  vhich  needs  to  be  explained.  The  apparent 
meaning  of  the  statement  in  question  is  that  the  refined 
substance  is  volatile  and  has  to  be  made  stable  by  the 
addition  of  the  species  referred  to.  But  the  use  of  the  term 
'substitute'  indicates  that  the  power  of  retention  was  alr,  eady 
present  in  the  food-stuff,  yet  because  of  its  being  corrupt 
and  ineffective  it  had  to  be  substituted  by  the  metallic 
species. 
Further,  Jildak!  thinks  that  in  the  above  statement  of 
the  Sheikh  there  is  an  implicit  reforence  to  *the  malcr 
animal  operation  in  which  the  operator  needs  neither  sal' 
ammonlac  nor  the  new  body.  "  This  operation,  continues 
Jildakl.,  has',  been  explained  by,  ifibir  in  his  K.  al-LDamir 
(The  Book  of  Secret  Thought)  and  other  books  included  in  the 
500  Books.  After  the  extraction  of  the  water  and  the  oil 
from  the  stone,  says  Jildski,  giving  an  account  of  the  views 
of  Jabir  with  regard  tothe  above-mentioned  operation,  the 
black  sediment  which  remains  contains  neither  spirit  norý 
tincture.  This  sediment  is  treated,  in  the  major  operation, 
Ibid.,,  P,  297 
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with  the  white  wator  until  all  its  impurities  burn  away  and 
only  a  pure,  white,  stable,  uninfla,,  mmable,  silvery  qRr-like 
portion  of  it  remains.  "A  single  part  of  this  portion 
tinctures  from  50,000  to-250,000  parts,  and  one  part  of  the 
least  powerful  kind  of  it  tinctures  12tOOO  parts.  And  for 
this  reason  it  is  described  as  animalic.,  which  represents  the 
rank  of  those  who  have  reached  to  the  end  of  philosophy  and 
contrary,  they  return  the  do  not  require  a  new  body.  O'n'  i", 
souls  to  the  body  from  which  they  have  been  extracted,  after 
(2) 
they  have  adorned  it  with  stability.  "  But  this  operation 
takes  a  long  time,  and  it  is  very  difficult  to  whiten  the 
earth  and  remove  its  impurities  lust  after  the  extraction  of 
a 
Ats  souls.  So  the  Sages  prefer  to  heat  the  sediment  and 
derive  from  it  an  extract  called  sal  a,,  inaonlac,  which  they 
enclose  in  a  new  body,  substituting  the  old  one. 
With  regard  to  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh  that  the 
'metallic  species'  acts  kin  place  of  the  earth"  (lit  :  like 
the  earth),  Jildak!  says  that  it  admits  of  two  interpretationa. 
In  the  first  place,  it  may  imply  that  the  'metallic  species' 
and  'the  earth'  are  one  and  the  same-thing.  Secondly,  the 
statement  in  question  may  only  mean  that  the  metallic  species 
1.  See  P,  11  -  above  :  it; 
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is  like  earth.,  "Just  as  the  stonets  water  is  like  water  and 
its  air  like  air  and  its  fire  like  fire,  and  there  is  no 
doubt  as  to  its  being  stable,  in  the  most  violent  fire.  " 
The  explanation  of  Jildakl  as  to  the  respect  in  which  the 
metallic  species  "also  resembles  the  growing  plant-seedling"i 
is  by  no  means  illuminating.  He  attaches  special  signifi- 
cance  to  the  term  lalsot.  It  seems  to  be  clear  that  as  the 
Sheikh  had  compared  'the  metallic  species'  to  'the  earth', 
so  he  preceded  his  propovition  concerning  its  similarity 
to  'the  growing  plant-seedlingi  with  the  term  'also'. 
Jildak!  agrees  with  this  explanation  only  half-heartedly, 
He  says  that  the  use  of  the  term  'also'  may  imply  that  there 
was  another  simile  intentionally  left  out  by  the  Sheikh. 
And  he  takes  that  whereunto  'the  metallic  species'  is 
primarily  likened  to  be  'the  divine  water',  for  the  latter  Is 
as  necessary  for  cuLtivation  of  gold  as  'the  growing  plant- 
seedling'  is.  I 
The  'three  natures'  which  according  to  the  Sheikh  "Will 
be  like  power"for  the  metallic  species  are  the  fire..  the  air 
and  the  water,  representing  respectively  the  three  powers  of 
coagulation,  penetration  and  tincturing. 
Sheikh:  'For  the  white  earth  will  be  in  place  of  the 
ground,  and  the  water  which  has  combined  with 
the  drynois  will  be  like  the  food  material; 
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be  derived  and  the  moist  will  unite  with  the  dry,, 
and  all  the  food  will  be  changed  into  that 
species  which  is  grown  in  it,  since  the  unsuitable 
accidental  quality  is  no  longer  present.  And 
the  whole  will  be  converted,  by  gentle  fire  and 
little  moisture,  into  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness.  *(' 
Jildakits  explanation  of  the  above  passage  is  short  and 
consists  mainly  of  reiteration  of  the  Sheikh's  words. 
Referring  to  the  Sheikh's  statement  that  "the  moist  wi]L1 
unite  with  the  dry".,  Jildak!  says  that  this  union  will  result 
in  the  apparition  of  colours.  He  conillers  the  'gentle  firof 
to  which  the  Sheikh  refers  to  be  the  'fire  of  putrefaction' 
which  coagulates  the  spirit  and  tYe  soul.  If  a  violent 
fire  is  used  before  the  completion  of  coagulation,  the  " 
moisture  will  evaporate  and  ascend  to  the  top  of  the  vessel, 
and  consequently  the  Operation  will  end  in  corruption. 
Sheikh:  "It  is  necessary  that  you  should  know  that  the 
prim  matter  for  this  metallic  species  is  mis- 
cible  in  the  natural  untreated  state;  and  you 
must  dissolve  it  and  unloosen  its  combination 
with  a  generative  unloosening,  ýnd  not  a 
corrupting  one,  so  that  it  may  not  be  prevented 
from  mixing  and  may  not  lose  its  specific 
nature. 
"Have  you  not  considered  mercury  -  how  it 
mixes  with  the  two  leads  and  other  bodies  in 
their  natural  state?  But  if  you  calcine  one 
of  these  bodies  or  dissolve  it  with  a  corrupt 
dissolving,  the  mercurý  is  prevented  from 
mixing.  It  is  therefore  necessary  that  the 
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decomposition  and  solution  should  be  generative 
and  not  corrupting.  ft  (1) 
The  prime  matter  of  the  metallic  species,  because  of  its 
hardness,  explains  Jildaki,  may  not  be  used  as  a  food  before 
the  unloosening  of  its  combination.  And  the  unloosening 
of  the  combination  must  be  generative  and  not  corrupting, 
so,  that  while  the  impurities  of  the  species  are  removed,  its 
form  and  specific  nature  remain  constant.  Moreover,  a 
generative  unloosening  makes  the  prime  matter  capable  of 
entering  readily  into  combination,  whereas  a  corrupting 
unloosening  may  destroy  the  adhesive  moisture  contained  in 
the  species  and  prevent'ýthe  latter  from  mixing  with  other 
substances,  such  as  the  mercury. 
That  is  all  Jildak!  has  to  say  concerning  the  above' 
quotation  from  the  Sheikh. 
Sheikh:  "An  example  of  corrupt  decomposition  is 
copper  whIch  has  been  converted  into  verdigris 
and  then  dissolved  to  a  green  solution  -  that 
is  a  corrupt  decomposit.  Lon,  An  example  cf  a 
good  decomP6sition  and  solution  is  found  in  the 
moisture  which  enters  upon  the  &,  yness  in  the 
atomach  and  is  raised  to  the  liver  free  from 
all-impurities;  it  mixes  with  the  animal,  and 
that  food  becomes  part  of  it,  nay,  rather  it 
becomes  another  animal,  and  afterwards  is 
raised  to  the  breast  of  the  woman  as  easily 
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swallowed  milk,  where  the  child  is  fed-with  it, 
and  it  mixes  with  him  and  makes  him  grow  and 
get  larger  and  increases  his  limbs. 
"And  if  it  be  not  thus,,  then  it  is  a  bad 
decomposition  and  not  a  proper  one.  But  if 
it  be  thusp  we  have  completed  the  qualitative 
part  of  the  second  section  of  the  first 
operation,  and  now  have  the  substance  in  which 
is  grown  that  vegetable  plant,  nay,  rather, 
mineral  plant,  if  Allah  (may  He  be  exalted.  ) 
will.  So  understand.  "  (1) 
Jildak!  begins  his  explanation  here  by  praising  the 
Sheikh  for  his  orderly  treatment  of  the  successive  stages  of 
operation.  He  believes  that  no  one  else  besides  the  Sheikh 
has  dealt  with  the  subject  in  such  a  systematic  manner.  He 
believes  also  that  the  Sheikh  has  revealed  in  his  book  a 
substantial  part  of  the  operations  which  other  authors  kept 
secret.  And  he  expresses  the  hope  that  his  own  book  would 
complete  and  supplement  that  of  the  Sheikh,  leaving  nothing 
untold. 
The  conversion  cf  copper  into  verdigris  constitutes  an 
example  of  corrupt  decomposition,  because,  according  to 
(2) 
Jildaki,  the  process  is  not  reversible.  As  regards  the 
combination  of  the  moisture  with  the  dryness  in  the  storýich, 
to  which  the  Sheikh  refers  as  an  example  of,  good  decomposition, 
Jildaki  makes  allusions  to  the  account  he  gave  before  of 
1.  Tr.,  p.  -31  ;  Es.,  VOI.  I.,  P.  Z01. 
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digestion  and  reproduction. 
v  He  then  quotes  the  K.  Sarh  al-Rahma  of  Mir  in  connexion  .  (1) 
with  the  importance  of  decomposition.  The  latter  says 
that  decomposition  is  indispensable,  and  the  souls  would  not 
enter  the  bodies  nor  would  the  bodies  receive  the  souls  prior 
to  decomposition. 
(2) 
JildalCi  says-that  there  are  three  kinds  of  decomposition 
(or  dissolution):  1.  'Decomposition  by  evaporation  in 
aludels,  bowls,  and  the  likes.  This  itself  Is  of  two 
kinds  :  a)  by  calcination  and  combustion;  b)--,  by  corrosion 
and  putrefaction.  2.  Decomposition  by  dissolution  in  tho 
water  until  all  the  principal  parts  of  the  substance  or'some 
of  them  are  converted  into  a  limpid  water.  This  dissolution 
may  or  may  not  be  accompanied  by  corrosion.  Z.  Cerationo 
that  is,  the  liquefaction  of  the  substance  by  heating  and 
(Z) 
perspiration,  and  by  mixing  the  parts  cnd  melting  them  In 
bowls  over  a  gentle  fire. 
Jildak!  here  quotes  a  poem  from  ý4ib  concerning  ceration. 
But,  as  Jildak!  himself  remarks,  there  is  nothing  in  this 
Jildaki  :  mtý-jt  -  ILA011-11J13  ;..  Mir  J*".  11J-*OOA1 
It  appears  that  Jildak!  thought  that 
LA;  ý  is  the 
same  as  9  at  least  in  this  particular  instance.  J-1  LO-11 
Lit 
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poem  which  relates  to  ceration,  apart  from  the  allusion  in 
the  opening  line. 
'Under-stand  the  ceration,  for  behold! 
Its  understanding  is  the  desire  of  every  disciple.  '$ 
In  fact,  ýK4ib  himself  concedes  that  he  could  not  describe 
the  process  of  ceration,,  for  it  comprises  everything  in  the 
Art. 
"Our  Art  is  hidden  in  it,.  just  as 
Our  corporeal  forms  are  hidden  in  the  sperms!  ' 
Jildaki  ignores  the  cautious  attitude  of  Salýib  and  proceeds 
to  describe  the  different  kinds  of  ceration.  There  are,  he 
(1) 
says,,  five  kinds  (or  ways)  of  ceration,  namely,  pounding, 
softening  (or  moistening)..  decomposition  (or  dissolution), 
(2) 
coction  (or  maturing),  and  coagulation  (or  combination). 
These  five  operations,  Jildak-i  goes  on,,  include  every  process 
(3) 
in  the  Art  with  the  exception  of  ev6poration,  'for  the 
1.  eý;, 
:  The  account  which  follows  shows  that 
what  Jildak!  meant  was  the  different  stages  of  ceration. 
2..  1-I-  JýLJ) 
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letter-is  not  a  requisite  part  of  the  ceration!  t  And 
the  reason  why  there  is  no  need  of  evaporation  is  that 
(1) 
purification  of  the-substance  13  not  necessary  in  ceration. 
Nevertheless,  distillation  is  included  in  ceration,  because 
#some  drops  of  the  waterl  must  be  added  to  the  compound  in 
order  to  remove  its  rust  and  prevent  it  from  being  burned 
by  the  fire. 
Vol.  I.,  Book  III. 
CHAPTER  I:  Explanation  of  the  first  section  of  the 
third  pi-rt.  on  the  manner  of  the  first  part  of  the  second 
operation  (this  concerns  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness): 
Sheikh:  "Know,  may  Allah  have  mercy  on  thee,,  that  the 
method  of  the  Chemical  Work  is  divided  (into 
two  operations,  and  each  of  these  is  divided)(3) 
into  two  other  operations.  We  have  already 
described  the  two  parts  of  the  first  operation, 
and  will  now  describe  the  two  parts  of  the 
second  operation,  beginning  with  the  first  of 
them;  this  is  the  preparation  of  the  Elixir  of 
Silver.  We  shall  first  explain  the  quantitative 
part  and  then  the  qualitative.  Know,  may  Allah 
have  mercy  on  thee,  that  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness 
is  composed  of  parts  various  in  weight,  and  of 
four  equivalent  nature  of  the  two  earths,  one 
pirt;  of  the  water,  I  parts,  and  of  the  air 
1,  parts.  As  for  tig  two  earths  one  of  them 
ia  salt  and  the  other  a  vegetable  plant.  The 
11 
2. 
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whole  is  well  mixed  and  placed  In  a  vossal 
appropriate  thereto  upon  a  hatching  fire,  and 
heated  for  the  time  which  Allah  wills,  after 
which  there  appears  in  it  Ft  colour  differing 
from  its  ovin  colour,  and  it  becomes  a  bleak 
amber.  '(1) 
The  statement  of  the  Sheikh,  explains  Jildckl,  poses 
five  questions..  namely,  the  weights  of  the  parts  of  the 
compound,  the  suitable  apparatus  for  the  operation,  the 
manner  of  combination,  the  intensity  of  fire,  and  the  duration 
of  the  operation,  As  regards  the  weights,  Jildsk!  proposes 
to  examine  tba  matter  in  the.  second  volume  of  his  present 
book.  With  regard  to  the  duration  of  the  operation,  he 
says  it  is  seven  days  ,  the  reason  being  that  the  Arabic 
equivalent  of  the  clause  "heated  for  the  time  which  Allah 
wills"consists  of  seven  words.  The  manner  of  combination 
is  similar,  according  to  him,  to  the  first  combination  and 
the  mixing  of  the  earth  with  the  water.  The  rest  of  the 
questions  referred  to,  says  Jildalzf,  have  been  dealt  with 
in  the  course  of  -the  present  book.  He  adds  that  the  black 
colour  which  appears  in  the  second  operation  is  more  agro'eable 
thsn  that  of  the  first. 
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Sheikh:  "Or  often  the  ashes  at  this  -stage  become 
black  with  a  permanent  yellow  in  it!  I(l) 
The  first  part  of  the  second  operationt  explains 
jildaki,  represents  the  beginning  of  the  fructifying  and 
harvesting  period.  And  just  as  bread  may  be  eaten 
unleavened  and  certain  fruits  may  be  constuned  unripe.,  so  the 
product  of  the  Art  at  this  immature  state  may  be  made  use  of 
with  a  measure  of  success.  If,  for  example,  it  is  projected 
upon  silver,  it  will  tincture  the  latter  imperfectly  with 
the  colour  oFf  gold.  Here,  Jildek!  quotes  a  verse  from 
Hilid 
"four  first  blackness  if  you  understand, 
Contains  riches  for  the  one  in  poverty.  It 
'Your  first  blackness',  comments  Jildski,  does  not  refer  to 
the  blackness  in  the  first  operation,  but  to  the  first 
blackness  in  the  second  operation,  as  in  the  latter  operation 
there  is  another  blackness  which  follows  the  first.  This 
second  blackness  is  actually  red  and.  purple,  for  blackness 
is  concentrated  redness.  The  aim  of  the  first  operation  is 
decomposition,  while  that  of  the  second  operation  is 
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generation.  It  is.  therefore.,  evident  that  the  blackness 
which  denotes  richness  and  prosperity  comes  from  generation 
and  not  decomposition.  And  the  yellow  colour  which  evolves 
from  the  blackness  associated  with  6cnoration  will  never 
fade  away. 
Now  Saturn  represents  the  black  colour,  and  contrasting 
the  blackness  of  the  first  operation  with  that  of  the  second, 
Jildak!  explains  when  this  planet  is  auspicious  and  when  it 
I 
is  ill-omened,  Saturn,  he  says,  moves  slowly,  and  the 
period  in  w1iich  it  is  considered  to  be  lucky  is  associated 
with  its  direct  motion  and  with  its  occupying  a  definite 
position  in  respect  to  the  two  fires  (i.  e.  sun  and  moon). 
In  this  connexion  Jildald  quotes  one  quatrain,  a  couplet, 
and  an  ode  from  ýh4ib;  an  ode  from  K.  91-Firdaws  (The  Book 
of  Failadise)  of  Mid;  and  a  passage  from  K.  al-Sab  ea 
(The  Book  of  Seven  Metals)  of  J&bir.  As  the  passage  from 
J&bir  includes  all  the  main  points  described  in  the  above- 
mentioned  poems  of  S&hib  and  Hilid,  it  is  desirable  to  give 
a  complete  translation  of  it  bare. 
"Knows  that  Saturn  'is  most  ill-omened  and  the  sun  is 
most  auspiýious,  and  the  light  of  all  pisnets,  including 
Saturns  is  derived  from  the  sun.  And  has  Saturn  ever  been 
in  quadrature  with  the  sun  and  (at  the  same  time)  In  oppo- 
sition  with  the  moon?  It  lies  not  even  been  near  to  this 226 
aspect,,  and  it  will  never  happen  to  be;  but  it  has  been 
in  direct  opposition.  However,  if  the  sun  were  facing 
it  on  the  right  and  the  moon  were  turning  away  from  it  on 
the  left,,  Saturn  would  change,  in  the  twinkling  of  an  eye, 
from  being  ill-omened  to  being  lucky.  For.,  for  an  hour 
the  sun  faces  It  Lnd  clothes  it  in  light  and  splendour. 
And  since  the  face  of  the  sun  is  turned  towards  Saturn,  we 
say  that  the  sun  faces  it  on  the  right  and  the  moon  on  the 
(2) 
opposite  side.  " 
/ 
Referring  to  the  significance  of  Saturn's  change  of 
presagep  Jildak!  says  that  some  of  the  words  of  the  Sages 
admit  of  different  interpretations,  and  that  he  has  tried  in 
his  present  book  to  give  only  those  explanations  which  would 
take  the  reader  nearer  to  the  heart  of  the  matter,  So  he 
proceeds  to  describe  the  full  iýnport  of  the  change  of  omen 
which  b9falls  Saturn.  In  this  connexion..  he  refers  to  the 
possibility  of  removing  the  accidental  qualities  of  the 
imperfect  metals,  repeating  mainly  his  previous  arguments 
in  different  words. 
-He  reminds  us  of  the  Sheikh's  statement  that  the 
defective  in.  -Itals  attain  to  the  state  of  perfection  either  by 
I*  i4.  :  meaning  also  :  for  a  short  while. 
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the  acticn  of  fire  or  by  the  help  of  the  Elixir.  The 
reason  why  the  Sheikh  discounted  the  action  of  fire  ývaq 
that  a  gentle  one  would  require  a  very  long  time  before  it 
became  effective,  while  P  violent  fire  would  be  too 
destructive.  With  regard  to  the  action  of  fire,  Jildald 
has  something  new  to  say.  'The  nature',  he  says#  would 
produce  no  effect  on  imperfect  metals  after  they  have  been 
taken  out  of  their  mines.  For  while  they  are  in  their 
mines  the  action  of  'the  natural  on  them  is  supportod  ty 
'the  sulphur  and  the  mercury  combined,  "  until  in  the  end, 
whsii  they  become  gold,  'the  natural  ceases  to  have  any  effect 
on  them.  But  if  before  they  reach  the  state  of  perfection 
they  are  attacked  by  accidental  qualities  or  are  unearthed 
by  excavators,  they  stop  developing  any  more,  Silverp 
for  example,,  if  it  comes  from  a  gold  mine,  may  yield  a 
(2) 
small  amount  of  gold  on  'decomposition';  but  if  it  comes 
from  an  ordinary  silver  mine  or  any  other  mine  except  gold, 
no  gold  may  be  extracted  from  it. 
There  are,  Jildsk-i  continuess  only  two  ways  Of 
transforming  silver  into  goldo  after  it  has  been  dug  out  Of 
its  mine.  "The  first  one  is  to  cerate  it  with  the  water  of 
1.  Meaning  heat  and  moisture. 
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the  tive  gums,  and  the  second  is  through  the  second  combina- 
(2) 
tJ,  on  by  mixing  (it  with)  certain  red  bodies  in  the  smelting 
fires  as  it  would  (willingly)  receive  the  Elixir  of  Redness 
(3) 
in  the  smelting  fire.  "  It  is  impossible,  in  spite  of 
tb,  e  statement  of  the  Sheikh  to  the  contrary,  to  transform 
silveil  into  gold  by  the  action  of  fire  alone  whilelthe 
nature'  has  ceased  to  exert  any  influence.  The  Sheikh,  we 
remember,  discounted  the  gentle  fire  only  because  it  took 
many  years  before  it  produced  any  result,  whereas  Jildski 
believes  that  the  gentle  fire  is  of  no-use  at  all.,  whatever 
the  duration  of  operation.  As  regards  the  violent  fire 
Jildak!  agrees  with  the  Sheikh  that.,  although  it  destroys  the 
greater  part  of  the  silver,  It  tinctures  a  tiny  fraction  of 
it  with  the  colour  of  gold.  But  perhaps,  says  Jildak-i. 
the  Sheikh's  reference  to  the  effect  of  the  gentle  fire  was 
no  more  than  a  metaphor.  According  to  the  Sheikh  silver  is 
transformed  into  gold  either  by  the  action  of  fire  or  by  the 
use  of  'the  drug'.  But  the  most  celebrated  Sages,  Jildsk-i 
goes  on,  have  expressed  the  opinion  that  the  transformation 
takes  place  either  by  operation,  which  is  the  same  as  the  use 
of  'the  drugl,  'or  by  balancing  the  constitution  of  the  silver, 
1. 
____ 
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that  ia,  by  mixing  it  with  certain  pure.,  red..  fusible  bodies 
in  the  smelting  fire,  The  Sheikh  denied  that  the  latter 
method,  which  includes  the  mixing  of  different  metals,  would 
produce  any  result.  He  considered  elementary  minerals 
incapable  of  effecting  any  transformation:  11  So  that  which 
(1) 
we  seek  is  not  to  be  found  among  the  elementary  minerals.  0 
Jildak!  agrees  with  the  SheLkh  in  one  respect  and  disagrees 
with  him  in  another.  He  admits  that  none  of  the  metals 
has  extra  colour  to  tincture  others;  nevertheless  he 
believes  that  it  is  possible  to  give,  for  ex9nplej  to  the 
gold  the  extra  colour  required  to  tincture  the  silver. 
SimilvLrly,  it  is  possible  to  increase  the  tinctorial  power 
of  the  silver.,  so  that  it  becomes  capable  of  giving  its  own 
white  colour  to  the  copper  without,  however,  being  reciprocal- 
0 
ly  influenced  by  the  latter.  And  if  all  the  impurities  and 
accidental  qualities  of  copper  were  removed,  so  that  it 
became  white  like  silver,  or  red  like  gold,  it  would  then  be 
possible  to  mix  the  white  copper  with  silver,  or  the  red 
copper  with  gold  in  sucil  a  way  that  a  permanent  unity,  immune 
from  the  smelting  fire,  is  achieved  and  copper  is  elevated 
to  the  rank  of  silver  or  gold.  In  the  same  manner,  iron  may 
be  transformed  into  either  silver  or  gold.  And  all  this  is 
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done  according  to  an  'equalizing  measure#.  Verdigris 
(2) 
produced  from  pure  copper  and  also-'saffron  of  Iron'  may  be 
(3) 
used  to  impart  "a  good  and  permanent  colour'  to  silver. 
Lead  also  may  be  transformed  into  silver  or  gold;  'the  bIsck 
(4)  (5) 
lead'  beine  nearer  to  Redness  and  'the  leadIp  nearer  to 
Whiteness.  The  caration  of  silver,  the  caration  of  gold, 
the  coagulation  of  volatile  substances,  the  extraction  of 
sulphur  and  mercury  from  molten  and  purified  bodies,  and  a 
proportionate  mixing  of  these  bodies  some  of  them  with  others, 
are  all  operations  which  contribute  to  the  apparition  of 
the  Red  and  the  White  colours.  But  the  Sagesp  says  Jildakig 
have  been  reticent  and  enigmatic  in  con.  nexion  with  the  questior 
of  imparting  permanent  coloursp  because  they  have  considered 
it  to  be  very  important. 
Getting  back  to  the  original  question  of  Saturn's  change 
of  omen,  Jildaki  says  that  the  Sages  have  not  the  slightest 
doubt  that  Saturn  is  ill-omened  in  'the  first  combination' 
1.  J..  J5 
Ferric  oxide,  Fe  0 
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and  auspicious  in  'the  second  combination'.  For  it  is  in 
the  latter  combination  that  'the  two  fires  I.,  by  which  are 
meant  the  spirit  and  the  soulp  join  Saturn,  which  metaphoric- 
ally  represents  the  earth.  And  when  the  earth  which 
consists  of  two  bodies  is  moistened  with  the  water  composed 
of  two  natures,  the  compound,,  after  being  heated  on  a  fire 
of  definite  intensity,  becomes  black.  This  blackness,  in 
contrast  with  the  one  which  results  from  the  first  operation, 
,  is  auspicious,  good.,  and  beneficial  to  the  practitioner  of 
'the  Art;  supplying  his  needs  and  rescuing  him  from  poverty. 
And  if  so  much  benefit  may  be  derived  from  the  green  fruit  of 
the  Art  -  for  we  are  still  at  the  beginning  of  the  second 
operation  -  one  could  imagine  what  great  riches  will  result 
from  the  acquisition  of  the  ripe  fruit.  And  when  a  Sage 
acquires  the  ripe  fruit  of  the  Art;  he  wastes  not  one  single 
day,  nay,  an  hour  before  he  starts  deriving  benefit  from  it. 
The  manner  of  projection  of  the  Elixir  and  also  the 
problem  of  weights,  says  Jildaki,  will  be  discussed  in 
another  place  in  this  book.  The  problem  of  weights,  he  goes 
on,  has  been  discussed  by  JAbir  in  his  Kit!  Lb  al-Maw'a-zin  (The 
Book  of  the  Balances),  which  in  itself  "consis-ts  of  one 
hundred  and  forty-four  books.  "  The  accounts  given  by 
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but  In  most  cases  they  are  obscure  and  hard  to  be  understood. 
The  most  important  part  in  the  Artv  Jildak-i  continues, 
is  the  problem  of  removing  the  impurities  and  the  accidental 
qualities,  to  which  JAbir  has  referred  in  a  number  of  his 
a 
books  including  :  K.  al-Sab  a  (The  Book  of  the  Seven), 
K.  al-MizKj_  (The  Book  of  Hiiing),  K.  al-ýudUd  (The  Book  of 
Definitions),  K.  al-Mum&tala  wa  al-MuqAbala  (The  Book  of 
Similitude  and  Opposition).  His  other  book,  K.  al-'Als-ad 
al-SabOa  (The  Book  of  the  Seven  Metals),  which  Nvas  mentioned 
before,  'deals  partly  with  the  combinations  of  the  parts  of 
the  atone  and  partly  with  the  combinations  of  the  parts  of 
the  pure  metals.  "  Here  again  Jildak!  praises  Mir  and 
states  that  neither  those  who  came  before  him  nor  those  who 
followed  him  reached  to  his  eminent  position  in  the  Art. 
Sheikh:  "It'is  necessary  that  its  incubation  should 
be  continued  by  a  gentle  hoat  until  the  black- 
ness  vanishes  spontaneously.,  without  any 
addition  in  the  quantitative  way,  and  the 
substance  becomes  whitep  transparent,  shining, 
easily  fusible  and  miscible  and  diffusible  and 
soluble  and  extensible.  One  part  of  it  will 
tincture  antunlimited  amount  of  the  two 
coppers  or  the  two  leads;  it  will  also  rectify 
mercury. 
"This  is  the  Elixir  of  Silver,  and  forms*the 
first  part  of  the  second  operation.  After  - 
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second  operation,  treating  it  completely  and 
fully,  if  Allah  be  willing.  "(1) 
-) 
Before  proceeding  to  explain  the  above  passage,  Jildakli 
prefers  to  say  something  more  concerning  the  apparition  of  the 
b1ack  bolour,  The  appearance  of  blacknesst  he  says,  signi- 
fies  combination  and  domination  of  the  earthts  nature  over 
the  three  other  natures.  Now,  vhat  is  the  reason  for  the 
appearance  of  the  black  colour  and  why  does  it  prevail  over. 
all  others?  There  are,  Jildak!  explains,  four  principal 
colours,  namely,  white,  black,  red  and  yellow.  White  has  the 
nature  of  the  water,  black  that  of  the  earth,  red  that  of  the 
air..  and  yellow  that  of  the  fire.  And  when  all  the  four 
(2) 
natures  combine,  the  white  colours  "because  of  its  lightness,,  " 
penetrates  into  the  oth3r  three  and  disappears.  The  yellow 
colour  penetrates  into  the  rcd,  and  the  red  colour  itself 
moves  towards  the  black.,  for  black  is  nothing  but  concentrated 
red.  And  that  is  why  in  the  end  the  black  colour  prevails 
over  all  others.  In  this  connexion  Jildak!  quotes  a  passage 
from  K.  al-Mirri)j  (Lhe  ýook  of  Mars)  of  Jabir  in  which  the 
(3) 
latter  speaks  of  the  action  of  'the  agent'  or  I  the 
1.  Tr.  .  p,  Z2  ;  Ea.  0  Vol.  I.,,  pp.  319-20. 
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(1)  (2)  (3) 
colourerl  on  'the  counteragentl  or  'the  coloured'. 
and  of  their  final  unification  at  the  completion  of  combine- 
tion.  In  this  passage  of  J&bir,  Jildaki  discarns  the  secret 
of  'the  balance',  of  combination,  and  of  sound  constitution. 
.  Hp  also  thinks  that  in  this  passage  lies  the  proof  of  the 
soundness  of  "the  science  of  the  Balancell,  And  if  the 
science  of  the  Balancep  he  goes  on.  is  genuine,  there  remains 
no  doubt  that  all  the  metallic  forms  are  of  one  single 
apecies.  The  same  applies  to  the  parts  of  the  stone,  they 
also  are  of  one  species  and  no  more. 
Referring  again  to  the  extraordinary  power  of  the  Elixir, 
Jildak!  invokes  the  authority  of  Jibir  and  quotes  him  as 
saying  that  "The  dirham  of  the  balance  is  one  dirham, 
(4) 
whereas  the  dirham.  of  the  Elixir  is  many  dirhams.  11  A 
very  small'amount  of  the  Elixir,  says  Jildaki,  has  the  power 
of  transforming  a  large  quantity  of  the  base  metals  into 
I 
silver  or  gold. 
1.  &-ul 
2.  J,  "Wl  or  J.,  Wl  or  J-" 
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As  regards  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh  that  "It  is 
necessary  that  its  incubation  should  be  continued  by  a 
gentle  heat  until  the  blackness  vanishes  spontaneously" 
Jildakl  comments  that  this  incubation  must  be  carried  out 
(1)  (2) 
in  a  vessel  called  'ýRmyiij,  which  has  a  cupola  and  is 
specially  prepared  for  putrefaction.  The  joints  of  the 
vessel  have  to  be  firmly  sealed  before  it  is  placed  in  a 
furnace,  which  is  specially  prepared  for  the  purpose  and 
which  is  often  referred  to  as  "the  tombe,  the  bath,  the 
manure,  the  well,  and  the  hollow  of  the  earth.  " 
The  Sheikh  says  that  the  change  of  colour  from  black  to 
white  is  brought  about  'without  any  addition  in  the  quanti- 
tative  way".  Jildaills  explanation  is  that  the  domination 
of  the  white  colour  is  due  to  one  of  two  things.  If  a 
compound  is  originally  white  it  will  exhibit  this  colour 
whenever  it  becomes  dry.  The  white  colour  appears  also 
when  the  water  dominates  the  earthp  and  this  is  what  happens 
at  the  present  stage  of  the  operation.  Now,  the  drug 
which  is  prepared  for  imparting  whitenessIto  the  compound  is 
divided  by  some  of  the  Sages  Into  three  equal  parts,  and  each 
addition  of  these  parts  takes  seven  days  to  complete.  The 
1.  See  p.  1-5a  above. 
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Sheikh,  on  the  other  handp  seems  to  favour  the  addition  of 
the  whole  amount  of  the  whitening  drug  in  a  lump,  so  that 
in  the  final  stage  of  the  present  operation  the  appearance 
of  the  white  colour  would  not  depend  on  another  quantitative 
addition. 
The  Sheikh..  continues  JildakI,  did  not  mention  the 
duration  of  the  first  part  of  the  second  operation,  because 
he  thought  that.  the  appearance  of  the  white  colour  alone 
is  sufficient  to  denote  its  completion.  And  indeed  the 
speed  of  the  operation  may  be  increased  or  decreased,  and  it 
is  only  with  the  appearance  of  the  white  colour  that  the  end 
of  the  operation  in  marked. 
Jildek!  believes  that  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  tinctures 
-copper  and  iron,  and  also  transforms  mercury  into  the  ElIxir 
itself.  But  as  to  the  two  leads,  he  thinks  that  the 
success  of  projection  depends  on  an  additional  condition  to 
be  observed,  to  which  he  would  refer  in  the  chapter  on  the 
projection  of  the  Elixir. 
Vol. 
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Sheikh:  "Know.,  may  Allah  the  Exalted  have  mercy  on 
thee,  that  the  Elixir  of  Redness  is  not 
directly  formod,  but  must  first  pass  through 
the  stage  of  the  Elixir  of  MiiteneEa  (J.  3.  of 
silver),  which  has  been  described  previously. 
Then  the  stated  amount  of  the  moist  part  is 
added  to  it  in  several  [six)  (1)  portions  equal 
in  weight,  in  such  a  way  that  you  make  no 
addition  to  it,  meaning  the  compoundp  while 
there  is  moisture  in  it,  but  after  it  has 
become  dry.  After  each  addition  to  it  a 
colour  will  appear,  until  at  the  sixth  it 
becomes  fixed  in  the  colour  of  purple,  and  is 
waxy,  fusible,  soluble,  stable.  One  part  f 
,  Old)  (23  it  (is  capable  of  transforming  into  g 
a  thousand  parts  (of  mercury  which  has  been 
fixed  by  means  of  the  Bli,,  dr  of  Silver).  (3) 
Similarly  if  you  wish  to  project  it  upon  silver 
it  will  turn  it  into  pure  gold,  more  precious 
than  the  gold  of  mines. 
"When  it  beham  in  this  fashion  Cour  delight 
is  justified]  .  our  cultivation  and  reproduc- 
tion  have  been  correct,  and  we  are  indeed 
successful  sages.  '(5) 
The  things",  explains  Ji  ldalCi,  "do  not  reach  their 
destination  except-by  natural  degrees.  Similarly,  it  is  not 
possible  to  produce  anything  from  anything  fortuitously, 
nor  is  it  possible  to  dissolve  anything  in  anything  casually. 
'Lj  J;  Ea.  c.  LJ  i  e-.  1"  Pt.  : 
2,3.  The  parts  between  parentheses  do  not  appeer  in 
Ea.,  but  they  appear  in  Pt. 
4.  I)oes  not  appear  in-Pt. 
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The  things  are,  indeed,  skin  to  their  likes  and  oppose 
their  unlikes.  "  The  Elixir  baCOM83  red  only  after  it  has 
been  white,  and  it  became  white,  we  remember,  after  it  had 
been  black.  And  blackness  in  turn  was  preceded  by  white- 
ness,  All  these  colours  originate  from  tho  mixing  cf  two 
things,  namely.,  moisture  and  dryness.  And  the  completion 
of  each  stage  of  operation  is  marked  with  the  appearance  of 
a  particular  colour.  'For  the  appearance  of  colours  is 
due  to  (the  effect  of)  the  quality  on  the  quantity  and  not 
to  (the  effect  of)  the  quantity  on  the  quality.  ' 
Bylqualityl  Jildaki  means  a  thing  which  is  not  divisible, 
such  as  heat,  moisture,  etc.  'Quantity',  on  the  other  hind,, 
is  divisible  and  possesses  a  body.  Quality  is  active  and 
contributes  the  form,  whereas  quantity  is  passive  and  supplies 
(2) 
the  materl'al  substance. 
The  addition  of  moisture,  continues  Jildaki,  must,  as  a 
rule,  be  gradual,  But  in  the.  first  part  of  the  second 
ope,  "ation  it  Is  permissible  to  add  the  moisture  in  a  lump  or 
divide  it  into  thrae  equal  parts  and  make  the  addition  as 
usual  by  degrees.  The  reason  why  it  Is  possible  to  add  the 
moisture  altogether  at  once  in  the  first  part  of  the  second 
1. 
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operation  is  that  the  compound  at  that  stage  contains  an 
additional  amount  of  heat  accumulated  during  the  course  of 
the  operation,  which  causes  the  moisture  to  be  absorbed  fast 
enough  to  prevent  corruption,  which  otherwise  generally 
ensues.  The  Sages  are  at  variance  with  each  other  with 
regard  to  the  number  of  parts  Into  which  adafinite  portion 
of  the  moisture  added  at  a  certain  stage  of  operation  should 
be  divided.  Nevertheless  they  all  obtain  the'same  result 
and  arrive  at  the  saw  conclusion;  for,  unlike  the  stupid 
people,  they  know  exactly  what  they  are  doing.  By  the  end 
of  the  first  operation  three  portions  of  the  moisture  have 
been  used,  each  equal  in  weight  to  the  dry  part  or  the  earth. 
11hese  three  portions  were  added  to  the  dry  part  on  ten 
different  occasions.  The  third  portion,  for  example,  was 
divided  into  seven  parts.,  each  of  which  was  added  at  a  certain 
stage  of  the  operation.  Similarly  the  amount  of  the 
moisture  used  in  the  second  operation  is  divided  into  teýn 
parts,,  three  of  which  are  consumed  in  the  first  part  of'ihe 
operation,  either  in-a_lump  or.  by  degrees  on  three  occasions. 
(2) 
The  seven  remaining  parts  are  added  in  the  second  part  of  the 
1.  Jildak!  says  that  some  of  the  Sages  are  in  favour  of 
dividing  the  amount  of  moisture  into  seven  parts. 
1 
2.  According  to  the  Sheikh,  there  are  only  six  parts  of 
moisture  which  are  added  in  the  second  part  of  the  second 
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second  operation,  after  the  fbmation  of  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness.  The  object  of  the  first  operation  is  the 
dissolution  of  the  dry  part  and  the  removal.  of  impurities, 
whereas  the  object  of  the  second  operation  is  coagulation. 
Therefore,  if  an  inadequate  amount  of  moisti.  ireis  used  in  the 
first  operation,  dissolution  will  not  be  complete.  On  the 
other  hand,  the  use  of  an  excessive  amount  of  the  moisture 
in  the  second  operation  prevents  complete  coagulation. 
After  each  addition  of  the  seven  parts  of  moisture- 
in  the  second  part  of  the  second  operation,  a  new  colour 
appears.  The  first  colour  to  appear  is  yellow,  the  last 
isr  purple  and  the  rest  fall  in  between  these  two.  Each 
new  part  of  moisture  is  added  only  after  the  complete 
consumption  of  the  previous  one  and  the  desiccation  of  the 
compound.  Jildek!  quotes  here  several  poems  from  ý61ýib 
concerning  the  phange  of  colours.  He  sa7s  that  anyone  who 
desires  to  understand  the  true  meaning  of  the  poems  of  S&hib 
must  refer  to  "one  of  my  books  called  69yat  al-Surar,  p  whi  ch 
contains  twenty-eight  chapters  arranged  In  alphabetical 
order.  "  He  wrote  this  book  because  he  noticed  that  those 
who  explained  the  poems  of  ýb4ib  were  wrong  in  the  major 
part  of  their  interpretations.  Jildak!  praises  pglýib, 
saying  that  he  combinad  "th8  eloquence  of  the  poets  with  the 241 
wisdom  of  the  philosophers.  " 
When  the  last  part  of  moisture,  continues  Jildakl:,  is 
added  to  the  compounds  the  latter  dissolves  completely  and 
becomes  a  blood-like  fluid.  The  important  thing  is  that 
this  fluid  takes  a  comparatively  long  time  to  coagulate.  One 
has,  therefore,  to  be  very  patient  and  careful,  for  otherwise 
if  one  intensifies  the  fire  out  of  proportion  in  order  to 
shorten  the  duration  of  the  operations  'the  natural  soul' 
may  fly  away  before  it  is  fixed  by  coajý,  itlation.  The  same 
thing  happens  when  gold,  before  it  is  coagulat6d  and 
matured,  is  taken  out  of  its  mine  and  subjected  to  great  heat, 
whereupon  its  soft  part  volatilizes  and  corruption  ensues. 
Whereas  if  it  is  left  in  its  mine  until  its  coagulation  is 
complete  and  until  it  is  fully  matured,  the  smelting  fire 
will  have  no  effect  on  it  whatsoever. 
At  the  present  stage,  therefore,  the  compound  must  be 
subjected  to  a  very  gentle  fire  for  a  comparatively  long' 
period  of  times  until  its  coagulation  is  complete.  The 
fire  is  then  gradually  intensified  until  the  compound 
becomes  like  molten  waxs  after  which  the  intensity  of  fire  is 
,  decreased,  the  aperture  on  top  of  the  vessel  is  opened  "for 
three  hours  in  daytime"  to  let  off  the  steem,  and  the 
compound  is  left  alone  to  solidify.  Thus  the  Elixir  of 
Reidness  is  produced,  and  it-only  needs  to  be  washed  before 242 
it  is  finally  employed  for  the  purpose  of  transformation. 
Only  a  small  number  of-the'Sages,,  accordIng  to  Jildski,  have 
referred  to  the  last  process  of  ablution,  the  Sheikh  being 
among  those  who  made  no  reference  to  it.  Jildakl  mentions 
the  process  of  ablution  In  order  to  make  his  book  complete. 
As  regards  the  duration  of  the  different  stages  of 
Imoisteninglo  Jildaki  goes  on,,  Al-TuArg9l  has  referred 
to  it  in  his  book,  Tarik1b  al-?  AnwEr  (The  Combinations  of 
Lights),  by  way  of  allegory.  Similarly  Buyan  al-Barhami 
in  his  hisills.  (Treatise)  mentions  it  in  enigmatical  terms. 
01  saa  surprised  at  it  :  the  way  it  drank  five  diverse  parts 
in  forty  years  after  its  vehement  thirst,  and  a  single  part 
in  40,000  days  and  21  years.  ' 
(2) 
Jildak!  leaves  the 
interpretation  of  the  BuyWs  statement  for  another  occasion 
and  proceeds  with  his  explanation  of  the  Sheikh's  words. 
The  gold  of  the  philosophefs  is  better,  he  says,  than 
the  gold  of  mines,  for  it  has  more  tinctorial  power:  every 
twenty-four  qirats  of  the  philosophers'  gold  is  equal  in 
strength  to  thirty-fOur  ctirats  of  the  gold  of  mines. 
tip 
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Referring  to  the  statement  of  the  Sheikh  that  'our 
delight  is  Justified,  '  Jildeld  discusses  at  length  the 
similarity  between  the  Elixir  of  Redness  and  the  operator 
when  he  hFin  just  produced  It.  Dalight,  says  Jildaki, 
is  associated  with  laughter  and  laughter  is  caused  by  the 
rush  of  blood  from  the  small  cavity  of  the  heart  to  the 
surface  of  the  body.  So  when  the  compound  turns  red,  the 
face  of  the  operator  also  becomes  red.  And  just  as  a 
sudden  occurrence  of  delight  or  joy  and  excessive  laughter 
may  be  fatal,  so  an  improper  use  of  the  product  of  the 
Art  may  cause  death  and  -destruction.  This  ensures  that  no 
unworthy  person  shall  ever  come  into  possession  of  the  noble 
product  of  the  Art.  In  this  connexion  Jildak!  quotes 
a  couplet  and  a  quatrain  from  lIbn  al-Nabiyya,  and  as  usual 
several  poems  from  Sghib. 
Sheikh  "And  if  you  wish  to  stop  here  you  may.  But 
if  you  wish  to  incraase  it  in  quantity  and 
quality,  then  you  should  have  moisture  In 
excess  or  extracted  from  another  earth.  If 
the  red  elixir  is  moistened  with  this  it  will 
increase  in  quantity  and  in  quality,,  that  is 
in  action;  and  its  power  of  projection  Is- 
multiplied  meny  times  in  every  addition  of 
moisture,  with  no  limit  -  (as  the  other  Sages 
-have  said.,  'It  will  incmase  endlessly,  and 
will  increase  endlessly  in  tinctorial  powert)(1) 
And  concerning  this  they  said,  'one  mithqal 
I 
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of  it  is  sufficient  for  all  which  lies  between 
the  East  and  the  West,  ý  I 
"And  concerning  this  again.,  Marianus  the  Sage 
said  to  Khalid  ibn  Yazid  :  Know  0  Emir,  that  it 
increases  withou'ý  end  (in  quality  and  in 
tinctorial  power)fl) 
It  is  an  established  fact  in  the  Art,  explains  Jildaki, 
that  the  water  increases  endlessly  the  power  of  the  Elixir 
of  Redness.  A  couplet  Jildakl  quotes  here  from  Sfihib 
supports  the  opinion  of  the  Sheikh  that  one  part  of  the 
Elixir  of  Redness  is  capable  of  tincturing  a  thousand  parts. 
Another  couplet  quoted  from  the  same  author  conveys  a  meaning 
contrary  to  the  first.  Jildak!  believes  that  this  contra- 
diction  is  superficial  and  he  promises  to  deal  exhaustively 
with  the  problem  of  multiplication  of  the  Elixii,  in  the 
third  volume  of  his  present  book.  lie  quotes  also  a  quatrain 
from  ý94ib  in  support  of  the  view  expressed  in  the  first 
couplet,  and  that  concludes  all  he  has  to  say  concerning  the 
above  excerpt  from  the  Sheikh.  0 
Sheikh:  "But  we  will  not  speak  further  thereon  in 
this  place,  so  let  this  be  the  end  of  the 
second  part  of  the  second  operation,  and  its 
completion  finishes  the  quantitative  and  the 
qualitativo.  "(2) 
Tr.,  pp.  32-3;  Estv  V01.  I.  s  pp.  338-9.  The  part 
between  parentheses  does  not  appear  in  Es. 
Tr,  .  p.  33  ;  Es.  .  Vol.  I.  ,  p.  340. The  Sheikh,  explains  Jildaki,  has  employed  an  elegant 
method  in  his  exposition'of  the  Art.  The  following  is 
theL  order  in  which,  according  to  JildakI,  the  Sheikh  has 
presented  his  theme: 
1.  Description  of  the  subject-matter  of  the  Art.  "The 
Sages  are  in  the  habit  of  describing  the  science  on  which 
they  are  going  to  talk.  " 
2.  t  Argumentsproving  "the  soundness  of  the  science  and 
the  poss'ibility  of  the  Art.  " 
3.  The  materials  of  the  Art,  i.  e,  the  substances  from 
which  the  Elixir  is  produced. 
4.  Points  of  resemblance  between  the  Art  and  other 
branches  of  science. 
5.  ý'Point  of  resemblance  between  the  Art,  the  act  of 
reproduction  and  the  process  of  Nature.  " 
6.  The-first  hidden  quantity  and  the  first  hidden 
operation. 
7.  Division  of  the-whole  operation  into  four  main 
parts  and  explanation  of  each  part  accerding  to.  the  order  of 
precedence.  The  four  parts  are  as  follows: 
From  the  beginning  of  the  marriage  to  the  end  of 
the  union  and  the  first  dissolution  before 
decomposition; 
Frcm  the  beginning  of  distillation,  the  extraction 
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increased  amount  to  the  and  of  decomposition  and  the 
appearance  of  the  crown.  Then  the  now  earth  is 
disinteerated  and  tilled  in  order  to  be  made  capable 
of  combination; 
c)  From  the  beginning  of  the  second  combination  to  the 
end  of  the  revolution  of  the  moon  and  the  maturity 
of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness; 
d)  From  the  beginning  of  the  last  moistening  to  the 
end  of  the  production  of  the  Elixir  of  Redness.  ' 
A  few  general  hints  concerning  the  multiplication  of  the 
Elixir  of  Reýness..  continues  Jildaki,  complete  the  account 
given  so  far  by'the  Sheikh.  The  latter  has  left  nothing 
untold  in  the  Art  so  far  as  the  principles  and  the  main 
problems  are  concerned.  As  to  the  detsila,  Jildak!  has 
discussed  them  in  his  present  bookt  because  he  considered  it 
impossible  for  anyone  except  a  Sage  to  understand  the  minor 
points  by  studying  merely  the  principles. 
Sheikh:  "Next  we  will  begin'  the  quotations  in 
evidence  from  the  Sages,  section  by  section 
and  part  by  pprtg  shortly  and  concisely.  "  (1) 
Nows  explains  Jildaki,  that  the  eminence  of  the  Sheikh, 
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the  excellence  of  the  method  employed  by  him,  and  the 
orderly  manner  in  which  he  presented  the  Art  have  all  been 
pointed  out,  it  would  be  appropriate  to  underline  the 
importance  of  his  references  to  other  Sages.  For  it  is 
in  this  way  that  he  tried  to  prove  the  soundness  of  his 
own  arguments.  All  through  his  book  he  tried  to  be  brief 
and  concise,  and  for  this  reason  even  if  he  had  been  open 
and  s  trai  ght-  forward  in  all  his  assertions,  there  would 
still  have  been  a  need  for  a  commentary  to  elucidate  his 
words  and  to  make  clear  his  intentions. 
Sheikh:  nKnow  that  1  have  beon  brief  in  this  bookv 
in  order  to  be  clear  therein..  And  I  have 
mr.  de  it  free  from  irrelevant  matter  and  falsity 
and  allegory.  I  have  expressed  myself  plainly 
on  the  qualitative  and  the  quantitative  parts 
and  on  the  prime  matter,  and  have  fulfilled  the 
obligation  laid  upon  me  since  I  have  not  used 
allegory  to  tantalise  thee.  Praise  be  to 
Allah,,  the  Glorified  and  Exalted.  "(1) 
It  is  quite  true,  comments  Jildaki.,  that  the  Sheikh  was 
'brief'  in  his  arguments  and  made  them  "free  from  irrelevant 
matter  End  faisity.  1  This  does  not  apply  to  other  Sages 
"who  are  in  the  habit  of  presenting  the  ýclse  as  true  and 
giving  to  the  true  the  appearance  of  the  false.  "  That  is 
why  only  an  intelligent  and  experienced  person  could 
I.  Trap  p&  33  ;,  Vol.  I.  p  P.  342 
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understand  the  real  meaning  of  the  words  of  the  Sages  and  to 
disentangle  the  true  elemonts  in  them  from  tUna  false  ones. 
It  Is  like  "separating  the  essential  parts  of  the  stone  from 
its  worthless  shells.  4  In  contrast  with  other  Sagen,  the 
Sheikh  spared  the  readers  the  trouble  of  winnowing  truth  from 
falsehood;  for  nothing  that  he  said  was  either  irrelevant 
or  mendacious. 
His  viords.,  continues  Jildaki.,  are  also  free  from 
allegory,  although  one  must  remember  that  he  addressed  Sages 
like  himself  and  it  is  from  their  point  of  view  that  his 
arguments  do  not  seem  allegorical.  "For  there  are  allegories 
in  some  of  the  chapters  of  his  book;  we  pointed  them  out  to 
you  in  the  previous  pages  of  our  book  and  shall  do  the  same 
in  what  follows  next.  " 
The  words  "I  have  expressed  myself  plainlyltin  the  above 
quotation  from  the  Sheikh  are  the  English  equivalent  of  the 
Arabic  term  a  rabtuo  which  with  an  additional  dot  will  be 
(2) 
read  lakrabtu,  meaning  "I  have  put  away"  (lit:  I  have  gone 
towards-the  west).  jildak!  says  that  the  omission  of  the 
dot  from  the  Arabic  term-in  question  as  it  appears  in  the 
above  quotation  must  not  deter  us  from  recognition  of  the  fact 
1. 
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that  the  second  reading  is  more  plausible.  The  reason 
for  this  is  that  the  prime  matter.,  the  quantitative  and  the 
qualitative  parts  constitute  the  three  principles,  his 
information  about  which  the  Sheikh  had  no  intention  of 
communicating  to  stupid  people;  and  he  therefore  "put  them 
away"  or  removed  them  from  their  sight.  But,  so  far  as 
the  Sages  are  concerned,  the  Sheikh  did  not  conceal  anything 
from  them,  and  he  indeed  expressed  himself  plainly,  not  only 
on  the  above-mentioned  principles,  but  also  on  other  matters. 
EP1109U8  to  the  First  Volume 
"Know.,  '  says  Jildakl,  "that  we  showed  to  you  the  most 
perfect  way  and  adduced  the  most  lucid  arguments.  Vie 
disclosed  in  this  our  commentary  things  mentioned  by  no  one. 
Not  a  single  person  among  the  practitioners  of  the  Art,  the 
ancients  as  well  as  the  moderns.  9  ever  composed,  ý-C-anything 
similar  to  it.  We  have  adopted  the  Sheikh's  method  of 
investigating,  of  establishing  the  true,  of  omitting  the 
false..  and  of  rejecting  allegory.  We  have  also.  explained 
things  about  which  neither  he  nor  other  Sages  were  clear. 
We  notified  you  of  the  difficult  points  and  did  not  spare 
any  advice  or  explanation  as  far  as  it  was  incumbent  upon  us. 
So'when  by  studying  our  words  you  attain  the  end  which  you 
had  in  view,  be  thankful  to  God  Who  delivers  you  the  thing 250 
for  which  we  exerted  ourself  strenuously  for  years  and  spent 
the  most  precious  Part  Of  our  life  end  property  in  order  to 
socure  it.  And  reward  us,  in  public  as  well  an  in  pAr  ate, 
for  the  pains  we  took  for  your  sake  by  having  mercy  upon  us, 
giving  alms..  bestowing  bountiful  gifts,  rescuing  the  broken 
heart,  being  generous  to  the  needy  and  particularly  to  one 
afflicted  with  palsy.  Make  no  tyrEnnlcal  demand  upon 
people,  honour  the  students  of  philosophy,  and  keep  away 
from  ignorant  folks.  God  has  ahown  favour  towards  you, 
so  be  among  those  who  do  not  betray  His  secret  and  you  will  be 
successful.  Make  humble  entreaties  under  all  circumstances 
to  God  the  Exalted,  and  know  that  this  world  is  transitory 
and  He  is  tho  5ole  arbiter  7rho  gives  us  whatever  He  PlOases 
here  below  and  hereafter.  Verily,  He  is  powerful  over 
whatsoever  He  wishes, 
"Thus  we  finish  the  first  volume  of  the  book.  God  is 
helpful,  praise  and  grace  be  to  Him  perpetually  and  eternally 
until  the  day  of  Justice.  May  His  blessings  be  upon  our 
lord  and  master  b1ohommed  and  his  family,  uponýAll  and  all  the 
prophets,  divine  messengers,  angels,  and  pious  people. 
Praise  be  to  God,  the  Lord'of  the  two  worlds.  " VOLUME  ii. -251 
IN  '21E  1=E'  CF  GOD;  MIE  COURASSIONATE,  TEE  LMCIFULt 
The  opening  words  of  the  second  volume  of  NihLat  al-Talab 
are  devoted  to  ths  praise  of  God,  Luhammad,  and  the  latter's  family 
and  companions.  Following  that,  Tildak!  cautions  the  reader,  as  he 
did  on  many  occasions  in  the  first  volume,  againsi  breaking  the  rules 
of  secrecy  in  the  Art.  The  kings  also,  particularly  the  blunt-witted 
and  bull-headed  ones,  "like  the  kings  of  the  present  day",  must  be 
kept  in  the  dark  as  regards  the  secrets  of  the  Art.  For  wealth  plays 
an  important  part  in  the  reign  of  every  monarch,  it  consolidates  their 
position,  and  ensures  the  loyalty  of  their  supporters  and  the  obedience 
of  their  subjects.  Tildak!  quotes  from  K.  al-AýjEr  (The  Book  of 
Stones)  of  Al-Bir-un!  in  which  the  latter  says  that  the  kings  try  their 
-best  to  ley  their  hands  on  the  sources  of  wealth  wherever  they  could 
find  them. 
The  desire  for  the  possession  of  wealth,  says  Jildakli,  is  not 
confined  to  the  kings;  it  is  cherished  by  all  people.  -And  that  is 
why,  he  goes  on,  a  Sage  who  does  not  keep  silent  is  in  constant  danger 
of  being  deprived  of  life  by  those  who  are  incited  by  greed  and 
jealousy.  The  Sages  themselves  do  not  employ  their  knowledge  in  order 
to  increase  their  wealth,  for  material  prosperity  has  no  attraction  for 
them*  In  support  of  this  view  Tildak!  quotes  a  couplet  from  S5hib 
and  two  others  from  Abd  al-!  Asbag  ýIbd  al-!  Azlz  ibn  Ta=Em.  a14ýaqli. 
He  then  quotes  a  passage  from  the  author  of  Kanz  al-Ilikma  (The  Treasury 
of  Thilosophy)  in  which  the  latter  comes  out  in  supj:  ort  of  the  arguments 252 
favouring  the  observance  of  secrecy  in  the  Art.  Everyone,  he  says, 
who  intends  to  be  initiated  into  the  secrets  of  the  Art  should  rely 
mainly  on  his  own  efforts.  The  method  of  instruction,  according  to 
him,  ought  to  be  private  and  the  lessons  must  not  be  attended  by  more 
than  two  persons,  both  of  thým  learned  philosophers,  one  of  whom  knows 
the  secrets  of  the  Art  and  the  other  desires  to  know  them.  Zildak! 
confirms  these  views  and  adds  that  in  order  to  make  sure  that  the 
knowledge  of  the  Art  is  not  transmitted  to  those  who  are  not  vorthy  of 
itq  the  language  in  which  it  is  expressed  must  be  cryptic  and  obscure 
-  obscure,  not  of  course  for  the  learned  people,  but  for  the  stupid 
folk. 
Tildak-i  says  that  he  followed  in  all  his  works  the  example  of 
other  Sages  and  expressed  himself  in  such  a  manner  that  viould  make  it 
impossible  for  the  malicious,  ignorant  person  to  understand  his  real 
intentions.  Referring  to  his  present  book,  The  End  of  the  Search, 
he  says  that  he  mentioned  in  this  things  which  may  not  be  found  in  his 
other  books,  except  four  of  them,  namely,  1.  gams 
el-Vunlir  (The  Luminous 
I)7W7'  Lun);  2.  bayat  al-Sur-ur  (The  Utmost  Limit  of  Delight 
,  on  the  i  an 
(poetical  Book)  of  Sahib;  3.  Sa#  ! ýablfa  Hirmis  al!  U!  ýmg  (Cor=entary  on 
the  Book  of  Great  Hermes);  and  4.  Durrat  al-L:  u4iyya  (The  Bright  Star),  a 
commentary  on  X.  al-Ui"al-Idaraq!  (The-Book  of_SilverY  Water).  The  first 
two  of  these,  Tildaki  considers  to  be  as  important  as  The  End  of  the 
Search,  and,  anyone  who  studies  the  three  of  them  will  be  in  complete 
possession-of  all  the  principles  and  secrets  of  the  Art.  As  for  the 
rest  of  his  books,  including  his  K-  Sirr  al-Lasan  (The  Book  of  the  " 253 
Guarded  Secret 
,a  commentary  on  the  Ris5la  (Treatise  of  BUYEn 
al-Barhaml,  each  one  of  them  serves  a  particular  purpose  and  is 
devoted  to  the  explanation  of  certain  aspects  of  the  Art,  these 
books  are  more  technical  and  are  written  only  for  the  benefit  of 
the  Sages. 
In  most  of  his  books,  Zildaki,  according  to  himself,  made 
references  to  The  End  of  the  Search.  He  says  the  Sages  are  in  the 
habit  of  attaching  a  special  importance  to  one  of  their  books  to 
which  they  often  refer  in  the  rest  of  their  works.  The  End  of  the 
Search  occupies  the  same  eminent  position  among  the  works  of  Tilda0i 
as  The  5CO  Books  among  those  of  16hir,  Zal-1,  'a@iib1h  we  al-LýarLL 
among  those  of  Al-Tugrall,  K.  al-Rutba  among  those  of  Al-Vlajrlý!,  and 
K_-  al-Lisbah  araong  those  of  Ibn  -,  Umayl. 
Prologue  to  the  Second  Volume 
The  prologue  to  the  second  volume  of.  The  End  of  the  Search  is 
extremely  short  and  occupies  only  half  a  page  of  the  1: 
-S. 
Here  Jildak-i 
reiterates  his  previous  statements  concerning  the  method  employed  by 
the  Sheikh  and  the  purpose  of  his  references  to  the  works  of  other  Sages. 
V01-  II.  Book  I 
OWTER  I  Explanation  of  the  first  section  of  the  fourth  part  of 
ý--ý-Ukýiasab, 
upon  evidence  concerning  the  unity  of  the  essence  from 
which  the  form  of  the  Elixir  is  prepared. 
Sheikh:  "Verily  we  will  preface  this  by  explaining  for  the  seekers 
the  hints  of  the  philosophers  concerning  it.  Know,  that 
words  indicate  meaninps  The  meanings  are  the  things  named, 
while  the  words  are  the  names.  The  commonest  word  is  our 
phrase  'a  thi  .  liow  the  thing  may  be  either  one  or  more 
then  one,  while  the  word  one  may  be  used  in  two  ways,  (a) 
literally,  and  (b),  metaphor  cally.  Cne  in  the  true  sense 
is  that  which  bas  no  parts,  while  one  metaphoricallymay  be 254 
the  whole  of  a  collectionp  which  is  called  one.  Thus  you 
speak  of  one  decade  or  one  hundred  or  one  thousand.  And 
one  is  one  by  definition,  just  as  black  is  the  description 
of  blackness  by  definition. 
"Understand  this  preface,  therefore,  for  indeed  it  is  an 
important  part  of  this  Science,  and  if  you  know  it,  jr  will 
be  able  to  comprehend  the  allusions  of  the  Sages" 
The  Sheikh,  explains  Tildail,  considers  the  word  one,  to  be 
instn=ental  in  understanding  the  allusions  of  the  Sages.  Among  the 
Moslim.  nations,  he  goes  one,  the  word  one  conveys  two  meanings:  -  it 
denotes  the  first  number  and  also  that  which  is  not  divisible.  The 
former  philosophers  thought  that  "the  real  one  is  God,  the  Exalted" 
and  denied  that  it  implies  indivisibility,  Zildek!  then  enters  into 
an  elaborate  discussion  about  the  word  one  and  its  different  shades  of 
meaning,,  A  tabular  representation  of  his  views  in  this  connection 
appears  on  the  next  page. 
When  the  Sages  say  "it  is  one".  continues  Tildail,  they  do  not 
mean  that  "it  is  the  real  one".  for  there  is  no  means  of  establishing 
the  truth  of  this  proposition.  Similarly  they  do  not  mean  that  it 
is  one  in  the  metaphorical  sense,  for  the  materials  used  in  the  Art  are 
capable  of  disintegration  and  combination.  What  they  usually  mean  is 
that  it  is  of  one  gems,  or  one  species,  or  of  one  kind.  The  majority 
of  the  Sages  do  not  consider  'one  decade'  or  'one  hundred'.  or  'one 
thousan  d'  to  be  one,  but  some  of  them  do.  It  is  the  same  with  'troop' 
3blackness',  'redness',  or  'whiteness'. 
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From  what  was  mentioned  befcce  we  understand  that  the  central 
theme  of  the  Art  is  concerned  with  ta  numbert  of  "fusible,  malleable, 
metallic  bodies"  which  are  "of  one  real,  and  not  relative,  species". 
As  regards  "the  stone  of  the  philosophers"  or  "the  material  of  the 
Art",  it  is  not  of  one  genus;  for,  if  it  were,  it  would  consist  of 
tdiverse  things'.  Similarlys  it  is  not  of  one  lindividualt 
substance,  for,  if  it  were,  it  would  be  either  hard  and  earthy  or 
soft  and  spiritual,  not  both*  And  as  we  knowg  a  hard  and  earthy 
substance  is  not  capable  of  decomposition,  while  a  soft  and  spiritual 
one  bas  no  stability*  In  short,  when  it  is  said  that  the  stone  is 
. 
2.  ne,  it  means  nothing  else  except  that  it  is  of  one  species. 
But  when  it  is  said  that  the  stone  is  of  two.  it  means  that  it 
consists  of  "earth  and  water,  moisture  and  dryness,  male  and  female". 
It  is  also  "of  three:  water  and  oil  and  dregs,  soul  and  spirit  and 
body;  of  four:  water  and  oil  and  holy  earth  and  new  earth,  fire  and 
water  and  air  and  dust,  hot  and  cold  and  moist  and  dry;  of  seven  i9ee 
of  three  plus  four;  of  twelve:  the  six  young  girls  plus  the  four  couples 
plus  the  male  and  female;  of  sixteen:  four  natures  plus  four  elements 
plus  four  humours  plus  four  principles.  We  know  what  the  natures  and 
the  elements  are,  but  as  to  the  humours,  they  are:  blood,  yellow  bile, 
phlegm,  and  black  bile.  As  to  the  principles,  they  are:  western  mercury, 
eastern  mercury,  volatile  sal  ammoniac  and  stable  earth" 
(1) 
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Sheikh:  "Heraclius  said  to  one  of  his  pupils:  'As  for  (its 
state)  In  the  beginning,  verily  it  is  from  one  root, 
and  while  in  the  later  parts  it  is  diversified,  yet 
at  the  end  it  becomes  again  one  single  thing'  11(l) 
Heraclius,  explains  Tildakl,  is  talking  about  the  raw  material 
of  the  Elixir,  to  which  the  Sages  have  given  many  different  names* 
Here  Tildak!  quotes  a  poem  from  Mid,  in  which  the  latter  speaks  of 
'the  pure  gold',  'the  white  silver',  and  'the  atonal,  saying  that  in 
them  lies  the  secret  of  the  Art.  They  are  tbreel,  says  HEtlidg  but 
it  is  also  true  to  say  that  they  are  five  or  seven;  God  "created  them 
in  the  hollow  of  a  vessel  which  has  neither  length  nor  width"*  Udlidp 
comments  Tildald,  did  not  mean  as  the  stupid  people  would  like  to  implYs 
that  'the  pure  gold',  'the  white  silver',  and  'the  stone'  are  three 
different  things.  On  the  contrary,  by  these  three  names  he  referred 
to  one  and  the  same  thing,  i.  e.,  the  raw  material  of  the  Elixiro  The 
Sages  are  in  the  habit  of  referring  to  this  material  by  the  different 
names  which  are  given  to  it  in  the  course  of  the  operation,  when  its 
form  changes  from  one  to  another.  And  there  is  no  doubt  that  pure  gold 
and  white  silver,  that  is,  the  gold  and  silver  of  the  philosophers, 
which  in  contrast  with  the  ordinary  gold  and  silver  have  plenty  of 
tinctorial  power,  are  potentially  present  in  the  raw  material  of  the 
Elixir.  The  vessel  "which  has  neither  langthmDr  width".  is  a  sphere, 
for  it  is  obvious  that  we  do  not  speak  of  the  length  or  the  width  of 
a  sphere.  This  implies,  Tildaklgoes  on,  that  gilid  rejected  the  idea 
of  generation  from  egg,,  for  egg  is  not  spherical.  Again,  the 
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rejection  of  egg  implies  that  the  raw  material  of  the  Elixir  is  not 
taken  from  the  animal  or  the  vegetable  but  from  the  mineral  kingdom. 
To  prove  his  point,  Tildaili,  as  usual,  quotes  a  poem  from 
P54ibg  in  which  the  latter  says  that  the  raw  material  of  the  Elixir 
is  not  to  be  found  in  the  'egg  of  bird',  nor  in  the  'hard  stone'  or 
'tender  treat,  it  is  from  a  'golden  tree'  hidden  "in  a  slander  ivory 
vessel",  which  lies  at  the  bottom  of  the  'two  seastg  one  of  them  'white' 
and  the  other  'dark  red'. 
Sheikh:  "Pythagoras  said:  I  just  as  all  things  originate 
frm  the  One,  so  this  Art  is  from  one  thing  and  one  essence 
only*  And  just  as  in  the  body  of  man  there  are  four  natures 
(which  Allah  created)  gathered  together  in  one  bodyp  each  of 
them  performing  a  function  different  from  that  of  the  others, 
and  each  having  definite  equilibrium  and  colour  and  power, 
so  is  this  thing'.  And  some  of  the  evidences  of  the  Sages 
are  on  this  wise,  so  follow  there'.  (1) 
"Known,  explains  -Tildaki,  "that  Pythagoras  was  the  first  teacher 
among  the  Sages,,  for  he  derived  his  knowledge  from  Hermeses 
(2) 
and 
explained  the  words  of  Enochg  peace  be  upon  him,  who  is  Hermes 
Trismegistus.  But  this  did  not  satisfy  him,  he  exerted  himself 
strenuously  until  he  soared  high  and  heard  the  movements  of  the  spheresq 
producing  sounds  the  like  of  which  may  not  be  heard  here  below*  He  then 
invented  for  the  people  the  science  of  music  and  made  instr=entoo  which 
produced  sounds  similar  to  those  he  had  heard.  He  taught  philosophy$ 
he  believed  in  the  unity  of  God  and  prayed  to  Him,  and  he  was  called 
the  first  teacher*  It  is  said  that  Pythagoras,  Socrates  and  Plato 
le  Mcop  pe  34ot  Eses  Vol-  II-  P-  15 
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were  prophetsq  God  knows  whether  they  were  or  not.  But  his  words 
mentioned  above  prove  that  he  believed  in  the  creation  of  the  worlds 
and  the  oneness  of  God".  The  Elixir,  lildak-i  goes  on,  has  the  same 
relation  to  its  raw  material  as  the  man  his  to  the  sperm  or  the  date 
to  the  date-stone,  from  which  they  originate*  And  just  as  there 
are  four  natures  in  the  body  of  man  so  there  are  four  natures  in  the 
stone@ 
Sheikh:  I'Mariams  said  to  4halid  ibn  Yazid:  'As  for  thiV 
question  concerning  the  Roots  nis  it  from  one  thing  or 
from  diverse  things?  verily  it  is  one  thing  and  one  root 
and  oncessence  and  one  species,  to  it  there  is  nothing 
added  and  from  it  there  is  nothing  removed'  "  (1) 
'It  is  one  thing',  said  Warianust  and  he  meant,  explains  Tildaklp 
that  it  is  one  thing  in  the  metaphorical  sense,  "for  it  is  from  the  mine 
of  philosophy"*  It  is  'one  root',  he  said,  and  he  was  right,  "for  its 
root  is  the  vapour  and  the  smoke".  It  is  'one  essence'  he  said,  and 
he  was  right,  "for  it  is  from  moisture  and  dryness  combinedo  and  its 
essence,  therefore,  is  one  after  the  first  operation"* 
"To  it  there  is  nothing  added  and  from  it  there  is  nothing 
removed",  he  said$  afid  he  was  right#  for  everything  which  is  added  to 
it,  such  as  water,  oil,  or  earth,,  is  derived  from  itself. 
Sheikh:  "Heraclius,  said  to  one  of  his  pupils:  'Verily  the 
date-stone  comes  frm  the  date-palml  and  the  date-palm 
Comes  also  from  the  date-stones  and  from  the  kernel  the 
tree  grows  and  many  branches  grow  out  from  its  root,  "  (2) 
1.  Tr.  p.  34;  Ea.,  Vol.  Ijo  pe  179 
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"Know",  explains  :  ildaldp  "that  gold  originates  from  steam 
and  smokeg  ard  these  in  turn  originate  from  the  philosophers'  gold. 
Thus,  from  steam  and  smoke  are  produced  mercury  and  sulphur,  and 
fran  these  gold  is  originated  in  its  mine.  And  just  as  it  is 
possible  to  produce  steam  and  smoke  from  the  philosophers'  gold,  so 
it  would  be  possible  to  produce  from  the  two  latter,  the  Elixir. 
Understand,  tbereforet  And  for  this  reason  the  Sages  said  'If  mercury 
is  continuously  heated  with  a  gentle  heat,  it  becomes  goldq  and  if 
gold  is  continuously  heated  with  t  gentle  heat,  it  becomes  mercury 
again.  Tust  as  the  date-stone  comes  from  the  date-palm,  and  the 
date-palm  comes  also  from  the  date-stone;  and  frcm  the  kernel  the 
tree  grows  and  many  branches  grow  .  out  from  its  roott.  And  similarly 
frcm  the  root  of  the  philosophical  tree  sprout  its  branches  ard  its 
. 
bough.  s.  just  as  all  the  minerals,  fusible  metals,  and  meltable,  crumblyp 
brittle  bodies  originate  from  mercury  and  sulphur.  Know  this,  and  do 
not  think  that  by,  the  philosophers'  gold  we  mean  the  ordinary  gold"  (1) 
.A 
person  who  is  not  acquainted  with  the  teachings  of  the  Sagesp 
continues  Jildeki,  falls  easily  into  error  because  of  the  similarity 
of  names  given  to  different  substances.  Gold,  as  was  mentioned  before, 
is.  a  name  which  the  Sages  give  #to  Overy-1pure  principle'  and  also  to 
that  in  which  gold  or  the  Elixir  is  potentially  present,  i.  e.  the  stone. 
"The  despised  gold" 
(2) 
is-the  impure  fýrm  of  the  philosophers'  gold, 
which  because  of  its  uselessness,  is  thrown  into  the  streets.  Butif 
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its  impurities  are  removedg  "it  becomes  the  purple  gold,  the  red 
sulPhUrg  the  uninflmwable  oils  the  easternmercury,  the  abounding 
spirit,  the  natural  heat,  the  red  blood  and  the  like", 
. 
ah-_eikh;  "Similarly,  Hermes  Trismagistus  said:  10  Sagest 
consider  the  red  which  is  perfect  and  that  which  is 
imperfect,  and  the  perfect  yellow  and  that  which  is 
imperfect,  and  the  black  which  is  perfect  and  that  which 
is  imperfect  -  each  one  of  these  is  from  one  roott  "(I) 
"These  words".  says  Tildakl,  "may  be  interpreted  in  two  ways, 
OIL6  with  regard  to  the  science  of  the  Exterior  and  the  next  concerning 
(that  of)  the  Interior.  In  the  (science  of)  the  Exterior,  the  perfect 
red  is  gold,  the  imperfect  red  is  copper,  the  perfect  yellow  is  sulphur 
and  the  imperfect  yellow  is  arsenic,  the  perfect  black  is  the  black 
lead  and  the  imperfect  black  is  iron.  Whereas  in  the  (science  of)  the 
Interior,  the  perfect  red  is  the  Elixir  and  the  imperfect  red  is  the 
tincture,  ioe.,  red  sulphur.  the  1mrfect  yellow  is  the  new  body 
Prepared  by  decomposition  and  rectification  mentioned  before,  the 
imperfect  yellow  is  the  raw  body,  the  Saf1hap 
(2) 




Pure  arsenicp  and  the  leminated  gypsum,  the  imperfect  black  is 
magMesia  in  the  first  combinations  the  perfect  black  is  the  perfect 
compound  in  the  second  blackaning.  And  al  these  things  originate 
from  one  root,  namely,  the  volatileg 
(5) 
the  soul,  the  bird, 
(6) 
the 
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lit.  slate;  thin  plank,  wide  or  broad  stone. 
to 
:  *Burnt  lead  (good  for  wounds  and  bruises) 
.0 
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water,  or  the  coagulated  steamg  the  fluid  gum,  the  white  of  the 
round  egg*  So  understandt"  (1) 
Sheikh:  "Sergius 
(2) 
the  konk  said:  'Consider  the  tailor, 
how  he  takes  one  piece  of  cloth  and  cuts  it  up 
part  by  part  and  makes  from  it  body  and  sleeves 
and  gores  and  hemg  then  combines  them  after  that 
and  reconverts  them  into  one  thing.  In  the  same 
way,  this  our  Art  is  from  one  thing,  hidden  and 
treasured  with  the  Sages,  who  deliberately  keep 
it  secret  frm  the  ignorant.  And  they  have  named 
it  with  the  best  of  names  and  it  is  placed  in  the 
most  noble  of  places.  It  is  both  hidden  and 
displayed;  the  wise  know  it  and  honour  it,  while 
the  ignorant  fools  despise  it  and  treat  it  with 
contempt'  "  (3) 
"Know",  explains  Tildail,  "that  in  this  Art  all  other-,  - 
arts  are  potentially,  or  actually,  or  virtually,  or  nominally 
included.  And  for  this  reason  it  is  called  the  craft  of 
the  crafts 
(4) 
and  the  art  of  the  arts".  Cultivation, 
marriage  and  reproduction,  medicine,  aritbmetic,  surveying, 
geometry,  astronomy,  law,  science  of  war,  horsemanship, 
knitting  and  weaving,  tailoring,  slaughtering,  cookery,  grain 
milling  and  kneadings  iron  smithery,  copper  smithery,  dyeing, 
craft  of  jewellry,  glass  making,  pottery,  art  of  washing  and 
bathing  (other  people  in  public  baths),  art  of  imprinting  figures  on 
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cloth  and  of  embroideryt  commerceo  carpentry,  building, 
music,  nin  short  everything  in  the  world,  "  says  Jildaki, 
is  in  one  respect  or-another  included  in  the  Art.  The 
resemblance  between  the  Art  and  cultivation  was  fully 
discussed  in  the  first  volume.  Just  as  marriage  requires 
a  male  and  a  female  partner,  so  does  the  Artj  in  marriage 
as  well  as  in  the  Art  there  is  reproduction,  nursing,  an& 
nurturing.  Medicine  has  as  its  aim  the  healing  of 
diseased  human  beings.  A  medical  man  must  know  all  the 
properties  of  the  simple  and  compound  drugs  which  he 
prescribes;  he  must  also  know  about  the  age,  the  habits, 
the  natural  disposition,  the  strength,  and  the  pulse  of 
his  patient.  He  must  then  find  outc,  about  the  nature  of 
the  disease  by  making  an  examination  of  the  symptoms. 
Finally  he  has  to  decide  on  the  kin&  and  the  quantity  of 
the  drugs  which  the  patient  must  take  in  order  to  be 
restore&  to  health.  Now,  all  this  has  its  parallel  in 
the  Art.  The  purpose  of  the  Art  is  to  cure  the  diseased 
metals,  remove  their  accidental  qualities,  and  make  them 
perfect  an&  healthy,  This  means  that  the  man  of  the  Art 
must  have  a  thorough  knowledge  of  the  nature  of  metallic 
diseases,  of  the  drugs  employed  in  the  Art,  their  weights 
and  their  properties. 
The  art  of  arithmetiog  Jildak!  g9es  on,  is  concerned 
with  numbers,  their  multiplicationt  division,  squaring,  , extraction  of  their  second  or  third  rooto  'restoration 
and  comparison', 
(1) 
eto.,  Now  all  these  operations  are 
performed  in  the  Art,  for  the  weights  of  the  drugs  are 
represented  by  numbers.  Geometry  deals  with  the  properties 
of  lines,  angles,  surfaces,  eto.;  so  does  the  Art,  for  the 
man  of  the  Art  has  to  know  about  the  shape,  or  the  area, 
k 
or  the  volume  of  the  apparatus  and  furnaces  with  which  he 
works.  Astronomy  deals  with  stars,  heavenly  bodies, 
'suns'.  Imoonsf,  their  rising  and  setting,  the  period  of 
their  revolution,  their  conjunction,  opposition  and 
quadrature,  their  eclipses,  when  they  are  ill-omened  and 
when  auspicious  etc.  And  all  these  have  their  counter- 
parts  in  the  Art.  In  connection  with  the  resemblance  of 
the  Art  to  the  science  of  war,  Jildak!  quotes  a  poem  of 
Pblýib,  in  which  the  latter  describes  the  stages  of  the 
operation  as  if  he  were  reporting  the  progress  of  a  battle. 
In  weaving,  Jildak!  continues,  we  first  divide  the 
yarns  into  warps  and  wefts  and  then  bring  the  two  together' 
and  make  the  cloth.  T#e  same  thing  is  done  in  the  Art, 
that  is,  we  break  the  material  into  two  parts  at  the 
beginning  and  combine  them  again  in  the  end.  The  same 
thing  is  true  of  tailoring;  for  here  also  there  is  a 
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separation  at  the  beginning  and  a  combination  in  the  end. 
The  purpose  of  slaughtering  and  cooking  is  to  provide  food 
for  the  consumption  of  human  beings.  Not  every  part  of  a 
slaughtered  animal  is  consumed  as  food;  skin  and  bones, 
for  example,  are  removed,  and  only  flesh  and  fat  are  eaten. 
Now  as  was  mentioned  before  the  preparation  of  food-stuff, 
its  purification,  and  the  extraction  of  its  choice  part 
is  an  indispensable  operation  in  the  Art,  The  art  of 
grinding,  leavening  and  kneading  also  resembles  the  Art; 
for  in  the  Art  we  have  to  pound  the  drugs  and  knead  them 
with  the  water  at  the  beginning  of  the  operation  as  well 
as  in  the  end;  we  have  also  to  leaven  the  compound  at  the 
end  of  the  first  operation  and  also  at  the  end  of  the 
second  operation*  As  to  the  art  of  smithery,  it  deals 
with  the  metals,  and  so  does  the  Art. 
The  Art  resembles  also  the  craft  of  jewel  making; 
for  it  is  possible,  to  give  an  example,  to  dissolve  the 
small  pearls  in  'the  sharp  water'  and  then  by  the  use  of,  -, 
'the  divine  water'l  and  by  coagulation  produce  large, 
priceless  gems.  It  is  also  possible  to  transform  glass 
crystal  into  ruby  or  other  precious  stone  and  thus  make 
very  valuable  vessels  of  different  shapes  and  forms. 
Jildaki  promises  to  discuss  this  matter  more  fully  in 
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The  art  of  pottery  and  glass  making  is  included  in  the 
Art;  for  some  of  the  apparatus,  with  the  help  of  which  the 
operations  are  carried  out,  are  made  from  glass  or  clay. 
The  art  of  bathing  (other  people  in  public  baths)  is  also 
included  in  the  Art;  for  washing  or  purification  of  the 
drugs  is  an  important  operation  without  which  it  is  not 
possible  to  produce  the  Elixir.  The  art  of  printing 
figures  on  cloth  is  similar  to  the  Art;  for  in  both  of  them, 
the  appearance  of  oolours  plays  an  important  part.  Music 
resembles  the  Art;  for  in  the  course  of  the  operation  very 
agreeable  tunes  are  produced,  such  as  the  sound  of  dripping 
water  in  distillation.  Commerce,  carpentry,  building,  in 
short  every  kind  of  craft,  art,  or  profession  resembles 
the  Art  in  one  way  or  another  and  is,  therefore,  included 
in  it  "potentially,  or  actually,  or  peroeptibly,  or 
virtually.  " 
Referring  to  the  words  of  Sergius  that  "the  wise  know 
it  (the  stone)  an&  honour  it,  while  the  ignorant  fools 
despise  it9"  Jildak!  says  that  here  the  stone  does  not  mean 
gold,  which  is  honoured  by  all  people,  wise  as  well  as 
ignorant.  In  this  connection  he  quotes  a  passage  from 
Dun-Nii-n  al-Misri,  in  which  the  latter  says  that  the  Sages 
are  in  the  habit  of  giving  the  name  stone  to  various  drugs used  in  the  preparation  of  the  Elixir  or  even  to  a  certain  part  of 
the  stone.  The  reader,  eo=ents  Zildak-i  has  to  find  out  for  himself 
what  the  term  stone  implies  in  different  contexts, 
(1) 
Sheikh:  "And  these  things  are  many..  (And  these  names)3they  mention 
them  in  their  books  and  make  mention  thereof  on  their 
volumes. 
"Have  you  not  considered  the  sperm  and  its  change  into 
blood,  then  into  a  tiny  piece  of  flesh,  then  into  the  embryo, 
and  then  into  form  after  form  until  it  becanes  a  complete 
man?  Yet  that  which  would  explain  its  growth  and  properties 
is  not  seen  until  it  has  attained  its  final  stage. 
"Of  the  same  sort  are  lead  and  wheat  and  milk$  and  many 
other  things  -  they  are  all  one  thing  at  first,  and  then 
are  charged  by  treatment  and  given  many  new  colours  and 
names  and  natures"  (2) 
The  Sheikh,  explains  Tildak-ij  wanted  us  to  understand  the 
secret  part  of  the  Art,  not,  of  course,  by  describing  that  part  in 
plain  wcrds,  but  by  giving  us  examples,  by  explaining  for  us  the 
laws  of  philosophy,  and  by  way  of  comparison.  He  draw  a  parallel 
between  the  gradual  development  of  the  sperm  into  man  and  the 
progressive  conversion  of  the  raw  material  into  the  Elixir.  After 
repeating  the  Sheikhts  statement  concerning  the  consecutive  forms 
into  which  the  sperm  gradually  develops,  lildalCi  adds  that,  while 
the  child  is  in  the  womb  it  is  fed  on  menstrual  blood,  but  after 
its  birth  this  blood  transformsAn  the  breast  of  the  woman  into 
milk,  which  constitutes  the  sole  food  of  the  young.  Ilan,  continues 
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Jildaklq  is  potentially  present  in  the  sperm,  and  so  is  the  Elixir 
in  its  raw  material.  The  prime  matter  of  the  Elixir,  its  raw 
material,  is  operated  upon  until  an  extract  resembling  the  sperm 
is  derived  from  it.  This  'mineral  sperml  is  then  placed  in  a 
vessell  which  acts  as  a  womb,  and  at  every  stage  of  operation  it 
changes  its  shape,  colour,  taste,  small,  in  short,  all  its  properties 
and  is  accordingly  given  different  names,  until  in  the  end  it  develops 
into  the  Elixir.  "Every  thing  which  is  born". 
(1) 
such  as  lead,  wheat, 
milk,  undergoes  a  similar  process  of  transformation  and  passes  through 
analogous  stages  of  development,  changes  its  shape,  colour  and  all 
other  ]properties,  end  finally  reaches  its  predestined  state* 
Sheikh:  "And  Area  said  to  Caesar:  10  Caesar,  the  first  thing  which 
cafised  menýto  fall  into  error  was  the  multitude  of  namesp 
but  as  for  him  who  knoweth  that  (these  names)  referred 
to  colours  which  appear,  verily  he  will  not  go  astray 
from  the  path.  t  He  asked  him  also  and  said:  'Expound 
unto  me  concerning  these  colours  which  change  from  colour 
to  colour;  are  they  from  one  compound  or  from  various 
COMPOU1401  He  said"Ney  from  one  ccmpound  and  one 
thing;  and  as  often  as  the  fire  gives  it  a  new  colour 
we  give  it  a  new  namet  "  (2) 
The  faultiplicity  of  names,  explains  Zildakit  is  indeed 
confusing,  but  this  does  not  appear  as  an  insurmountable  obstacle 
to  an  intelligent  person,  though  it  leads  astray  the  ignorant  fools. 
"There  is  no  doubt  that  the  operation  of  the  Sages  is  one",  but 
there  are  different  stages  in  it. 
JJyJI  CA^j.  :  All  things. 
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The  consecutive  stages  of  the  operation  are  "decomposition 
(or  dissolution)p-separation,  combination,  dissolution,,  and  coagulation". 
Here  Tildaili  quotes  a  couplet  from  S&hib: 
"There  are  two  coagulations,  so  there  need  be  two  dissolutions, 
. 
Therefor,  dissolve  it  and  coagulate,  then  dissolve-it  and  coagulate  again" 
The  first  coagulation,  comments  Tildaki,  which  was  not  mentioned 
above,  takes  place  before  the  first  dissolution;  it  precedes  'the  first 
blackness'.  Further,  there  is  another  dissolutiong  which  is  included  in 
'the  first  concealed  operation'  and  takes  place  prior  to  the  first  coagu- 
lations  In  another  couplet  quoted  from  p4ib  it  is  said  that  there  are 
I  two  blackenings'  aud  I  two  whitenings'.  Tildald  adds:  "Know  th.  at  evOrY 
blackness  is  followed  by  dissolution,  and  every  dissolution  by  whiteness". 
Sheikh:  "Zosimus  said  to  Buthasia:  'I  would  cause  thee  to  know  that  the 
Sages  did  not  make  their  speech  obscure  and  the  operations  mani- 
fold  except  to  repel  the  ignorant.  But  those  of  them  who  are 
familiar  with  the  multitude  of  operations  which  they  mentioned 
and  described  in  their  books  do  not  need  more  than  one  operationg 
one  work  and  one  way.  It  is  thus  with  all  the  sayings  of  the 
Sages;  although  they  diversified  the  names  and  descriptions,  they 
nevertheless  jneant  thereby  only  one  thing,  one  way  and  one  opera- 
tion.  So  ask  not  for  further  proof  after  this,  For  indeed,  the 
Sages  mentioned  compositions  and  operations  and  weights  and 
colours  in  profusion,  rendering  them  obscure  in  order  to  mislead 
men;  but  they  lied  not'  11  (1) 
Jildald  begins  here  by  saying  that  to  him  has  fallen  the  task  of 
explaining  in  detail  what  other  Sages  expressed  in  general  terms.  He  has, 
therefore,  tried  to  subject  the  words  of  the  Sages  to  a  sort  of  winnowing 
process,  retaining  wýat  is  worth  having  and  disposing  of  what  is  useless. 
This  he  has  done  with  the  intention  of  saving  the  readers  of  his  books  from 
suffering  heavy  losses  of  time  and  property.  Contrary  to  the 
other  Sages  who,  he  says,  in  order  to  deter  the  ignorant 
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fools,  gave  only  a  partial  proof  of  their  arguments,  he  has  supported 
all  his  statements  with  irrefutable  and  complete  proof. 
The  reason  why,  Tildak!  goes  on,  the  Sages  described  so  many 
operations  was  that  in  the  first  place  they  wanted  to  give  their 
readers  as  much  information  as  possible  concerning  the  properties 
ofý,  Ahe  substances  used  in  the  Art.  And  secondly,  in  every  description 
of  an  operation  they  included  a  true  propositiont  whichs  if  understood, 
would  take  the  reader  one  step  nearer  to  the  heartof  the  matter* 
Anyone  who  is  not  familiar  with  the  language  of  the  Sages  finds  plenty 
of  contradictions  in  their  statements.  He  observes,  for  exampleg 
that  the  stone  is  at  one  time  said  to  be  mineral,  at  another  time 
vegetable  or  still  at  another  time  animal.  So.  in  order  to  avoid 
heavy  losses  of  time  and  property,  one  has  to  keep  always  in  mind  the 
Sages'  words  that  "We  are  the  inhabitants  of  a  town  which  no  one  may 
enter  without  knowing  our  language".  Here  -Tildaki  quotes  a  quatrain 
from  Sihib,  in  which  the  latter  asserts  the  same  opinion  and  sounds 
a  note  of  warning: 
"You  would  solve  the  enigmas  of  our  town, 
And  attain  your  hopes,  if  you  were  our  brother; 
Otherwise  you  shall  not  live  in  comfort  in  it,  for  it  is  a  garden 
Full  of  vipers  for  the  explorers". 
But.  the  reader  of  Jildaki's  book,  The  End  of  the  Search,  has 
no  cause  to  worry;  for,  he  saysq  he  has  not  included  in  it  any  false 
or  ambiguous  proposition. 271 
"And  we  say,  "  lildaki  continues,  "That  the  compound  of  the 
Sages  of  which  the  Elixir  is  born  definitely  contains  the  four 
principles:  the  solvent  water,  the  uninflammable  oil,  the  active 
tincture  and  the  stable  body".  To  every  one  of  these  principles  the 
Sages  have  given  many  different  names.  The  following  are  some  of  the 
names  given  to  'the  solvent  watert;  "The  pure  waterl  the  salt  water, 
the  natron  waters  the  alum  water,  the  spring  waters  the  sea  waters 
the  divine  waters  the  sword  water,  the  qill  water,  the  sharp  waters 
(2) 
the  distilled  vinegar,  the  head  water  a  the  white  mercuryq  the  sea 
physician,  the  sal  ammoniao  water,  the  borax  water,  the  lime  waterg 
the  hair  water,  the  etemal  water,  the  western  raercurys  etc.  With 
regard  to  the  uninflammable  oil,  the  Sages  have  called  it:  the 
(3) 
conciliator  ,  the  distilled  olive  oil,  the  oil  of  sheep  trottersq 
(4) 
the  curdled  milk,  the  oil  of  artichoket  -the  milk  'of  euphorbia,  the 
oil  of  the  tree  of  love,  the  pure  oil,  the  white  gun,  the  oil  of  hair, 
the  oil  of  yolk,  the  oil  of  salarnmoniac,  the  oil  of  sulphur,  the 
mastic  sulphur, 
(5) 
the  oil  of  arsenic,  the  suet  of  goats'  kidneys,  and 
the  like.  As  to  the  tincture,  it  is  called:  the  fire,  the  stone 
which  cleaves  the  head, 
(6) 
the  blossom,  the  carthamus  tinctorius 
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(the  bastard  safflower),  the  saffron,  the  spirit,  the  sulphur,  the 
arsenic,  the  red  copper,  the  saffron  of  iron  (702  03)9  the  verdigris, 
the  manure, 
(1) 
the  fixed  cinnabar,  the  reduced  antimony, 
(2)  the 
(3)  (4) 
prepared  tutys  the  yolk,  the  red-lead,  the  vitriolt  the 
V-  (5) 
Sa4ira,  the  tincture  of  golds  the  corals  the  celandineg  and  the 
like,  As  to  the  stable  body.  jit  is  called):  the  animate  bodyp  the 
raw  body,  the  litharge,  the  calx,  the  bone  black, 
(6)the 
calcined 
silver,  the  calcined  gold,  the  reduced  calcined  iron, 
(7) 
the  white 
lead,  the  shadeless  copper, 
(B)the 
white  earthq  the  elephant's  tusks 
the  heavy  body,  the  man,  the  foliated  gypsum,  the  pure  sulphur,  the 
coagulated  mercury,  the  crouching  lion,  the  sun,  the  moon#  the  song 
the  babyq  the  old  man,  the  child,  the  young  man  (org  the  young  slave) 
the  red  sulphur,  the  pargeting  arsenic, 
(9) 
the  molten  oil,  the  thirsty 
earth,  the  fetter,  (10) 
the  rock,  the  whetstonel  and  the  like.  If 
you  consider  the  nam  sto  be  too  maby,  keep  those  four  and  leave 
1. 
ao  *-J  1 
2*  J)aj  I 
tý;.  J'j  1 
3.  ; J1  J'j  11 
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Ashes  Of  which  soap  is  made. 
6.  ois 
ta'j  I 
J  il  I 
10.  JAI 
11.  Water,  oil,  tincture  and  earth. 2?  3 
the  rest" 
(1) 
The  four  principlesq  namely,  water,  oilq  tincture 
and  earth  are  the  constituents  of  all  things  in  the  three  mineral, 
vegetable  and  Animal  kingdoms.  It  is  therefore,  to  these  principles 
that  all  the  substances  are  reduced  on  deamposition.  But  it  must 
be  remembered  that  there  is  a  great  difference  between  "the  boracic 
wateral  the  inflammable  oils,  the  unstable 
(2  linotures, 
and  the 
crusty  earths"  on  the  one  hand,  and  "the  heavy,  penetrating,  thick 
watersl  the  pure  uninfla=able  oils,  the  wonderful,  strongs  effective 
tincturesl  and  the  animate$  eternal  bodies"  on  the  other.  The  former 
do  not  combine  with  one  another  and  no  benefit  is  derived  from  theml 
while  the  latter  are  capable  of  combination  and  yield  the  desired 
result,  no  matter  from  what  material  or  by  which  method  they  have  been 
produced. 
Zildak!  now  turns  to  describe  the  properties  and  the  relative 
importance  of  substances  in  the  animal,  vegetable  and  mineral  kingdoms. 
Beginning  with  the  animal  substances,  he  says  that  there  is  no 
'life  and  stability'  in  them.  Their  waters  are  boracia,  their  oils 
inflammable,  and  their  tinctures  unstable.  The  most  a  Sage  could  do 
is  to  render  the  animal  oils  and  tincture  waxyl  fusible  and 
uninfl8mmableg  by  successive  distillations  after  which  they  become 
I  either  white  or  red'.  There  are  two  benefits  which  may  be  reaped 
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from  this*  Firstly,  it  is  possible  to  employ  the  animal  oils 
and  tinctures  thus  prepared  in  the  production  of  pure  and  soft 
bodies  capable  of  being  used  "in  the  Projection  of  the  Elixir  and 
in  the  science  of  the  Balance".  Operations  involved  here  are 
pounding,  moistening,  reduction 
(1) 
and  ablution.  Secondly,  these 
oils  and  tinctures  may  be  combined  with  pure  mercury  and  sulphur 
and  then  united  with  a  stable  body,  "producing  an  effective, 
tinctorial,  and  beneficial,  external  Elixir".  But  from  animal 
'bodies'  it  is  not  possible  to  produce  any  kind  of  elixir.  Certain 
parts  of  animals  are  used  in  "ablution,  parificationj  softening 
and  fusion".  The  Elixir  produced  by  the  combination  of  animal  and 
mineral  substances  is  not  solely  'external',  it  is  also  to  some 
(2) 
extent  I  int  ernall  .  This  Elixir  is  very  much  like  the  treal 
Zlixirlt  and  if  it  is  carefully  produced  it  will  resist  the  refining 
fire*  A"-,  T.  he  calx  of  the  egg's  shell,  the  water  of  egg,  the 
oil  of  yolk"  are  among  the  animal  substances  used  in  the  Art.  if 
the  eggshell  is  treated  with  'the  white  water',  it  will  soften  and 
le 
11 
2.7ildaki  does  not  make  it  clear  what  I  he  means  by  the  terms 
'external'  and  tinternall.  Probably  by  'external,,  '  Elixir' 
he  meant  the-one  which  tinctures  only  the  surface  of  the 
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finally  dissolve  the  latter,  making  it  acrid.  Some  of  the  animal 
parts  which  are  employed  by  the  Sages  are:  "hair  (its  sal  enmoniac, 
its  oil,  and  its  tincture),  gall-vesiole,  skull,  hoof,  urine,  human 
excrement,  horns  brain,  liver,  spleen,  semen,  bone,  skin  and  the 
likes"  all  of  which  include  "water,  oil,  tincture  and  sediment"* 
JTildakI  once  again  emphatically  asserts  that  'the  real  stone'  is 
not  to  be  found  among  the  animal  substances  because  these  bear  only 
a  remote  relation  to  the  stone,  and  moreover  they  do  not  include 
any  'stable  bodyt  in  which  the  spirits  cculd  settle. 
Tildak!  then  goes  on  to  describe  the  use  of  plant  products  in 
the  Art.  Some  of  the  vegetable  substances,  he  says,  react  on 
minerals  and  are  used  to  asst  "Purification,  decomposition, 
coagulation  of  the  volatile,  whitening,  and  reddening.  From 
vegetable  bubstances  it  is  possible  to  derive  sharp,  boracic  watersp 
excellent  oils  and  also  tinctures,  but  instead  of  earths  they  have 
ashes  which  become  useless  after  the  extraction  of  their  salts". 
The  salts  derived  from  vegetable  ashes  are  used  for  purification, 
and  when  they  are  treated  with  vegetable  waters  their  sharpness 
and  their  purifying  property  intensify  and  they  become  capable  of 
rendering  the  vegetable  oils  fire-resisting.  Certain  animal  extracts, 
when  combined  with  appro;  riate  mineral  substances,  are  used  in  the 
19  Dissolution  is  considered  by  Tildak!  to  be  a  kind  of  decomposition. 276 
science  of  the  Balance  and  help  to  cure  the  diseased  metals.  "No 
one  doubts  that  the  water  of  the  tree  of  love  coagalates  the  volatile, 
and  the  same  is  true  of  mezereon  and  the  milks  of  euphorbias.  And 
all  the  uninflemmable  oils,  such  as  the  d  istilled  and  stable  olive 
oil,  the  distilled  and  stable  sesame  oilq  even  the  oil  of  walnut, 
almond,  hazel-nut,  pistachio,  terebinth,  safflower  seed,  linseed, 
in  short  all  vegetable  oils,  when  rendered  uninflammable  by  being 
mixed  with  boracic,  calcined  salts  and  by  successive  distillation 
until  they  become  pure  white  or  pure  red  with  no  streak  of  blacknessl 
assist  the  fusionj  purificationg  removal  of  accidental  qualities  and 
refining  of  the  essence  of  everything  made  up  of  sulphur  and  mercury; 
they  also  assist  the  coagulation  of  the  volatile,  be  it  malleable 
or  brittle;  they  assist  too  the  purification,  moistening,  softening, 
fusionj  and  tincturing  of  imperfect  bodies".  "There  is  no  denying"g 
Tildak!  goes  on,  "the  action  of  qIll  salt  on  sulphurs  and  oils,  or 
the  action  of  the  pulp  of  pomegranate  on  iron,  or  that  of  the  juice 
of  leek  and  salt  of  myrtle  on  the  two  leads,  or  that  of  the  water 
of  garlic,  on  asbkdariya".  But  in  spite  of  all  this  the  stone  of 
the  philosophers  is  not  to  be  found  among  the  vegetable  substances. 
Tildak!  now  turns  to  the  mineral  kingdom.  Minerals,  he  says, 
include  everything  on  earth  except  animals  and  plants.  He  arranges 
minerals  in  different  groupsq  describing  each  in  turn,  without,  howeverg 
numbering  them  or  mentioning  their  total  number.  The  following  are 
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the  various  classes  of  minerals  in  order  of  precedence  as  described 
by,  Zildaki; 
1.,  Rocky  stones,  such  as  rocks,  flint,  tufa  (or  pumice) 
(1) 
and  the 
like.  These  are  not  used  in  the  Art,  but  they  have  their  uses  in 
building  and  construction, 
2.,  Dusts  and  clays.  Some  of  these  are  used  in  the  construction 
of  furnaceal  bellows, 
(2) 
ovens,  and  crucibles.  For  further  information 
in  this  connection,  Zildek!  recomends  the  reading  of  one  of  T&bir's 
books  called  K.  al2Atyin  (a  Book  of  Clays  . 
3.,  Sands,  which  are  used  in  glass  making. 
4.9  Gypsum  and  tale.  "They  include  mercuric  souls  and  adhesive 
moisture"*  If  gypsum  and  talc,  as  well  as  glass,  are  calcined, 
kneaded,  moistened,  and  finally  dissolved,  they  would  assist  the 
I  coagulation  of  the  volatilet  . 
5.,  Salts.  They  are  of  different  kinds:  "ojil,  not-oily,  pungent, 
bitter,  and  those  which  lie  in  between".  Some  of  these  after  being 
dissolved,  coagulated,  calcined  and  refined,  become  capable  of 
coagulating  the  volatile,  and  purifying  the  sulphurs,  arsenics  and 
imperfect  bodies.  And  if  the  dissolution  of  these  salts  is  completely 
achieved,  they  would  also  become  capable  of  assisting  the  dissolutiong 
fusion,  purification  and  combination  of  the  substances  mentioned 
"I  mi 
OIS  or  OIS 
2o  e 
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above  (i.  e.  9  sulphursp  arsenics  and  i42perfect  bodies).  The  salts 
exhibiting  these  properties  are:  sal  ammoniac,  tinkar,  camphor, 
naphtha,  nitro,  boraces,  alum,  qill  and  the  like.  They  are  first 
added  to  the  substances  under  treatment  and  then  removed  at  a  later 
stage,  leaving  no  residue  behind.  For  the  smallest  amount  left 
behind  would  stick  to  the  souls  and  prevent  them  from  combination. 
6.,  Pearlsq  transparent  mineral  stones  and  the  like.  They  are  of 
no  importance  in  the  Art,  that  is,  nothing  is  produced  from  them. 
For  their  decomposition  always  ends  in  corruption.  Neverthelessp  if 
a  pearl  undergoes  a  'natural  dissolution',  it  will  often  coagulate 
the  volatile  sabstances;  "for  it  was  originated  itself  by  the  coagulation 
of  water  inside  the  animal". 
r/*,  Zasper(')and  turquoise.  They  possess  a  tinctorial  power 
similar  to  that  of  the  verdigris,  and  are  therefore  capable  of 
assisting  purification  and  tincturing  of  other  substancesl  particularly 
copper  and  silver.  But  before  they  are  used  they  must  be  dissolved 
and  also  cerated;  for,  in  contrast  with  other  hard,  transparent  stones, 
they  are  easily  soluble. 
8,,  Carnelian,  coral,  sea-shell,  snail-shel.  1  and  the  like,  They 
are  used  in  calcination,  softening  and  purification. 
1. 
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9.,  Urmalleable,  crumbly  bodies,  such  as  tutia,  mareasite  and 
magaesia.  "They  may  not  be  decomposed  except  by  the  addition  of 
scmething:  dissimilar  to  them".  And  after  they  have  been  deemposed 
and  purified,  they  are  used  in  the  preparation  of  stable  tinctures. 
Mir,  according  to  ;  ildakl,  has  described  in  his  books  the  method 
of  handling  these  bodies.  Excessive  heat  and  dryness  have  a  corruptive 
effect  on  theme  Now,  if  their  sulphurs  are  first  extracted  and  then, 
after  the  cleansing  of  the  remaining  parts,  added  again  in  a  certain 
measure  so  as  to  establish-an  equilibrium  of  natures,  these  crumbly 
bodies  become  capablecf  combination  with  metallic  bodies,  turning 
the  red  ones  white  and  the  white  ones  red.  Crumbly  bodies  are  of 
great  benefit  in  the  Art,  for  they  are  closely  related  to  metalqe.  ý. 
In  fact  metals  and  crumbly  bodies  are  originated  from  common  materialsp 
so  that  the  difference  between  them  is  due  only  to  the  afflictlon-.  of 
the  latter  groups  with  accidental  qualities.  Therefore,  when  the 
accidental  qualities  of  the  crumbly  bodies  are  removed,  th4  difference 
between  them  and  metals  disappears  and  they  combine  permanently  with 
the  latter,  with  no  possibility  of  separation, 
10,  j  Malleable,  fusible  bodiese  These  are  the  principal  substances 
with  which  the  Art  is  concerned,  "and  we  will  mention  here",  says 
Tildakiq  "the  special  properties  of  each  one  of  them" 
a)  Gold  It  is  the  king  of  metals,  just  as  sun  is  the  king  of 
stars.  But.  like  other  metalso  it  is  liable  to  corruptive 
calcination.  and  for  this  reason  its  oolour  may  not  be 260 
considered  as  perfect.  If  a  certain  amount  of  heat  and 
moisture  is  added  to  it#  it  will  transform  into  the  Elixir, 
whereas  the  addition  of  litharge,  leadl  black  lead,  minium, 
or  some  impure  substances,  has  a  corruptive  effect  on  it. 
When  malted  upon  a  plate  (ceration)  it  becames  like  molten 
wax,  and  may  be  formed  into  any  desired  shape.  IToper 
melting  endows  the  gold  with  the  qualities  of  a  perfect 
principle.  And  when  it  is  moistened  with  "the  divine 
water,  or  the  saliva  of  vipers,  or  the  water  of  the  two 
gums,  or  the  substance  formed  by  the  combination  of  the 
soul  with  the  uninflammable  oilq  or  the  substance  formed 
by  the  acmbination  of  the  two  healthy  sulphurs,  it  will 
transform  on  refining,  into  a  perfect  Elixir",  and  its 
colour  will  turn  from  yellow  to  purple;  this  is  the  proper 
calcination  of  gold.  Tildaki  warns  the  reader  against 
mixing  gold  with  impure  substances  and  also  against  its 
improper  calcination. 
b)  Silver.  The  Sages,  says  Jildald,  have  described  the  proper 
way  of  calcining  silver,  so  that  it  would  not  be  mixed  with 
'unlike'  and  impure  substances.  Melting  of  silver  upon  a 
plate  (ceration)  transforms  it  into  a  'perfect  principle', 
ready  to  be  mixed  with  the  spirit  and  the  soul,  forming 
a  dough  from  which  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is  producede 281 
'The  water  of  the  two  gums's  and  also  the  compound  produced 
by  the  combination  of  mercury  and  arseniep  may  be  used  in  the 
calcination  of  silver.  The  metal  is  many  times  treated  with 
either  of  the  two  solutions  just  mentioned,  or  with  any  other 
having  the  same  properties,  until  it  attains  equilibrium. 
c)  Copper  It  is  an  impure  body  from  which  no  benefit  may  be 
derived  unless  it  is  calcined  and  its  impurities  and  sulphurs 
are  removed.  In  the  course  of  this  cleansing  operation  it 
changes  its  colours  becoming  yellow,  then  white  and  finally 
red.  If  the  red  copper,  like  gold,  is  first  cerated  upon  a 
plate,  melting  with  a  small  quantity  of  heat,  and  then 
moistened  with  'the  soul-spirit  compoundt,  it  will  transform 
into  the  Elixir  of  Redness.  The  white  copper,  on  the  other 
hand,  if  it  is  first  cerated  and  then  moistened  with  'the 
soul  of  the  two  gams's  will  transform  into  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness.  Purified  copper  Is  actually  considered  as  one  of 
the  four  principles:  the  white  one  combines  with  the  moon 
(silver)  and  the  red  one  with  the  sun  (gold),  forming 
permanent  and  homogeneous  compounds. 
d)  Iron.  Its  'action'  is  similar  to  that  of  copper,  and  its 
d  ecomposition 
(1) 
is  generative  and  not  corruptive.  on 
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removing  its  impurities  and  sulphurs,  it  becomes  either 
white  or  red,  according  to  our  desire,  It  is  then  aerated 
upon  a  plate  in  the  usual  mannerg  whereupon  it  rises  to  the 
rank  of  a  'perfect  principle  of  the  Elixirto  The  aerated  white 
iron,  after  being  treated  with  three  times  its  weight  of 
'the  soul  of  the  two  gums"  and  the  yeast',  becomes  capable 
of  transforming  imperfect  metals,  such  as  pure  tin,  into  pure 
silver,  and  of  forming  a  permanent  and  everlasting  union  with 
the  latter.  The  red  iron,  on  the  other  hand',  after  being 
aerated  and  calcined  in  the  same  manner  as  the  white  one, 
tinctures  the  silver  and  transforms  it  into  gold  'on  suspension' 
But  if  iron,  when  purified,  acquires  the  colcur  of  saffron, 
an  excellent  Elixir  of  Redness  may  be  produced  from  it.  This 
will  impart  to  silver  the  perfect  and  stable  colour  of  gold, 
and  will  combine  with  the  latter,  forming  a  permanent  union. 
6)  Tin.  When  all  its  impurities  and  sulphurs  have  been  removedq 
it  unites  with  silver,  forming  a  perfect  compound.  And  if 
purified,  aerated,  calcined,  white  iron  (i.  e.  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  produced  from  iron)  is  projected  upon  it,  it  will 
tranfitbrm  into  pure  silver,  and  will  combine  with  the  latter, 
never  to  be  separated  from  it.  Purified  tin  after  being 
1.  jtLzjlj.  &:  Apparently  a  form  of  heating. 283 
cerated  upon  a  plate  and  calcined  with  'the  soul  of  the  two 
I 
gums")  and  the  yeastt,  may  be  used,  like  iront  for  the 
production  of  the  two  Elixirs. 
f)  Lead.  Like  copper,  iron  and  tin  it  needs  to  be  purifiedt  and 
as  a  resalt  of  purification  it  will  become  either  white  or  red. 
By  the  action  of  the  'water  of  the  two  gums,  together  with 
sal  ammoniact,  the  white  one  transforms  into  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  and  the  red  one  into  the  Elixir  of  Rednesse 
The  volatilization  of  the  malleable  bodies  is  beneficial  only 
in  two  respects.  In  the  first  place,  it  purifies  them,  and  in  the 
second,  it  facilitates  their  combination  with  the  soul,  And  of  course 
soul  and  body  do  not  combine  with  each  other  unless  they  are  helped 
by  pure  spirit  which  plays  the  part  of  an  intermediary.  After  their 
ascension  to  the  top  Of  the  vessel,  soul  and  body  descend  to  the 
bottom  and  combine  with  each  other,  fo=ing  a  homgeneous  and  easily 
fusible  substance.  If  a  white  metallic  body  (i,  eo  a  metallic  body 
which  has  been  made  white  by  purification)  is  used,  the  resulting 
substance  will  be  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness.  And  if  a  red  metallic 
body  (i.  e.  a  metallic  body  which  has  been  made  red  by  purification) 
is  used1the  resulting  substance  will  be  the  Elixir  of  Redness. 
Now  a  metallic  bodyg  coitinuesjý.  Tildakl,  which  has  got  rid  of 
all  its  impurities  and  has  undergone  a  generative  decomposition, 
wis  of  the  seme  rank  as  the  new  body  at  the  beginning  of  combinationo 
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And  know  that  the  water  of  the  two  gums,  used  in  the  External  and 
Internal  operations,  is  the  divine  water  to  whose  rank  nothing  may 
be  elevated  except  combined  mercury  and  sulphur  after  complete 
purification"  .  The  gold  of  the  philosophers  is  different,  says 
Xildakl,  from  ordinary  gold;  and  the  same  is  true  of  other  matallic 
bodies.  In  this  connection,  he  gives  a  quotation  from  Kutub  al-Maliai-in 
of  Tibir:  "The  bodies  of  the  philosophers  are  not  ordinary  bodies, 
for  ordinary  bodies  are  different  from  the  bodies  of  the  philosophers". 
Tildak!  than  goes  on  to  tell  us  something  about  mercuryt 
sulphurs  and  arsenics.  From  mercury  alone,  he  says,  no  elixir  may  be 
produced,  no  matter  whether  it  is  the  mercury  of  the  philosophers  or 
the  ordinary  one.  The  latter  is  impure,  and  the  only  way  to  purify 
it  completely  is  by  volatilization,  which  has  the  same  effect  on 
mercury  as  1roper  calcination  had  on,  ý  metallic  bodies.  Again,  it  must 
be  remembered  that  the  volatilization  of  the  philosphers  is  different 
from,  the  ordinary  one.  After  mercury  has  thus  been  purified,  it 
rises  to  the  rank  of  a  principle,  but  "requires  an  adhesive  moisture 
to  units  with  and  a  body  in  which  to  settle".  In  this  way  mercury 
is  transformed  into  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness,  if  it  is  white,  and  to 
the  Elixir  of  Redness,  if  it  is  red. 
As  to  the  sulphurs  and  the  arsenics,,  because  of  their  excessive 
dryness,  they  are  combustible.  Nevertheless,  since'they  are  related 
to  the  metallic  minerals,  if  they  are  made  fire-resisting  by  the 285 
isolation  of  their  healthy  component  and  the  removal  of  the  rest, 
they  would  rise  to  the  rank  of  pure  principles,  capable  of  being 
perMctly  conbined  with  pure  mercury*  Here  again,  Tildakli  is 
quick  to  point  out  that  the  sulphurs  and  arsenics  of  the  philosophers 
are  different  from  the  ordinary  ones.  Failure  in  the  Art  results 
from  misunderstanding  the  real  intentions  of  the  Sages:  "Do  not  be 
suspicious  of  the  operation  of  the  Sages  and  their  stonet"  Tildald 
then  quotes  the  following  passage  from  K.  al. 
_-4jRr 
(The  Book  of  Stones) 
of  tAristotlet  t  "Sulphur",  says  the  latter,  "is  used  to  redden  the 
white  and  to  calcine  the  gold  on  melting  with  it.  And  after  gold  has 
been  calcinedl'if  a  little  of  the  boracic  stone  is  projected  upon  it, 
it  becomes  gold  again.  All  bodies  and  stones,  when  they  encounter 
fire,  burn  until  nothing  remains  of  them"  It  is  only  the  pure  sulphur, 
ccmments  Tildaki,  which  exhibits  these  properties.  He  quotes  here  a 
poem  or  gd4ib,  in  which  the  latter  describes  how  ignorant  fools  are 
misled  by  their  superficial  interpretation  of  the  Sages'  words,  To 
illustrate  this  point,  Xildakli  gives  a  very  interesting  examplev 
showing  how  the  Sulphur-mercury  theory  of  metals  is  misunderstood 
by  tstupid  people'. 
According  to  the  Sagess  says  -Tildald,  metallic  minerals 
originate  from  sulphur  and  mercury.  Not  understanding  the  real 
intention  of  the  Sages,  who  on  purposeq  Tildak-i  goes  on,  did  not 
wish  to  be  explicit,,  the  stupid  people  start  mixing  sulphur  with 286 
mercury  in  the  hope  of  producing  metallic.  bodiess  and,  of  course, 
they  fail  in  all  their  attempts.  Metallic  minerals  originate 
from  sulphur  and  mercurp,  whan.  these  are  still  in  the  state  of 
formation  and  have  not  yet  coagulated  completely.  In  other  words 
they  originate  from  sulphur  and  mercury  lbefore  sulphur  becomes 
sulphur'  and  mercury  beccmes  mercury'.  "Moreover,  sulphur 
originates  in  an  earth  different  from  thdt  in  which  mercury  is 
produced.  Fusible  bodies  do  not,  in  fact,  originate  frcm  these 
coagulated  sulphurs,  nor  from  that  quivering  mercury.  Mineral 
bodies  originate  only  from  the  steam  and  the  smoke,  from  uncoagulated 
mercury  and  uncoagulated  sulphur,  or,  to  tell  the  truth,  fusibleg 
mineral  bodies  originate  from  nothing  but  the  water,  and  the  oil* 
In  the  blind  (hollows  of  the  earth)  the  gentle  (natural)  heat 
causes  the  water  to  ascend  to  the  topg  carrying  the  oil  with  it. 
There,  because  of  proximity  to  coldness,  it  cools  down  and  descends, 
alighting  on  the  part  remaining  at  the  bottom.  So  the  natural  heat 
matures  it,  and  it  constantly  moves  up  and  down,  part  of  it  tumbling 
over  the  other.  Then  it  gradually  becomes  more  and  more  gummoust 
thick  and  hard,  until  it  appears  as  a  molten,  malleable  body"s  At 
first,  continuess  J'ildald,  only  a  small  part  of  the  oily-water 
coagulates,  and  this  then  acts  as  a  leaven  which  gradually  grows  by 
feeding  upon  the  remaining  part.  "The  molten  malleable  body"  hardens 287 
little  by  little,  developing  into  an  actual  mineral  body,  which  would 
be  gold  if  the  earth  frcm  which  steam  and  smoke  emanated  has  been 
pure  and  if  there  has  been  a  'moderate  heat'.  With  pure  earth  and 
deficient  heatp  silver  is  produced. 
We  remember  that  in  the  first  volume  of  his  work', 
llildai-i 
supported  the  opinion  of  the  Sheikh  that  lead  is  found  in  silver  ore, 
and  silver  in  gold  ore.  But  here  he  withdraws  his  approvalg  saying 
that  he  had  not  then  opposed  the  Sheikh,  whose  view  15  shared  by 
other  Sages.,  because  he  believed  that  initiation  in  the  Art  must  be 
gradual.  Lead,  he  argues,  is  produced  from  impure  earth,  and  for 
this  reason  its  occurrence  in  silver  ore  is  impossible,  "considering 
that  it  lacks  the  pmver  of  rejection",  The  so-called  lead  found  in 
silver  ore  is  nothing  but  silver  which  is  not  yet  completely  matured 
and,  therefore,  melts  like  lead  with  a  lesser  amount  of  heat.  Andl 
if  the  Sages  had  examined  the  so-called  lead  more  carefullyl  they 
would  have  found  it  to  be  free  from  impurities.  There  might  be  a 
little  'blackness'  in  it,  but  then  silver  is  not  completely  free 
from  blackness;  for',  after  all.  the  sulphur  and  the  mercury  which  go 
to  make  up  silver  have  small  streaks  of  blackness  in  them.  Now 
the  same  thing  may  be  said  of  the  so-called  silver  found  in  gold 
ore.  Jildek!  then  somewhat.  apologetically  states  that  his  criticism 
1,  See  pýp.  17,  Z;  10  above. 288 
of  the  Sheikh  in  particular  and  of  the  Sages  in  general  does  not  in 
the  least  injure  their  high  reputation.  He  adds  that  the  Sages  are 
not  annoyed  mhen  their  mistakes  are  pointed  out  to  them.  Subsequently 
he  gives  another  quotation  frm  K.  al:  ýAhjiir  (The  Book  of  Stones)  of 
tAristotlel 
"As  to  the  Arsenic",  says  pseudo-Aristotle,  "it  is  of  different 
kinds:  the  red  one  called  sandarac,  the  yellow  one,  the  arsenic,  and 
the  dust-coloured  one*  Anyone  who  calcines  one  of  the  two  kinds,  i*e., 
the  yellow  and  the-red,  until  it  becomes  white,  and  then  projects  itq 
together  with  some  borax,  upon  the  red  copper,  will  m&e  the  latter 
white  and  nice  to  look  at,  getting  rid  of  its  stinking  odour" 
(2) 
It  is  to  explain  this  passage  that  Tildak!  entirs  upon  a  long 
and  rather  important  discussion  concerning  the  constitution  and  the 
properties  of  arsenics,  as  well  as  sulphurs  and  mercury.  Leaving 
out  the  numerous  repetitions,  the  account  which  follows1noludes  all 
he  had  here  to  say  on  the  subject: 
Stupid  people  believe  that  calcination  of  arsenic  is  the  same 
as  their  own  volatilizationp  which  a  careful  examination  would  show  i6at  this 
is  not  true.  Interpretation  of  the  wcrds  of  the  Sages  by  ignorant 
Vibir  has  said  in  fools  is  always  erroneous.  As  a  matter  of  fact  ". 
many  of  his  books  that  volatile  substances  are  all  corrupt".  and  that 
1.  Red  arsenic,  sulphide 
=6  realgar* 
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only  some  of  them  are  tinatorialg  and  even  then  their  tinctures  are 
not  permanent.  "We  explain  for  you  the  cause  of  this  corruption 
(i.  eo.,  cmbustibility),  and  say,  that  sulphurs  and  arsenics  are 
combustible  and  combustivebecause  they  contain  an  excessive  amount 
of  inflammable  oil".  Minerals  are  formed  in  the  mines  by  the 
combination  of  'moisture'  and  'dryness',  or  more  precisely,  'watery 
moistness'  and  'adhesive  oiliness16  It  is  the  excess  of  the  latter 
component  which  results  in  the  formation  of  sulphurs  and  arsenics. 
So  in  both  sulphur  and  arsenic,  oiliness  is  in  excess  of  earthiness; 
"but  oiliness  of  sulphur  is  more  than  that  of  arsenic,  while  its 
earthiness  is  less".  Each  of  these,  i.  e.,  sulphur  and  arsenics 
contains  a  sound  and  healthy  component,  which  may  be  oil,  or  tincture, 
or  earth.  And  anyone  who  succeeds  in  decomposing  sulphur  and  arsenic 
in  such  a  way  as  to  isolate  their  'sound  componentst  will  understand 
'their  secret'.  Sulphur  and  arsenic  have,  of  course,  their  uses  in 
the  Art,  but  there  is  a  limit  to  their  powers.  It  is  said,  for 
example,  that  "sulphur  reddens  the  white".  but  this  does  not  imply 
that  it  is  capable  of,  say,  transforming  silver  into  gold.  Not 
everything  that  has  a  reddening  effect  necessarily  exerts  the  same 
influence  as  the  Elixir  of  Redness.  So  it  is  with  arsenic:  its 
whitening  effect  is  not  the  same  as  that  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness. 
Andq  in  fact,  'Aristotle'  did  not  say  that  "arsenic  when  whitened 
by  special  calcination" 
(1) 
transforms  copper  into  silver.  He  said 
1.  The  Greek  alchemist,  Olympiodorus  (5th  Century  A.  D.  )  obtained  white, 
arsenic,  As2  030  by  roasting  arsenic  sulphide.  See  P*E.  M.  Berthelot., 
Collection  des  Alchimistes  greesp  Paris  1887-88pp.  69-/0:  5*(rq-ýt7ocer.  'ý" 
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that  it  whitens  the  copper  and  gets  rid  of  'its  stinking  odourt. 
What  he  actually  meant  was  that  white  arsenic  removes  part  of  the 
impurities  contained  in  copper,  and  by  so  doing  brings  it  nearer  to 
silver*  Complete  transformation  of  copper  into  silver,  however, 
requires  the  use  of  "soul  to  nurse  it,  and  spirit  to  tincture  it,  and 
salt  to  complete  its  purification",  And  it  was  for  this  reason  that 
'Aristotle',  in  order  to  obtain  a  better  result,  recommended  the  use 
of  some  borax  in  addition  to  white  arsenic.  "And  know  that  both 
sulphur  and  arsenic  contain  oil,  tincture,  earth,  and  a  little  water".. 
And  since  heat  is  predominant  in  their  constitution,  they  have  a  fiery 
colour,  and  when  brought  near  fire  they  start  burning.  But  if  they 
are  handled  gently  in  the  manner  of  the  philosophers,  their  fiery 
component  may  be  extracted  and  softened  until  it  turns  into  a  #watery, 
inflammable  oil'.  So  there  is  an  essence  in  both  sulphur  and  arsenic 
which  may  be  extracted  and  made  fusible,  malleable,  ductile,  fire- 
resisting,  and  capable,  like  coagulated  mercury,  of  combination  with 
metallic  minerals.  "There  is  no  doubt  that  both  sulphur  and  arsenic 
originate,  like  mercury,  from  steam  and  smoke".  It  was  mentioned 
before  that  mercury,  after  being  purified,  fixed,  and  coagulatedl  may 
be  transformed  into  silver  or  gold,  according  as  it  was  made  white 
or  red  in  the  course  of  purification  and  coagulation*  Now  silver 
obtained  from  mercury  is  actually  heavier  and  more  powerful  than 
ordinary  silver;  for,  contrary  to  the  latter,  it  is  capable  of 
transforming  purified,  imperfect  metals  into  silver.  And  mercury 291 
when  transformed  into  gold  becomes  capable  of  uniting  permanently 
with  the  latter,  and  it  often  imparts  to  silver  a  yellow  colour 
which  is  not  exactly  the  colour  of  gold.  But  silver  tinctured  in 
this  manner  becomes  perfect  gold  when  embined  with  it*  "A  good 
example  is  pure,  stable  cinnabar  which  tinctures  silver  and  combines 
with  gold".  Now  sulphur  and  arsenic  alsos  when  their  flight,  ashy 
part'  is  removed  and  they  are  made  fusible,  pure  and  heavys  become 
capable  of  transforming  copper  into  silverg  or  silver  into  gold, 
according  as  they  were  mado  white  or  red,,.  "And  this  is  what  the 
philosophers  imply  by  the  word  ItanqIrI  (transforming  into  silver)". 
The  mercury  which  forms  one  of  the  two  emponent  parts  of  metallic 
minerals  is  usually  referred  to  by  the  Sages  as  'the  soul';  the 
other  component,  sulphur,  is  called  'the  spirit'.  Ordinary  mercury 
and  sulphur,  as  well  as  arsenic,  contain  'soul'  and  'spirit'  in 
addition  to  'body'.  The  difference  between  ordinary  mercury  and 
'the  soul"  is  that  in  the  former  'watery  moisture'  predominates  and 
frm  that  it  takes  its  name.  For  it  is  a  common  practice  among  the 
pages  to  give  to  a  substance  the  name  of  its  predominant  c=ponent* 
For  example,  substances  in  which  'the  oily  moisture'  is  predominant 
are  referred  to  as  arsenics,  or  sulphurs  if  it  is  still  more  prepon- 
derant.  "And  if  you  pay  more  attention  you  will  find  that  all 
minerals  are  from  one.  thing,  and  that  the  differences  in  their  properties 
are  only  due  to  their  being  afflicted  by  accidental  qualities",  The 292 
central  theme  of  the  Art  is  the  removal  of  these  accidental 
qualities,  and  this  would  not  be  possible  unless  the  constitution 
and  the  properties  of  all  substances,  as  well  as  the  means  and  methods 
of  operation,  were  fully  understood*  For  example,  to  extract  the 
healthy  component  of  sulphur,  or  arsenic,  it  must  be  first  moistened 
with  pure  water  and  then  pounded  well.  If  it  is  not  moistened  before 
pounding,  and  'dryness'  is  added  to  it  instead,  it  will  igaite  on 
pounding  and  corruption  ensues.  After  moistening  and  pounding  it. 
Is  left  to  dry,  and  subsequently  it  is  dissolved  in  an  appropriate 
acrid  and  solvent  moisture.  In  this  way  its  souli  its  spirit  and  the 
soft  part  of  its  body  will  dissolve.  The  coarse  part  of  its  body 
precipitates  at  the  bottom  of  the  vessel  and  is  rejected.  Then  by 
heating  the  solution  with  a  gentle  or  strong  fire,  the  healthy 
componentof  sulphur,  or  arsenic,  is  obtained.  "And  know  that  sharp 
a 
waters,  because  of  their  quickness  in  action,  have  numerous  uses  in 
the  Art  and  produce  astonishing  results.  And  if  the  able  man  were 
able  to  prepare  a  solvent,  sharp  water  which  dissolved  and  disintegrated 
the  souls,  the  spirits,  the  bodies  and  the  filings  thrown  into  it,  he 
would  be  capable  of  extracting  their  healthy  part  and  removing  their 
corruptiveg  accidental  qualities  in  no  time.  Now  that  we  have  reached 
this  stage  of  our  instructions,  we  pass  on  toý-support  our  words  with 
quotations  from  the  first  book  of.  The  112  Books  of  the  great  master 
Tibir,  may  God  have  mercy  upon  himt  "  There  follows  a  chain  of 293 
quotations  from  JEbir,  from  each  of  which  an  account  is  given  below 
in  order  of  precedence.  Repetitions  are  omitted  and  translations  are 
given  of  the  more  important  passages. 
Mir:  "The  subjects  of  this  perfect  science  are  three:  the 
t4v 
first  is  the  science  of.  Balanceq  the  second  is  theory  together  with 
practice  and  skill  -  these  two  subjects  are  of  great  importance  !. 
and  the  third  is  interior-Exterior,  i.  e..,  experiences  and  comparison" 
(1) 
As  to  the  science  of  the  Balance,  it  deals  with  the  natures,  with  the 
quantitative  relations,  and  with  similarities  and  diversities  of 
different  things.  The  four  maternal  qualities 
(2) 
or  natures  are 
hotness,  coldness,  moistness,  and  dryness.  FTom,  these  natures 
originate,  by  'motion  and  rest19  the  four  elements,  i.  e.,  fire,  air$ 
water  and  earth.  In  the  animal  kingdom,  besides  the  four  naturess 
there  are  four  humours:  yellow  bile,  blood,  black  bile,  and  phlegm* 
The  motions  of  sun  and  stars,  the  sequence  of  the  four  seasons,  as 
well  as  the  properties  of  things,  have  to  be  studied  by  the  Sages., 
They  must  know,  for  example,  whether  a  substance  is  'coarse,  soft$ 
uglyp  beautiful,  sweet,  sour,  salty,  insipid,  greasy,  fusible  and 
malleable,  fusible  and  crumblys  infusible  and  crumbly;  how  many  spirits, 
souls,  bodies  and  waters  it  contains;  what  the  properties  of  each 
of  these-are,  and  what  effects  they  produce  when  they  combine  togethere 
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Jabir:  Hotness  is  the  opposite  of  coldness$  moistness  is  the 
opposite  of  dryness.  "Hotness  and  coldness  are  active  in  formg  moisture 
and  dryness  are  passive  in  matter,  i.  e.  0  hotness  and  coldness  break 
up  the  things  into  their  essences  while  they  themselves  undergo  no 
change;  moistness  and  dryness,  on  the  other  hand,  transform  into 
things  themselves  and  do  not  cause  transformation  of  other  things 
unless  they  are  greatly  predcminant". 
(l) 
Excessive  predominance 
of  moisture  and  dryness,  in  fact,  gives  rise  to  far-reaching  results 
in  all  the  three  kingdoms. 
t 
Tiibir:  "Souls  and  spirits  fall  into  the  same  category,  and 
bodies  into  another.  But  as  to  the  water,  its  position  is  doubtful: 
some  people  say  it  falls  into  the  category  of  soul-end-spirit,  because 
it  is  affected  by  fire,  volatilizes  and  undergoes  transformation; 
others  say  it  must  be  counted  among  bodies,  because  of  its  solidifications 
permanence,  slowness  of  motion,  and  conversion  into  earth  and  stone; 
still  others  say  that  water  is  the  root  of  fusible  and  infusible  stones, 
as  well  as  of  souls  and  spirits.  The*last  opinion  is  true:  water  is 
the  root  of  the  roots, 
(2) 
and  its  compounds  are  not  equal  to  it" 
-Tibir:  "There  is  no  way  of  understanding  this  science  (lit: 
world)  except  by  knowing  the  action  of  the  stones  over  one  another, 
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the  extent  of  their  effects,  the  receptibility  of  the  recipients  among 
them,  and  the  refusal  of  the  refusers;  these  are  the  minimum  require- 
ments". 
(1) 
J-abir:  "External-internal  things  originate  from  sulphur 
and  arsenic,  and  from  sal  emmoniao  and  mercury,  silver,  gold,  black 
lead,  white  lead,  glass,  salt,  depilatory  paste,  and  green  vitriol. 
These  are,  at  the  beginning  of  the  operation,  5,  xternal,  but  later 
become  Internal".  a 
Tabir:  "The  Internal-external  things  originate  from  iron,  copper, 
talc,  lead,  black-lead,  salt,  depilatory  pastat  calx  of  bone,  mercurys 
green  vitriol,  copperas,  and  all  vitriols.  These  originate  as  Internal 
and  then  transform  and  become  External"., 
I 
Tabir:  "Things  which  are  only  Externalt  originate  from  sulphur 
alone,  or  from  arsenic  alone,  each  one  separately,  or  from  sal 
ammoniae  alone,,  or  frm  silver  together  with  other  things  which 
have  a  weakening  effect,  and  from  gold  together  with  other  things  which 
have  a  weakening  effect". 
. Tiibir:  "Among  the  things  which  are  only  Externall  there  are 
those  which  are  lifeless,  like  mineral  bodies,  and  there  are  those  which 
Cf  .  Kraus,  TAbir  ibn  Ia  an,  Vol.  II.  yyj- 
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are  animate,  like  souls  and  spirits;  and  there  are  those  which  are 
stables  i.  e.  they  do  not  bum  with  fire;  and  there  are  those  which  are 
unstable,  i.  e.  they  bum  with  fire. 
"Souls  and  spirits  are  six  only*  If  they  are  said  to  be 
Internalq  it  means  that  they  are  generally  from  the  animal  and 
exceptionally  from  the  vegetable  kingdom;  for  animal  substances  are 
more  succulent  and  active.  As  to  the  stony  substances,  they  are 
generally  Externals  but  the  soul  is  External  at  the  beginning  of  the 
operations  becoming  Inteirnal  later  on". 
. T&bir:  "According  to  the  Sagesq  the  soul.,  when  Internalt  is 
water,  and.,  when  Externals  is  mercury.  As  to  the  spirits  it  is  oilp 
when  Internal,  and  it  is  arsenic  and  sulphurwhen  External.  As  to  the 
augmentative  things  9(1)they  are  among  the  Internalg  as  well  as  External 
(substances);  those  among  them  which  act  like  soul  are  two:  sal  ammoniac 
and  camphor.  And  it  is  possible  to  define  everyone  of  these  in  such 
a  way  as  to  make  it  distinct  from  others.  Three  of  these  are  souls; 
they  are  combustible  and,  when  they  clothe  other  things,  they  make  them 
combustible  too;  these  are:  -  arsenicl  sulphur,  and  oils.  And  three 
others  are  spirits;  they  are  not  combustible,  neither  they  make  other 
things  combustible  when  applied  to  them;  these  are:  -  mercuryg  sal 
ammoniac,  and  camphor.  And  these  (six)  are  all  (the  souls  and  spirits) 
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that  exist  in  the  world*  Three  of  these  souls-and-spirits  are  very 
useful  in  operation,  they  are  the  roots  of  the  Elixir.  Nevertheless, 
they  are  Internal:  oil  alone,  and  External:  mercury,  sulphur  and 
arsenic.  They  are  only  three  and  not  four  in  number,  for  arsenic 
and  sulphur  are,  in  fact,  one7 
(1) 
-Trabir:  Things  may  be  similar  or  dissimilar  to  one  another. 
They  may  be  similar  in  one  respect  and  divergent  in  another.  Con- 
stitution,  i.  e.,  the  relative  amount  of  natures  present  in  a  bubtance, 
usually  forms  the  basis  of  comparison,  and  that  is  why  the  Sages 
consider  the  different  individuals  of  a  single  species  to  be  similar. 
Buts  of  course,  shape  or  any  other  quality  may  form  the  basis  of 
comparison.  "Gold,  Silver,  and  copper  are  similar  in  essence  and  in 
accidental  qualities  which  afflict  them.  Gold  excels  silver  only  in 
yellowness  and  heaviness;  and  silver  excels  copper  only  in  whiteness 
and  heaviness.  And  so  it  is  with  the  rest  of  the  fusible  bodies.  But 
the  principles  in  this  Art  aýe  those  which,  so  far  as  the  Sages  are 
concerned,  are  irreplaceable,  they  are:  arsenic,  sulphur,  mercury,  and 
sal  ammoniac  only.  "  Mercury  is  the  root  and  the  raw  material  of 
fusible  bodies.  The  latter  originate  from  mercury,  just  as  animals 
originate  from  aperm,  or  plants  from  seeds,  or  stones  from  the  watere 
"As  to  arsenic  and  sulphur,  they  play  the  part  of  an  intermediary 
between  bodies  and  souls,  prevently  the  latter  from  volatilization... 
1.  Cf.  the  three  principles  of  the  Latin  Geber:  Hg.  S.  and  AsZ  S 
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As  to  the  aetitess 
(1) 
it  is  the  cleansing  stone.  " 
Tibir:  It  is  said  that  the  Elixir  originates  1frm  one  thing', 
and  it  is  also  said  that  'it  does  not  originate  from  one  thing  alone'. 
It  is  like  saying'  that  'Zayd  is  seated'  and  then  adding  that  'Zayd 
is  not  seated'.  Nowp  the  apparent  contradiction  would  disappear 
in  the  given  example  if  it  is  pointed  out  that  Zayd  who  'is  seated, 
is  not  the  same  person  as  Zayd  who  'is  not  seated'.  When  it  is  said 
that  the  Elixir  tis  from  one  thing',  by  'one  thing'  is  meant  tthe 
principle'  which,  after  being  divided  into  parts  and  having  passed 
through  different  states,  'becomes  one  thing  again  in  the  endt. 
And  when  it  is  said  that  the  Elixir  'is  not  from  one  thing  alonell 
it  is  meant  that  the  raw  material  of  the  Elixir  does  not  possess  all 
the  qualities  required,  and  that  the  aim  of  the  operation  is  to  bestow 
upon  it  the  qualities  it  lacks.  The  two  statements  are  thus 
reconciled  and  the  contradiction  is  removed.  But  it  must  be  mentioned 
here  that  the  possibility  of  the  existence  of  a  natural  Elixir,  as 
distinct  from  that  troduced  by  operationg  cannot  be  ruled  out. 
After  all,  Nature  has  been  capable  of  producing  a  perfect  animal  like 
man,  a  perfect  plant  like  a  palm-tree,  a  perfect  stone  like  gold, 
and  many  other  perfect  entities.  "In  fact,  our  method  of  operation 
is  not  as  perfect  as  that  of  Nature.  We  only  try  to  imitate  the 
processes  of  Nature;  for  Nature  is  the  greatest  physician  and  the 
Most  probably  Py  taetitest  Tabir  meant  sal  ammoniac. 299 
most  able  artisan" 
(1) 
Mir:  Two  things  may  be  similar  in  certain  respects  and 
different  in  others.  They  may  also  be  similar,  or  different,  in 
all  respects.  In  the  latter  case,  they  are  said  to  be  opposites. 
Now  when  it  is  said  that  the  Elixir  is  "from  two  things,  or  similar 
that 
things,  or  different  things",  it  must  be  notedby  'different  things' 
is  not  implied  'opposite  things',  i.  e.,  things  which  are  different 
in  all  respects.  By  'different  things'  is  implied  things  different 
only  in  certain  respects  and  similar  in  others,  like  silver  and  gold, 
honey  and  sugar,  man  and  ass,  palm-tree  and  olive-treeg  eta.  The 
combination  of  completely  different  things.  ie.,  opposites,  often 
results  in  corruption. 
libir:  Objects  of  comparison  may  be  individuals  of  a  single 
species,  or  they  may  belong  to  different  species.  If  we  take,  for 
example,  uprightness  of  stature  as  the  basis  of  comparisong  a  class 
is  formed  which  includes  all  human  individuals.  On  the  other  handl 
if  we  take  blackness  as  the  basis  of  comparison,  a  class  is  formed 
which  includes  many  diverse  thingsl  such  as  pitch,  ebony,  'black  heart' 
negroes,  black  eyes,  crow  etc.  Now,  so  far  as  the  Art  is  concerned, 
our  comparisons  are  mainly  confined  to  the  individuals  of  a  single 
species.  This  implies  that  the  things  cqlApared,  besides  the  point  of 
resemblance  which  fo=s  the  basis  of  comparisons,  have  other  properties 
1.  Of*  E.  -To  Holmyard,,  The  Works  of  Geber,  London,  192B,  p.  36 300 
in  commono  For  example,  when  two  things  are  said  to  be  'hot,  it 
is  evident  that  there  are  other  points  of  resemblance  between  them,  $ 
such  as  similarity  of  action;  for  it  is  impossible  to  imagine  two 
'hot'  things  behaving  in  different  ways*  The  same  thing  may  be  said 
of  things  possessing  one  of  the  three  other  qualitiess  namelys 
coldness,  moistness  and  dryness. 
. TAbir:  "Things  between  which  there  is  affinity  will  combine 
together7  Bodies  do  not  combine  with  soUls  if  there  is  no  affinity 
between  them.  The  cause  of  affinity  is  the  moisture  contained  in 
substances,  Yet  two  things  do  not  combine  unless  they  possess  the 
same  kind  of  moisture.  Things  which  contain  no  moisture  whatsoever 
do  not  enter  into  combination  at  all*  When  bodies  combine  with  soulso 
their  tinctorial  power  is  increased.  Alum,  salt,  tale,  egg-shell, 
combustible  substances,  ashes,  dusts,  and  the  like,  do  not  coagulate 
the  souls  unless  they  are  purified  and  moistened.  The  raw  material 
used  for  the  production  of  a  substance  must  have  a  constitution 
similar  to  it;  otherwise  the  operations  involved  will  be  complicated 
and  often  produce  no  result.  "Things''which,  are  used  for  reconciliation 
and  unification  of  bodies  and  souls" 
(')must, 
like  the  substances  they 
help  to  combine,  undergo  a  series  of,  operations  designed  to  improve 
their  qualities  and  make  them  capable  of  performing  the  functions  with 
1.  Esep  Vol.  II.  p  75; 
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which  they  are  charged.  The  'nearer'  the  constitution  of  two 
substances  to  one  another,  the  greater  their  affinity  for  combination 
with  each  other.  And  that  is  why  substances  which  readily  combine 
with  one  another  are  said  to  be  one.  "The  seven  fusible  bodies 
originate  from  sulphur  and  mercury";  and  to  the  extent  that  they 
contain  mercury  in  their  constitution,  they  are  similar  to  it  and 
combine  with  it,  and  so  it  is  with  sulphur.  Similarly,  sulphur 
resembles  oil,  water,  earth,  and  fire  to  the  extent  that  it  contains 
each  of  these  in  its  constitution.  Therefore,  substances  which 
resemble  one.  another  in  every  respect  are  one  and  the  same  t  inge 
Thus  comes  to  an  end  the  chain  of  quotations  from  Mir, 
included  in  Tildakils  explanation  of  the  last  qtioted  exerpt  from 
Al-Muktasab. 
;  i1dak!  praises  Jabir  and  agrees  with  his  views.  Referrings 
for  example,  to  the  statement  of  Jfibir  that  the  raw  material  used  for 
the  Production  of  a  substance  nust  have  a  constitution  similar  to  its 
he  says  "it  is  sheer  stupidity"g  when  there.  are  two  ways  of  achieving 
the  same  ends  to  choose  the  one  which  is  longer  and  more  arduous. 
41 
To  make  the  point  clear,  he  cites  an  example.  Suppose,  he  sayq,  a 
person  wanted  to  get  rid  of  his  excessive  black  bile.  The  proper 
way  of  doing  so  is  to  talce  black  myrobalan  or  epithem  or  similar 
things.  Now  instead  of  using  these#  it  would  be  foolish,  he  argues 
1.  Cf.  E.  J.  Holmyard,  The  Works  of  Geberl  London,  1928,  pp. 302 
to  choose  scammory,  which  is  normally  used  against  the  excess  of 
yellow  bile,  and,  in  order  to  make  it  capable  of  curing  the  excess  of 
black  bile  to  try  to  bestow  upon  it,  by  operation,  the  quality  that 
it  does  not  intrinsically  possess. 
Once  again  here  Tildek!  underlines  the  importance  of  his 
present  book.  "Be  thankful  to  God",  he  says,  "who  has  let  you 
possess  this  book  which  has  no  parallel  among  the  rarities  of  the 
world,  except  for  some  of  our  lengthy  works,  such  as,  &jyat  al-Sur-ur 
Sms  al-Munir,  and  Sarh  K.  al-RAha  (Commentary  on  the  Book  of  Repose 
Tildald  then  passes  on  to  tell  us  about  the  views  of  the 
amalgamists  and  the  effectiveness  of  their  methods.  "ThosG"s  he  says, 
"who  favour  amalgams  are  more  likely'to  achieve  success9  so  far  as 
the  External  things  are  concerned,  than  those  who  favour  External 
principles.  kercury,  in  fact,  when  amalgamated  with  gold  and 
continually.  washed  until  it  gets  rid  of  its  blackness,  and  moistened 
with  pure  oil  of  sulphur  until  it  coagulates,  reddens  like  cinnabar, 
and  becomes  stable,  will  combine  with  gold  (to  form  a  permanent  and 
homogeneous  compound  which  is  not  different  from  gold)  and  will 
tincture  silver.  Similarlyq  when  it  is  amalgamated  with  silver  and 
moistened  with  the  oil  of  arsenics  it  will  combine  with  silver  and 
will  tincture  copper.  But  from  other  bodies  when  amalgamated,  no 
benefit  is  derived,  unless  they  are  first  cleansed  and  purified 
completely.  As  to  the  External  principles  it  is  not  right  to 
combine  them  before  they  are  completely  and  perfectly  dissolved. 303 
If  they  are  then  coagulated  in  due  measure,  they  will  produce  a 
result,  white  or  red,  according  to  their  strength.  Nevertheless, 
the  body  upon  which  they  are  1rojected  must  be  approximated 
(1) 
to  the 
desired  thing  befcrehand  -  by  purification, 
(2) 
if  it  were  copper 
(3) 
and  by  exaltation,  if  it  were  gold.  Everything  save  what  we 
have  mentioned  and  what  is  different  from  what  we  have  described  is 
false  and  contains  no  element  of  truthe  Furthermore,  this  is  perhaps 
the  most  difficult  of  the  right  methods,  and.  that  is  why  the  Sages 
pay  no  attention  except  to  their  desired  stone,  their  established 
measures  and  their  balanced  combinations.  And  so  the  ignorant  fools 
turn  away  from  them  and  engage  themselves  in  performing  impossibilities: 
Sheikh:  "And  Ares  spoke  to  Theodorus  the  Ling  a  parable  concerning 
the  description,  and  said$  Agathodemon  the  Great  had  seven 
children.  Two  of  them  were  girls,  namely,  Phoebe  and 
Dhatull-Q,  arnain.  The  chief  of  these  seven  was  nermesq  for 
he  originated  the  operation  and  was  the  first  to  employ  the 
materials.  He  gathered  together  his  brothers  and  sisters 
unto  him,  and  said:  Verily  I  have  looked  into  my  affair 
and  your  affairs,  0  assembly  of  my  brethren,.  and  I  saw  no 
one  with  a  better  claim  to  the  lordship  than  thee,  0  Sun* 
So  I  have  entrust.  4the  kingdom  to  thee.  Rule  thy  kingdom 
well,  therefore,  that  the  subjects  may  be  prosperous  for 
thee  and  that  thy  goodness  may  be  made  manifest  unto  them"(4) 
ItAgathodemon  the  Great",  explains  Tildaki,  "is  Adam  in  relation 
to  mankind,,  the  celestial  sphere  in  relation  to  the  elements,  Nature 
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The  four  children  are*tlie-four  natures  and  the  four  elements.  The 
two  girls  are  the  two  passive  natures,  and  the  one  called  Dhatull- 
Qarnain  (the  essence  of  the  two  horns)  is  the  modsture,  for  it  is 
a  medium  between  the  hotness  and  the  coldness.  As  to  the  seven, 
they  are  the  seven  planets  and  the  substantive  minerals  which  are 
related  to  themg  and  which  form  the  materials  of  this  Art". 
Hermes  is  regarded,  Tildakl  goes  on,  as-the  chief  of  the  seven 
children,.  because  he  was  the  first  teacher  of  philosophyt  Moreover, 
the  planei  Mercury,  the  chief  of  planets,  is  often  called  Hermes; 
and  mercury  is  the  mineral  from  which  the  fusible  bodies  originate. 
The  Sung  to  whom  Hexmes,  ioe*,  mercury,  entrusts  his  kingdom  is  gold. 
Sheikh:  "And  know,  0  Sung 
(1) 
that  I  am  the  most  just  of  thy 
brothers  to  thee  and  the  most  affectionate  of  them, 
although  I  know  that  thdy  fieriness,  0  Sun,  will  destroy 
me  and  cause  my  beauty  and  splendour  to  vanish.  The  Sun 
said:  Thou  hast  spoken  truly,  0  Hermes;  thy  justice 
towards  me  and  thy  love  for  me  are  only  on  account  of  thy 
delight  in  killing  me,  but  thou  shalt  not  obtain  the 
mastery  over  net  although  thou  wilt  destroy  my  splendour 
and  extinguish  my  beauty  and  W  light.  Hermes  said: 
Verily,  if  I  do  that,  0  Sun,  Allah  (may  He  be  exaltedt) 
will  make  manifest  in  thy  offspring  such  brilliance  and 
abundance  that  thereby  he  will  increase  thee  in  honour 
among  thy  subjects  and  make  their  love  for  thee  greater"  (2) 
Brotherhood,  explains  Tildakip  implies  relationship  and  affinity. 
Hermes  is  the  feminine,  cold  and  moist  substance,  which  has  a  soft, 
1.  The  dispute  between  Hemes  and  Sun  continues  almost  to  the  end 
of  the  present  section  of  Al-Cuktasab. 
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flexible  and  beneficent  nature.  The  Sun  is  the  masculine,  hot  and 
dry  substance,  which  has  a  hard,  inflexible  and  unfeeling  nature. 
Neither  of  these,  i.  e.,  Homes  and  the  Sun,  would  attempt  to  destroy 
the  other  completely;  for  complete  destruction  of  one  results  in 
total  annihilation  of  the  other.  Instead  they  mairy  each  other  and 
both  of  them  undergo  a  generiýtive,  partial  decomposition;  they  bring 
forth  a  child  in  whom  rests  the  prosperity  of  the  world  -  it  is 
called  the  Elixir. 
Sheikh:  "The  Sun  said:  0  He=es,  verily  thy  brethren  are  all 
obedient  to  me  and  submissive  to  me  except  Ares, 
and  he  is  averse  to  me,  and  yet  he  is  a  good  brother 
to  thee. 
"He  said:  His  Aversion  is  only  on  account  of  the  badness 
of  the  mine  (in  which  he  originated)  and  his  abundant 
eathiness.  I  will  command  him  that  he  shall  drive  out 
from  him  that  to  which  thou  art  averse  in  him,  so  that 
his  metallic  nature  nay  become  correct  for  theas  And  I 
will  rule  his  behaviour  until  he  obeys  thee  and  agrees 
with  his  brethren. 
"He  said:  And  how  wilt  thou  do  that,  0  Hermes? 
"He  said:  My  coldness  when  mixed  with  his  fieriness  will 
subdue  his  impetuousness  and  will  mix  with  his  earthiness., 
which,.  Will  be-made  good.  Thus  Ares  will  be  rectified, 
and  as  for  the  rest  of  my  brethren,  they  are  all  obedient 
to  me  and  submissive  to  thee7  (1) 
Some  of  the  Sages,  explains  Tilddil,  have  said  that  Ares  is 
fire,  and  some  others  have  considered  it  to  be  Mars,  and  still  others 
Tupiter.  But  it  is  sufficient  to  know  that  Ares  is  a  hot,  drys 
fiery  substance  "included  =ong  the  mineral  brothers".  And  as  it 
1.  Tr.  p.  36.,  Es.  Vol.  II.  p.  85. has  the  same  nature  as  the  Sunt  their  combination  would  result  in 
extreme  dryness  and  finally  corruption.  Therefore,  Ares,  before 
being  combined  with  the  Sun,  must  be  treated  with  Hermess  whiqjh  is 
soft,  cold  and  moist.  This,  indeed,  will  make  it  pure,  lenient  and 
obedient.  Here,  in  support  of  his  explanation,  7ildakI  quotes  a  poem 
from  Sihib. 
Sheikh:  "The  Sun  said:  Dost  thou  not  understand,  0  Hermes,  that  if 
thou  departest  from  thm  for  the  twinkling  of  an  eye  they 
will  quarrel,  and  knowest  thou  not  that  thou  wouldst  then 
be  corrupting  my  kingdom  for  me  and  causing  a  breach  between 
me  and  my  brethren?  And  I  swear  to  thee,  0  Hermes,  that  if 
thou  art  absent  from  me  for  the  twinkling  of  an  eye  I  will 
surely  kill.  thee  the  first  of  them. 
"Hermes  said:  Be  not  so  quick  to  evil  thoughtg  0  Sun,  for 
it  is  incumbent  upon  me  to  draw  thee  and  thy  brethren  together 
and  to  unite  them  and  make  firm  their  union. 
"He  said:  If  thou  doest  that,  thou  doest  well,  but  if  not,, 
then  beware  of-the  fiery  sword  behind  thee. 
"Hera  es  said:  Since  thou  hast  sworn  that  which  thou  has  sworn 
I  will  take  a  yet  more  solemn  oath;  that  I  will  not  leave 
thee  nor  thy  brethren  until  I  have  made  them  spiritual  like 
myself. 
"The  Sun  said:  And  I  will  swear  an  oath  that  if  thou  doest 
that  with  me  and  my  brethren,  I  will  not  leave  thee  until  I 
convert  they  spirituality  into  earthiness,  and  thou  shalt  be 
with  me. 
"He  said:  Yes,  I  am  satisfied.  It  is  right  that  thou  shouldst 
be  the  first  to  the  kingdom  before  us  al.  1,  And  the  brethren 
and  the  two  sisters  said:  0  Hermes,  we  give  thee  our  obedience 
on  account  of  thy  just  dealing  among  us  and  thy  disputation 
with  the  Sun  concerning  us  and  thy  justice  to  us"  (1) 
I  "Know"s  explains  Tildakip  "that  the  watery  soul  is  cold  and 
moist;  it  is  the  key  to  this  Art;  it  is  the  spiritual  vinegar;  it  is 
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Hermes;  it  is  the  hot  water;  and  it  is  the  sea  physician.  So 
understand,  it  has  numerous  names.  "  The  action  of  Hermes  on  his 
brothers,  continues  Tildaki,  is  the  same  as  that  of  moisture  on 
dryness,  which  the  Sheikh,  we  remember,  resembled  to  "the  action  of 
fire  on  wood"  in  connection  with  the  preparation  of  the  food-stuff. 
A  poem  of  P54ib,  describing  the  same  theme  is  quoted  here. 
Sheikh:  "Hermes  said:  Know  0  assembly  of  my  brethrens  that 
I  am'acquainted  with  the  obedience  and  assent  to  that 
which  I  desire,  of  you  all  except  Ares. 
"The  brethren  said:  Verily,  the  fiery  sword  will  suffice 
thee  for  that  which  thou  fearest  from  him. 
"Hemes  said:  But  I  say  unto  you,  0  Sun,  a  sayirkg  for 
which  thou  must  pardon  me  and  not  blame  me:  know  that 
all  thy  brethren  have  agreed  upon  volatilization. 
"He  said:  Why?  By  Allah$  volatilization  was  none  of 
their  business,  and  they  knew  nothing  thereof,  but  that 
is  thy  work,  0  Hermes;  thou  art  the  volatile  and  thou 
hast  taught  them  that,  and  hast  opened  to  them  the  Gate 
of  Volatilization.  And  know  that  if  thou  volatilise 
and  they  volatilise  with  thee,  thou  wilt  have  destroyed 
my  kingdom  and  made  mine  enemies  to  gloat  over  me;  and 
thou  wilt  have  cut  off  my  seed  whence  is  the  means  of 
subsistence  of  the  husbandmen.  11  (1) 
Only  a  Sage,  explains  Jildaki,  could  properly  handle  the 
raw  material  of  the  Elixir,  and  produce  the  desired  result.  An 
ignorant  fool,  even  if  he  obtains  the  raw  materialdoes  not  know 
what  to  do  with  it,  and  he  always  fails  in  his  attempts  to  produce 
the  Elixir.  Ares,  in  the  above  quotations,  represents,  continues 
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Jildakiv  the  igaorant  fool. 
(') 
By  'the  fiery  sword'  is  meant  the 
generative  action  of  fire,  which  "unites  likes  and  separates 
unlikes".  By  'volatilization'  is  meant  "the  dissolution  of  the 
components  of  the  stone  in  the  water,  which  takes  place  before  the 
first  marriage  and  combination,  and  which  constitutes  a  part  of  the 
first,  concealed  operation:  the  damination  of  the  spiritual 
moisture  over  the  earthy  dfyness  and  the  elevation  of  the  latter 
to  the  rank  of  a  volatile".  Hermes  is  mercury,  and  his  brethren 
are  the  hard,  dry,  metallic  bodies  which  are  amalgamated  with 
three  times  their  weight  of  mercury.  By  the  volatilization  of 
the  metallic  bodies,  the  Sages  imply  their  purification:  the  removal 
of  their  accidental  qualities  with  the  help  of  mercury. 
Sheikh:  "Hermes  said:  Rely  upon  that  which  I  order  thee, 
And  it  will  be  due  to  thee  from  ins  that  A.  cause  to 
come  out  to  thee  the  spirits  of  thy  brethren,  0  Sun, 
and  that  I  make  them  for  thee  a  crown  the  like  of 
which  was  never  seen;  and  that  I  cause  thee  and  then 
to  be  within  me,  ard  I  will  make  thy  kingdom  vigorous 
and  will  exalt  thereby  thy  name  among  those  who 
precede  thee  and  those  who  come  after  thee,  that 
peace  and  blessing  may  rest  upon  thee  and  upon  us 
with  thee.  "(3) 
coffin,  then  gather  them  together  to  theel  and  seal 
the  locks  of  the  coffins  (coffin)(2)and  put  me  in 
with  them.  And  order  thy  guard  to  keep  good  watch 
over  us  and  forget  us  not  or  we  are  all  destroyed. 
Sun.  Make  for  everyone  of  Call)  thy  brethren  a 
in.  OP.  c6iirs-d:.!  of  -'a.  -  pajýaihle-  tbýe'sime  names  need  not  consistently 
imply  the  same  things.  For  example,  Ares  is  a  mineral  on  one 
occasion,  and  an  ignorant  fool  on  another. 
2. 
LriP- 
(pl.  ) 
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In  the  above  quotation,  explains  Tildaklv  there  is  a  gentle 
hint  concerning  the  first,  concealed  operation;  separation  of  the 
moist  part  frcm  the  dry  part,  andjthent  domination  of  the  former 
over  the  latter,  The  Sun  is  the  dry  part,  and  the  brethren  are 
the  components  of  the  moist  part.  Coffin  is  the  vessel  into 
which  the  dry  part  and  all  the  components  of  the  moist  part  are 
placed.  The  word  tguard'  has  here  two  meanings:  the  Sage  and 
the  fire.  The  'crown'  is  'the  transparent  essencelg  which  is 
fomed  by  the  coagulation  of  theEpirits  of  the  brethren.  Hermes 
said  "that  I  cause  thee  and  them  to  be  within  me",  which  means  that 
he  is  capable  of  carrying  "the  spirit,  '  and  the  oil  within  him", 
performing  the  action  of  the  'stick  of  Uosest:  taking  the  brothers 
of  the  Sun  from  the  Mount  Sine.  which  has  the  rank  of  gold  to  the 
Mount  Sins.  which  has  the  rank  of  the  Elixire  A  poem  of  9&4ib 
is  quoted  here,  which  includes  the  following  verse: 
"He  obtained  the  treasure  with  which  Tabir, 
Used  to  fleece  Zatfar  and  Bermecides" 
Sheikh:  "CAres  said  to  Theodorus  the  King)  Ostanes  said: 
Save  me  0  my  God,  for  I  stand  between  two  exalted 
brilliances  Cessences)  (1)  known  for  their  wickednessl 
and  between  two  dim  lights;  each  of  them  has  reached 
me  and  I  know  not  how  to  save  myself  from  them.  And 
it  was  said  to  me,  'Go  up  to  Agathodemon  the  Great  and 
ask  aid  of  him,  and  know  that  there  is  in  thee  somewhat 
of  his  nature,  which  will  never  be  corruptedt  .  And  when 
I  ascended  into  the  air  he  Cit  was)  said  to  me,  'Take 
the  child  of  the  bird  which  is  nixed  with  redness  and 
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spread  for  the  gold  its  bed  which  emes  forth  from 
the  glass,  and  place  it  in  its  vessel  whence  it  has 
no  power  to  come  out  except  when  thou  desirest,  and 
leave  it  until  its  moisture  has  departed".  (1) 
"Ostanes".  saIrs  Zildald,  "is  the  generic  sal  ammoniao"  and 
'the  two  exalted  essences'known  for  their  wickedness'  are  the  ashes 
of  the  two  sediments:  the  impurities  of  mercury  and  sulphur.  "And 
the  two  dim  lights  are  the  divine  water  which  is  not  possible  to 
fix  or  make  it  stable  by  either  ash  or  Ostanes".  And  Agathodemon 
the  Great  is  the  element  of  fire,  the  first  e.  ýsencej  for  it  is  the 
noblest  and  the  most  important  element,  it  is  the  simple  essence 
which  never  corrupts.  Water,  in  fact,  is  liable  to  corruption, 
and  the  earth  corrupts  when  mixed  with  the  unlikes.  --l  A  pOem  Of 
PB4ib  concerning  the  action  of  fire  is  quoted  here.  Tildald  adds 
that  Ostanes  is  "the  garland  of  victory  (or  the  crown  of  victory),  7 
the  generic  sal  mnoniae,  the  salt  of  the  mountain,  the  thing 
derived  from  manure".  'The  child  of  the  bird'  is  the  divine  water, 
with  which  Ostanes  mixes  on  volatilization*  It  is  a  compound  of 
'the  extract  of  animate  mercury  and  uninflammable  sulphur'.  The 
golden  bad  is  'the  new  body'  which  must  be  dissolved,  coagulated 
and  fed. 
VOL.  II.  BOOK  le 
CHAPTER  II. 
Explanation  of  the  second  section  of  the  fourth  part  of 
al-V,  uktasab,  upon  evidence  concerning  the  first,  concealedg  quantitative 
part. 
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Sheikh:  "Gregorius  the  Sages  of  the  company  of  Pythagoras, 
saidtIO  assembly  of  seekers  after  this  knowledge,  know 
that  in  addition  to  the  ten  parts  some  of  which  are 
moistness  and  some  dryness,  whether  they  be  raw  or 
properly  matured,  there  is  another  thing  in  this  Art, 
and  that  which  ye  wish  to  know  thereof  ye  will  never 
see  in  the  books'  ".  (1) 
There  is  no  doubtq  explains  ;  ildakIq  that  Inaturing  is  carried 
out  by  the  help  of  the  fire  and  the  water.  And  one  who  does  not. 
know  how  to  extract  the  earth  from  the  water  and  the  water  from  the 
earth  will  never  be  successfulg"and  to  this  qd4ib  al-5u4iir  has 
referred  in  his  poem  rhyming  indfil.  " 
Sheikhpo  "Theophilus  said:  'It  is  a  varying  essence  of  varying 
qualitative  composition',  but  he  meant  thereby  quantitative 
only.  Knows  0  assembly  of  seekers  after  this  knowledge, 
that  the  beginning  of  the  operation  is  the  mixing  or 
perfect  combination,  and  the  sign  by  which  ye  know  that 
ye  are  on  the  right  path  is  the  union  of  the  moistness 
with  the  dryness,  the  mixture  of  part  thereof  with  other 
parts,  and  the  appearance  of  blackness  in  them.  The 
second  stage  is  the  putrefaction  until  the  substance 
becomes  white  or  reds  and  the  third  stage  is  albification; 
for-this  it  is  necessary  to  mix  therewith  a  little  of  the 
red  or  white  water,  The  fourth  stage  is  ablution  of-the 
substance  seven  times  in  (the  appropriate  vessel);  the 
fifth  stage  is  the  combination  of  the  moistness  with  the 
dryness,  that  isp  the  ashes.  (The  sixth  stage  is  the 
first  leavening  of  the  substance  as  it  is,  and  the  sevenths 
putrefaction  till  it  becomes  white  or  red)  (2).  The  eight 
CsixtbD  stage  is  the  fourth  leavening,  which  is  the 
tinctorial  poison.  The  ninth  CseventiD  stage  is  the 
formation  of  the  tincture  and  appeafance  of  the  colourst 
and  the  tenth  Cnext)  stage  is  the  leavening  for  42  days 
and  3  hours.  After  that  it  is  as  is  said  by  the  Sages, 
"leave  it,  for  it  is  now  fixed.  "  (3) 
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In  the  first  stage  of  operation,  explains  Jildakl,  one  part 
of  drynesso  or  earth,  is  kneaded  with  one  part  of  moisture,  or  water* 
The  compound  is  then  left  to  mature,  and  at  the  completion  of 
maturing,  its  colour  becomes  black  -a  sign  of  healthy  combination. 
At  the  completion  of  the  second,  stage,  the  outward  colour  of  the 
substance  remains  black,  but  its  inward  colour  becomes  white  or- 
red.  At  the  completion  of  the  third  stage,  the  white,  or  red, 
colour  comes  into  the  surface.  The  fourth  stage  is  distillation 
of  the  water  on  a  gentle  fire,  seven  times  in  seven  days.  After 
distillation  the  water  gets  rid  of  all  its  oily  contents.  In  the 
fifth  staee  the  moisture  completely  unites  with  the  dry  part,  which 
is  referred  to  as  'the  ashest  because  of  the  smallness  of  its 
particles.  At  the  end  of  the  utxth  stage  the  formation  of 
the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is  complete,  and  at  the  end  of  the  seventh 
stage  the  Elixir  of  Redness  comes  into  being.  The  Elixir  thus 
produced  is  then  left  for  42  days  and  3  hours,  during  which  time 
the  volatile  souls  settle  down  permanently  in  their  respective 
bodies., 
Sheikh:  "And  one  of  them  asked  a  Sage,  'What  led  you  to 
say  that  magnesia  is  two?  '  And  he  said:  One  of- 
them  is  stable  in  the  fire  and  the  other  is  notq 
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the  former  and  joined  therewith  becomes  fixed 
and  stable  in  the  fire.  They  are  therefore 
two  and  they  are  those  concerning  which  the 
Sages  said  'The  sulphurs  are  fixed  by  the 
sulphur'. 
"A  Sage  of  the  company  of  Pythagoras  saidg  'I 
tell  those  who  come  after  me  that  the  10 
colours  which  the  Sages  called.  colours  are 
not  colours,  but  they  are  in  Magnesia'  .  *(l) 
The  term  magaesia  is  here  employed  in  a  metaphorical 
sensel  explains  -Tildaklf  It  iss  he  says,  an  indication 
of  the  blackness  of  a  substance.  Moreover,  magnesia  is 
itself  a  compound  having  two  componenet  parts. 
Sheikh:  "A  certain  Sage  said:  10  teacher,  those  who  were 
before  us  gave  the  names  of  operations  for  these 
ten,  and  made  that  which  was  of  the  nature  of 
copper  distinct  from  that  which  was  of  the  nature 
of  lead,  and  the  rest  similarly'.  "  (2) 
By  'these  ten'  the  Sages  meant,  according  to  Tildeki,  the 
four  natures  plus  the  four  elements,  plus  male  and  female.  The 
Sages  are  in  the  habit  of  giving  a  new  name  to  the  substance 
whenever  it  changes  its  colour.  Zosimas  in  his  Ijuqtaf  al:  FqRt 
(The  Book  of  Life  has  salds  continues  Zildakis  that  "The  beast 
of  the  Sages  is  that  which  they  make  of  diverse  things.  At 
first  it  becomes  a  worm,  then  a  viper  and  subsequently  a  dragong 
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that  islat  the  beginning  of  the  operation  it  (i.  e.  the  material 
of  the  Elixir)  is  white  like  silver,  then  it  takes  the  colour  of 
chestnut,  then  the  colour  of  gold,  and  then  it  becomes  red  like 
minium*  The  things  originating  from  'Abar,  namely,  litharge, 
(2)  (3) 
It  (i's.  and  minium,  are  proofs  of  our  words. 
libir)  is  one  thing,  but  developeý  into  different  things  with 
different  eolours,  and  at  the  beginning  of  this  operation  it  is 
called  )Zkbir  nuh7as". 
(4) 
Tildaki  then  gives  a  quotation  from 
K.  11uhaj  al-Nufiis  (The  Book  of  the  Inmost  Recesses  of  the  Souls)  Of 
Tibir.  "The  Sages  said",  libir  says,  'Our  lead  is  not  ordinary 
lead,  nor  our  copper  ordinary  copper,  nor  our  mercury  ordinary 
mercury,  nor  our  volatilization  ordinary  volatilization,  nor  our 
distillation  ordinary  distillation,  nor  our  calcination  ordinary 
calcination',  end  they  were  right.  "  7ildak-ig  like  Mir, 
confirms  the  opinion  of  'the  Sages'  and,  as  an  exemple,  compares 
'the  crdinary  calcination'  with  'the  calcination  of  the  Sages'. 
The  former,  he  says,  is  corruptive  and  deprives  the  substances 
of  its  moisture,  making  it  incaFable  of  combination,  The  latter 
on  the  other  hand,  is  generative  and  does  not  destroy  the  moisture 
of  the  substance. 
1.  See  P.  z  61  abov  a 
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Referring  to  the  plurality  of  names  in  the  Art,  Tildak!  says  that 
the  Sages  gave  tthe  name  'copper'  to  one  of  the  ingredients  used  in  the 
first  combination,  and  also  to  one  of  the  ingredients  used  in  the  second 
combination*  But  the  two  'coppers'  are  not  identical.  "The  copper" 
of  the  second  combination,  though  derived  from  that  of  the  first,  is 
more  perfect  than  the  latter.  Another  ingredients  'that  is,  the  first 
magaesial  which  is  used  in  the  first  combination,  is  called  'the  lead'. 
And  there  is  also  an  ingredient  used  in  the  second  combination,  which 
has  the  same  name,  But,  again,  'the  lead'  of  the  second  combination 
is  more  perfect  then  that  of  the  first:  it  is  heavier,  purer,  and  smells 
like  musk.  "And  since  the  Sages  in  their  true  operation  use  copper, 
lead,  white  lead,  silver,  iron,  gold,  mercury,  sulphur,  cinnabarq  tutiag 
magnesia,  minium,  litharge,  arsenic,  tale,  salt,  sal  ammoniac,  natrong 
saltpetre,  vinegar,  water,  oil,  tincture,  spirit,  soul,  and  body,  so 
they  gave  each  of  these  names  to  a  separate  operation  by  way  of  simile 
and  with  the  intention  of  leading  astray  the  ignorant  fools". 
Sheikh:  "One  of  these  Sages  said,  tEven  if  he  gave  various  names 
thereto  in  the  combination  he  included  them  all  in  one  name 
which  he  said  Magnesiat. 
"A  certain  Sage  said,  'Whoso  enters  this  Arts  when  he  reads 
of  the  ten  things  which  are  not  named  with  their  proper  names, 
must  know  what  thing  there  is  in  Y'agnesia". 
,  -""Their  chief  said,  'The  ten  things  have  not  been  given  their 
true  namet,  so  one  said  to  himl  fName  them,  then,  0  Teachert. 
He  said,  'If  I  do  I  shall  reveal  this  secret'.  They  said 
tNevertheless,  do  so'  He  said,  'Hermes  both  concealed  and 
manifested  when  he  said,  The  things  contained  in  Magnesia  are 
many,  but  we  name  them  all  by  one  name  when  we  say,  Take 
Magnesia'. 
"A  Sage  among  them  said,  tIwill  say  oflVagnesia  a  sayingl 
and  look  ye  therein'.  Their  chief  said  'Speak'.  He  saids 
'I  tell  those  who  come  after  me  that  in  Magnesia  are  the 
tincture  and  the  tinctured  and  the  male  and  the  femalet. 
Their  chief  said  'Thou  hast  done  well  and  spoken  truly, 316 
and  though  thou  hast  not  named  the  things  by  their  names 
yet  thou  hast  explained  of  how  many  things  Magnesia  is 
composed'  "  (1) 
The  statements  of  the  Sages  concerning  Magnesia  are  very  eniematical 
and  extremely  difficult  to  understand,  says  Tildakli.  Only  a  learned 
man,  he  goes  on,  could  comprehend  their  meanings,  "and  we  will  explain 
for  you  the  truth  of  this  matter  in  the  nearest  possible  way".  Magnesia 
explains  ;  ildakl,  is  a  black,  shining,  brittle,  crumbly,  heavy  mineral 
substance.  It  contains  in  its  'interior'  eight  different  colours, 
namely,  sorrel,  red,  yellow,  green,  blue,  white,  dusty  and  dark. 
Magnesia  originates  from  steam  and  smoke,  and  its  brittleness  and 
dryness  are  due  to  the  predominance  of  the  latter  component.  It 
possesses  an  'adhesive  moisture'  and  smells  like  sulphur. 
Now  as  to  the  eight  colours  contained  in  the  'interior'  of  Yagnesiaq 
the  white  is  the  colour  of  water  from  which  the  steam  emanates.  The 
sorrel  is  due  to  the  combination  of  steam  with  the  light  part  of  the 
smoke*  The  yellow  results  from  heating  the  oily  constituent  of  Magneda 
on  the  maturing  fire.  The  blue,  as  well  as  the  dusty  and  the  dark, 
result  from  the  burning  of  certain  oily  parts  of  Magnesia,,  and  from 
predominance  of  tthe  watery  moisture'  in  it.  The  green  originates  from 
'the  thick  oil's  i,  e.,  from  its  prevalence  over  'the  waterraoisturel. 
The  red  originates  from  the  oily  constituent  of  magnesia  when  it  is 
strongly  heated.  As  to  the  black  colour,  it  is  concentrated  red,  and 
it  dominates  other  colours..  when  Magnesia  is  mixed  with  earthy  parts'. 
Now,  continues  Tildaki,  that  we  have  learned  how  to  extract  the 
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colours  of  Magnesia*  we  have  enough  reason  to  believe  that  it  is  a 
component  part  of  the  material  of  the  stone.  "When  mercury  is 
solidified  in  the  body  of  Magnesia,  the  first  compound  of  the  Sages 
is  produced,  that  is,  the  moist  parts  of  the  stone  ere  combined 
with  its  dry  parts".  It  is,  therefore,  right  to  say,  Tildald  goes 
on,  that  YLagnesia  is  different  from  the  mercury,  though  it  originates 
in  part  from  the  latter  and  is  to  some  extent  similar  to  it.  'U.  ercury 
is  the  soul  of  Magnesia,  while  the  substance  of  fire  is  its  body* 
And  if  you  combine  the  water  with  the  fire  you  will  obtain  the  Yagnesia 
of  the  Sages".  It  is  no  use  putting  the  blame  on  the  Sages  when  one 
fails  to  prepare  Magnesia;  for  the  cause  of  failure  is  the  erroneous 
interpretation  of  their  words.  In  order  to  be  successful  in  the 
preparation  of  Magnesia  one  has  to  know,  in  the  first  placeg  its 
ingredients.  To  these  one  must  then  add  'the  water  of  sulphurt  and 
heat  the  mixture  until  it  'rusts'.  The  compound  thus  prepared  is  sub- 
sequently  washed  'with  the  dew  and  the  sun',  in  order  to  give  it  a  more 
agreeable  and  pleasant  appearance.  All  the  four  elements  are  represented 
in  the  constitution  of  Magnesia:  "fire  is  the  tincture,  air  is  the 
viscous  oil,  water  is  the  soul,  and  earth  is  the  new  body".  There  are 
two  kinds  of  1!  agaesia:  the  brittle  one  and  the  tough.  The  production 
of  the  former  is  complete  at  the  end  of  the  first  combination,  and  one 
of  the  substances  used  in  this  operation  is  the  powdery  talct  (1) 
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1rhe  other  kind  of  Magnesia  is  obtained  at  the  end  of  the  second 
combinationt  and  here  'the  laminated  tale,  (1)  is  used,  instead  of 
'the  powdery  tale'*  The  preparation  of  the  brittle  Magnesia  was 
described  above.  And  now  for  the  preparation  of  the  tough  Magnesia, 
the  brittle  Magnesia  is  treated  with  'the  divine  water  and  the 
uninflemmable  oil'  until  it  tbughens  and  "manifests  the  colour  and 
the  smell  of  musk.  It  then  whitens  (white  Megnesia)  and  subsequently 
reddens,  and  by  then  the  operation  is  complete  and  the  Royal  Magnesia, 
the  material  of  the  talisman,  Is  produced". 
Tildaki  then  gives  two  quotations  from  ta  certain  Saget  and  two 
others  from  Zosimos  concerning  Magnesia.  But  these  quotations,  as  well 
as  Tildakils  explenation  of  them,  are  very  obscure  and  unintelligible. 
-Tildak!  concludes  his  explanation  of  the  above  excerpt  from  al-Iluktasab 
with  these  wcrds:  11"We  explained  for  you  their  abstruse  secrets,  the 
understanding  of  which  was  difficult  even  for  a  person  like  Al-Ralls 
ab!  All  ibn  slina,  and  for  others.  Verily,  the  statements  of  the 
Sages  on  this  matter  (i.  e.  on  Magnesia)  are  contradictory  and  obscure". 
Sheikh:  "And  of  the  evidences  of  the  modern  philosophers  on  this 
point  (2)  is  the  saying  of  the  author  of  The  particles  of 
Gold  (3)  in  his  ode  rhyming  in  trit: 
"The  constitution  of  (him  who  is  sick  of  a)  quartan 
fever  changes  to  its  opposite  as  his  moans  ascend 
To  Tinn-like,  human,  kingly,  aery,  fiery;  and  his 
breaths  Caery;  and  his  breaths  are  fiery) 
And[it  is]  southerly,  westerly,  easterly  and  northerly  - 
every  direction  is  the  direction  thereof"  (4) 
1.  e..  j  I  ;  Jj.  Perhaps  laminated  gypsum. 
2.  On  Magaesia. 
3.  Siihib  al  6udiir 
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Before  explaining  the  true  meaning  of  the  above  ode,  Mdald 
gives  a  short  account  of  the  different  types  of  fever.  Ile  observes 
that  this  is  not  the  proper  place  for  dealing  with  fevers,  and  that 
his  account  is,  therefore,  very  brief. 
Fever,  he  says,  is  an  injurious  kind  of  natural  heat  which  emanates 
from  the  heart  and  8preads  to  other  bodily  organs.  There  are  three  main 
types  of  fever: 
1.  Quotidian  fever, 
(1) 
which  concerns  the  spirits  contained  in  the  body, 
2.  Inflammatory  fever, 
(2) 
which  is  caused  by  the  excess  of  natural  heat 
only. 
(3) 
3.  Putrefactive  fever,  which  is  caused  by  the  putrefaction  of  bodily 
humours.  This  fever  is  either  simple, 
(4) 
caused  by  the  putrefaction 
of  only  one  humour,  or  complex, 
(5) 
caused  by  the  putrefaction  of 
two  or  more  humours. 
Simple  fever  is  of  four  kinds. 
1.  Caused  by  the  putrefaction  of  blood.,. 
(6) 
This  comprises  three 
distinct  forms  of  fever;  a)  augmentativel 
(7) 
b)  contradictivel 
(9) 
a  mild  fever;  and  a)  equable  2.  Caused  by  the  putrefaction  of 
(10)  (11) 
yellow  bile  This  is  called  tertian  ague  and  includes  three 
(12) 
forms  of  fever:  a)  hectic  tertian  (or  conuumption)  :  putrefaction 
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12. (1)  (2) 
takes  place  inside  the  bodily  vessels;  b)  burning  tertian; 
putrefaction  takes  place  neaf  the  heart;  c)  recurrentiortian: 
(3) 
(4) 
putrefaction  takes  place  outside  the  bodily  vessels.  3.,  Caused 
by  the  putrefaction  of  phlegm* 
(5) 
This  is  called  intermittent 
fever 
(6) 
when  putrefaction  takes  place  inside  the  bodily  vessels. 
4.,,;  Caused  by  the  putrefaction  of  black  bile.  This  is  called 
(UI  F 
quartan  fever  and  comprises  two  forms  of  fever:  a)  hectic  quartan, 
putrefaction  takes  place  inside  the  bodily  vessels  -  this  is  the 
191 
fever  to  which  Sahib  refers;  b)  recurrent  quartan  ":.  '  putrefaction 
takes  place  outside  the  bodily  vessels. 
But  of  course  P84b's  reference  to  quartan,  feverg  continues 
Tildaki,  was  only  metaphorical.  By  'fever'  he  meant  soul  from  one 
point  of  view,  spirit  from  another,  and  Megnesia  from  the  third. 
As  to  the  soul,  it  is  simple,  cold  and  moist.  But  after  being 
(10) 
treated  with  the  hot  and  dry  spirit,  its  constitution  changes,  tby 
the  heat  of  putrefactiont,  and  it  becomes  hot  and  dry.  The  spiritt 
on  the  other  hand,  is  simple,  hot  and  dry,  But  after  being  properly 
treated  with  the  soul  which  is  cold  and  moist,  its  constitution 
changes,  and  it  acquires  the  qualities  of  the  latter.  As  to  Yagnesia, 
) 
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more  suitable  for  operation,  it  must  undergo  a  chanpe  of  constitutiont 
ioe.  9  its  blackness  must  be  replaced  by  whiteness.  Thus  is  explained 
the  change  of  the  constitution  of  the  quartan  fever.  The  moans  of 
the  quartan  fever  imply  the  supersession  of  qualities  by  one  another 
in  the  soul,  spirit  orLagnesia. 
BY  I.  Tinn-liket  is  implied  'the  impure  spirit'.  which  must  be 
purified  before  it  is  used  in  the  operation,  so  that  it  may  not 
have  any  corruptive  effect,  By  'human'  is  meant  the  soul  which 
supports  life,  growth  and  repzduction.  By  'kinglyt  is  implied 
the  purified  spirit.  tAeryl  refers  to  the  tincture  of  the  spiritq 
which,  like  air,  is  hot  and  moist.  By  'fiery  breaths'  are  implied 
the  effects  of  the  soul,  spirit,  or  liagnesia  on  bodies;  for  the 
smallest  amount  of  each  of  these  three  is  capable  of  exerting  a  strong 
influence  on  a  large  amount  of  the  substance  with  which  it  ccmbineso 
It  is  like  the  effect  of,  say,  a  tiny  spark  on  combustible  substance8l, 
'Southerly'  refers  to  the  element  of  air,  i.  e.,  the  oil  which 
is  a  component  part  of  Lagnesia.  'Westerly'  refers  to  the  element 
of  water,  'easterly'  to  the  element  of  fire,  and  northerly'  to  the 
element  of  earth.  Therefore  'every  direction',  i.  e.,  every  elementg 
is  represented  in  the  constitution  of  'the  quartan  fever',  that  is, 
soul,  spirit  or  uagnesia. 
Jildak!  describes  in  detail  the  points  of  resemblance  between 
the  quartan  fever  on  the  one  hand,  and  the  soul,  spirit  or  riagnesia 
on  the  other.  but  his  comparisons  are  poetical  and  idyllic  rather 322 
(1) 
then  scientific  and  actual.  He  quotes  from  Sdhib  another  verse, 
which  he  believes  convoys  the  same  meaning  as  the  above  ode*  Ile 
explains  the  similes  employed  in  this  verse,  but  for  complete  under- 
standing  of  this  couplet  in  particular  and  the  poems  of  ý&4ib  in 
general,  he  refers  the  reader  to  his  book  ýAyat  al-Sur-u-r. 
Sheikh:  "See  how  the  ancients  and  the  moderns  agree  in  meaning 
even  though  their  words  differ.  Khalid  ibn  Yazid  said 
in  the  section  of  his  poem  rhyming  in  qaf: 
1.  Whiten  thy  copper  with  the  water  of  the  mercuries,  and 
thou  wilt  attain  to  abundance  of  provision  with  no 
need  for  a  provider  Cwith  the  grace  of  Provider)  (2) 
2o  And  combine  the-lightness  of  the  water,  if  thou  be 
wise,  with  the  softness  of  the  air  concealed  within 
the  Zones.  (3) 
3.  This  is  that  which  the  people  of  this  Art  called  IjFabLar, 
if  thou  wast  ignorant  thereof,  and  'a  copper  whose 
water  is  in  the  nuh7ariqf  (4)  Ca  fixed  copper  in  the 
bare  desertq(5). 
4.  In  their  allegory  it  is  the  shining  moon,  and  a  sun 
whose  course  is  not  measured  by  minutes. 
5.  This  is  the  female  whose  male  is  illustrious;  she  is 
specially  chosen  for  marriage  to  the  boy  near  virility. 
6.  They  call  her  'The  West'  in  the  allegory  of  their  books, 
and  speak  enigmas  in  which  they  call  her  mate  'The 
Eastern' 
7.  This  is  that  which  they  concealed  and  then  aided  one 
another  in  veiling  that  which  was  in  it;  they  agreed 
upon  deceit. 
8.  Combine  (6)  in  it  the  four  natures  by  coction  in  the  fire, 
and  fear  not  the  misfortune  of  accident. 
9.  Then  apportion  it  the  known  portion  of  the  spirit,  and 
understand  the  saying  of  the  expert. 
10.  The  number  thereof  in  the  books  is  six  and  four  altogether) 
there  cýin  be  no  diminution  for  him  who  would  hurry. 
11.  Now  will  lolerspread  it  blackness,  and  verily  it  is 
blacker  than  the  shades  of  all  other  blacks;  (7) 
2.  Pt.  and  Es-  : 
LOJ 
J-;  j  o- 
3ý  Slee  61  aý  ova.  4.  (muhraq):  bare  desert 
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Es:  djLt-j  1  6.  Lit.  Ilarry 
7.  See  p.  -72  cl  b  el  ow ý52  3 
12.  And  that  is  the  meaning  of  their  saying,  'verily,  one 
will  overcome  nine  of  the  Daughters  of  the  Commanders'. 
End  of  the  ICvidences  on  the  first  quantitative  part, 
by  the  favour  of  Allah  the  Exalted"  (1) 
"Know",  explains  Tildaki,  "that  the  copper  referred  to  as  the 
ordinary  copper  is  hot,  dry,  red,  fusible,  malleable;  and  there  is  in 
it  blackness$  laten  whiteness,  greenness,  yellowness,  blueness,  hardness, 
softness,  roughness,  sharpness,  saltiness,  bitterness,  acridity,  and 
stench;  these  are  its  qualities".  Its  blackness,  Jildak!  goes  on, 
is  in  its  body  and  not  in  its  soul,  its  whiteness  is  latent  and  becomes 
visible  only  by  operation;  its  blueness  results  from  the  combination 
of  its  blackness  and  whiteness;  its  yellowness  is  brought  to  view 
when  its  redness-is  purified  by  operation;  its  greenness  is  shown  in 
its  verdigris;  its  hardness  is  displayed  on  malting;  its  softness 
manifests  itself  under  the  hammer;  its  roughness  is  in  its  body; 
its  sharpness  is  caused  by  the  domination  of  the  fire;  its  saltiness 
is  the  result  of  its  being  mixed  with  salty  substances;  its  bitterness 
results  from  the  burning  of  oily  substances  contained  in  it;  its 
acridity  is  due  to  the  combination  of  its  salty  components  with  its 
soul;  and  its  stench  is  caused  by  the  burning  of  its  putrid  oils  (2). 
The  copper  of  the  Sages  has  all  the  properties  of  ordinary  copper 
with"the-exception-of  one.  And  if  one  comes  across  a  substance 
which  possesses  all  the  above  mentioned  properties  save  one  of  them, 
Tr.  p.  40;  Es.,  Vol.  11.  p.  -124. 
2.  The  properties  of  a  substance  were  not  only  those  which  were 
immediately  manifest,  but  also  those  which  it  displayed  after 
being  embined  with  other  substances* -324 
he  will  be  in  possession  of  the  philosophers,  copper.  Copper  is 
considered  by  the  Sages  to  be  of  four  kinds:  1.,  the  ordinary 
(1) 
copper;  2.,  JAUr  nuhas,  which  is  an  imperfect  copper;  3., 
'garland  of  victory',  a  name  sometimes  given  to  iron;  4.,  'the 
plant-seedling  and  the  nursling  of  the  Art'.  Some  of  the  Sages 
gave  the  name  copper  to  uninflammable  oil;  for  the  latter  is  pure 
like  Venus,  the  heavenly  prototype  of  copper. 
The  name  copper  is  also  given  to  anything  which  is  hot,  dry 
and  fiery. 
The  copper  to  which  hhalid  refers  is  the  ordinary  copper  arid 
it  therefore  requires  to  be  whitened.  This  is  done  by  successive 
addition  of  appropriate  moisture  accompanied  by  the  action  of  fire, 
until  the  copper  becomes  soft  and  white.  The  appropriate  malsture 
feferred  to  must  not  be  from  the  animal  kingdom,  neither  from 
vegetables  incongruous  to  the  nature  of  copper. 
Tildak!  then  takes  in  succession  each  verse  of  the  above  poem 
of  Khalid  and  tries  to  explain  its  meaning. 
Verse  2:  'The  lightness  of  the  water'  is  'the  light  water',  and 
'the  softness  of  the  air'  is  'the  hot  and  moist  oil  which  has  the 
nature  of  the  air'.  When  the  water  is  combined  with  the  oil,  the 
latter  becomes  Ithicker  than  the  boracic  waters'.  There  are  many 
different  kinds  of  waters,  such  as  well  waters,  spring  waters,  sea 
1.  See  p.  3  /#  above. 325 
waters,  running  watersp  and  the  waters  which  contain  sulphurs  and 
salts.  Irhese  waters  are  similar  to  one  another  in  certain  respects 
and  different  in  others.  Some  of  then,  are  heavyl  others  are  light, 
and  each  one  has  its  own  particular  affect  on  other  substances. 
'The  light  waterl  to  which  Khalid  refers  has  an  unmatched,  pure 
colour,  and  it  is  transparent  and  shiny.  It  is  heavier  than  the 
oil,  and  when  the  two  are  combined  they  form  a  homogeneous  compound. 
Jildaki  quotes  here  a  number  of  verses  from  PB4ibs  describing  the 
properties  of  the  water  and  the  oil. 
Verse  3:  "By  J&bar  he  means  one  of  the  two  parts  into  which  the 
substance  is  divided  in  the  first  operation;  nwielyp  the  Part  ,, vhich 
remains  at  the  bottom  of  the  vessel.  And  the  Sages  give  the  name 
IýRb-ar  to  the  body  which  conteins  removable  impurities;  and  they  call 
it  copper  on  account  of  its  possession  of  thee,  above  mentioned  colours". 
Verse  4.  :  "Know  that  the  S8ges  refer  to  the  male  part  at  this 
stage  as  'the  shining  moon',  on  account  of  its  whiteness,  and  they 
call  it  'the  sun'  because  of  its  nesculinityn. 
Verse  5.  By  'the  female'  is  meant  the  second  part  of  the 
substance  in  the  first  operation;  namely,  the  part  which  ascends  to 
the  top  of  the  vessel.  The  male  part  is  that  which  remains  at  the 
bottom  of  the  vessel,  and  it  is  likened  to  'the  boy  near  virility', 
because  its  masculinity  is  not  yet  complete  at  this  stage  of  the 
operation. Verse  6:  "It  is  well  known  that  the  Sages  refer  to  the  female 
as  'The  West',  just  as  they  refer  to  the  male  as  'The  East'". 
Verse  7:  "That  which  the  Sages  concealed  is  the  secret  of  the 
male  and  the  female  and  the  moment  of  their  appearance  in  the  world 
of  the  Art.  For  they  are  hidden  in  the  matter  just  as  the  air  and 
the  fire  are  hidden  in  the  water  and  the  earth".  'The  male'  and  'the 
female'  are  potentially  present  in  'the  matter',  and  it  requires  the 
skill  of  a  Sage  to  make  their  presence  actual. 
Verse  Ba  This  verse  implies  that  the  first  stage  of  combination 
is  not  called  'marriage'.  'Marriage'  begins  after  the  application 
of  fire;  and  the  subsequent  appearance  of  the  bhck  colour  indicates 
'fertilization'  and  'pregnancy',  which  result  from  the  combination 
of  the  four  natures  with  one  another. 
Verses  9,10  After  the  conclusion  of  'the  first  putrefaction? 
and  esýablishment  of  equilibrium  between  the  four  natures  of  'the 
compoundt,  tan  portions  of  'the  soul'  are  added  to  it.  Four  of 
(1)  (2) 
these  are  'wives',  and  the  remaining  six  are  'young  girls' 
And  some.  of  the  Sages  have  advocated,  as  mentioned  in  the  first 
volume  of  this  book,  the  addition  of  seven  portions  instead  of 
ton, 
1. 
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Verse  11.  "Blackness  remains  apparent  during  the  whole  period 
of  the  revolution  of  Sature;  and  the  reason  for  comparing  the  compound 
to  a  tuft  of  hair  is  its  softness  and  fbxibility. 
Verse  12.  "The  heat  of  the  male  balances  the  cold  of  nine  of 
the  women  with  v&=  he  combines".  The  male  is  the  victor  and  the 
females  are  the  vanquished. 
Vol.  11.,  Book  le 
CHAPTER  III.  Explanation  of  the  third  section  of  the  fourth 
part  of  al  Muktasab  upon  evidence  concerning  the  manner  of  the  beginning. 
=9 
Sheikh:  "A  Sage  said,  when  asked  by  a  pupil  of  hisp  'Should  any 
operation  be  carried  out  before  the  operation  proper  Defore 
this  operation)?  '  'Yest  an  operation  which  is  not  an  operation! 
He  said,  'What  is  it?  '  He  replied,  'Thou  shouldst  send  the 
water  upon  the  earth  that  it  may  be  permeated  thereby$  for  by 
the  water  it  is  dissolved  and  putrefied'.  A  certain  Sage 
said,  'Thy  water  is  a  sword  for  thy  earth  (stone]and  thy 
vessel  will  separate  it'  "  (2)  1 
Tildai-i  be&ins  his  explanation  of  the  above  quotation  by  refuting 
those  who,  unaware  of  the  pitfalls  in  the  Art,  claim  that  they  obtained 
their  stone  from  the  animal  or  vegetable  kingdom  and  were  successful  in 
their  operations.  In  this  connexion  he  quotes  Buy-un  al-Barhamil  who 
says  that  the  matter'  .  in  order  to  be  made  capable  of  combination,  must 
be  reduced  to  'the  prime  matter'  -  an  operation  which  he  considers  to 
be  very  dif  fi  cult. 
The  first  concealed  operationg.  says  Tildaki,  consists,  like  the 
unconcealed  operation,,  of  two  parts.  In  the  case  of  the  latter  operation 
1.  This  verse  is  not  exactly  the  same  in  Pt.  and  Es. 
Fte: 
I 
L;  Juj 
I 
ij-  cy-  U-6-1 
ýI;  j  jlýj  I,  Ea.:  Ice  JW 
'j,  a  u.  A 
"Now  will  olerspread  it  the  blackness;  a  tuft  of  hair,  resembling 
in  colours  the  black  shades  of  the  partings  of  the  fore-tops" 
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the  two  parts  are  decomposition  and  combination',  and  in  the  case  of 
the  formers  they  are  'purification  and  approximation'.  The  first  part 
of  the  first  concealed  operation  consists  of  the  purification  of  the 
water  and  the  earth.  And  this  is  the  part  that  the  Sages  have 
particularly  kept  secret,  jildak!  quotes  here  a  quatrain  frm  al-Tagrall 
who  says  that  the  Sages  begin:  their  description  of  the  Art  from  the 
middle,  omitting  the  preliminary  part*  Now  the  secdad  part  of  the 
first  concealed  operation  consists,  says  Tildakil  of  successive  com- 
bination  and  separation  of  the  water  and  the  earth,  until  the  water 
unites  with  a  certain  part  of  the  earth,  acquiring  a  second  nature  in 
addition  to  its  own,  and  the  earth  unites  with  a  certain  part  of  the 
waters  acquiring  another  body  besides  its  own;  and  this  explains  what 
the  Sages  mean  when  they  say  that  "the  water  has  two  natures  and  the 
earth  has  two  bodies",  At  the  end  of  this  concealed  operations  the 
moist  part  has  performed  upon  the  dry  part  the  action  of  fire  upon  wood, 
and  as  a  result  of  this  the  stone  Is  divided  into  two  parts;  one  part 
ascends  to  the  top  of  the  vessel  and  the  other  part  appears  in  the  form 
of  a  very  fine  powdery  calX  at  the  bottom.  Therefore,  as  the  Sheikh 
said,  the  water  in  the  first  concealed  operation  acts  like  a  sword, 
cutting  the  stone  into  two  parts  which  are  then  separated  frcm  one 
another  by  the  action  of  heat  and  the  use  of  an  alembic. 
"Sabir",  says  Tildakis  "referred  to  the  two  parts  of  the  first 
concealed  operation  in  his  book  called  Al-Arbat  (The  Four)  and  also 
in  The  Five  Hundred  and  many  other  of  his  books,  but  in  such  a  manner 
that  no  one  except  a  sage  could  understand  him". 329 
Sheikh: 
-"Zosimus 
the  Tew  in  his  opuscule  tDistinction  of  Religions' 
(wherein  he  mentions  the  reason  why  Persians  worship  the  fire  - 
another  was  the  Closed  Books  which  their  ancient  Sages  composed 
and  which  they  interpreted  wrongly  so  that  they  went  astray 
and  led  others  astray)  says  'This  our  Art  is  from  one  stone 
with  no  second  theretot;  meaning  the  prime  matter  from  which 
the  Elixir  is  formed  and  whose  like  is  the  ultimate  essential 
Crea.  13  animal  species  named  the  Species  of  Species,  with  the 
accidental  qualities  appertaining  thereto. 
"He  said,  tIt  is  found  (meaning  the  stone)  with  that  which 
it  contains  of  moistness  and  dryness  like  the  prime  matter 
before  the  separation  of  things  from  it  by  Form  (meaning  the 
separation  of  the  heavens  and  the  stars  and  the  planets  and 
the  Three  Kingdoms).  And  when  we  wish  to  operate  we  extract 
its  moistnesst  and  that  subtle  part  which  is  extracted  is 
waterl,  'appearance  but  fire  in  its  naturej  and  therefore  they 
say  that  its  water  is  its  fire'.  *  (1) 
The  Sages,  explains  Tildald,  spoke  in  their  books  of  *the  light' 
and  'the  darkness'.  By  'The  light'  they  implied  heavenly  bodiess 
celestial  spheres,  and  pure,  transparent  essences.  And  by  'the  darkness' 
they  meant  the  impurities  present  in  their  stone.  The  Persian  Sages 
attributed  the  Light  to  Yazdan, 
(2) 
and  the  darkness  to  Ahriman; 
(3) 
and 
they  spoke  of  motion  and  rest,  and  of  the  properties  of  the  things 
which  originate  from  Light  and  Darkness.  The  students  of  the  Art 
considered  the  Light  to  be  the  divine  water,  and  by  the  Darkness  they 
implied  'the  dirt  of  bodiesto  All  this,  particularly  the  Persian 
books  on  the  Art,  contributedg  according  to  Tildaki,  to  the  formation 
of  a  false  belief;,  the  sanctity  of  the  luminous  bodies  in  the  heaven. 
But  heavenly  bodies  in  spite  of  their  supposedly  strong  influences  on 
things  and  events  here  belowl  were  out  of  the  infidels'  reach*  Whereas 
1.  Tr.  9  p.  40-1;  Ea.,  Vol.  II.  pp.  138-9. 
2.  Yazdiim  or  Ornuzd:  the  principle  of  good. 
3.  The  spirit  of  evil. 3  3Ö 
they  had  access  to  fire,  and  impressed  by  the  immense  value  of  fire 
to  the  conduct  of  human  life,  they  started  to  worship  it. 
"The  Light  of  the  stone",  according  to  Tildaki,  "is  its  fire,  its 
I 
airt  and  its  water;,  and  its  Darkness  is  in  its  earth". 
Here  ;  ildaki  quotes  two  excerpts  from  "K.  al-'Ibraq  (The  Book  of 
Combustion)  part  of  the  500  Books  of  Tibir".  One  of  these  quotations 
concerns  the  effects  of  combustion.  "Verily"q  says  Zabirl  "combustion 
is  only  the  cause  of  refinement  in  both  cases.  If  we  consider  it 
with  respect  to  the  body,  it  inflicts  punishment  upon  it;  for  it 
creates  pain  inside  it.  As  to  the  spirit,  its  effect  is  chastisement, 
or  refinement.  And  when  they  have  been  thoroughly  punisheds  they 
get  rid  of  their  impurities",  Other  Sages,  comments  Tildak-19  expressed 
the  same  opinion  before  TEbir.  And  those  who  did  not  understand  the 
real  meaning  of  the  words  of  the  Sages,  fell  a  prey  to  their  own  fan- 
tasies.  They  based  their  religion  on  the  idea  of  the  sanctity  of  fire* 
Many  of  them  endangered  their  lives  and  burned  themselves  in  the  fire, 
with  the  intention  of  purifying  their  body  and  soul.  The  Magians, 
says  Tildaki,  are  still  found  in  certain  parts  of  India* 
The  second  quotation  from  Ifibir  is  very  obscure  and  comprises 
allegories  and  speculations  concerning  the  letters  of  the  alphabet, 
(1) 
particularly  the  fWa  consonant  letters  of  the  word  lihrafqv  namely- 
JýxJq.  Jildek!  agrees  that  this  quotation  from  Tibir  is  obscure 
and  adds  that,  for  a  complete  understanding  of  the  contents  Of 
,0ý0 
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X.  al-Uhral.  1,  one  has  to  read  a  number  of  other  books  of  75bir,  namely- 
K.  al-Arkin  (The  Book  of  Principles),  X.  al-Hajar  (ýhe  Book  of  Stone), 
K.  al-Ijudid  (The  Book  of  Definitions)  K.  al-Tascid  (The  Book  of  Sub- 
limation),  and  K.  al-Taklis  (The  Book  of  Calcination  .  Tibir,  he  saysq 
scattered  his  material  irregularly  all  over  his  books$  and  his  references 
to  any  particular  subject  are  dispersed  in  many  different  places,  But  one 
who  could  get  hold  of  the  present  book  of  -Tildak!  need  not  read  the  works 
of  other  Sagess  including  Ifibir,  on  the  Art.  For  Tildaki  claims  that  he 
has  collected  in  his  book  Nihayat  al-Talab  everything  relevant  to  the  Art. 
As  to  the  five  consonant  letters  of  the  word  JihraJqj  he  says 
that  r.  and  q.  are  among  the  'luminous  letterst;  for  they  appear  at 
the  beginning  of  certain  verses  of  the  Koran,  But  the  position  of  the 
two  alifs  (J)  is  not  clear.  There  is  no  doubt,  he  argues,  that  alif  as 
a  consonant  standing  alone  (ie*  when  it  is  not  included  in  a  word)  is 
-considered  by  all  to  be  a  Iluminoust  letter*  But  the  Sages  are  not  unanimous 
in  their  opinion  concerning  an  alif  which  appears  in  a  word,  no  matter  whether 
it  is  followed  by  a  vowel  or  not.  Some  of  them  say  that'an,  alif  which  con- 
stitutes  one  of  the  letters  of  a  word  is  'luminous',  others  say  it  is  Idarkt., 
others  tluminous-dark'  and  still  others  'dark-luminous'.  The  Sages, 
continues'.  Tildaki,  wearied  their  minds  with  these  arguments  and  from  the 
'notion'  of  consonants  by  vowels  they  passed  on  todiscuss  the  notion  of 
motion  in  general.  Those  who  tried  to  find  out  'the  first  cause'  of 
motion  were  not  successful;  for  they  wanted  to  get  hold  of  something 
which  was  beyond  their  reach.  But  those  who  turned  to  study  the 
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properties  of  things  as  they  are  attained  their  object.  These  successful 
Sages  are  divided  into  two  groups;.  theologians,  and  the  students  of 
secular  sciences.. 
The  'realf'  animal  species'  to  which  the  Sheikh  refers  ist  according 
to  lildaklj  the  genus  which  includes  all  the  species  of  the  animal  kihgdom, 
Tildak!  refers  to  the  first  volume  of  his  book  where  he  defined  'real  speciest 
and  'relative  species'.  And  finally,  he  rejects  once  again  the  idea  that 
the  material  of  the  Elixir  is  from  the  animal  kingdomt  and  contends  that 
it  is  definitely  obtained  from  the  mineral  kingdom* 
He  says  that  the  above  quotation  from  Al-Muktasab  appears  to  be 
Confusing,  and  there  seems  to  be  no  connection  between  the  consecutive 
statements  contained  in  it.  But  a  closer  examination  would  showq  argues 
Tildakil  that  there  is  no  incoherency  in.  the  above  quotation,  and  that 
its  ambiguity  is  only  due  to  the  use  of  allegory.  He  says  that,  if  he 
took  each  wcrd  in  this  quotation  and  tried  to  explain  its  significancog 
his  account  would  become  unnecessarily  long.  He  considers  it  sufficient 
to  point  out  that  the  central  theme  of  the  quotation  is  the  first  concealed 
operation. 
Referring  to  the  statement  of  Zosimus  concerning  the  prime  matter 
and  the  forms'Xildaki  says:  "Know  that  metaphysicia  ns  are  divided  into 
two  groups.  One  of  these  advocates  the  doctrine  of  indivisible  particles 
and  contends  that  all  things  are  made  up  of  particles  which  cannot  be 
separated  into  parts  by  imagination,  or  incision,,  or  perception.  The 
second  group  refjects  the  idea  of  indivisible  particles  and  maintains 
that  substances  are  composed  of  prime  matter  and  form;  this  group 
further  asserts  that  the  prime  matter  may  not  be  separated  from  the  form 333 
nor  the  form  from  the  prime  matter.  The  purpose  of  the  first  group  is 
to  substantiate  combustion  and  cohesion,  and  to  prove  that  the  causes  and 
the  forces  are  all  perceptible  and  Recent  (hadit).  And  what  the  second 
group  means  is  that  the  forces  are  imperceptible  and  Ancient  (qadIm). 
Now  both  these  groups  believe  that  God,  the  Exalted,  is  One  and  shares 
His  Kingdom  with  nonee  But.  actually  those  who  hold  that  forces  are 
perceptible  must  necessarily  deny  the  existence  of  God;  for  although  they 
desired  absolute  inviolability,  yet  they  erred  with  regard  to  the  more 
intricate  attributes  of  God.  And  those  who  entertain  the  idea  that 
things  are  composed  of  prime  matter  and  form  must  inevitably  renounce 
combustion  and  cohesion;  and  to  judge  by  their  appearances,  these  two 
phenomena  prove  that  the  world  is  Ancient.  The  truth*  therefores  lies 
between  the  two  groups,  and  is  yet  hidden  from  themi  for  God  wishes  to 
perplex  men's  minds  with  regard  to  the  understanding  of  that  which  precedes 
perception.  Had  they  understood  that  the  truth  is  in  the  two  opinionss 
there  would  be  no  quarrel  between  them.  For  Ancient  and  Recent  are 
inconceivable  without  reference  to  time,  and  time  is  not  understood  except 
by  circular  motion*  Would  that  I  knew  what  is  beyond  the  celestial  spheress 
what  surrounds  them,  and  how  things  are  created  there'.  Those  who  believe 
that  minds,  spirits9  and  forces  are  Recent  must  necessarily  hold  that  the 
birth  of  every  spirit  is  dependent  on  the  birth  of  its  body.  -  and,  therefores 
when  the.  latter  dies  ýhd  undergoes  decomposition,  the  former  follows  suit. 
This  amunts  to  the  refutation  of  resu=ectiong  contrary  to  what  they 
ultimately  aimed  to  prove.  Though  according  to  their  principles  the 
rejection  of  this  is  impossible,  yet  they  never  attempted  to  substantiate 334 
resurrection  except  on  the  basis  of  fictitious  and,  transient  principles 
which  are  liable  to  be  overthrown  in  different  ways.  It  Is  sufficient 
for  us  to  say  that  the  spirits,  minds,  and  souls  emanate  from  the  Source 
of  Emanation.  But  to  prove  that  they  are  Ancient  or  Recent,  requires  a 
lengthy  discussion  which,  for  the  present,  we  shall  not  undertake.  And 
if  Zosimus  had  not  referred  to  the  prime  matter  prior  to  the  separation 
of  forms,  it  would  not  have  been  incumbent  upon  us  to  say  what  we  have 
already  said"s 
(1) 
The  stone,  continues  Tildak-i,  is  said  to  be  similar 
to  the  prime  matter,  but  this  comparison  is  only  metaphorical.  And  just 
as  the  prime  matter  in  general  is  the  source  of  apparition  of  forms,  86 
the  prime  matter  of  the  Elixir  is  the  source  fr=*which  all  the  numerous 
forms  in  the  Art  evolve.  The  Sages  have  spoken  of  fthe  three  Worldst. 
These  are  the  Upper  World,  the  Lower  World,  and  the  Uiddle  World,  which  is 
the  world  of  the  Art.  For  the  material  of  the  Art  occupies  a  position 
between  the  spirits,  souls,  forces,  emanation,  motion,  which  belong  to  the 
Upper  World,  and  bodies,  formB9  growths'generations  corruptions  and  sub- 
stantiation  of  the  Oneness  of  God  and  resurrection,  which  belong  to  the 
Lower  World.  And  just  as  prime  matter  exists  prior  to  forms  and  their 
separation  (i.  e.  their  multiplication)q  so  the  stone  (i.  e.  the  prime 
matter  of  the  Art)  exists  prior  to  the  formation  of  the  products  of  the  Art* 
Referring  to  the  statement  of  Zosimus  concerning  the  extraction 
of  the  moisture,  which  'is  water  in  appearance  but  fire  in  its  nature's 
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7ildaki  says  that  the  stone  contains  moist  parts  as  well  as  dry  parts 
and  the  extraction  of  these  is  an  indispensable  part  of  the  operation* 
But  what  is  actually  meant  by  the  extraction  of  the  moisture  of  the 
stone,  and  how  it  has  to  be  carried  out?  What  did  the  Sheikh  mean  when 
he  said  ",,  until  the  moisture  has  performed  upon  the  dry  part  -j-  the  action 
of  fire  upon  wood"?  What  did  Zosiius  and  other  Sages  mean  when  they 
said  "Its  water  is  its  fire"?  What  did  Tibir  and  other  Sages  mean  when 
they  said  "The  water  of  the  stone  is  water  in  appearance  but  fire  in  its 
nature"?  Is  it  possible  to  extract  the  moisture  by  the  action  of  fire 
aloneg  or  must  certain  other  substances  be  used?  In  answer  to  the  last 
question  Tildak!  says  that  neither  the  action  of  fire  alone  nor  the  addition 
of  another  substance  would  produce  any  result.  The  Sages  have  been  silent 
as  to  the  manner  of  extraction.  No  doubt  the  prime  matter,  that  iss  the 
stoneg  should  be  purified  and  its  moisture  must  be  extracted;  and  these 
are  operations  which  the  Sages  carry  out  with  no  difficulty*  And  anyone 
who  intends  to  follow  the  example  of  the  Sages  must  know  the  origin  of 
fusilkle  bodies  and  the  manner  of  their  formation  in  the  hollows  of  the 
earth,  and  then  to  try  to  imitate  the  action  of  Nature;  this  is  the  only 
way  to  success*  Tildaili  quotas  in  this  connexion  a  poem  of  ýi4ib  and 
then  goes  on  to  say:  "In  spite  of  our  knowledge,  we  studied  the  works  of 
the  Sages  and  their  principles,  and  performed  many  experiments  for  a  period 
of  eight  years  before  we  came  to  understand  the  meaning  of  the  technical 
words  used  by  the  Sages  in  their  operation,  and  before  we  learned  what 
was  meant  by  the  stone  and  the  matter,  or  mastered  the  steps  of  thfý 
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operation,  from  the  beginning  to  the  end,  in  a  scientific  manner.  The 
last-named  operation  we  understood  after  seventeen  years  of  unceasing 
study,  as  we  mentioned  at  the  beginning  of  the  book". 
Sheikh:  "Ibn  1,  km  (otherwise  Ibn  Mundhir)  said  C;  osimus  saicl!  ),  'Enow 
that  the  stone  is  one,  and  when  it  is  operated  upon  it  separates 
into  a  higher  part  and  a  lower,  and  when  the  higher  is  returned 
upon  the  lower  the  higher  is  related  to  (hotness  and  the  lower 
to  coldness  and  when  the  cold  is  mixed  with  half  its  amount  of 
the  hot  and  separated  again,  the  higher  is  related  to)  (1)  moist 
hotness  and  the  lower  to  dry  coldness'.  "  (2) 
The  words  of  the  Sages,  explains  Zildagg  seem  to  be  full  of  con- 
tradictions.  For  in  one  place  they  say  "Its  water  is  its  fire".  and  in 
another  place  "the  water  is  cold  and  moist".  and  still  in  another  "the 
watir  is  hot  and  moist".  Similarly,  they  say  in  one  place  that  the  earth 
is  cold  and  dry#  and  in  another  that  it  i's  masculine,  i.  e.,  hot  and  dry. 
The  explanation  is,  says  TildakY,  that  the  water  is  cold  and  moist  in  the  - 
liquid  statel  and  it  is  hot  and  moist  in  the  vapour  state.  Some  of  the 
water;  such  as  'the  sharp  waters",  are  said  to  have  a  fiery  nature  on  account 
of  their  quality  to  burn  and  calcine  other  substances.  As  to  the  earth$ 
it  is  hot  and  dry  when  mixed  with  a  fiery  substance,  but  after  the  separation 
of  the  water  and  the  air  from  it  at  the  end  of  the  first  concealed  operations 
it  becomes  cold  and  dry.  "And  when  the  water  is  hot  and  moist,  the  earth 
0 
should  be  cold  and  dry,  to  make  the  four  qualities  complete". 
1,  The  part  between  parentheses  does  not  appear  in  Es. 
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Sheikh:  "And  this  is  the  material  which  Khalid  mentioned  in  his  Odes, 
(or  in  most  of  them),  where  he  says,  tThe  beginning  of  this  work, 
is  calcination  of  tbe'stones  by  the  heat  of  a  fire  to  which 
the  fire  of  Hell  itself  is  inferior  Cby  the  heat  of  a  fire  whose 
heat  is  as  intense  as  that  of  Hell)'M  By  'fire'  he  intended 
this  moisture  in  its  repeated  action  thereon,  for  it  becomes 
calcined.  Thus  although  the  stone  is  one  since  its  moistness 
and  dryness  are  combined  together,  when  it  is  split  up  into 
higher  part  and  lower,  the  higher  part  can  be  compared  to  the 
water  and  the  lower  is  like  the  earth.  And  when  the  higher 
is  returned  to  the  lower  several  times,  the  higher  performs 
upon  the  lower  the  action  of  burning,  and  calcines  it  and 
"ats  it  into  dust  upon  which  the  operation  is  possible,  and  conne 
in  which  the  putrefaction  is  successful  with  but  little  moistness. 
"To  this  Al-Andalausi,  he  of  the  Shudhur  adh-Dhahab  (may  Allah 
have  nercy  on  him!  )  referred  in  that  part  of  his  poem  which 
rhymes  in  Hamza,  where  he  says: 
'We  have  a  world  whose  water  arises  from  its  earth,  and 
from  its  water  and  fire  comes  its  air. 
When  its  spheres  hasten  their  revolutions  the  continual 
rotation  of  its  heaven  weathers,  its  earth" 
"He  implies  the  burning  of  the  earth  and  its  calcination  by  the 
water  which  is  extracted  from  it;  its  water  is  removed  after  its 
calcination  in  order  that  it  may  putrefy  and  dissolve,  according 
to  the  two  parts  of  the  first  operation.  Know  this  therefore.  "(2) 
. Tildakl  beings  his  explanation  here  with  a  quotation  fran  K.  al- 
Taklis  (The  Book  of  Calainatton),  part  of  the  500  Books  of  Jabir. 
"In  the  name  of  my  Master",  says  Ifibir,  "this  part  is  indispensable 
to  the  Ecience  of  the  Art,  in  the  Externals  as  well  as  Internals,  But  it 
particularly  concerns  these  bodies.  We  said  in  our  K.  al-111ýrgq  (The  Book 
of  Combusti2n)  that  mental  combustion,  exclusively  belongs  to  the  spiritp 
and  sensuous  combustion  to  the  body*  But  the  preliminary  part  of  calcinationg 
0  my  brotherg  is  not  calcination.  Understand  this  therefore.  The  spirits 
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and  the  souls  do  not  bear  calcination.,  for  calcination  does  not  take 
place  except  by  intense  fire.  The  souls$  howevers  do  not  bear  intense 
fire;  they  depart  and  run  away  from  it.  Now,  calcination  is  only  a  means 
by  which  all  the  impurities  of  the  body  are  removed  and  burned,  whereupon 
it  becomes  clean  and  pure.  But  as  the  soul  does  not  suffer  from  any 
illness  similar  to  that  of  the  body,  it  requires  only  the  preliminary  part 
Of  calcination,  which  does  for  it  the  same  thing  as  calcination  does  for 
the  bodies,  that  is,  it  completes  it  purity*  Know  this,  thereforeq  and 
be  clear  thereon.  And  that  which  does  for  the  soul  the  same  thing  as 
calineation  does  for  the  body,  verily,  In  the  name  of  my  Master,  you  will 
find  it  to  be  sublimation.  That  is  why  we  devoted  solely  to  sublimation 
the  book  which  follows  this.  Now  that  the  purpose  of  calcination  has  been 
explained,  we  pass  on  to  describe  its  different  aspects* 
"Verily,  the  calcination  of  each  body  is  different  from  that  of 
every  other.  There  is  that  emong  the  bodies  which  is  pure  in  essence, 
like  gold,  the  sole  purpose  of  whose  calcination  is  to  convert  it  into 
dust  so  that  it  may  combine  with  volatile  souls  and  become  capable  of 
dissolution.  The  same  thing  is  true  of  silver,  but  this  contains  a 
small  8mount  of  impurity  and  requires  to  be  purified  as  well  as  powdered. 
As  to  the  other  fusible  bodies,  apart  from  these  two,  they  have  to  be 
Converted  into  dust  and  also  purified  by  calcination.  This  applies 
likewise  to  the  infusible  bodiesq  according  to  their  difference  in  purity"ý") 
le  S-00  for  comparison  with  the  Latin  Works  of  a-eber.,  PP. 1  339  , 
;;  bir  then,  says  TjldakIj  goes  on  to  discuss  "the  calcination 
of  bodies  by  fiery  combustion(l)and  the  things  which  are  mixed  with  then 
to  help  the  fire  to  break  thm  into  separate  parts".  Zildakl  now  begins 
his  co=ent  on  the  above  passage  from  Tibir  by  saying  that  "It  has  long 
been  established  by  all  the  Sages  that  if  bodies  were  burned  in  such  a  way 
as  to  lose  their  moisture,,  corruption  would  ensue  and  it  would  become 
impossible  for  them  to  return  to  their  fomer  state"o  Here  again 
-TildaA  points  out  that  the  calcination  of  Sages  is  different  from 
ordinary  calcination.  The  soul  to  which  Zibir  refers  "is  the  mercury 
among  the  Externalss  and  the  moistures  of  the  stone  among  the  Internals". 
Jildak!  refers  to  Al-Tu&rill  and  his  book  Sirr  al-Asrar  (The  Secret  of 
Secrets)  to  substantiate  the  views  of  Tabir*  Al-Tugrasig  says  Tildaki, 
was  one  of  the  great  Muslim  Sages;  he  excelled  all  the  successors  of  fabir 
in  knowledge  as  well  as  intelligence. 
Tildak!  refers  also  to  Riz!  and  says  that  he  was  in  agreement 
with  ;  ibir  and  wrote  in  many  of  his  books  "that  the  calcination  of  the 
bodies  is  effected  by  embustion,  cr  corrosion,  or  amalgamatioe,  Cal- 
cination  by  combustion,  continues  Tildaki,  has  already  been  explained. 
No  benefit  is  derived  from  ordinary  corrosion;  for  after  that  the  substance 
"would  not  return  to  its  former  state;  like  white  lead  and  verdigris"* 
As  to  the  corrosion  of  the  Sages,  it  is  of  two  kinds.  The  first  one  concerns 
the  corrosion  of  the  parts  of  the  stone;  and  it  was  in  this  connexion  that 
the  Sages  said  "Found  it  with  the  moisture  until  it  is  converted  into  rust". 
The  second  one  concerns  the  corrosion  of  fusible  bodies,  which  must  take 
10  jjjU-  as  opposed  to 
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place  after  their  purification*  For  If  fusible  bodies  are  rusted 
prior  to  their  purificationo  it  would  become  impossible  to  remove  their 
impurities  or  to  restore  them  to  their  fo=er  state.  The  object  of 
corrosion  of  these  bodies  is  to  make  them  soft  and  capable  of  dissolution. 
As  to  the  calcination  of  fusible  bodies  by  amalgamation,  it  may 
or  may  not  yield  the  desired  result:  it  is  more  successful  with  certain 
bodies  then  with  others.  Gold  and  silver  form  amalgams  with  mercury  and 
may  separate  from  it  on  heating.  Three  things  may  happen: 
1.  Calcination  is  effected  by  prolonging  the  duration  of  the 
operation. 
2.  Mercury  is  made  to  volatilize  gold,  or  silver$  by  the  action 
of  intense  fire.  Atter  their  ascension  to  the  top  of  the  vessel,  one  of 
two  things  may  be  done;  a)MIercury  is  separated  from  the  body  (i.  e.  gold 
or  silver),  and  after  that  the  latter  beccimes  very  soft  and  volatiles 
yet  capable  of  being  made  stable  by  the  Sages,,  b)  If  it  were  found 
impossible  to  separate  mercury  from  the  body,  the  combination  of  the  two 
would  be  complete  and  they  would  only  require  fixation. 
3.,  If  the  body  did  not  ascend  with  the  mercury  to  the  top  of 
the  vessel,  but  remained  at  the  bottom  and  was  reduced  to  a  very  fine 
powder,  then  the  desired  result  would  be  achieved. 
Copper  and  iron  because  of  their  excessive  drynesas  may  not  be 
amalgamated  with  mercury,  -  except  by  a  great  deal  of  labour.  But  even 
then  their  amalgamation  may  or  may  not  result  in  their  calcinationand 
purification. 
The  two  leads  eadily  form  amalgams  with  mercury,  but  instead  of. 
being  purified  by  it  they  impart  their  impurity  to  it.  That  is  because 341 
they  contain  'corrupt  sulphurs'.  It  may  be  possible  to  reduce  them  to 
calx  by  repeated  projection  and  separation  of  mercury.  It  may  also  be 
possible  to  volatilize  or  sublimate  them  with  mercury  and  then  separate 
them  from  it  and  wash  them  subsequently.  But  these  are  only  possibilities: 
the  amalgamation  of  either  of  the  two  leads  with  mercury  usually  results 
in  corruption. 
Tildaki  then  quotes  a  long  passage  from  gark  K.  al-Rahma  (gom- 
mentary  on  the  Book  of  Mercy)  of  Tibir.  The  latter  divides  the  Sages  into 
four  groupso  as  regards  their  views  on  combination: 
1,  Those  who  believe  that  a  solid  substance  must  be  calcined, 
burned,  and  deprived  of  all  its  moisture  in  order  to  become  capable  of 
combination  with  the  solvent  souls  and  spirits. 
2*  Those  who  believe  that  without  moisture  no  combination  is 
possible.  They  say,  for  example,  that  while  silver  in  its  metallic  state 
mixes  with  gold,  it  does  not  do  so  after  being  reduced  to  calx.  They 
contendq  therefore,,  that  a  solid  substance  combines  more  intimately  with 
the  spirits  and  subsequently  with  the  souls,  in  its  'thick'  and  original 
state. 
3.  Those  who,  like  the  second  group,  regard  the  presence  of  the 
moisture  in  a  solid  substance  as  indispensible  to  its  effective  combination 
with  the  spirits  and  the  souls,  But  unlike  the  latter  group,  they  hold 
that  pulverization  of  a  solid  substance  improves  its  affinity  for  combination* 
They  believe  that  when  a  solid  substance  is  pounded  to  fine  particles  it 
gives  the  spirits  and  the  souls  a  better  chance  of  permeating  its  intersticess 
Pulverization  may  be  brought  about  by  calcination,  but  in  that  case  one 342 
has  to  make  sure  that  the  moistureof  the  solid  substance  is  not  destroyed. 
4.  Those  who  believe  that  dissolution  is  indispensable  to  an 
effective  combination.  They  are  themselves  divided  into  four  smaller 
groups: 
a)  Those  who  favour  the  dissolution  of  solid  substances  ptior 
to  their.  combination  with  the  souls. 
b)  Those  who  favour  the  dissolution  of  spirits  and  souls  prior 
to  their  combination  with  solid  substances. 
a)  Those  who  believe  that  since  souls  and  spirits  are  light 
and  volatile,  the  best  way  of  uniting  them  firmly  with  solid 
substances  is  to  volatilize  the  latter  before  combination. 
d)  Those  who  believe  that  solid  substances  nust  be  volatilized 
in  conjunction  with  souls  and  spirits. 
The  views  of  the  first  group,  the  believers  in  the  desiccation 
of  solid  substances,  says  Zgbir,  are  wide  of  the  mark.  The  second,  thirdo 
and  fourth  goups  are  nearer  to  the  truth.  The  complete  truth  lies  in  the 
words  of  those  who  said  "It  must  neither  be  dead  nor  alive"  (1) 
Referring  to  the  first  of  the  two  verses  of  a  poem  of  PE4ib 
quoted  by  the  Sheikh,  . 1ildak!  says  that  the  words  tWe  have  a  worldwhose 
water  arises  from  its  earth'  refer  to  the  extraction  of  the  moist  part 
of  the  stone*  The  remaining  words  of  the  same  verse,  land  from  its 
water  and  fire  comes  its  air',  imply  that  when  the  oilp  i-e-,  the  fire, 
(hot  and  dry)  combines  with  the  water  (moist  and  cold),  the  hotness  of 
1.  A  substance  was  said  to  be  dead  by  the  alchemists  when  it  contained 
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the  former  overcomes  the  coldness  of  the  latter,  and  the  moistness  of 
the  latter  overcomes  the  dryness  of  the  former.  That  is  to  says  the 
resulting  compound  has  the  nature  of  the  air:  it  is  hot  and  moist.  The 
second  verses  says  Tildail,  refers  to  the  repeated  projection  of  the 
moisture  upon  the  earth  end  its  successive  separation  from  the  latter, 
whereby  the  earth  weathers  and  appears  in  the  form.  of  a  porder. 
Sheikh:  "Zibir,  the  author  of 
, 
The  Book  of  the  Garden,  said  in 
the  chapter  on  Calcination,  'Burn  the  body  with  the 
Divine  water,  not  by  fire'.  For  some  of  them  in  error 
b=  it  with  fire  and  some  with  sulphur  but  they  all  do 
go  astray,  for  the  Sages  meant  by  'burning'  a  rectifying 
burning  and  not  a  corrupting  one,  in  such  a  way  that  the 
substance  burnt  will  mix  with  the  moisture  after  the 
burning.  Compare  charcoal,  which,  although  burnts  retains 
the  power  of  taking  fire,  -now  this  is  unlike  ashes  which 
a  corrupt  burning  has  burnt;  these  have  no  longer  the 
power  of  taking  fire  .  Similarly,  their  stone  if  left 
without  heating  in  the  fire  and  we  desire  tp  putrefy  it  by 
the  moisture  which  has  been  extracted  and  separated  from 
it,  will  not  putrefy  nor  dissolve  nor  turn  white,  since 
it  has  not  been  calcined  nor  powdered  nor  affected  by  the 
fire.  In  the  sane  way,  if  it  burnt  by  the  fire  with  a 
corrupt  burning,  it  is  prevented  from  mixing  with  the 
moisture  which  has  been  extracted  from  it"  (1) 
To  explain  the  above  excerpt  from  al-Yuktasab,  Tildak!  quotes  a 
long  poem  of  Sihib  and  then  goes  on  to  interpret  the  similes  contained 
therein.  The  latter  speaks  in  his  poem  of  the  olive  tree,  the  oil,  the 
tamarisk,  the  capparid  (a  plant  akin  to  the  Caper),  the  stick  of  Moses, 
and  its  conversion  into  a  deadly  snake,  the  sacred  Talley,  the  dust,  the 
darkness,  the  Mount  Sina,  the  fire-brand,  the  sands,  the  waters,  the 
rocks,  and  many  other  things.  The  olive  tree  Tildak-i  believes  to  be  the 
stone.  He  gives  the  following  reasons  to  prove  that  his  interpretation 
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is  correct*  l.  j  The  tree  of  the  stone  bears  a  fruit  (gold)  which  like 
that  of  the  olive  tree  is  of  great  benefit  to  human  beings.  Further, 
just  as  the  olive  treegrows  in  the  Holy  Land,  so  the  tree  of  the  stone 
grows  in  the  hearts  of  Prophets,  Saints  and  Sages.  2.,  Olive  is  the  most 
I 
ancient  tree,  and  the  tree  of  the  stone  is,  likewise,  'the  most  ancient 
principle  among  the  elementary  substances'.  3.,  The  olive  tree  sends  out 
a  great  number  of  branches,  and  so  does  the  tree  of  the  stone.  4.9  The 
most  valuable  product  of  the  olive  tree  is  olive  oil,  and  the  most  valuable 
product  of  the  tree  of  the  stone  is  the  oil  without  which  the  Elixir  cannot 
be  produced. 
In  this  manner  Tildakl  interprets  all  the  similes  employed  by 
ýi4ib;  but  for  a  better  understanding  of  the  poem  he  refers  the  reader  to 
his  book  biyat  al-SurUr,  where,  he  says,  he  has  exhaustively  dealt  with 
all  the  poems  of  Al-Andulusi.  The  central  theme  of  the  poem  of  Siihib, 
which  he  quotes  here,  'is  the  first  concealed  operation'.  And  anyone  who 
fails  to  understand  this  operation  after  reading  the  allusions  of  Tildald 
and  other  Sages  to  whom  he  refers  in  this  connexion,  has  no  hope  of 
attaining  success  in  the  Art,  "for  beyond  our  explanation  there  is  no 
other  explanation  except  explicit  divulgence,,.  One  of  the  reasons  Tildak-i 
gives  for  quoting  a  poem  of  PE4ib  in  connexion  with  the  above  excerpt  from 
the  Sheikh  is  that  he  wants  the  reader  "to  know  the  position  of  each  of 
these  three  Sages;  they  are:  Tibir,  qý4ib  al-6udir  (the  author  of  The 
Particles  of  Gold  .  and  Sihib  al--Muktasab  (the  author  of  al-Cluktasab)". 
Referring  to  the  statenent  of  Tabir,  quoted  by  the  Sheik4  ;  rom 
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not  by  fire".  lildak!  reiterates  the  arguments,  mentioned  before,  against 
the  degiccation  of  the  solid  substances  by  improper  calcination. 
Sheikh:  "And  this  is  that  which  we  desired  to  bring  forward  of  the 
evidences,  in  short,  so  that  the  soul  might  not  be  wearied 
thereby  nor  the  reader  bored"  (1) 
-The  wo2ds  of  the  Sheikh,  and  those  of  others  whomhe  quotess  could 
be  understood  only  by  the  Sages,  says  Tildakl.  As  for  beginners  they  have 
to  read  Tildakils  explanations,  and  thenýapply  themselves  to  meditation 
and  practice.  "Do  not  neglect  the  practice;  for  theory  without  practice 
is  useless:  it  is  like  a  tree  which  bears  no  fruit".  ;  i1dald  quotes 
1ý 
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similar  statenents  from  ýE4ib  and  Zibir  concerning  the  importance  of 
practice. 
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CHAPTER  IV.  Explanation  of  the  fourth  section  of  the  fourth  part  of 
a--Muktasab,  upon  evidence  concerning  the  method  of  beginning  the  first 
part  of  the  first  operation. 
Sheikh:  "Ares  said  to  Theodorus  when  he  asked  sayings  10  Aresq  what 
hadst  thou  in  mind  when  thou  didst  mention  the  albification 
by  means  of  the  dew  and  the  sun,  and  the  albification  by  the 
fire  and  by  the  steam,  that  is  twice;  then  thou  didst  mention 
the  albification  in  the  beginning  of  the  operation  -  what  led 
them  to  that,  that  they  should  mention  the  albification  three 
times?, 
"He  said,  'Thoahast  Veennsubtle  in  questioning,  0  King,  and 
hast  shown  the  quickness  of  thy  intelligence,  and  hast  asked 
concerning  a  very  difficult  matter'.  He  said,  'Explain  it  to 
me,.  He  said,  'As  for  the  first  albification,  it  is  the 
mixing;  the  second  is  the  addition  of  the  water  thereto,  - 
they  call  that  the  dew  while  they  call  the  fire  the  sun;  the 
third  is  when  the  rest  of  the  water  is  poured  into  it,  and 
they  call  that  the  albification  by  steam  while  they  call  the 
fire  by  its  proper  names.  He  said,  'Thou  hast  done  well, 
0  Ares,,  in  thy  speecY"(2) 
1.  Tr-j  p.  42;  Es.,  Vol.  II.,  p.  197. 
2.  Tr.,  pp.  42-3;  Es.,,  Vol.  II.,  pp.  198-9 Zildaki  quotes  two  verses.  from  ýE4ib  concerning  the  number  of 
times  the  substance  is  whitened  and  subsequently  blackened.  The  two 
verses  in  question  were  previously,  quoted  by  Tildakl  on  a  number  of 
occasions  in  the  first  as  well,  as  in  the  second  (the  present)  volume,  (1) 
According  to  Pi4ib,  there  are  two  combustions$  two  whitenings  (albification), 
and  two  blackeningso  But  Ares  confirmed  the  statement  of  Thbodorus  that 
there  were  three  albifications.  Tildaki's  explanation  is  that  the  first 
albification  is  part  of  the  first  concealed  operation,  while  the  second 
and  third  albification  are  Included  in  the  unconcealed  operation.  The 
first  albification,,  continues  Tildaki,  results  frcm  the  mixing  of  the 
moist  part  with  the  dry  part,  whereas  the  second.  and  third  albifications 
are  due  to  the  addition  of  the  moisture  and  the  application  of  a  gentle 
fire.  The  Sages  usually  compare  a  gentle  fire  with  the  sun*  The  heat 
of  the  fire  in  the  second  albification  equals  that  of  the  sun  in'Capricorn. 
In  the  third  albification  the  %rest  of  the  fire  is  equal  to  that  of  the  sun 
at  Cancer. 
Sheikh:  "The  King  said  to  Aresq  'But  what  of  the  speech  of  Hermes  in 
which  he  says  "The  great  South  wind  when  it  acts  makes  the 
clouds  to  rise  and  raises  the  clouds  Cthe  vapourD  (2)  of  the 
sea*?  He  said  tIf  the  powdering  is  not  successful  the  ccmpound 
will  not  ascend  into  the  top  of  the  retort,  and  even  if  it  do 
ascend  it  will  not  pour  into  the  receiver*  It  is  necessary  to 
mix  with  it  the  first  and  second  waters  before  it  will  ascend 
to  the  top  cf  the  retort'.  'Thattl  he  said,  'is  the  Great 
South  Wind?  '  He  said,  'Yea,  0  King.  Verily  these  two  waters 
1.  see  p.  ;  a6l  above. 
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when  they  are  mixed  with  the  first  water  act  upon  it,  and 
cause  it  to  ascend  to  the  air,  and  there  goes  up  with  them  a 
water  like  the  sea  Cpnd  there  goes  up  with  them  the  vapour  of 
the  sea).,  (l)  meaning  by  that  the  sulphur  which  is  not  bumt  up 
in  the  vesselto 
"Concerning  that  matter  also,  Al-Hasda  said,  Mix  the  distillate 
with  many  things  until  the  two  become  three  and  the  one,  two' 
(The  author  said,  )(2)  By  tthe  twof  are  meant  the  moistness  and 
the  drynesso  and  by  the  third  the  tincture  produced  from  the 
dryness  which  is  in  the  moistness  ()thus  the  two  becomes  three. 
By  'the  one'  is  meant  the  moistness)  (3),  and  when  the  tincture 
enters  It  it  makes  two"  (4) 
It  is  well  known,  explains  Tildakig  that  the  south  wind  brings  with 
it  plenty  of  rain,  particularly  when  it  is  accompanied  by  the  west  wind. 
For  the  south  wind  is  hot  and  moist  and  the  west  wind  is  cold  and  moist, 
so  when  the  two  combine  the  amount  of  moisture  in  the  atmosphere  increases, 
and  the  thick  clouds  which  aýe  thus  formed  transform  into  rain  as  coldness 
prevails  over  hotness.  The  east  wind  is  hot  and  dry  and  disperses  the 
clouds  when  it  blows.  Now  all  this#  continues  Tildakis  bears  a  resemblance 
to  some  of  the  operations  performed  in  the  Art.  When  earth  (said  to  be 
cold  and  dry  by  some  and  hot  and  dry  by  others)  combines  with  water  (alleged 
to  be  hot  and  moist  by  some  and  cold  and  moist  by  others),  an  equilibrium 
is  established  between  the  weights  of  the  four  natures,  while  there  is  no 
outward  motion  in  the  compound*  It  is'only  after  the  completion  of  the 
first  putrefaction  and  the  addition  of  the  second  and  third  portions  of 
the  moisture,  that  the  inwar4  motion  of  the  calpound  takes  an  outward  turn 
and  becomes  manifest;  and  that  is  when,  metaphorically  speaking,  'the 
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south  wind'  blows  and  'the  clouds'  begin  to  rise. 
And  if  the  powdering,  Jildak!  goes  on,  is  not  successful,  the  'coarse 
part'  of  the  compound  will  not  follow  its  'light  part'  to  the  top  of  the 
vessel.  A  successful  powdering  results  from  a  complete  putrefaction 
and  the  addition  of  a  sufficient  amount  of  the  moisture.  'The  coarse  part' 
together  with  'the  light  part',  do  not  comprise  all  that  there  is  in  the 
compoundq-  For  by  'the  coarse  part'  is  implied  only  that  part  of  the  com- 
pound  which  dissolves  in  'the  light  part'  and  ascends  with  it  to  the  top 
of  the  vessel.  tThe  coarse  part'  of  the  compound  is,  therefore,  'the 
light  part  of  the  eartht,  which  is  also  referred  to  as  'the  oil'  or 
'the  incombustible  sulphur'. 
The  distillates  says  TildaA,  is  not  to  be  mixed  'with  many  thingsIq 
and  the  words  of  Al-Hcsdato  that  effect  must  not  be  interpreted  literally. 
For  there  are  only  one,  or  two,  or  three  things  which  make  up  the  compound. 
'one'  refers  to  the  compound  as  a  whole.  By  'two'  is  implied  the  moist, 
part  and  the  dry  part,  and  by  'three'  is  meant  the  soul,  the  spirit,  and 
the  body.  This  is  one  way  of  interpretation  of  the  statement  of  Al-Hasda; 
the  other  is  the  one  presented  by  the  Sheikh. 
Sheikh:  "The  King  said,  10  Ares,  what  of  the  saying  of  Al-Hasda  that  in 
the  earths  is  a  mighty  workV  He  said,  'It  is  because  some  of 
them  are  natron-likes  some  alum-like,  and  some  vitriol-liket. 
He  saidg  'What  irofit  is  there  in  this,  0  Ares?  f 
"He  said,  'As  for  the  natron-like,  it  is  that  which  powders  the 
compound  &nd  ferments  itD  (1),  the  alum-like  is  that  which 
putrefies  the  empounds  and  the  vitriol-like  is  that  which  whitens 
the  compound  (and  reddens  it)  (2).  The  King  said,  'And  are  these 
three  the  beginning  of  the  workV  Ares  replied,  'They  are  the 
beginning  and  the  end  thereof'  (The  King  said  'Thou  hast  been 
obscure,  0  Ares'.  And  he  said,  'How  so,  0  King?  f)  (3)  He  saidt 
'Explain  what  they  mean  by  this  saying'.  Ares  said,  'As  for  the 
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natron-like,  this  is  the  compound  which  is  mixed  with  the  water 
and  is  thereby  powdered  incompletely;  the  alum-like  is  the  second 
water,,  that  by  which  the  compound  is  putrefied  until  it  is  decayedg 
and  the  third  is  that  which  is  called  the  vitriol;  it  is  this  which 
whitens  Cdecomposej)  (.  1)  the  cmpound.  Therewith  it  is  necessary 
in  this  operation  that  it  should  be  sublimed  in  a  tube  alembic"(ý) 
"Know",  explainsjildaki,  "that  the  earths  in  this  Art  are  divided  into 
two  kinds;  External  and  Internal.  As  to  the  External,  they  are  those  which 
do  not  enter  into  combination,  and  they  are  three,  as  mentioned  by  the  Sage: 
natron-like,  alum-like,  and  vitriol-like.  And  it  is  necessary  for  the  Sage 
to  examine  these  three  things  in  order  to  know  the  point  of  reaneblance 
between  them  and  the  Internal  earths  of  the  stone".  Ac  cording  to  Zildakf 
Aristotle  wrote  in  his  K.  al  jir,  (The  Book  of  Stones:  Iz2idag  that  natron 
waAss  the  substances,  removes  their  impurities  and  enhances  their  beauty. 
And  aluml  he  said,  rejuvenates  and  purifies  substances,  while  vitriol  blackens, 
them.  "Now,  "  Tildaki  goes  on,  "the  similarity  between  the  natron  and  the 
natron-like  thing  in  the  stone  is  that  the  former  is  a  solvent  which  pene- 
trates  into  the  depths  of  the  substances  and  removes  their  impurities,  and 
the  latter,  as  mentioned  by  Ares,  tpowders  the  compound',  that  is,  softens 
it,  dissolves  it,  and  Iferments  it'.  By  this  last  he  meant  that  it  turns 
the  compound  into  a  swelling  dough,  and  that  is  timilar  to  what  natron  does 
to  the  dough:  it  inflates  it  and  causes  it  to  grow  bigger".  The  natron-like 
substance  contained  in  the  stoneq  when  mixed  with  the  water,  does  not 
dissolve  in  it,  though  together  they  form.  a  Immogeneous  compound;  and  that 
is  the  meaning  of  incomplete  powdering  to  which  Ares  refers.  The  compound 
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formed  in  this  manner  is  'the  first  compound',  which  is  partly  male 
and  partly  female.  The  water  at  this  stage  is  referred  to  as  Inatron'. 
The  similarity  between  the  alum  and  'the  alum-like  thing  in  the  stone' 
is  that  both  of  them  possess  the  power  of  retention:  the  former  absorbs 
and  retains  moisture,  and  the  latter  imbibes  the  light  essences  of  the 
compound  and  preserves  them  from  corruptive  putrefaction. 
As  to  the  vitriol,  it  is  sharp,  sulphureous,  and  fiery;  it  is  a  solvent 
as  well  as  a  coagulant.  When  it  is  solid,  it  coagulates  the  liquids; 
and  when  it  is  liquid,  it  liquefies  the  solids.  fThe  vitriol-like  thing 
in  the  stone'  possesses  similar  properties:  it  decomposes  the  compound, 
dissolves  it,  and  makeSthe  light  parts  of  it  to  ascend  to  the  top  of  the 
vessel* 
Thus  the  three  natron-like,  alum-like,  and  vitriol-like  moistureat 
after  their  ascension  to  the  top  of  the  vessel,  unite  with  one  another  and 
combine  their  forces  to  imbibe  and  retain  the  oily  part  of  the  earth.  The 
three  moistures  are,  at  this  stage,  in  the  form  of  vapour,  while  the  oily 
part  of  the  earth  is  in  the  form  of  smoke.  Now  all  this,  says  Tildakij 
points  to  the  conclusion  that  there.  is  noneed  for  the  stone  to  be  supple- 
mented  with  External  substancess  for  it  contqins  every  one  of  them  within 
itself,  etther  actually  or  potentially.  Therefores  the  only  thing  the 
Sages  have  to  do  is  to  expose  the  hidden  properties  of  the  stone  by  means- 
of  operation*  The  presence  of  so  many  properties  in  the  stone  explains 
why  it  has  a  multitude  of  names. 
Sheikh:  "Theodorus  said,  ',  'Al-Hasda  says  that  the  every  time  though 
enfeeblest  the  body  by  coction  the  spirit  penetrates  into,  the 
subtle  parts  of  the  body.  '  Ares  replied,  10  King,  if  thou  hadst 
seen  the  operation  thou  wouldst  be  certain  of  that  which  they -1  --  351 
mean  thereby'.  He  saids  'How  should  I  be  sure  when  I  myself 
have  seen  these  things  as  bodies  combusted?  t  He  said,  tNow 
at  this  point  he  who  enters  upon  this  Art  is  often  lost,  for 
he  sees  bodies  combusted,  and  turned  to  ashes,  and  he  throws 
them  away,  end  knows  not,  0  King,  that  that  which  he  needs  is 
in  these  burnt  ashes.  For  the  spirits  (1)  of  these  combusted 
and  dead  things  separate  and  are  no  longer  able  to  resurrect 
those  burnt  bodies,  and  when  they  go  out  from  their  bodies,  they 
become  conceald  in  that  water  which  is  hidden  within  those  ashes, 
so  that  although  the  things  be  destroyed,  yet  their  sptits  remain 
with  the  copper  in  that  water.  For  copper  is  not  volatilised 
nor  changedo  on  account  of  its  power  over  the  fire  and  its 
stability  therein.  And  if  we  found  a  thing  stabler  in  the  fire 
than  that  our  copper  we  should  certainly  use  it  in  our  operation; 
now  every  time  copper  is  burnt  it  increases  in  strength  and  it 
is  therefore  suitable  for  our  operation  .  So  mark  this  copper, 
0  King,  and  know  that  no  tincture  is  ever  produced  except  from 
it*.  He  saidg  'And  is  it  one?  '  He  saidq  'No,  but  it  is  a 
compound  of  copper  and  various  other  things  compounded  together 
in  agreement  so  that  they  become  one.  And  know,  0  King,  that 
substances  become  varied  in  nature  every  time  their  operation 
is  varied'  "  (2) 
The  meaning  of  the  statement  of  Al-Hasda  quoted  by  Theodorus  is, 
according.  ',  to,..  Tildaki,  that  the  spirit,  i.  e.,  the  oil,  dissolves  the  light 
part  of  the  body*  "For  the  water  penetrates  into  the  oilg  and  the  tinftwe 
penetrates  into  the  water", 
By  Ic=busted  bodies's  Ares  meant  the  disintegrated  and  decomposed 
bodies.  And  the  combustion$  i.  e.,  decompositiong  of  fusible  bodies  is 
not  carried  out  by  fires  which  would  make  them  corrupt,  but  by  'the  divine 
water'.  Combustion  causes  the  soul  to  depart  from,  the  body,  never  to 
enter  it  again$  unless  the  latter  is  made  'capable  of  living'  by  appropriate 
operation,  By  'the  copper',  Ares  meant  'the  incombustible  oil'  which 
CJJ  I  have  invariably  taken  this  to  meant  soulf  ,  and  LrIj  to 
mean  'spirit'. 
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owes  its  immunity  from.  destruction  by  fire  to  being  closely  associated 
with  water  during  the  whole  period  of  coction.  The  incombustible  oil 
resists  all  the  fires  employed  in  the  Art,  with  the  exception  of  the 
smelting-fire.  It  can  only  resist  the  smelting-fire  by  taking  refuge  in  a 
body  and  forming  a  stable  compound.  Tildaki  warns  the  reader  not  to  mistake 
'the  copper',  i.  e.,  the  inambustible  oil,  for  'the  stable  body',  for  the 
latter  is  also  referred  to  as  the  copper. 
The  rest  of  Tildaldts  explanation  with  regard  to  the  last  quotation 
from.  Al-Muktasab  is  no  more  than'a  mere  repetition  of  the  Sheikh's  words, 
supplemented  with  few  poems  from  q4ib. 
Sheikh  "Khalid  Ibn  Yazid  said  in  the  rhyme  of  hamza 
ls  tO  thou  who  seekest  after  the  Art  of  the  Egyptians,  and  minutiely 
enquirest  what  things  they  made, 
2.  Examine  well  that  which  I  say  (may  it  be  a  ransom  to  theet)  and 
be  not  like  the  ignorant  man  who  wanders  aimlessly  in  his  blindness. 
3.  When  thou  heat  regulated  it  well  by  combination  and  coagulation  in 
the  beginning, 
4.  And  hast  made  it  of  the  four  known  things  -  two  earths  and  a  fire 
mixed  with  a  water, 
0  5.  Whose  weights  at  first  are  not  equal,  but  equal  when  they  are 
gathered  together, 
6.  Crystallise  it  (it  will  crystallise  easily).,  when  thou  wilt  see  it 
as  it  were  a  yellow  wax. 
7.  Place  it  in  the  hollow  of  a  wine-jar  with  a  lid  and  close  the  mouth 
with  the  lid; 
8.  Then  let  it  dry  until  thou  seest  that  it  has  become  as  dry  as  the 
solid  rock. 
9.  After  this,  heat  it  carefully  and  slowly,  and  thou  wilt  find  it  like 
black  charcoal,  I 
ý0.  Hard  to  the  touch,  and  heavy.  Powder  it  as  Philosphers'  powder 
is  powdered, 
116  By  placing  it,  in  a  fire  at  a  hatching  temperature  (and  take  caret) 
for  seven  days  and  twice  as  many  more; 
12.  Then  carefully  separate  the  water  from  its  solid  by  distillation 
per  descensum.  1  "  (1) 
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;  ildaki  begins  his  explanation  here  by  giving  an  interesting  account 
of  the  history  of  alchemy. 
The  ancient  Sages,  he  says,  were  able,  by  virtue  of  their  knowledge, 
to  ;  redict  events  long  before  they  took  place.  They  forecast  Noahts  flood 
and,  in  order  to  prevent  the  eventual  destruction  of  Ithsir  philospphyl 
2 
they  engraved  their  inscriptions  on  stones  for  the  benefit  of  those  whom 
they  thought  would  follow  in  their  footsteps  after  the  catastrophe.  And 
since  they  knew  that  the  post-diluvian  languages  and  scripts  would  be 
different  from  their  own,  they  used  pictures  instead  of  letters  in  their 
inscriptions.  On  the  basis  of  their  findings  in  the  Art  they  came  to  the 
following  conclusions:  a)  that  spirits  and  souls,  being  among  the  entities 
which  belong  to  the  Upper  world,  will  survive  the  destruction  of  bodies; 
b)  that  the  Upper  world  which  is  made  up  of  tconcurrent  simple  essences' 
and  the  celestial  spheres  with  their  perfect  circular  motions,  are  indes- 
tructible;  and  c)  that  there  exists  a  first  Mover  who  created  all  the 
worlds  and  set  the  celestial  spheres  in  notion  .  They  were  fully  convinced 
that  after  the  flood  the  souls  and  spirits  would  return  to  the  Iower  Worldp 
(i.  e..,  tbe  earth)  and  occupy  those  bodies  which,  because  of  the  firmness 
of  their  constitution,  had  remained  intact.  But  they  wrongly  interpreted 
the  return  of  the  souls  and  spirits  to  the  Lower  world  as  resurrections; 
for  they  did  not  believe  in  theýcontinuation  of  life  in  another  world 
besides  this  one.  And  that  was  why  they  took  great  care  to  preserve  the 
bodies  of  their  dead,  burying  them  together  with  all  their  treasures  in 
fortified  tombs  in  preparation  for  the  descent  of  spirits  after  the 
cessation  of  the  flood* 354 
The  Deluge  occurred,  Tildald  goes  on,  death  and  destruction  ensued; 
and  when  it  was  over  the  world  cane  to  life  again.  Then  God  sent  his 
Prophets,  and  there  appeared  philosophers  who  traced  their  descent  from 
Noah.  Gradually,  the  views  of  pre-diluvien  Sages  and  the  writings  of 
Hermes  Trismegistus  came  to  be  known#  Paý4ak,  Tams'ld,  and  Far!  dTmt  the 
Persian  kings,  persuaded  the  priests  to  collect  all  the  then  available 
philosophical  knowledge  including  the  instructions  of  the  ancient  and 
contemporary  Sages,  the  revelations  of  the  prophets  and  holy  spirits, 
as  well  as  their  own  inferences.  Thus,  philosophy  continued  to  be  studied 
until  the  days  of 
vSaddad.  He  was  himself  a  great  Sage  and  founded  the 
famous  Garden  of  Iram  with  all  its  jewels  and  treasures,  priests  and 
porters.  Then  came  Moses,  his  wealthy  opponent  Korah,  solomong  Davidt 
Jimisf  (1),  Jewish  philosopherst  Socrates,  Plato,  Alexander,  Aristotle, 
and  other  Greek  Sages.  They  were  followed  by  Muslim  savants:  the  Caliph 
eAlt;  Khalid  b.  YazId,  'the  firstArab  to  study  philosophyt;  Vibir,  a  pupil 
of  Talfar  al-Siidiq  and  a  friend  of  the  Barmecide  vizierg  Yahyab.  Hfilid,  and  A- 
his  two  sons,  Fa4l  and  70far.  By  the  instigation  of  Mir,  continues 
. Tildakil  the  Caliph  Hiiu-n  al-Ravs-id  imported  from  the  Roman  Empire  many 
philosophical  books  which  were  turned  into  Arabic  by  Vunayn,  b.,  Ishaq  and  Ibn 
BohtIvs6!  The  second  importation  of  the  Greek  books  took  place  under 
W 
the  reign  of  lllaiýu-n.  -Tabir  was  succeeded  by  other  Uluslim  Sages,  such 
as  Al-Farabi,  Al-AaA,  Ibu  Wahtlyya,  Al-Tukriisl,  Al-Llajrltl,  Ibn  Miskawayh, 
Perhaps  the  alleged  son  of  the  prophet  Daniel,  celebrated  in  the  East 
as  a  skilful  physicien. 355 
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S&hib  al-SudUr,  and  others.  "As  to  Al-Ral  Is  Ab:  a  !  kll  Ibn  Sina,  he 
plagiarized  from  the  books  of  Al-Va-r7abli  and  wrote  on  every  science,  except 
this  Art,  which  he  was  not  able  to  understand,  and  on  which  he  was,  there- 
fore,  confused.  It  was  the  same  with  Vunayn  b.  IsVaq  and  Abu-  al-Riyý7an 
al-Biruni".  But  Al-Biruni,  says  ;  ildakIj  vacillated  between  one  opinion 
and  another.  He  smetimes  considered  the  Art  to  be  a  true  sciencel  and  at 
other  times  a  false  one. 
"So  the  Art  continued  to  be  studied  until  the  present  day;  it  rose 
and  fell  in  estimation,  in  accordance  with  the  merits  of  those  who  made 
it  their  profession.  But  now-a-days  it  has  fallen  into  abeyance  because 
of  the  small  number  of  those  engaged  in  its  pursuit".  . 7ildald  then 
contrasts  the  lack  of  enthusiasm  among  the  people  of  his  own  days  with 
the  unfailihg  zeal  and  eagerness  of  the  men  of  earlier  centuries.  Where  is, 
he  asks,  that  tenacity  and  singleness  of  purpose  which  enabled  the  ancient 
Sages  to  endure  every  trouble  for  the  sake  of  deciphering  the  picturesque 
writings  of  the  Egyptians  and  understanding  the  secrets  of  the  Art?  These 
ancient  Sages,  he  says,  by  virtue  of  their  superior  knowledge,  surpassed 
in  power  all  their  rivals,  including  the  kingsl  and  attained  every  object 
they  set  themselves  and  every  hope  they  entertained  in  this  world.  And 
if  the  reader  of  The'End  of  the  Search  is  as  ambitious  as  the  ancient 
Sages,  he  must  try  to  understand  the  meaning  of  every  sentence  in  every 
chapter  of  this  book. 
After  the  completion  of  his  account  concerning  the  history  of  alchemy, 
-Tildei-i  turns  to  explain  the  poem  of  Khalid.  The  following  is  a  summary 
of  what  he  had  to  say  with  regard  to  each  one  of  the  verses  contained  in 356 
that  poem. 
Verses  1,2,:  Anyone  who  seeks  after  the  Art,  must  consider  two 
important  things.  He  ought  to  know,  in  the  first  place,  that  he  nay 
not  achieve  success  in  theArt  without  understanding  its  principles  and 
theories.  Secondly,  he  has  to  realise  that  the  Art  is  not  an  $open',  but 
an  'occult'  science.  Ibn  Sin7al  in  spite  of  his  immense  knowledge,  failed 
to  understand  the  secrets  of  the  Art  and,  therefore,  rejected  the  possibility 
of  transmutation.  His  failure  was  the  result  of  his  considering  theArt 
as  an  'open  science'.  He  rightly  observed  that  there  were  plenty  of 
contradictory  statements  in  the  books  of  the  alchemists,  but  he  made  no 
attempt  to  resolve  those  contradictions  by  retaining  the  true  assertions 
and  rejecting  the  false  ones. 
Verse  3.  'When  thou  hast  regulated  it,,,.?  says  Khild,  and  by  'it' 
he  means  the  prime  matter  of  the  Elixir. 
Verse  4.  The  'four  known  things'  are  the  four  natures,  namely,  hotness9 
coldness,  moistness,  and  dryness.  "And  since  it  is  not  in  our  power  to 
mount  upon  the  air  or  to  collect  it,  or  to  reach  the  fiery  sphere,  we 
substitute  for  the  air  that  which  contains  its  essence,  and  we  do  the- 
same  as  regards  the  fire". 
Verse  5.  The  meaning  of  this  verse  is  identical  with  that  of  the 
statement  of  the  Sheikh  explained  before:  "It  is  from  little  and  much# 
then  becomes  equal".  By  'little'  is  meant  the  earth$  and  by  'much'  the 
water;  for  the  equilibrium  between  the  four  natures  is  established  only 
when  one  part  of  the  earth  is  combined  with  three  parts  of  the  water* 357 
Vsrse  6.  It  refers  to  the  first  ecimbination  of  the  moist  part  with 
the  dry  part,  wbereupon  each  part  coagulates  the  other,  the  colour  of  the 
compound  turns  yellowq  and  the  odour  of  semen,  indicating  marriage,  is 
smelts  The  yellow  colour  is  usually  deeper  when  the  combination  has  been 
preceded  by  a  good  powdering. 
Verses  7,  B.  The  'wine-jar'  is  the  vessel  which  taccording  to  Buyým 
al-Barhamit  is  112  fingers'  long,  has  two  lids,  one  of  them  'blind'  and  the 
other  'open',,  is  wide  enough  inside  'to  let  in  the  hand',  and  is  mounted 
upon  a  square  furnace.  This  vessel,  says  Buyung  is  suspe  ed  incauldron 
containing  ashes,  and  a  space  equal  to  ftwo  fingers'  separates  the  vessel 
frcm  the  ashes.  Zildak-i  remarks  that  there  is  no  objection  to  the 
furnace  being  round  instead  of  square,  but,  he  says,  it  must  have  two 
apertures  to  let  off  the  smoke,  one  on  top  and  the  other  on  the  right 
side*  The  joints  of  the  vessel,  continues  Jildaklo  must  be  sealed,  as 
mentioned  before,  (1)  with  a  lute  made  of  "gypsum,  glue  and  calcined 
salt  dissolved  in  water",  Some-of  the  Sages  have  suggested  the  use  of 
mortar,  a  mixture  of  "cotton-wool,  olive  oil,  line,  and  clay".  One  may 
argue  that  since  the  fire  is  very  gentle  at  this  stage,  the  souls  would 
not  volatilise,  and  there  is,  therefore,  no  need  of  sealing  the  joints 
with  strong  lutes,  similar  to  those  mentioned$  in  order  to  prevent  their 
escape.  It  is  trueg  says  Tildaki,  that  at  this  stage  the  fire  is  very 
gantle  and  that  its  heat  does  not  exceed  that  of  a  bird  at  the  time  of 
hatching,  or  that  of  the  womb,  or  that  of  the  stomach.  And,  indeedg 
the  use  of  a  violent  fire  at  this  stage  of  the,  operation  would  result  in 
the  demmposition  of  the  substances  employed.  But  there  are  two  reasons 
for  sealing  so  firmly  the  joints  of  the  vessel.  In  the  first  places  it 
1.  See  P.  /  6'94  atr,  -above. 358 
is  done  in  order  to  prevent  the  air  frm  entering  the  vessel;  for  the 
presence  of  air  is  harmful  to  proper  putrefaction*  Minerals,  vegetablest 
and  animals,  are  all  generated  in  the  absence  of  air.  Brittle  minerals, 
having  been  generated  in  places  near  the  surface  of  the  earth  with'little 
protection  against  the  injurious  action  of  airg  are  extremely  dry.  That 
is  because  their  moisture  has  been  absorbed  by  the  air*  Secondly,  in 
spite  of  the  gentleness  of  the  fire  at  this  stage,  the  very  light  parts 
of  the  compound  volatilize  and  after  reaching  the  top  of  the  vessel  descend 
to  the  bottom  in  the  form  of  dew.  It  has  thus  been  proved  that  the  sealing 
of  the  joints  is  undoubtedly  necessary. 
Verses  9,10.  If  the  compound  were  found  to  be  hoard  and  heavy, 
its  constitution  is  sound.  But  if  it  were  hard  and  light,  there  would  be 
no  doubt  that  corruption  had  ensued.  To  'powder  it'  means  to  dissolve 
16e 
it  'nAwatero 
Verses  11,12. 
ý 
The  period  of  'seven  days  and  twice  as  many  more', 
that  is  21  days,  is  considerably  less  than  the  one  suggested  by  BuAn  al- 
Barhand.  This  discrepancy  could  be  explained  in  four  ways:  - 
l..,  The  period  of  21  days  represents  only  one-third  of  the  whole  duration 
of  operation  (i.  e.,  putrefaction).  At  the  end  of  21  days  'the  first 
marriage'  is  overg  and  after  63  days  dissolution  is  complete:  that  takes 
us  to  the  beginning  of  distillation.  2.,  The  period  of  21  days  represents 
the  whole  duration  of  putrefaction,  shortened  due  to  a  proportional 
increase  in  the  speed  of  operation.  3e,  If  we  multiply  7  by  14  ('twice 
as  many  more'),  we  get  98,  representing  the-number  of  days  from  the 
beginning  of  the  ffirst  marriage'  to  the  end  of  dissolution,  that  is, 
the  beginning  of  distillation*  4.9  The  product  of  7  by  7  is  49,  which , -ý  ý  51 
if  added  to  98  ('twice'  49)  makes  11"1; 
(') 
representing,  according  to 
some  of  the  Sages,  the  number  of  days  required  for  putrefaction*  Now, 
says  Jildakil  all  the  four  figures  given  above,  with  regard  to  the  duration 
of  putrefaction,  are  valid.  The  inequality  of  these  figures  is  due  to  the 
application  of  different  methods  of  operation  -  the  weights  of  the  sub- 
stances  used  as  well  as  the  intensity  of  'the  two  fires'  vary  with  each 
method. 
Sheikh.  "And  he  (Khalid)  said  in  the  rhyme  of  dlilp 
1.  'The  tiacture  of  the  People  (of  this  Art)  is  from  a  single 
*  stone;  it  is  brilliant  in  colour  and  of  a  refulgence  unique. 
2.  They  call  it  'The  East'  and  'The  Land  of  Kaushl,  and  it  is 
called  also  copper  and  iron, 
3.  And  tThe  Water  of  Light'  which  shines  with  the  light  of  the 
moon  (2)  when  she  rises  auspiciously. 
CAnd  'The  Water  of  Well',  wonderful  to  look  at,  and  with  the 
limpidity  of  the  moon  when  she  rises  auspiciouslo.  (3) 
4.  They  call  it  also  'The  West'Vand  'Zgypt.  so  understand;  and 
as  'The  Beneficial  Lead'  too  is  it  known. 
5.  When  they  are  hamoniously  united  by  employing  the  correct 
weight  and  an  elegant  mixing  on  a  sound  principle.  ' 
6.  And  the  air  receives  the  dryness  of  the  earth  and  the  heat  of 
the  sun  in  a  glorious  reaction, 
7*  And  thou  risest  to  mix  it  by  powdering  and  rubbingg  thou  wilt 
attain  thy  wishes,  yea  and  more, 
8.  For  those  ten  (-youtbfulD  (4)  beautiful  natures  will  banish  all 
care  from  the  lovesick  sqain. 
9.  They  call  it  Abar  and  Icoppert  also,  so  that  it  may  be  concealed 
from  both  frieýd  and  stranger. 
10.  Place  it  in  a  vessel  within  another  vessel,  and  close  the  joints 
with  strong  clay. 
11.  And  set  it  skilfully  CAnd  set  it  propitiousio  (5)  in  the 
furnace  upon  a  hatching  fire,,, 
12.  Let  the  period  during  which  it  is  heated  be  the  time  of  Moses' 
stay  (upon  Sina);  then  take  it  out  as  a  solid  resmmbling  ice. 
13.  Then  add  to  it  three  times  after  this  sufficient  quantities  of 
the  noble  white  substances, 
lo  The  actual  figure  being  147. 
2*  lit.  full  moon. 
s. 
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14.  And  let  it  be  sublimed  in  a  vessel  containing  steem, 
concealing  the  fall  of  that  which  is  called  the  rust. 
15*  This  will  occur  in  160  days,  divided  into  four  separate 
periods, 
16.  Increase  its  fire  every  day  a  little  more  than  a  sixth, 
with  wise  discretion, 
17.  And  a  blackness  like  pitch  will  cover  it,  but  this  is  easily 
removed  and  driven  away, 
180  The  souls  will  descend  to  thee  subýaissively  and  humbly  like 
a  fearful  fugitive, 
19.  So  separate  them  and  place  them  asidet  and  divide  the  excess 
of  the  spirit  which  has  been  prepared.  "  (1) 
zildeki-ts  explanation  with  regard  to  the  above  poem  of  Khalid  is  as 
follows:  - 
Verse  1.,  The  stone  is  made  of  different  substances  whichs  after 
their  combination,  form  a  homogeneous  compound,  unique  in  essencet  action  and 
beauty* 
Verse  2.  tThe  East'  is  the  male  part  of  the  stone,  so  called  because 
of  its  hotness  and  dryness.  For  the  same  reason  it  is  also  referred  to  as 
tThe  Sun'.  'The  Land  of  lCaushl  is  'The  Land  of  Canrin,  son  of  Kaush, 
son  of  Namak,  son  of  Ham,  son  of  Noah,  t  in  short,  the  Holy  Land.  It  is 
located  at  the  end  of  the  third  and  the  beginning  of  the  fourth  climate; 
it  is  a  land  of  high  mountains  with  plenty  of  springs  and  a  hot  and  moist 
weather.  Just  as  the  streams  of  water  come  up  out  of  the  earth  in  the 
Holy  Landq  so  the  water  of  the  stone  is  extracted  from  its  male  part; 
that  is  one  point  of  resemblance  between  the  male  part  of  the  stone  and 
the  Holy  Land.  Though  the  male  part  of  the  stone  is  hot  and  dry,  yet 
it  contains  certain  lightelements  which,  like  the  weather  of  the  Holy  Landv 
are  hot  and  moist;  this  is  the  other  point  of  resemblance.  The  comparison 
of  the  stone  to  copper  is  based  on  the  presence  of  tinctures  in  both. 
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And  its  comparison  to  iron  rests  on  the  ground  that  the  latter,  besides 
containing  a  number  of.  colours  and  being  hard  and  strong$  is  cold  and  dry, 
externally,  but  hot  and  moist  internally. 
Verse  3.  Here  Khalid  refers  to  the  second  part  of  the  stonet  that 
iss  the  female  component.  'The  water  of  the  wellt  is  thicker  than  both 
tthe  water  of  the  Stream'  and  'The  water  of  the  s1ringt.  The  relative 
thickness  and  heaviness  of  the  well-water  is  due  to  its  being  remote  from 
sunshine  and  immune  from  the  effect  of  winds.  For  opposite  reasonsp  and 
because  it  flows  over  soil  instead  of  rocks  or  gravel,  the  stream  water, 
that  is,  the  running  water,  is  lighter  and  thinner  than  the  other  two. 
The  sPring-waterg  being  nearer  to  the  ground  than  the  well-waterg  is 
lighter.  than  the  latter  and  yet  heavier  than  the  running  water.  Now  why 
is  it,  someone  may  ask,  that  the  water  which  flows  over  rocks  becomes 
heavier  than  that  flowing  over  soil?  He  may  argue  that  rocks  and  gravel 
do  not  dissolve  in  water  and,  in  contrast  with  soil  which  dissolves  in 
water,  should  not  increase  its  heaviness.  The  answer  is  that  soil  and 
clay,  though  they  may  make  the  water  lopk  dirty,  could  be  separated  from 
it  very  easily,  whereas  tha  dissolution  of  'the  light  and  transparent  partst 
of  rocks  and  gravel  in  water  is  of  a  more  fundamantal  and  permýanent  nature. 
So  far,  continues  Tildaki,  we  spoke  only  of  the  'simple  waters'  which  do 
not  contain  impurities,  such  as  saltsand  sulphurs.  As  to  all  other  waters, 
namely*  those  which  contain  salts,  sulphurs,  or  similar  substances,  they 
are  different  in  taste,  odour,  colour  and  other  qualities,  according  to 
their  locality  and  the  depth  of  their  sources  from  the  ground.  From  all 
this  it  is  possible  to  conclude  that  there  are  two  points  of  resemblance 
between  the  female  part  of  the  stone,  that  is,  its  water,  and  the  well  water- 362 
In  the  first  place,  they  are  both  thick;  and  in  the  second,  just  as  the 
well  water  is  carried  upwards,  by  means  of  pail  and  pulley,  so  the  water 
of  the  stone  is  made  to  ascend  from  the  bottom  to  the  top  of  the  vessel, 
Zildak!  then  goes  on  to  explain  why  Khalid  compared  the  well-water 
to  the  full  moon.  'The  Most,  auspiciouslg  he  spLys  9  is  the  name  given 
to  the  mansion  of  the  moon  situated  in  Aquarius,  which  is  hot  and  moist. 
When  in  Aquarius,  the  moon  is  full  and  is  in  opposition  with  the  sun,  then 
in  Leo,  a  hot  and.  dry  zodiacal  sign.  Intrinsically  the  moon  is  cold  and 
moist,  whereas  the  sun  is  hot  and  dry.  But  when  the  moon  is  in  opposition 
with  the  sun,  its  coldness  is  suppressed  by  the  hotness  of  the  latter  and 
it  becomes  hot  and  moist.  So  both  the  full  moon  and  the  well-water  are 
limpidg  hot,  and  moist,  and  they  therefore  resemble  one  another. 
Verse  4.,  'The  West'  and  'Egypt'  both  refer  to  the  female  component 
of  the  stone.  The  west  is  cold  and  dry,  while  Zgypt  is  hot  and  moist* 
It  appears  therefore  as  a  contradiction-in  terms  to  compare  the  female 
component  to  the  west  as  well  as  to  Egypt.  The  explanation  is  that  the 
female  component  is  mainly  cold  and  moist  but  contains  also  certain 
elements  which  are  hot  and  dry.  In  fact  if  the  male  component  of  the 
stone  were  wholly  hot  and  dryl,  and  the  female  componentcold  and  moist, 
their  combination  would  result  in  corruption  .  In  general,  when  two 
substances  have  exactly  opposite  qualitiesno  benefit  is  derived  from 
their  combination.  For  a  generative  combination,  the  two  or  more  sub- 
stances  used  must  be  similar  in  certain  respects  and  dissimilar  in  others* 
In  this  connection  Tildak!  gives  two  quotations  from  K.  Al-mA4jir  (The  Book 
of  Stones)  of  Al-Majr-ill,  in  which  the  latter  makes  a  comparison  between 363 
copper  and  the  two  leads  (black  and  white)  (1) 
Venus  (copper.;  hot  and  dr4oand  Saturn  (Black  lead;  cold  and  dry), 
he  says,,  have  no  liking  for  each  other.  Only  a  very  gentle  heat  is  required 
to  separate  them  from  one  another  after  they  have  been  precariously 
combined.  For  'black  lead'  cannot  bear  the  stench  and  the  unpleasant 
taste  of  copper*  On  the  other  hand,  Tupiter  (white!  lead,:  cold  and  moist) 
combines  with  copper  forming  a  stable  compound  called  isflldarviyya.  (2) 
JTildakI  says  that  the  reason  why  'the  white  lead  falls  in  love  with 
copper'  is  that  they  are  both  auspicious  and  to  some  extent  similar  to 
one  another.  MajrIt!  compared  the  two  leads  with  copper,  and  Zildald 
now  proceeds  to  make  a  comparison  between  them  and  Mars  (iron  o.  cold  and 
dry).  4 
Both  iron  and  I  the  black  lead..  he  says.  are  cold.  dry  and  black. 
But  iron  is  harder  than  'the  black  lead'.  They  are,  therefore,  similar 
as  well  as  dissimilar  to  one  another,  and  it  is  possible  to  dissolve 
either  of  them  in  the  other.  The  similarity  between  iron  and  'the 
white  lead'  Lis  that  the  Exterior  of  the  former  is  identical  with  the 
Interior  of  the  latter  and  vice  versa.  But  there  is  also  dissimilarity 
between  them:  'the  white  lead'  melts  quickly  while  iron  does  not.  They 
do  not  mix  with  one  another  unless  they  undergo  a  proper  treatment. 
-Tildak!  then  remarks  that  the  compaisonsinade  above  hold  good  also 
kith  ragird  to  the  constituent  parts  of  the  stone'referred  to  as  copper, 
1.  and  d"  c.  PýP  ;  My  impression  is  that  the  former 
is  lead,  and  the  latter,  tins  corresponding  respectively  to  the 
2lumbum.  nigrum  and  the  plumbum  album  of  Pliny. 
2.  'A-JJ  jt"  1 
or  U'j  jL- 
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iron,  black  lead,  and  white  lead.  The  Sages,  he  says,  have  given 
the  names  'iron'  and  'copper'  to  one  and  the  seine  part  of  the  stone, 
'the  first  extract'.  It  is  only  in  this  case  that  'iron'  and  fcoppert 
have  identical  meanings.  The  terms  'iron'  and  'copper',  each  have  three 
meanings  in  the  Art,  apart  from  their  ordinary  one.  Besides  'the  first 
extract',  ccimmon  to  both  'iron'  and  'copper',  the  latter  has  two  other 
meanings:  'the  uninflammable  oil'  and  'the  new  body';  and  so  has  the 
former:  'the  oil'  and  'the  garland  of  victory'. 
The  reader  of  this  book,  says  Tildaki,  must  have  by  now  formed  a 
general  idea  as  to  what  is  meant  by  similarity  and  dissimilarity.  But 
as  only  the  principles  of  the  Artq  he  goes  on,  and  not  all  the  questions 
of  minor  importance,  have  been  dealt  with  in  this  book,  for  a  complete 
understanding  of  all  the  details  one  has  to  consult  the  numerous  books 
of  ;  gbir. 
Verses  5,6.  'The  correct  weight'  is  obtained  either  quantitatively 
or  qualitatively.  The  quantitive  weight  is  measured  by  the  balance  and 
weights,  while  the  qualitative  one  is  estimated  by  studying  the  reactions 
and  the  effects.  The  purpose  of  weigýing  is  to  ensure  thatwhen  two  or 
more  substances  ecimbine,  an  equilibrium  is  established  among  the  four 
natures.  The  'sound  principlet  is  nothing  butthe  establihhment  of  this 
equilibrium,  without  which  no  stable  compound  may  be  formed.  By  the  aid 
of  a  balance  two  equal  weights  of  the  dry  and  the  moist  parts  are  takent 
and  then  the  latter  is  little  by  little  poured  upon  the  former  and  the 
mixture  is  stirred  until  the  dissolution  becomes  complete.  The  dissolution 
of  the  dry  part  in  the  moist  part  is  often  referred  to  by  the  Sages  as 
powdering.  Other  methods  of  powdering  in  which  no  moisture  is  usedp 365 
such  as  grinding  between  two.  stones,  generate  heat  injurious  to  the 
substance.  By  I  the  air'  Khalid  means  the  water  of  the  stone,  for  they 
have  both  the  same  mture. 
The  constitution  of  the  compound  changes  after  every  operation. 
The  following  table  shows  the  relative  amounts  of  natiures  before  and 
after  purification:  (1) 
Hotness  Coldness  Moistness  Dryness. 
Before.  16  16,  -  32 
After*  16  8 
32 
32 
In  the  course  of  purification  12  parts_of  hotness  combine  with  24  parts 
of  moistness,  ascending  together  to  the  top  of  the  vessel  and  forming  what 
is  known  as  the  'upper  part'  of  the  compound.  The  remaining  4  parts  of 
hotness  and  8  parts  of  moistness  also  combine  together  and  form  the  'lower 
part'  of  the  compound.  The  upper  part  consists  of  36  and  the  lower  of 
12  measures  of  the  natures.  It  is  not  possible  to  say  anything  more 
about  the  weights,  and  the  intelligent  student  of  the  Art  has  to  find  them 
out  by  himself,  making  the  best  use  of  the  gentle  hints  of  the  Sages. 
Verses  7,8,9.  At  the  beginning  of  miidng  a  mortar  and  pestle  is 
used  for  tpowdering  6hd  rubbing',  and  water  is  added  to  prevent  the 
generation  of  heat.  But  in  the  later  stages  of  the  operation  powderihg 
is  carried  out  only  by  water  and  fire.  "And  know  that  these  natures  are 
called  JAbir,  and  'copper'  also,  because  ,  1b;  r  is  the  black  lead,  that  is, 
the  fluid  moisture,  and  copper-is  the  dry  part  which  contains  the  coagulated 
oil. 
Verse  10.  The  vessel  to  which  Khalid  refers  is  an  earthen-pot 
1.  Tildek!  did  not  arrange  his  figures  in  a  table,  but  I  have  done  so  to 
make  the  point  more  clear. I  -. 
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and  in  the  course  of  operation  its  joints  must  be  sealed  in  order  to 
prevent  the  escape  of  heat. 
Verse  ll..  To  set  the  vessel  'Propitiously  in  the  furnace'  means, 
in  the  first  place,  that  it  should  be  set  with  the  greatest  care  and 
compassion  which  one  would  expect  from  an  'intimate  friendt.  Secondly, 
it  means  that  it  should  be  set  in  an  'upright'  position* 
Verse  12..  The  period  of  heating  is  between  30  and  40  days,  equal 
to  'the  time  of  Mosest  stay  (upon  Sina)'.  The  comparison  of  the  compound 
to  licet  implies  that  it  is  white.  But  in  fact  the  predominant  colour  at 
this  stage  is  black,  for  whiteness  appears  only  after  the  completion  of 
dissolution.  It  is  evident,  therefore,  that  the  attribution  of  whiteness 
to  the  compound  at  this  stage  is  merely  due  to  the  transposition  of  colours 
by  mistake. 
Verses  13,14,15.  By  the  three  successive  additions  of  tthe  noble 
white  substanceil  to  the  compound  is  meant  three  of  the  four  'marriages'. 
But  the  period  of  160  days  represents  the  time  taken  by  all  the  four 
'marriages'  and  not  only  by  three  of  them.  Each  'marriage'  takes  40 
days  and  the  Sages  in  general  do  not  favour  the  reduction  of  this  period. 
Verse  16  If  the  fire  is  increased  'every  day  a  little  more  than  a 
sixth'  of  its  size,  after  six  days  it  will  become-one  'finger'  strong  and 
after  160  days  nearly  27  tfingerst  strong,  which  seems  incredibly  collossal* 
The  explanation  is  that  by  tevery  day'  Khalid  meant  'every  montht,  and 
therefore  after  160  days  the  fire  will  be  nearly  as  thick  as  the  tlittle 
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Verse  17.  Blackness  predominates  only  at  the  beginning:  after  the 
completion  of  dissolution  whiteness  will  prevail. 
Verse  18..  After  the  completion  of  dissolution,  separation  begins, 
and  the  water,  running  away  from  the  fire  which  has  by  then  become  very 
strongs  ascends,  accompanied  by  the  tinctures,  to  the  top  of  the  vessel 
and  subsequently  descends  into  the  receiver.  By  'the  souls'  Khalid  means 
the  soul  and  the  spirit,  for  these  have  many  qualities  in  commono 
Jildak!  does  not  say  anything  about  the  verse  19  of  Khalid's  poem. 
Sheikh:  "Dhuln-Nun  Al-10mimi  Al-Azdi  (may  the  mercy  of  Allah  the 
Exalted  be  on  himt)  said: 
'And  when  thou  hast  completed  it  tbrice,  fear  not  that  in 
its  action  it  will  be  slow,  "(I) 
Ilmimi  refers,  says  Tildaki,  to  the  three  'marriages'  which  follow 
.A 
the  first  one.  At  the  end  of  the  fourth  'Marriaget  (combination)$  'dis- 
solution  is  complete  and  after  that  there  is  little  danger  of  deviation 
from  the  right  pathe 
Sheikh:  "King  Theodorus  said  to  Ares,  'I  would  like  to  know  also  about 
putrefaction!  Ares  said,  'Verily  Allah  has  given  thee,  0  King, 
wisdom  in  addition  to  the  rest  of  thy  possess 
, 
ions  and  thou  seest 
that  nothing  in  the  world  of  things  which  are  born,  or  anything 
else  which  the  earth  brings  forth,  has  power  of  being  born  except 
first  it  is  gently  heated  in  darkness  and  moisture  before  it 
comes  forth.  We  also,  if  we  were  not  Oputrefied'  in  the  womb 
should  not  exist,  for  the  following  reason.  The  sperm  when  it 
falls  into  the  womb  mixes  with  the  blood  which  goes  out  from  the 
womb  in  every  menstruation,  and  when  the  sperm  mixes  with  that 
blood  the  woman  becomes  gently  warm  until  her  pregnancy  is 
complete.  Now  this  heat  is  merely  a  maturation  for  the  sperm 
and  a  coction.  for  itq  just  as  the  egg  is  coated  under  the  hen, 
in  the  warmth  and  moisture.  Hast  thou  not  seen  the  newborn  ehild9 
0  King,  and  that  which  comes  forth  thereon  of  moistureg  and 
afterwards  that  which  surrounded  it?  That  moisture  it  was  which 
'putrefied'.  it  in  the  womb,  and  that  liquid  is  a  deadly  poison  - 
I  have  seen  men  when  they  find  it  take  it  and  preserve  it  to 
kill  their  enemies  therewith'  "  (2) 
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The  two  passive  natures,  namely  moistness  and  drynesst  explains 
Sildaldo  provide  the  material  of  all  things  in  the  world,  Yet  nothing 
will  come  into  being  unless  the  two  active  natures,  hotness  and  coldness, 
exert  their  influence  and  supply  the  material  with  form. 
tPutrefaction'  is  indispensable  to  the  generation  of  all  species 
in  the  three  kingdoms,  and  without  hotness  and  moistness  there  will  be  no 
putrefaction.  The  reason  why  the  egg,  during  its  putrefaction,  takes 
only  hotness  from  the  hen  is  that  it  possesses  sufficient  quantity  of 
moisture  within  itself.  All  other  animals  on  the  other  hand,  provide 
their  embryos  with  both  hotness  and  moistness.  The  liquid  which  flows 
out  of  the  womb  immediately  after  confinement  is  undoubtedly  a  deadly 
poison,  for  it  is  the  refuse  of  food  consumed  by  the  foetuso 
Sheikh:  "The  King  said,  'And  is  there  a  name  for  this  liquidV  He  said, 
'Yess  it  is  called  Mintin  Watert  (1)  He  said,  'And  what  is 
the  meaning  of  Mintin?  '  He  said,  'It  refers  to  the  moisture 
which  exudes  from  decaying  matter,  so  it  is  compared  to  our 
compound  when  this  is  taken  out  from  the  putrefaction.  It  is 
a  deadly  poison'.  The  King  saidg  fVerilyj  Pgathodemon  was  Cthey 
were:  )  designedly  obscure  and  desired  thaýý'Ie  CtheyD  said  should 
not  be  understood  by  anyone'.  He  said,  II  have  already  told 
thee,  0  King,  that  they  pressed  into  use  every  thing  which  moves 
on  the  earth  as  analogy  to  one  thing  or  another  in  their  Science. 
Now  every  creature  on  the  earth  if  it  be  not  putrefied  and  cor- 
rupted  and  split  up  and  change  from  thing  to  thing  and  from  one 
nature  to  another  will  not  come  forth  and  will  not  grow.  Our 
poison  is  similarg  0  King.  At  the  beginning  of  operation  it  is 
"  mixture  of  various  things,  then  it  is  placed  in  coction  in 
"  light  fire  and  putrefies  and  changes  and  goes  out  from  one 
hature  and  takes  on  another  nature  and  becomes  finally  one  nature 
and  one  poison.  And  this  putrefaction  was  figuratively  named  by 
Hermes  "Gold"  and  "Silver"  and  the  "Seed  of  Gold  and  Silver"  and 
the  "Seed  of  Everything"  I"  (2) 
1.  CAIJI  #Ul  :  The  stinking  water. 
, 
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tThe  sublime,  simple  waters'  which  flow  over  the  surface  of  the  earth, 
explains  Jildaki,  do  not  stink  -  they  small  pleasant  and  have  beautiful 
colours.  But  'the  compound  waterst,  which  are  shut  in  the  hollows  of  the 
earth  or  iiýplosed  spaces,  undergo  a  qualitative  change  and  give  out  a 
stinking  odour  due  to  the  lack  of  breathingand  the  congestion  of  their 
vapours.  This  stinking  odour  is  injurious  to  health  and  affects  the  heart 
and  the  'soul  vessels'  of  man  and  a  number  of  animals.  When  'the  moistures 
of  the  earth'  transform,  as  a  result  of  putrefaction,  into  poisons,  they 
contaminate  the  air  and  on  reaching  the  olfactory  organ  disturb  the  balance 
of  constitution  by  polluting  'the  soult,  i.  e.,  the  blood  spouting  out  from 
the  heart'.  Vitiation  of  the  black-bile  (cold  and  dry)  by  these  poisonous 
odours  causes  cholera,  and  that  of  the  blood  itself,  pestilence.  That  is 
the  reason  why  the  Sages  strictly  forbade  opening  of  the  vessel  before  it 
had  thoroughly  cooled.  For,,  if  the  vessel  is  opened  while  the  compound 
is  still  a  little  warm,  ta  vaporous  wind'  will  spurt  out  of  it  and  ham 
the  constitution  through  the  oliactory  organ. 
Even  the  sweet  water,  4  lildak!  goes  on,  after  a  period  of  stagnation 
beginýl  to  putrefy  and  give  out  stinking  odours,  particularly  when  the 
surrounding  earth  is  dirty  and  foul.  And  there  is  no  doubt  that  the 
stone  contains  some  dirty  earth,  for  otherwise  it  would  be  a  natural 
elixir.  It  is  to  remove  the  impurities  of  the  stone  that  the  Sages  subject 
it  to  different  operations.  The.  water  of  the  stone  is  tstinking'  Wintin) 
and  poisonous  because  of  these  impurities.  To  emphasise  its  stinking 
odour  the  Sages  have,  by  way  of  analogy,  given  names  such  as  tthe  water 
of  manure',  lurinet,  tthe  water  of  excrementt  to  the  water  of  the  stoneo 370 
The  result  is  that  ignorant  fools$  not  understanding  the  real  intention 
of  the  Sages,  often  mistake  urinel  excrement,  or  similar  things#  for  the 
stone& 
"Stinking  waters",  7ildald  goes  ons  are  all  injurious  to  human  beings, 
whereas  they  have  no  harmfull  effect  on  the  constitution  of  certain  animals 
whose  nature  is  'similar'  to  these  waters.  One  good  example  is  the  doer; 
it  eats  the  viper  without  being  affected  by  its  poison.  The  constitution 
of  man  is  very  delicateand  nothing  but  'simple  waters'  with  sweet  taste 
and  pleasant  Emell  is  good  for  him.  But  by  forming  a  habit  of  eating 
and  drinking  poisoneas  from  childhood  one  could  resist  their  harmful*, 
effects,  for  'habit  is  a  second  nature'. 
The  reason  why  the  Sages,  In  the  words  of  Area,  "pressed  into  use 
everything  which  moves  on  the  earth  as  analogy  to  one  thing  or  another 
in  their  Scienceffq  is  that  they  knew  perfectly  well  that  everything  on 
earth  is  made  up  of  the  four  natures.  The  generation  of  fusible  bodies 
and  'brittle'  stones  was  described  before  on  a  number  of  occasions  "in 
this  our  book".  As  to  the  precious  stones,  they  constitute  no  exception 
tc)  the  general  rule:  like  every  other  thing  they  are  made  up  of  the  four 
natures  in  various  proportions.  When,  for  example,  hotness  and  moistness 
are  predominant  and  thers'are  no  impurities  in  the  mine,  red  ruby  is  fomed. 
The  formation  of  yellow,  whiteg  and  other  kinds  of  ruby  is  due  to  a  gradual 
decrease  in  the  amount  of  hotness  and  moistness  enmpensated  by  a  proportional 
increase  in  the  amount  of  coldness  and  dryness.  The  amount  of  impurities 
is  also  a  determining  factor,  and  the  depth  of  the  mine  is  another.  The 
deeper  the  mine  the  better$  stronger,  and  heavier  its  product. 371 
All  animal,  vegetable,  and  mineral  species  in  the  course  of  their 
development  pass  through  a  series  of  different  states  before  they  take  on 
their  final  form.  And  putrefaction  or  coction  is  indispensable  to  this 
development.  By  putrefaction  is  actually  meant  the  dissolution  of  coldness 
in  hotness  and  of  dryness  in  moistness,  for  "hotness  and  moistness  are  the 
natures  of  life,  while  coldness  and  dryness  are  the  natures  of  death". 
Sheikh:  "Area  said,  'I  will  speak  further  to  thee,  0  King,  to  make  thee 
more  certain,  and  that  thou  mayest  know  that  no  operation  is 
complete  except  with  a  putrefaction.  Thou  mayst  know  it  from 
thine  own  self'. 
"He  said,  'Proceed'.  He  said,  'Know  that  if  the  food  which  thou 
eatest  putrefies  not  in  the  stomach  by  the  warmth  and  moisture, 
then  the  liver  sucks  away  its  lightness,  then  coots  it  with 
another  coction  until  it  becomes  blood  and  the  body  is  fed  there- 
with,  there  can  be  no  ape=  and  no  force.  And  the  sperm,  when 
it  falls  into  the  womb,  if  it  were  not  mixed  with  the  blood  which 
goes  out  from  the  woman  in  every  menstruationg  like  as  white 
sulphur  is  mixed  with  red  sulphur  (of  which  I  have  told  thee 
before),  and  dissolve  in  it,  it  would  not  grow.  Then  it  reaches 
birth,  and  just  as  the  child  is  fed  in  the  womb  9  months  in 
darkness,  moisture  and  heat,  this,  0  King,  our  compound  requires 
that  it  should  be  in  putrefaction  many  days  until  it  is  tinctured 
and  there  arises  from  it  the  seed  of  gold.  Andknow,  0  King, 
that  everything  putrefies  and  becomes  blood  Ca  black  oil)  and 
this  yearns  for  reproduction;  in  the  same  way  our  substance 
after  having  been  putrefied  for  many  days  at  a  gentle  heat  becomes 
blood,  and  when  we  see  it  thus  we  know  that  it  has  reached  the 
stage  which  we  call  birth,  and  thou,  0  King,  art  qualified  to 
know  that  there  can  be  no  birth  except  by  putrefaction.  Hast 
thou  not  considered  the  waters  which  are  in  their  places,  when 
they  putrefy  they  give  rise  to  salt  and  natron  and  shahire  (1) 
(a  black  earth),  and  various  vitriols  and  the  like?  Similarly 
he  who  enters  upon  our  Art  must  know  the  minerals  requisite 
therefore,  and  must  take  them  and  mix  them  end  then  putrefy  them 
at  gentle  heat  in  moisture  until  there  comes  out  from  them  the 
nature  hidden  in  their  interior,  i.  e.  their  mercuries,  and  when 
they  are  collected  together'they  become  one  sulphurs  as  the  Sage 
explained,  saying  "If.  thou  beginnest  and  art  careful  and 
1.  Cf  -  4,  p.  2  7,  z 
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conductest  the  operation  well  in  the  proper  way  there  will 
come  out  from  the  compound  the  natýre  which  was  concealed  therein, 
and  it  will  become  a  tincture  for  thee"  t 
"And  we  have  nowfinished  the  evidences  on  the  first  part  of  the 
first  operation,  and  will  give  those  on  the  second  part,  if  Allah 
will't  (1) 
The  food  people  eat,  explains  Tildaki,  is  from  animal  and  vegetable 
kingdoms,  only  the  salt  belongs  to  the  mineral  kingdom&  And  everything  from 
animal  and  vegetable  kingdoms,  which  is  consumed  as  food,  must  have 
gradually  passed  through  the  stages  of  maturing  and  coction.  Some  of  the 
foods  are  matured  and  cooked  entirely  by  nature,  like  fruits9  but  in  general 
they  require  a  further  cooking  before  they  are  conmim  d. 
. Tildald  then  describes,  as  he  did  on  several  occasions  befoieg  the 
transformation  of  the  food  into  blood  (2)  and  the  mechanism  of  reproduotion.  (3) 
Vy  the  'white  sulphur',  he  says,  Ares  meant  the  moist  part  of  the  stone, 
(4) 
and  by  the  trod  sulphur'  the  dry  part  of  the  stone.  He  discussed  previously 
the  length  of  the  period  of  pregnancy  in  animals,,  including  woman.  And  now 
after  repeating  what  he  had  said  before,  he  enlarges  upon  the  subject  by 
referring  to  a  number  of  other  animals  as  well  as  plants  and  mentioning 
their  period  of  pregnancy  (i.  ee  maturing:  coction:  putrefaction). 
The  duration  of  pregnancy  is  seven  years  for  the  lionessq  one  year 
for  the  camel  and  the  mare,  an  average  of  nine  months  for  woman,  six 
months  for  the  goat  and  the  sheepl  four  months  for  the  cat  and  the  dogs 
1.  Tr.,  p.  47-8;  Es.,  Vol.  II*j  p.  269-70 
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and  from  forty  to  sixty  days  for  the  birds.  The  duration  of  maturing 
(the  interval  between  planting  and  reproduction)  of  some  of  the  plants 
is  as  follows:  almond,  apricot,  peach,  pomegranate,  one  year;  palm, 
olive,  walnut,  one  to  four  years;  cerealsi  seven  months  in  the  Frigid 
Zone,  six  months  in  the  Temperate  zone,  and  five  months  in  the  Torrid 
zone.  Now  the  Elixir  is  also  cultivated,  like  a  plantq  or  reproduced 
like  an  animal.  The  average  duration  of'its  reproduction  is  from  six 
to  nine  months.  But  there  is  also  a  short  duration  from  four  to  six 
months,  and  a  long  duration  from  four  to  seven  years.  After  the  successful 
conclusion  of  the  first  concealed  operation,  however,  it  is  possible  to 
finish  the  rest  of  operations  between  forty  or  sixty  days.  Beyond  this, 
it  is  not  practicable  to  shorten  the  duration  of  the  operations,  except 
by  the  application  of  the  methods  of  the  Balance.  The  duration  of 
every  operation  depends  on  the  intensity  of  the  'two  firest  and  the 
weights  of  the  ingredients.  In  this  book,  continues  Zildaki,  the  middle 
road  is  taken  and  emphasis  is  laid  upon  the  average  duration.  But  in 
'our  book'  Al-Te!  E-lb  f!  Asrir  al-TarkYb,  all  the  different  durations  are 
dealt  with  satisfactorily,  without,  however,  any  reference  being  made  to 
the  substances  used  in  each  operation. 
Ares  says  that  the  compound  'should  be  in  putrefaction  many  days 
until  it  is  tinctured',,  and  he  means  'until  it  becomes  black'.  By  the 
'seed  of  gold'  he  means  'the  divine  water  which  bears  the  spirit',  i0eas 
the  moist  part  of  the  stone  which  dissolves  and  carries  withit  the 
tincture.  The  Iblack'oill  is  a  constitutent'part  of  every  substancep 374 
it  is  the  'oily  moisture'  from  which  the  'natural  heat'  originates. 
And  the  redness  of  blood  is  due  to  the  natural  heat,  an  emeessive  amount 
of  which  produces  the  'yellow  gall',  and,  if  this  excess  is  accompanied 
by  an  increase  in  dryness,  the  'green  gall'  is  produced.  The  'Black  gall' 
originates  from  the  dryness  which  bas  subdued  and  prevailed  upon  the 
oiliness. 
The  first  child  of  the  Art  is  the  'tincture',  and  from  that  originates 
the  second  child,  'the  water  of  life's  andfrom  that  the  third  childg  'the 
garland  of  victory',  and  from  that  the  fourth  child,  'the  Elixir'.  But,  as 
Ares  said,  'there  can  be  no  birth  except  by  putrefaction'. 
Stagnant  water  dissolves  part  of  the  earth  which  surrounds  it  and 
froms  a  solution  of  salt,  natron,  shahira.  (1).  vitriol,  or  other  similar 
substances,  according  to  the  locality  -  this  dissolution  is  a  kind  of 
putrefaction. 
By  'their  mercuries',  Ares  means  the  pure  essences  of  the,  stone,  so 
called  because  of  their  volatility  and  their  quality  of  running  away  from 
the  fire.  By  tone  sulphur',  he  means  'the  first  compounds'  which  is  oily 
and  black  and  results  from  the  combination  of  the  dry  part  with  the  moist 
part.  The  appearance  of  the  black  colour  is  an  indication  that  the 
operation  has  been  conducted  'in  the  proper  way'.  This  is  the  first 
blacknesss  it  indicates  the  completion  of  the  tsecond  calcinationt,  or 
the  'second  combustion',  or  'dissolution'.  In  the  first  combustion 
the  moist  part  reduces  the  dry  part  to  a  very  fine  powder  or  calx-  In 
le  jr.  -u-S  :  ashes  of  which  soap  is  made;  ta  black  earth' 375 
the  second  combustion  the  moist  part  dissolves  in  it  the  greater  part 
of  the  'fine  powder',  which  contains  the  tinctures  and  on  distillation 
they  travel  together  to  the  top  of  the  vessel  and  then  descend  into  the 
receiver.  That  part  of  the  'fine  powder',  which  remains  at  the  bottom 
of  the  vessel  after  distillation,  contains  no  tincture.  The  water  which 
is  collected  in  the  receiver  is  referred  to  as 
ýthe 
soul4'  the  blood,  the 
spirit  of  life,  the  poison,  and  the  divine  water". 
VOL  II.  BOOK  II. 
CHAPTER  I.  Explanation  of  the  fifth  section  of  the  fourth  part  of 
Al-Muktasab  upon  evidence  concerning  the  manner  of  the  second  part  of 
the  first  operation,  which  is  the  end  of  the  dissolution  and  the  separationo 
Sheikh:  "Theodorus  the  King  said,  'Expound  unto  me  concerning  the  Sage 
where  he  says  that  one  x4st  put  one  third  of  the  water  into  the 
sea'.  He  said,  'We  are  merely  ordered  that  in  the  first  com- 
bination  we  should  place  in  the  magnesia  onathird  of  the 
remaining  water,  and  with  that  there  will  arise  from  it  the 
snows  and  clouds.  Extract  from  it  the  juices  of  those  snows, 
and  thou  wilt  find  that  one  third  of  the  water  has  passed  awaY 
in  the  coction.  We  call  these  juices  "broths"  (compounds:  )  (1) 
and  "Froth  of  the  Nile"  1,  "  (2) 
The  first  compound,  explains  Zildak-i,  is  called  'the  magnesialg  and 
also  'the  black  seat  "for  matter  originates  from  vapour  and  smoke",  and 
it  is  the  smoke  which  is  the  cause  of  the  blackness  of  the  oily  tincture. 
'The  water's  Zildak!  goes  on,  is  divided  into  three  equal  portions,  which 
are  added  to  the  compound  in  three  consecutive  stages.  By  'one  third 
of  the  remaining  'watert  is  meant  the  third  portion,  the  second  portion 
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being  that  which  is  added  to  tthe  sea'.  Ares  did  not  explain  this 
clearly  because  he  wanted  to  mislead  the  ignorant  fools,  By  'the  snows 
he  implied  whiteness  and  by  'clouds',,  the  vapour.  Of  the  three  portions 
of  tthe  water',  only  the  first  one  fully  combines  with  'the  body  of  magnesia' 
(the  compound)  and  is  transformed  into  an  oil  which  is  thicker  and  heavier 
than  'the  water'.  And  that  explains  the  meaning  of  the  words  of  Ares 
that  "thou  wilt  find  that  one  third  of  the  water  has  passed  away  in  the 
coction".  The  'Juice',  isee,  the  oil,  is  called  'compound'  because  it 
consists  of  several  components,  and  it  is  called  11'roth  of  the  Nile'  because 
it  appears  on  top  of  the  compound.  The  comparison  with  'froth'  has  another 
significance,  it  implies  that  the  compound  will  gradually  become  blue  and 
the  blackness  will  withdraw  into  the  inner  part. 
Sheikh:  "The  King  said  to  Ares,  'Explain  to  me  the  Sage's  saying,  Melt 
the  water  of  the  ash  which  was  originally  obtained  from  white 
unseasoned  wood  with  CcallecD  (1)  urine,  and  gums  and  milk9  and 
wash  it  with  vinegar  until  it  undergoes  change'.  He  said,  tthe 
Sage  was,  quite  clear,  0  King,  but  thou  didst  not  understand  that 
which  he  said:  verily  he  ordered  thee-,  to  return  the  water  to  it 
twice  until  it  becomes  a  thick  liquid  after  it  has  become  dry 
shhes.  Then  heat  it  and  when  it  has  become  a  thick  liquid  vola- 
tilise  it  in  a  tube  alembic  several  timest.  He  said,  'Verily 
thou  hast  spoken  a  speech  the  like  of  which  I  have  never  heard 
from  thee'  He  said  'Hast  thou  understood  the  saying  of  the  Sage, 
"Melt  the  ashes  twice"?  -  he  meant  thereby  only  that.  '  He  saidp 
'Yes'.  Ares  said$  'Treat  the  two  thirds  with  the  third'  "  (2) 
"Know",  explains  Tildaki,  "that  the  ash  consists  of  the  salt,  natroni, 
aily,  sharp  waters  acrid  waters  sal  ammoniact  and  water  of  white  and 
unseasoned  wood  which  constitutes  the  lower  component  of  the  stone  and 
1.  Pt  * 
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is  mainly  responsible  for  the  acridity  of  the  water,  and  that  is  why  the 
Sage  ordered  its  melting",  The  water,  extracted  from  the  compound  in  the 
first  distillation  is  called  'urine',  for  it  is  sharp  but  not  oily.  The 
water  obtained  in  the  second  distillation  is  called  'gum',  for  it  is 
sharp  and  thick.  And  the  water  obtained  in  the  third  distillation  is  called 
ImilkIsfor  it  is  oily  and  extremely  white.  'These  waters  are  returned  to 
'the  ash's  ioee.,  the  part  remaining  at  the  bottom  of  the  vessel  after  every 
distillation,  melting  it  and  changing  its  colour  from  greyish  blue  to 
white.  And  after  the  addition  of  the  third  portion  of  the  water,  the 
compound  is  volatilised  in  a  tube  alembic  several  times.  To  twash  it 
with  vinegars  means  to  distil  it  several  times,  for  both  operations 
produed  the  same  result:  purify  the  compound.  The  Sage  said  'Molt  the 
ashes  twice',  whicIt  implies  that  the  melting  at  this  stage  is  preceded  by 
another  melting  carried  out  in  the  first  concealed  operation.  By  tthe 
two  thirdst  Area  meant  the  second  and  the  third  portion  of  the  water,  and 
by  tthe  thirdt,  he  meant  the  first  portion,  that  is,  the  oil. 
Here,  Tildak!  gives  a  lengthqFotation  from  K.  Niir  al-Ijajar  (The  Book 
of  the  Fire  of  the  Stone)  concerning  the  four  principles.  The  following 
is  a  brief  account  of  the  quotation  in  qu  estion:  - 
Tibir:  The  third  principles  i.  e..,  Ithe  fire  of  the  stone',,  is  of  special 
importance,  for  virtually  it  is  tthe  tincture'.  People  are  mostly 
igaorant  with  regard  to  the  manner  of  its  extraction  from  the  stone. 
The  preparation  of  thetinture  forms  the  'major  part'  of  the  science  of 
the  Balance.  When  first  extracted  from  the  stone,  the  tincture  is 
impure  and  is  mixed  with  'the  oil'  which  imparts  its  red  colour  to  the 378 
mixture;  but  after  the  removal  of  the  oils  the  tincture  appears  dark 
yellow.  To  separate  the  tincture  from  the  oil  the  mixture  is  dissolved 
in  the  'sharp  water'.  The  best  'sharp  watert  to  be  used  in  this 
connection  is  vinegar  obtained  from  grapes.  Sal  ammoniac  and  the  'milk 
of  the  bat'  (1)  are  added  to  vinegar  in  order  to  increase  its  power  of 
purification  and  dissolution.  Then  three  parts  of  this  vinegar  are  added 
to  one  part  of  the  mixture  of  the  oil  and  the  tincture.  After  'beating'  (2) 
and  shaking  the  solution  strongly,  the  oil,  together  with  some  of  the 
impurities,  thickens  and  coagulates,  and  may  be  easily  removed,  leaving 
the  tincture  dissoived  in  the  vinegar.  This  is  like  shaking  the  milk  in 
a  skin  and  separating  the  butter,  or  like  thickening  and  coagulating  the 
olive  oil  by  cooking  it  with  12.  il 
,  _. 
E  water'.  And  it  is  on  the  basis  of  the 
latter  similarity  that  this  part  of  the  operation  is  compared  to  the 
production  of  soap.  The  vinegar  in  which  the  tincture  is  dissolved  and  is 
referred  to  as  the  'virgin  milkI.,  is  then  left  to  stand  in  a  safe  place  for 
three  days.  At  the  end  of  this  period  the  tincture  collects  on  top  of 
the  vessels  the  residual  dirt  sinks  down  to  the  bottom$  And  the  remaining 
liquid  stands  in  between.  The  yellow  and  pure  tincture  thus  isolated  is 
subsequently  removed  from  the  top  of  the  vessel  and  employed  for  the  purpose 
of  transmatation  .  The  remaining  liquid  and  the  residual  dirts  are  thrown 
away,  since  no  benefit  may  be  derived  from  them.  The  tincture  is  hot  and 
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dry,  and  that  Is  the  reason  for  its  being  called  'the  fire',  It  has  an 
intensely  bitter  taste  and  'expands'  with  the  slightest  application  of 
heat,  breaking  the  vessel  in  which  it  is  contained.  This  does  not  imply 
the  departure  of  its  soul;  for,  if  it  is  subsequently  transferred  to  another 
vessel,  the  application  of  heat  would  produce  the  same  result*  The  complete 
departure  of  the  soul  takes  place  only  in  the  smelting  fire.  In  the 
preparation  of  the  tincture  the  skill  of  the  operator  is  an  important  factor, 
There  is  a  difference  between  the  tincture  produced  by  an  expert  and  that 
prepared  by  a  beginner,  similar  to  the  difference  which  exists  between 
two  dishes  of  the  same  food  made  from  the  same  ingredients  but  by  two  cooks, 
one  of  them  experienced  and  the  other  a  learner.  It  is  within  the  power  of 
an  expert  to  make  alterations  in  the  process  of  the  preparation  of  the 
tincture  and  yet  arrive  at  the  same  successful  result,  whereas  an  ignorant 
fool  is  incapable  of  turning  aside  from  the  path  shown  by  the  Sages  without 
committing  an  error. 
Tildaklls  comments  with  regard  to  the  quotation  from  Jýabir  are  as 
follows:  - 
The  operation  described  by  labir  is  the  Uajor  Operation,  which  only 
the  Sages  are  capable  of  carrying  out.  The  tincture  may  be  producqd  by 
one  of  the  three  operations:  the  Minor  Operation,  the  Middle  Operation, 
and  the  Major  Operation.  As  regards  the  importance  of  these  operations, 
the  first  one  is  compared  to  the  mineral  state,  the  second  to  the  vegetable 
state,  and  the  third  to  the  animal  state.  The  Major  Operation  is  based 
on  the  combination  of  four  substances,  namelyq  the  'eastern  mercury'  the 380 
'western  mercury',  and  the  tfire  of  the  stone',  and  the  'earth  of  the 
stonet.  BY  the  'eastern  mercury'  is  meant  the  oil  plus  the  tincture, 
by  the  twestern  mercury'  is  implied  the  'water  of  the  stonet  plus  its 
oil,  by  the  'fire  of  the 
; 
tonet  is  meant  the  tincture,  and  by  the  tearth 
of  the  stone'  is  meant  the  extract  of  the  sediments  after  their  purification 
and  the  removal  of  their  blackness.  The  Inewbody'  (or  the  'nascent  bodyt) 
is  not  needed  in  the  Yajor  Operation.  The  substances  employed  in  the 
Middle  Operation  are:  the  teastern  mercury'  (the  tgarland  of  victory'), 
the  twestern  mercury'  (the  solution  of  the  tincture  in'  the  water),  and 
the  'nascent  body'.  Putrefaction  constitutes  a  lengthy  and  indispensable 
part  of  the  middle  Operation,  and  all  the  component  parts  of  the  stone 
have  to  be  putrefied  before  they  are  brought  together  for  combination* 
In  the  Major  Operation,  however#  there  is  no  need  of  putrefying  every 
component  individually;  they  are  putrefied  together  after  their  combination 
for  a  comparatively  short  time.  The  reason  for  this  is  that  the  suTporters 
of  the  LaJor  Operation  are  of  the  opinion  that  the  concealed  operation 
is  sufficient  in  itself  to  purify  the  different  parts  of  the  stone,  and, 
thereforeq  after  the  combination  of  these  parts,  they  do  not  decompose  the 
compound  for  furtherl,,  purificati6n:  their  first  combination,  is  their  last 
combination.  In  the  Major  Operation  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is  produced 
by  the  combination  of  one  part  of  'the  earth'  with  three  parts  of  the 
twestern  mercury',  and  the  Elixir  of  Redness,  by  -the  combination  of  one 
part  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  with  six  parts  of  the  'eastern  mercuryto 
Concerning  the  statement  of  -TEbir  that  the  preparation  of  the  tincture 381 
constitutes  the  'major  part$-of  the  science  Of  the  Blance,  TildakE  says 
that  the  science  of  the  Balance  consists  of  two  parts,  tnajorl  and  Ininort. 
The  'minor  part'  deals  with  the  production  of  gold  without  the  use  of  the 
Elixir,  that  ist  by  means  of  the  purification  of  the  base  metals  and  the 
subsequent  combination  of  some  of  them  with  others.  The  'major  partt  deals 
with  the  preparation  of  the  tincture  (or  the  Elixir)  and  its  projection 
upon  the  base.  metals.  Tildaýi-  believes  that  the  tincture  tastes  bitter 
before  purification  but  not  after  it. 
Sheikh:  "Kbalid  ibn  Yazid  said  when  mentioning  the  second  part  of  the 
first  works  in  the  rhyme  of  d5l: 
'Separate  them  and  set  them  aside  carefullyand  divide  the 
excess  of  the  spirit  which  thou  hast  prepared, 
Into  six  portions  (three  times)  (1)  in  all;  thýt  is  the 
aim  of  the  skilful  adept 
, 4nd  powder  its  body  therewith,  as  carefully  as  possible,  with 
the  New  Water; 
Return  it  thereto  cautiouslys  and  heat  it  and  drive  it  aw# 
by  sublimation. 
Do  this  seven  times  (no  less)  and  thou  wilt  see  as  it  were 
tears  flowing  down  the  cheeks. 
Sublime  it  seven  times  after  this  with  gradually  decreasing 
fires, 
Then  remove  it  and  carry  out  seven  distillations  like  swords 
drawn  forth  from  their  scabbards. 
Now  extract  from  the  ashes  of  the  body  a  calx,  by  means  of 
violent  fires,  - 
Thou  wilt  see  it  with  sparkling  crystal  faces,  and  shining 
with  the  glitter  of  nitre. 
It  is  called  tthe  aluml  and  tchalkost,  so  understand  the 
discourse  I  have  moulded  for  thee  in  this  ode. 
Democritus  called  it  'a  sword'  and  Mary  the  Copt  gave  it 
the  name  of  'The  Chainst. 
With  it  the  waters  may  be  dyed,  so  be  wise.  Then  sublime 
them  with  firm  resolution!  "  (2) 
Does  not  appear  in  Es. 
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There  are  on  the  whole,  explains  Zildaki,  three  equal  portions  of 
the  soul'  or  the  moist  pert  which  are  added  to  the  dry  part  in  the  course 
of  the  operation.  The  second  portion  is  divided  into  three  equal  parts 
and  added  to  the  compound  in  the  manner  described  before.  (1)  The  third 
portion  is  divided  into  six  equal  parts  which  are  successively  added  to 
and  subsequently  extracted  by  distillation  from  the  compound.  The  six 
I 
equal  quantities  of  the  moisture  obtained  in  this  way  are  then  added 
together  and  poured  upon  the  compound  (i.  e.,  the  earth)  and  subsequently 
extracted  from  it  by  distillation.  This  addition  and  extraction  of 
the  moisture  is  repeated  seven  times  to  make  sure  that  no'spirit'  is 
left  in  the  earth.  The  moisture  'cuts'  the  earth  into  two  and  separates 
its  'essence'  (the  oil  plus  the  tincture)  from  its  impure  parts.  That 
is  why  Khalid  compared  the  moisture  to  a  sword. 
The  aludel  used  for  subliiAation,  says  ;  ildakig  has  a  small  hole  on 
top,  the  size  of  which  is  that  of  the  eye  of  a  needle.  But,  in  the  course 
of  the  extraction  of  the  tincture  and  its  sublimation  together  with  the 
moisture,  this  hole  must  be  stopped  firmly  with  a  small  stick  'wrapped 
in  cotton  wool'  to  prevent  the  escape  of  the  spirit  of  the  earth. 
'The  alum',  Ichalkos',  ta  sword',  and  'the  chains',  all  refer  to  the  same 
thing:  the  mixture  of  the  oil  and  the  tincture, 
. Tildek!  then  quotes  the  concluding  words  of  K.  Zahr  al-Riyg4  (The  Book 
of  the  Flower  of  the  Garden)  of  Vibir  concerning  'the  alum'  of  the  Sages. 
The  following  is  a  brief  account  of  the  quotation  from  Zibir:  - 
1.  See  p.  11  'F  above. 383 
Zibir.  The  formation  of  'the  alum'  takes  place  in  the  'fourth 
operation'.  the  completion  of  which  marks  the  end  of  all  difficulties. 
If  one  succeeds  in  avoiding  pitfalls  up  to  the  end  of  the  fourth  operation, 
one  need  have  no  anxiety  about  the  remaining  operations.  For  after  the 
fourth  operation  the  labours  of  the  operation  begin  to  attain  fruition. 
But  it  must  be  borne  in  mind  that  "the  alum  of  the  stone  is  not  the  alum 
of  the  market".  -Tibir  says  that  he  has  mentioned  in  this  book  things 
which  are  to  be  found  neither  in  his  other  books  nor  in  the  writings  of 
other  Sages.  He  then  goes  on  to  discuss  the  popular  theme  of  the 
alchemists:  the  compaftson  of  a  wise  man  with  an  igaorant  fool* 
;  ildakils  explanation  of  the  words  of  Zibir  contains  nothing  Of 
importance. 
Sheikh:  "And  he  (Khalid)  said  also  in  the  rhyme  of  Um: 
tDivide  the  spirit  in  thy  process  of  addition  of  moisturep 
into  six  parts,  and  let  it  be  done  with  intelligence  of  a 
high  order. 
Then  combine  with  the  whole  (compound)  a  sixth  of  (the  spirit) 
without  laziness;  nay,  rather,  pound  it  long  and  well. 
And  let  the  whole  remain  in  thy  vessel  with  a  spout  and  with 
a  stopper  at  the  top  pierced  with  holes. 
Thou  wilt  see  the  spirit  rise  with  some  of  the  souls,  free  frcm 
the  impurities  of  the  sediments; 
Return  it  after  the  distillation  has  ceasedg  and  add  another 
sixth  without  fail. 
Thou  wilt  see  it  shine  therein  on  powdering;  then  pour  the 
water  on  to  it  carefully. 
And  wash  the  body  unweariedly  with  fire  and  with  a  water  which 
is  a  deadly  poison. 
Next,  sublime  seven  times  without  intermission,  and  thou  wilt 
-  find  therein  inexhaustible  fortune. 
Take  from  the  sediment'  an  ash  in  colour  like  salt  Csnow:  );  it 
is  called  "The  charcoal  of  the  Mountains!  t 
Thou  wilt  see  it  as  though  it  were  a  flower  in  the  midst  of 
a  meadow  or  virgin  gold  CpulphuDr  gleaming  among  pearls. 
It  is  called  borax  and  soda;  it  strengthens  the  tincture  and 
renders  a  second  tincturing  unnecessary. 
Fertilise  the  soul  with  thisq  if  thou  hast  understood,  then 
do  not  neglect  to  sublime  it. 384 
Sublime  the  soul  seven  times  in  all,  after  this,  with 
discretion., 
When  thou  wilt  see  it  as  lightning  flashing,  or  pure  gold 
washed  free  from  all  dross. 
If  thou  hast  understood,  its  weight  will  be  nine  parts9  as 
said  the  Lord  of  Princes' 
End  of  the  evidences  on  both  parts  of  the  first  operation,  Praise 
be  to  AUah"  (1) 
Khalidg  says  Zildaki,  refers  in  the  above  poem  to  the  division  of 
the  third  portion  of  the  moisture  into  six  parts  and  the  successive 
addition.  of  these  to  the  dry  part,  as  mentioned  before.  The  'Lord  of 
Princes'  is  C All  ibn  ab!  Tdlib. 
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CWTER  II:  Explanation  of  the  first  section  of  the  fifth  part  of 
Al-MIuktasab  upon  evidence  concerning  the  first  part  of  the  second  opera- 
tion. 
Sheikh:  "Ares  said  to  King  Theodorus,  'Take  one  part  of  the  ashes  and 
preserve  it  carefully,  for  it  is  the  Crown  of  Victoryt.  After- 
wards  he  said,,  'When  thou  mixest  the  prepared  watert  which  is 
the  mercury  of 
_Qanbir, 
with  the  red  sulphur,  place  a  small  portion, 
of  those  ashes  with  them  as  leaven' 
(He  called  the  new  body  'red  sulphur'  and  said  'a  small  portion 
of  the  ashes'  after  saying  'one  part')"  (2) 
In  the  above  passage,  explains  Jildakli.  Ares  speaks  of  three  things: 
"the  ashes,  the  water,  and  the  red  sulphurlt.  By  'the  ashes'  he  means,  as 
he  himself  points  out,  the  'Crown  of  Victory  (or  the  tGarland  of  Victory'), 
the  properties  of  which  were  described  on  several  occasions  before.  When 
'the  ashest  are  being  heated  the  joints  of  the  vessel  must  not  be  sealed 
until  all  the  moisture  has  evaporated,  for  otherwise  the  vessel  may  break. 
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Moreover,  the  intensity  of  fire  should  be  increased  only  gradually, 
starting  with  hot  ashes  and  passing  on  to  "charcoal  fire,  then  cane  fire, 
then  tender-wood  fire,  then  strong-wood  fire,  then  thin-timber  fire, 
and  finally  thick-timber  fire  on  the  seventh  day.  And  do  not  open 
the  vessel  before  it  thoroughly  cools  down". 
The  relation  of  'the  ashes'  to  the  two  other  substances,  namelyg 
the  'red  sulphur'  and  'the  water'  is  that  of  leaven  to  dough.  And  when 
'the  water'  is  mixed  with  'red  sulphur',  the  amount  of  leaven  U-6-09the 
ahses')  used  is  between  1/12  and  1/4  of  the  dough  (i.  e.,  the  mixture).  An 
experienced  operator  would  easily  find  the  actual  amount  of  the  leaven 
required  in  the-course  of  the  operations  In  general,  a  smaller  amount 
of  leaven  and  a  longer  duration  of  operation  is  preferable  to  a  larger 
amount  and  a  shorter  duration. 
The  properties  of  'the  water'  continues  :  ildaki,  were  described  before. 
As  to  the  'red  sulphur'  (or  the  'new  body'),  it  is  a  fusible  and  stable 
substance  with  purple  colour,,  which  is  produced  by  the  combination  of  the 
fire  of  the  stone  with  its  earth. 
Sheikh:  "Hennes  Budashir  Ibn  Aris  said  to  Amnuthasia  COuthasiDa  'Take 
some  of  the  golden  stone  or  rolled  tale',  and  then  said  'Take 
of  the  poison  half  the  weight  of  the  tale,  t  thus  calling  the 
ashes  1poisont"(1) 
Hermes  Budashir,  b.  Ardabish,  says  TildakI.  was  an  excellent  Persian 
philosopher  and  a  contemporary  of  Zosimus.  He  was  the  teacher  of  the 
philosophers  of  his  days  and  one  of  the  forty  Hermeses,  who  were  so  called 
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because  they  derived  their  knowledge  from  Homes  the  Great.  By  'the 
golden  stone  or  rolled  talct,  Homes  meant,  according  to  :  ildekl,  'the 
now  body  or  the  holy  landt9  to  which  reference  was  made  in  connection  with 
the  Lajor  Operation,  The  adjective  IrolleW  implies  that  the  substance 
has  been  putrefied,  decomposed  and  softened.  The  weight  of  the  'poison' 
need  not  necessarily  be  half  the  weight  of  the  tale,  for,  as  mentioned 
before,  'poison'  acts  as  a  leaven  and  the  precise  amount  of  it  to  be 
used  is  something  for  the  Sage  to  decide,  according  as  he  favours  a 
quick  operation  or  a  slow  one. 
She  ikh:  "Matthew  said  to  Marconis,  'Take  of  the  tale  of  the  philosophers 
the  weight  which  you  know'  ,  and  he  concealed  the  weight,  which 
others  declare  to  be  one  part,  land  add  to  it  three  parts  of  the 
water  which  has  been  separated;  and  then  add  one  part  of  the 
leaven  which  you  know',  -  he  meant  the  ashes  or  'poison'  and 
made  the  weight  of  the  leaven  equal  to  the  weight  of  the  body"(1) 
The  Sages,  explains  Jildaki,  gave  the  name  'talc'  to  five  things: 
1.  The  'dry  essencet  which  after  the  extraction  of  themoisture  frcm  it 
by  distillation  becomes  extremely  white.  It  is  tthe  first  body'  and  is 
referred  to  as  'the  male'  on  account  of  the  presence  of  tthe  tinctorial 
spirit,  in  it.  And  it  is  called  'the  embryo  I  because  its  masculinity 
is  not  complete.  It  is  also  called  'the  rocklg  'the  firelp  tthe  coppertg 
and  'the%b7ar  of  copper'  (2)  j  2.  "The  completely  pure,  whitened  earth 
used  in  the  Major  Operation".  3.  $  The  'Crown  of  Victoryt.  4.  *  The 
'new  body'.  5.0  "The  whitened  body  to  which  the  tincture  is  addedr 
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The  Sages,  Tildaki-  goes  on,  are  in  the  habit  of  giving  different 
names  to  the  same  thing  or  calling  different  things  by  the  same  name. 
But  a  learned  man  would  always  be  able  to  understand  the  tr"Te  meaning 
of  their  words;  for  they  give  sufficient  hints  to  enable  him  to  do  so. 
For  example,  though  they  call  the  five  substances  mentioned  above  by  the 
name  'tale',  yet  usually  when  they  want  to  refer  to  one  particular  tale, 
they  add  to  this  term  an  adjective  denoting  the  quality  by  which  it  is 
distinguished  from  others.  Thus,  they  speak  of  tcalcined  talelp 
'dissolved  tale',  'rolled  talc'  ,t  brackish  talct,  and  'golden  tale'. 
By  the  'calcined  talc'  they  mean  "the  dry  part  of  the  stone,  which  has 
been  calcined  and  whitened  by  the  water  and  fite".  By  the  'dissolved  talc' 
they  mean  "the  whitened  earth  which  is  also  called  the  holy  earth  or  the 
pure  earth".  The  name  'dissolved  talc'  refers  also  to  "the  liquid  compound, 
that  is,  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  before  coagulation".  The  'rolled  talc' 
refers  either  to  'the  crown',  which  is  very  similar  to  silver  filings,,  or 
'the  new  body'  which  is  raw  and  immature.  "As  to  the  brackish  talc,  it 
is  mainly  used  in  the  Lajor  Operation,  but  it  is  possible  to  employ  it 
in  all  operations  of  the  Art,  provided  that  it  is  prepared  properly*" 
But  what  is  the  proper  method  of  preparing  the  'brackish  talc'?  To 
answer  this  question  Tildakf  quotes  a  passage  from  Ifibir. 
-T9bir:  "Take  a  large  amount  ofmountain  sand  and  boil  it  in  a  cailldron 
with  water  until  1/3  of  it  goes.  Then  take  the  vessel  down  and  transfer 
its  contents  to  a  retort  containing  water,  and  heat  it  with  a  gentle  fire 
until  all  the  water  evaporates  and  there  remains  at  the  bottom  of  the  retort 388 
a  substance  like  2%l 
,  y.  Increase  the  intensity  of  the  fire  for  a  while 
and  then  let  the  vessel  cool  down.  Then  take  it  out  and  pound  it  and 
place  it  in  an  earthen  Pot  and  heat  it  with  a  violent  fire  until  you  see 
the  vessel  tarnished,  so'cease  the  fire  and  take  the  contents  outq  you 
will  find  it  molten.  Pound  it  well  and  place  it  in  a  glass  vessel  and 
pour  upon  every  one  part  of  it  three  parts  of  distilled  water  and  stir  it 
and  leave  it  to  stand  for  three  days.  Then  filter  it  carefully  and  throw 
the  black  sediment  away,  for  it  is  useless.  Take  the  filtered  solution 
and  heat  it  with  a  gentle  fire,  the  water  evaporates  and  the  salt, 
resembling  the  snow,  remains*  Put  it  in  a  flask,  placed  in  a  pot 
containing  ashes,  and  heat  it  for  a  day  with  a  violent  fire  of  wood. 
Then  take  it  out  of  the  Vessel  you  will  find  it  a  molten  salt,  extremely 
.  white  like  crystal  glass.  And  this  is  the  brackish  tale  employed  in  the 
operation.  " 
Zildak!  enlarges  upon  the  words  of  Jabir  by  explaining  the  cause  of 
combustion  and  the  reason  for  the  use  of  a  gentle  fire.  "The  cause  of 
combustion  of  the  particles  of  the  stone",  he  says,  "is  the  inflammable 
oil  which  it  contains.  The  combustion  of  the  healthy  parts,  therefore, 
is  made  possible  by  the  corrupt  parts".  That  is  why,  he  goes  on,  a 
gentle  fire  is  in  many  instances  preferred  by  the  Sages  to  a  violent  ons* 
For,  in  the  first  place,  if  the  intensity  of  fire  is  increased  to  such 
an  extent  that  the  combustible  parts  of  the  stone  start  burning,  the 
healthy  parts,  that  is,  the  parts  which  we  intend  to  isolate,  would  also 
be  destroyed  by  the  heat.  In  the  seonnd  place,  a  violent  fire,  if  kept 
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of  the  moisture  with  the  earth.  To  unite  the  moisture  with  the  earthl 
the  uninflammable  oil  of  the  earth  has  to  be  extracted,  leaving  the 
'blackness  of  the  oil',  which  is  the  actual  cause  of  embustion,  with  the 
remaining  parts  of  the  earth.  Then,  the  remaining  parts  of  the  earth 
which  include  the  *blackness  of  the  oil'  are  treated  with  the  moisture, 
as  a  result  of  which  the  'blackness'  is  removed,  and  after  a  number  of 
operations,  such  as  solution  and  coagulations  a  whitel  stable  and  easily 
fusible  substance  'of  the  rank  of  silver'  is  formed,  The  earth  thus 
prepared  is  indispensable  to  the  success  of  the  Art,  and  as  it  is  very 
much  like  silver,  the  Sages  sometimes  take  the  latter,  and,  after 
subjecting  it  to  special  processes,  use  it  in  place  of  'the  earth'.  In 
this  connection  Tildak!  quotes  a  poem  from  Al-Tuýri  Ii 
and  several  verses 
from  AbU  al-Agbat  b.  Taribm. 
Sheikh:  "Matthew  said  in  his  most  important  Epistle,  10ivide  the  water 
into  9  parts,  and  take  onethird  thereof,  that  is  three  partst 
and  add  it  to  the  gold9n  tale  of  the  philosophers.  Let  the 
weight  of  this  tale  be  one  third  of  the  weight  of  the  water'. 
And  he  said  concerning  the  burnt  ashes  which  have  become 
spiritualt  ICThe  third  of  the  tale,  i.  eZ)  (1)  The  third  of  a 
third  will  suffice  you',  and  he  called  the  now  bodylgolden  ta  igl" 
Some  of  the  Sages,  explains  -Tildaki,  favoured  the  division  of  'the 
water'  into  ten  parts,  but  the  majority  of  them,  like  Matthew,  preferred 
to  divide  it  into  nine  parts.  By  the  'burnt  ashes'  Matthew  meant  the 
'Crown'.  And  as  to  the  weight  of  the  ashes,  though  most  of  the  Sages  say 
that  it  should  be  a  third  of  that  of  the  tale,  yet,  as  mentioned  beforel 
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there  are  those  who  in  order  to  increase  the  speed  of  coagulationt  use 
a  larger  emountp  say9  one-half  of  that  of  the  tale.  But  if  equal  weights 
of  the  tale  and  the  water  are  used,  'the  spirit'  would  dominate  over  'the 
body'.  and  the  latter  would  be  in  no  position  to  give  protection  to  the 
former.  This  would  produce  a  very  strong  and  volatile  elixir,  the  pro- 
jection  of  which  requires  plenty  of  experience. 
Here  Xildak!  quotes  four  verses  from  Khalid  concerning  the  extraction 
of  the  oil  from  the  stone,  and  the  tincture  from  the  oil.  Neither  the 
verses  of  Khalid  nor  -Tildald's  explanation  with  regard  to  them  tell  us 
anything  not  mentioned  before. 
Sheikh:  "Hermes  said  in  his  Epistle  known  as  'The  War  of  the  Egyptian 
Stars'.  tThe  fundamental  luminous  portion,  which  is  its  basis, 
and  one  of  the  earth'.  He  makes  the  white  body  and  the  ashes 
here,  one,  and  one  in  the  new  body* 
Vary  the  Copt  said  concerning  the  return  of  the  water  upon  the 
substance,  'rake  it  enter  a  body  other  then  its  own  body,  and 
it  will  become  stable'.  This  was  mentioned  also  by  Tabir  Ibnj 
in  the  Book  of  Exchanges  (1)  (one  of  the  500)p  Hayyaný-  The  Sufi,, 
where  as  says,  tAnd  this  body  is  not  a  strange  one,  nay,  but  iT 
is  the  very  body  which  was  dissolved  and  from  which  the  sulphureity,, 
has  been  extracted,  leaving  it  as'ashes;  it  is  therefore  different 
from  it  in  quantity  but  not  in  species*  Rather  is  it  a  derived 
fo=  of  the  first  in  reality'. 
"Mary  hinted  at  this,  for  after  saying,  'Make  it  enter  a  body 
other  than  its  own  body,  and  it  will  become  stable',  she  said, 
#The  soul  indeed  is  quick  to  return  into  its  own  bodyg  but  if 
thou  desirest  to  make  it  enter  a  body  differing  from  its  owns 
it  will  not  do  so'.  Now  this  appears  to  mean  'differing  in 
their  prime  matterst  but  in  meaning  it  is  consistent,  for  the 
second  body  is  derived  from  the  first  and  is  not  a  strange  bodYs 
but  is  that  very  one  from  which  the  spirits  have  been  extracted, 
It  is,  indeed,  the  soul's  body  in  essence  and  in  species, 
although  it  is  not  the  same  body  from  which  the  soul  went  out. 
"Understanding  this  explanations  therefore,  and  stand  firm 
thereby,  for  it  is  one  of  the  most  important  things  of  this 
Science"  (2) 
1.  K.  al-Abdil. 
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We  are  here  concerned,  explains  Tildakis  with  the  principal  operation 
of  the  Art.  And  though  the  Sages  are  at  variance  with  one  another  as  to 
the  best  method  of  performing  this  operation,  nevertheless  they  all  arrive 
at  the  same  conclusion.  Their  difference  of  opinion,  therefores  is  not 
destructive.  On  the  contrary,  it  is  constructive;  for  from  it  originate 
the  different  kinds  of  approach  for  achieving  the  same  end  in  the  Art* 
By  the  'fundamental  luminous  portion',  Hermes  meanto  according  to 
Jildakis  the  'brackish  tale',  of  which  mention  was  made  before.  By  'one 
of  the  earth',  he  meant  'part  of  the  earth',  to  be  more  accurates  the 
tvolatile  part  of  the  earth'  or  ýhe  'leaven!. 
To  interpret  the  words  of  Mary  the  Copt  and  ZEbirs  Tildald  Cluotes  a 
poem  from  Tagrat!  and  two  passages  from  The  Epistle  of  Barhaid;  neither 
these  nor  the  lengthy  comments  advanced  by  himself  throw  much  light  on  the 
subject.  Here  is  the  essence  of  all  that  Tildak!  had  to  say  with  regard 
0 
to  the  words  of  Mary  and  TRbir,  contained  in  the  last  quoted  excerpt  from 
Al-Muktasab: 
'The  watert,  which  is  returned  'upon  the  substance'  is  the  soul. 
And  'the  substance'  or  'the  second  bodyt,  though  not  identical  with  'the 
first  body',  that  is,  the  stone  or  the  body  tfrom  which  sulphureity  has 
been  extracted',  is  similar  to  it,  for  they  are  both  of  the  same  speclex 
1.  Throughout  this  dissertation  I  have  invariably  translatýý  truhlas 
Isoulland  Inafs'  as  'spirit-  There  is  no  hard  and  fast  distinction 
between  these  two  tems  in  Arabict  and  I  doubt  if  there  is  any  tangible 
difference  between  their  equivalents  in  English.  Holmyard  in  his  trans- 
lation  of  Al-Muktasab  took  Iruht  to  mean  Ispirit'l  and  Inafs's  Isoull. 
For  7ildeO,  -however,,  Iruhl  and  Inefst  are  alway's  distinguishable  from 
one  another. and  originate  from  vapour  and  smoke. 
tSoult  and  'spirit',  ;  Jldakl  goes  on,  are  heavenly  entities.  tSoull 
according  to  the  Sages,  is  a  hot  and  moist  liquid.  And  when  its  hotness 
is  replaced  by  coldness,  it  takes  up  the  nature  and  the  form  of  water.  As 
to  the  'spirit',  it  is  hot  and  dry  like  fire.  'Spirit'  is  'the  material 
of  action'  (1),  while  fire  is  'the  active  essencet  (2)  of  all  things. 
. Tudging  by  its  action,  the  'spirit'  is  hot,  dry,  and  uninflammable,  though 
it  helps  combustion  and  transformation.  But  'in  its  essencet,  the  'spirit' 
is  hot  and  moist,  for  it  contains  'oily  moisture'*  And  when  the  soul 
combines  with  the  spirit,  the  resulting  compound  acquires  the  nature  of 
life,  that  is,  it  exhibits  the  qualities  of  hotness  and  moistness* 
Sheikh:  "Area  revealed  it  to  Caesar,  saying  'As  for  me,  0  King,  I  will 
strike  out  a  parable  for  thee  concerning  our  sea  and  our  airy 
water  -  if  thou  takest  a  young  plant  frm  its  place  in  the  earth 
and  plantest  it  in  another  soil,  it  will  take  root  if  there  be 
a  resgmblance  of  the  two  soils,  but  if  thou  plantest  it  in  a 
soil  which  differs  from  its  own,  it  will  not  grow'.  May  Allah 
sanctify  the  soul  of  this  Saget"  (3) 
By  'our  sea'  Area  meant,  according  to  Tildai-J,  "the  sea  of  philosophy 
from  which  vapour  and  air  arise".  To  this  sea,  says  TildalCi,  TukrVI 
referred  in  his  couplet: 
"When  the  salt  is  mixed  with  the  water  of  the  sea, 
A  soap  is  formed  for  this  affair" 
What  Area  actually  wanted  to  convey  by  his  parable  of  a  young  plant 
was  that  "the  first  combination  is  the  result  of  extraction'  and  separation 
1.  J-A  I;  jL 
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of  an  essence  which  has  to  be  settled  in  a  body  differing  from  the  first 
body  but  of  the  same  species". 
Sheikh:  "The  author  of  the  Shudhur  said  in  the  rhyme  of  dhal: 
'Let  it  return  to  the  body,  the  untreated  parts  of  which 
are  unscorched  at  the  beginning.  (1) 
Its  untreated  parts,  after  they  have  become  broken  ups  are 
matured  by  the  heat  of  the  reiterated  roastings  therewith, 
And  the  eye  of  the  body  becomes  free  from  the  blemishing  mote 
when  there  is  no  mote  in  the  eye  of  the  soult  "  (2) 
Here,  once  again,  . 1ildak!  refers  the  reader  to  his  book  ý2yat  al-Surur 
for  a  complete  understanding  of  the  poems  of  Sahib  al-SudUr.  He,  never- 
theless,  goes  on  tb..  explain  tbriefly'  the  three  verses  of  Pa4ib  quoted 
above.  He  says  that  the  use  of  the  term  'return'  by  PZL4ib  implies  that 
there  has  been  a  separation  and,  before  that,  a  combination.  There  is, 
he  arguest  another  significance  in  the  use  of  the  term  Ireturnt,  For  it 
implies  that  the  'isolated  essence'  is  later  combined  with  the  same  body 
from  which  it  was  extracted.  This  takes  place  only  in  the  Major  Operation. 
In  the  Middle  Operation,  which  is  favoured  by  the  Sheikhs  the  tisolated 
essence'  of  the  first  body  is  later  caabined  with  another  bodys  different 
from  the  first,  yet  of  the  same  species. 
The  main  difficulty  with  the  'second  combination'  is  that  the  Sages 
described  it  in  such  a  way  as  to  make  it  impossible  for  anyone  save  a 
learned  man  to  understand  their  true  intentions.  However,  if  in  spite  of 
all  explanations  of  Tildaki,  one  fails  to  understand  the  meaning  of  the 
words  of  the  Sages,  the  best  thing  for  him  to  do  is  to  give  up  the  pursuit 
1.  This  verse  does  not  appear  in  Ft. 
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of  the  Art,  "for  next  to  our  explanation,  is  complete  divulgence". 
Sheikh:  "Khalid  Ibn  Yazid  (r.  ay  Allah  have  mercy  on  himl)  says  in  the 
rhyme  of  M: 
'Take,  so  mayest  thou  rrosper,  one  part  of  copper  and  half 
a  part  (and  know  that  it  is  a  powder)) 
And  one  third  of  Cthree  timesD  its  weight  of  the  purest  part 
of  the  soul  which  has  been  sublimed  away  from  its  fetters; 
Mix  them  carefully  and  cautiously  by  means  of  a  fire  from 
which  they  cannot  escape, 
And  without  doubt  Cfir@  blackness  will  appear:  on  further 
heating  the  substances  goes  still  blacker. 
Let  it  remain  enclosed  for  a  time  equal  to  that  appointed 
for  Loses,  Cfor  ninety  daysD  ,  and  congealment  will  wrap  it 
in  a  mantle. 
Thou  wilt  see  it  as  though  it  were  white  marble,  and  ice  too 
it  resembles. 
Then  increase  its  fire  until  thou  seest  it  resemble  earth 
mixed  with  gypsum. 
That  is  their  prey,  if  thou  hast  understood,  and  their  tincture, 
the  fish  which  they  have  hunted'  "  (1) 
The  weight  of  the  soul,  explains  Tildakli.  is  three  times  that  of  the 
copper*  And  the  copper  is  'the  ashes'  or  'the  crown'  to  which  reference 
was  made  before.  'The  crown'.  we  remember.,  acted  as  a  leaven  and  its 
weight  was  determined  by  the  speed  of  opwation.  The  blackness  which 
appears  in  the  second  operation  is  not  caused  by  the  presence  of  impurities 
and  dirts  in  the  compound,  it  results  from  concentration  of  the  purple 
colour  of  the  Elixir.  After  the  complete  coagulation  of  the  different 
components  of  the  compound,  the  blackness  withdraws  and  becomes  hidden, 
while  the  whiteness  comes  to  the  surface.  Concerning  the  period  of 
ninety  days  suggested  by  Rhalid,  Jildak!  says  that  he  would  deal  with 
it  on  another  occasion.  - 
1.  Tr. 
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Sheikh:  "He  (Khalid)  said  also  in  the  rhyme  of  17am: 
fTake,  zine  parts  of  new  copper  and  a  third  as  much  of  the 
sandg 
And  of  the  oil  as  much  as  a  third  of  thy  water,  so  understand 
the  secret  of  science  which  I  have  explained  to  thee  in  my 
speech, 
Uoisten  it  with  the  water  and  then  let  it  be  fertilised  with 
gypsua;  its  colour  will  appear  therein  on  solution,. 
Let  it  be  fostered  by  the  fire  for  a  month,  another  month  and 
still  another,  in  full  and  unweariedly, 
Blackness  will  ccme  over  it,  then  after  a  month  and  a  third 
it  will  purify  by  separation. 
And  Whiteness  will  make  its  appearance,  announcing  crystallisation 
and  destroying  the  garment  of  the  humble. 
Thou  wilt  see  it  like  marble  in  its  whiteness,  brilliant  in 
colour  and  bright  as  the  new  moon. 
Increase  the  fire  to  break  its  crust  and  it  will  be  left  like 
a  sandy  earth*  11  (1) 
. 
The  references  of  Khalid  to  the  weights,  in  the  above  poemq  are  obscure, 
says  Tildaki.  tThe  now  copper'  of  which  nine  parts  are  taken  is  'the 
divine  water',  that  iss  the  uninflammable  oil  dissolved  in  the  water*  tThe 
divine  water'  resembles  the  copper  in  tinctorial  power  and  oiliness. 
By  'the  send'  Khalid  meant  'the  ashes'  or  'the  crown'.  the  weight  of 
which  should  be  one-third  that  of  "the  copper,  that  is,,  the  tale  and  not 
the  water"  "And  of  the  oil  as  much  as  a  third  of  thy  water",  said 
Khalid,  and  by  tthe  oilt  he  meant  'the  new  bodyIq  for  the  latter  melts 
like  wax  and  the  Sages  unanimously  agree  that  its  weight  should  be  onC 
third  that  of  the  water.  By  'its  colourl  in  the  third  verse  is  implied 
the  blackness  of  'the  bodyl,  and  by  'gypsum'  is  meant  the  substance 
produced  by  moistening  tthe  body'  with  'the  water'  and  then  adding  to 
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them  'the  ashes'.  The  period  of  'fostering',  as  mentioned  in  the 
fourth  verse,  is  three  months,  that  is,  ninety  days.  The  black  colour 
will  persist,  as  mentioned  in  the  fifth  verset  for  a  month  and  a  third, 
that  is,  forty  days,  at  the  end  of  which  it  is  superseded  by  whiteness, 
and  thus  the  production  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  becomes  complete. 
Here,  Tildakf  quotes  several  poems  from  ý&4ib  concerning  the  production 
of  the  Elixir  of  Vrhiteness.  For  the  complete  understanding  of  the  meaning 
of  these  poems,  Jildald  again  refers  the  reader  to  his  book  trayat  al-Surur 
He  praises  gi4ib  al-SuqUr  and  says  that  he  attained  eminence  in  all 
branches  of  philosophy,  was  an  eloquent  poet  with  an  excellent  style 
and  a  large  vocabulary,  and  employed  allegories  and  parables  extensively. 
VOL.  II.  BOOK.  II. 
It 
CHAPTER  III.:  Explanation  of  the  second  section  of  the  fifth  part  of 
Al-11.  uktasab,  upon  evidence  concerning  the  second  part  of  the  second 
operation. 
Sheikh:  "Khalid  said  to  Marianust  'Tell  me  of  the  second  remedy 
(meaning  the  second  part  of  the  second  operation),  is  that  like 
the  first  operation  (meaning  the  second  part  of  the  first  opera- 
tion)'?  He  said,  tYes,  When  thou  hast  finished  the  cure  of  this 
body,  add  to  it  one  fourth  part  of  the  leaven.  And  know  that  the 
leaven  of  gold  is  gold,  and  that  the  leaven  of  bread  is  therefrom, 
and  there  can  be  no  rectifying  except  by  means  thereof.  Place 
this  fourth  part  of  the  leaven  with  the  leaven  of  gold,  and  add 
as  much  leaven  of  leaven  as  is  suitable  for  it  and  set  it  to 
mature  in  the  sun  until  it  becomes  homogeneous  and  a  single  body. 
Then  begin  the  ablution,,  after  having  sought  the  blessing  of 
Allah  and  His  aid;  pour  on  the  substance  some.  of  the  poison  and 
mature  it  therewith  three  days,  and  take  care  notto  diminish  the 
time  even  by  a  little,,  and  be  not  unmindful  of  the  fire,  that 
it  become  not  too  violent  and  destroy  thy  cauldron,  for  then 
thou  wouldst  grieve  over  that  which  was  therein. 
"  'Then  return  to  thy  cauldron  after  seven  days,  and  if  the 
portion  of  liquid  thou  hast  added  be  drunk  up,  moisten  the 
substance  with  a  portion  of  white  of  egg  and  increase  the 
strength  of  the  fire  a  little  until  this  be  absorbed.  If  it 
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and  continue  this  moistening  and  heating  until  it  has  taken  up 
all  the  remaining  water  and  nothing  thereof  is  left.  Then  will 
appear  the  blossoms  and  the  colours  will  change  and  the  Elixir 
will  clothe  itself  in  the  raiment  of  Kings  and  make  thy  labours 
sweet.  it  is  stable  even  in  great  heat  for  a  period  of  21 
days.  All  this  is  found  in  the  books  of  the  Sages,  therefore 
seek,  and  ye  shall  find  it  explained  and  expounded  and  made 
clear'  "  (1) 
. Tildak!  begins  his  explanation  here  by  saying  that  although  the  Sages 
may  differ  from  one  another  as  to  the  method  of  carrying  out  and  the  duration 
of  each  operation,  they  never  deviate  from  the  scientific  and  philosophical 
laws. 
Marianus,  Tildak!  goes  on,  spoke  of  'the  cure'  of  the  body,  that  is, 
he  regarded  the  production  of  the  Elixir  as  the  cure  of  the  stone.  And 
indeed  every  operation  in  the  Art  may  be  considered  as  a  kind  of  remedy, 
and  in  this  respect  the  second  operation  is  similar  to  the  first.  A  strange 
thing  in  the  Art  is  that  when  the  male  and  female  combine,  they  form  a 
single  homogeneous  body,  which  gives  birth  to  three  children,  one  after 
another.  The  practitioner  of  the  Art  treats  these  children  and  their 
unified  parents,  just  as  a  physician  treats  a  patient.  The  first  child  is 
a  soul,  the  second  a  spirit,  and  the  third  a  body  which  originates  from  the 
combination  of  the  'pure  body'  with  'cured  body'.  By  feeding  upon  the 
first  and  second  children,  which  have  been  combined  and  transformed  into 
an  easily  swallowable  miik,  the  third  child-grows  and  becomes  white  after 
it  has  been  black.  It  later  becomes,  as  a  result  of  further  treatment, 
red,  lively  and  stable.  So  from  the  beginning  to  the  end  every  operation 
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in  the  Art  may  be  considered  as  a  kind  of  treatment. 
By  'this  body',  continues  Tildala,  Marianus  meant  either  of  two 
things:  'the  reconciliatbrl*  (1)  and  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness. 
'The  reconciliatbrl  is  the  red  sulphur,  it  is  soft  like  wax  and 
melts  easily  when  dropped  on  a  hot  plate.  Like  the  Elixir  of  Redness  it 
has  a  purple  colour  and  is  fusible,  penetrating,  capable  of  combination, 
tinctorial,  stable  and  perfective.  But  it  is  much  less  tinctorial  and 
perfective  than  the  Elixir  of  Redness,  and  to  attain  to  the  status  of  the 
latter,  its  soul  and  spirit  have  to  be  lexpandedt.  If  14  q7ir7ats  of  it 
are  added  to  10  drats  of  silver  and  the  mixture  is  melted  in  the  smeltine- 
fire,  the  resulting  compound  will  be  real  gold.  The  red  sulphur,  in  fact, 
excels  the  Elixir  of  Redness  in  resisting  the  smelting-fire:  the  latter 
disintegrates  in  that  fire  because  of  its  excessive  spirituality.  The  red 
sulphur  excels  gold  in  tincture,  spirituality  and  easy  fusibility.  It  is 
a  product  of  the  Art,  though  its  prime  matter  exists  in  the  world.  To 
produce  the  red  sulphur  its  raw  material  is  pounded  well  and,  after  being 
mixed  with  'the  oils  of  the  Art'.  is  subjected  to  ceration;  "we  are  not 
allowed  to  say  anything  more  in  this  connection". 
But,  as  mentioned,  by  'this  body'  Marianus-might  have  meant  the 
Elixir  of  Whiteness,  which  is  colder,  dryer  and  less  spiritual  than  the 
Elixir  of  Redness,  but  excels  silver  in  spirituality.  'The  leaven'  of 
which  one  fourth  part  is  taken  is-the  'raw  body1q  and  'the  leaven  of  the 
leaven'  is  'generic  sal  ammoniact.  'The  leaven  of  gold'  is  either  of  two 
things*  'the  new  body'  or  'the  red  sulphurts  and  'the  uninflemmable  oil' 
or  I  the  copper'  . 
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The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  does  not  transform  to  the  Elixir  of  Redness 
at  the  end  of  the  second  operation.  It  requires  a  third  operationt  which 
the  Sages  keep  secret.  Marianus  included  the  third  operation  in  the  second. 
The  'conciliator'  used  in  the  preparation  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is 
either  'the  white  body'  or  'the  red  bodyl.  ise.,  'the  white  earth'  or  'the 
red  earth'*  And  it  is  possible  to  produce  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  with 
or  without  leaven.  Now,  if  the  'conciliator'  used  in  the  preparation  of 
the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  were  the  white  body  (i.  e..,  the  white  earth),  we 
should  require  the  leaven  of  gold  (i.  e.,  the  red  uninfalmable  oil)  and 
the  leaven  of  leaven  (i.  e.,  the  generic  sal  ammoniac)  for  the  production  of 
the  Elixir  of  Redness.  Therefore,  in  the  third  operation,  one  fourth  part 
of  the  leaven,  one  part  of  the  leaven  of  gold,  and  one  part  of  the  Elixir 
of  Whiteness  are  combined,  and  the  mixture  is  aerated  and  moistened  with 
six  times  its  weight  of  the  divine  water  until  the  Elixir  of  Redness  appears. 
But  if  the  Ireconciliatorl  used  in  the  preparation  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness 
were  the  red  body  (i.  e.,  the  red  earth),  the  Elixir  of  Redness  would  be 
formed  by  moistening  only,  though  the  addition  of  one  fourth  part  of  the 
leaven  and  one  part  of  the  leaven,  of  gold  would  increase  the  speed  of 
transfornation.  Tildaki  says  that  for  a  complete  understanding  of  the 
third  operation  the  reader  must  refer  to  his  book'Al-Te2rlb  fl  Asrgr  al- 
Tarklib  (Approximation  in  the  Secrets  of  Combination).  He  adds  that  in 
order  to  avoid  mistakes  in  the  third  operation  it  is  better  to  use  one 
fourth  part  of  the  leaven  and  one  part  of  the  leaven  of  gold,  whatever 
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The  tbree  substances,  namely,  the  leaven,  the  leaven  of  gold 
and  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness,  a  ambine  and  become  a  single  body,  with  the 
Up  of  the  gentle  heat  of  the  sun  and  a  small  amount  of  moisture  and  by 
pounding  and  aeration.  The  leaven  of  gold  and  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness 
yield  completely  to  aeration,  but  sal  ammoniac  could  only  be  aerated  in 
conjunction  with  the  other  two  and  by  the  aid  of  a  little  moisture. 
The  new  body,  TildakT  goes  on,  upon  the  preparation  and  application 
of  which  the  Sheikh  based  his  book,  is  the  red  body.  When  it  is  projected. 
upon  silver,  it  blackens  the  latter  completely,  but  after  successive  treat- 
ment  in  the  smelting  fire  the  black  colour  vanishes  and  pure  gold  is 
produced.  This  amounts  to  saying  that  the  new  body  is  either  the  same  as 
the  Elixir  of  Redness,  or  acts  similarly  to  it.  But  the  difficulty  isq  as 
always,  that  other  descriptions  of  the  new  body  given  by  the  Sheikh  or 
-Tildaki  do  not  conform  with  the  one  just  referred  to. 
By  'ablution',  continues  -Tildaki,  Marianus  meant  the  addition  of 
moisture  to  dryness.  He  called  the  moisture  'poison',  because  of  its 
power  of  penetration.  The  fire  employed  at  this  stage  of  the  operation 
is  the  same  as  the  fire  of  putrefaction.  "And  I  declare  that  the  intensity 
of  the  fire  of  putrefaction  is  such  that  not  more  than  half  the  vessel  sweats". 
"Then  return  to  thy  cauldron  after  seven  days",  said  Marianus,  and 
by  that  he  implied  that  the  period  of  maturing  is  from  three  to  seven  days. 
By  'A  portion  of  white  of  egg'  he  meant  the  second  portion  of  moisture,  and 
by  'Pure  watert  the  third  and  the  last  portion.  "Then  will  appear  the 
blossoms",  he  said,  and  he  meanýt  that  after  the  third  'red  moistening'  (1) 
1.  jj-JJIjL-'  -Tildaldi  does  not  say  anything  about  the  first  and  seco 
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the  colours  begin,.,  to  emerge*  The  Icolours  will  change's  he  said,  and 
this  takes  place  after-the  completion  of  the  fourth-and  fifth  moistening. 
And  "the  Elixir  will  clothe  itself  in  the  raiment  of  kings",  said  Marianus, 
and  by  this  metaphor  he  referred  to  the  completion  of  the  sixth  moistening. 
After  the  effectuation  of  its  production,  the  Elixir  is  left  for  21  days 
to  coagulate. 
Sheikh:  "Khalid  saido  'Is  the  operation  now  finishedg  or  does  anything 
still  remain  of  which  thou  hast  not  told  me?  '  He  (1)  said,  tIt 
is  finished  for  him  who  likes  brevityl  but  as  for  him  who  wishes 
to  continue,  lot  him  moisten  the  substance  with  Everlasting  Water 
which  he  has  already  preparedg  and  it  will  increase  in  tinctbrial 
power  endlessly,  (and  will  absorb  all  the  liquid  with  which  he 
moistens  it,  to  infinity)'(2).  Khalid  marvelled  at  this"  (3) 
The  meaning  of  this  quotation  is  quite  clear,  says  Tildaki.  And 
there  are  ten  advantages  in  the  continuation  of  the  operation  after  the 
production  of  the  Elixir: 
1.,  There  are  certain  substances  whichq  when  added  to  fusible  bodies 
in  the  smelting  fire,  change  some  of  their  qualities.  Some  of  these  sub- 
stances  are:  bcraces,  which  facilitate  fusion  and  combination;  vitriols, 
verdigris  and  sal  a=oniac,  which  improve  the  fineness  of  imperfect  gold; 
tprepared  verdigris',  which  improves  the  firmness  of  silver  and  helps  it  to 
absorb  the  tincture;  'lead  reduced  by  arsenic  after  its  whitening  and 
fixationt  (4)  and  whitefixed  sulphur,  which  whiteni.;  the  copper  and  soften 
the  iron;  white  sulphur,  which  purifies,  coagulates  and  strengthens  the  tin; 
pure,  red  sulphur,  which  reddens  the  pure  black  lead;  and  coagulated,  fixed 
raercury,  which  combines  with  silver  and  tinctures  the  pure  copper.  The 
1.  Karianus.  2.  The  part  between  parentheses  does  not  appear  in  Es. 
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reason  why  these  substances  modify  the  qualities  of  the  fusible  bodies  in 
the  smelting  fire  is  that  both  the  former  and  the  latter  contain  soul  and 
spiritwhich  are  capable  of  fusion  and  combination.  And  when  the  soul  and 
spirit  of  one  of  the  above-mentioned  substances  fuse  and  combine  with  the 
soul  and  spirit  of  a  fusible  body  congruous  to  it,  the  constitution  of  the 
latter  undergoes  changes  in  accordance  with  the  properties  of  the  soul  and 
spirit  of  the  substance.  For  example,  the  fusible  body  becomes  white  if  the 
spirit  of  the  substance  added  to  it  were  white,  and  it  becomes  red  if  the 
spirit  were  red.  Now,  Tildaki  argues,  if  ordinary  substances  like  those 
mentioned  above  are  capable  of  producing  such  changes  in  the  constitution 
of  fusible  bodies,  the  Elixir,  since  it  is  more  spiritual  and  penetrating 
than  any  other  substance,  on  being  projected  upon  those  bodies,  would  no 
doubt  create  in  them  alterations  of  a  more  fundamental  nature. 
2.  t  If  the  Elixir  is  fed  upon  the  divine  water,  it  will  grow  in 
quantity  and  improve  in  quality. 
3.,  When  the  Elixir  is.  added  to  pure  mercury,  it  will  transform  the 
latter  into  itself.  But  this  would  only  happeng  says  Tildakig  if  the 
operation  is  performed  "in  the  manner  which  we  will  mention  in  the  chapter 
on  the  projection  of  the  Elixir". 
4.,  If  'the  water'  and  'the  oil'  could  be  united,  after  they  have 
been  purified,  no  matter  by  which  method  purification  is  carried  out,  the 
resulting  compound  would  be  capable  of  superseding  the  divine  water  and 
increasing  the  tinctorial  power  of  the  Elixir. 
5.1  It  is  possible  to  treat  the  hot  prime  matter  with  moisture  in 
such  a  way  that  'separation'  takes  place  in  the  least  possible  time  and  a 403 
divine  water  is  produced  which  is,  at  least  partly,  tinctorial  and  the 
Elixir  may  be  fed  upon  it. 
6.  t  If  a  certain  amount  of  generic  sal  ammoniac  or  'the  red  golden 
bodyt  or  a  mixture  of  the  two  is  added  to  the  Elixir  and  all  of  them  are 
then  moistened  with  the  divine  water,  the  rate  of  growth  of  the  Elixir 
will  increase. 
7ot  If  the  production  of  the  Elixir  is  carried  out  up  to  the 
beginning  of  the  second  combination  and  a  cbrtain  amount  of  perfect  Elixir 
is  then  added  to  the  compound,  it  will  act  as  a  leaven  and  increase  the 
speed  of  transformation. 
Bog  If  a  certain  amount  of  generic  sal  ammoniae  is  added  to  liquid 
Elixir,  coagulation  ensues. 
9.9  The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  will  transform  in  no  time  into  the  Elixir 
of  Redness,  if  it  is  first  mixed  with  the  latter  and  then  moistened  with 
'the  blood  of  vipers'  or  tthe  essence  of  tincturO. 
10.9  It  is  possible  to  isolate  the  tincture  first  and  then  dissolve 
it  in  the  water  insýead  of  producing  it  in  the  fona  of  a  solution  right 
from  the  beginningo  In  fact,  the  Elixir  will  grow  and  improve  faster,  if 
it  is  moistened  with  the  divine  water  prepared  in  this  manner. 
In  short,  continues  Tildakil  all  'the  pure  essences'  congruous  to  the 
nature  of  the  Elixir,  when  added  to  itg  cause  it  to  grow  and  become  more 
powerful:  it  could  be  repeated  indefinitely.  For  the  E3Jxir  is  like  a 
leaven,  and  if  a  Sage  could  obtain  'pure  natures'  and  nix  the  moist  ones 
among  them  with  the  dry  ones,  he  would  be  able  to  transform  10  parts  of 
this  mixture  into  the  Elixir  by  the  addition  of  a  single  part  of  the  latter. 
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And  this  is  what  the  Sages  meant  by  reproduction  of  the  Elixir,,  The 
Sages  said  also  tthat  whenever  the  Elixir  dissolves  and  then  coagulates, 
it  will  increase  in  tinctorial  power'.  Very  few  people  understand  the 
actual  significance  of  these  words,  ccmments  Zildaki.  The  Elixir,  he 
explains,  dissolves  only  in  the  divine  water,  and  its  coagulation  is  carried 
out  by  the  application  of  a  gentle  fire  until  it  becomes  dryl  whereupon 
the  intensity  of  fire  is  increased  to  complete  the  clotting  and  then  nelt 
the  compound,  which  is  subsequently  left  to  solidify.  7ildak!  points 
out  that  his  remarks  concerning  the  advantages  gained  in  continuing  the 
operation  after  the  completion  of  the  production  of  the  Elixir  must  be 
fully  understood;  for  only  in  the  most  important  books  of  the  Sages  can 
similar  assertions  be  found  .  He  cautions  the  reader,  as  he  often  doesq 
not  to  disclose  anything  to  those  who  are  not  worthy  of  the  Art.  And  he 
then  goes  on  to  quote  from  rabir's  Sar4  K.  Al-Rahma  (Commentary  on  the 
C1  Book  of  Mercy)  a  rather  long  pasage,  of  which  the  following  is  a  summarys 
Jabir:  Some  of  the  Sages  are  content  with  the  smallest  amount  of 
tincture  and  go  no  further  after  the  completion  of  the  production  of  the 
Elixir.  Others  are  more  ambitioui  and  constantly  try  to  increase  the 
amount  and  ijaprove  the  quality  of  their  Elixir.  The  weak  kind  of  the 
Elixir  is  called  Externalg  and  the  strong  one  Internal.  One  part  of 
the  Internal  Elixir  tinctures  1200000  parts.  But  this  depends  on  the  right 
preparation  of  the  leaveng  "and  we  have  spoken  about  the  leavens  in  many 
of  our  books,  this  and  others"  According  to  the  Sages,  leaven  is  'the 
(2) 
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makes  them  perfect  in  no  time*  It  takes  the  dough  less  time  to  mature 
with  the  leaven  than  without  it.  For  a  better  understanding  of  the 
function  of  the  leaven,  the  reader  must  refer  to  four  book  on  leavens'. 
It  is  said,  Tibir  goes  on,  that  in  theArt  the  Sages  dissolve  the 
bodies  and  coagulate  the  souls.  The  ignorant  fools  take  this  assertion 
at  its  face  value  and  try  to  achieve  their  ends  by  ordinary  dissolution 
and  coagulation.  The  right  thing  to  do  is  to  tsoften'  the  bodies  and 
then  'enter'  the  souls  into  them:  this  is  'natural  dissolution  and  coagu- 
lation'.  Those  who  are  incapable  of  understanding  the  true  intentions  of 
the  Sages,  in  their  attempt  to  coagulate  the  souls,  'kill'  them  and  reduce 
them  to  dusts,  ashes,  calces  and  the  like,  by  destroying  their  moisture 
in  the  fire.  They  are  like  the  man  who  mutilated  his  slave  in  order  to 
prevent  his  escape.  Those  also  who  'soften'  the  bodies  and  then  try 
to  enter  incongruous  souls  into  them  are  not  successful.  Bodies  must  be 
combined  with  their  asn  souls,  and  souls  with  their  own  bodies.  The 
actual  meaning  of  this  is  that  the  soul  and  the  body  must.  have  a  liking 
for  one  another  and  possess  a  certain  amount  of  the  toily  moisture'  which 
makes  them  capable  of  combination.  Among  the  mineral  bodies  diamond, 
(1) 
ruby,  and  other  gems  hardly  enter  into  combination,  because  they  are 
crystallized  in  the  mines  by  the  'simple  water'  which  is  devoid  of  oiliness. 
But  metallic  bodies  like  gold$  silver,  copper,  lead  and  iron,  which  contain 
'oily  moisture'  show  strong  aptitude  for  combination.  Thesame  thing  may 
be  said  about  the  souls.  Not  all  the  mineral  souls  are  capable  of 
combination,  only  those  which  contain  'oily  moisture'  may  be  settled  in 
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the  bodies  which  are  congruous  to  the;  x.  Moreover,  it  must  be  pointed 
out  that  not  every  kind  of  'oiliness'  helps  combihation:  the  loilinesst 
which  originates  from  sulphur  and  arsenic  supports  combination  and  is 
tinctorial,  whereas  that  which  is  derived  from  sal  ammoniac  and  camphor 
exhibits  no  such  properties. 
Again,  many  people,  continues  19bir,  dissolve  the  bodies  and  coagulate 
the  souls  congruous  to  them  and  yet  do  not  arrive  at  a  successful  con- 
clusion,  the  reason  being  that  they  pay  little  attention  to  purification, 
the  relative  weights  of  bodies  and  souls  in  combination,  and  the  problera 
of  bringing  the  souls  and  bodies  as  near  (1)  to  one  another  as  possible 
before  they  are  united.  Without  proper  purification  of  the  body  and  the 
soul,  no  effectitre  combination-lof  them  would  be  possible.  The  properties 
of  a  compound  are  half-way  between  those  of  its  constituent  substances. 
A  compound,  for  example,  which  is  fo=ed  by  the  combination  of  a  body 
and  a  soul  is  lighter  and  less  fire  resisting  thAn  thd  former,  and  heavier 
(2) 
and  more  stable  in  the  fire  than  the  latter.  Another  example  is  Pisdidariyya, 
the  properties  of  which  are  a  mean  between  those  of  its  constituentat 
n8mely,  tthe  brave  coppert  and  'the  aespised  lead'.  The  properties  of 
e- 
constituent  substances  are  reflected  in  the  compound  in  accordance  with 
their  weights.  And  as  to  the  problera  of  bringing  the  body  and  soul  nearer 
to  one  another  before  combinationg  this  could  be  achieved  by  treating  the 
fo=er  with  sal  ammoniac  and  mercury,  and  the  latter  with  salts,  vitriols, 
and  sharp  waters.  It  is  possible  to  bring  substances  nearer  to  one  another 
1.1 
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and  make  them  to  exhibit  similar  1properties,  because  all  things  have  a 
common  origin  and  are  composed  of  the  four  natures,  There  are  groups  of 
substances  which  have  a  nearer  common  progenitor  than  the  four  natures* 
The  seven  fusible  bodies,  for  example,  originate  from  sulphur  and  mercury 
gnd  to  the  extent  that  each  one  of  them  is  composed  of  these  two  essences, 
it  exhibits  the  properties  of  that  essence.  So  it  is  with  sulphur  and 
mercury  themselves:  they  are  partly  earthy$  partly  watery,  partly  fiery, 
and  partly  airy. 
Jildeki,  commenting  on  the  passage  from  Tibir,  says  that  the  mercury, 
sulphur  and  arsenic  to  which  the  latter  refers  are  not  the.  ordinary  sub- 
stances  bearing  those  denominations:  they  are  the  mercury,  sulphur  and 
arsenic  of  the  philosophers.  He  adds  that  XEbir  described  the  principles 
of  philosophy  in  his  ftrý  K.  al-Rahma  in  a  very  obscure  manner;  and  as  to 
his  other  books  they  contain  cryptic  assertions  which  only  a  few  could 
understand.  The  most  important  books  of  Tibir  are,  according  to  Tildakj, 
The  500  Books,,  The  112  Books,,  The  Book  of  Seventy  and  The  Book  of  Properties. 
J§h2jhh, 
"Theodorus  said  to  Marconis  The  King  and  Matthew  when  they  were 
assembled  together  with  him  and  he  was  asking  them  about  the 
second  part  of  the  second  operation,  tTell  me  what  happens  to 
this  body  after  itsconjunction  with  its  spirit  and  soul'.  One 
said,  'Thou  makest  ohe  portion  of  its  soul  and  its  spirit  to 
enter  it'.  He  said,  'By  powdering  it  or  withoutV  He  replied, 
after  a  long  speech,  'Without  powdering  it.  Then  it  is  set  aside 
to  dissolve'.  He  said,  'And  how  long  does  the  dissolution  take?  ' 
The  period  of  dissolution  is  one  day!  'And  when  it  is  dissolved 
what  is  done  with  itV  He  said.,  'It  is  thickened  in  the  firet, 
and  then  went  on  explaining  to  the  end  of  the  operation".  (1) 
By  'this  body'  Theodorus  meant,  according  to'.  Tildaki,  the  Elixir  of 
I 
Whiteness;  by  'spirit'  is  implied  the  divine  water.  The  'long  speech' 
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of  Theodorus  concerned  the  manner  of  powdering.  Powdering  and  calcination 
take  place  at  the  preliminary  stages  of  the  operation  and  not  after  the 
Elixir  of  Whiteness  has  been  produced.  Ands  as  was  mentioned  before,  by 
powdering  the  Sages  imply  the  breaking  of  a  substance  into  small  particles, 
which  may  be  achieved  by  dissolution.  And  in  this  dissolution  stirring 
is  essential  -a  stick  of  hard  wood  or  a  wand  of  glass  may  be  used  as 
agitator,  but  a  rod  of  gold  is  preferable.  The  main  point  is  that  the 
agitator  should  not  be  dissoluble.  'Thenit  is  set  aside  to  dissolve',  said 
Theodorus,  and  he  meant  that  there  should  be  no  stirring  of  the  solution. 
But,  adds  Jildaki,  a  gentle  fire,  equal  in  strength  to  the  fire  of  putre- 
factiong  must  be  used  to  make  the  dissolution  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness 
in  the  water  complete,  and,  further,  to  coagulate  the  solution  subsequently* 
Sheikh:  tAbudashir  said  to  Amnuthasia  (1),  concerning  the  second  part 
of  the  second  operationj  'know  that  the  compound  changes  colour 
in  this  operation  and  on  account  of  this  they  liken  it  to  the 
fruit  of  the  palm-tree.  The  first  of  its  signs  is  that  which 
I  have  told  thee  of  whiteness,  then  it  changes  to  a  dust  colour 
which,  if  the  kneading  was  properly  done,  should  be  between  dust 
colour  and  green  and  yellow  and  pink;  it  then  becomes  pink  to 
red;  then  a  pure  red,  which  finally  becomes  tinged  a  little  with 
black,  and  it  then  becomes  purple,  but  very  often  it  goes  directly 
frorl  pink  to  purple.  Its  lustre  is  as  the  lustre  of  the  sun  in 
fine  weather.  It  must  be  quite  dry  for  the  first  moisteningbut 
it  is  desirable  that  the  remaining  additions-of  moisture  should 
be  made  while  a  little  humidity  is  still  left  in  it.  The  inter- 
val  between  each  addition  of  moisture  and  the  next  should  ba  a 
week.  After  the  last  moistening  increase  the  fire  until  the  sub- 
stance  is  quite  dry  and  the  stone  has  become.  ruby  red  to  purple. 
It  is  then  excellent  for  the  extraction  of  the  -tincture.  Take 
care  not  to  leave  too  nuch  or  too  little  humidity  in  the  substance 
during  the  addition  of  moisture.,  for  it  will  in  the  one  case  take 
up  but  little  and  in  the  other  it  will  become  dry  before  its  time; 
but  let  it  be  in  the  just  proportion. 
"  'And  if  (the  amount  of  the  substance)  (2)  left  is  less  than  one 
tenth  of  the  amount  of  the  water,  then  when  it  has  reached  this 
stage  the  substance  is  now  called  "Van=  Of  Vipers"  and  "Golden 
Sand"  and  "Diamond"  and  "Red  Sulphur"  and  "Tree  of  Gold1t  and 
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"The  Purple  which  has  been  dyed"  and  "Ruby  Stone,  '  and  "Vitriol  of 
Mings"  Cýamp  of  KingDs  and  "Ruby"  and  "The  Penetrating"  and  "Mag- 
nesia"  -t  "  (1) 
The  first  colour  to  appear  after  whiteness  isl  says  Zildaki,  a  light 
dusky  yellow  followed  successively  by  green,  bright  yellow,  pink,  red  of 
vemilion,  red  of  blood,  and  red  inclined  to  blackness.  The  blue  colour, 
., 
appears  in  the  first  combination,  which,  because  of  the  presence  of  impurities 
does  not  emerge  in  the  second.  Often  a  violet  blue  appears  in  the  second 
operation,  but  that  is  different  from  the  dark  blue  of  the  first.  There  is 
also  a  difference  between  the  green  colour  in  the  first  combination  and  that 
in  the  second.  The  green  colour  of  the  firat  compound  is  between  black  and 
blue,  and  that  of  the  second  between  white  and  yellow:  the  former  is  dusky 
and  the  latter  is  shinyo  I 
By  'the  lustre  of  the  sun  in  fine  weather'  is  meant,  continues  Jildakil 
the  lustre  (i,  e.,  heat)  of  the  sun  when  it  is  at  the  constellation  of  Leos 
e  that-is,  at  the  time  that  fruit,  grain  and  cerpls  begin3  to  mature.  'It  must 
be  quite  dry  for  the  first  moistening'.  said  Abudashir,  and  he  was-right* 
For  without  being  completely  dry,  the  compound,  i.  eosthe  Elixir  of  Whiteness* 
would  not  absorb  all  the  moisture  added  to  it  in  the  second  combination* 
But  fit  . i's  desirablel,,  as  the  Sages  saidp  'that  the  remaining  additions  of 
moisture  should  be  made  while  a  little  humidity  is  still  left'  in  the  compound 
Otherwise  the  compound  may  be  coagulated  before  it  is  completely  maturedg 
after  which  it  would  be  very  difficult  to  dissolve  it  again.  Moreover,  the 
continuous  presence  of  a  little  amount  of  moisture  in  the  compound  is  a 
guarantee  against  a  sudden  and  d&maging  increase  of  heat.  There  are  oni,  -the 
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wholi3  ten  moistenings:  three  white  and  seven  reds  that  isl  three  times 
for  the  preparation  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  and  seven  times  for  the 
preparation  of  the  Elixir  of  Redness.  And  each  addition  of  moisture  takes 
a  week  to  complete.  "After  the  last  moistening  increase  the  fire  until  the 
substance  is  quite  dry  and  the  stone  has  become  ruby  red  to  purple",  said 
Abudashir,  and  by  tthe  substances  and  'the  stone'  he  meant  the  same  thing, 
that  is,  the  Elixir.  The  Sages  often  refer  to  the  Elixir,  to  its  raw 
material,  and  to  the  different  forms  it  takes  up  before  the  completion  of 
its  production,  as  'the  stone'.  The  name  'stone'  signifies  that  the  material' 
of  the  Elixir  is  from  the  mineral  and  not  frora  the  vegetable  or  the  animal 
kingdom.  And,  if  the  Sages  Sometimes  say  that  the  stone  is  an  animal,  it 
is  because  they  want  to  point  out  that  it  isl  in  contrast  with  other  mineral 
substances,  capable  of  growth  and  motion.  In  this  connection  Zildaili  quotes 
a  couplet  frmm  Khalid  (1)  and  a  poem  from  Sihib. 
The  compound,  after  the  addition  of  ten  portions  of  moisture,  each  equal 
to  it  in  weight,  transforms  into  the  Elixir  of  Redness  to  which  the  Sages 
gave  many  different  names.  These  names  are  not  given  fortuitously:  each 
one  of  them  points  to  a  particular  property  of  the  Elixir.  "Venom  of  Vipers" 
is  a  name  which  demonstrates  the  Elixirts  power  of  penetrations  "Diamond" 
indicates  its  hardness  and  firmness,  "Red  Sulphur"  implies  that  it  contains 
certain  amount  of  the  red  uninflammable  oil,  etc. 
Sheikh:  "Khalid  Ibn  Yazid,  after  mentioning  the  first  part  Of  the  second 
operationg  said  in  the  rhyme  of  bri: 
"Combind,  twith  one  single  portioiý  of  its  tinctures: 
It  will  become  green  and  then  yellower  than  flax. 
Combine  it  with  another  portioqand  thOy  joy  will  be  roused  therebý 
For  thou  wilt  see  it  saffron  as  the  raiment  of  an  adolescent 
child. 
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For  the  third  time,  combine  it  with  a  portion  of  the  tincture  of 
the  body  which  has  changed, 
And  thou  wilt  see  it  pure  red;  it  is  now  a  remedy  for  sickness. 
Combine  it  with  a  fourth  part  and  thou  wilt  attain  the  objects  of  - 
thy  desires  and  wealth. 
Thou  wilt  see  it  red  as  the  jacinth  which  is  strung  on  necklaces. 
Combine  it  with  a  fifth  portion  and  thou  wilt  begin  to  see  wonders 
from  i  t., 
Combine  it  with  a  sixth  portion  to  soften  that  which  is  hard  of  it, 
Then  let  it  stay  in  the  protection  of  thOy  oven  (so  that  it  may  not 
be  disturbed) 
For  a  month  and  a  half  'in  durance  vile'  to  allow  that  which  has 
separated  to  dissolve. 
Thus  will  it  clothe  itself  in  purple,  the  raiment  of  the  King's 
glorious  majesty. 
And  among  its  colours  will  gleam  that  of  the  poppy  which  stands  erect. 
It  radiates  rays  of  light  as  do  the  planets, 
And  thou  wilt  see  it  of  a  brilliant  red,  like  sparks  of  fire  in  wood. 
It  is  stable  in  the  blaze  and  if  placed  therein  remains  solid. 
And  know  that  thoulAhthou  givest  it  to  drink  a  whole  wine-jar  of  its 
ppison,  it  will  absorb  it. 
This  is  the  Elixir,  so  understand  that  which  a  generous  and  honourable 
one  has  told  theell"  (1) 
The  words  of  Khalid,  sayslildaki,  are  clear  and  need  no  explanation* 
It  is  obvious  that  he  is  talking  about  the  six  moistenings.  In  the  first 
moistening  the  compound  becomes  green  and  then  yellow,  and  while  it  is 
green,  it  is  referred  to  as  'the  verdigris'.  In  the  second  moistening 
it  takes  up  the  colour  of  saffron,  and  for  that  reason  is  called  I  the 
saffron  of  iron'  (Fe2  03)  In  the  third  moistening  the  compound  becomes 
red  like  the  anemone  and  is  referred  to  as  'the  miniuml,  'the  distilled 
blood  of  the  two  brothers',  'the  coral',  and  Ithb  tincture  of  iron'.  In 
the  fourth  moistening  the  red  colour  becomes  deeper  and  the  compound  is 
then  called  'the  tincture  of  sulphur'.  In  the  fifth  and  sixth  moistenings 
the  red  colour  continues  to  grow  stronger  and  the  compound,  after  the  final 
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adjustment  of  its  weight,  is  referred  to  as  'the  red  sulphur',  IthetebrI  (1) 
A 
'the  fixed  vermilion's  'the  red  settled  slave',  'the  king's  'the  crown', 
'the  sun'.  'the  poison',  and  'the  fire'. 
Referring  to  the  problem  of  tmultiplication'  or  reproduction  of  the 
Elixir  by  additional  moistenings,  Tildak!  says  that  the  Sages  kept  this  as 
a  secret,  but  he,  in  his  present  book  has  given  enough  gentle  hints  to 
enable  those  wortby  of  the  Art  to  understand  it*  He  then  proceeds  to 
prove  the  possibility  of  reproduction  of  the  Elixir  on  speculative  grounds. 
The  fusible,  malleable  bodies  do  not  possess  the  power  of  rejection,  and 
they  incessantly  originate  in  the  hollows  of  the  earth  frcm  smoke  and 
vapour,  that  is,,  from  uncoagulat9d  sulphur  and  uncoagulated  mercury.  (2) 
When  the  smoke  and  vapour  are  pure  and  there  is  an  equilibrium  between 
the  four  natures,  gold  is  generated.  And'when  coldness  prevails  over 
hotness  silver  is  produced.  The  origination  of  copper  is  due  to  the 
presence  in  the  mine  of  a  certain  amount  of  corrupt  and  combustible 
.  sulphur  which  makes  hotness  and  dryness  to  dominate  over  doldness  and 
moistness.  And  now  if  hotness  became  less  prevalent  and  dryness  more 
dominant  than  is  the  case  in  copper,  iron  will  be  produced.  Predominance 
of  coldness  together  with  dryness  results  in  the  origination-of  lead. 
Tin  is  produced  when  moistness  predominates.  Avery  sharp  increase  in 
qIp 
dryness  is  the  cause  of  the  generation  of  crumbly  bodies.  Nowl  just  as 
the  mineral  bodies  continuously  increase  their  bulk  by  feeding  upon  the 
Broken  or  crumbled  particles  of  gold,  and  of  silver,  before 
they  are  wrought. 
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food-stuff  found  in  certain  hollows  of  the  earth,  so  the  Elixir,  which 
has  a  common  origin  with  metallic  bodies,  reproduces  itself  by  being 
fed  on  the  divine  water.  The  Elixir  is  first  dissolved  in  the  divine 
water  and  the  resulting  solution  is  subsequently  coagulated  by  the 
application  of  heat.  This  process  of  multiplication  could  be  repeated 
endlessly  without  any  decline  in  the  effectiveness  of  the  Elixir. 
Abr  al-HasantAll  b.  1rusi  b.  Arfat  Ralso  the  author  of  Al-S*udUr  (The 
Particles  of  Gold)  spent,  according  to  Zildakis  twenty-eight  years  of 
his  life  in  studying  the  works  of  other  Sages,  mastering  the  theories 
of  the  Art,  and  performing  operations.  It  was  only  after  so  many  years 
of  labour  that  he  achieved  his  and  and  become  prominent  in  the  Art.  He 
then  engaged  himself  in  reproducing  the  Elixir  for  thirty  years.  Tildak-i 
quotes  fraa  ý&4ib  three  couplets  in  confimation  of  the  above  figures 
concerning  the  number  of  years  the  latter  devoted  to  the  study  and  practice 
of  the  Art.  According  to  Zildaki,  P&4ib  was  not  older  then  twenty  when 
he  took  up  the  Art,  and  towards  the  end  of  his  life  he  gave  up  the  Art 
and  spent  the  few  remaining  years  before  his  death  in  comfort  and  repose. 
From  this  it  may  be  concluded  that  Sihib  lived  about  eighty  years.  Here 
Jildald  quotes  several  poems  and  couplets  from  ýE4ib  concerning  the 
different  stages  of  the  operation.  To  some  of  these  poems  he  had  referred 
on  previous  occasions. 
. Tildald  then  pronounces  lengthy  eulogies  on  God  and  prýisesllim  for 
revealing  the  secrets  of  the  Art  and  philosophy  in  general  to  human  beings. 
He  cautions  the  reader  once  again  not  to  divulge  the  secrets  to  those  who 
are  not  worthy  of  the  Art.  But  how  did  the  ancient  tyrants  and  infidels, 
the  worshippers  of  idols,  starsl  sun  and  moon,  come  to  know  about  the  Art? 414 
In  answer  to  this  question,  Tildak!  says  that  the  Art  consists  of  two 
parts,  namely,  theory  and  practice*  Those'among  the  ancients  who  were' 
well  versed  in  theory  could  have  not  been  infidel;  for  the  existence  of 
God,  he  argues,  is  one  of  the  fundamental  concepts  in  the  Art.  Those,  On 
the  other  hand,  who  knew  nothing  about  the  theory  and  acquired  only  a 
practical  knowledge,  which  they  employed  to  collect  wealth  and  suppress 
people,  were  in  the  end  punished  by  God.  One  good  example  is  Q47unq  who 
procured  great  wedth  through  the  practice  of  the  Art  and  became  very  power- 
ful,  yet  in  the  end  was  defeated  by  Moses.  Another  example  is  SaddRd  b. 
t1d,  the  foundet  of  the  famous  garden  of  Iram.,  who  died  by  the  will  of 
God  at  the  gate  of  his  garden  before  being  able  to  take  a  glance  at  his 
own  magnificent  masterpiece.  Amir  Khalid,  says  Tildakl,  in  contrast  with 
CarTin,  Saddid  and  Alexander  of  Macedonia,  did  not  employ  his  knowledgein 
the  Art  to  collect  riches  for  himself  and  to  suppress  the  people,  but  like 
Solomon,  he  devoted  his  life  to  the  service  of  God*  Here  again  ;  i1dak! 
quotes  two  poems  and  three  couplets  from  P&bib.  The  couplets  refer  to 
Khalid  and  his  detachment  from  material  interests  in  the  world,  and  the 
poems  are  concerned  with  the  importance  of  observing  the  rules  of  secrecy 
in  the  Art. 
Zildak!  says  that  Al-Tu&rPlls  murder  had  nothing  to  do  with  his 
Vizierate,  as  is  generally  supposed:  it  was,  due  to  the  jealousy  of  those 
who  kne.  w  that  he  had  achieved  success  in  the  Art  and  were,  therefore, 
afraid  that  he  might  deprive  them  of  their  wordly  possessions.  An  eye 
of  REzli  was  put  out  with  a  hot  iron  and  yet  he  did  not  reveal  anything, 415 
Tabir  also  suffered  a  great  deal  for  his  knowledge  of  the  Art.  Several 
attempts  were  made  on  his  life,  and  finally  he  was  forced  to  reveal  some 
of  his  knowledge  concerning  the  'Externalt  and  meretricious  operations 
to  115riin  al-Ra'S'Id,  to  his  vizier,  Yah?,  a  b.  Barmak,  and  to-the  latter's 
sons,  Fa4l  and  Tatfar.  Through  the  application  of  the  Art  the  Barmecides 
beceine  very  wealthy  and  influentiaL  This  made  Mýu-n  suspicious  of 
them  and,  thinking  that  theymight  try  to  transfer  the  caliphate  to  the 
descendants  of'All,  he  dismissed  them  from  office.  After  the  downfall  of 
the  Barmecides,  TEbir  retired  to  KUfa  where  te  lived  in  secrecy  up  to  the 
time  of  Yalmiln.  Then  he  appeared  againg  supporting  the  cause  of'Al-J.  b, 
11ýsa  al-RiqR',  and  Alide  pretender,  by  which  he  got  into  trouble  again.  (1) 
-Tildakf  adds  that  the  Abbasides  could  not  have  afforeded  to  be  so  generousA 
nor  would  the  Fatimides,  who  reigned  over  Egypt,  have  prospered.  were  it 
not  for  their  access  to  the  Art.  The  concluding  words  of  the  second, 
volume  of  KihRyat  al-Talab  are  devoted  to  the  praise  of  God$  Muhammad, 
and  the  latter's  family  and  disciples. 
1.  Cf.  Krausl  -Tibirb.  I!  ayyin,  Cairog  1943.,  p.  =-IT. 
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IN  THE  NAME  OF  GOD  THE  COMPASSIONATE  AND  THE  MERCIFUL 
The  opening  words  of  the  third  volume  of  Nihaygt  al-Talabo 
like  those  of  the  first  and  the  second,  are  devoted  to  the 
praise  of  God  and  Mu4ammod. 
ProloF,,  ue  to  the  third  volume 
Jildak!  says  that,  in  the  first  and  second  volumes  of 
Nih7ayat  al-Talab,  he  explained  and  enlarged  upon  the  contents 
of  Al-Dluktasab  in  the  manner  of  the  Sheikh.  There  i3,  left 
only  one  section  of  the  latter  work,  the  one  'dealing  with 
the  knowledge  of  the  nature  of  the  dark  3aying3  and  hints 
of  the  philosophers'.  '  which  hewould  explain  in  the  present 
volume.  This  volume  consists  of  two  books,  each  comprising 
two  c4apter3.  The-fir3t  chapter  of  the  first  book  concerns 
"the  things  which  the  Sheikh  kept  secret,  '  and  the  second 
chapter  deals  with  the  manner  of  the  projection  of  the  Elixir. 
The  first  chapter  of  the  second  book  is  concerned  with  the 
explanation  of  the  third  section  of  the  fifth  part  of 
Al-Muktasab,  and  the  second  chapter  deals  with  "the  resolution 
of  allegories  and  the  keys  to  the  treasures.  " 417 
VOL.  III,  BOOK  I., 
CHAPTER  I.  :  Explanation  of  things  which  the  author  of 
AI-Muktasab  kept  secret. 
This  chapter  takes  the  form  (f  a  postscript  to  the 
first  volume  of  Nihgyat  al-Talab.  For  here  Jildski  quotes  I 
for  the  second  time  some  of  the  assertions  of  the  Sheikh, 
which  he  had  already  dealt  with  in  that  volume,  and  he  tries 
to  draw  the  attention  of  the  reader  to  certain  points  which 
the  Sheikh,  according  to  him,  kept  secret  or  failed  to 
mention.  But  unfortunately  Jildak7i  himself  is  little  more 
informative  on  these  points  than  the  Sheikh, 
The  Sheikh,  says  Jildald,  described  only  one  of  the 
parts  of  the  prima  matter  of  the  Elixir  and  concealed  the 
rest,  He  did  so  in  order  to  Mislead  those  who  are  not- 
familiar  with  the  Art  and  the  cryptic  language  in  which'it 
is  expressed.  The  ignorant  fools  are  apt  to  think  that 
the  Elixir  may  be  generated  solely  from  the  part  of  the'' 
prime  matter  described  by  the  Sheikh.  But  all  the  Sages 
know  that  every  generation  results  from  the  combination  of 
four  things  called  'prin6iplest,  two  of  which  are  'apparent' 
(earth  and  water)  and  the  other  two  'hidden'  (fire  and  air). 
The  Elixir,  therefore,  like  any  other  thing*,  is  produced  by 
the  combination  of  four  thing3p  namely,  earth  (compris-bg  two 418 
bodies),  water  (comprising  two  natures).  In  other  words  the 
four  components  of  the  prime  matter  of  the  Elixir  are  water, 
tincture,  salt  and  earth.  The  two  former  are  called  the 
moist  part  and  the  two  latter  the  dry  part.  In  connexion 
with  the  part  of  the  prime  matter  described  by  the  Sheikh, 
Jildak!  quotas  the  following  passage  from  Al-Muktasab  : 
it 
--A  ...  -  ----4  -3  A-'L.  ---A.  -I  '1  .1-  -I-  --I--A-  -2  -.. 
a60  Ullu  WK3  K3Atiw.  Lilclu  tiliK2  UlvLtL.  L.  L.  LU  Ullt21a-Luti13  auiraD.  Le 
for  this  purpose.  And  we  found  no  substance  from 
which  it  was  proper  to  compound  the  Elixir  except 
gold,  ...  and  we  found  that  the  gold  separates  from  the 
silver  in  the  refining  fire  (by  suspension]  ... 
(1) 
11  The  Elixir  of  silver  is  a  part  of  the  Elixir  of 
gold  ...  When  it  is  projected  upon  the  two  coppers  or 
the  two.  leads  it  converts  them  into  silver,  "(2) 
It  is  not,  comments  Jildaki,  the  common  gold  to  which 
the  Sheikh  refers:  it  is  the  gold  of  the  Sages,  Indeed, 
he  goes  on,  all  the  substances  to  which  the  Sages  refer  are 
different  from  the  ordinary  ones.  The  difference  between 
common  gold  and  that  of  the  Sages  is-that  the  latter  is  red, 
easily  fusible,  soft  like  waxo  and  has  the  smell  of  musk. 
But  the  two  golds  resemble  one  another  in  that  they  are  both 
fusible,  capable  of  combination,  and  fire-resisting.  So  we 
see,  observes  jildaki,  that  "the  Sheikh  described  (only)  one 
JILAJý  Most  probably  purification  by  'the  solvent 
water'. 
2.  Tr.,  pp.  20-1;  E3.  $  Vol.  III,  p,  6,  For  the  omitted 
Part3  of  thi3  pa33&ge  see  pp.  . 5*  9,,  61  above. 419 
part  of  the  prime  matter  and  even  that  incompletely.  " 
Referring  to  the  statement  of  the  Shaikho  included  in 
the  above  P8338ge..  that  "we  should  feed  it  (the  gold)  with 
moisture  of  its  own  kind  united  with  dryness  of  its  own 
kind",  Jildaki  reiterates  his  prevIOU3  arg=ents  to  the  I 
(1) 
effect  that  sub3tances  do  not  combine  with  one  another 
unless  there  is  a  similarity  between  them.  In  this 
connexion  be  quote3  Aristotle  as  saying,  'at  the  beginning 
of  SamgLe  al-Tabirl  (i.  e.  The  Physics)',  'Not  anything 
originates  from  anything,  nor  anything  transforms  to  any-, 
(2) 
thing  fortuitously.  "  The  Sages  have  said,  he  goes.  -on, 
that  'things  unite  with  their  like  and  oppose  their  unlike" 
The  Sheikh,  continues  Jildaki,  did  not  actually  say 
where  the  prime  matter  of  the  Elixir  is  to  be  found,  though 
he  spoke  enigmatically  of  'the  cold  peninsula  of  Andalusia', 
'the  caverns  of  Al-Astiyu3ial,  a  mountain  in  tlýe  land  of 
India',  'a  rock  in  which  a  devouring  lion  takes  shelterlp 
'a  3ea-animall,  etc.  However,  Jildak!  hiM3elf  13  no  more 
helpful  than  the  Sheikh  as  to  what  the  prime  matter  of  the 
Elixir  is  and  where  it  has  to  be  found.  He  quotea  in  this 
1.  Dissolution  was  considered  by  jildaA  as  a  kind*of  com- 
bination,  that  is,  a  chemical  Mange,  And  so  was  alloyin& 
2,  See  Kraus,  Nbir  b,  jayygn,  Cairo,  1942,  Appendices 
p,  320. 420 
coanexion  a  poem  and  four  couplets  from  Sihib.  The  latter 
describes  the  prime  matter  as  a  atone  consisting  of  two 
parts,  one  of  WhIch  is  a  pure,  white  substance,  and  the 
other,  a  tar-like  material  called  'moisture'. 
JildeA  gives  several  other  quotations  from  Al-Muktasab 
and  on  each  occasion  he  points  to.  one  or  two  points  about 
which  the  Sheikh  was  not  clear.  He  refers  the  reader  to 
the  two  preceding  volumes  of  his  book  for  elucidation  and 
repeats  some  of  his  arguments  contained  in  those  volumesi 
In  short  he  utterly  fails  to  clarify  the  obscure  points 
to  which  he  refers.  However,  he  himself  has  a  different 
opinion  of  his  own  explanations:  he  considers  them  very 
(1) 
satisfactory  and  revealing.  He  goes  on  to  say  that  the 
inclusion  of  this  chapter  in  his  book  is  not  due  to  his 
being  jealous  of  the  Sheikh.  The  latter,  as  was  mentioned 
before,  wanted_to  be  brief  and  the  fact  that  his  words  are 
at  times  obscure  is  no  reflection  on  his  reputation  and", 
eminence  in  the  Art,  Jildakl,,  on  the  other  hand,  intended 
to  be  as  communicative  as  Possible,  and,  moreover,  he  wanted 
his  book  to  be  wrthy  of  its  title,  'The  End  cf  the  Search"i 
This  attitude  seems  to  have  been  very  common  amongýthe 
Muslim  alchemists;  for  nearly  every  one  of  them  claims 
that  his  words  are  more  enlightening  and  instructive 
thEin  those  of  others.  ý 421 
so  that  the  reader  would  not  need  to  consult  any  other  book 
on  the  Art  after  reading  this.  Jildak!  contends  that 
Al-Muktasab  is  the  beat  short  book  and  NiNayat  al-Telab  the 
best  long  book  that  have  ever  been  written  on  the  Art. 
(1) 
VOL,  III  ,  BOOK  I- 
CHAPTER  II.  :  On  the  manner  of  the  projection  of  the  Elixir 
and  everythIng  that  relates  to  it. 
The  projection  of  the  Elixir,  says  Jildakip  is  a  very 
important  problem  and  the  would-be  practitioners  of  the  Art 
must  study  it  in  all  its  bearings,  theoretical  as  well  as 
practical.  The  manner  of  projection  varies  according  to 
the  'power'  of  the  Elixir.  It  is,  therefore,  necessary 
to  ascertain  the  power  of  the  Elixir  before  projecting  it. 
A  Sage  may  produce  the  Elixir  by  his  own  efforts,  or  he  may 
come  into  its  possession  by  other  means:  searching  for  it 
in  the  ancient  temples,  of  the  Egyptians  or  in  old  graves, 
inheriting  it  from  another  Sagev  defrauding  an  ignorant  fool 
who  owns  it  but  has  no  idea  as  to  its  use  or,  value,  etc. 
The  Elixir  may  have  the  appearance  of  a  perfect,  or  an 
jildak!  refers  here  to  the  third  volume  of  his  book 
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imperfects  mineralp  of  a  plant  or  of  en  &AW.  It  moy  be 
External  or  Internal.  Its  colour  may  be  pure  white, 
yellow  ish  white,  yellowp  pure  red,  grey,  or  purple.  It  may 
be  soft  or  hard,  powdery  or  compact.  The  lh3svi-ness'  of  the 
Elixir  of  11,7hiteness  is  usually  compared  with  that  of  silver, 
and  the  'heaviness'  of  the  Elixir  of  Redness  with  that  of 
cold. 
I  Here  Jildski  gives  a  quotation  frcm  Jibir  concerning 
the  colours  of  the  Elixir: 
(1)  "The  estimation  of  the  quality  of  the  thing  produced, 
that  is,  the  appraisal  of  its  degree  of  perfection, 
depends  on  certain  signs:  the  appearance  of  the  colours 
originated  by  the  Pctlon  of  fire.  The  tinctures  must 
w be  either  red  or  white,  &nd  by  red  is  meant  nothing  but 
yalicii  in  this  Art.  We  need  to  point  out  here  that  the 
Elixir  can  be  produced  from  substances  Iii  tbeir  ratural 
st&te,  from  OprepLredl  substences,  or  from  both.  And 
now  what  are  the  colours  of  these  (three  Elixirs)  when 
possessing  all  the  qualifications  required  -  that  is, 
the  ultimate  colour  and  its  range?  In  the  first  place, 
concerning  the  thing  (i,  e,,  the.  Elixir)  produced  purely 
from  substances  in  their  natural  state,  I  declare  thatIthe 
animal  organs'  originate  from  two  to  twelve  medicines, 
and  each  of  these  eleven(2)(Compounds)has  a  different 
intensity(Z),  The  White  of  the  first  compound(4" 
composed  of  two  medicines  is  black,  and  its  Red(5  has  the 
1.  I.  e.,,  The  Elixir. 
Eleven  compounds  m8de  up  respectively  of  2.3..  '4., 
12  medicines. 
IL,  - 
4.  The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  produced  from  the  first  compound, 
i%e,  p 
The  compound-  made  of  two  medicines. 
5.  The  Elixir  of  Redness  produced  from  the  first  compound. 423 
(1  ) 
r2he  Vjbite  of  tl-,  e  'b(,  st  compound  colour  of  dust% 
composed  of  three  medicines  Is  ashen,  end  its  Red  is 
even-red,  The  White  of  the  best  compound  composed  of 
four  medicines  is  white,  and  its  Red  is  red,  and  both 
of  them  are  pure  and  limpid.  The  White  of  the 
compound  composed  of  five  medicines  is  dusty  white, 
and  its  Red  is  even-red.  As  to  the  one  composed 
of  six  medicinest  its  White  is  bluish-white,  and  its 
Red  is  blackish-red.  Then  comes  the  one  composed  of 
seven  or  eight  medicines:  Its  White  is  snowy-white, 
and  its  Red  Is  pure  pink.  The  White  of  the  compound 
composed  of  nine  medicines  is  white  spotted  with  yellow, 
and  its  Red  is  red  mixed  or  spotted  with  yellow.  As 
to  the  one  composed  of  ten  medicines,  its  White  is  pale 
green.,  and  its  Red  has  the  blue  colour  of  the  sky  or 
of  lapis  lazuli.  And  as  to  the  compound  composed  of 
eleven  medicines,  its  White  is  white  inclined  to  the 
colour  of  dust  and  to  ashy-blue,  and  its  Red  is  green 
inclined  to  blue  and  white.  Finally  the  one  composed 
of  twelve  medicines:  its  White  is  red,  and  its  Red  is 
whita.  Those  are  the  colours  the  absence  of  which 
indicates  corruption.  The  colour  of  the  compound, 
therefore,  indicates  its  strength,  quality,  and  whether 
it  is  good  anough  to  be  employed  in  the  subsequent 
operations  or  not.  "(2) 
Jildak!  now  proceeds  to  comment  on  the  above  quotation 
from  Jibir.  There  is  no  doubt,  he  says,  that  colour  is 
The  literal  translation  of  this  sentence  is:  "The  first 
compound,  that  iso  the  one  from  two  medicines  is  of  the 
colour  of  dust  in  Red,  and  blackin  White.  "  I  have  made 
*similar  alterations  in  the  translation  of  the  analogous 
statements  which  follow.  These  st&te-,  -nents  create  the  im- 
pression  that,  according  to  Jibir,  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness 
need-not  be  whita,  nor  the  Elixir  of  Redness  red.  The 
interpretation  of  Jildaki,  however,  as  we  shall  see,  is 
somewhat  different,  but  not  invariably. 
2.  Es.,  Vol,  III.,  pp.  26-7.  The  Arabic  original  cf  the 
last  two  sentences  of  the  above  passage  is  in  a  very  bad 
form,  I  have  tried  to  extr&c-'U  as  much  meaning  from  it 
as  possible. 424 
always  an  indication  of  quality.  Blushing  or  becoming  red 
in  the  face  shows  shyness,  a  pale  or  yellow  face  connotes 
fear,,  and,  moreover,  it  is  possible  to  tell  from  the  colour 
of  the  face  which  one  of  the  four  humours  is  dominant  in  the 
body.  Jibir  was  right  In  saying  that  'The  tinctures  must 
be  either  red  or  white,  and  by  red  is  meant  nothing  but 
yellow  in  this  Art,!  $  For  yellow,  argues  Jildaki,  is  the 
colour  of  gold,  and  red  is  nothing  but  concentrated  yellow. 
And  as  to  the  white,  it  is  the  colour  of  water.,  and  it 
manifests  itself  when  soul  dominates  spirit  and  body. 
Jildak!  confirms  the  opinion  of  jibir  that  "the  Elixir 
can  be  produced  from  substances  in  their  natural  state,  from 
prepared  substances,  or  from  both".  To  produce  the  Elixir, 
he  goes  on,  from  'substances  in  their  natural  state'  calls 
for  a  great  deal  of  experience  and  skill.  One  should 
particularly  know  about  the  intensity  of  different  fires 
and  the  rip,  ht  occasion  for  the  use  of  each  one  of  them,  And 
when  these  substances  in  their  natural  state  have  been  mixed 
and  brought  to  a  certain  stage  of  consolidation,  there  should 
follow  'the  first  purificationj  then  the  first  separation, 
then  the  second  mixing,  then  combination,  then  putrefaction, 
then  the  second  separationg  then  combination,  end  thus  to 
the  end  of  the  operation.  "  This  method  of  production  takes, 
a  longer  time  than  the  two  other  methods,  but  it  yields  a 425 
very  strong  and  tinctorial  Elixir.  The  second  method 
consists  of  using  both  'prepared'  and  'natural'  sul,  stances. 
The  second  method  is  quicker  than  the  first,  but  it  d)oes  not 
yield  an  Elixir  as  good  as  the  one  produced  by  the  first 
method.  The  third  method  consists  of  using  prEpared 
substances  only.  It  is  quicker  than  the  first  and  second 
methods,  but  its  product  is  weaker  and-less  tinctorial  than 
that  of  either  of  them.  For  further  Information  about,  the 
three  methods  of  production  of  the  Elixir,  Jildsk!  refers 
the  reader  to  his  book  called  Al-Tagrib  f-i  Asrir  al-Tarldb, 
and  to  Inumerous'  books  of  Jibir. 
The  four  principles  are  all  present  in  the  different 
varieties  of  the  Elixir,  but  onlywt  en  there  is  an  equilibrium 
between  them  is  the  state  of  perfection  attained,  There  are 
on  the  whole.  Jildak!  goes  on,  twelve  medicines  employed  in 
the  production  of  the  Elixir,  but  it  is  not  always  necessary 
tolmake  use  of  all  S  them.  It  is  in  this  light  that  the 
reference  of  Jibir  to  the  I  animal  organs'  may  be  understood. 
For  the  animal  organs,  like  the  Elixir,  are.  found,  on 
dissection,  to  be  composed  of  not  more  than  twelve  different 
things,  namely.  "flesh,  blood,  fat,  skin,  veins,  hair,  bonev 
nerve,  cartilages,  marrow,. 
(')intestines, 
and  gall.  And  as  to 
1.  &:  meaning  also  brain. 426 
the  philosophical  animals  much  sought  after  in  this  Arts 
it  also  consists  of  twelVe  parts,  namelyt  waters  smokes 
mercury,  sulphur,  coppers  black  lead,  lead,  iron,  alums  sal 
ammoniac,  silver,  and  gold.  '  Jibir  said  that  the  Elixir 
may  originatelfrom  two  to. 
-, 
twelve  ibedicines'.  By  the  Itwot 
medicines  he  implied  moistness  and  dryness,  and  by  the 
'twelve'  he  meant  the  substances  just  mentioned.  'The  first 
compoundt  to  which  Jibir  referred  is  the  incom  plete  Elixir 
obtained  in  the  second  combination  after  the  appearance  of 
the  black  colour.  If  this  imperfect  Elixir  is  projected 
upon  copper,  it  will  transmute  the  latter  into  silver,  though 
the  whiteness  and  splendour  of  this  silver  will  not  become 
apparent  unless  it  Is  given  several  treatments  in  the  smelting- 
fire.  And  if  the  compound  is  made  to  coagulate  at  this 
stage,  it  will  turn  from  blackness  to  the  colour  of  dust,  and 
will  on  being  projected  upon  silver  transmute  it  into  pold. 
The  gold  produced  in  this  way  is  yellow  and  stable,  but  it 
has  to  undergo  several  treatments  in  the  smelting-fire  before 
it  becomes  pure  and  perfect.  Now,  the  statement  of  Jibir 
concerning.  1the  first  compound'  may  be  interpreted  'in  a 
different  way  in  connexion  with  the  Major  Operation.  "  There, 
i,  e,,  in  the  Major  Operation,  a  similar  result  is  obtained  by 
coagulating  'the  water'  with  'the  white  earth  or  with 
tincture  alone'  and  by  cutting  short  the  operation  before  the 427 
completion  of  whitening. 
By  the  'compound  composed  of  three  medicines'  Jibir 
meantv  according  to  Jildaki,  the  one  which  is  produced  by 
coagulating  the  solution  after  the  third  'white  moistening', 
that  is,  1when  there  is  only  one  moistening  left'.  Partial 
coagulation  at  this  stage  gives  to  the  substance  an  ashen 
colour..  and  the  complete  one  gives  it  an  even-red.  In  both 
cases  there  is  no  need  for  treatment  in  the  smelting-fire 
before  a  satisfactory  result  is  obtained. 
The  'compound  composed  of  four  medicines'  is  the  perfect 
Elixir:  the  white  one  is  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness,  and  the 
red  one  is  the  Elixir  of  Redness,  This  is  true  irrespective 
of  the  kind  of  operation,  'Major'  or  other,  the  reason  being 
that,  in  the  'compound  composed  of  four  medicines',  there  is 
an  equilibrium  between  the  four  principles.  The  best 
results.,  however,  are  obtainedwhen  the  ingredients  employed 
are  all  in  their  natural  state. 
The  'compound  composed  of  five  medicines'  is  produced  by 
the  combination  of  Inaturall  and-'prepared'  stibstances:  the  xý 
body  is  used  in  its  natural  state,  the  soul  partially  purified, 
and  the  spirit  perfectly  pure.  But,  if  the  solution  is 
Jibir  explicitly  said,  we  remember,  that  the  eleven  com- 
pounds  are  all  produced  from  substances  in  their  natural 
state.  But  jildakils  interpretation  of  the  words  of  JAbir 
is  different;  he  assumes  that  these  compounds  include  all 
the  three  varieties  of  the  Elixir. 428 
coagulated  just  before  the  'red  moistening,  it  would  have  the 
colour  of  dust  at  the  White  stage  and  would  become  even- 
(1) 
yellow  at  the  end  of  the  Red  stage.  " 
The  compound1composed  of  six  medicines'  is  the  Eli7ir 
which  is  produced  from  'the  prepared  body,  consisting  cf  two 
parts,  and  the  soul  in  its  natural  state,  consisting  Rlso  of 
(2) 
two  parts.  There  are.,  *therefore,,  six  parts  altogether.  ' 
I  The  compound  'composed  of  seven  or  eiCht  med.  Acines' 
connists  of  'two  parts  'of  the  water,  two  parts  of  the  oil, 
two  parts  of  the  earth,  and  one  part  of  the  tincture,  if  It 
were  from  seven,  and  also  one  part  of  the  leaven,  If  it  were 
froyt  eight.  "  The  Elixir  produced  in  this  manner  is  like 
the  one  obtained  by  coagulating  the  solution  at  the  end  of 
the  second  and  third  'red  moistening', 
The  Icompound  composed  of  nine  medicines'  is  made 
exclusively  from  'prepared'  substances,  The  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  produced  in  this  Way  consists  of  three  parts  of 
In  the  above  quotation  from  Mir  I  took  the  term 
White  to  mean  the  Elixir  Of  Whiteness.  According  to 
Jildaki,  however.,  the  term  White  refers  tc  a  certain 
stage  dýU.  3  operation,  presumably  the  stage  at  which, 
under  ideal  conditions#  a  perfect  Mixir  of  Whiteness 
is  produced.  A  similar  argument  applies  to  the  term 
Red,  I 
2.  Presumably  the  two  parts  left  out  ivere  spirits. 429 
'the  water',  three  parts  of  'the  oil',  and  three  parts  of 
'the  whitened  earth  which  has  turned  a  little  towards 
yellow,.  This  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is  like  the  one  obtained 
&t  the  conclusion  of  the  process  of  moistening.  The  Elixir 
of  Redness  which  Is  made  exclusively  from  'prepared' 
sub  stances  consists  of  one  part  of  'the  eartht,  two  parts  of 
'the  white  (of  egg)',  three  parts  of  tthe  watert  .  and  onte 
part  of  'the  oil'.  This  Elixir  is  si-Alar  to  the  one 
produced  by  three,  instead  of  six,  moistenings. 
The  compound  'composed  of  ten  medicines'  is  produced 
from  pure  and  'prepared'  substances.  The  White  kind  of 
this  Elixir  consists  of  three  parts  of  'the  white  earth' 
one  part  of  'the  red  earth',  one  part  of  'the  tincturelý  four 
parts  of  'the  water',,  and  one  part  of  'the  oil'.  The  Red 
kind  of  this  Elixir  consists  of  two  parts  of  'the  red  earth', 
one  part  of  'the  leaven1p  one  part  of  'the  tincturelo  four 
(2) 
parts  of  'the  water',  and  one  part  of  'the  oil'.  Thý 
Elixir  of  Whiteness  prepared  In  this  way  is  of  the  saine 
degree  of  perfection  as  the  ono  cbtained  by  coagulating  the 
solutIcn  prior  to  the  last 
-moistening.  And  the  Elixir  of 
Redness  1composad  of  ten  m6dicines'  is  like  the  one  produced 
1,  Apparently  two  parts  are  left  out, 
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at  the  end  of  the  second  'red  moistening'. 
The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  'composed  of  eleven  medicines' 
consists  of  two  parts'  of  'the  white  earth'  ,  two  parts  of 
'aerated  moon'  (i,  e.,  silver),  two  parts  of  'the  oil', 
and  five  parts  of  'the  water',  It  resembles  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  which  is  produced  before  the  last  (white)  moisten- 
ing,  The  Elixir  of  Redness  1compo4ed  of  eleven-  medicines' 
consists  of  four  parts  of  'the  white  earth',  one  part  of  'the 
oil',  half  a  part  of  'the  red  earth',  half  a  part  of  'the 
leaven't  and  five  parts  of  'the  water'.  It  is  like  the 
Elixir  of  Redness  produced  at  the  end  of  the  second  'red 
moistening'. 
The  White  variety  of  the  Elixir  'composed  of  twelve 
medibines'  consists  of  three  parts  of  'the  xhite  earth'.. 
three  parts  of  'the  oil',  one  part  of  'the  tincture',  and 
five  parts  of  'the  water'.  If  it  is  moistoned"with  the  red,, 
that  ist  the  golden  yellow,  it  will  transmute  the  copper.  ' 
irono  and  the  two  leads  into  a  silver,  upi,.  *A.  6ht  as  gold,  Rnd 
soft,  under  the  hammero  like  wax,  so  much  so  that  lt  would 
not  split  even  when  it  is  laminated  to  the  thickness  of  the 
skin  of  onion  or  thereabouts.  And  if  this  Elixir  is 
projected  upon  silver,  a  gold  would  be  produced  with  a 
fineness  between  and,  1.11  Now  as  to  the  Elixir  of  Redness 431 
'composed  of  twelve  medicineslp  it  consists  of  three  parts 
of  'the  white  earth',  one  part  of  'the  tincture',  one  part 
of  'the  leaven',  one  part  of  'the  red  earth$,  and  six  parts 
of  'the  water',  When  it  is  projected  upon  the  two  coppers 
and  the  two  leads,  it  transmutes  them  into  silverv  and  tt 
,  is  also  capable  of  causing  the  transformation  of  the  latter 
(into  gold).  The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  prepared  in  this  way 
is  similar  to  the  one  produced  'at  the  first  stage  of 
whitening'.  And  the  Elixir  of  Redness  'composed  of  twelve 
medicines'  resembles  the  one  which  is  obtained  by  the 
coagulation  of  the  solution  at  the  fourth  $red  moistening'. 
-In  order  to  perform  a  successful  projection  it  is  necess- 
aryp  continues  Jildak-1.  after  having  finished  his  explanation 
of  the  passage  from  Jibir,  to  examine  the  Elixir  in  every 
respect:  to  determine  its  tinctorial  power,  its  degree  of 
stability,  fusibility,  and  perfection;  to  understand  whether 
the  four  natures  or  the  four  elements  contained  in  it  are  at 
equilibrium.,  and  if  they  are  not,  which  one  of  them  dominates 
the  others  and  to  what  extent;  to  find  out  which  one  of  the 
trio,  i.  e.  t  soul,  spirit  and  body,  is  in  excess  of  the  other 
two;  and  finally  to  know  whether  coagulation  took  place 
before  or  after  the  completion  of  tba-specified  period  of  the 
whole  operation. 
By  dropping  a  small  amount  of  the  Elixir  on  a  'plats' 432 
and  applying  fire  to  it  gradually,  it  would  be  possible  to 
determine  the  amount  of  heat  required  for  its  fusion.  And, 
furthers  by  examining  the  effects  of  the  fused  Elixir  upon 
the  plate*  the  strength  and  stability  of  its  tincture,  and 
its  power  of  penetration  could  be  estimated.  It  is  then 
necessary  to  find  the  answer  to  the  following  problems: 
1.  'The  time  of  fusion'  of  every  imperfect  metallic 
body.  2,  Should  the  Elixir  be  projected  upon  the  metallic 
bodies  in  their  natural  state  or  aftertlisy  have  been  'pre- 
pared';  ands  if  both  'natural'  and  'prepared'  body  could  be 
used,,  which  one  is  preferable  and  yields  better  results? 
3.  If  it  is  more  desirable  to  use  the  metallic  body  in  its 
natural  states  what  should  be  the  intensity  of  fire  employed 
for  melting  its,  and  what  is  the  relation  between  this  fire 
and  that  required  for  the  fusion  of  the  Elixir?  4,  Alterna- 
tively  .  if  the  use  of  a  'prepared'  metallic  body  is  to  be 
preferred,  how  this  preparation  should  be  carried  out,  and 
what  is  the  relation  between  the  weight  of  the  particular 
variety  of  the  Elixir  employed  and  that  of  the  body  upon 
which  it  is-to  be  projected? 
After  having  sought  the  help  of  God  to  give  him  advice 
and  enable  him  to  write  a  special  book  on  the  projection,  of 
the  Elixir,  Jildak!  proceeds  to  supply  us  with  more  informa- 
tion  in  connexion  with  the  solution  of  the  above-mentioned 433 
problems.  The  Sage-sp  he  says,  are  in  the  habit  of  taking 
away  a  small  amount  of  the  compound  from  which  the  Elixir 
is  produced  whenp  in  the  course  of  the  operationp  it  begins 
to  exhibit  tinctorial  power.  And  they  continue  to  do  this 
at  all  the  subsequent  stages  of  the  operation  until  the 
Elixir  becomes  perfectly  mature.  They  then  compare  the 
e/  ffects  of  the  fully  matured  Elixir  with  those  of  the  immature 
ones.  The  mature  Elix1rq  they  divide  into  two  portions  one 
of  which  is  employed  for  transmutation  and  the  other  for 
reproduction  or  multiplication.  In  the  light  of  what  has 
just  been  mentioned  it  becomes  clear,  argues  Jildaklo  that 
the  main  difference  between  the  Elixirs  to  which  Jibir 
referred  lies  in  their  degree  of  perfection. 
There  are  two  things,  Jildail  goes  on,  that  ought  to  be 
done  In  connexion  with  the  projection  of  the  Elixir,  'the 
spirituality  of  which  is  in  excess  of  its  corporeality', 
Firstly,  the  body  upon  which  the  Elixir  is  to  be  projected 
must  be  melted  In  a  crucible  'until  It  becomes  a  quivering 
mercury'.  The  crucibles,  furnaces,,  bellows,  tongs  and 
other  tools  used  in  smelting  must  be  in  good  condition.  The 
charcoal  used  as  fuel  must  be  broken  into  pieces  of  almost 
the  same  size  and  weight  in  order  to  maintain  the  uniformity 
of  fire  in  all  parts  of  the  furnace  throughout  the  time  of 434 
melting,  The  crucible  containing  the  metallic  body  must  be 
firmly  set  in  the  middle  of  tbe  fire:  it  should  not  touch 
the  bottom  of  the  furnace  because  the  current  of  air  supplied 
by  the  bellows  would  cool  Its  lower  part  and  thereby  freeze 
the  body.  Similarly,  if  the  upper  part  of  the  crucible  Is 
not  covered  with  fire,  the  melting  of  the  body  would  be 
hindered.  On  the  other  hand,  if  the  fire  is  made  too  strong, 
'it  would  melt  the  crucible  and  bring  all  one's-efforts  to 
naught. 
Secondly,  when  the  spirituality  of  the  Elixir  is  in 
excess  of  its  corporeality,  it  is  necessary  to  add  to  it'a 
certain  amount  of  the  borax  of  tba  Sages  in  order  to  make  it 
more  corporeal,  And  when  this  is  done,  the  Elixir  is  quickly 
cast  into  the  crucible  and  made  to  submerge  'with  a  long" 
device  having  a  sharp  point',  Then  as  soon  as  the  Elixir 
starts  hissing  and  melting,  the  air  is  blown  into  the  furnace 
more  gently  in  order  to  avoid  violent  gurgling  and  boiling. 
Thus  the  Elixir  melts  gradually  and  mixes  with  the  metallic 
body,  and  after  that  the  contents  of  the  crucible  are  trans- 
ferred  to  a  moulding-box,  and  that  marks  the  end  of  the 
projection. 
Now  as  to  the  Elixir  the  spirituality  of  which  equals 
its  corporeality.,,  it  melts  with  a  moderate  heat  and  should 
only  be  projected  upon  metallic  bodies  which  melt  with  almost 
the  same  fire  as  it  does. 435 
Finally  with  regard  to  the  Elixir  the  corporeality  of 
which  is  in  excess  of  its  spirituality,  it  requires  an  intense 
fire  for  fusion  and  would  transmute  only  those  metallic 
bodies  which  are  slow  in  melting.  To  make  this  point  more 
clear,  Jildak!  gives  an  example.  Glassp  he  says,,  is 
extremely  dry  and  very  little  spiritual,  and  so  when  it  is 
malted  it  does  not  mix  with  fusible  bodies.  But  if  it  is 
made  malleable  by  operation,  it  will  turn  into  a  thin  fluid 
on  melting  and  will  easily  mix  with  metallic  tiodies, 
Even  substances  belonging  to  the  same  species,  Jildalif 
continuesp  may  present  difficulty  in  mixing  with  one  another. 
It  is  very  difficult,  for  example,  to  mix  Iron  with  the  two 
leads.  And  one  has  to  know  about  all  this  before  attempting 
to  project  the  Elixir. 
Jildail  then  goes  on  to  disCU3S  the  action  of  the  two 
Elixirs  on  individual  metallic  bodles. 
The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  transmutes  'natural'  copper  into 
silver  with  the  help  of  the  refining  fire.  Ihe  speed  of 
A, 
transmutation  will  increase  if  the  copper  is  partially  , 
purifiedo  and  melted  two  or  three  timest  andif  some  borax  of 
the  Sages  is  added  to  it  to  make  its  red  colour  turn  to 
yellow. 
Iron  must  be  made  to  melt  as  easily  as  silver  before  the 
Elixir  of  Whiteness  is  projected  upon  it.  This  could  be  done, 436 
by  the  addition  of  'the  borax  of  the  Sageso  the  two 
whitened  and  calcined  arsenics,  and  the  water  distilled  from 
the  white  of  egg.  "  And  if  iron  is  made  to  malt  as  quick 
as  the  two  leads#  then  one  d1rham,  of  it  would  be  capable  of 
transmuting  seven  d1rhams  of  pure  tin  into  silver.  And, 
moreovers  when  this  iron  is  mixed  with  an  equal  weight  of 
silver.,  it  will  acquire  the  qualities  of  the  latter  and 
transform  into  it. 
The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  will  have  no  effect  on  the  two 
leads  unless  the  latter  are  purified  and  made  to  malt  with 
the  fire  required  for  the  fusion  of  silver.  By  purification 
of  the  two  leads  is  not  meant  a  complete  cleansing;  for  that 
woald  not  be  possible  without  'dissolution  and  separation'. 
What  is  actually  meant  is  a  partial  purification  which  can 
be  achieved  by  the  addition  of  the  borax  of  the  Sages  in 
conjunction  with  several  fire  treatments,  To  be  sure,  the 
Elixir  of  Whiteness  will  have  the  desired  effect  on  the  two 
leads  in  their  natural  stateg  If  only  it  is  made  to  malt  as 
quickly  and  easily  as  the  latter  do. 
If  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is  'tenderly'  projected  upon 
silver,  it  will  slightly  tincture  the  latter.  This  tinged 
silver  on  being  mixed  with  pure  gold  will  transform  Into  it. 
The  F-Uitir  of  Redness  in  proportion  to  its  tinctorial 
power  transmutes  silver  into  gold.  The  Elixir,  as  mentioned 437 
before,  v  may  be  of  three  varieties,  according  to  whether 
its  spirituality  is  in  excess  of  its  corporeality,  or  whether 
they  are  equal,,  or  whether  its  corporeality  outweighs  its 
spirituality.  This  applies  to  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  as 
well  as  to  the  Elixir  of  Redness  .  The  excess  of 
spirituality  causes  the  Elixir  of  Redness  to  melt  quickly, 
and  forthis  reason.  its  corporeality  must  be  increased  before 
it  is  projected  upon  silver.  When  the  spirituality  of  the 
Elixir  of  Redness  is  equal  to  its  corporeality,,  "there  is 
need  for  the  addition  of  the  borax  of  the  Sages".  And 
lastly  when  the  corporeality  of  the  Elixir  of  Redness  is  in 
excess  of  its  spirituality""'ailver  should  be  made  to  melt, 
more  slowly  before  projectiontakes  place. 
Now,  says  Jildaki,  take  a  number  of  thin  silver  plates 
and  smear  them  with  'pure  and  uninflamable  red  oils'  and 
let  them  dry.  Then  sprinkle  them  with  a  little  amount  of 
the  borax  of  the  Sages,  place  them  one  on  top  of  another 
and  wrap  them  tightly  in  a  coarse  cloth,,  smeared  with  $the 
yolk  of  egg  and  borax  of  the  Sages'.  Then  plaster  the  cloth 
with  the  clay  of  the  Sages  and  keep  the  plates,  covered  in 
this  manner,  under  hot  ashes  for  one  night.  After  that  take 
off  the  cloth  and  clay  covers  and  subject  the  plates  to  the 
smelting-fire:  the  colour  of  gold  will  then  begin  to  appear. 438 
It  is  possible  to  increase  the  speed  of  this  operation  by 
the  addition  of  a  certain  amount  of  gold,  which  will  also 
help  to  attain  the  accepted  standard  of  fineness.  The 
addition  of  gold  may  be  followed  by  the  projection  of  the 
Elixir  of  Redness  which  will  still  increase  the  speed  of 
the  operation. 
-- 
The  Elixir  of  Redness  when  projebted  upon  gold,  trans- 
forms  Ito  In  part,,  into  the  Elixir.  The  extent  of 
transformation  depends  on  the  Ireceptibilityl  of  the  gold 
and  the  tinctorial  power  of  the  Elixir.  Metallic  bodies 
which  have  been  transformed  into  silver  by  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  will  transform  into  gold  by  the  action  of  the 
Elixir  of  Redness.  Just  as  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness 
transforms  mercury  into  itself.,  so  does  the  Elixir  of  Redness. 
Jildald  now  proceeds  to  give  us  further  information 
concerning  the  projection  of  the  two  Elixirs.  There  are,  he 
says,  certain  things  which  one  must  know  before  attempting 
projection.  These  are  as  follows: 
1ý  The  intensity  of  fires  employed  in  melting  metallic 
bodies;  and  the  manner  of  making  a  metallic  body  or  an 
(1) 
Elixir  to  melt  with  a  stronger  or  a  weaker  fire. 
From  what  has  already  been  mentioned  abuUt  the  projection 
of  the  Elixir..  it  may  be  concluded  that,  to  use  a  modern 
term  loosely,,  the  melting  point  of  all  the  ingredients, 
according  to  Jildakiv  must  be  made  approximately  eqgal 
before  they  enter  the  crucible  for  fusion.  Jildaki  makes 
this  point  cleartrin  the  remaining  part  of  the  present 
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2,  The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  must  not  be  projected  upon 
an7thing  except  'the  two  coppers  and  the  two  leads',,  and  the 
Elixir  of  Redness  should  not  be  projected  upon  anything  but 
silver. 
3.  Mercury,  when  transformed  into  the  Elixir  of  White- 
ness,  should  not  be  projected  upon  bodies  unaffected  by  the 
latter. 
4.  The  mixture-of  the  Elixir  of  Whtteness  and  silver 
has  the  same  effect  on  imperfect  bodies  as  tba  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  itself. 
5.  The  mixture  of  silver  and  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness,, 
even  when  the  latter  is  reproduced  by  projection  upon  mercury, 
has  the  same  effect  on  imperfect  bodies  as  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  itself. 
6.  The  mixture  of  the  Elixir  of  Redness  and  gold  has 
the  same  effect  on  silver  as  the  Elixir  of  Redness  itself. 
7.  If  the  Elixir  of  Redness  is  projected  upon  mercury, 
and  then  the  resulting  mixture  is  projected  upon  gold,  and 
still  the  resulting  mixture  is  projected  upon  silver,  the 
latter  would  attain  perfection. 
8.  If  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is  projected  upon  mercury 
and  the  resulting  mixture  is  set  aside,  and  if  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  is  projected  upon  silver  and  the  resulting  mixture 
is  set  aside,  and  if  from  each  of  the  two  mixtures  thus 440 
formed  one  part  is  taken  and,  if  the  mixture  of  these  two 
parts  is  added  to  ten  parts  of  silver,  the  medicine  obtained 
in  this  way  will  bring  about  the  transmutation  of  imperfect 
bodies  when  projected  upon  them. 
9.  If  the  Elixir  of  Redness  is  projected  upon  gold, 
and  if  the  39lix1r  of  Redness  Is  projected  upon  mercury  and 
the  resulting  mixture  is  subsequently  projected  upon  gold, 
and  if  the  two  mixtures  thus  formed  are  added  together  and 
projected  upon  silver..  org  alternatively,  upon  gold  and  then 
silver,,  the  latter  would  attain  pirfection. 
From  all  this,  argues  Jildak-i.  it  could  be  seen  why  the 
Sages  said  'Our  gold  is  not  common  gold'.  jildald-  then-goes 
on  to  enumerate  t1-B  differences  between  common  gold  and  that 
of  the  Sages. 
1.  The  gold  ppepared  by  the  Sages  excels  common  gold 
in  colour  as  well  as  in  other  properties  -  "the  common  gold 
which  is  nowadays  referred  to  as  'The  Sealed  Egyptian''is  on17 
10  carats  fine.  ' 
2.  If  14  carats  of  the  Sages  I  gold  is  added  to  10 
carats  of  'stout  golden  silver',  the  letter  will  immediately 
attain  perfection  and  become  gold. 
31  The  gold  of  the  Sages  Is  so  ductile  that  it  can  be 
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4.  The  gold  of  the  Sages  yields  to  the  slightest  amount 
of  heat  and  can  be  forned  into  any  desired  shape. 
5.  "If  an  eyelash  is  cut  with  the  gold  of  the  Sages,, 
it  will  cease  to  grow.  ' 
6.  "If  the  gold  of  the  Sages  is  held  over  the  heart  of 
a  person  suffering  from  palpitation,  he  will  be  cured". 
7.  'If  the  eyes  of  a  person  suffering  from  continuous 
flow  of  tears  are  anointed  with  the  gold  of  the  Sages,  he 
will  be  cured.  " 
"The  gold  of  the  Sages$,  says  Jildek-i.,  'has  many  other 
properties  and  is  beneficial  in  many  other  respectag  but  here 
is  not  the  proper  place  for  referring  to  them.  "  But  the 
gold,  he  continues,  upon  which  the  Elixir  has  been  projectedt 
excels  the  gold  of  the  Sages  in  quality.  Even  the  silver 
which  has  been  transmuted  into  gold  by  the  projection  of 
the  Xlixir  is  better  than  the  gold  of  the  Sages.  According 
to  the  Sages,  the  fineness  of  the  gold  upon  which  the  Elixir 
has  been  projected  is  of  leg-al  standard  ard  all  other  golds 
are  compared  with  it,  The  'gold  of  the  mine',,  that  isi 
the  lowest  kind  of  gold,  may  be  made  to  reach  the  legal 
standard  of  fineness  by  'suspension'.  not,  of  course,  'the 
ordinary  suspension'  but  that  of  the  Sages.  In  this 
1.  See  p.  ýL  I  '?  above. 442 
connexion  Jildak!  quotes  a  passage  from  'the  book  of  ManqUr 
al-  Umi 
Out  of  one  mitqil  of  common  goldp  says  the  latter,  only 
(:  L,  )  - 
14  carats  (qlrats)  of  first-rate  gold  is  obtained  by 
$ordinary  suspension'.  And  even  then,  the  purple  colour  of 
the  finest  gold  would  not  appear  unless  'the  ordinary 
suspension'  is  followed  by  'a  suspension  of  the  Sages'.  On 
the  other  hands  the  common  gold,  when  subjected  only  to 
'the  suspension  of  the  Sages's  acquires  the  perfection  and 
the  colour  of  the  first-rate  gold  without,  howeverv  losing 
any  of  its  original  weight.  'The  suspension  of  the  Sages' 
is,  according  to  Kimiliv  part  of  the  first  concealed  operation 
and  may  not  be  explained  except  in  a  cryptical  way. 
In  'ordinary  suspension'  as  well  as  in  that  of  the 
Sages,  coments  Jildakij  the  comon  gold  is  beaten  into  thin 
plates,  But  the  Sages  possess  an  uninflammable  oil  with 
which  they  smear  the  plates  and  let  them  dry.  They  then 
sprinkle  the  plates  with  a  mixture  of  'the  perfectly  calcined 
salt  and  the  pure  shining  white  (of  egg),  I  and  af  tar  that  they 
put  them  into  an  earthen  crucible  and  subject  them  several 
times  to  the  'fire  of  suspension'  until  the  purple  colour 
appears.  For  further  information  with  regard  to  the  process 
One  mitqil  usually  contains  24  qIjatep  but  slight  varia- 
tions  in  weight  are  found  in  the  different  parts  of  the 
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of  'suspension',  Jildak!  refers  the  reader  to  his  books 
Al-Tagrib  fi  Asriir  al-Tark1bq 
'S"ams 
al-Munir,  and 
6FRyat  &I-Suriir.  He  then  goes  on  to  explain  the  saying  of 
the  Sages  that  'Our  silver  is  not  common  Silver".  There  are, 
he  saysl  four  main  differences  between  tbe  common  silver 
and  that  'prepared'  by  the  Sages. 
1.  Common  silver  has  a  certain  amount  of  impurities, 
whereas  the  'prepared'  silver  has  none. 
2.  Common  silver  melts  only  in  the  smelting-firep 
whereas  the  '-prepared'  silver  melts  and  flows  With  the  slight- 
est  amount  of  heat. 
3.  The  *prepared'  silver  tinges  the  copper  with  its 
excess  of  tincture,  and  this  the_  common  silver  could  not  do. 
4.  The  'prepared'  silver  has  a  more  lustrous  appearance 
than  the  common  silver. 
The  Elixirs  ard  the  body  upon  which  it  is  projected  must, 
continues  Jildaki,,  "be  approximately  similar  In  malting', 
otherwise  the  one  which  melts  sooner  may  be  destroyed  by  fire 
before  the  fusion  of  the  other  is  complete: 
(1) 
"You  will 
find  this  mentioned  nowhere  except  in  this  our  book.  "  When 
the  Elixir  is  projected  upon  a  molten  metallic  body,  all  the 
impurities  of  the  latter  rise  to  the  surface  in  the  form  of 
dross.  If  this  dross  contains  no  appreciable  amount  of  the 
1,  See  p.  4  36  'above. 444 
molten  metal,  it  is  thrown  away,  But  if  it  does  contain  a 
certain  amount  of  the  metal,  it  should  be  subjected  to  another 
fusion,  to  make  sure  that  only  the  waste  matter  is  disposed 
with. 
After  the  Completion  of  the  projection  of  the  Elixir, 
the  colour,  malleability,  hardness,  taste  and  smell  of  the 
metallic  body,  its  resistance  in  fire,  its  fineness,  and  the 
effect  of  the  touchstone  on  it  are  all  examined  to  see  whether 
it  has  attained  perfection  or  not.  If  it  is  found  to  be 
defective  in  one  respect  or  another,  the  right  thing  to  do  is 
to  look  for  the  catme 
-of 
defect.  If  under  the  hammer  it  was 
'moist  and  soft',  there  is  nothing  essentially  wrong  with  it; 
but  if  it  is  'dry  and  brittle',  this  may  be  due  to  one  of 
two  things:  the  presence  of  impurities  or  the  excess  of  the 
Elixir.  The  excess  of  the  Elixir  can  be  made  good  by  the 
addition  of  a  proportional  amount  of  the  base  metal. 
Jildeldi  now  goes  on  to  discuss  the  views  of  the  Sages 
concerning  the  tinctorial  power  of  the  Elixir.  The  Sages,  he 
says,  differ  in  theL  r  words  ii  th  regard  to  this  question,  but 
they  mean  more  or  less  the  same  thing.  Some  of  them,  includ- 
ing  'the  author  of  Al-Muktasabl.,  declare  that  one  part,  9  say# 
one  dirham  or  one  mitqilp  of  the  perfect  Elixir  is  capable  of 
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it  is  projected,,  This  is  truescontinues  Jildski,  of  the 
Elixir  produced  by  the  'Middle  Operation'.  prior  to  its 
qualitative  and  quantitative  'multiplication'.  He  quotes  a 
couplet  from  Khalid  and  another  from  ýit4ib,  both  of  whom 
subscribe  to  the  same  opinion.  With  regard  to  the 
tinctorial  power  of  the  Elixir  produced  by  $the  Major  Opera- 
tion  and  the  Minor  Operation'19  Jildak-i  quotes  two  couplets 
from  ýi4ibt  saying  that  one  #abba  of  the  Elixir  tinctures 
15  dirhams  of  the  metallic  body.  Assuming  that  each 
(2) 
dirham  contains  16  habba,  Jildaki  multiplies  15  by  16p 
taking  their  product,  240,,  to  represent  the  power  of  the 
Elixir.  He  quotes  two  other  couplets  from  4Mýib  concerning 
the  tinctorial  power  of  the  Elixir  produced  by  the  'Middle- 
Major  Operation.  '! 
'--, 
One.  dinaq  of  this  Elixir,  says  the  latter, 
is  capable  of  tincturing  one  ratl  of  the  metallic  body  upon 
which  it  is  projected.  According  to  some  of  the  modern 
Sagest  says  Jildald,,  there  are  140  dirhams  in  one  ratl#  and 
according  to  some  others,  there  are  160  dirhams  in  one  ratl. 
OBut  according  to  the  ancient  Sages  one  ratl  contains  20' 
1,  Jildak!  does  not  make  it  clear  whether  ýihib  referred  to 
the  Elixir  produced  by  the  Major  Operation,  or  the  Minor 
Operation,  or  both.  But  from  what  follows  it  may  be 
concluded  that  the  latter  had  the  Alinor  Operation  in  mind. 
2,  According  to  Jibir: 
C  1  dirham  =6  dAnaq  =  12  jirra-t 
='  45  abba  =  60  sair. 
,  Cairo  194  See  Kraus,  JAbir  Ibn  Ijayy  v  194  .  Vol,  II,  p,  25, 446 
istirs  and  there  axe  six  d1rhams  and  two  dinaqs  in  every 
istir.  "  Jildak!  quotes  here  three  more  couplets  from  Sihib. 
The  first  of  these  concerns  the  tinctorial  power  of  the 
Elixir  produced  by  the  'Great  Operation  lower  than  the  Major 
Operation',  According  to  ýi4ibp  one  part  of  this  Elixir 
tinctures  6000  parts  of  the  metallic  body.  The  second  and 
third  couplets  are  concerned  with  the  limit  of  the  Elixir's 
tinctorial  power:  it  could  be  so  powerful  as  to  tincture 
'the  sea'  and  create  streams  of  silver  and  gold* 
Jabirv  according  to  ildaki,  when  referring  to  the  'Major 
Animal  Operation'.  recognized  four  kinds  of  Elixir,  each 
produced  at  a  different  stage  of  this  operation,  dne  part 
of  the  first-rate  Elixir  is  capable  of  tincturing  1,,  200,000 
(1) 
part3p  one  part  of  the  third-rate,  500,000  parts,  and  one 
part  of  the  fourth-rate#  l2vOOO  parts.  Jildalil  says  that 
Jibir  confessed  to  havirg  produced  only  the  second  and  third- 
rate  Elixirs  and  none  of  the  first-rate.  These  four  Elixirs 
differ  in  three  respects:  length  of  time  required  to  exert 
their  desired  influence,,  tinctorial  power,  and  the  power  6f 
transmutation. 
Jildak!  then  goes  on  to  tell  us  something  about  the 
)Io  reference  is  made  to  the  power  of  the  second-rate 
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projection  of  the  `ElIXr  upon  mercury.  This  projection,,  he 
says,,  is  included  in  the  concealed  part  of  the  Art.  To 
carry  it  out  successfully..  one  must  know  about  "the  secret 
of  fire.,  the  stable  device;  and  the  screen  which  prevents 
mercury  from  fl7ing  away.  $  Mercury  is  first  brought  to  boil 
(1)" 
and  then  the  Elixir,  together  with  the  'protective  substance'., 
Is  projected  upon  it.  And  wban  the  Elixir  has  melted  and 
mixed  with  mercury,  the  fire  is  gradually  withdrawn  froin  under. 
, 
neath  the  crucible  and  the  mixture  is  left  to  coagulate.  And, 
if  the  Elixir  is  not  strong  enough  to  transform  mercury 
thoroughly,  "it  should  be  first  projected  upon  a  body  and 
then  upon  mercury.  '  Furthermore,  if  the  Elixir  were  not 
capable  of  purifying  mercury  completely,  coagulation  would 
not  take  place,  The  right  thing  to  do,,  therefore;  is  to 
purify  the  mercury  by  sublimation  before  the  Elixir  is 
projected  upon  it.  It  would  be  advantageous  also  to 
dissolve  the  Eli)ir  beforehand  so  that  it  would  mix  with  the 
mercury  more  thoroughly.  And  to  make  sure  that  the  Elixir 
which  reSUlt3  from  the  transmutation  of  mercury  will  not  be, 
brittle,  but  soft  and  waxyt  a  certain  amount  of  $the 
By  1protective  substance'  Jildak-i  means  'the  borax  - 
of  the  Sages',  which  is  added  to  incre6se  the  corporeality 
of  mercury  and  prevent  it  from  volatilization  (See-p'-43# 
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uninflammable  white  oil'  should  be  added  to  the  mixture. 
There  are  in  the  projection  of  the  Elixir  upon  mercury 
1!  many  secreis 
which 
-:  Ui;  would  not  be  appropriatle'  to  reveal 
here;  for  they  are  dealt  with  in  particular  places  of  our 
books.  11 
To  measure  the  tinctorial  power  of  a  given  Elixir, 
Jildaki-  suggests  the  following  method. 
Project,  he  says,  one  part  of  the  Elixir  upon  eight 
parts  of  a  metallic  body  Appropriate  to  it.  And  when  these 
two  have  been  unitedv  project  the  resulting  compound  upon  an 
equal  weight  of  (a)  copper  or  mercury,  if  it  is  the  Elixir 
of  Whiteness;  (b)  silver  or  mercury,  if  it  is  the  Elixir  of 
Redness.  Now,  with  regard_to  the  Elixir  of  11*eness,  increas 
gradually  the  amount  of  copper  (or  mercury)  until  no  more 
silver  of  legal  fineness  is  formed  (or  no  further  coagulation 
takes  place).  Similarly,  with  regard  to  the  Elixir  of 
Redness,  increase  gradually  the  amount  of  silver  (or  mercury) 
until  no  more  gold  of  legal  fineness  is  formed  (or  no  further 
coagulation  takes  place).  "In  this  way  we  will  be  able  to 
know  the  tinctorial  power  of  one  part  of  the  Elixir"  . 
Jildaki  devotes  the  last  few  pages  of  the  present 
chapter  to  the  description  Of  two  medicines  used  in  projectionj  i 
'the  virgin's  milk'  and  'the  borax  of  the  Sages'.  Jibir, 
says  Jilde.  0.  in  his  K.  al-RiyK  referred  to  ItheArgin's 4413 
milk'  and  considered  it  to  be  'perfecting',  while  in  other 
places,  he  regarded  it  as  being  $defective'.  The  explana- 
tion  is  that  in  one  instance  he  included  it  among  'the 
(1) 
Externals'  and  in  otbers  among  'the  Internals'.  As  an 
'External'  it  is  made,  eccording  to  Jibir,  from  'the  vinegar, 
qily,  extract  of  litharge,  calx  of  shell,  eagle  (i.  e,,  sal 
ammoniac)  and  the  like.  n  These  ingredients  must  be  pure 
and  perfect,  e.  g.,  It  the  litharge  should  be  whitened,,  the 
eagle  sublimated,  and  the  q1ly  distilled".  As  an  'Internal' 
thelvirgin's  milk'  is  the  uninflammable  oil  employed  in  the 
operation. 
Here  Jildaki  quotes  Mary  the  Jewess  as  saying:  "Every 
Elixir  which  does  not  coagulate  and  contains  a  (certain'' 
amount  of)  natural  mercury  fails  to  penetrate  on  projection.  " 
'The  meaning  of  these  words  is",  explains  Jildakl.,  Othat  if 
the  Elixir  is  not  heavy,  that  iss  if  it  is  not  heavier  than 
the  body  upon  which  it  is  projected,  it  will  not  penetrate 
on  projection.  $  Apart  from  this#  he  adds,  heaviness  of  an 
Elixir  signifies  that  Its  soul,  ý.  and  spirit  have  been  thorough- 
ly  combined  with  its  body.  In  this  connexion,  he  quotes  a 
poem  from  4i4ib  in  which  the  latter  says  that  the  Elixir  of 
Redness  excels  gold  'in  colour  and  heaviness.  '  The  Elixir 
May  be  what  Jildaki  meant  by  'External'  and  'Internal' 
here  was  the  'exoteric'  and  'esoteric'  senses  of  the  'vir- 
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of  Whiteness,  according  to  Jildaki,  is  heavier  than  silver, 
mercury,  copperp  pure  iron#  tin,  Ifespecially  when  itis 
pure",  and  lead.  Even  when  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  is 
unusually  lightt  its  heaviness  is  at  least  equal  to  that  of 
lead,  and  it  is  still  capable  of  transmuting  the  latter  into 
silver;  for  it  receives  'a  gentle  help'  from  the  fire. 
"There  Is  one  other  peculiarity  in  lead:  when  its  accidental 
qualities  Increase  and  It  becomes  intensely  red,  the  projec- 
tion  upon  it  of  a  small  quantity  S  the  Elixir  of  Redness., 
or  a  little  amount  of  silver,  and  subsequently  a  small 
quantity  of  the  Elixir  of  Redness  would  transform  it  into, 
gold;  for  its  heaviness  and  redness  are  very  near  to  those 
of  the  latter.  "  For  further  information  in  this  connexion 
Jildaki  refers  the  reader  to  his  book  "devoted  to  the 
projection  of  the  Elixir"  and  to  his  other  book  called"Al- 
Taqilb  H  Asrir  al-Tarlilb.  1. 
He  then  goes  on  to  describe  'the  borax  of  the  Sages'. 
This  is  composed  of  equal  weights  of  the  following  ingre- 
(1) 
dients:  "natron,  brownish  liquor  of  the  cuttle-fish, 
qily  salt,  prepared  or  natural  tincarp  borax  of  the  Artp 
and  borax  of  bread.  'ý  These  substancesp  after  being  mixed 
and  pounded,  are  moistened  with  lihe  distilled  water  of  the 
1.  "xq  1.:  4) 451 
white  of  egg  derived  from  sal  ammoniac  for  one  day  and  one 
n1ght.  The  'borax  of  the  Sages'  thus  prepared  11  is  used  for 
different  purposea,  in  the  Art.,  particularly  for  purification 
and  softening  of  imperfect  bodies  prior  to  their  smelting  and 
combination". 
VOL.  IMP  BOOK  II. 
CHAPTER  I.  :  Explanation  of  the  third  section  of  the  fifth 
part  of  Al-Muktasab  on  the  nature  of  the  dark  sayings  and 
hints  of  the  phil-osophers. 
Sheikh:  'Know  (may  Allah  the  Exalted  have  mercy  on 
thee!  )  that  complete  phrases  are  divided  into 
three  classes,  (1)  a  phrase  of  exact  agreement 
which  perfectly  describes  the  allusion;  this  is 
the  plainest  form  of  speech  and  is  not  used  in 
-an  allegorical  sense  at  all;  it  is,  rather, 
straightforward;  (2)  a  phrase  of  Inclusion; 
this  indicates  a  part  only  of  the  meaning  and  is 
more  obscure  than  the-first,  in  contrast  to  which 
it  may  be  used  in  an  allegorical  sense;  (3)  a 
phrase  of  necessary  association;  this  is  more 
obscure  than  the  first  two  and  is  simple 
allegory.  "  (2) 
(3) 
A  phrase,  explains  Jildaki,  is  eitheriloosel  or 
1 
(4) 
restrictive',  The  Sages  never  use  loose  phrases*  They 
1. 
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4.  iti-  Jildak!  replaces  this  term  in  the  course  of 
his  explanation  by  another  J-IL  meaning 
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always  employ  restrictive  or  complete  phrases,  which,  as 
the  Sheikh  said,  are  divided  into  three  classes.  The- 
ignorant  fools  are  inclined  to  think  that  the  Sages  have  no 
use  for  $phrases  of  exact  agreement'.  In  other  wordst  they 
imagine  that  every  assertion  made  by  the  Sages  Is  allegorical. 
This,,  of  course,  is  not  true,  says  Jildakli.  For  the  Sages 
employ  all  the  three  classes  of  complete  phrases,  and  an 
intelligent  person  would  have  no  difficulty  in-discerning 
the  true  meaning  of  their  words.  By  means  of  'a  phrase  of 
inclusion'  the  Sages  describe  the  properties  of  'the  part', 
while  giving  the  impression  that  they  are  referring  to  'the 
whole's,  or  vice  versa.  But  the  Sages  express  their  , 
allegories  mostly  by  means  of  'phrases  of  necessary  associa- 
tion1p  for  they  are  in  the  habit  of  referring  to  things  in 
unconventional  terms. 
Sheikh  mAn.  -example  of  the  first  is  an  we  describe 
man  as  'the  rational  animall. 
(Tffý  This  is  an 
exactly  appropriate  descriptionp  for  it  indi- 
cates  the  meaning  perfectly  and  straightforward- 
ly  without  allegorys  and  may  be  reversed  when 
generallsed  :  'All  rational  animals  are  men'  and 
'All  men  are  rational  animals.  '  11(2) 
Jildak!  argues  that  the  description  of  a  man  as  'an 
1.  jj6U,  I  C)  bt---  :  lit.,  the  animal  gifted  with  speech. 
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animal  gifted  with  speech'  is  not  satisfactory;  for  it 
applies  also  to  the  crow.,  parrot,,  and  some  otherýbirds. 
But  If  man  is  described  as  'an  animal  gifted  with  speech  and 
having  upright  figure  and  broad  nails'.  all  other  animals: 
including  the  ape  and  bear,  will  be  excluded.  .1 
Sheikh  :  "An  example'of  the'second  is  the  description 
of  a  man  as  an  animal  merely,  for  if  it  is 
generalised  and'reversed  it  is  untrue;  it  is 
therefore  partially  allegorical.  Thus, 
although  'All  men  are  animalsit  the  converse 
proposition,,  'All  animals  are  man'  is  untrue. 
But  the 
I 
partial  converse  is  true,  'Some  animals 
are  man  .  This  therefore  as  a  description  of 
the  thint1rant  is  more  obscure  than  the 
fi  rst  11. 
Examples  of  the  use  of  'phrases  of  inclusiont  in  the  Art 
may  be  found,  says  Jildaki,  in  the  references  of  the  Sages  to 
the  stone.  One  such  example  is  the  description  of  the  stone 
given  by  Buyan  al-Barham!  when  addressing  his  pupil:  "As  to 
the  atonal  0  my  son,  it  is'from  the  first  hotness:  an  earthy 
smoke  carried  by  the  vapour  of  water.  "  This  definition  of 
the  stone,  comments  Jildakip  applies  'to  everything  which  is 
originated  in  the  earth',  and  it  constitutes  another  example 
of  referring  to  the  general  while  meaning  the  particular; 
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it  is  therefore  partially  allegorical. 
Sheikh  "An-example  of  the  third  is  the  description 
or  a  man  as  a  lion,  in  order  to  convey  the  Idea 
of  braveM  by  metaphor  and  simile.  Most  of  the 
allegories  of  the  Sagas  are  constructed  on 
this  plan,  that  is,  they  describe  the  thing 
meant  by  indicating  necessary  characteristics 
of  it. 
"As  for  the  way  of  'inclusion',  this  is  little 
usedp  in  contrast  tQ  the  way  of  'necessary 
association's  since  it  is  more  obvious.  As  for 
the  way  of  'exact  agreement',  this  is  not  called 
allegory  at  all.  Allegory  must  be  either' 
absolute,  that  is,  indication  by  'necessary 
association',,  or  reiRtives  that  is  (a)  indicating 
by  necessary  association  coupled  with  'inclus- 
ion'.  or  (b)  indicating  by  'inclusion'  coupled 
with  'exact  agreements'  or  (c)  indicating  by 
'inclusion'  alone,  or  (d)  indicating  by  'exact 
agreementl)coupled  with  'necessary  associa- 
tion.  I  It  ( 
When  a  wordp  explains  JildakIp  is  employed  to  rerer  to 
something  dirferent  from  what  it  usually  impliest  it  is 
tadtly  assumed  that  there  exists  'a  mental  association' 
between  that  word  and  the  thing  which  it  is  supposed  to 
describe.  And  it  is  Iriportant,  in  a  'phrase  of  necessary 
association'.  to  understand  the  actual  basis  or  comparison 
between  the  ordinary  meanings  or  the  words  employed  and  the 
thing  or  idea  Which,,  in  a  figurative  way,,  they  are  designed 
to  imply.  For  example'.  9  when  a  man  is  described  as  a  lion, 
It  is  not  meant  that  he  is  wild  and  walks  on  four  feet:  'it 
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is  implied  that  he  is  strongv  courageous  and  brave. 
The  ancient  Sages,  Jildakl  goes  onp  described  nothing 
In  the  Art  except  by  allegory.  But  those  who  followed  ther 
began  gradually  to  speak  in  less  and  less  ambiguous  language 
and  to  reveal  more  and  more  knowledge  concerning  the  Art. 
Then  came  Islam,  Khalid  and  Majrltl  have  attributed  many 
statements  on  the  Art  to  f  Ali  b.  Abi  Titlib,  All  these 
statements  are  allegorical,  Khalid  himself  wrote  a  book 
called  Sah1fa  in  which  he  spoke  mostly  in  allegory,. 
especially  when  he  referred  to  the  stone,  but  he  also  used 
plain  language.  Jibir  mastered  all  the  theories  and  opera- 
tions  of  the.  ancients  and  employed  in  his  works  phrases  of 
'exact  agreement',  'inclusion',  and  'necessary  association'. 
He  disclosed  all  the  secrets  of  the  Art  in  plain  language.. 
but  he  scattered  his  open  assertions  in  his  numerous  books 
in  such  a  way  that  only  a  learned  man  would  be  able  to  bring 
them  together  and  understand  their  meaning.  Razi,  Ibn 
Walýslya,  and  Ibn  Miskawalh  followed  the  example  of  Jibir  and 
employed  his  method  of  presentation  of  the  Art  in  their 
writings.  As  to  Maslama  al-MajAt-i.  he  was  well  versed  in 
the  Art..  but  it  is  difficult  for  one  who  is  not  familiar  with 
the  writings  of  the  Sages  to  understand  his  words. 
Cf.  Holmyard,  The  Works  of  Geber,  London,  1928,  p.  198. 458 
Noneof  the  Muslim  philosophers  who  came  after  Jibir, 
continues  jil  dak1p  attained  the  eminence  of  Tugrill  in  the 
Art.  But  though  he  had  immense  theoretical  knowledge,,  he 
found  little  time  for  practice.  And  for  this  reason  he 
sometimes  attached  undue  significance  to  minor  problems,, 
while  paying  little  attention  to  questions  of  far  more 
importance.  He  also  missed  the  meaning  of  some  of  Jibir's 
statements.  In  spite  of  all  this.,  his  books  are  extreme- 
ly  helpful  and  of  great  interest.  It  is  in  his  HaqViq  al- 
'Ilt1h7ad  that  he  refutes  Avicenna's  arguments  against  the 
possibility  of  transmutation.  The  author  of  Al-'f,  3'pdu_rv  the 
author  of  Al-Muktasabs  and  also  Ab;  a  al--Asbal  b.  TaTda-m  al- 
C  Aziaqi  attained  eminence  in  both  theoretical  and  practical 
aspects  of  the  Art.  Fut  Ibn  'Umail  al-TanTim!  paid  more 
attention  to  practice  than  to  theory, 
As  for  Jildakils  own  contributions  to  the  Artp  he 
leaves  it  to  the  discretion  of  the  reader,  who  after  having 
read  the  works  of  earlier  Sagesand  carefully  studied  the 
contents  of  Nih7ayat,  al-Talab  (the  present  book)  would  be 
able,,  if  bels,  fair  and  just,  to  form  his  own  considered 
opinion. 
"Of  their  description  by  'necessary  associa- 
tion'  we  have  an  example  In  their  phrase 
'Eastern  Mercury  I.  They  mean  by  this  the 
mercury  extracted  from  their  stones,  and  this 
is  a  phrase  of  'necessary  association1v  for 457 
the  Eastern  Mercury  is  extracted  from  rocks, 
in  contrast  to  the  Western  Mercury  which  is 
extracted  from  soft  earth.  Now  if  any 
characteristic  of  Eastern  Mercury  is  found  in 
their  mercury  they  know  it  by  this  name. 
Understand  that,  therefore  . 
l(l) 
A  phrase  of  'necessary  association',  says  Jildakio  has 
usually  many  different  meanings.  One  or  more  of  these  may 
be  true.  And  when  there  are  several  true  meanings,  it, 
would  not  be  possible  to  understand  only  one  of  them  irres- 
Pective  of  the  others. 
Jildail  quotes  Jibir  as  saying  that  the  Eastern  Mercury 
Is  hot  and  dry  $in  one  respect'.  and  hot  and  moist  in 
another.  And  he  adds  that  the  Sages  give  the-name  'mercury' 
to  any  earthy  substance  in  which  dryness  is  predominant. 
Sheikh  "And  they  often  indicate  by  their  phrase  ý 
'Eastern'  a  substance  which  is  hot  and  dry  as 
is  the  nature  of  the  region  of  the  Eastp  and 
as  is  also  the,  ýaýure  of  the  sun  which  appears 
from  the  gast.  2 
The  reason  why  substances  which  are  hot  and  dry  are 
called  'Eastern'  isp  says  Jildakis  that  the  sun  with  its  hot 
1.  Tr.,  p.  56  Ea.,  Vol.  III.,  p,  71. 
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and  dry  nature  rises  from  the  last.  'The  terrestrial  globe! 
receives  liEht  and  heat  from  the  sun.  The  heat  of  sun 
unites  the  likes  and  separates  the  unlikes  :  without  it  there 
will  be  no  maturing  and,  therefore,  no  perfection.  But 
'the  sun  of  the  Art'  is  different  from  the  sun  of  heavens, 
though  they  have  many  properties  in  common.  The  sun  of 
the  Art  'radiates  rays  of  wonderful  lights'.  it  cures  the 
sick,,  combines  the  likes,,  and  is  the  cause  of  prosperity  in 
the  world. 
Sheikh  'Similarly  by  the  'West'  and  by  11gypt' 
they  mean  the  moistness  extracted  from  their 
stone,  as  the  West  is  related  to  moisture. 
'The  River  Nile  means  the  same. 
'The  term  'Land  of  India'  is  also  employed  by 
them  to  mean  a  substance  in  proper  equilibrium, 
resembling  the  land  of  India  in  the  equableness 
of  its  climate.  "  (1) 
Jildak!  quotes  here  two  passages  from  the  Book  of  Four 
(Tetrabiblos)  of  Ptolemy.  The  first  passage  deals  with  the 
influence  of  the  heavenly  bodies  on  the  constitutions, 
customs,  behavioutl,  and  temperaments  of  peoples,,  and  on  the 
climate  of  that  'Quarter'  of  the  inhabited  world  which 
C;  j  r;,  t,  e 
includes  IQiirnia-Id,,  Igypts,  Sias  )Arayis,  Tar,,  Tab  1.  -Arabliyi, 
A 
and  Middle  Lifubiya,  that  is#  Middle  Ethiopia.  "  The  second 
1.  Tr.,  p.  56  ;  gs.,  Vol.  p  IjIv  pp.  78p  83-4. 459 
passage  deals  with  the  influence  of  the  heavenly  bodies  on 
the  climate  and  the  inhabitants  of  the  'Second  Quarter'  of 
the  Inhabited  world,  which  includes  'Land  of  India,  Land  of 
.  -'Arnanl,,  4ir.,  Ya8i,,  and  Firlni.  " 
Jildag  explains  and  enlarges  upon  the  words  of  Ptolemys 
not  because,,  he  ssys,,  the  astrological  assertions  of  the 
latter  have  any  direct  bearing  on  the  Art,  but  for  the 
following  reasons:  Firstly,,  to  give  the  reader  'an  exercise 
of  the  mental  facultisall  and  make  him  more  acquainted  with  thi 
methods  of  the  Sages  and  the  manner  of  interpretation  of 
their  allegories,  Secondly,,  to  supply  the  reader  with  more 
information  concerning  the  lands  often  mentionqd.  by  the 
Sages,  Thirdly,,  to  show  how  Important  it  is  in  the  Art  to 
know  about  the  dimate  and  the  state  of  natures  (hot,  cold, 
dry  and  moist)  in  different  regions  of  the  terrestrial  globe. 
Now,  continues  Jildaki,  East  is  hot  and  dry,  West  is 
cold  and  moists  North  is  cold  and  dry,  and  South  is  hot  and 
moist.  Therefore,  the  lands  lying  cold  N 
_, 
dry 
between  East  and  North  are  W 
predominantly  dry,  those  between 
moist  hot 
North  and  West  are  predominantly  S 
cold,,  those  between  West  and  South  are  predominantly  moist, 
and  those  between  South  and  Eastv  India,  for  example,  are 
predominantly  hot.  In  India  there  is  an  equilibrium  between 460 
dryness  and  moistness,  while  hotness,  which  is  the  cause  of 
motion  and  life,  is  in  excess  of  coldness.  And  that  is  why 
(a)  the  Indiana  live  longer  than  other  people,  (b)  the 
Indian  plants  have  a  fragrant  amell.  and.  (c)the  precious  stones 
and  minerals  are  abundant  in  India. 
Sheikh  11  The  terms  'heaven'  and  'earth'  are  intended 
by  them  to  mean  two  substancesq  one  of  them 
volatile  like  the  heaven  and  the  other  stable 
like  the  earth.  "  (1) 
The  SaSes.  *  explains  Jildaklit  give  the  name  heaven  not 
only  to  $the  volatile  substance',  but  also  to  vapourp  smoke, 
mind,,  spirit  and  the  like,  They  recognize  different  kinds  ofý, 
earth  (or  land)l  "good  earth;  corrupt  earth;  pure  earth; 
holy  land;  dry  and  thirsty  land;  moist  land;  land  of 
rocks,  caves  and  forts  (barren  land);  green,  cultivated 
land;  and  the  land  which  contains  all  the  colours,  propertiesj 
tastes,  and  odours.  11 
Sheikh  11  By  'animal'  they  mein  an  animal  characteriaticj 
that  is,  'a  substance  which,  when  it  goes  into  the 
fire,  acquires  movement  like  the  movement  of  an 
animal#  the  cause  of  whose  movement  Is  heat. 
They  mean  also  by  it  a  durable  andaluable  sub- 
stancep  as  an  animal  is  durable  and  equable.  "(2) 
1.  Tr..  p.  56  ;  Esop  Vol,  III.  y  p,  87. 
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A  great  number  of  people  think,  says  Jildaki,  that  the 
stone  is  derived  from  the  constituent  parts.  (blood,  hair, 
nerve,  veins  marrow,  bone,  skins  cartilage,  etc.  ),  or  from 
the  excrements  (feecest  urine#  sement  etc.  )  of  human  beings. 
For,  in  the  first  place,  they  argue,  man  is  the  most  perfect 
animal;  and  secondlys  a  number  of  Sagest  such  as  Hermes 
Trismegistusp  haves  according  to  them.,  subscribed  to  this 
opinion.  The  latter  they  quote  as  having  said,  on  oath, 
that  11  The  stone  is  in  it  and  from  it,  "  meaning  by  'it'  the 
human  body.  But  the  parts  which  make  up  the  human  body 
are  also  possessed,  argues  Jildaki,  by  other  animals.  -The 
same  thing  may  be  said  about  human  excrements,  So,  if  the 
stone  is  not  derived  from  animaLso  it  could  rDt  be  derived 
from  human  beings  either.  And  thus  the  argument  of  the 
Sophists  that  it  could  be  derived  only  from  human  beings  is 
I 
completely  baseless.  Moreover,  Jildsi-i  goes  on,  these  people 
forget  that  the  Sages  have  often  said  that  the  stone  is  from 
an  egg.  And  how  could  it  be  from  an  egg  and  also  from-a 
perfect  animal?  For,  it  is  birds  which  lay  eggs,  and  they 
are  not  perfect  animals. 
The  words  of  the  Sages,  therefore,  must  not  be  inte'r- 
preted  literally. 462 
Sheikh  "By  'death'  and  'life'  they  refer  to  a 
substance  from  which  it  is  possible  by  suitable 
treatment  to  remove  its  lightness,  and  do  away 
with  its  movement  in  the  fire,,  so  much  so  that 
when  it  is  placed  therein  it  shows  no  movement. 
Such  are  the  limes  and  other  'dead'  stones; 
they  contain  a  characteristic  of  death  as  it  is 
found  in  animals  P 
C-and  bjý31d,  the  soul  keeps 
on  coming  back  to  them-3  a  characteristic 
necessarily  associated  with  these  substancesl,  1(2) 
There  is  no  doubt,  explains  Jildakli,,  that  every  moving 
body  consists  of  two  parts,  one  of  them  coarse  (or  thick) 
and  the  other  soft  (or  light).  And  it  is  possible  to 
separate  the  light  part  from  the  coarse  part,,  leaving  the 
latter  motionless;  for  it  is  the  liE#t  part  which  is  the 
cause  of  motion.  Just  as  all  living  creatures  die  after 
the  departure  of  their  souls,  so  all  'living  substances' 
employed  in  the  Art  become  dead  after  their  light  parts  have 
been  separated  from  them.  Ashes,  calces,  and  'dead  stones' 
are  examples  of  substances  which  have  become  immobile  and 
inert. 
Sheikh  "By  'life'  they  mean  the  opposite  of  thisvý 
like  as  it'is  reported  in  stories  that  the 
(3) 
spirits  returned  to  their  bodies  and  they-&rose 
C  -and  that  is  ht  the  Sages  mean  by 
resurrection-3 
741; 
now  this  is  a  necessary 
characteristic  of  their  stone  and  so  they 
describe  the  latter  thereby.  '(5) 
1.  The  part  between  brackets  does  not  appear  in  Pt, 
2.  Tr.,  p.  56  ;  Es.,  Vol.  III.,  pp.  90-1. 
3,  I.  e.  .  of  death. 
4.  The  part  between  brackets  does  not  appear  in,  pt.  5-  Tr.,,  p,  57  Es..,  -Vol.  1,,  -1,  0  pe 463 
Just  as  the  separation  of  the  pure  part  of  a  body 
from  its  coarse  part  has  the  characteristic  of  death; 
explains  Jildakl,,  so  the  return  of  the  soul  to  a  dead  body 
in  thoroughly  illustrative  of  resurrection  and  eternal  life. 
(1) 
Jildaki  refers  the  reader  here  to  a  passage  he  quoted  before 
from  K, 
-al-)Ibriq 
(The  Book  of  Combustion)  of  Jibir. 
Sheikh  'They  also  use  the  tam  'marriage'  meaning 
thereby  a  substence  to  which  this  name  Is 
necessarily  appropriate!.,  since  it  will  join 
with  a  substance  female  in  relation  to  itself, 
and  its  lightness  is  transferred  to  it  as  the 
sperm  Is  transferred  from  the  male  to  the 
female;  they  therefore  describe  it  by  this 
characteristic  of  it.  N(2) 
There  lies  in  the  above  excerpt  from  &I-Muktasab  the 
hidden  sense  of  the  whole  philosophyo  says  Jildail.  The 
Sagest  when  they  obtain  their  stone  and  recognize  a  male  and 
a  female  part  in  ito  combine  the  two  and  extract  the  light 
part  of  the  compound  thus  formed,  "  call  it  'the  sperm'. 
Sheikh  "From  this  thou  mayest  judge  of  the  rest  of  the 
analogies  and  allegories  of  the  Sages.  There- 
fore  be  grateful  to  him  who  has  favoured  thee 
with  this  explanation,,  and  have  compassion  on  him, 
and  do  thou  likewise  that  which  it  is  meet  for 
thee  to  do.  But  do  not  explain  this  matter 
except  to  its  followers,  as  said  the  most 
excellent  Al-Andalu3it  he  of  the  Shudhur  (May 
Allah  have  mercy  on  him!  ): 
1.  See  P.  330  above. 
2,  Tr.  .  p,  57  ;  Ea.  p  Vol.  III.  p  p.  92. 484 
'Labour  not,  -"'to 
expose  our  secret  more  than 
we  have  exposed  it  unto  thee,  or  thy 
exposur,  l,  thereof  will  expose  thyself; 
And  leave,,,  world  and  its  pleasures  to  those 
whose  only  aim  is  enjoyment  and 
sport  and  amsement. 
And  let  not  doubt  assail  thee  concerning 
that  which  I  have  spoken,  for  there  is 
no  disagreement  among  us  in  all 
that  I  have  said.  ' 
11  (Ind  of  the  third  section,  on  the  'Meaning  of 
Allegories'.  and  with  it  ends  the  book  called 
'Knowledge  Acquired  Concerning  the  Cultivation  of 
Gold.  I  So  Prais  ebfto  Allah  p  the  One.  and  may  He 
bless  our  Lord  Mulýammad  and  his  Family  and 
Companions  and  give  them  peace!  )"  (1) 
The  Sages,  says  Jildaki,  employ  phrases  of  'inclusion' 
and  'necessary  association'  when  they  express  their  allegories, 
And  for  a  learned  person,  assisted  by  the  examples  given  by 
the  Sheikh  and  others,  it  would  not  be  difficult  to  under- 
stand  the  principles  and  the  methods  of  the  Art.,  and  to  lay 
open  its  secrets,  The  Sages,  Jildaki  goes  on,  write  their 
books  not  for  those  who  have  already  achieved  success  in  the 
Art,  but  for  those  who,  though  learned  and  intelligent,,  are 
'yet  in  need  of  giidance  in  order  to  bring  their  labours  and 
hopes  to  fruition;  and  it  is  to  these  latter  that  the  Sheikh 
addresses  himself. 
Jilýakl  repeats  here  his  previous  arguments  concerning 
the  importance  of  observing  the  rules  of  secrecy  in  the  Art. 
Tr..,  P.  57  ;  Es.,  Vol.  III.,  pp.  92p  96.  The  part 
between  parentheses  does  not  appear  in  Es. 465 
After  having  attained  success  in  the  Art,  one  should  refrain 
from  divulging  its  secrets  to  'Jealous  and  greedy  people. 
One  should  particularly  hide  these  secrets  from  kings,  who 
are  disposed  to  employ  the  Art  as  a  means  for  enforcing  their 
tyr4nnical.  rule  and  suppressing  their  subjects.  Should  a 
man  let  it  be  known  that  he  knows  the  secrets  of  the  Art,  not 
only  would  vicious  and  greedy  man  interfere  with  his  peace 
and  comfort,  but  also  qod  would  pUnish  him  severely  for 
breaking  his  vow  and  parting  with  the  knowledge  which  was 
entrusted  to  him  to  pass  it  on  only  to  those  who  are  worthy 
of  it. 
Referring  to  the  second  verse  in  the  poem  of  ýi4ib  quoted 
above,,  JildakI  says  that  there  are  in  general  two  kinds  of 
pleasure,  one  of  them  worldly  and  the  other  spiritual. 
Prophets,  saints,  philosophers,  in  short,  all  men  of  merit, 
strive  after  spiritual  pleasure  and  are  rewarded  by  God  here- 
after;  these  are  the  people  who  are  worthy  of  the  Art.  The 
seekers  of  worldly  pleasure,  on  the  other  hand,  think  of 
nothing  but  amusemEnt  and  sport,,  and  it  would  be  dangerous  to 
confide  to  them  any  secret  knowledge  that  they  might  employ  to 
gain  their  ignoble  ends. 
Jildaki  once  again  praises  ýi4ib,  and  particularly  the 
Sheikh,  concerning  whose  book  he  says:  'I  swear  by  God, 
considering  my  great  perseverance  and  my  knowledge  of  the 466 
books  of  anciext  and  modem  Sages  on  the  Art,  that  I  have 
not  found  the  like  of  K.  al-Muktasabp  or  anything  superior 
to  it  in  guarding  (the  secrets  of  the  Art)  or  more  excellent 
in  brevity  and  terseness  of  exposition.  " 
Here-,  with  the  closing  of  the  present  chapter,,  Jildak-I's 
explanation  of  the  contents  of  K.  al-Muktasab  comes  to  an 
end.  The  next  and  last  chapter  of  NihAyat  al-Talab, 
Ridek!  devotesto  quotations  from  a  number  of  Sages,  explain- 
ing  them  both  in  hisown  words  and  by  making  references  to  the 
words  of  others.  He  arranges  these  quotations  under  4 
(1)  (2)  (3) 
'Exemplary  Passages',  13  'Allusions',  10  'Advantages', 
(4)  (5) 
6  $Questions'  (or  Divisions),  4  'Origins'  (i.  e.,  Causes), 
(6)  (7) 
4  'Objects'  (or  Purposes),  3  'Problems'  (or  Queries),  and 
(8) 
3  'Ends'  (or  Conclusions). 
AA; 
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CHAPTER  II  :  Concerning  the  unravelling  of  dark  sayings 
and  keys  to  the  buried  treasures.  Consisting  of  quotations 
from  the  words  of  the  Sages. 
Exemplary  Passage  l.. 
Abir  :  'The  Sages  sought  to  obtain  a  single  nature 
in  which  the  properties  of  natures  from  souls  and  bodies  are 
united.  " 
jibir  "If  you  study  these  sciences  carefully  you  will 
understand  that  what  is  sought  after  is  from  thingsp  and  from 
the  properties  of  things,  which  are  similar  to  one  another.  not 
dissimilart  friendly  towards  one  another,  not  inimical;  they 
are  in  no  need  of  matter  not  found  among  themselves.  And 
always  after  their  union  their  powers  increase  until  they 
become  one  nature,  which  is  homogeneous,  stronger  and  more 
penetrating  than  all  of  them.  " 
These  words  might  be  interpreted  literally  by  way  of 
'exact  agreementlt  observes  Jildaki.  But  this  kind  of 
interpretationt  he  goes  on,  would  not  be  very  helpful;  for 
the  only  thing  it  would  tell  us  isthat  the  Sages  have  at 
their  disposal  a  natural  substance,  which  consists  of 
analogous  parts,  is  self-sufficient,  and  appropriate  for 
the  operation. 
A  far  more  comprehensive  interpretation  would  be  possible 
by  way  of  'inclusion'  and  'necessary  association'.  By  way 
of  'inclusion'  we  come  to  the  conclusion  that  the  'single 
nature'  of  the  Sages  is  a  substance  which  consists  of  subtle 468 
soulA  and  gross  bodies,  closely  related  to  one  another. 
By  way  of  'necessary  association'  we  could  derive  two 
extra  meanings  from  the  words  of  Jibir  :  'The  Sages 
thought  to  obtain'.  The  first  implication  is  that  the 
Sages  were  all  in  agreement,  and  the  second,  that  the  aim 
they  set  themselves  was  in  the  realm  of  possibility. 
To  understand  the  full  meaning  of  the  words  of  Jitbir,, 
the'reader,  says  Jildaki,  must  try  to  answer  the  following 
questions:  "What  is  the  essence  of  the  nature  (i.  e.  v  the 
substance)  to  which  he  (i.  e.,  Jibir)  refers.  what  are  its 
propertiest  and  how  does  it  originate?  To  which  groupt 
species,  and  genus  does  it  belong?  Is  it  possible  to  find 
among  the  substances  of  the  world  a  nature  In  which  the 
properties  of  the  four  natures  are  present?  If  it  is 
possible,  how  should  this  be  achieved,  and  if  it  is  not 
possible,  tor  what  reasons?  Supposing  that  the  possibility 
of  the  existence  of  such  a  nature  was  established,  is  it  to 
be  found  among  the  simple  or  compound  substancest  and  in  which 
kingdom  (mineral.,  vegetable  or  animal)?  " 
There  is,  argues  Jildak1p  no  doubt  about  the  possibility 
of  the,  existence  of  such  a  nature;  for  all  the  substances  in 
the  three  kingdoms  contain  the  four  natures.  But  the  Sages 
are  not  unanimous  as  to  which  kingdom  this  particular  'nature' 
(i.  e.,,  substance)  is  to  be  found  in.  Some  of  them  say  in  the 469 
animal  kingdom,  otbars  in  the  vegetable,  and,  still  others, 
: in  the  mineral.  Nevertheless,  they  all  agree  that  It  could 
not  be  partly  from  one  kingdom  and  partly  from  another;  for 
in  that  case  there  will  be  no  similarity  between  the  parts. 
There  is.,  continues  Jildskip  an  apparent  contradiction 
in  the  words  of  Jgbir.  For  while  saying  that  the  'Sages 
sought  to  obtain  a  single  nature'  he  adds  later:  'after  their 
union  their  powers  increase  until  they  become  one  natural. 
Now,  there  seems  to  be  no  sense  In  saying  that  'a  single' 
natural  becomes  'one  naturel,  The  explanation  is  that  by  'a 
single  nature'  Jibir  implied  a  single  species.  Moreoveri, 
when  be  said  Otbey  become  one  nature',  he  did  not  mean  actual- 
lys,  but  potentially;  f6r  it  would  be  impossible  for  them  to 
become  one  nature  actually  prior  to  'separation'  and  the 
removal  of  impurities. 
By  similar  arguments  Jildaili  evades  answering  the 
questions  which  he  himself  had  set  the  reader.  -  Being  a  true 
alchemist,  he  never  comes  to  the  point;  he  is  far  less  clear 
than  he  pretends  to  be. 
Exemplary  Passage 
0 




Tugrg)i  :  The  Sages  are  referred  to  as  painters  and  creators: 
1,  Lit  The  People,  i.  e.  t  The  People  of  the  Art. 
2.  Crop  13  O-W-aj  Ii  01"  r. 
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They  are  able  to  'conquer'  the  natures  and  employ  them  in 
their  service.  Their  operation  is  similar  to  the 
generation  of  metallic  bodies,,  to*tb3cultivation  of  seeds, 
to  the  reproduction  of  animals,  and  to  the  process  of 
digestion.  "They  are  called  painters  by  way*of  allegory. 
That  ist  the  skilful  dyer  among  them  takes  the  simple  and 
pure  principles  which  no  one  else  could  procure,  and  combines 
them,  according  to  his  desiret  (forming)  a  compound  (resemblinp 
that)  of  fusibles  in  viscosity  and  in  stability  on  the  two 
fires  of  smelting.  " 
After  referring  the  reader  to  the  first  and  second  volume 
of  his  present  works  where  he  described  the  similarity  between 
the  operation  of  the  Sages  and  cultivation,  reproduction.,  and 
digestions  Jildak!  proceeds  to  interpret  some  of  TuArill's 
statements  by  way  of  'inclusion'  and  'necessary  association'. 
His  interpretation,  however,  does  not  make  us  any  wiser  :  it 
contains  no  tangible  fact  but  plenty  of  slippery  ideas 
expressed  in'ambiguous  terms.  In  one  place  he  compares  a 
statement  of  Tugritll  with  those  cf  Jibir  quoted  under  the 
2.  This  is  a  very,  ýummary  account  of  the  rather  long  quota- 
tion  from  Tugrili.  The  latter  describes  cultivation, 
reproduction  and  digestion  in  detail,,  but  there  is  nothing 
in  his  words  to  which  Jildak!  had  not  referred  before. 
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previ  ous  I  Exemplary  Pass  age  I,  and  he  obs  erv  as  that 
'though 
both  of  them  expressed  the  same  Idea,  the  former  was  clearer. 
He  also  quotes  a  statement  which  he  says  Jdbir  attributed  to 
Socrates. 
if 
IIf  the  adept  were  (not)  able",  says  ps  eudo-  Socrates. 
to  combine  the  souls  and  the  bodies  of  the  ani-nal,  (forming) 
a  compound  (resembling  that)  of  fusibles  in  viscosity  and 
dissolution,  he  would  not.  ý-succeed  (lit  :  they  would  not  fit 
together  -  i.  e.,  the  souls  and  bodies).  '  (1) 
'Exemplary  Passage  3. 
Ma 
-the 
Jewess  :  "He  who  transforms  the  gold  into 
poison  cures  all  the  diseases  of  the  spirit.  He  who,  not 
sowing  gold  and  its  mixtures,  expects  to  reap  gold  is  nearer 
to  death  than  to  success.  So  keep  to  the  bodies  in  which 
gold  is  hiddenp  just  as  the  fruits  you  eat  are  hidden  in  the 
slander  pieces  of  wood  you  plant.  From  good  comes  good,  and 
from  bad.,  bad.  $ 
Here  Jildald  quotes  a  passage  from  TuArVI  whov  comment- 
ing  on  the  above-mentioned  words  of  Mary,  calls  Jibir  and 
Zo-aimos  to  witness  : 
"The  madicinel,  says  TuArAll,  'in  order  to  become  gold 
must  undergo  treatment.  And  as  to  her  remark  concerning 
the  transformation  of  gold  into  poison,  it  is  the  nature  of 
poison  to  be  penetrative  and  permeating;  and  if  it  did  not 
turn  into  poison  it  would  not  be  complete.  Likewisep  Jibir 
said  when  he  described  the  Blixir:  'They  tried  to  make  it  not 
1.  Ea,,  Vol.  III.,  p.  114  1ý.  'A  I 
rljjl  LAO.  C)  Ii  JU  i  J;  0  t; 
. 
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as  thick  as  silver  and  golds  but  thin,  tender,  spiritual, 
corporeal,  volatile  and  permeating.  Its  soul  and  body  must 
be  from  one  and  the  same  natures  (resembling)  the  nature  of 
the  volatile  and  permeating  poison  in  thinness  and  tender- 
ness.  And  they  tried  to  make  it  not  unstable  in  the  fire, 
but  (transform  it  into)  a  fiery  poison,  which  feeds  upon 
fire  and  is  fostered  in  it  and  acquires  tinctures  brilliance 
and  beauty  from  it.  And  since  eventually  it  has  to  be  used 
for  projection,,  if  its  rank,,  strength,  stability-and  permeat- 
ing  power  are  not  as  they  ought  to  be,  no  benefit  will  be 
derived  from  it'.  If,  111ahs  the-Exalteds  were  not,,  in  the 
interest  of  lasting  order  and  prosperity  in  the  world, 
deterring  the  minds  from  understanding  these  words  ...  it 
would  have  been  possible  for  anyone  who  read  their  books  and 
used  his  brain  to  discover  their  6ecrets.  But  He  prevents, 
by  His  Grace,  the  disclosure  of  the  Art  and  reveals  it  to  one 
person  only  at  every  staEe  of  eternal  time  ...  In  this 
Connexion  Zosimos  said:  'The  Sages  mix  and  combine  their 
substances  producing  a  single  thing  to  which  they  give  a 
single  name.  And  they  take  oath,  in  the  name  of  Allahp 
never  to  reveal  this  secret.  '  And  I  swear  by  Allah  that  I 
have  explained  clearly  in  this  my  book  (only)  the  things 
which  were  not  meant  to  be  concealed.  " 
Now  Jildak!  proceeds  to  comment  on  the  words  of  Mary, 
TuArillp  and  Jibir. 
Tugri!!,  he  says,  failed  to  mention  that  the  gold  to 
which  Mary  referred  was  not  common  gold  but  the  gold  of  the 
Sages,  which  may  not  be  transformed  into  'poison'  unless  it 
is  completely  puilfied.  'The  medicine",,  said  Tuiri.  11,  "  in 
order  to  become  gold  must  undergo  treatment,,  "  and  by  the 
phrase  'to  become  gold'  he  meant  to  become  pure;:  for  the 
Sages  are  in  the  habit  of  referring  to  every  pure  substance 
as  'gold'.  TUgr&)!  used  the  term  'medicine'  to  indicate 
that  the  material  of  the  Elixir  is  not  a  simple  substance 
but  a  compound;  for  medicines  are  always  compounds.  Even 473 
if  the  material  of  the  Elixir  were  from  one  single  substance, 
like  humours,  it  would  still  be  wcoi4pburd  of  natures  and 
elements. 
Referring  to  the  words  of  Jibir,  Jildakl  says  that  the 
Elixir  Is  not  as  thick  as  silver  and  gold,  but  it  is  heavier 
than  either  of  them.  And  the  reason,  he  goes  on,  why  fire 
has  so  much  beneficial  affect  on  the  material  of  the  Elixir 
is  that  there  is  a  great  deal  of  similarity  between  the  two. 
Here  Jildek-i  has  something  interesting  to  say  about 
jibir  and  TugrAll,  The  latter,  he  says,  rightly  called  his 
(1) 
book  Al-Asrir  (The  Secrete);  for,,  judging  from  its  contents,, 
he  knew  all  the  secrets  inthe  theory  and  practice  of  the  Art. 
But  there  are  found  in  his  works  statements  which  are  apt  to 
raise  doubt  as  to  his  ever  having  produced  the  Elixir.  As 
an  example  of  such  statementsp  Jildak!  quotes  two  couplets 
from  Tukri'Ps  famous  poem  Limlyat  al-tAjam1-.  Though,, 
Jildak!  continues,  Tugrill  once  wrote  'In  comparison  with 
what  God  has  bestowed  upon  me  the  Fklixir  is  negligible,  "  yet., 
in  contrast  with  Jibir,  he  never  mentioned  in  his  books  that 
he  had  actually  produced  and  'handled'  the  Elixir.  The 
The  full  title  is  :  jiml!  al-Asrir.  This  is  the  book 
from  which  Jildald  took  the  passage  quoted  above. 474 
latter  wrote  all  hi's  books  after  he  had  arrived  at  successful 
results  in  his  operations.  And  the  operation  he  favoured 
most  was  the  famous  Middle  Operation,  'in  which  respect  the 
majority  of  ancient  as  well  as  modern  Sages  agree  with  him. 
It  is  only  after  years  of  study  and  labour  that,  one  may  come 
to  understand  the  'right  way'  in  the  Art.  Tukrill  found 
the  way,  but  as  he  wanted  to  employ  his  knowledge,  bestowed 
upon  him  by  God,  to  acquire  power  and  position,  one  of  his 
friends,  b;  ing  disloyal  to  him,  disclosed  his  intentions  and 
caused  him  to  be  put  to  death. 
"Therefore".  remarks  Jildakl,  'he  who  finds  access  to 
this  science,  nay,  to  a  part  of  it,  must  not  reveal  It  to 
anyone  unless  he  has  the  greatest  confidence  in  his  intelli- 
gencep  faithoand  honesty;  and  such  a  person  is  rarer  than 
the  red  sulphur  which  is  the  Elixir.  " 
ixemplary  Passage-4. 
From  K.  al-Rabma,  (The  Book  of  Mercy)  of  Jibir  :  nLearn 
how  to  perform  your  combination  (lit. 
9  reconciliation)  of 
natures  from  bodies  and  souls  in  such  a  way  that  not  one  soul 
departs  from  (its)  body,  nor  one  body  from  (its)  soul. 
The  red  has  the  nature  of  red#  and  the  white  has  the  nature 
of  white.  Likewise  they  sdid.,  'Gold  originates  only  from 
gold,  and  silver  only  from  silver!  " 475 
This  excerpt  from  K.  al-Rahma,  comments  Jildakli, 
contains  many  difficult  secrets  of  the  Art  concerning  the 
External  and.  Internal  methods;  for  it  refers  to  the  question 
of  reconciliation  (or  combination)  of  souls  and  bodies. 
'Reconciliation'  will  only  take  place  when  the  things  to 
be  'reconciled'  are  similar  in  certain  respects  and 
(1) 
dissimilar  in  others.  And  in  every  combination  there  is 
an  active  part  and  a  passive;  and  all  parts  should  be 
purifted  if  an  effective  union  is  desired. 
In  the  saying  of  the  Sages..  "Gold  originates  only  from 
gold,  and  silver  only  from  silver".  by  the  second  'gold'  is 
implied  the  gold  of  the  Sages,  and  by  the  second  'silver,  the 
silver  of  the  Sages.  The  silver  of  the  Sages  is  obtained  by 
increasing  the  tincture  of  common  silver,  that  is,  by  heating 
it  "and  dissolving  it  a  natural  dissolution",,  so  that 
corruption  does  not  ensue.  If  the  silver  produced  in  this 
way  is  projected  upon  coppersit  will  transform  the  latter 
into  a  white  and  pure  silver  "capable  of  standing  the 
examination  in  proportion  to  the  increase  in  its  tincture  and 
spirituality".  Similarly,  if  the  tincture  of  common  gold  is 
increased  'to  its  natural  limit'  without  becoming  corrupt, 
on  being  projected  upon  silverp  it  will  transform  the  latter 
1.  see  P-Zq'74fil-above. 476 
into  pure  gold  "capable  of  standing  the  examination  in  pro- 
portion  to  the  increase  in  its  tincture  and  spiritualityl. 
This  in  an  ]External  method  of  transmutation.  In  the 
Internal  method,  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness  and  the  Elixir  of 
Redness  are  used. 
(1) 
Allusion  1. 
From  the  second  part  of  Tgmi'  al-Asriir  of  Tugrfill  : 
"There  are  souls  in  the  interior  of  souls.  They  arev  like 
the  souls  of  bodies,  submerged,  and  do  not  become  perceptible 
to  the  senses  by  any  artifice  except  the  favour  of  the  opera- 
tion  causing  them  to  be  assisted  by  their  kind.  Similarly, 
there  are  souls  in  the  interior  of  bodies  resembling  the  free 
and  submerged  souls.  "  (2) 
It  is  important  for  the  student  of  the  Art,  says  Jildakip 
to  understand  what  the  Sages  actually  mean  by  'souls'  and 
'bodies'. 
There  are  those,  he  goes  ons  who  recognize  three  kinds  of, 
substances  (souls,  spirits,  bodies),  those  who  recognize 
(3) 
four  (corpsesp  souls,  spirits,  bodies),  and  those  who 
recognize  a  greater  number  of  varieties.  Some  of  the  Sages 
1.  It  appears  that  by  External  transmutation  J11daki  meant 
alloying  of  gold  and  silver  A  th  th 
-e 
base  metalso  though 
it  is  not  always  easyto  see  what  he  means  by  the  terms 
'External  I  and  'Internal  I. 
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(1) 
give  the  name  'corpselto  any  'spatial'  substance  with  three 
dimensions,  be  it  soul  or  body;  "and  this  causes  some 
difficulty.  "  Some  other-Sages  give,  ý.  the  names  $souls'  and 
'spirits'  to  those  substances  which  volatilize  by  the  action 
of  firet  and  give  the  name  'body'  to  any  substance  which  is 
stable  in  the  fire.  Some  others  give  the  name  'souls'  to 
'waters',  Idpirits'  to  loilelp  'corpses'  to  'salts'.  and 
'bodies'  to  'earths'.  Some  others  give  the  name  'corpses' 
to  lashes'.  And  some  others  imply  by  'corpses'  everything 
capable  of  dissolution  and  'separation' 
. 
The  souls,  continues  Jildaki,  are  either  free  or 
.  restricted.  Free  souls  are  those  which  contain  no  impuri- 
ties.  Restricted  souls,  on  the  other  hand,  are  mixed  with 
impurities  found  in  their  mines.  The  reason  why  these 
latter,  in  spite  of  their  being  impure,  are  called  souls  is 
that  their  soul  content  is  preponderant;  and  it  is  a  usual 
practice  among  the  Sages  to  refer  to  substances  by  the  name 
of  their  predominant  constituent!  The  restricted  souls 
could  be  made  free  by  the  removal  of  their  impurities. 
With  regard  to  the  difference  between  'bodies'  and 
'corpses'.  JildakI  says  that  the  former  are  'thicker'  and 
'denser'  than  the  latter. 
By  the  'souls  of  bodies'  Tugrill  meant,  according  to 
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Jildaki#  the  souls  of  fusible  bodies,  i.  e.  0 
Ithe  fluid 
marcuries'.  The  'souls  Of  souls'  are  S190  'fluid  mercuries; 
and,  moreover,,  In  comparison  with  pure  water  and  all  the 
boracic  waters,  they  are  in  their  natural  state".  And  it 
was  for  these  reasons  that  Tukrill  compared  the  I  souls  of 
bodies'  to  the  $souls  of  souls'.  The  use  of  the  term 
'submerged'  by  TuArill  has  a  particular  significance:  it 
implies  the  existence  of  two  distinct  parts,  one  of  them 
'thin'  and  the  other  $thick',  the  latter  sinking  in  the 
f  ormer. 
TuArVI  said  that  the  souls  of  bodies  or  the  souls  of 
souls  cb  not  become  perceptible  to  the  senses  unless  they. 
are  11assisted  by  their  kinds"..  This  statement,  says 
Jildakip  includes  one  of  the  secrets  of  the  first  concealed 
operation;  for  it  conveys  the  same  idea  as  the  famous  saying 
of  the,  Sages  Things  agree  with  their  like  and  oppose  their 
unlike". 
Thelsoulis  in  the  interior  of  bodies'  resemble  the"fres 
and  submerged  souls',  as  T.  ugr&sl  said,  but  'freedom'  is  not  a 
point  of  resemblance  between  the  two;  for  the  former  are 
restricted  by  the,  bodies  in  which  they  residev  becoming 
perceptible  to  the  senses  only  when  those  bodies  are  melted. 479 
-Allusion  2. 
Here,  q  Jildak!  gives  6  quotation  from  Tu.  &WIp  purported 
to  be  an  explanation  of  the  latter's  own  words  quoted  in 
connexion  with  Allusion  1. 
'The  artificer",,  says  Tugr'&'Y,,  "could  not  separate  the 
souls  in  the  interior  of  souls  from  souls  by  cleansing,  or 
purification,  or  fire,  or  by  any  cther  means.  Similarly,  the 
two  terrific  fires  could  not  extract  from  bodies  the  souls 
hidden  in  their  interior,  And  nothing  of  the  souls  in  the  In- 
terior  of  soulso  or  in  the  interior  of  bodies,  is  perceptible 
to  the  senses;  they  are  neither  seeable  nor  touchable:  their 
existence  is  proved  only  by  reason,  the  truest  witness.  The 
similarity  between  the  souls  and  the  pure  wate  r  in  clearness 
and  colour.,  on  distillation,  and  their  dissimilarity  in  taste, 
odour,  heavinessp  action,  and  quality  -  these  latter  properties 
are  not  present  in  the  water  -  prove  the  existence  of  the 
souls  of  souls.  11 
By  the  'souls  of  souls',  explains  Jildakl,,  TuArill  dieant 
"the  fire  and  the  air.  Andl  indeed,  these  two  are  not  seen 
by  the  eyes,  but  they  are  perceived  through  their  effects.  The 
sundering  of  the  gross  from  the  subtle  in  the  Art  is  only 
possible  by  the  method  of  separation.  " 
It  is  only,  continues  Jildakil  the  'bodies  used  in  the 
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Art'  whose  souls  could  not  be  extracted  by  the  'two  terrific 
firO312  and  not  bodies  in  general.  And  only  the  souls  of 
bodies  and  soulq  which  are  in  their  natural  state  are  imper- 
ceptible  to  the  senses.  The  souls  of  souls  become  percept- 
ible  to  the  senses  by  operation,  and  those  of  bodies,  by  the 
smelting-fire. 
Allusion  3. 
Referring  to  the  statement  of  Tugrisl  concerning  the 
similarity  between  'the  spirit'  and  $the  pure  water',  Jildsk! 
says  that  just  as  'the  pure  water'  quenches  the  thirst  and 
permeates  all  the  substances  of  the  three  kingdoms,  so  'the 
spiritual  water  of  the  Sages'  exhibits  wonderful  qualities. 
It  is  rightly  called  Otbe  water  of  life';  for  it  revives  the 
dead  and  cures  the.  blind  and  the  leprous.  A  metallic  body  is 
said  to  be  dead  when  it  suffers  from  the  excess  of  either 
ýblind  when  dryness  and  hotness  or  coldness,  it  is  said  to  be'.,. 
'blackness'  prevail  in  it,  and  it  is  said  to  be  leprous  when 
coldness  and  moistness  are  the  predominant  natures  Jalit. 
Allusion  4. 
God,  says  Jildald,  has  invested  matter  with  the  quality 
of  'abandoning  one  fom  and  adopting  another',  Every  formo 
he  goes  on,  represents  certain  particular  qualities,  and 481 
change  of  form  is  accompanied  by  change  of  properties.  'The 
water  of  the  Sages',  for  example,  passes  through  four  stages 
of  development  (i.  e.,  the  first  concealed  operation; 
marriage  and  putrefaction;  separationg  distillation  and 
purification;  and  rejuvenation)  and  acquires  different 
properties  at  each  stage. 
Allusion  5. 
(1) 
TugrVi":  "As  to  tba  souls  of  bodies,,  their  exist- 
ence  is  pro  ad  by  :  the  inability  of  the  two  ftes  to 
dominate  over  bodies,  without  mercy,  when  they  are  unpre- 
payed;  the  adhesion  of  their  combustible  particles;.  their 
refusal  to  c6mbinev  when  in  their  natural  state,  with 
(extra)  moistures;  and  their  quality  of  being  divisiblev  by 
a  single  operation,  into  (minute)  particles,  the  smallest 
possible  in  practice.  It  is  perhaps  possible  to  divide 
these  into  still  smaller  particles  by  imaginationp  but  our 
knowledgep  indeed,  concerns  what  is  real  and  not  illusory. 
And  if,  like  the  souls  of  souls,  they  are  divided  into 
parts,  they  will  not  precipitate,,  and  if  they  do  not  pre- 
cipitatev  they  will  not  separate,,  and  when-  there  is  no 
separation,  union  and  combination  will  result,  and  thus  the 
natures  concur,  But  only  the  soul,  on  disintegration  of 
the  body  and  d'issociation  of  its  partsp  becomes  stronger  by 
reaching  the  depths  of  the  body  and  bringing  out  from  its 
interior  its  contents  of  bodily  souls.  The  body  accepts 
the  partnership  of  the  soul  both  because  and  for  the  sake 
of  the  bodily  souls  contained  in  its  Interior.  This  is 
the  complicated  relationship  of  which  mention  has  been  made 
in  the  books.  Examples  of  it  could  be  found  in  the  words 
of  prophets.  The  souls  are  like  enlisted  soldiers:  they 
do  not  know  either  their  allies  or  their  enemies,  and 
this  is  a  spiritual  relationship.  And  besides  this  kind 
of  relationshipp  there  is  the  attraction  of  the  magnet  for 
( 
e 
According  to  Jildakip  the  present  quatation  from 
Tugribl  follows  the  one  quoted  in  connexion  with 
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iron,,  referred  to  as  'the  sympathetic  property'.  This  is  a 
peculiarity  of  the  magnetq  and  if  there  were  other  things 
exhibiting  the  same  propertyit  would  no  longer  be  called 
sympathetic  :  it  would  be  a.  common  accidenýal  property.  " 
Here,  TuArVI  has  employed  phrases  of  'necessary  asaocia- 
tion1p  and  that  is  why,  explains  JldakI,  his  statemebtat  if 
studied  superficially,  give  the  impression  of  being  contra- 
dictory. 
By  the  'souls  of  bodies'  TugrA21  teent  the  souls  of 
metallic  bodies.  Metallic  bodies  are  fusible  but  not  com- 
bustible;  when  they  solidify  after  their  fusion,  they  become 
malleable  again  and  not  crumbly.  TuArV1  did  not  imply  by 
the  phrase  'the  adhesion  of  their  combustible  particles'  that 
metallic  bodies  are  combustible.  What  he  meant  was  that  fire 
'flows'  into  the  interstices  of  these  bodies  and  0  therebys, 
melts  them  and  makes  them  combustive;  and  after  the  removal  of 
fire  they  return  to  their  original  state.  Metallic  bodies, 
in  their  natural  states,  contain  some  moisture,  but  they 
refuse  to  combine  with  extra  quantities  of  it. 
It  is  possible  to  reduce  a  metallic  body  to  a  very  fine 
powder  by  'a  generative  decomposition  and  not  a  corrupting 
one'.  The  particles  of  the,  powder  thus  prepared  are 
extremely  small  and  it  is  not  practical  to  make  them  any 
smaller,  Theoretically,  of  course,  it  is  possible,  'as 
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some  of  the  philosophers  maintain',  to  'cut'  any  particle, 
no  matter  how  small  it  is,  into  two  parts.  But  when  the 
particles  are  so  small  that  the  eyes  can  hardly  see  them;  for 
practical  purposes  they  may  be  considered  indivisible. 
When  metallic  bodies  are  pulverized  thoroughly  by  cal- 
cination  and  then  dissolved  in  'a  natural  dissolution1v  that 
is,  when,  in  the  words  of  TuArVI,  *they  are  divided  into 
parts  like  the  souls  of  soulsOp  no  precipitate  is  formed.  On 
the  other  hand,  if  their  pulverization  is  not  complete,  they 
will  not  be  transformed  into  the  nature  of  the  solvent  and, 
since  part  of  the  powder  precipitated  at  the  bottom  of  the 
vessel,  no  homogeneous  compound  is  formed.  A  thorough 
pulverization  makes  it  possible  for  the  soul  (i.  e.,  the 
solvent)  to  enter  the  interior  of  metallic  bodies  and  combine 
with  their  'hidden  souls'. 
Other  philosophers  besides  Tugrall  have  described  the 
attraction  of  the  magnet  for  iron  4and  there  is  no  need  for 
usilp  says  Jildak!,  11  to  enlarge  upon  their  words  here". 
Jibir,  he  goes  on,  discussed  the  'natural'  and  'sympathetic' 
(1) 
properties  of  things  "in  his  books  on  properties.  "  in  such 
a  way  that  any  intelligent  person  would  be  able  to  understand 
it. 
yin,  Cairo,  1943p  K,  al-Hawit9v.  Cf.  Kraus,  Jibir  Ii.  Uay 
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A  'sympathetic  property's  continues  Jildaki,  is  confined 
to  one  particular  thing  only.  The  attraction  of  the  magnet 
(1) 
for  irons  the  hair-removing  quality  of  depilatory  paste, 
and  the  allurement  of  amber  to  bewitch  the  straw,  are 
examples  of  sympathetic  properties;  for  they  are  not  shared 
by  other  things,  But  there  are  also.  1natural  properties': 
properties  comon  to  two  or  more  things.  Scammony,  for 
example,  cures  the  excess  of  yellow  bile,  but  it  is  not  the 
only  medicemert.,  possessing  this  property.  Yellow  myrobalams 
cassia  fistularis,  tamarind,  barberry,  plums  and  many  other 
things  are  abo  used  for  the  same  purpose.  Sympathetic 
properties  may  strengthen  or  weaken  the  natural  properties. 
Rhubarb.,  though  it  has  a  hot  and  dry  nature,  causes  the  high 
fever  of  some  diseases  to  subside,  and  this  is  a  sympathetic 
action.  Now  the  effects  of  the  Elixir  on  'things  and  their 
opposites'  are  both  sympathetic  and  natural. 
When  a  property  is  shared  by  two  or  more  things.,  it  is 
no  longer  called  'sympathetic':  it  is  a  'common  accidental 
quality', 
Allusion  6. 
TugraJi  We  described  how  water  is  able  to  cause 
the  combu-stion  known  as  dispersion,  and  why  they  said  'Its 
water  is  its  fire'.  Now  why  does  the  fire  fail  to  effect 
this  powdering  in  spite  of  its  domination  over  bodies?. 
A  medicament  made  of  quick  1.  -lime  and 
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This  fody,  more  than  others,  keeps  a  firm  hold  on  its  soul 
and  In  extremely  niggardly  of  it.  And  thus  there  remains 
in  it,  fai,  in  excess  of  its  weight,  a  certain  amount  of 
good  soul,  which  can  be  extracted  from  it  only  by  a  skilful 
application  of  the  two  great  fires.  But  if  it  is  the  sub- 
merged  soul  which  remains  in  the  body,  how  then  does  the 
Tlrp-,  become  covetous  of  it  and..  by  virtue  of  its  strength, 
set  it  ablaze?  The  fire  gets  hold  of  the  remaining  soul 
because  things  seek  their  own  kind  and  are  inclined  to  join 
their  like.  Thus  is  confimmed  the  assertion  of  the  Sages 
'Things  agree  with  their  like  and  oppose  their  unlike'.  No 
one  ever  expld  nod  this  before,  so  praise  Allah,  the  Exalted; 
for  I  have  guided  you  and  revealed  to  -you  that  of  which  the 
ancients  and  the  moderns  have  been  niggardly.  11(l) 
These  words  of  TuArAll  are  apt,  says  Jildald.,  to  mislead 
not  only  the  ignorant  fools  but  also  many  of  those  experi- 
enced  in  the  Art.  It  was  mentioned  before  in  this  book,  he 
continuesp  that  in  the  first  concealed  operation  as  well  as 
in  the  second  and  third  operations  (i.  e.,  the  first  and 
second  combinations)  all  the  three  kinds  of  materials,  namal7p 
soul,  spirit  and  body#  ore  needed*  It  was  also  mentioned 
that  "the  prime  matter  (of  the  Rlixir)  is  from  one  thing  and 
one  species'.  And  there  was  left  no  doubt  that  by  the  name 
'body'  is  implied  any  one  of  the  four  coppers  :  "the  unpre- 
pared  red  copper;  the  imperfect  Wir-copper,  the  pure,  shade- 
less  red  copper;  and  the  pure  white  earth".  Each  one'of 
these  bodies  has  its  particular  propertlesp  uses  and  effects, 
though  they  are  all  of  the  same  species.  Now,,  in  the  first 
b 
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place,,  TuArTill  does  not  make  it  clear  as  to  which  one  of  the 
coppers  herefers,  to  when  he  says  *This  body,,  more  than  otharso 
keeps  a  firm  hold  on  its  soul  and  .., 
11  Secondly,  ho,  fails  to 
,  mention  that  the  extraction  of  soul  from  body  by  means  of 
fire  alone  ends  in  corruption.  For  a  generative  powdering  or 
calcination  the  addition  of  moisture  is  assentialf,  for 
otherwi  so  the  fire  will  destroy  the  'adhesive  moistness'  of 
the  body.  Jildak!  quote3  here  a  poem  from  TuArill  in  which 
the  latter  refers  to  the',  alimportanco  of  the  presence  of 
moisture  in  calcination.  By  'this  body'.  he  goes  on, 
TuAr&)1  meant  'the  imperfect  ibir-copper,  which  contains  im- 
purities  and  is  more  niggardly  of  its  soul  than  the  other 
three  bodies.  For  after  the  extraction  of  the  greater  part 
of  its  soul,  by  dissolution  in  the  water,  there  remains  in 
this  'copper'  a  certain  amount  of  soul  which  takes  refuge  ih 
its  Interior.  To  extract  this  latter  part  of  the  soulp 
the  body  must  be  powdered,  moistened  and  purified  'tenderly.  ' 
And  after  the  completion  of  the  extraction  of  the  soul,  the 
body  becomes  extremely  white,  like  silver,  and  melts  with  a 
small  quantity  of  heat,  Subsequently  the  body  is  sublimedp 
and  the  strange  thing  is  that  after  all  this,  when  collected 
In  the  receiver,  it  is  found  to  have  gained  in  weight.  To 
avoid  any  misunderitanding  of  the  words  of  Tu&rV1,  it  is 
worth  mentioning  that  'the  Rbir-copperl  keeps  no  firmer  hold 487 
on  its  soul  than  the  stone  of  the  Sages. 
Allusion  7. 
Referring  to  the  quotation  given  from  TuArill  in 
connexion  with  Allusion  62  Jildald  says  that  it  makes  him 
doubt  whether  the  former  achieved  any  success  in  practice. 
If  what  he  meant  by  his  obscure  statements  were  in  agreement 
with  Jildakils  interpretation  of  them,  then  he  was  successful 
in  both  theory  and  practice.  But  if  he  meant  something 
different,  one  is  bound  to  come  to  the  conclusion  that,  though 
well  versed  in  theoryo  he  was  weak  in  practice.  In  any  case 
he  was  not  at  all  justified  in  saying  that  he  revealed  things 
that  other  Sages  kept  secret.  For  in  the  works  of  Jibir  and 
othersstatements  are  found  on  t1-A  same  subject  which  are  much 
-clearer  than  those  of  Tugr&)!..  And  -yet  Jibir  confessed  that 
he  intentionally  made  his  statements  obscure.  "If  we  claim 
that  our  explanations  are  far  superior  in  clarity  to  those  of 
Tukrali,  we  have  spoken  the  truth. 
. 
Anyone  with  the  slightest 
degree  of  intelligence  will  testify  to  thisP 
-  (1) 
*11usion  8. 
Tugrali  "This  wonderful  assertion  and  this  wonderful 
interpretation  substantiate  the  statement  of  Democritus  that 
'The  world  is  composed  of  indivisible  particles$.  All  those 
This  passage  is  in  continuation  of  the  one  quoted  in 
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sages  who  did  not  comprehend  his4lews  vilified  him.  And  he, 
being  niggardly  of  his  sciencov  guarded  it,  and  avoided  using 
clear  language.  How  often  did  the  Sages  contend  with  him 
and  contradict  him!  They  discussed  his  assertion  at  length 
and  yet  its  meaning  remained  concealed  from  them:  he  wqs  in 
one  valley,  they  were  in  another.  Among  the  Sages(2)  there 
were  controversies  like  this  on  a  number  of  subjects.  We.. 
however,,  discovered  the  hidden  sense  of  his  assertiont  and, 
being  provided  with  excellence  of  speech,,  explained  it  in  such 
awway  as  to  satisfy  those  interested  in  it.  So.  do  not  be 
astonished  when  you  are  confronted  with  strange  things;  for 
perchance  there  are  more  things  to  be  learned  beyond  what  you 
already  know.  In  this  category  (ofatrange  things)  fall  the 
views  of  Pythagoras,  regarding  numbers  as  the  essence  of  all 
things;  the  assertions  of  Domocritus  concerning  the  princi- 
pleas  -  these,  may  be  one  or  many  and  the  numerous  dark 
sayings  of  Plato.  liad  It  been  allowable  to  me  I  would  have 
Proceeded  with  my  argumentst  but  I  loathe  disagreement  with 
my  companions.  In  fact,  I  once  referred  to  this  hidden  sense 
(of  Democritusla  statement)  in  an  assembly  of  learned  men. 
They  were  disgusted  at  it  and  opposed  the  idea,  with  the  like 
of  which  they  were  not  familiar.  They  were  affected  by  the 
disease  of  the  ancients.  They  were  of  those  concerning  whom 
the  Most  Holy  said  'We  found  our  forefathers  believing:  h  a 
religiont  and  we  are  following  in  their  tracks'.  Jfibir-was 
excessively  emulative  of  the  Sages  Ind  hotly  reviled  the 
philosophers  in  his  ten  treati  IZI  (3  and  also  in  his  K.  al- 
U*Ul  (The  Book  of  Principles  ,  in  which  latter  he  dese-r-iFed 
the  properties.  These  are  not  important  works;  for  (in 
them)  he  did  not  discuss  causes  and  means,  revealed  no  now 
ideaO  and  (even)  did  not  make  any  addition  to  (his)  chidings. 
And  when  he  made  a  single  allusion  to  a  moot  point  such  as 
those  explained  in  this  our  book,  he  exaggerated  its  benefits 
and  considered  himself  extremely  generous.  "(5) 
1.  I.  e.,,  Democritus. 
2.  Presumably,  Greek  Sages. 
3.  Cf.  t  Kraus,  Jdbir  b.  Uayygn,  Cairo,  1943p  Vol,  I.  P.  138. 
4.  Ibid,,.,  pp.  99  t  125s 
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"A  great  number  of  philosophers$'  ,  comments  Jildaki, 
$thought  that  Democritus  referred  to  the  world  of  Existence 
when  he  spoke  of  indivisible  particles.  That  is  not  so. 
What  he  actually  had  in  mind  was  the  world  of  the  Art.  And 
this,  indeed  is  composed  of  particles  indivisible  in 
practice.  That  is  to  say  that  (a)  they,  -,  dissolve  in  such  a 
way  as  to  leave  no  precipitate;  (b)  after  combination 
(i.  e.,  s  dissolution),  having  got  rid  of  all  their  impurities 
and  defects,  they  return  to  their  state  of  simplicity; 
(c)  if  they-are  then  combinedp  they  form  permanent  compounds. 
The  obstinate  contender  would  not  agree  with  this  interpreta- 
tion,  he  believes  that  the  (wokld  of)  Existence  is  composed  of 
partioles'indivisible  not  only  in  practice  but  also  by 
imagination  and  reason.  This  is  an  absurd  belief.  For 
every  imaginable  thing  would  accept  division  by  imagination; 
and  this  is  supported  by  reason.  If  we  assume  that  a  thing 
exists  and  constitutes  part  of  a  whole,  we  shall  not  doubt 
that  it  is  spatial.  And  if  it  is  spatial,  it  is  surrounded 
by  curves  and  straight  line,  And  therefore,  it  will  be  out 
into  two  parts  by  a  line  passing  through  it.  Similarly, 
their  notion  that  a  line  consists  of  indixisible  small  parts 
is  absurd,  What  they  say  amounts  to  this,,  that  particles 
which  are  practically  indivisible,  and  which  could  not,  be 
divided  by  imagination  or  reason,  are  spatial  and  out  of 490 
their  conglomeration  the  things  originate.  That  Is  ne7t  to 
impossible;  its  absurdity  Is  obvious,  9  and  all  the  people 
(of  the  Art)  would  agree  that  it  is  so.  We  do  not  propose 
to  deal  with  this  question  exhaustively,  But  those  who 
differ  from  us  with  regard  to  the  interpretation  of  the  words 
of  Democritus  are-greatly  mistaken.  They  are  like  those  who 
believed  that  the  words  of  the  people  (of  the  Art)  concerning 
the  fire  and  the  heavenly  bodies  had  a  religious  significance. 
Of  these  latter  we  spoke  previously  in  this  our  book.  The 
fact  is  thatp  as  Tugrati,  saidp  the  poop  le  (of  the  Art)  are  in 
one  valley,  they  are.  in  anothert  and  Democritus  in  still 
(2) 
another.  " 
The  statement  of  TUgrAll  concerning  the  views  of 
Pythagoras  and  the  controversies  among  the  Sages  is  clear  and 
needs  no  elaboration,,  says  Jildaki.  "The  people".  *  he  goes  on., 
Odetest  anything  of  which  they  are  ignorant.  "  But  TugriJI 
was  not  right  in  calling  those  kind  of  people  'learned  men'. 
For,  if  they  were  learnedv  they  would  not  have  adopted  that 
attitude  towards  TuArIJI's  interpretation  of  the  words  of 
Democritus:  they  would  have  bean  able  to  differentiate  be- 
tween  true  and  false. 
But  TuArill's  criticism  of  Jibir  is  an  unjustified 
1.  I.  e.,,  those  who  do  not  agree  with  the  alchemisVrAntar- 
pretation  of  the  words  of  Democritus. 
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encroachment  upon  the  rights  of  the  latter.  Jibir  was  not, 
says  Jildaki,  vindictive  towards  the  ancientss  and  everything 
that  Tugrill  says  about  him  is  false.  "'Mir  threw  the 
jewels  on  the  ground  under  their  feats  but  only  a  few  picked 
them-up.  "  This  is  not  a  reflection  on  the  intelligence 
of  Tukrill.  He  was  a  profoundly  learned  manp  but  being  weak 
In  practice  he  misunderstood  Jibir.  Since  he  did  not  find 
any  reference  to  the  'causes  and  means'  in  the  two  books  of 
Jibir  mentioned  above,  he  concluded  that  the  latter  did  not 
discuss  these  subjects  at  all.  But,  in  fact,  Jabir  discussed 
'causes  and  means'  in  many  of  his  books,  '  thoughs  as  usual,,  he 
dispersed  his  assertions  in  various  places.  And  yet,,  he  was 
much  clearer  than  other  Sagess,  ancient  as  wall  as  modern, 
His  words  on  'External  operational  and  also  on  the  'Major 
Internal  operation'  are  particularly  more  lucid  and  more 
intelligible  than  those  of  Tu&rA11. 
Allusion  9. 
It  appears,,  says  Jildakil  that  TuArVit  like  other 
Sages  who  came  after  himp  confined  himself  only  to  the  Middle 
Operationp  and  did  not  know  anything  about  the  Major  Operation 
and  the  rest.  Though  the  majority  of  the  Sages  favour  the 
Middle  Operation  and  give  most  of  their  attention  to  it,  yet 
that  does  not  imply  that  tbay  completely  neglect  other 
operations. 492 
Here  Jildski  refers  to  some  of  his  previous  statements 
concerning  the  properties  of  'the  water',  I  the  oil',  'the 
tincture'  and  other  substances,  He  also  repeats  his  former 
assertion  that  the  Sages  give  different  names  to  the  same 
nubstancep  and  the  same  name  to  different  substances.  Some 
substances,  he  adds,  are  used  in  all  the  operations.  One 
such  -substance  is  'the  sal  ammoniac  which  is  alum'  mentioned 
by  Jibir  in  his  K.  Zahr  al-Riyldp  part  of  the  500  Books. 
But  there  are  other  substances  whose  use  is  limited  to  a 
certain  particular  operation.  Not  being  able  to  understand 
as  to  which  operation  the  old  Sages  referred  in  each  particu- 
lar  instances  and  assuming  that  they  were  all  the  time 
speaking  about  the  Middle  Operation,  Tukrill  and  those  who 
came  after  him  failedp  on  a  number  of  occasionsp  to  grasp 
the  true  meaning  of  their  assertion3  and  consequentl-y  often 
contradicted  themselves. 
Allusion  10. 
It  may  bep  says  Jildaldp  that  TuArill  and  those  who 
followed  him  knew  all  the  various  methods  of  the  operation 
and  their  results,  but  made  no  reference  to  them  in  their 
books  for  either  of  the  following  reasons.  Perhaps  they 
thought  that  since  JAbIr  and  other  Sages  before  him  dealt 
exhaustively  A  th  all  the  various  methods  which  could  be 
employed  in  the  Artp  there  was  no  need  for  them  to  say 493 
anything  In  that  connexion.  Or  perh&ps  they  decided  to  apply 
themselves  to  one  operation  and  one  method  only;  and  if  their 
I 
writings  sometimes  give  the  impression  that  they  spoke  of 
different  operations.,  that  is  because  their  terminology  is 
not  proparly  understood.  However,  they  chose  the  'middle 
road'  and  gave  all  their  attention  to  the  Middle  Operation; 
and  there  was  no  difference  among  them  with  regard  to  the 
constituent  parts  of  the  stone. 
All  the  methods,  Jildaki  goes  on,  employed  by  the  Sages 
in  their  operations  are  valid,  and  each  one  of  them  consti- 
tutes  a  proof  that  the  Art  is  genuine.  Jibir,  Rizi,  Ibn 
Wahsiyyal  and  Ibn  Miskawayh,  though  they  described  many 
different  methods  in  their  works,  recommended  the  reader  not 
to  waste  his  time  and  money  in  trying  them  all,  but  to  apply 
himself  mainly  to  the  Middle  Operation.  '  Al-Majrltl  also., 
in  Rutbat  al-Hakim  (The  Sage's  Step)  and  in  his  other  books6 
spoke  in  favour  of  the  Middle  Operation.  But  Ibn  Umayl, 
on  the  basis  of  his  own  experiments  tith  the  stone,  initiated 
certain  methods  to  which  he  gave  the  name  'kitchen  gardens  I. 
"And  we  have  followed  in  our  books",  says  JjjdajCj-,  "a 
comprehensive  course  of  the  Middle  Operation.  And  since 
to  us  was  revealed  everything  concerned  with  this  sciencep 
Cf..,  Holmyard,  Makers  of  Chamistry,  London,  19469 
pp.  77-80. 
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we  devoted  this  our  book  and  K.  *biyat  al-Suriir  and  K.  91-5ams 
al-Mun-Ir  and  K.  al-TeqAb  Ci  Asr&r  al-Tar0lb  and  Y'.  S"arh 
IK.  *I-Riba  (Commentary  onthe  Book  of_Repose)  of  Nibir  to 
important,  useful  and  comprehensive  allusions,  which  if 
mastered  by  the  seeker  of  knowledge  would  enable  him  to  grasp 
all  the  principles  and  doctrines  of  the  Art.  $ 
Allusion  11. 
Zosimos..  according  to  Jildag  ,  addressed  ltuthasiý 
(Theosebia),  in  MugLaaf-al-Puwar  (The  Book  of  Forms)  and  other 
places,  saying  that'There  could  be  no  fusion  without  coction 
and  powdering,  no  coction  without  fire,  and  no  powdering 
without  water.  " 
The  Sages,  comments  Jildaki,  differ  among  themselves  as 
to  the  meaning  of  the  term  'fusion',  Some  of  them  take  it  to 
mean  calcination  and  separation  of  parts  by  'a  sort  of 
moistening';  otherep  dissolution  in  the  water;  others, 
reduction  into  a  fusible  and  adhesive  oil;  others,  reduction 
into  a  fluid  mercury;  others,  celOtion;  and  others,  malting 
in  the  fire,  But  in  all  these  cases  coction  and  powdering 
are  indispensable,,  and  Zosimos  did  not  mean  any  particular 
kind  of  fusion,  but  fusion  in  general.  So  it  is  usuall-y 
left  to  the  student  of  the  Art  to  find  out  for  himself  what 
is  actually  meant  by  fusion.  As  to  the  intensity  of  fire 495 
for  fusion#  it  should  be  gentle  except  when  malting  is  implied. 
jildala  relates  here,  also  from  Mu§baf-al-§uwarp  a 
conversation  which  Zosimos  bad  with  another  man.  Zosimos 
once  came  across  a  man  who  was  powdering  'the  secret'  and 
who  failed  in  the  end.  Zosimos  told  -the  man  thatvi2at  he  did 
was  not  the  powdering  of  the  Sages.  'What'-did,  the  Sages  mean 
by  powdering?  ',  asked  the  man.  'They  meant  powdering  bf 
natural,  replied  Zosimos.  'And  where  is  the  nature  to  do 
the  powdering  to  be  found?  10  retorted  the  man.  Zosimos 
understood  that  the  man  was  ignorant,  left  him  and  went  away. 
The  moral  drawn  from  this  story  is  that  one  should  always 
avoid  talking  to  ignorant  fools,  and  Jildak!  sppports  this  by 
quoting  two  verses  from  the  Koran. 
Allusion  12. 
Zosimos  said  to  "Nuthasis,  that  it  is  necessary  to  under- 
stand  the  words  of  Democritus:  "Place  it  upon  silver,  and  it 
will  become  gold;  upon  gold.,  and  it  will  become  the  leaven  of 
gold.  " 
By  silver,  comments  Jildaki,  is  not  meant  common  silver, 
nor  by  gold,  common  gold.  "When"y  he  goes  on,  Ve  combine  the 
things  and  produce  a  compounds  we  call  it  silver,  if  it  were 
white;  gold,  if  it  were  red;  and  leaven  of  gold,  if  its 
sulphur  content  were  large.  "  In  the  course  of  the  operation 
whenever  the  compound  becomes  white  -  and  this  happens  five 498 
times  -  the  name  'silver'  is  given  to  it,  the  fifth  silver 
being  the  Elixir  of  Wt4teness.  The  same  thing  applies  to 
gold.  White  and  red  are  the  two  colours  which  the  Sages  are 
after:  oiher  colours,,  they  consider  as  transitory  and 
accidental. 
Allusion  13. 
Zosimos  said  to  Ruthasia:  "Know  that  after  the  compound 
has  been  prepared  from  its  ingredients,  it  is  given  one  name 
only.  It  is  called,  arys  copper,  or  silvert  or  gold,  or 
amalgam,  or  lead,  or  magnesia;  for  it  id  composed  of  various 
kinds  of  substances  each  of  which  ýaj  a  different  name. 
Similarly,  when  the  hard  particles  1  are  made  to  unite  by 
moisture,  only  one  name  is  given  to  the  substance  thus  pro- 
duced;  for 
, 
they  are  from  one  stone,  and  even  if  they  were  not, 
they  would  be  after  their  union.  " 
It  was  mentioned  before#  says  Jildakis  what  the  Sages 
mean  by  copper,  silver,  gold,  amalgamt  and  magnesia.  There 
were,  we  rememberp  four  copperst  similar  to  one  another  in 
certain  respects  and  dissimilar  in  others.  Amalgam  is  the 
name  given  to  the  coipound  at  the  beginning  of  both  the  first 
and  the  second  operation.  The  name  lead  is  given  to  the 
compound  whenever  it  turns  black#  and  this  happens  once  in 
the  first  operation  and  once  in  the  second. 
'  The  main  thing  is,  continues  Jildaldo  that  the  compound 
may  be  considered  as  one  homogeneous  substance  and  given  one 
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name.,  or  it  may  be  given  different  names  on  account  of  its 
being  composed  of  various  substances.  "And  this  is  one  of 
the  secrete  of  the  Sages  as  regards  their  terminology.  " 
And  now  the  reason  why  'the  hard  particles'  unite  when 
moisture  is  added  to  them  is  that  they  lose  their  hardness  and 
dryness  and  become  soft  and  humid. 
Advantagel. 
Zosimos  said  to  Xuthasis:  "The  names  constitute  a 
secret,  we  explained.  And  he  who  uses  one  of  them  in  prac- 
tice  commits  a  mistake.  When  they  said  'Tincture  the  whole 
body's  they  meant  redden  the  whole  body.  that  is,  the 
compound.  When  they  said  'the  art  of  silver',  they  implied 
whitening;  and  when  they  said  'the  art  of  gold'.  they  meant 
reddening.  " 
'The  names  constitute  a  secret',  said  Zosimost  and  he 
meant,  explains  Jildakls  that  they  are  riddles  or  cryptic 
symbolss  which  the  Sages  employ  to  express  their  ideas  by 
way,  of  allegory.  IAýd  he  who  uses  one  of  them  ..  's  said 
Zosimos,  and  by  'them'  he  implied  copper,  lead,  silver, 
gold,  magnesia  and  other  bodies;  and  it  is$  of  course,  a 
mistake  to  understand,  say.,  metallic  copper  whenever  the 
Sages  use  the  term  copper. 
Advantage  2. 
Tugritl  a  aid  in  K. 
- 
JRmi*  al-Asrim-  : 
%Just  as  they  gave  to  the  compound  and  its  parts  different 
names  at  various  stages  of  the  operation  and  transformation, 
so  they  referred  with  diverse  names  to  the  successive  pro- 
cesses  of  the  one  and  only  operation.  Some  of  the  names 
given  to  the  operation'are:  fusion,  melting,  putrefaction, 498 
coctions,  pounding.,  crushing,,  dissolution,,  powdering,  volati- 
lizationg  combustion,  gilding  (or  silvering)v  whitening, 
reddening,  blackening.,  sifting.,  pulverization,  rusting, 
moistenings  roastingg  nursings  fondling,  emaciation,  genera- 
tionp  attenuation,  cleaning,  combination,  mixing,  ablution,, 
bleaching,  maceration,  solidification,  coagulation,  desicca- 
tion,,  silvering,,  and  successive  treatments  in  fire.  All 
these  are  included  in  a  single  operation.  " 
Jildald  does  not  consider  the  above  list  of  operations 
complete.  Moreover,,  he  says--that  they  are  not  arranged  in 
order  of  their  precedence.  The  reason  why  TukrVI  did  not 
mention  all  the  necessary  operations  is,  according  to  Jildaki, 
that  in  his  days  there  were  many  philosophers  and  sages, 
students  of  Jibir  and  Avicenna  and  others,  who  could  under- 
stand  things  more  quickly  and  more  easily  and  with  the  help  of 
a  few  hints.  But  there  are  only  a  few  learned  men  to  be 
found  InowadaysIp  so  that  one  is  obliged  to  make  one's  words 
longer  and  clearer. 
"And  we  say"  I  Jildsk-I  goes  on,,  "that  the  first  operation 
is  poundingp  then  comes  powderingp  then  roastingp  then  ablu- 
tion,  then  cleaningo  then  crushingp  then  combustion,,  then, 
calcinationp  then  whiteningp  and  then  soaking.  These  are 
included  in  the  first  concealed  operation  which  is  said  to  be 
a  single  operation  and  is  referred  to  as  purification.  After 
that  comes  decomposition  and  the  first  separation,  then 
mixing,  then  combinations  then  putrefaction,  then  rusting', 
then  maceration,  then  gilding  (or  silvering),  then  emaciationt 4919 
then  the  first  blackening,  then  coctiont  then  the  second 
combustiont  then  dissolutionp  then  the  second  whitening,  then 
sifting,  then  ablution,  then  cleansing,  then  bleaching, 
then  volatilization#  then  the  third  whitening,  than  attenua- 
tion#  then  filtration,  then  cleaning,  then  solidification, 
then  coagulation,  then  desiccation,  then  silvering,  then 
successive  treatment  in  fire.,  then  fusion,  then  melting,  then 
projection;  and  if  we  wish  we  would  say,  then  disintegration, 
then  dissolution,  then  cleaning,  then  multiplication,  then 
coagulation,  then  desiccation,  then  distillation,  then 
silvering,  then  successive  fire  treatmentsp  then  fusion,,  then 
melting;  and  if  we  wish,  we  may  add  to  this  list  endlessly. 
By  God,  0  reader  of  this  my  bookq  you  have  obtained  what  no 
one  bestowed  so  bountifully  before  me,  and  I  do  not  think 
anyone  will  bestow  after  me,  "(1) 
The  rest  of  Jildak-i's  expýanation  with  regard  to  the 
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above  quotation  from  TuArAll  is  a  more  repetition  of  his 
previous  argiunents  concerning  the  oneness  of  the  stone  and 
the  operation.  He  reiterates  also  his  previous  assertions 
about  the  duration  of  the  operation. 
Advantage  3. 
Area  said  in  kuqbaf  al-Ijayat  (The  Book  of  Life)  : 
"Anything  of  which  no  weight  was  found,  make  it  equal.  " 
This  is,,  says  Jildaki,  a  very  obscure  statement  and  may 
not  be  expilained  clearly;  for  it  concerns  one  of  the  most 
guarded  secrets  of  the  Art.  It  is  similar  to  the  statement 
of  the  author  of  Al-Muktasab  :  'It  is  from  little  and  much 
and  then  becomes  equal.  ' 
The  Sagest  continues  Jildaki,  mentioned  t4e  weights 
connected  with  certain  stages  of  the  operation,  and  they 
described  also  the  constituent  parts  of  the  compound.  But 
they  made  very  obscure  statements  with  regard  to  11  the  actual 
hidden  weights  which  fom  the  basis  of  the  Art":  they  left 
these  to  the  intelligence  and  the  skill  of  the  devotees  and 
did  not  go  beyond  giving  some  vague  and  gentle  hints.  They 
said#  'Let  the  sýlrit  be  of  the  same  weight  as  the  soul',  or 
'Let  the  body  be  of  the  same  weight  as  the  spirit.  '  In  The 
Books  of  Balances  and  The  144  Books  of  Jibir  there  are  found 
plenty  of  similar  statements  concerning  'the  apparent 
weights'.  §ilýib'al-Sudiiri  -,  oni  the,  other  hanjo,  made,  no' 501 
mention  of  the  lapparent1weights,  but  referred  to  the  'hidden' 
weights  in  his  awin  (Collection  of  Poems)  on  several 
occasions.  jildsk!  quotes  here  three  couplets  from  ý&Iýib 
supposed  to  be  about  the  'hidden'  weights;  they  throw, 
howeverg  no  light  on  the  matter  and  only  add  to  the  confusion. 
Jildakl  then  goes  on  to  say  that  the  'weights'  are 
divided  into  eleven  groups  connected  respectively  with  the 
soul,  spirit,  body,  extraction  of  the  soult  parts  of  the 
spirits  parts  of  body,  'first  sal  ammoniac',  'second  sal 
ammoniacl,  purification,,  maturing,,  and  'the  right  constitu- 
tion'.  For  further  information  in  this  connexion  he  refers 
the  reader  to  the  second  volume  of  his  present  book  and 
particularly  to  his  book  al-TaqAb  fi  AsrAr  al-Tark1b. 
There  Is  no  doubt;,  he  continues,  that  in  'the  world  of 
generation  and  corruption'  everything  is  composed  of  the  four 
natures,  And  the  most  important  thing  is  to  measure  the 
amount  of  natures  in  substances.  This  would  enable  one  to 
understand  not  only  the  secrets  of  the  Art,  but  also  the, 
essentials  of  medicine.  Hippocrates,  Galen,  Dioscorides, 
and  a  number  of  Muslim  Sagda  described  the  properties  and  the 
effects  of  drugs.  But  they  confined  themselves  to  the'' 
determination  of  the  dominant  nature  in  each  drug  by  examining 
their  taste*  odour,  etc.  They  said,  for  example,,  that  - 502 
'pepper  is  hot  in  the  fourth  (degree)p  salt  is  both  cold  and 
dry  in  the  fourth  (degree),  saffron  is  hot  in  the  second 
(1) 
(degree)  and  dry  in  the  first,  etc.  "  The  determination 
of  the  dominant  nature  of  simple  substances  is  very  useful  in 
medicinev  but  it  is  not  sufficient  as  regards  the  Art.  In  the 
Art,  the  amount  of  all  the  four  natures  must  be  determined; 
(4 
for  without  this  knowledge  no  stable  compotmd  can  be  formed; 
whereas  in  medicine  it  is  not  necessary  to  prepare  stable 
compounds.  The  dissolution  of  stable  compounds  is  more 
difficult  than  that  of  simple  substances  or  unstable  mixtures, 
and,  once  they  have  entered  Into  the  constitution  of  the 
body  their  removal  is  almost  Impossible. 
Going  back  to  the  statement  of  Aresp  Jildald  says  that 
it  admits  of  many  interpretations,  of  which  ba  mentions  four. 
These  interpretations  of  Jildak!  are  not  very  illuminating 
but  they  all  emphasize  the  Importance  of  establishing  equi- 
librium  among  the  four  natures  in  the  preparation  of  compounds. 
Advantage  4. 
The  simple  substances  used  in  the  operations  of  the,  Art 
are  soulso  spirits  and  bodies,  says  Jildaki.  In  'External 
1.  See  Kraus..  Mir  Ibn  Mayygn,,  Cairo,  1942,  Vol.  II.  p  p.  196. 
2.  A  stable  compound  is  that  In  which  the  four  natures  are 
in  equilibrium. 503 
operational  they  take  the  form  of  mercuries,  sulphurs, 
arsenics,  malleable  bodies,  crumbly  bodies,,  salts,  boraces 
and  the  like.  In  'Internal  operations'.  on  the  other  hands 
they  take  the  form  of  waters,  oils,  tinctures  and  bodies. 
And  anyone,  who  could  assess  the  amount  of  hotv  cold,  moist, 
and  dry  constituents  of  an  External  substance,  would  be  able 
to  establish  an  equilibrium  among  its  natures  and  thus  trans- 
form  it  into  an  Internal  substance  in  the  twinkling  of  an  eye. 
(2) 
"In  this"  9  continues  Jildaki,  "lies  the  secret  of 
Balances.  '  The  ancient  Sages  knew  this  secret,  and  Jibir 
(3) 
based  his  books  on  Balances  T-K.  al-Mawizin)  on  it.  -  -  In  these 
books  he  gave,  by  way  of  allegory,  the  names  of  animal  organs 
to  the  substances  employed  in  the  Art.  He  discussed  the 
Balances  also  in  his  books  on  properties  (K.  al-Uawiqq) 
and  on  the  seven  bodies  (K. 
_al-AjsAd 
al-Sab0a).  Tugri)!,  not 
understanding  the  Theory  of  the  Balance  of  Jibir,  thought  that 
it  concerned  the  Middle  Operation. 
1.  This  statement  of  Jildak-1  implies  that  External  substances 
differ  from  Internal  ones  in  that  the  four  natures  are  not 
in  equilibrium  in  them. 
2.  I,  e.,,  determination  of  the  amount  of  natures  in  substances-, 
3.  See  Kraus,  Jibir  Ibn  Vayyin,  Cairo,  1942,  Vol.  II.  v  pp. 
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Advantage  5. 
Animal  substances,  i.  e.,  waters,  oils,  tinctures  and 
earths  (or  bodies),  like  the  mineral  ones,  may  not  be  'pre- 
pared'.  says  Jildskli,  unless  their  composition,  that  is,  the 
amount  of  each  nature  in  them,  is  known. 
Advantage  6.7. 
Jildail  devotes  these  two  sections,  i.  e.,  the  lAdvantagel 
6  and  7v  to  a  'partial'  interpretation  of  a  poem  of  Sih.  ib,  of 
which  he  quotas  here  only  the  first  couplet.  For  the 
complete  explanation  of  the  poem,  he  refers  the  reader  to  his 
other  booksp  particularly  to  bgyat  al-Surdr.  This  poem  of 
Sihib  is  supposed  to  be  about  $the  real  weights'.  but  there  Is.. 
unfortunately,  nothing  either  in  the  explanation  of  Jildail 
or  in  the  couplet  he  quotes  which  makes  us  any  wiser  with 
regard  to  the  question  of  weights. 
Advantage  E3. 
Here  Jildak!  quotes  several  couplets  from  gihlb  supposed 
to  be.  about  the  I  real  weights'  in  the  first  concealed  opera- 
tions,  and  he  refers  the  reader  to  two  of  his  books,  biyat  &I 
Surar  and  al-4qAb  for  a  complete  explanation  of  them. 
Advantage  9. 
The  assertions  of  the  Sages  about  'weights'  must  not  be 505 
interpreted  literally,  says  Jildek-1,  What  they  had  in  mind 
when  they  spoke  of  weights  waso  according  to  him,  the  proportion 
of  each  nature  in  substancesp  which  has  nothing  to  do  with  the 
apparent  'quantitative  weights'  (i.  e...  weights  measured  by  the 
balance). 
The  production  of  the  Elixir  depends  on  two  things  :  the 
removal  of  impurlties  and  the  establishment  of  equilibrium 
among  the  natures.  It  is  with  the  second  of  these  problems 
that  the  Science  of  the  Balance  is  mainly  concerned:  toýdeter- 
mine  the  proportion  of  each  nature  in  substances,  and  to  combineý, 
these,  two  or  more  of  them,  in  such  a  way  as  to  obtain  an  equi- 
librium  or  any  desired  proportion  of  natures. 
Advantage  10. 
In  all,  the  operations  of  the  Art,  says  Jildaklip  it  Is 
necessary  to  treat  the  hot  component  of  the  compound  with 
something  which  would  make  it  cold,,  the  cold  componentvith 
something  which  wuld  make  it  hot,  the  moist  component  with 
something  which  would  make  it  dry,  and  the  dry  component  with 
something  which  would  -make  it  moist.  This  does  not  mean,  he 
goes  on,  that  the  hot  componentp  for  example,  should  be  made 
actually  cold,  or  vice  versa.,  but  that  the  excess  of  each  nature 
should  be  removed  or  be  balanced  by  its  opposite.  For  the 
excess  of  hotness  causes  rDmbustion  and  prevents  generationg 606 
the  excess  of  coldness  corrupts  the  generation  and  impedes 
motionp  the  excess  of  moistness  retards  coagulation,  and  the 
excess  of  dryness  hinders  combination.  It  is,  therefore; 
necessary  to  decompose  all  the  ingredients  of  the  compound, 
remove  their  impuritiess  and  combine  them  in  such  a  way  as  to 
establish  a  balance  between  the  opposite  natures. 
Question  1. 
Zosimos  in  his  Muqbaf  al-§uwar  (The  Book  of  Forms),  says 
Jildaki,  spoka  to  Buthasia  about  figures  and  images.  lie 
meant  the  figar'es  on  the  walls  of  the  anciept  temples,  which 
are  pictorial  representations  of  the  operations  of  the  Art. 
Among  these  figures  there  is,,  according  to  Jildald,,  one  with 
black  colour  and  wingsp  representing  the  simple  substances 
used  in  the  Art.  The  black  colour  signifies  impurityq  and 
the  wings  sJLgnify  volatility.  In  the  adjoining  figures,  the 
wings  become  larger  and  larger  and  the  black  colour  gradually 
turns  into  white.  '1'his  marks  the  beginning  of  Iseparationlp 
and  since  at  this  stage  the  compound  contains  a  certain 
amount  of  spirltv  so  the  head  of  the  figure  is  painted 
golden.  The  golden  colour  of  the  head  spreads  subsequently 
to  all  other  parts  of  the  figure  and  thus  separation  is 
completed.  At  the  beginning  of  the  second  combination,  the 
figure  becomes  black  again  while  losing  its  wings.  The 
black  colour  then  undergoes  a  series  of  changes  and  is 507 
finally  succeeded  by  silvery  whitep  the  colour  of  the  Elixir 
of  Whiteness.  In  the  six  subsequent  figures  the  colour  of 
red  gold  gradually  replaces  that  of  silver,  signifying  the 
production  of  the  Elixir  of  Redness. 
. 
But  &part  from  tba  series  of  figures  mentioned  there  are, 
continues  Jildaki,  other  figures  to  be  found  on  the  walls 
a  lion,  two  elephants,  'the  two  fires',  a  horse,  birds, 
cattle,  aunt  moonp  starap  Jinnv  etc.  *  These  represent  the 
different  stages  cf  the  operation  and  Zosimos  talks  to 
Zuthaaia  about  each  of  them. 
Question  2. 
Zosimos  said  to  Euthasia  :  "When  the  things  are  mixed 
and  they  become  red,  we  call  them  gold;  and  when  they  become 
white,  we  call  them  silver,  The  first  proper  operation  is 
the  transformation  and  mercurification  of  natures  until  they 
all  become-a  single  mercury.  And  when  it  is  said  'Cook  It 
and  powder  it  until  the  compound  becomes  white  like  marble', 
know  that  this  is  a  reference  to  the  process  of  mercurifica- 
tion.  And  when  you  see  it  like  marble,  -you  understand  that 
the  constitution  is  sound.  The  substances  combinev  some 
with  others,  and  the  operation  always  consists  of  coction  and 
powdering;  coction  is  only  done  by  fire,  and  powdering  by 
water.  -  And  mercury  is  that  which  transforms  all  natures., 
kneads  them,  mixes  and  combines  with  them.  So  the  proper 
treatment  with  mercury  is  only  possible  by  coction  and 
combination.  And  it  is  necessary  for  you  to  transform  the 
bodies  into  water,  and  the  water  into  a  bodyt  and  the  body 
into  a  soul  which  is  tinctorial  and  penetrating.  This  single 
compound  is  that  of  which  I  spoke  to  you;  it  has  now  become 
a  nature,  Democritus  gave  it  ten  names,  representing  ten 
different  compounds,  for  each  of  which  he  recommended  a 
different  operation.  And  know  that  these  ten  operations 
are  all  one.  " 
Here  Jildala  quotes  from  K.  al-Jimi4,  '  al-Aarir  of-Tuirill 508 
a  passage  supposed  to  be  an  explanation  of  the  above  excerpt 
from  the  work  of  Zoalmos.  TugrVII  confirms  the  opinion 
that  the  operation  is  one,  just  as  'the  four  bodies  and  the 
seven  bodies  are  one',  The  Sages,  he  sayst  call  the  white 
body  'silver',  the  red  body  'gold'.  the  black  body  'iron'.  and 
(1) 
the  ruddy  body  'copper'.  They  compare  'the  four  bodies' 
to  the  four  natures,  the  four  elements,  the  four  humours,  the 
four  seasons,  and.  the  four  quadrants  of  the  heavenly  sphere. 
And  they  compare  the  seven  bodies  to  the  seven  planets  and 
the  seven  days  of  the  week.  They  spoke  also  of  twelve 
bodies,  comparing  them  to  the  twelve  months  and  the  twelve 
(2) 
zodiacal  signs.  Balln7asp  according  to  Tugralit  discussed 
in  his  book  the  relation  between  the  planets  and-metallic 
bodies,  associating  lead  with  Saturn,  tin  with  Jupiter,,  iron 
with  Mare#  gold  with  the  Sun,  copper  with  Venusp  quicksilver 
with  Nercurys  and  silver  with  the  Moon. 
Jildak!  now  proceeds  to  enlarge  upon  the  words  of 
Zosimos  and  Tugri-91.,  but  most  of  what  he  says  is  merely  a 
repatition  of  his  previous  arguments  concerning  the  oneness  of 
the  stone,  the  action  of  the  moist  part  upon  the  dry  partpetc. 
-By  Imercurification'  Zosimos  meant,  according  to  Jildaki, 
1.  It  is  not  clear  what  TuArPi  meant  by  'the  four  bodies.  '. 
See  'Question  3.1 
2.  Apollonius  of  T7ana.  See  Krausp  Jjbir  b.  Uayygn,  Cairo 
1942,  Vol.  II...  pp.  270-303. 509 
the  combination  of  the  dry  part  with  the  moist  part.  The 
compound  resembles  'marble'  in  colour,  heaviness  and  bright- 
ness,  and  not  in  any  otber  respect.  By  'mercury'  Zoalmos 
meant  the  water  of  life,  and  not  the  boracic  waters. 
Jildag  compares  the  ten  operations  of  'Democritual  to 
ten  roads  leading  to  the  same  town,  Apart  from  the  plurality 
of  roads,  there  are  the  speed  and  the  means  of  travelling 
which  must  be  decided  upon:  one  could  travel  slowly;  fast, 
on  foot,  on  horse-back.,  etc,  Moreover,  one  has  to  decide  in 
which  part  of  the  town  one  is  going  to  reside.  All  this  is 
true  of  the  object  of  the  Art:  there  are  different  opera- 
tions,  different  speeds,  and  almost  different  resultsO  yet 
the  purpose  Is  always  the  same. 
Question  3. 
TuArPI  said  In  K.  Jimi'ý"  al-Asr9r:  "The  Sage  said: 
'The  tinctorial  bodies  are,  as  I  told  youg  four:  copperp 
ibir.,  silver  and  gold'.  Similarly,  another  Sage  said:  TMIx  the  rust  of  the  ten  variations  described  by  Democritus 
and  devise  for  each  one  a  separate  operation.  '  What  he 
meant  was  the  single  operation.  Similarly,  Moses,  the 
prophet  of  God,  peace  be  upon  him,  said:  'Take  the  stone 
called  nastarls'.  The  ten  variations  are  those  mentioned  by 
Zosimos,,  the  Sage;  --who  said:  'And  know  that  the  gum  is  that 
which  solidifies  the  sulphur',  '  All  other  Sages  subscribed 
to  this  opinion  and  said:  'The  water  of  sulphur  soWifies 
only  by  this  gum.  So  mix  the  leaven  of  gold,  that  is,  the 
rust.,  with  the  gum  and  let  them  coagulate  and  unite.  Then 
you  will  find  the  gum  transformed  into  gold,  so  cook  it  until 
it  becomes  purple'.  As  may  be  inferred  from  this  statemento 
they  kept  silent  with  regard  to  the  operations  and  combina- 
tions,  or  In  other  words,  mixtures  and  concealed  weights. 510 
These  weights  are  obtained  by  weighing  and  bear  no  relation 
to  those  of  the  four  and  seven  bodies,  And  David,  peace  be 
upon  him,  made  no  me  Jýon  in  his  book,  called  Seffirit,  of  the 
Sages  mixing  qadmiya7  with  its  parts.  This  inUlcates  that 
it  is  connected  with  the  problem  of  weights  and  concealed 
mixtures.  In  another  place  it  is  said  that  'Qadmiyg 
consists  of  two  bodies,  and  its  compounds  are  vinegarst. 
This  indicates  that  the  two  bodies  are  one  thing,  and  the 
compounds,  another.  It  is  like  what  we  said  about  the  four 
bodies  and  the  ten  variations.  " 
1# 
Jildaklls  explanation  of  the  above  passage  is  briefly  as 
follows: 
The  statement  of  the  Sage  that  the  four  tinctorial 
bodies  are  copper*  iib-ar,  silver  and  gold,  has  two  different 
meanings,  one  apparent,  and  the  other  hidden.  As  to  the 
first  mesningp  there  is  no  doubt  that  these  four  'External 
malleable  bodies'  are  tinotorial:  copper,  Wbir  and  gold 
tincture  the  silver;  silver  tinctures  the  copper;  etc.  And 
the  purer  these  bodies  are,  the  stronger  their  tinctorial 
power,  Now  as  to  the  second  meaning:  by  'copperlp  the  Sage 
meant  the  uninflammable  oil;  by  AbFLr,  the  compound  which 
causes  the  second  blacIcness;  by  'silver'  the  Elixir  of 
Whiteness  or  the  highly  tinctorial  silver  of  the  Sages;  by 
'gold's  the  Elixir  of  Redness  or  the  highly  tinctorial  gold 
of  the  Sages,  And  no  doubt.  for  each  of  these  there  is  a 
separate  operation.  By  the  'ten  variations',  the  Sages  meant 
the  six  bodies  which  enter  the  operation  (i.  e.,  gold,  silver, 
J; 
-'Litharge 
of  -gold  and  silverl;  -  Jildail,  as 
we  sfiall  see,  takes  it  to  mean  'the  stoneli  -nost  jý!!  6-pkl)f 
it  ;s  the  3ame  a  -S  &  COott"1019  arl  ir"  Iffe  mixtaer  if  agicles  of  r 
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copper#  ironp  lead  and  ibir)  and  the  four  constituent  parts 
of  the  stone  (i.  e.,  water,  oil,  ttýncture  and  generic  sal 
a=oniac).  And  for  each  of  these  Iten  variations'  there  is 
a  special  operation.  "We  have  exhaustively  dealt  with  all 
these  operations  in  our  book  called  Al-Taqr-Ib_fIi  AsrAr  al  - 
Tarkib.  "  The  word  nastaria,  means  whitep  but,  Jildek-i  goes 
on.,  there  seems  to  be  no  connexion  between'the  statement  of 
Moses  and  the  rest  of  the  passage  from  TuArVI.  moat  ,- 
probably  the  copyist  omitted,  by  mistake,  some  of  the  words 
originally  included  in  the  statement  ascribed  to  Moses.  By 
'sulphur'  Zosimos  meant  the  oil,  and  by  'gum'  the  pure 
leaven.  And  when  the  oil  is  mixed  with  the  gum,  the  prepa- 
ration  of  the  leaven  of  gold  is  complete.  The  leaven  of 
gold  is  compared  to  the  rust  because  of  its  being  tinctorial; 
and  when  it  is  cooked  properlyp  in  the  manner  of  the  Sages# 
it  is  transformed  into  the  Elixir  of  Redness,  without  passingo 
howeverp  through  the  state  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness. 
Tuirill  wrongly  thought  that  the  leaven  should  pass  through 
many  different  stages  of  the  operation  before  becoming 
purplet  and  that  is  why  he  said.  "  they  kept  ailent  with 
regard  to  the  operations.  "  By  lqaASILal  Tugr!  31  meant  the 
stone,  which,  'as  we  know1v  consists  of  two  bodies. 
Question  4. 
Hermes  said  :  "When  the  Exterior  of  the  copper  whitensp 
the  Interior  of  the  salt  follows  suit.  And  when  the 512 
Exterior  of  mercury  whitenat  its  Interior  becomes  white  too. 
Anyone  desimus  of  knowing  the  secret  of  this  science  should 
learn  the  secret  of  whitening.  If  you  learn  everything 
but  neglect  the  whitening,  you  will  destroy  your  nursling.  " 
,,  comments  Jildaki,  "is  necessary,  and  it  is  "The  salt' 
the  key  to  this  Art.  It  purifies  the  natural  and  combustive 
first  copper.  It  is  the  prepared  liquid  salt  which  has  no 
drags;  it  is  the  sharp  water;  it  is  the  strong  vinegar. 
And  when  the  first  copper  is  melted  with  it  several  timest 
its  Exterior  becomes  white;  this  is  an  indication  of  the 
correctness  of  the  operation.  And  just  as  a  part  of  it 
becomes  whitep  so  the  whole  of  itt  that  isý  its  Interior# 
could  become  white.  11  - 
Ibn  Wa4ftyya  said  in  his  K.  al-Kanz  (The  Book  of  Buried 
Treasure)  concerning  the  operation  of  the  'supporters  of  the 
salt'  :- 
"Those  who  believe  in  the  magnificent  stone  are  divided 
into  two  groups.  One  group  contends  that  the  stone  should 
be  repeatedly  volatilizeds  dissolved  and  coagulated  until  it 
becomes  perfectly  soft.  It4would  then  have  great  effects 
on  the  two  leads,  and  would  transform  them  into  a  pure  silver 
better  than  the  silver  of  the  mine.  The  second  group 
asserts  that  the  stone  should  be  cerated  with  the  oils., 
vinegarap  and  particularly  with  the  salt.  They  first  cerate 
and  liquefy  it,  and  then  volatilizes  dissolve  and  coagulate 
it.  But  volatilization  of  the-stone  should  precede  its 
ceration.  Is  in  facts  witnessed  their  work  when  they  were 
performing  their  operation.  Their  vessel  cracked  and  the 
vapour  of  the  salt  escaped,  whitening  everything  it  came  in 
contact  with.  This  happened  after  intensive  heating  by  a 
strong  fire.  They  were  of  the  opinion  that  there  is  no  way 
of  getting  hold  of  all  of  it.  'So  we  leave',  they  arguedv 
'the  part  which  escapes  and  retain  as  much  of  it  as  possible'. 
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became  very  eager  at,  tbe  time  to  perform  the  operation.  So 
he  erected  a  solid  structure  ýjving  a  cupola  and  fitted,  in 
the  middle,  with  a  lCabiStfin,,  (  in  which  he  lighted  the  fire 
to  heat  the  salt.  After  a  continuous  and  intensive  heatiný2, 
for  one  day  and  one  nightp  he  obtained  from  two  rdtla  of  Ray%  J 
of  the  salt  five  d1rhams  of  molten  sediment.  -  From  the 
vapour  which  collected  in  the  cupola  and(escaped  through)  the 
open  aperture  nothing  could  be  obtained;  for  it  permeated 
everything  it  passed  by  and  completely  whjtjned  an  apparatus 
made  of  iron  which  happened  to  be  near  by  3 
.. 
But  I  saw  a  man 
who  belonged  to  a  third  group.  lie  cerated  the  mineral  salt 
after  having  purified  it'-with  volatile  oils.,  volatile  naphtha 
and  volatile  olive  oil.  And  I  saw  another  man  who  contended 
that  the  salt  could  not  be  cerated  with  oils  incongruous  to 
its  nature.  There  is,  he  said..  a  secret  in  it;  and  If  you 
learn  that,  and  prepare  the  salt  from  its  essence#  It  will 
yield  to  ceration  and  melt  quickly  like  wax.  -Lkis  method  was 
to  take  the  white  salt  called  andarini  (?  )t  reduce  it  to  a 
fine  powder  and  foster  It,  In  a  mortar,  with  pure  water  until 
it  became  plastic.  It  was  then  made  Into  a  ball,  wrapped 
tightly  in  a  linen  cloth,  covered  with  the  clay  of  the  Sages, 
dried  and  placed  in  a  hot  oven  or  the  stove  of  the  bath  for 
one  night.  The  processes  of  powdering,  fostering  with  the 
water,  wrapping,  plastering  and  heating  were  repeated  three 
times.  After  that  it  was  powdered  in  the  mortar,  placed  in 
the  crucible  and  heated,  This  was  the  prepared  salt  which 
melts,  like  metallic  bodies,  in  the  fire  and  can  be  poured 
into  a  mould.  One  of  the  strange  things  I  noticed  about 
this  salt  was  that,  when  I  melted  it,  it  flowed  out  of  the 
-orubible.  I  thought  the  crucible  had  cracked  or  broken,  so  I 
took  it  off  the  fire  while  the  salt  was  still  flowing  out  of 
it.  ,  But  when  I  cooled  and  emptied  the  crucible,,  I  found  it 
intact.  So  I  returned  to  the  operation,  having  learned  that 
the  salt  is  so  fine  that  it  flows  out  of  a  perfect  crucible, 
through  which  neither  water  nor  air,  nor  any  molten  body 
could  pass.  In  short,  make  a  crucible,  smooth  like  glesst 
1.  OLO.:  w  L.  6 
An  old  city  of  Persia  which  was  situated  in  the  vicinity 
of  Teheran. 
This  appears  to  be  an  experiment  in  which  a  deposit  of 
ferrous  chloride  is  formed  by  the  action  of  hydrochloric 
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and  solid  like  iron;  the  prepared  salt,,  when  meltedo  will  infiltrate  through  it,  "(1) 
The  salt  to  which  Ibn  Wa4vsiyya  referst  says  Jildakl, 
is  a  constituent  part  of  the  stone.  But,  he  goes  onp  the 
salts,,  considered  as  such,,  even  after  they  have  been  prepared 
and  made  to  melt  like  metallic  bodiest  donot  combine  with 
the  latter.  ForrDt  every  fusible  substance  is  capable  of 
combination.  Glass,  for  examplep  melts  like  metallic  bodies, 
but  it  does  not  combine  with  them  because  its  soul  is  dry  and 
its  oiliness  insufficient.  Similarlyp  crumbly  bodies,  because 
of  their  excessive  dryness  and  the  absence  of  an  adequate 
amount  of  adhesive  oiliness  and  moisture  intheir  constitution, 
enter  into  combination!,  with  great  difficulty.  The  important 
point  is  that  the  salts  are  employed  in  the  Art  for  the  sole 
purpose  of  purification  and  whitening;  "and  that  is  why  the 
Sages  insist  upon  the  use  of  the  sharp  water#  which  is  the 
master  key  to  the  operations  of  this  Art.  "  For  the  complete 
understanding  of  the  secrets  of  'prepared  salts'  Jildakl 
refers  the  reader  to  his  book  al-Taqrlb.  lie  then  returns  to 
the  explanation  of  the  words  of  Hermes  quoted  above. 
"When  the  Exterior  of  the  copper  whitenst  the  Interior 
of  the  salt  follows  suit..  "  said  Hermes.  He  was  referring 
1.  Ea.,,  Vol.  III.,  pp.  212-15. 515 
to  $the  first  half  of  the  concealed  operation',  and  though  a 
superficial  interpretation  of  his  words  would  oonvey  ihe 
impression  that  'copper'  and  'salt'  are  two  different  things,, 
one  should  remember  that  they  have  a  common  origin.  The  salt 
is  the  product  of  the  calcination  of  the  'first  stone'  in  the 
first  concealed  operation.  The  sharp  water  or  the  strong 
vinegar  is  derived  from  the  salt.  9  and  the  'first  red  copper', 
so  essential  to  the  first  combination,  cannot  be  whitened 
without  it.  This  is  the  salt  concerning  which  one  of  the 
Sages  said:  10  seeker,  here  is  the  salt,  prepare  it  0,  it  is 
the  basis  and  the  most  important  of  all  their  calces.  11  *-knd 
another  Sage  said  :  "Powder  the  salt.,  place  it  in  a  mug  of 
porcelaing  seal  the  joints,  and  heat  it  in  an  oveq.  for  three 
days  and  nights  until  it  whitens  and  dissolves  in  its 
moisture.  '  And  a  Shah  said  to  his  son  :  110  son,  take  from 
the  generous  and  combustive  stone  as  much  as  you  Vish,  and 
take  one  third  or,  if  you  can,  kalf  its  weight  of  the 
volatile  moonp  powder  the  salt  together  with  the  fresh  and 
moist  moon  on  a  grind-stone  until  it  becomes  a  body.  Then 
place  it  in  an  iron  pan  and  heat  it  upon  a  blazing  charcoal 
fire  and  stir  it  until  it  becomes  red,  then  black,  and  then 
white.  And  when  it  becomes  white,  you  know  that  calcination 
has  taken  place.  Repeat  the  operation  three  times  until  it 
becomes  as  white  as  ceruse.  After  that,  place  it  upon  the 516 
grind-stone  and  pound  it  well.,  and  then  heat  it  in  the-fire 
until  it  melts.  Take  it  off  the  fire  and  use  it;  it  is  the 
calx  to  which  the  Sages  referred.  '  His  son  asked:  "  0  father, 
would  it  damage  the  salt-if  the  vessel  in  which  it  is  con- 
tained  is  left  open?  "  The  Shah  replied  :  11  That  is  beneficial 
to  it.  If  the  vessel  is  left  open,  the  salt  becomes  whiter 
and  the  speed  of  operation  inereasea.  11  "The  purpose  of 
calcination',  remarks  Jildald,,  "is  not  to  take  something  away 
from  the  salt  but  to  purify  it  and  remove  its  blackness.  In 
faett  it  acquires  hotness  and  acridity  from  the  fire,  and  when 
it  is  subsequently  projected  into  the  water,  it  transfers 
these  qualities  to  the  latter,  making  it  pungent.  Thus  It 
acquires  power  from  the  fire  and  delivers  it  to  the  water. 
It  is  like  the  flint-stone,  which  when  struck,  gives  away  some 
of  the  fire  hidden  insi4e  it.  " 
After  quoting  a  poem  from  Khalid,  two  poems  and  a 
couplet  from  ýi4ib  concerning  the  properties  of  the  saltt 
Jildald  goes,  on  to  explain  the  remainder  of  the  quotation  from 
Hermes. 
"And  when  the  Exterior  of  mercury  whitens,  its  Interior 
becomes  white  too,  '  said  Hermes.  He  was  referring  to  the 
#.  second  half.  '  of  the  concealed  operation  where  the  dry  part 
of  the  stone  combines  with  its  moist  part.  In  this  connexion, 
Jildak!  quotesv.  for  the  second  time,  a  passage  from  the  seconf 517 
section  of  the  second  part  of  Al-Muktasab,  'on  the  manner  of 
the  preliminary  part'.  Subsequently.  he  quotas  a  lengthy 
passage  from  K.  al-Nubjs_  (The  Bookof  Copper).,  part  of  the 
collection  called  Kutub  al-A.  Jsfid  al-Sabta  (The  Books  of  Seven 
Bodies).  of  Jibir,  The  following  is  a  summary  of  the  passage 
in  question. 
Jibir:  "The  copper  is  balf-way  between  silver  and  gold'', 
and  it  combines  with  both  of  them,  Verdigris  is  produced  from 
copper  and  Is  widely  used  by  people  for  the  purpose  of  dyeing. 
Copper  and  sal  ammoniac  are  indispensable  to  the  Art  without 
them  there  will  be  no  tincturingg  no  ceration,  no  partial  and 
total  combination.  Some  of  the  philosophers  said  the  same 
thing  about  mercuryp  which  no  doubt  exhibits  wonderful  proper- 
ties,  Mercury  is  a  tinctorial  soul;  Its  'ýxterior  is  white, 
soft  and  moist,  and  its  Interior,  red,  hard  and  dry;  it 
softens  the  dry  and  whitens  the  black,  The  Sages  associate 
it  with  the  planet  mercury;  for  like  the  latUer  "it  is  male 
with  the  maleso  female  with  the  femalesp  diurnal  with  the 
diurnal,  q  nocturnal  with  the  nocturnalp  moist  with  the  moist- 
ness,  and  dry  with  the  dryness.  It  changes  the  colours.,  ' 
incites  the  souls  to  return  to  dead  bodies,  reviving  them 
after  death,  rousing  them.  to  action  after  exhaustion,  setting 
them  in  motion  after  restV  and  volatilizing  them  after''"' 
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JAbIr  then  goes  on  to  desdribet  according  to  Jildailp  the 
(1) 
'preparation  of  copper  with  risubt,  sal  ammoniac  and  other  UI 
drugs":  'This  to  what  the  Sages  meant  when  they  said,  'Prepare 
the  stone  from  it  and  with  it'.  They  were  referring  to  the 
(2) 
preparation  of  mercury,  and,  in  the  name  of  my  master,  all 
pepple  considered  this  to  be  impossible  and  false.  I 
contendp  in  the  name  of  my  master,  that  it  is  true;  and  if  you 
perform  the  operation  for  yourself  you  would  think  likewise 
experiment  will  reveal  to  you  the  reality.  Take  the  mercury, 
place  it  in  a  clean  aludel  of  porcelain  or  glass,  pour  sweet 
water  on  it  and  suspend  the  vessel  upon  a  gentle  fire  until 
half  the  water  evaporates.  Then  leave  it  until  it  coolso 
pour  out  the  remaining  cold  water  and  add  fresh  waterg  heat  it 
with  a  gentle  fire  until  half  the  water  evaporates.  ýýhen'again 
leave  it  until  it  cools,  pour  out  the  cold  water  and  add  fresh 
water,  heat  it  for  one  night.  Repeat  this  operation  for 
many  days  until  in  the  end  a  dryp  white  and  solid  stone  is 
formed,  resembling  beryl.  "  Mir  then  says  that  Plato 
ascribed  a  similar  opinion  to  Socrates,  concerning  the  effect 
of  the  water  on  mercury;  and  alsov  Porphyry  said  that, 
according  to  Walis  19  similar  views  were  expressed  by 
Andromaches  I.  the  ancient  Hebrew. 
1.  C-i-Ij  (Persian)  :  'antimony;  native  cinnabar$. 
2.  Ja6far  al-Sddiq,  the  sixth  Imam  of  Shisa  sect. 519 
JildakI  now  proceeds  to  comment  on  the  words  of  JAbir 
and  to  finish  his  explanation  of  the  quotation  from  Hermes, 
but  he  sheds  no  light  on  the  subject. 
Question  5. 
'Our  lord  Davidp  peace  be  upon  him"  ,  says  Jildakli. 
It  said  in  his  Sifirit  :  'The  most  important  part  of  the  whole 
operation  Is  whitening  with  this  moisture  -  and  Its  extent. 
This  moisture  is  used  to  whiten  and  redden  all  sorts  of  things; 
it  is  the  white  stone.  I  have,  indeed,  divulged  the  secret, 
I  beg  pardon  from  God!  0 
Jildakils  explanation  of  the  words  of  'David'  Is  ambigu- 
ous..  unintelligible,  and  consists  mainly  of  a  chain  of 
-enigmatical  dicta  to  which  he  had  referred  several  times 
before.  He  Invokes  the  authority  of  Hermes,  Jabir  and 
11ugri2i  with  regard  to  the  question  of  whitening.  He  refers 
the  reader  to  his  own  books  al-dual  wa  al-Tanqiya  and  alý- 
Taqrlb,  to  al-Tanqiya  and  $ajAfq  of  Jibir,  and  to  Maqabill 
al-Ilikma  wa  Mafitib  al-Rabma  and  Haq&)iq 
_al-IA'ti., 
v;  'h§.  d  of  ",  - 
Tugr&ll*.  He  praises  the  latter  and  cons  Iders  him  as  the 
greatest  of  all  the  alchemists  who  came  after  Jibir.  ''But  he 
repeats  his  previous  criticism  of  TuArill,  saying  that  though 
well  versed  in  theoryp  he  was  weaý  in  practice.  This  remarIc 
These  two  books  are  not  included  In  the  list  pf  Jabirian 
writings  given  by  Kraus. 520 
applies  just  as  well  to  Jildald  himself. 
Question  6. 
OZosimos  said  in  Muohaf  al-4uwar  in  the  course  of  a 
dialogue  with  Buthasia  :  'When  the  water  of  sulphur  is  mixed 
with  bodies  and  then  solidifed,  it  becomes  uninflammable  and 
stable;  and  thus  the  tinctures  are  prevented  from  volatiliza- 
tion.  For  the  sulphur  mixes  with  the  sulphur,  and  the 
moisture  combines  with  the  moisture  congruous  to  it.  I 
pointed  out  to  you  that  bodies  are  (from)  two  waters.  So  do 
not  suppose  that  there  is  only  one  water:  there  are  two 
moistures.  One  of  them  is  a  gum,  and  the  other,  mercury;  the 
former  solidifLes,  and  the  latter,  whitens.  ' 
By  'mercury',  according  to  Jildaki,  Zosimos  meant  the 
soul,  and  by  'water  of  sulphur$  he  implied  the  uninflammable 
oil,  i.  e.,  'the  second-copper',  the  like  of  which  cannot  be 
found  in  the  world.  Mercury,  that  is,  the  soul,  protects 
the  water  of  sulphur  from  the  heat  of  fire,  makes  it  stablet 
prevents  the  destruction  of  its  tincture,  and  makes  it  pene- 
trate  bodies.  The  water  of  sulphur,  on  the  other  hand, 
coagulates  the  mercuryp  prevents  it  from  volatilization,  and 
transforms  it  into  a  pure  gold  capable  of  combination  with 
malleable'bodies. 
Here  Jildak!  gives  another  quotation  from  Zosimos.  - 
According  to  the  latter,  when  the  red  colour  appears  earlier 521 
than  it  normally  should,  one  has  to  place  the  compound, 
together  with  'ears  of  silver',  in  a  vessel  and  heat  it  for 
41  or  50  days  until  it  becomes  'marbly  black'.  One  could 
then  proceed  with  the  rest  of  the  operation. 
Jildalil  enlarges  upon  the  words  of  Zosimos  and  speaks 
about  the  right  order  of  the  change  of  colours;  the  success- 
ive  stages  of  the  operation;  the  decomposition  of  the  stone 
into  the  four  natures;  the  material,  formal;  efficient  and 
final  causes;  the  properties  of  the  Elixir;  and  the  danger 
of  interpreting  the  words  of  the  Sages  literally.  "Even 
great  philosopherst  such  as  Ibn  Sina,  ýunayn  b.  Ishaq  and  AbU 
Raihin  al-Bir-un-i"did  not  remain  immune  from  this  danger. 
Caus  a  1. 
The  material  cause  of  the  Elixir. 
The  Sages,,  says  Jildakiv  gave  to  the  Elixir  the  names 
Istonel,  'egg',  and  'prime  matter',  each  of  ihich  has  a  special 
significance.  "Matter  is  that  in  which  the  prime  matter 
exists  potentially.  Prime  matter  is  that  in  which  the  Elixir 
exists  potentially  and,  to  some  extent,,  actually.  "  Jibir., 
continues  Jildaki,  gave  the  name  'stone'  to  the  genus  of 
mineralLs  and  thus"referred  to  the  general  while  meaning  the 
particular".  As  to  'the  egg',  it  is  that  from  which  the 
nursOling  of  the  Art  originates.  It  consists  of  three  parts 522 
souls  spirit  and  body.  It  requires  treatment,  just  as  the 
ordinary  egg  requires  heat  in  order  to  putrefy  and  transform 
into  chicken,  And  just  as  the  egg  cannot  develop  into  any- 
thing  else  except  chicken,  so  tbe  prime  matter  cannot  trans- 
form  into  anything  but  the  Elixir.  Yet  the  matter  from 
which  the  prime  matter  is  derived  may  or  may  not  develop  into 
the  Elixir.  So  the  Sages  sought  to  obtain  an  essence  which 
would  easily  receive  the  form  of  the  Elixir,  just  as  iron, 
particularly  'pure  iron',  i.  e.,  steel,  receives  the  form  of 
sword  or  knife.  It  shows  a  lack  of  intelligence  to  try  to 
transform  lead  into  steel  and  then  make  a  sword  from  the  steel 
thus  produced.  Lead  can  of  course  be  made  hardp  but  develops 
into  something  between  iron  and  copper  and  not  into  either  of 
them  completely.  Therefore,  though  lead  is  purer  than  both 
iron  and  copper,  and  can  be  made  tnto  a  sharp  sword,  yet  if 
we  are  interested  only  in  an  iron  sword,  there  is  no  use  in 
hardening  the  leadý.  And  the  purpose  of  the  Saýes  is  to  pro- 
duce  the  Elixir  and  not  something  similar  to  it. 
Cause  2. 
The  formal  cause  of  the  Elixir. 
The  material  causes  we  learned,  Ba7s  Jildag,  is  'the 
Potential  essence-of  a  thing'.  For  example,  wood  is  the 
material  cause  of  the  throne,  and  a  line  that  of  the 523 
circumference  of  the  circle.  Now,  the  formal  cause  of  the 
throne  is  its  structure,  and  that  of  the  circle  its  circular 
shapep  resulting  from  the  combination  of  line  and  surface.  The 
student  of  the  Art  must  investigate  the  material  cause  on  two 
occasions  :  first'.  9  before  the  transformation  of  the  matter 
into  the  prime  matter  capable  of  receiving  the  form  of  the 
Blixirp  and  secondly  when  this  transformation  takes  place. 
Similarly,  he  must  inquire  into  the  formal  cause  of  the  matter, 
the  prime  matter,  and  the,  Elixir. 
Cause  3. 
The  efficient  cause  of  the  Elixir. 
The  agencies  which  effect  the  imposition  of  the  form  of 
the  Elixir  upon  the  matter  are  six: 





made  in  imitation  of  the  hollows  of  the 
earth  and  employed  for  generation;  the  instrument  called  'the 
(2) 
ladders  of  gold';  alembic;  aludel;  cupping  gla.  3308; 
bottles;  receiving  flasks  and  the  like.  2.  The  moisture 
called  'soul'  or  'mercury',  which  is  the  efficient  cause  of 
calcination,  decompositiong  natural  dissolution,  separation  of 
the  subtle  from  the  grossp  penetration  into  the  interstices  of 
a  spherical  vessel  made  of  two  hemispheres 
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metals.  stability  in  the  fire  and  perfect  combination.  From 
this  moisture  is.  derived  the  'western  mercuryto  that  ist  the 
'soul  of  the  atonal;  and  also  the  'eastern  mercury'  which  is 
the  'spirit  of  the  atonal.  3.  The  IoI17  moisture'  called 
'spirit'.  It  is  hot  and  moist  and  transforms  the  cold  and 
moist  soul  Into  a  hot  and  moist  oil.  4.  The  generic  sal 
ammoniac  which  coagulates  the  water  by  its  hotness  and  acrid- 
ityt  strengthens  the  spirit  by  its  sharpnessp  refines  the 
particles  of  the  earth  by  its  subtlety  and  fluidityp  and' 
reconciles  the  soul  with  the  spirit  by  its  viscosity.  5.  The 
stable  earth  which  fixes  the  volatile  substances.  6.  The  fire, 
which  is  divided  into  four  kinds:  the  fire  of  putrefaction, 
the  fire  of  distillation,  the  fire  of  sublimationp  and  the 
fire  of  projection. 
Cause  4. 
The  final  cause  of  the  Elixir. 
The  final  cause  is  closely  associated  with  the  affect# 
says  Jildag.  Before  the  realization  of  the  effect,  he  goes 
on,  it  'only  exists  in  the  mind'  and  has  no  material  manifesta- 
tion,  Neverthelessp  it  precedes  the  effect  and  constantly 
influences  the  course  of  the  development  of  the  thing  until 
the  state  of  perfection  is  reached.  The  effect  is  generally 
intrinsic  to  the  cause.  For  example,  death  is  the  inevitable. 
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consuming  scammony  and  yellow  myrobalan.,  etc.  But  the 
relation  between  the*cause  and  effect  may  also  be  accidental, 
one  such  example  is  the  discovery  of  a  treasure  while  digging 
the  ground. 
The  final  cause  of  the  Elixir  is  very  noble;  for  the 
acquisition  of  the  Elixir  means  unlimited  wealth  and  eternal 
power.  "We  mentioned  at  the  beginning  of  this  book,.  "  says 
Jildaki,  that  no  branch  of  philosophy,,  except  the  science  of 
the  talisman,  which  enables  one  "to  dominate  the  worlds  by  the 
subjection  of  both  heavenly  and  earthy  souls",  Is  nobler  than 
the  Art.  In  this  connexion  Jildak!  quotes  three  verses  from 
the  Koran  and  tries  to  interpret  them  in  such  a  way  as  to 
support  his  argument  concerning  the  genuineness  of  the  Art. 
The  terms  Isciencel  and  'philosophy',  which  appear  in  the 
above-mentioned  verses  of  the  Koran,  he  takes  to  mean  'alchemy.  ' 
He  quotes  Rizi,  'the  pupil  of  Jibirl,  as  having  said  that 
no  one  could  call  himself  a  Sage  *ithout  having  produced  the 
Elixir.  He  also  invokes  the  authority  of  Jjbir  with  regard 
to  the  wonderful  properties  of  the  Elixir.  And  finallyp  he 
contends  that  an  important  condition  of  achieving  success  in 
the  Art  is  to  be  pious  and  godly. 
PurRose  1. 
Here  Jildak!  deals  with  the  'status  and  dignity  of  the 526 
Art'.  The  Sagesp  he  sayst  referred  to  the  Art  as  the 
'Middle  World',  distinguishing  it  from  the  'Upper  World', 
i*8.  s  the  world  of  the  heavens  or  the  'Great  World',  and  the 
'Lower  World'.  i.  e.,  the  world  of  man  or  the  'Small  World', 
Stationed  in  the  middle  of  the  upper  and  lower  worlds,  the 
world  of  the  Art  embraces  all  the  mysteries  in  both  of  them. 
Thus  the  Art  comprises  every  kind  of  knowledget  be  it  con- 
cerned  with  the  properties  of  the  substances  of  the  mineral, 
vegetable  and  animal  kingdoms  or  ýwith  the  revolution  of  the 
heavenly  spheres. 
Jibir,  continues  Jildaki,  testified  in  many  of  his  booksp 
to  the  greatness  and  the  glory  of  the  Art,  and  Riz!  devoted 
'one  of  his  twelve  bookst  to  this  subject,  i.  e.  v  the  import- 
ance  of  the  Art.  All  this  evidence  points  to  the  fact  that 
there  lies  in  the  Art  the  secret  of  prosperity*in  this  life 
as  wall  as  in  the  life  to  come. 
After  repesting  his  previous  account  of  the  history  of 
the  Art#  Jildald  argues  that.  it  is  tlawfull  to  derive 
pecuniary  advantages  from  the  Artv  provided  that  most  of  the 
fortune  thus  accrued  is  spent  on  relieving  the  poor  and 
curing  the  sick. 
Purpose  2. 
The  Monk  said  :  "Heat  it  and  volatilize  it  in  the 
See  Kraus,  Jibir  b.  Uayyin,  Calrop  1943p 
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alembics,  throw  the  sediment  awayp  pound  the  fire,  wash  the 
water  with  the  waterp  make  the  vessel  secure  and  guard  against 
the  wind  and  the  smoke,  encircle  the  Circle  with  the  circle, 
use  your  brains,,  lose  not  your  patience  if  coction  and  putre- 
faction  take  long  to  completep  show  no  weakness  and  cherish 
no  grief.,  continue  the  operation  until  all  the  water  congeals 
and  stops  running  away  from  the  fire.  Train  the  water  in 
the  course  of  coction  and  putrefaction  to  wage  war  against  the 
fire  by  sealing  the  top  end  of  the  vessel.  Deposit  the 
flask  in  damp  manure  for  a  month  until  the  water  reddens  and 
coagulates  and  the  calx  becomes  red  like  minium.  There  is 
no  other  red  calx  in  the  world  save  this  one.  " 
The  Monk  said  *pound  the  fire'  and  by  'fire'  he  meant, 
explains  Jildaki,  the  constituent  part  of  the  stone  known 
under  that  denomination.  He  said  'cleanse  the  earth'  and  he 
meant  whiten  it.  He  was  right  to  recommend  the  sealing  of 
the  vessel;  for  otherwise  the  'generative  soul'  would  fly 
away,  and  moreoverp  the  air  would  enter  the  vesselp  hindering 
putrefaction  and  corrupting  the  compound.  He  said  'encircle 
the  Circle  with  the  circle'  and  he  meant  one  of  two  things  : 
(a)  guard  the  vessel  against  the  vicious  intentions  of  jealous 
Jildsk!  does  not  explain  what  the  Monk  meant  when  helsaid 
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people;  (b)  encompass  the  vessel  with  strong  belts  in  order 
to  prevent  its  sudden  break. 
The  rest  of  Jildald's  explanatory  remarks  shad  no  light 
on  the  words  of  the  Monk. 
Purpose  3. 
"Jamasf,  the  Persian  learned  man  from  whom  his  country- 
men  derived  all  their  sciences,  said:  'If  you  make  the  fire 
gentle,  the  poison  will  enter  the  heart  of  the  mixture  which 
they  call  magnesias  and  thus  you  will  attain  Wur  object. 
Continue  in  this  manner  until  the  end  is  reached.  This  is  the 
mixture  on  which  the  success  of  the  operation  depends.  It  is 
a  single  compound  in  whichp  besides  the  naturesp  gold  and 
silver  are  present  potentially;  for  if  it  were  not  no,  no  gold 
or  silver  could  be  obtained  from  it.  We  are  not  referring  to 
common  gold  and  silver,  but  to  things  far  better  than  them, 
just  as  the  living  is  better  than  the  dead'.  ' 
When.,  explains  Jildaki,  the  volatile  soul  undergoes 
putrefaction,  it  transforms  into  a  poison  and  penetrates  the 
inmost  recesses  of  the  compound.  It  is  In  the  first  compound 
that  gold  and  silver  are  present  potentially  :  in  the  second 
compound  their  presence  becomes  actual. 
Purpose  4. 
Zosimos  said  to  Nuthasia:  If  you  want  to  mature  the  compound 
place  it  in  a  glass  container  In  order  to  prevent  the  exuda- 
tion  of  the  natural  moisture.  Then  mix  the  moist  part  with 
the  dry  part  so  that  the  latter  exchanges  its  soul  for  the. 
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until  the  dry  part  is  transformed  into  a  tinotorial  soul. 
Jildald's  explanatiOn  is  briefly  as  follows: 
Zosimos  recommended  the  use  of  a  glass  container  in 
order  to  prevent  the  escape  of  the  subtle  parts  of  the 
'compound.  Glass-making  is  one  of  the  branches  of  the  Art 
and  constitutes  a  $manifest  proof'  of  its  genuineness.  Glass 
is  made  of  hard,  dry  and  earthy  particles,  i.  e,  v  sands,  and 
other  substances  which  &bound  in  moisture.  The  Sages  in 
their  qupst  of  containers  which  could  give  complete  protection 
to  their  compounds  turnedg  first,  to  earthenware  vessels  made 
of  clay.  But  they  found  that  these  were  not  proof  against 
either  water  or  air,  Therefore,  they  all  agreed  upon  the 
dissolution  and  subsequent  solidification  of  sands  and  hard 
stones,  which,  because  of  the  extreme  fineness  of  their  pores, 
do  not  allow  the  air  to  pass  through  them.  In  trying  to  put 
their  idea  into  practices  they  realized  that  the  action  of 
fires  though  essential#  was  not  sufficient.  To  assist  the 
fires  they  turned  to  'accidental  moisture'  for  the  dissolution 
of  sands.  They  employed  solvents  like  qily  Aiich  'fuse  and 
flowlin  the  fire,  They  placed  layers  of  wood,,  sands  and  'the 
drug'  on  top  of  one  another  and  then  set  fire  to  the  wood. 
The  fire  melted  'the  particles  of  salt  and  the  drug  I  and 
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transparentp  homogeneous  substance.  This,  after  the  ex- 
tinction  of  fire,,  was  taken  out  of  the  furnace  and  broken 
into  pieces.  Then  came  the  second  fusion,  In  the  course  of 
which  the  dyes  were  added.  From  the  tinctured,  molten 
glass  thus  produced  different  kinds  of  apparatus  were  made. 
There  aret  continues  Jildakig  drugs  which  when  added  to 
the  molten  glass,  whiten  it  and  purify  it  completely;  and 
that  is  how  crystal  glass  is  made.  There  is  a  resemblance 
between  the  making  of  glass  and  the  production  of  the  Elixir. 
In  both  cases  fire  is  employed  and  there  is  a  moist  part 
which  acts  upon  a  dry  part.  Glass  of  good  quality  is  easily 
mistaken  for  precious  stones;  they  differ  only  in  heaviness 
and  'properties'.  In  fact,  when  the  Elixir  of  Redness  Is 
projected  upon  a  crystal  glass  of  good  qualityg  ruby  is  formed, 
But  red  dyes  do  not  produce  the  same  effect  on  the  glass  as 
the  Elixir.  "I  once  met  a  learned  man  who  said  he  melted 
crystal  glass  and  tinctured  Ito  imitating  the  colour  cf  ruby. 
From  this  glass  he  made  gems  which  he  sold  at  the  jewellers' 
market  in  Egypt  and  procured  great  wealth.  He  then  got  the 
gems  back  and  broke  them  and  returned  to  the  people  their 
money  and  confessed  that  the  gems  were  artificial.  " 
Problem  1. 
Zo.  91mos  said:  "This  water  is,  indeedg  very  volatile  in 
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reddening,  but  its  volatility  increases  during  its  combina- 
tion  with  mixtures  of  Its  own  nature.  After  having  been 
mixed  with  these,  it  congeals  and  becomes  a  single  substance, 
sheltering  its  friends  in  its  interior.  And  when  it  is 
subsequently  subjected  to  coction,,  it  performs  its  function 
perfectly,  leaves  behind  the  tincture  contained  in  it,  and 
vdatilites.  11 
Tugrill  said,,  explaining  the  above  quotation  from 
Zosimos:  4It  is,  Indeed,,  volatile,,  but  it  later  becomes 
stable  and  tinctorial.  That  is  why  Mary  said,  'Whenever 
it  enters,  it  becomes  stable.  '  We  ought  to  agree  with  the 
opinion  of  the  Sages  that  it  is  volatile,  but  we  declare  that 
the  volatile  part  of  it  is  its  coarse  part:  its  soft  part 
and  its  soul,  which  contains  the  tincture  together  with  other 
mixtures*  are  stable.  " 
In  his  explanation,  Jildak-1  rejects  the  arýument  of 
TugriJl,  saying  that  the  latter  did  not  understand  the  true 
meaning  of  the  words  of  Zosimos.  "The.  Sages'l.,  he  says., 
"recognize  three  grades  of  water.  We  can  say  there  is  only 
one  water,  or  there  are  two  or  even  three  waters,  just  as  we 
wish.  "  These  waters,  he  continuesq  are  indispensable  to  the 
success  of  the  Artp  and  the  Sages  referred  to  them  In 
enigmatic  terms,  guarding  them  like  hidden  treasures.  The 
statement  of  Zosimos  that  'This  water  is,  indeed.,  very 
volatile',  holds  true  in  respect  of  all  the  three  waters, 
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The  first  water  penetrates  the  interstices  of  the  stone, 
mixes  with  its  particles  and,,  after  having  purified  and 
whitened  it.,  volatilizes,  leaving  nothing  behind  in  the  stone. 
To  this  water  Jibir  referred  In  a  number  of  his  bookst  such  as 
K,  al-Arkin  (The  Book  of  Bases),  where  he  called  it  'the  twig 
of  myrtle';  X.  al-Zibaq  al-6&rbi  (The  Book  of  Western  Mercury), 
where  he  compared  It  to  the  soul;  K.  91-A.  Isid  al-Sabea 
(The.  Book  of  Seven  Bodies).,  IK.  al-Malik  (The  Book  of  the  King), 
where  he  called  it  'the  sea  physician';  K.  &I-Rabma  (The 
Book  of  Mercy);  K.  al-'Hawgqq  (The  Book  of  Properties);  and 
Kutub  al-Mamizin  (The  Books  of  Balances).  "We  gave 
comprehensive  hints  with  regard  to  this  water  in  the  first 
and  second  volumes  of  our  present  book.  '  Sihib  also  referred 
to  this  water  in  his  poems.  The  first  water  is  used  in  all 
operations  of  the  Art#  particularly  in  tho  Major  Operation, 
in  the  whitening  of  the  tblack  earth'  and  In  the  purification 
of  the  oil.  It  has  a  'rectifying'  effect  on  every  corrupt 
substance  and  is  similar  in  this  respect  to  the  'water  of 
salt'* 
,,, 
As  to  the  second  waterp  Jildak-i  goes  on,  it  is  derived 
from  the  stone;  It  is  the  soul  of  soul;  it  assists 
decomposition,,  dissolutiont  and  consequentlyv  putrefaction; 
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combination.  It  is  volatile,  evaporates  and  condenses,  but 
it  never  becomes  stable. 
The  third  water  is  intrinsically  volatile,  and  even 
after  Its  combination  with  a  body,,  it  cannot  be  said  to  have 
become  stable.  For  It  is  transformed  Into  the  essence  of 
the  body  with  which  it  combines,  just  as  food  is  transformed 
into  the  essence  of  man.  Avicenna  and  manj  others  failed  to 
understand  this. 
So  we  see,  argues  Jildag  ,  that  Tugritll  was  not  right  in 
saying  that  'it  later  becomes  stable'.  ilia  reference  to  the 
statement  of  Mary  is  a  mere  blunder;  for  that  statement  was 
made  in  connexion  with  a  completely  different  problem  and  has 
nothing  to  do  with  the  water.  More  serious  is  Tugra-11  'a 
mistake  In  ascribing  volatility  to  the  coarse  part  of  the 
water,  and  stability  to  its  soft  part.  This  Is  at  complete 
variance  with  the  established  view  of  the  Sages.  Jildek! 
vigorously  criticizes  Tugraliq  saying  that  it  would  have  been 
much  better  for  him  if  he  had  remained  silent  and  made  no 
attempt  to  interpret  the  words  of  Zosimos  when  he  did  not 
understand  them. 
There  are,  continues  Jildakliq  three  ablutions,  three 
combinations  and  three  putrefactions  in  the  whole  operation. 
As  to  coction  (or  maturing)p  It  is  a  name  which  is  sometimes 
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employed  the  term  -,  but  generally  it  is  used  to  imply  the 
whole  operation  from  the  beginning  to  the  end. 
Problem  2. 
"Our  master,  Hermest  peace  be  upon  him,  said  :  'The 
bases  are  the  four  natures;  from  them  all  things  originate 
and  to  them  they  all  return;  philosophy  to  based  upon  them. 
The  first  element  to  originate  from  the  natures  was  earth, 
the  mother.  Then  waters  being  closely  related  to  the 
earth  -  they  are  both  cold  -  entered  into  it,  dissolving 
and  putrefying  it  completely.  Then  air,  being  closely 
related  to  the  water  -  they  are  both  moist  -  entered  into 
the  earth  and  waters  animating  every  bit  of  them.  Then 
fire  entered  into  14ý  and  dominated  the  earth.,  the  water 
and  the  air.,  maturing  all  their  parts.  And  anything 
originated  from  these  four  natures  may  be  transformed  into 
its  like,  i.  e.,  into  another  thing  having  the  same  nature 
and  included  in  the  same  genus.  '" 
The  Sages  believe,  explains  Jildaki,  that  the  four 
natures  are,  by  natural  necessityp  at  the  basis  of  the  world 
of  generation  and  corruption.  If  there  were  no  change  in 
the  composition  of  things,  that  iss  if  there  were  no  motion 
or  interplay  of  maternal  qualitiesp  there  would  be  no 
corruption,  only  generation.  But  since  there  is  motion', 
generation  and  corruption  constantly  follow  one  another. 
Heat  and  moisture  are  the  natures  of  life  or  generation, 
dryness  and  coldness  are  the  natures  of  death  or  corruption. 
And  when  the  natures  of  life  combine  with  the  natures  of 
death,  q  their  union  lasts  only  for  a  limited  length  of  time, 
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into  its  original  constituents#  the  four  natures. 
From  the  four  naturesp  continues  Jildakis  originate 
the  four  elementsp  namelyo  earthl  water,  air  and  fire.  The 
Sages  in  their  operations  follow  the  example  of  Nature, 
They  compare  the  fire  to  the  spirit  (i.  e.  p  the  tincture  and 
the  like);  the  air  to  the  oil  and  the  like;  the  water,  to 
the  soul  (i.  e.,  the  divine  water  and  the  like);  the  earth, 
to  the  generic  sal  ammoniac,  to  the  whitened  earthp  to  the 
new  body  and  to  the  body  of  the  Elixir. 
Problem  3. 
"Our  master,  Hermes,  peace  be  upon  him,  said  :  'Drynesss 
-that  strange  thing  which  contains  no  moisture,  seizes  the 
moitture.  Actuallyp  It  seizes  and  is  seizedp  it  grips  and 
is  gripped.  For  the  air  is  from  it  and,  thereforep  there  is 
a  close  relationship  between  them'.  He  also  said  :  'There 
is  an  important  secret  in  the  water  and  that  is  this  :  wine 
comes  from  the  vine,  olive  oil  from  the  olivet  gum  from  the 
turpentine  treei,  and  different  fruits  from  different  trees.  '" 
It  is  clear  to  all  Sagest  explains  Jildakf,  that  there 
can  be  no  life  unless  the  adhesive  and  fluid  moisture 
permeates  the  body,  and  that  the  continuous  presence  of  this 
moisture  in  the  body  is  achieved  only  when  it  is  seized  and 
held  tight  by  the  dryness,  But  dryness  cannot  exert  a  firm 
grip  on  moisture,  or  vice  versa#  without  the  assistance  of 
fire.  For  moisture,  running  away  from  the  heat  of  fire, 
takes  shelter  in  the  interior  of  dryness.  Theno  if  the 536 
action  of  fire  is  allowed  to  continue,  dryness,,  on  account 
of  its  close  relationship  with  fire,  will  reconcile  the  latter 
with  the  moisture,  and  the  three  natures  will  thus  unite 
together. 
It  was  stated  before,  Jildaki  goes  on,  that  everything 
in  the  world  of  generation  and  corruption  originates  from 
the  four  natures.  Now,  what  are  the  actual  conditions  under 
which  a  particular  metallic  body  is  formed  in  the  mine  and 
not  the  other?  This  question,  maintains  Jildaki,  cannot  be 
answered  satisfactorily.  For  if  we  sayp  he  arguest  that-p 
for  example,  gold  originates  in  India  because  there  the 
climate  is  temperate,  the  critic  would  draw  our  attention  to 
the  fact  that  gold  is  also  found  In  the  land  of  Takrurpln 
Egypt  and  other  places.  The  some  thing  is  true  of  other 
metallic  bodies.  Often  a  copper  mine  is  found  in  the  vicinity 
of  a  silver  mine,  the  two  sites  being  separated  by  only  the 
quarter  of  a  degree#  or  even  less.  Similarly,  copperp 
silver  and  the  two  leads  Are  found  in  proximity  to  one 
another  in  Rurope. 
As  to  the  plantes  it  Is  well  known,  Jildak-i  continues,  * 
that  different  kinds  of  trees#  bearing  different  kinds  of 
fruits,  with  different  smells#  tastes  and  constitutions, 
"The  name  given  to  the  population  of  negro  stock  which 
inhabits  the  greater  part  of  the  low  lands  of  Senegalese 
Filta  and  the  larger  part  of  Bundu.  1  See  The  Encyclopaedia 
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grow  in  the  same  orchard#  are  watered  with  the  same  water 
and  reached  by  the  same  breeze.  Therefore,  the  Sages 
rightly  admitted  their  inability  to  explain  the  reason  for 
the  existence  of  different  species  of  plants  and  minerals. 
The  secret  of  generation  is  not  completely  known  to  them 
and  it  never  will  be  :  it  is  beyofid  human  intelligence  and 
understanding, 
End  1. 
The  Sages,  says  Jildaklip  studied  the  primary  and 
secondary,  causes  and  came  to  the  conclusion  that  every 
individual,  every  species  and  every  genus  in  the  Lower  World 
is  governed  by  spiritual  forces  emanating  from  the  Upper 
World,  The  authors  of  these  forceswhich  influence  and  -stir 
the  natures  and  the  elements,  are  sublime  spirits  commonly 
called  angels,  And  everything  in  the  Lower  as  well  as  In 
the  Upper  World  has  its  origin  in  God,  the  Ever-present. 
Every  individual  in  the  three  kingdoms,  Jildak! 
continues,  'is  influenced  by  the  seven  planets,  whichp  in 
turn,  are  governed  by  the  fixed  stars.  The"sphere  of  the 
_(l) 
(2) 
fixed  stars  is  called  kursit  and  the  sphere  beyond  it,  tiri, 
Beyond  the  nine  celestial  spheres  there  is  the  timeless, 
spaceless-and  imperceptible  expanse  in  which  the  power  of  God 
resides  in  its  pure  form. 
lo  2.  See  Encyclopaedia_of  Islam,  Londonp  1927,2,1156. B38 
After  learning  all  this  through  scientific  research, 
intuition,  and  the  teachings  of  prophets,  particularly  those 
of  Hermes  Trismegistos  or  Idrisp  (')the 
Sages  applied  them- 
selves  to  practice  and  tried  to  make  actual  what  was 
potential.  So  they  collected  drugs  and  medicines  congruous 
to  each  planet  and  combined  them  in  proper  proportion  at  the 
time  of  the  planet's  setting.  They  obtained  satisfactory 
resultst  but  decided  to  make  their  pronouncements  obscure 
so  that  only  those  worthy  of  the  Art  could  understand  them. 
End  2. 
"Considers  0  brothers  how  the  Sages  associated  the  sun 
with  gold#  moon  with  silver#  Saturn  with  lead#  Jupiter  with 
(2) 
tin,  Mars  with  iron,  Venus  with  coppers  and  Mercury  with 
mercury.  "  If  the  bases  of  these  comparisons  are  understood, 
arguesJildak!  v_.  the,  Iguarded  secret'  of  the  Sages  will  be 
solved.  So.  he  proceeds  to  explain  the  'concealed  secret', 
saying  that  he  did  not  wish  to  hide  any  part  of  his  knowledge 
from-the  reader.  He  declares  that  he  revealed  in  his  books 
all  that  he  knewp  but  sincep  tthe  sea  of  knowledge  is  bound- 
lessIp  he  should  not  be  expected  to  know  and  to  explain 
everything. 
1.  Muslim  writers  unanimously  insist  that  Idris  is  the 
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11  Gold  is  associated  with  the  sun  for  the  following 
reasons:  (a)  Sun  is  situated  in  the  fourth  sphere  which  is 
in  the  middle  of  the  seven  spheres.  It  occupies  the  same 
position  in  the  heavens  as  the  heart  in  the  body  and  a  king 
among  his  soldiers.  It  radiates  light,  upon  which  the 
existence  of  every  creature  depends,  Similarly  gold  occupies 
the  central  position  among  the  metallic  bodies;  it  has  a 
balanced  and  perfect  constitution  and  is  more  valuable  than 
the  rest.  (b)  On  the  basis  of  this  similarity  between  the 
sun  and  gold,  the  Sages  performed  various  operationsp  some  of 
them  confined  to  the  domain  of  the  Arto  others  concerned.  with 
the  talisman;  and  they  obtained  satisfactory  results,  there- 
by  proving  the  truth  of  their  original  assumption.  (c)  No 
other  metallic  body  can  possibly  claim  the  same  status  as 
gold  and  compete  with  it  in  its  association  with  the  sun. 
But  there  is  a  difference  between  common  gold  and  that 
of  the  philosophers.  For  the  following  reasons  the  similar- 
ity  between  common  gold  and  the  sun  is  metaphoricalt  whereas 
the  similarity  between  the  latter  and  the  philosophers'  gold 
is  virtual;  (a)  The  sun  is  hot  and  dry,  so  is  the 
philosophers'  gold.  Common  gold  is  hot,  moist  and  temperate,, 
that  is,  it  has  the  nature  of  Jupiter.  (b)  The  philosophers$ 
gold  possesses  an  extra  amount  of  'light'  which  it  imparts  to 
other  bodiesq  just  as  the  sun  bestowb  its  light  upon  the  moon, 540 
Common  gold,  on  the  other  handt  has  no  extra  light  to  impart 
to  other  bodies:  "its  light  is  in  proportion  to  its  bulk.  ' 
(c)  The  philosophers'  gold#  when  applied  three  times  to  the 
eyes  of  a  person  suffering  from  a  continuous  flow  of  tears, 
cures  him;  if  an  eyelash  is  plucked  with  a  pair  of  tweezers 
made  of  the  philosophers'  gold,  it  will  grow  no  more;  if  a 
plate  of  philosophers'  gold  is  placed  on  the  heart  of  a  person 
suffering  from  palpitation,  he  is  sure  to  recover;  and  if 
the  philosophers'  gold  is  dissolved  and  drunk,  it  will  cure 
atrabilarious  diseases,  Common  gold  exhibits  none  of  these 
properties,  but  if  it  is  transformed  Into  the  philosophers' 
gold  by  operation,  it  will  act  in  the  same  way  as  the  latter. 
The  sun  resembles  common  gold  when  at  its  apogee,  and  the 
philosophers'  goldo  when  at  its  perigee.  The  Sages  have  not 
much  use  for  common  gold  in  their  operations. 
2.  Silver  resembles  the  moon  in  light  and  colour;  they 
both  are  whites  feminine  and  deficient  in  heat.  But  again 
there  is  a  difference  between  common  silver  and  that  of  the 
philosophers.  The  similarity  between  the  moon  and  common 
silver  is  metaphoricalt  whereas  the  similarity  between  the 
former  and  the  philosophers'  silver  is  virtual.  For: 
(a)  the  philosophers'  silver,  like  the  moont  possesses  an 
extra  amount  of  light  which  it  imparts  to  other  bodies;  -, 
(b)  common  silver  has  no  extra  light  -  its  light  is  in 541 
proportion  to  its  bulk;  (c)  common  silver  contains  a  small 
amount  of  impurities,  that  of  the  philosophers  has  none; 
(d)  the  philosophers'  silver  cures  'hot  fevers'  and  Its 
solution  in  the  wine  of  the  date  constitutes  a  remedy  for 
atrabilarious  diseasesp  whereas  common  silver  exhibits  no 
therapeutic'  property. 
The  Sages  are  not  unanimous  with  regard  to  the  predominant 
natures  of  silver.  Some  of  them  say  that  it  is  cold  and 
moist,  others..  that  it  is  cold  and  dry.  Jibir  thought  that  it 
is  cold  and  dry  because  its  exterior  is  the  interior  of  gold. 
But  there  are  two  kinds  of  goldv  and  the  actual  fact  is  that 
the  philosophers$  silver  is  cold  and  moist,  and  common  silverp 
cold  and  dryp  the  former  exhibiting  the  qualities  of  the 
interior  of  the  philosophers'  gold,  and  the  latterv  those  of 
the  interior  of  common  gold.  This  Is,,  in  fact:,  what  Jibir 
meant,  but  it  is  impossible  for  one  to  understand  his  inten- 
tions,  if  one  is  not  "worthy  of  being  called  his  brother.  ' 
When  the  moon  is  passing  through  the  crescent  phase,  half  full 
and  gibbous,  it  resembles  -common  silver,  but  when  full,  it 
represents  the  silver  of  the  philosophers. 
3.  Lead  is  associated  with  Saturn  on  account  of  its 
dusky  colour.  Saturn  is  less  luminous  than  other  planets, 
and  lead  is  less  shiny  than  other  metallic  bodies.  Saturn 
represents  common  lead  when  at  its  apogee,  I.  e.,  when  it  is 542 
feeble  and  dull,  and  it  represents  the  lead  of  the  philoaoph- 
ers  when  at  its  perigee,  i.  e,,  when  it  is  strong  and  bright. 
Philosophers'  lead  is  hot  and  moist,  that  is,  it  has  the 
nature  of  common  gold,,  but  its  hotness  exceeds  the  latter's 
while  its  coldness  is  too  meagre. 
Now  if  a  certain  amount  of  the  philosophers'  silver  is 
added  to  the  philosophers'  lead  and  the  resulting  mixture  is 
then  combined  with  the  gold  of  the  philosophersp  the  pure, 
purple  gold  will  be  produced.  And  if  common  lead  is  mixed 
with  common  silver  and  common  gold,  the  gold  of  legal  fineness 
will  be  obtained.  The  secret  of  sucýess  in  these  two  opera- 
tions  lies  in  the  theory  of  the  Balance  and  the  manner  of 
smelting  'fully  described  in  our  book  al-Taqrlb*" 
Like  Saturn,  lead  is  generally  taken  to  be  unlucky,  but 
in  certain  circumstances  they  could  be  considered  auspicious.. 
When  Saturn  has  a  direct  motionp  or  is  4  at  the  limit  of  its 
house  and  exaltationg"  it  is  auspicious  and  represents  the 
white  lead,  It  is  most  auspicious  at  the  and  of  its 
direct  motion.,  when  it  represents  the  red  lead. 
(1) 
4.  Tin  is  compared  to  Jupitert  because,  like  the 
latter,,  it  is  hot  and  moist.  The  association  of  common  tin 
with  Jupiter  is  metaphorical,  whereas  its  association  with 
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tile  tin  of  philosophers  is  virtual.  Though  common  tin  is 
hot  and  moist,  that  isp  it  contains  the  natures  of  life,  it 
has  not  a  balanced  and  temperate  constitution  like  Jupiter. 
That  is  because  it  is  afflicted  with  one  or  more  of  the  seven 
diseases,,  which  are:  "creaking#  rustling,  yellownesap  black- 
ness#  blueness,  laxityp  and  stinking.  "  '  The  nature  of 
Jupiter  and  that  of  the  tin  of  philosophers  Is  free  from  all 
these  diseases.  Jupiter  represents  common  tin  in  its 
$falls',  and  the  philosophers'  tin,  in  its  'exaltations'. 
5.  Iron  resembles  Mars  more  than  any  other  of  the  three 
remaining  bodies,,  for  it  is  hard  and  dry.  The  resemblance 
between  common  iron  and  Mars  is  metaphoricalp  and  that 
between  the  latter  and  the  iron  of  philosophers  is  virtual. 
Mars  represents  common  iron  in  its  'falls',  and  the  philoso- 
phers'  iron,  in  its  'exaltations'.  The  sword  made  of  the 
philosophers'  iront  i.  e.,  pure  steel,  is  so  flexible  that  it 
can  be  bent  to  reach  its  handle  without  breaking,  and  it  can 
be  made  so  sharp  as  to  cut  the  hardest  things  in  the 
twinkling  of  an  eye.  When  mixed  with  silver,,  the 
philosophers'  iron  transforms  the  latter  into  gold;  and  when 
mixed  with  gold,  it  acquires  all  the  qualities  thereof.  The 
process  of  the  purification  of  common  iron  is  described  "in 
our  book  al-TaqA_b.  11-  The  name  Mars  is  applied  also  to  a 544 
number  of  other  thingal  such  as  generic  sal  ammoniae,  the 
garland  of  victory,  a  constituent  part  of  the  stone,  and, 
in  short,  any  substance  which  strengthens  fire. 
61  Of  the  two  remaining  metals,  copper  and  mercury.  the 
former  resembles  Venus  more  than  the  latter  does.  Were  it 
not  for  its  redness  and  dryness,  copper  would  be  nearer  than 
other  metallic  bodies  to  silver.  Copper  melts  because  of 
the  presence  of  'hidden  moisture'  in  it;  its  fusion  is  very 
much  like  that  of  silver.  The  comparison  of  Venus  to  common 
copper  is  metaphorical,  and  to  the  copper  of  the  philosophers, 
virtual.  Common  copper  is  red.  The  philosophers!  copper  is 
whitep  it  melts  easily,  andp  since  it  contains  incombustible 
oil,  it  mixes  with  silverp  forming  a  perfect  and  permanent 
union.  Venus  represents  common  copper  in  its  'falls'.  and 
the  copper  of  the  philosophers#  in  its  'exaltations'.  The 
philosopherst  copper  is  the  white  oil  which  facilitates  the 
melting  of  all  bodies  and  purifies  them.  It  also  teaches 
the  souls  how  to  resist  the  fire.  Venus  in  its  first  'housell 
i.  e.,  in  Taurus,  is  auspicious  and  noble,  representing  the 
pure,  shadeless  copper,  that  is,  common  copper  which  has  been 
whitened,  purified  completelys  and  made  free  from  diseases  of 
11  blackness,  greennesss  yellowness  and  stench.  "  It  is  more 
auspicious  in  Librap  representing  the  copper  which  'carries' 
with  it  the  pure  tincture  and  the  pure  oil.  And  when  Venus 545 
is  in  its  'falls',  or  has  a  retrograde  motiont  it  is  unlucky 
and  represents  the  common  silver  which  has  been  prepared  by 
wrong  methods  and  'carries'  corruptive  tinctures. 
7.  There  remains  mercuryp  which  is  not  actually  a 
body:  it  is  of  the  genus  of  souls.  When  it  is  mixed  with 
bodies,  it  becomes  a  body;  when  it  is  mixed  with  souls,  it 
becomes  a  Soul.  So.  because  of  its  great  mobility  and  its 
quick  transformation  from  one  form  into  another,  it  Is 
compared  to  the  planet  Mercury.  When  Mercury  is  in  its 
$exaltations',  it  Is  auspicious  and  represonts  the  philosoph- 
ers'  mercury,  which,  on  coagulation,  attains  perfection  and 
transforms  Into  the  Elixir.  In  Gemini  also,  Mercury  is 
gentle  and  auspicious:  it  represents  the  philosophers'  mercury 
extracted  from  "the  soul  of  the  two  gums  and  the  eternal 
water.  "  The  eternal  water  Is  that  which  penetrates  the 
innermost  recesses  of  bodies  and  extorts  their  souls  and 
spirits. 
Mercury  combines  with  lead,  tin,  copper,  silver  and  gold 
of  the  Sagess  forming  valuable  compounds.  But  when  metallic 
bodies  are  impuret  no  benefit  is  derived  from  their  combina- 
tion  with  mercury.  From  the  compound  formed  by  the 
combination  of  pure  mercury  with  the  philosophers'  gold  and 
pure  uninflammable  'oil  of  sulphur',  an  'essence'  can  be 
derived  which  is  very  much  like  the  Elixir  in  appearance  and 
in  tinctorial  power. 546 
(1) 
you  say  to  us  that  red  vermilion  is  prodiieed  by  the 
coagulation  of  mercury  with  the  vapour  of  sulphurp  and  that 
from  these  twop  in  spite  of  their  being  impurep  it  is  possible 
to  derive  a  good  extract  which  tinctures  silver  and  combines 
with  gold,,  we.  would  declare  that  this  is  a  difficult  opera- 
tion.  For  unless  the  combustible  particles  are  removed 
and  the  small  (part)  is  separated  from  the  large  (part) 
no  satisfactory  result  can  be  obtained.  If  sulphur  is 
(2) 
allowed  to  burn  mercury  completely,  only  black  vermilion  is 
produced,  from  which  no  benefit  is  derived.  "  The  difficulty 
with  this  operation  iss  continues  Jildaki,  that  it  fails  more 
often  then  not#  and  that  is  why  the  Sages  do  not  pay  so  much 
attention  to  it. 
jildak!  associates  each  alloy  of  mercury  with  a 
particular  position  of  Mare  in  its  orbit.  For  further 
information  concerning  the  amalgams,  he  refers  the  reader  to 
his  book  al-Taqrlb. 
End  3. 
"Concerning  the  uses  and  the  properties  of  the  Elixir.  " 
The  Elixirs  says  JildaJ,  reanimates  metallic  bodies 
1a<  i4 
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after  death  and  rectifies  them  after  corruption. 
One  part  of  the  Elixir  of  Whiteness,  he  continues,  is 
sufficient  to  purifyp  whiten  and  harden  a  thousand  parts  of 
glass,  producing  white  hyacinth.  The  glass  would  transform 
into  yellow  hyacinth,  if  the  Elixir  were  yellow,  into 
emeraldi  if  it  were  green,  and  into  rubyp  if  it  were  red. 
The  Elixir  cures  the  patient  suffering  from  leprosy,  if 
it  is  smeared  over  his  sores  and  given  to  him  to  drink  in 
the  form  of  a  solution.  It  causes  the  sores  to  burst  and 
effuse  a  yellow  water,  after  which  a  new  skin  develops  and  no 
mark  is  left  on  the  body.  The  electuary  used  for  smearing 
the  sores  contains  two  q1rits  of  the  Elixir,  one  mitqal  of 
(2) 
diryiq  al-Caiuq  and  two  qirats  of  distilled  'vinegar  of  wine'. 
Jildald  says  that  he  was  present  when  a  person  suffering  from 
leprosy  mixed  a  very  little  amount  of  the  Elixir  with  the 
solution  of  diryiR  al-far!  4q"!  in  basil  wine  and  drank  three 
dirhams  of  the  medicament  thus  prepared:  he  recovered  his 
voice,  his  complexion  became  fresh#  and,  after  repeating  the 
treatment  several  timesp  be  was  completely  cured. 
On  the  question  of  the  use  of  the  Elixir  for  the 
The  Elixir  of  Whiteness  passed  through  a  wide  range  of 
colours  before  being  finally  transfomed  into  the  Elixir 
of  Redness. 
Treacle  against  poison. 548 
treatment  of  chronic  diseases,  besides  leprosy,  and  also 
diseases  affecting  the  nose  and  the  eyeso  Jildald  says  that 
he  prefers  to  remain  silent.  For,  he  arguest  the  Elixir 
is  a  deadly  poison  and,  if  handled  carelesslyi  would  cause 
serious  injuries. 
Jabir,  continues  Jildald,  discussed  the  properties  and 
the  uses  of  the  Elixir  in  K.  al-Damir  (The  Book  of  Secret 
Thought)  amd  also  in  his  books  on  'Properties'.  Andr  Hilid 
%0 
described  in  his  book,  called  Sa#ifa,  his  own  experiments  and 
observations  with  regard  to  the  Elixir.  "And  we  have 
exhaustively  dealt  with  the  properties  of  the  Elixir  in  our 
books  Sams  al-Munir,  Qan-un  al-Kabir  and  in  a  special  volume 
devoted  exclusively  to  this  subject.  There  is  also  to  be 
found  an  excellent  chapterp  on  the  properties  and  uses  Of  the 
Elixiro  in  our  book  Al-Taqrib  fi  Asrir  al-Tarldb.  " 
Jildald  warns  the  reader  not  to  taste  or  smell  the 
Elixir,  and  to  avoid  its  vapour  at  the  time  of  projection. 
For  it  is  a  very  dangerous  poison,  and  that  is  the  reason  why 
it  subdues  the  toxin  of  leprosy  and  cures  the  body.  It  is 
possible  to  lessen  the  poisonous  quality  of  the  Elixir  by 
mixing  it  with  other  drugs;  in  this  way  it  can  be  put  to 
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Epilogue  to  the  third  volume 
Here  Jilds0i  draws  the  attention  Of  the  reader  to  the 
following  points: 
1,  He  who  has  been  initiated  into  the  secrets  of  the 
Art  sees  no  contradiction  in  the  statements  of  the  Sages. 
The  words  of  the  Sages  should  not  be  interpreted  literally. 
2.  Except  for  a  few  d;  fferences  of  opinion,  to  which 
reference  Is  made  in  the  present  books  there  is  complete 
agreement  among  the  Sages  with  regard  to  the  stone  and  the 
operations  designed  to  transform  it  into  the  Elixir. 
3.  The  raw  material  of  the  Elixir,  i.  e.,  the  stone, 
is  in  actual  possession  of  the  tinctorial  powers  which  it 
gradually  improves,  in  the  course  of  the  operations,  until 
it  attains  perfection.  "That  which  has  no  quality  at  the 
beginning  will  acquire  none  in  the  and.  " 
4.  The  tinctorial  power  of  the  Elixir,  unlike  that  of 
other  dyesp  such  as  saffron,  bears  no  proportion  to  its 
bulk.  That  explains  why  a  very  small  amount  of  the  Elixir 
is  capable  of  tincturing  large  quantities  of  metallic  bodies. 
5.  The  practitioner  of  the  Art  must  be  a  true 
believer  in  Gods  and  should  spend  a  large  portion  of  his 
fortune  on  assisting  the  poor  and  relieving  the  sick.  -  The 
Barmecide3  obtained  their  enormous  wealth  through  their- 550 
knowledge  of  the  production  of  the  Elixir.  Their  downfall 
was  an  act  of  God,  punishing  them  for  not  having  spent 
enough  on  charity. 
6.  The  secrets  of  the  Art  must  under  no  circumstances 
be  imparted  to  those  who  are  not  worthy  of  its  Socratesp 
before  drinking  the  draught  of  hemlock,  revealed  all  his 
knowledge,  includLng  the  secrets  of  the  Art,  to  his  pupil 
Plato,  and  instr'ucted  him  to  refrain  from  co=unicating 
(1) 
anything  to  Sofflfiuap  Socrates'  son,  unless  the  latter's 
ability  was  proved  beyond  doubt. 
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1499  1999  212,2629  266,326s 
3500  469,5219  528,538. 
actuality,  512. 
Adam,  47,86j  879  2029  203j  303. 
transformation  of,  86. 
adhesion,  144,4819  482. 
power  of,  125. 
aetites,  298. 
affinity,  300,3010  3049  3419 
cause  of,  300. 
Agathodemon,  303,3090  310,368. 
agent,  58,610  790  1389  233. 
counter.,  138,234* 
agitator,  4089 
agriculture  or  cultivation,  77, 
819  1029  1199  2160  2379  262s  263. 
comparison  with  the  Art,  (see 
Art). 
Ahriman,  329. 
air,  108,1560  159,187j  2169  2220 
2569  3090  3179  L269  3309  3379  342, 
347l  3569  35B. 
'j 
3599  3659  369j  3929 
4799  513j  5270  529. 
action  of,  358. 
collecting  of,  356f 
colour  of,  64. 
current  of,  434. 
element  of,  51,529  640  107,1239 
2109  211,216j  2939  321s  4179 
4189  534-535. 
essence  of,  356* 
552 
generation  of,  156. 
is  hidden  in  essence  and  form,  132. 
is  not  stable  in  isolation,  211a 
manipulation  of,  193. 
nature  of,  201,2339  324l  343. 
separation  of,  336. 
softness  of,  322,324. 
transformation  ofq  107. 
albification,  311,3459  3460  (see 
whit  ening) 
number  of-s,  346* 
alembic,  183,1869  3289  523s  527e 
tube  -9  3499  376l  377. 
Alexander,  354,414. 
ýkll  b.  AbI  TiLlibg  489  49l  2509  3540 
3849  4159  455* 
'All  b.  Me&  al-M459  415.  - 
allegory  &  analogy,  parable,  simile, 
123,1500  1839  1909  2428  247-2499 
308p  3229  3329 
_3689 
370s  4161  451-455 
4599  4639  464,497. 
referring  to  the  general  when  meaning 
the  particulars  or  vice  cereal  go, 
1130  1519  4529  453,521* 
alloying  (see  metallic  bodies,  combin- 
ation). 
almond,  21,2769  3730 
alphabet: 
speculations  concerning  the  letters 
of,  330-3319 
aludel,  153,1919  1929  2209  M29  5189 
523. 
alum,  191,1969  2719  278l  ý001  348,3491 
3509  381-_383.  $  4269  492. 
amalgam,  302,4969  5469  (see  mercuryi'j" 
combination  with  metallic  bodies) 
amalgamation,  308,3399  340-341. 
amalgamists,  302. 
ember,  223,484, 
e 
Amauthasia,  385,408. 
. 
amyE,  158,1590  2359  523* 
anatCmFq  99, 
, Andalusia  (i.  e.  Spain)  17,90l  419. 
lattftde  of,  91. 
andardnis  513, 
Andromaches,  1.518p 
anemone,  411. 
angel,  250,537. 
transformation  into  man,  87. 
animal,  4,5,298  33s  559  59-709  72l 
869  88s  899  930  940  1139  1189  1999 
218s  265l  2700  2769  368-L709  372l 
410l  4229  4539  460.0  462. body  of,  66,679  1449  2749  4719 
539* 
brooding  or  generation  of,  51, 
67;  1026  112-1149  2979  358* 
constitution  of,  370* 
extracts,  52* 
forms,  22,25* 
genus,  20,332, 
grade  or  state,  409  809  1759 
3799 
kingdom,  21,22,25s  29j  50j 
679  1039  2589  273*  2939  296, 
324l  3279  3329  3729  410$  46B9 
4690  526* 
life  of,  68,929  93. 
most  perfect-,  461 
nature  of,  370. 
organs  or  parts  of,  274,275, 
422.9  4259  4619  2236 
perfect  -298. 
philosophical  -  426. 
powers  of,  65-69. 
rational-,  452. 
soul  of,  471. 
sea-,  92,939  419. 
species,  329,332,371. 
substances,  2,24v  529  539  559 
759  78j  273-2759  2969  5040 
526 
susce;  tibility  to  the  attachC  of 
natural  forces,  29,55. 
transformation  of,  88,371. 
antimony,  or  ku.  41,15,2729  518. 
ape,  453. 
apogee,  176,540#  541. 
apparatus,  919  959  130s  1489  1879 
223,2640  2669  5139  5239  530* 
apricot  373* 
approximation  (i.  e.  bringing  sub- 
stances  Inearert  to  one  another 
before.  combination),  303,328$ 
406-407 
aptitude,  12,609  210. 
Aquarius,  362. 
Arabia,  17,193* 
Arabs,  205,206.9  208* 
Aress  141,1432  1",  268j  3032  . 305- 
309,3450  346t  348-3519  3679  370- 
3749  3762  3849  392s  502. 
nature  of,  306* 
work: 
Ruphaf  al-Ijayits  500. 
Aristotle,  289,2900  354, 
cosmology  of,  208* 
553 
material  spheres  of,  176. 
on  combination,  75. 
theory  of  four  qualities,  9, 
works: 
K-  al-AýJiir,  285,288,349, 
Same  -al-Ta--bi  si  (i*oe  The  Plkysics)? 
419 
_arithme; 
ic,  262,263-264. 
arB  ,  537. 
arsenic  or  zamih,  15,24,4T,  59,194- 
1969  261s  ZT29  281,284s  295-29T9  3150 
401,4069  4849  503, 
calcination  ofj  288,2899 
common  or  or 
' 
dinary  -j  196,261,285, 
2910  407.1 
dust-coloured,  288. 
generation  or  formation  ofq  289,290. 
healthy  component,  285,289p  292. 
kinds  of,  288,436, 
oil  of  (see  oil) 
pargeting-  272, 
properties  of,  284-2859  288-292. 
pure  or  philospherst-,  196,2619  285s 
407 
purification  of,  277-278. 
red-,  288,291. 
=  sulPhurq  297. 
volatilization  of,  286o 
white-,  289-291. 
yellow-,  268. 
Art,  the.  -l.  29  35,469  530  599  87S  91-931' 
959  1020  1030  132s  1379  139s  141l  1592' 
1619  1630  1819  194p  2069  2219  232,2440-, 
247p  2539  2650  2990  3150  324,331s  337' 
3479  3489  352,3550  3940  397,4260  459: 
5029 
branches  of,  163-164. 
central  theme  of,  256,292, 
child  of,  (see  child). 
comparison  with  cultivation,  26,,  76# 
263,4709  (see  Elixir). 
comparison  with  digestion,  470., 
Comparison  with  medicine,  26,397. 
comparison  with  reproduction,  245,470, 
(see  Elixir). 
comparison  with  sorcery,  21,27o 
contradictions  in-,  112,2449  2709  2989 
3369  3569  362,4691  482,  M9, 
definition  of,  132,245s  356. 
foundation,  bases,  principles  of,  429 
599  62,1549  1559  246j  356j  3640  j149 
4649  494;  5009  534, 
geniuneness,  possibilitys  falsity.  of, 
49  209  21s  239  26-289  329  2450  355t 
493j  5259  5290  (see  transmutation  - 554 
possibility  of)- 
history,  origin,  trFinanission 
of,  47-49,353-3559  414-4150 
455-4569  526. 
key  to  -,  306,512. 
materials  or  substances  used  in-, 
49  429  98,1539  204s  2069  2459  2540 
2561,2580  ;  a70,273-283  2979  304, 
3119  3299  3349  503,506* 
method  of  instruction,  initiation, 
and  manner  of  exposition,  86,252s 
267t  328,3459  474. 
most  important  part  of,  232,390* 
obscurity  of  language  and  its  reason 
499  112s  1529  247-2489  2529  2699  2850 
3569  417t  531s  L38, 
picturesque  representation  of,  353, 
3559  506-507. 
pitfalls  in-#  3279  383. 
practice  or  practical  partof,  4,71s 
136,2939  3450  3900  413,414l  4219 
424  4569  473s  4870  4919  519,538. 
prime  matter  of,  96,3349  (see 
Elixir)  - 
problems,  subjects  of,  50,2939  L68. 
product  of,  243,3349  398. 
purpose,  uses,  advantages,  marvels 
of,  29,439  46$  719  103-105g  176- 
1779  2249  231t  2639  509s.  L25. 
relations  to  other  sciences,  95-97, 
1029  175-1771  2450  262-2661  525- 
526. 
secrecy  in-,  49,126t  128,129,131, 
-  153*  2509  251-2529  4049  413-4159 
464-4669  472s  474t  550* 
secrets  or  hidden  parts  of,  41,430 
126,1319  135l  143s  2199  3209  251- 
2529  257,2629  267l  3159  3189  3262 
3289  3559  3569  3950  412,413,447$ 
4480  455,464,472-474,497s  500$ 
512.538.550* 
15  stages  to  be  ovserved  in-9  147- 
148* 
status  and  dignity  of,  525-526* 
students,  practitioners,  people  of# 
2139  2319  249s  3228  3299  3519  3529 
3560  3599  371,397v  4219  469s  4769 
4799  4909*4940  500. 
qualifications  of,  250,263,2640 
4149  4242  4769  4939  5239  525- 
527,549-550. 
success  and  failure  in  -,  1899  285s 
3449  356,3899  414t  464-465,5259 
5289  5319  542. 
theory  or  theoretical  part  ofq 
is  71,1359  293#  345j  356j 
4149  421,455,4569  473p  4879 
519* 
wages  and  m6ans,  '105.464. 
world  of,  (see  world)- 
artichokeg  271, 
artisqns  299. 
asbadariya  (isfidariyyaq  isfidar- 
viyya))2769  3639  406. 
ash,  1",  158p  1599  192j  224p  2729 
2750  3009  310-312,3439  351#  3579 
374,376,3779  3819  383-386p  3889 
3900  3949  3969  405j  4379  4620 
477. 
burnt  -,  389* 
constituent  parts  ofq  376. 
dry  376. 
hot  192. 
water  of,  (see  water). 
weight  ofq  389-390s  395. 
ashen,  423,427. 
ashy  part,  291. 
eals'lr,  445. 
ass,  299. 
assimilable,  32,44. 
assimilation,  70. 
power  of,  47,52l  54, 
AstiyUsia,  caverns  of,  90,91l  419., 
asironomy,  76,262,264, 
attenuation,,  4989  499. 
attraction,  69,700  4810  483,484. 
power  of,  65,  '67,1149  116. 
augmentative  things,  2969 
B 
bakings  137 
balance,  155,369  ...  (see  equili- 
brium). 
balance  and  weights,  102,2340 
3649  505. 
between  the  natures,  18,506, 
(see  equilibrium.  )* 
between  agent  and  counter-agents 
138. 
methods  ofs  373. 
Science  of  the  Balance,  164,1669 
2349  2749  2760  2939  3779  381, 
505, 
secret  of,  234,503, 
state  of,  23. 
Theory  of  the  Balance,  139,166, 
1679  503t  542. 555 
balancing,  '(see,  equalization)- 
BUInis  (Appollonius  of  Tyana), 
508* 
Barheml,  Buyun,  188,3279  357, 
358  453t 
work: 
Risfila,  105,173p  1879  2119 
242,253s  391* 
Barmecides,  309,3549  4159  549-550; 
Fa4l,  354,415. 
Talfar,  354,415, 
Ya4yab.  U&lid,  3549  415, 
Q  basil,  22,547. 
bath: 
stone  of,  513* 
takinga-,  158. 
bear,,  543. 
beast  of  the  Sages,  313* 
beautiful,  293... 
beautyg  63,3040  3609  472. 
Becher,  195,201. 
bellows,  277,4339  434. 
berberry,  484. 
Berbers,  17. 
Berthelot,  289 
beryl,  518 
bile: 
black  -,  689  116s  2569  2930  101- 
302*  320s  369. 
yellow  -, 
6CO  U69  2560  293,3029 
319,  A84. 
bird,  89,1649  2619  3739  453t  461t 
507. 
body  of,  89. 
child  of,  3099  310. 
egg  of,  258* 
heat  of,  357* 
milk  of,  190. 
Blrýinlq  355,521. 
work: 
K.  al-AhjEr,  251. 
black  (colour)  55,64j  839  85,1579 
160t  1679  1729  17792029  2059  223- 
2259  2311  2332  235t  238,254,261p 
3129  316j  3220  327S  396,397,409-o 
4220  i-969  5069  515... 
blackness,  12,799  869  153,1589 
1629  167-169,1779  204,2259  2319 
2359  2389  2549  2699  2769  2879  299, 
302t  313,321-323,3279  360t  375, 
380$  389,3959  4099  L169  543.9  544. 
appearance  of,  171-173,175,178t 
233v  3119  326,374,3949  395v 
426. 
first  -,  128,224,269p  374, 
is  concentrated  red,  224,2339  316. 
marbly  -,  521. 
nature  of,  168. 
perfect  and  imperfect  -,  26le 
prevalence  of,  96,1689  169#  233, 
3279  3679  480. 
second  -,  224s  510, 
blackeningg  479  2029  2039  205l  373p 
4009  498. 
first  -,  499. 
number  of  -s.  269j  346. 
second  -9  261* 
bladder,  116* 
bleaching,  4989  499  (see  whitening). 
blind,  480 
blood,  2.629  63s.  689  969  1019  198t  243# 
256j  2679  293,269t  A71p  375t  4039 
409,4259  461l  481* 
bleaching  of,  117. 
cause  of  redness9  64. 
coarse  -,  ;  169  117. 
colour  of,  1169  374. 
distilled  -9.411* 
essence  of,  117. 
heat  of,  53. 
light  -9  1140  116. 
menstrual  -,  1149  1180  2670  3670,37le, 
moisture  of..  53. 
ý  319  putrefaction  of, 
red  1899  261. 
soft  1169  117.  ' 
vitiation  of,  369. 
blood-like,  241. 
blue,  64,1629  1699  1749  3169  3769  L099, 
423. 
blueness,  323,243. 
body  (see  substance,  metallic  body)  14, 
339  539  54s  589  62,63,1439  1449  1469 
153j  1709  1879  1949  2009  2010  ý07-2092 
211p  2129  2209  238,255s  2569  284s  285, 
291p  2939  L949  3001  3030  3129  315j  321, 
3239  3289  333,3349  3399  3389  2399  348, 
3509  351-3539  381,3839  3909  393j  3952 
3979  398j  4069  4079  411,418#  424j.. 
468  4849  5019  535. 
an  te  -,  2729  2739  296. 
black  -,  ý08e 
calcination  of,  217,3389  L39,3431.481 
coarse  part  of,  292,463. 
colours  ofs  212,  POS. 
combination  with  mercury,  135,1430 
1440  308  (see  mercury). 556  - 
comparison  between  ordinary  softening  of,  405. 
bodies  and  those  of  the  philo-  solvend-s,  153. 
sophers,  284. 
solveat-s,  196. 
crumbly-sj  260,  L79s  412s  5039 
soul,  of,  476-483,485-4879  545. 
514,  (see  substancesT  spatial-,  121,490, 
cure  of,.  396,397. 
spirit  of,  545. 
dedh,  destruction  or  killing  of,  spiritual-,  196. 
439  353j  405,462,517. 
stable-,  270,272j  274j  275g  296s  352. 
definition  of,  476-477. 
sublimation  or  valatilization  of9  4869 
dimensions  of,  89*  517.  -  disintegration  of,  481.  tinatorial-#  509,510. 
dissolution  ofq  132,1"s  2179  tincturing  of.  497. 
2929  4059  406.  transformation  into  soulq  132,507e 
Eterniser  of  -a,  135*  transformation  into  waterp  507o 
excess  ofs  43le  twelve-s,  508* 
External-s.  510* 
unstable-,  296. 
eye  of,  393. 
weight  of,  3869  4069  4859  500* 
fiery  -,  196. 
white-,  390$  3999  508o, 
first  -1  3869  390j  391p  393.  boiling,  434,447. 
food  of,  66,117t  371.  bone,  265,2759ý425jý461. 
four-s,  508,510. 
calx:  of,  295. 
heavenly-s,  175-176,264,329ý  bone  black,  272* 
458,490.  (see  planets)*  boraces,  6,539  2789-LO1,503, 
h  -9  272*  boracic  sharpness,  208, 
homogeneous  -,  3969  397.  borax,  271,288$  290$  3830  448* 
imperfect  -,  276j  277-278.  of  bread,  450. 
impurities  or  dirts  of,  329s  338. 
of  the  Sages,  434-437,4471,450-451. 
*lifeless,  dead,  combusted,  or  burnt,  bottle,  523. 
188,2959  351s  4639  517.  bowl,  220. 
. 
light  or  soft  part  of,  292,351l  br  . ain,  275,425. 
463#  brains,  527, 
malleable.  -s,  279,283,2861,4129  bread,  110,137,224. 
5039  510,520.  borax-of,  450'. 
mineral-s,  2869  2879  2959  4050  412.  leaven  of,  396,  -  (see  mineral)-  ý-breast,  2679 
molten-,  230p  286.  breathing,  --,  369,, 
moving  -,  462*  breeze,  102,109,537. 
new  -,,  192,2149  2159  261p  310p  3179  bringing  up,  manner  of,  82. 
3649  380,,  3849  M5-36Yj  389s  3909  brittle.....  276,444,447. 
395,3981  400,535.  broths,  375.. 
origin  and  formation  of,  14,133t  building,  art  of,  263,2669  2779 
2609  286.  burning  343  344  (see  calcination.  - 
parts  of,  100.  It=-- 
combus  Joni. 
properties  ofq  2119  butter,  186,378* 
pure  -,  549  2129  2749  397*  - 
purification  of.  330,4068  486.0 
raw-,  202,2610  273p  3989 
red  -t  2289  2299  3999  L009-4038  508e  Caesar,  268,392* 
refinement  of,  330*  calces,  405,4621  515. 
returning  of  souls  or  spirits  to-s# 
calcification,  209 
2159  462-463l  517  (see  reanimating)-calcination,  140-1429-2039  2209  2789 
ruddy  508.2849  268j  314,  M7%341  749  1089 
second  2029  390,391.  j  343, 
. 
17 
seven-s.  5089  510.4940 
4980  515,5169  523* 
simple-,  255*  corruptive-,  Z790  345. 
duration  of,  141. 557 
same  as  generative  powderingo  486. 
clax,  130,141p  152,170j  1910  205p 
2099  272s  2740  2959  328,3419  374j 
381s  44995169  527.. 
acritude  of,  205. 
camel,  372. 
camphor,  278j  296,406. 
CancEno  360. 
Cancer,  346. 
candle,  160 
cane,  385* 
capparid,  343. 
Capricorn,  346 
carat,  82,440t  442  (see  q1rit) 
carnelian,  278 
carpentry,  263,266 
carthamus  tinctoriuss  271. 
cartilages,  425,461* 
cassia  fistularisl  484. 
cat,  372 
catýle,  507 
caLdron,  158,3570  3870  3969'  400. 
cause,  35,3330  466. 
efficient-,  74,5210  523-524. 
final-,  B.  go  5219  524-525. 
formal-I  521l  522-523. 
material,  521-5229  523. 
rpimary-s,  537. 
relation  to  effect,  524-525. 
secondary-so  537. 
'causes  and  means'  488,4910 
cave,  460. 
caverns,  849  901  919  419. 
celandines  272. 
ceration,  1949  2209  221,230,281- 
2831  3989  400,4949  517  (see  plate). 
kinds  ofs  221-22. 
cereals,  373,409. 
ceruse,  515. 
chainss  3819  382. 
chalkos,  381,3B2. 
charcoal,  159,3439  352,383,3859 
433  515, 
chestnut,  314. 
chickeng  522. 
childo  1149  219s  2679  272,3091  310, 
367t  410. 
corruption  of,  159, 
first  -,  189. 
generation  of,  114,159* 
growth  of,  159. 
maturing  ofo  114. 
of  the  Art,  819  1199  3059  3749  397. 
period  of  nursing,  145. 
secohd  397. 
third  397. 
children,  303,304,397* 
China,  17. 
cholera,  369. 
chymet  69j  709  102,109-111p  114t  1160 
117S  1989  199. 
coarse  part  ofs  116. 
soft  partýof,  116. 
chyme-likes  809  81,9  88. 
cinnabar,  302,,  315. 
fixed-,  272. 
native-,  518. 
pure  and  stable-,  291* 
clay,  157,2669  2779,3579  361l  4379  529. 
ý  luting-t  1589  1599  357. 
sealing-p  1250  1279  156* 
strong-9  359. 
cleanings  498t  499* 
cleansings  69  939  194$  279t  2819  2979 
47  9,499. 
power  of,  194. 
climes  or  climates,  17,721,3609  458- 
459, 
cloth,  29,2629  2639  2660  4379  513. 
clothe,  194. 
clouds,  346-M,  3759  376. 
coagulation,  17,399  419  1339  1439  169j 
205,2099  2179  2219  2409  241l  2659 
269j  275-277,352j3890  405i  427-428, 
4319  "70  4979  4989  506. 
mmýer  of-s.  269. 
partial-,  427i 
power  of,  '210,216. 
speed  of,  389. 
coction,  or  cooking,  186*9  2219  265,322, 
3529  3679  3689  171p  3720  3759  3760 
4949  4989  4990  507j  5279  5309  5319 
533-534. 
0  ing  308s  309ý 
cohesion,  37,333, 
cold,  8,,  2.,  13p-  179  259  32-35p  389  399 
51s  649  L319  162,186  ...  256  ...  336t 
459  ....  503* 
coldnesss  L40  159  339  379  1MI  1919 
2869  2939  2949  3009  3049  3051  3369 
3439-347s  3569  3629  26-59  370j  371l 
3929  4121  534. 
cause  of,  134. 
ezcess  Of.  99  109  179  189  310  100l' 
4800  L06. 
prevalence  of,  412,480. 
relation  to  hotness,  38. 
colour,  5,  '6,79  139  211  22,289  33-359 
61,649  919  1580  160,167p  1689  223, 
25B9  2679  2699  3162  3619  4119  422-4249 
4"9  4609  4799  4969  (see  dye,  tUotur4 appearance  of,  97,1570ý2171,2379 
2389  2409  2669  2680  311,3950  4019 
109,422-424. 
bearer  of,  201. 
beautiful-sl  82* 
change  of,  24,269  235,2689  3139 
3779  3979  401t  4089  410,411#  495- 
49A-  Bns-.  r.;  n7-  Slq-  NPI- 
558 
combustiong  206,2079  2209  o,  L33 
. 
RL 
__#  339g,  351#  374  375  3929  1849  4989  L-tfA  ==J 
3L  (see  bur  2 
cause  of,  388-3899  505. 
fiery  -,  339. 
kinds  of  , 
206-2079 
mental-,  337. 
number  of-s.  346. 
---  ---  ,  ="'  ---.  second-,  499. 
compound-s,  64. 
extra-,  229*  sensuous  -,  337* 
""ý-watery-,  161,339. 
fiery-, 
of  the  face  . 1420  d-ombustible,  incombustiblej  630  169, 
origin  of$' 
1989  1999  2849  296v  3009  3219  3849  'ý10,  j  ý,  238  *  t.  ,  ý.  ra,  r-  z  I-  ,  s.  3519  3529  4819  4829  546* 
pe  rmanent-  9%19  6  la3O.,  E  vs.  -Zý  -Z 
predominan  combustibility,  2B9... 
combustive,  289,4829  512#  515* 
relation  to-  quJity,  424.. 
2 
ý"c  erce,  263,266. 
simple-S  2  omm 
-,  -completion, 
64,65  (see  p6rfaction)  ten-s,  3h&ý'4'c  "4  F-  "ý 
-  "ý'  ýý  ýý 
%  ""'ý  'ý'  , 
'R 
two  imp  or  t  ekht  -aj  74  96  F'  ,FýC 




power  of,  56-589 
colouring, 
. 
21iý  ;6  iý  -27,  j?  (see  ý.  tincýuring)  V 
conditions  of,  27.  completing,  44-459  479 
' 
569  61, 
compositions  qualitativet  311. 
co.  lourer  and  coloured,  234. 
quantitative-9  64,65. 
combination,  combining,  union,  uniting,  -,  - 
as  a  kind  of  transfo=ation,  24.  compound  (see  stones  Elixirs  body) 
'ho  I  An  naA  v-4oýk+-  "o"-PAm+  91  AR 
139  249  289  31t  479  510  58-600  949 
303t  3119  362* 
Cause  of,  41,161p  299-301,362,405- 
±069  419  475  5149  5249  532#  (ý-Ge 
9  =L=L 
similgiT.  different  views  on,  341-342. 
first-p  86,148,157g  1719  173p  1759 
1779  2239  230p  261#  3089  315t  317p 
326p  375p  3809.  L92p  4099  485p  515. 
manner  of,  223. 
meaninjý  of,  108. 
numbeels,  533* 
of  animal  souls  and  bodies,  54. 
A?  AArth  (mr  ATnmAnn  nr  Arv  nnrtl 
999,13%  1389  157-160,167-174t  178- 
1869  2239  2319  235t  2379  2389  2409ý 
2411  2659  2681  2719  3129  3269  32Vp 
346-348*  366-37 
' 
39  375,376p  382p 
394#  4039  40ý9  410,422-4231  427$ 
448*  470s  472p  4739  5109  5279  528* 
coagulation  of,  394,426-427. 
coarse  part  of,  348, 
colour  of,  169,174,1770  243,3129 
357,3669  376,3779  3949  4089  4099 
4119  422-4239  4270  495-4969  509* 
constituent  parts  of,  500,505t  506. 
-constitution  of,  358,3659  507. 
--  ----  %--  --  -.  '  cooking  of,  507 
with  water  (or  moisture  or  moist  e 
part),  130,140-1419  1549  1589  1619  Vomposition  of,  349,  '  350,3809  506t 
1640.165t  1710  1729  1759  178l  1819  534. 
911  99q  Mil  %19  M90  qqq  %&A 
different  names  of,  496-497,507. 
"-'  9  -"-  I  W.  I.  J.  I  SOA.  W  IýI  ýW'  Iw  --  1 
356t  3579  3649  374#  388-389v  4949 
509,5169  528t  535-536. 
power  of,  195. 
second-,.  87,174,1759  2289  231,246, 
3159  3189  3939  4039  409,4260  4859 
506., 
speed  of,  146. 
dissolution  of,  3499  3509  502. 
fermentation  of  1  3481  349f 
first-,  31'7,3509  3740  3759  ; ý699 
4220  426,528. 
homogeneous-,  123,2811  302,3259 
3499  3601  483. 
kinds  of,  24-26. 
14ep'h+  v%a-n+  PvP  'XA-Q  'XFZA  qRM  9'00 
Things  unite  with  (or  strengthen)  jvý.  ýý#  ---Ws  %~W1  ý%Owv 
lower  part  of,  366-'(see  stone).  their  like  and  oppose  (or  weaken)  maturing  of,  528.  , 
their  unlike,  38,1699  2389  3089  419$ 
perfoot-,  261,282. 
-  ARQ  AF70  AOR 
ý..  "  q  -x  u  %j  »  -IL%0%0  0 
i  *,  Z  -"+  -  3"0  **'  "t  iq'  '0  2  "t  7?  -  --,  e0,6-  507,5  0  9,5  1,9,5  17  v,  -  -￿  -  >-.  T. powdering  of,  348,349,507. 
preparation  of  ,  496  P  502 
properties  of,  406-407. 
purification  or  whitening  oft 
349,377,380  t  506. 
putrefaction  of,  348,349. 
ratio  between  the  weights  of 
the  constitutent  parts,  124, 
137-1380  223. 
second-,  409,528. 
'soul-spirit'-9  281. 
stable  or  permanent-,  352, 
363P  364t  489t  502, 
temperate-,  91. 
tincturing  of  4Z7 
upper  part  of:  3  5:  (see  stone). 
water  of-,  377,  (see  stone) 
weight  of,  412. 
confinement.  368. 
congealment,  394 
conjunction,  176,216,264. 
constitution,  34,37,719  76, 
102  9  109  ,  110  ,  114,115  ,  141  ,  228  ... 
abberant-,  25. 
balanced,  perfect,  right, 
sound-  24,27,45,60,191, 
234  P  319  t  501  t  507  o  543  9  539  -  bilious-,  99. 
chyme  of,  69,70,110,  ill. 
compact-,  29 
dryness  of, 
i16. 
melancholic-,  99. 
phlegmatic-,  99. 
porous-,  25  0  29  9  52. 
wsanguine-,  99. 
soundness  or  firmness  of,  122- 
1239  353. 
cookery,  262. 
copper,  4,,  5,  B-109  279  31  t  38# 
47t  56-58,719  100  101  142 
212  2189  219,232:  236:  2619' 
278:  283,295,297  303  315P 
322,351,352,359:  360:  3649 
363,386,394,39qp  405,441 
443,44b,  450,496  497, 
-IjU  512,514,520,522:  5_a. 
&b&r-,  (see  abhr). 
action  of  fire  on,  30  t  31  9  351 
amalgam  oft  340,345. 
body  of,  323. 
i-brave.,  406. 
559 
calcination  of,  340. 
colour  of,  83t  281#  3239 
435v  544. 
coloured-,  27. 
common-,  314o  324  544-545% 
f-  7  comparison  with  lead,  3v3- 
difference  between  common 
and  philosopherst-0  50 
3149  544-545, 
different  meanings  of  the 
term-,  3649  496,497, 
5080  510  515. 
kinds  of 
65  '315g  324, 
3529  Zýý#  A2k- 
melting  oft  435  512t  544 
mine  of-,  lot  5j6* 
natural-t  435t  512- 
nature  and  properties  of, 
281  3139  3239  3249  4o;  p 
-4UI  1,517  p  544-545. 
new-,  395- 
o&our  of  ,  288  9  290  #  363. 
ore  oft  10. 
origination  or  preparation 
of,  412,51J. 
philosophers'  or  pure-, 
2309  314,324t  401t  485, 
544, 
purification  oft  340,512, 
544. 
red  i,  56  t  229  v  272  0  281 
28  9  4359  485  5159  544. 
shadeless-I  272:  485t  544. 
smithery  .  262. 
soul  of  323. 
taste  oi,  363- 
transformation  or  tinotur- 
ing  of,  5.209  24t  27t 
38t  640  101  229  281 
289T291t  302't  4169  421, 
430-i  431  435t  439  475. 
water  of, 
? 
see  waterl. 
weight  of,  394ý395- 
white-,  229,2  1  485  344 
whitening  of,  286,296P  3,  -X  324v  4019  315t  544. 
yellow.,  56,281,435. 
copperas,  295. 
coral,  272,2789  411. 
corporeal,  472. 
corporeality,  433-435,437# 
447* 560 
corpses,  definition  of,  476-  natures  of,  371  534. 
477.  decomposition,  2-16,220  221  224 
corrosion,  220,3-Us  340.2250  2279  2459  256,2-119  269o' 
corruption,  29,58  164,176o  273P  275#  328t  351,3579  4980 
217,2399  241  2j8t  2999  5239  532. 
306  310P  334:  358,362t  corrupt  or  bad-,  218,2190 
475:  486,527t 
_UAq 
547.2810  482, 
cause  of,  41,289,2929  339.  generative  or  good-O  218,2810 
corruptive  or  corrupting,  63,2839  3059  482. 
2170  218.  kinds  of,  220. 
cotton,  160,173.  deer,  370. 
plant,  109.  Democritus,  163,381P  482-490j 
seed,  39,40.4959  5079  509# 
wool,  357,382.  density,  35. 
creation,  239.  dessication  498  499., 
secrets  of,  71.  dew,  117,  N2,317P  345#  358* 
creatures,  151,462.  Dhatull-Qarftaiii,  303,304. 
crow,  161,180,292p  453.  diamond,  405,410. 
crown,  309,387,  N9o  3949  412,  diarrhea,  524. 
(see  garland).  digestion,  69  194,220,470. 
appearance  of,  246.  power  of,  U,  65  67-709  101. 
nature  of,  210.  '5  1,8  stages  of,  11,  -1  1  990 
of.  viotory,  2UO,  310,384,  dimen  sion,  11  0 
67P  d9t  137l  477 
386,  Dioscorides,  501. 
weight  of,  3949  395  dirham,  82,160,173P  1749  2349, 
crucible,  277,433,4j4,4389  4360  4449  AA5.  j  446,5130  547. 
442g  447,513.  diryEq,  al-f&rf1qi,  347. 
crushing,  498  (see  pounding).  disease  or  sickness,  5,8p  250; 
crystallizationg  16go  352P  395*  639  99,200,2630  411. 
405  atrabilarious-s,  540,541. 
cupolý,  160,192,2359  513.  chronic-,  548, 
metallic-s.  100,5_4.  jj  544 
D  diseased  or  sick,  99,100,  i639 
458,5260  549. 
Dahhdk,  354.  pulse  of  patient,  263. 
da-naq,  445,446.  disin  tegration,  13,439  209t 
Daniel,  354.2549  499, 
darkness,  329,330,343P  3-62#  cause  of,  41. 
'M. 
dissolution,  80  83  133#  140, 
dark  sayings,  98,416, 
-41-1,1420  1450  157:  156,1629  179- 
4fi2t  488p  1820  2039  2U59  220g  2219  240, 
date,  239.269  22  0  2779  307,3J8  3400 
palm,  259,260#  373#  342:  '2355it  361p  3649  3  6:  367, 
stone,  259,260.  M  375  P  AU,  408.436t  477t 
wine  of,  541.4U:  489p  4949  498g  4990  U29 
David,  354.5290  532. 
work:  fire  of,  173. 
SifiLrEt,  310,519  first-,  133,245;  269. 
dead  202  t  212  9  342  p 
lat  480ý  natural-,  278,4759  483#'5.  U. 
526,,  number  oýf-s,  269. 
death,  20,72  1340  T439  208  period  of,  407. 
243#  3549  jL-4639  471t  524"  power  of,  210,378* 
547.  stage  of,  96. 561 
distillate,  347,348, 
distillation,  184,1869  1879  1899 
1909  1939  2229  245j,  266t  2739  2769  31,  Y... 
3759  377o  3820  383;  386,4799  4819 
499. 
t,  aPparatus  of,  1309  141s  146,1509 
156. 
fire  of,  524. 
number  of-so  185-188,377j  3B1. 
diurnal$  517. 
dog,  372* 
dough#  110,1149  1159  2029  280,3499 
3859  405* 
dove,  161,162. 
dragon,  144,1909  313. 
dregs,  79,119s  2569  512. 
dross,  191,3849  443. 
drug,  31,329  91-959  228,2350  236j 
2659  2669  5189  5299  530s  5389  548, 
administration  ofq  99-100. 
compound-so  263. 
properties  of  -so  2639  2659  501- 
502. 
simple-s,  263. 
weight  of-s,  263,264. 
dry,  32,51s  579  61,639  642  1319.. 
256...  4449  459,  ...  503. 
dryness,  9*  149  159  170  259  319  34, 
38  9  40,41s  47,610  62  9  73t  85; 
1250  130,1420_1509  1549  1589  1629 
1860  198j  2169  218,2199  2389  2569 
259t.  2889  292-2949  3009  306*  3079, 
3119  3129  316t  3299  337s  3439  347s 
3569  3599  3609  L650  3689  370j  371l 
3749  4009  419,426j.  460,497,517, 
5349  535-536. 
dissolution  of,  102,1079  109* 
earthy-,  308. 
excess  of,  16,419  569  570  279,294t 
3409  412,5069  514. 
origin  of,  14. 
predminance  of,  172,412,457,480. 
drying,  53,62o 
'dry  part'.  119,123-125,1309  136, 
138-1419  1499  1549  1569  1570  1619  163- 
1652  171,172s  1740  1752  177,1789 
lBO-lB3j  1860  188,198,2390  2400  309s 
3119  312,3350  3469  3480  3579  364l  3659 
3749  3759  3829  3841  41B9  508l  5090  528- 
530. 
ductile,  290,440. 
Pun-XCm  al-Misrl,  Ihnilml,  266p 
367  *W 
dusts  157l  1709  187  1  256,2779 
300p  3379  338s  343p  40-5. 
colour  of,  162,316p  4089  4239 
4269  428. 
saw-$  192. 
uniform-,  130,1410  142. 
dye,  279  52s  5300  549.1 
(see  colour,  tincture). 
kinds  of,  24. 
tmstable-s.  53. 
dyeing,  27,262*  0.0517. 
E 
eagles  1800  449, 
earth,  529  77s  102,10901249 
1449  156p  1679  168,1729  183,1859 
187,1889  191-193l  1988  200v  2039 
2060  208-210$  2129  215  0  2169  2229 
223*  2310  235,239l  243j  2560  2599 
272.273,275s'  2890'  2909  2940  301, 
3110  3129  3170,  L26-328s  3309  3379 
3429-3430  34-69  3569  3599  3609  3609 
382s  389-391,394,4289  429p  4609 
477v  504. 
black-,  371,3749  532, 
blackness  of,  79, 
coarse  partsýof,  178,192* 
condsts  oftwo  bodies,  200,2019 
3289  418.  - 
corrupt-,  460, 
crusty-,  273. 
dissolution  of,  133;  374. 
element  of,  14.  '  510  520  1079  1239 
2109  211,2939  312.  p  3219  417- 
418t  534-535. 
essence  of,  382. 
eternal-,  88. 
External-,,  349, 
extraction  of,  311. 
fluid-,  168. 
good-,  460. 
holYý-P  256  (see  land). 
impure-,  287,3699ý382e 
Internal-,  349. 
'is  apparent  in  essencet  132, 
is  the  principle  of  stability)211. 
kinds  of,  349,460. 
light  or  soft  parts  of  178,192, 
1939  3480  457, 5620 
moistures  of,  369*  Egypto  19  lTs  96,979  359#  3629  415s  nature  or  properties  of,  1689  1711  458't  5309  536, 
....  'X  ýý  -A  ' 
1-1  198t  2051  208-209t  2109  233,2360  Egyptian,  95,124-126t  138ý9  1391,142t  437,3559,3,90.1 
new-  ,  81  t  -.  246  j,  *256.,  F-  E:  0  ancient  temples  of-st  421,506*  ni  I  eve  I  dn--  -4  1%-- 
522 
White  of,  142p  159S  262,396#  400# 
4290  4369  442p  451. 
257p 
putrefaction  of,  164,367-368, 
round  or  spherical,  142,,  262. 
transfomation  of,  522, 
water  of,  (see  water) 
457-459. 
eastern,  322.,  j57- 
ebony,  299, 
eclipset  264* 
ecliptic,  17. 
Obliquity  of,  glo 
effect,  74,4790  524-525o 
egg,  2.599  71j  759  1519  1539 
2589.  i6l. 
definition  of,  521-522o 
parts  of,  521-522o 
p1rilosophers'-,  162o 
--p  ---q  9  Wýf  WAIJ.  #  -af%Jo 
205p  391. 
white-*  196,216#  272t  399,4269 
429-4319  485. 
whitened-,  386,535. 
whitening  of,  215,3879  5279  532. 
earth,  the  globe,  16,17,55#  86t  88s 
203,3539  367,3689  370s  453j  458t 
459. 
depths  of,  29,55,701  159* 
hollows  of,  15,173,2359  286l  3350 
369,412t  4139  523. 
surface  of,  86,3582  369, 
earthiness,  63,2059  2899  3059  306. 
earthenware,  159,529, 
earthy  part,  16,1460  1630  196,197. 
east,  82,244,3269  354,359s  360$ 
residual-,  205., 
sandy-,  395, 
spirit  of,  188. 
stable-,  256,,  524* 
thirsty-,  272. 
volatile-,  81,1970 
weight  of,  252. 
putrefaction  of,  133,328. 
red-9  399,429-431* 
,zý, 
A  30 
PWrification  oft  199. 
.ZZ.  e'  ý  ýA,  e,  ý  %,  1-  ,  mi  AM'  in"  +,,  9.  hn  MA  @Z-D  11  A  ry  fil 
.  C--  WA.  1,  torlze  -  tj,  ýsealed-q,,  440,,  ý  PUre-,  267,3869  4600  485. 
wa  I  eph,  +  r%  -P  1917 
,  hnr+i  1%1  no  ^.  p  ROA  %ýWw  %O.  L.  Li.  'e  ý,  z,  Sý  -ý'  "  -352  -jx  MnA  - 
Art  *of-s. 
0 
4  elamentq9I,,  simple,  elements,  51p  107, 
1090  124v  1260  2560  293,313,317.9 
431p  508S,  534-537 
combination  of,  123, 
transformation  of,  107-108, 
world  of,  176. 
elephant,  507. 
tusk  of,  272. 
Elixir,  18,369,379  400  41,479  500,60, 
61p  77t  82p  98ý  123,198j  209*  2369  , 
237j  259V  2609  26lg  268j  271p  279t  282, 
299p  3058  L74-l  381,394j  3979  4019  402l 
4109  471-472s  4749  L84,521,522. 
administration  of,  99. 
as  breeding  or  reproduction  in  animals, 
102,106j  373. 
as  catalyst,  36. 
as  cultivation  of  Gold#  76. 
as  cultivation  in  plants,  102,106,1191 
373. 
body  of,  404,449,535* 
causes  of,  521-525. 
coagulation  oft  209,3879  401p  403j 
4080  409,4139  4279  4280  431,  jj9. 
colour  of,  422-423  427-431l  449s  5070 
547. 
combination  oft  156,  -209.  - 
component  parts  of,,  106,2002  417-418, 
420. 
different  names  of,  521* 
dissolution  of,  404,4080  409,413* 
effectiveness  or  power  of,  232,2349 
237t  2"s  4049  413p  421,  * 
form  of,  5.253t  2579  522,523* 
fusion  of,  432,434-4359  4379  443-444, 
447.  - 
heaviness  of,  449-450. 
Internal  or  strong-,  390l  404l  422# 
424. 
Kinds  of,  32,421-4230  426-431p  433- 
4359  4370  L46. 
magical  powers  of,  87. 
70.1k  Of3,1428  1539  16lg  1620  2719  272s  natural-9  298p  369. 
437. 
*  P.  T.  O. nature  or  properties  oft  326  44- 
469  59-609  63-650  879  100,1299 
131,199,2989  402-4049  4100 
449-450,521,525p  546-548* 
Of  Redness 
,  32,33,350  379  38g  36g 
40j  560  57,63-659  1009  101v  2360 
2371,2419  243t  244p  246,281-2849 
2899  312t  3809  3989  399,400p  403, 
4109  4180  4249  4270  429-4310  436- 
440,448-450,476j  507v  510,5119 
5309  547. 
Of  Whitenessq  32,33l  37-400  579  63- 
652  loot  1019  2179  2229  2329  2369 
237,2409  246,280-2840  3129  3800 
W7,396  0  398-4009  403,407-410's 
418s.  122004480  450t  476,4969  5079 
510,511,547,4279-431p  435-439. 
parts  of,  222-2203. 
are  of,  51. 
prime  matter  of,  83,1190  120;  1280 
1299  2689  329,  '3349  356p  417p  419- 
420,485, 
dissolution  of,  128,130t  447. 
parts  of,  121,124-1270,130,417-418, 
ratio  between  the  weights  of  the  parts 
of,  1249  127. 
separation  of,  128. 
weight  of$.  119-121,127,130, 
production,  preparationg  generation,  I  3939  407p  522,545* 
IQIMZIT,  Iull  Gls  J48  Dii,  DD-bls  bDp  77-  aotive-9  392a 
789  849  919  1029  105,1229  128-1299  dry-q  386o 
131-132$  1480  1639  167,1750  1960  first-v  310., 
2048  222-2239  2419  243,246,260p  pure-￿  403s 
266-268,274,2809  282-2849  2970  tranaparent-,  309, 
3079  3129  3449  3730  MO,  3819  3969 
.  varyizig-,  311. 
3290 
397O.  P999  401,4039  4040  4080  glot  ouphorbia,  -milk  of  0  271p  276, 
417-418's  421-4319  4730  505,5229  Europe,  536* 
530.,  550.  Euthasia  (Theosebia),  269,3850  494- 
projection  of,  34,38-410  529  64,81#  497,5060  507v  520,528* 
829  100-1029  130#  1480  231,236,237#  evaporation,  141,1900  220-222, 
2740  282l  3819  3900  4020  403l  4169  Eve  2020  203, 
4189  4219  4269  430-4510  472p  499o  M-exaltation,  303  (see  planets) 
fire  of,  173*  excrement,  68,2750  369t  370t  461* 
rank  of,  309  excreta,  2. 
raw  material,  original  substances  ofo  existencies  90. 
20  320  409  43l  46-470  550  600  810  163,  elementary  material  of$  88* 
174f  245s  257-2590  2679268,274-2830  EMER=rM,  examples  of:  156-1610 
297p  298,3079  3149  332s  410t  468-469,1880  387-388#  342p  437-4389  Ws 
472,473#  549o 
real-,  274, 
soul  of,  449. 
spirit  of,  4* 
uses  or  benefits  of$,  86-87,2009  227, 
546-548. 
KI  O-IKI  A  r,  I  CA  ltd3Q-r,  "  ItA  e 
RAAJO  %Pxv* 
Exterior,  outside,  outwardq  168,1920 
2019  312,34793G3,511-512  514, 
51G9  517l  541 
seience  of,  2;  1. 
External,,  ý2 
9 
-297,302o 
349,3  , 
it4284415294522, 
"90  475, 
.*  Al  II-Y31,  Af  3  Sý',  43f. 
vapour  of  ,  548  s 
weight  of,  432. 
emaciationo  145,498. 
emanationp  334. 
embryol  80P_8lj  114,1180 
3689  3850 
emeraldp  547o 
Eaoch,  46l  47#  2589 
entityo  passivo  and 
opithem,  30le 
563. 
2100  2679 
538* 
activel  109, 
equalt  14  different  Interpretations 
of  the  termp  121-123,356, 
equalleation,  or  equilibration  or 
balancingl  119-123,1279  155t  500. 
equator,  17. 
equilibriumg  8v  9g  lOg  120  13p  16-17p 
l9j  30g  34p  77p  919  108g  122,1269 
2110  258p  281p  458l  459* 
as  a  cause  of  stability,  23. 
of  composition#  12. 
of  elements,  431. 
of  natures$  2279,326j  347g  356,364o 
4120  4319  502,503#  505-506, 
of  principlesg  425,427* 
of  timesp  16-17* 
of  weightg  12. 
essencet  50,61-639  66j  132g  1430  1919 
2539  258l  2590  2769  290p  297#  309. 
3109  350#  353,3609  374l  3020  390p 564. 
4769  4919  502,503j  510, 
-  properties,  167,168, 
-  Internal  thingsl  295. 
externally,  167,1689  1919  361. 
Externals,  3379  3399  449. 
eyesl  168j  170,441s  479,4839  540* 
black-,  299. 
diseases  of,  548. 
eyelash,  44,540. 
F 
faeces,  61. 
Firibl,  354,355, 
FaridUnq  354-ý 
fat  (i.  e.  oil),  265,425. 
Fatimides,  415. 
fear,  424. 
featherss  180. 
feeding,  61,65,669  2109  286j  397v 
412,  (see  food). 
power  of,  65-66,69. 
femiel  679  909  959  1062  112,1139 
1170  118,2039  2099  2569  2639  3139 
315$  322s  325-3279  3509  3619  362, 
397j  4639  517. 
bowels  of,  113. 
feminine,  142,1430  1509  1579  304. 
component,  32,33. 
femininity,  127. 
fermentation,  137,156* 
secret  of,  148* 
,  fertilization,  158,162,326,383, 
395.  *'  c-  -'-I  -, 
fetter,  272,394. 
feverg  8.318j  321,484,541. 
different  types  of,  319-320. 
filter,  184* 
filtration,  179,3881  499.  - 
finenesss  83,430,438,  (See  gold), 
finger,  159-160,173,1879  357$  366. 
fire.,  6.89  L99  24$  280  32j  34-360  58, 
63s  739  759  809  1349  1419  1539  156, 
160j  165v  171s  173t  1749  1839  1869 
190-1939  195,196p  198,200,2019  207, 
2139  216,2229  2319  2569  2689  271$ 
2859  2909  294s  2969  3011  305j  3099 
311*  3129  3179  3229  326v  3299  3309 
3349  335j  3379  339s  3429  34;  3j  3459 
3519  352,3560  365,3679  3689  3749 
379#  381$  383,3869  387,394-396s  4009 
405,4079  408s  4109  412,4329  4349  436, 
4439  "79  450,460,4629  4729  4739  4799 
482p  484j  486,4949 
15079 
513,515* 
5270  530t  544 
,-  action  ofq  6g  28-31,35-37p  620  1439 
1991  2099  211s  2279  2289  3089  310p 
3249  3350  4229  4779  529#  5369 
action  upon  wood,  1300  ý41j  144,1820 
183,3079  328,335. 
colour  ofj  64. 
domination  ofs  323. 
dry  -,  799  80. 
element  of,  51*  529  63j  64p  920  1079 
123j  183j  2039  21Cý7ý11,2169  293g 
3109  3219  417-4180  534-536. 
essence  of,  356. 
excess  of,  158. 
gentle-,  28-30,158p  183s  192*  2049 
217v  2209  2279  22S..  9  2410  2920  3129 
346,.,  3579  387,3889  4040  4089  4959 
528. 
hatching-,  223,359. 
heat  of,  135,3469  3579  5209  535. 
hidden-,  1490  1909  203. 
lincic-eases  the  goodness  of  the  good 
and  the  badness  of  the  bad'  153. 
intensity  or  amount  of,  148,162v 
1660  173,1749  1770  1820'186-1871' 
1930  2239  241,3599  3669  3669  3739 
384,3689  4049  4249  432,4389  494- 
495. 
'is  hidden  in  essence  and  formt  132. 
'is  not  stable  in  isolation'l  211. 
tits  waier  is  its  fire',  130,3350 
3369  484t 
just  proportion  of,  158. 
kinds  of,  172-173,384,524. 
material  or  substance  of,  200,317. 
maturing-,  62,316. 
nature  or  properties  of,  191,2339 
3929  516. 
,;  power  of  taking-,  343. 
refining-,  (see  refining). 
resistance  to-,  60,610  149,210l 
214,2759  2849  2909  3120  3130  352j 
406,4189  444,472j  4779  524,544. 
secret  of,  447. 
sm.  elting-,  6.70  189  47s  134j  194v 
2289  2299  2419  352,3799  3989  4009 
4010  4020  4269  4279  437j  443,4709 
48o. 
soul  of,  212. 
sparks  of,  411. 
transfomation  of.  107. 565 
treatment  with-s  62p  199...  1  4009 
4269  4279  436,4989  499* 
,  two-s',  1469  1669  2259  2319  359p 
3730  479j  480,481l  485,507. 
uniformity  ofj  423. 
violent  or  intense  or  strong-9  28-30, 
..  9  2929  1910  210j  2169  2179  2279  228 
3389  340j  3579  3819  388l  3969  4359 
512. 
weight  of,  352. 
worship  of,  329-330,490* 
fire-brand,  343. 
fieriness,  203,3049  305. 
firmament,  the  fourth,  203. 
firmness,  35,36j  2039  4019  410. 
fishl  394. 
cuttle-,  450. 
fixation  or  fixing,  359  360  589  619 
340, 
power  of,  210,214* 
flame,  cause  of  perceptibility,  14. 
flask,  388,5279 
receiving-,  523. 
f.  L,  x  0  210. 
flesh,  161,265,2679  425. 
flint,  277,516* 
flour,  110. 
flower  or  blossoml  81-63,859  2719 
3829  363,397l  400, 
foetus,  368. 
fondling,  498. 
food,  61-63,65-90,72j  760  77-81,83t 
1129  U59  1179  1190  1849  2109  2160 
2180  2659  2679  2689  372j 
chyme-like-,  88* 
cooking  of,  67,68$  1019  116t  265. 
heavy-,  81. 
maturing  of,  67,1149  372. 
pounding  of,  101,114j  115. 
production  of  109. 
putrefaction-of,  109,371. 
separation  of,  67,68. 
transformation  of,  62,63,659  669  74, 
80,880-1019  109l  1109  1119  2189  371, 
T7  0 
foodstuffq  65,719  729  76-80l  909  1029 
107t  188#  1981  1999  2050  2109  4139 
ore  of,  77. 
powers  of,  210-211*  214* 
preparation  of,  189,2659  307. 
prime-0  198. 
properties  of,  190t  211-212. 
purification  of,  265. 
fool  (or  ignorant  person),  2,159  549 
69,71-72t  89,901  105t  112s  177,193* 
2081  2390  2499  250,2529  2579  262, 
2669  268p  2699  2859  2889  301p  303p 
3079  3080  3159  352p  370p  376,379t 
M39  4059  417t  421,452,485$  495. 
forcep  333,3349  371. 
natural-s,  529 
form,  4.31s  329  519  102s  1201  124,132, 
198j  2389  294v  3299  332-334  3689 
371..  s  503. 
actual-,  129. 
airy-,  200. 
angelic-,  87. 
animal-,  68. 
change  of,  22,480-4819 
corporeal-,  221* 
definition  of,  74. 
earthy-,  200* 
fiery-,  200. 
fixed-,  22. 
human.  -,  87, 
mineral-,  12, 
natural,  53,1079  108. 
spherical-,  93. 
spiritual-,  So. 
vegetable-,  88, 
watery-,  200. 
fostering,  395,396,513. 
freezing,  17,434. 
freshness,  63. 
fructifying,  period  of,  224. 
kfruit,  76,  Bog  629  83j  889  89,1069 
2249  2319  3449  3459  4099  4719  535- 
537. 
transfomation  of  .  88* 
furnace,  182,2359  2649  277j  3590  3669 
433j  4349  530* 
square-$  357. 
symmetrical-,  160. 
fusibleg  369  ..  63..  2379  283..  514. 
fusibility#  359  369  44.  ý  3980  431. 
fusion  or  melting,  6,31j  329  56,64, 
1799  1809  274j  276p  2779  280,2810 
323*  376,3779  L019  402,432j  4389 
451t  4829  4949  495,4979  499. 
cause  of,  544. 
different  meanings  of,  the  tam-,  494. 
equalization  of  the  melting  pointst 
101s  4340  4366  4379  j389  443* 
tools  of,  433, 
G 
Galen,  20,1419  1469  501. 566,, 
treatise  of,  144.  properties  of,  435. 
transformation  into  precious  stones  gall,  425.2659 
547.  black-,  374* 
glue,  357*  green-,  374. 
gnat,  P.  2.  yellow-,  374. 
goat,  372.  gall-vesicle,  2,750  116$  275* 
suet  of  its  kidneys9  271*  garland  of  victory,  80,819  1910  1980 
God:  200,205,208,3109  3230  3640  374,  Zý,  'ý 
attributes  of,  43,2509  2549  2589  380,384,544.  (see  crown  of  aMry). 
__^  ___  --A  --- 
different  names  of,  196. 
nature  of,  210,. 
garlic,  276. 
garment,  39,40t  395. 
Geber,  297,299*  3019  338p  455p  471* 
Gemini,  170,545.  - 
generation,  15,180  299  530  59,1029 
107#  1550  157j  1589  1600  1649  172, 
225t  257-2589  3349  M-89  417p  4989 
505-5069  523,  L34* 
cause  of,  41, 
'gems  are  indispensable  to-',  51, 
'it  is  not  possible  to  produce  any- 
thing  from  anything  fcrtuitouslyt, 
237r  419. 
secret  of,  107s  537. 
world  of  (see  wo-r-l-d-)  . 
generative,  2179  218... 
genus,  209  254-256l  332,468j  5219  534t 
537., 
relation  to  species,  33. 
geomentry,  262,264. 
angle,  264. 
area,  264. 
circle,  176,5239  527.  - 
curve,  489. 
line,  11,14,122,1379  264,  lags 
522. 
point,  1370  255. 
shape,  2649  2659  2689  297. 
solid,  119  14#  137. 
surface,  11,14,1379  2649  523. 
volume,  137. 
Georgian,  95. 
gilding,  498. 
glass,  44,2669  277,295,3109  408s 
5139  514s  518. 
. 
colour  of,  144. 
combination  with  metals,  4359  514. 
-container,  528,529, 
crystal-,  388,530, 
cupping-,  181,523. 
xLfting  or  production  of,  74-75,2629 
2669  277,529-530, 
259p  333p  334,537. 
is  responsible  for  the  revelation 
of  the  Art,  48,2509  413,465,472 
gold,  4-11,139  17-200  24t  27,291  300 
359  37-401,42$  479  509  56t  58,6o- 
62,81,84,859  87,899  1010  108s 
128,1429  1670  2029  227-2300  234j 
237,2419  261,2660  2819  2829  2899 
291,2959  297-2999  3031  310t  315, 
338,3410  344t  3689  3969  4059  4089 
4129  4189  419  422,426.  ý  4309  4319 
4379  439-440,4500  j71-4739  4760 
495-4979  508  510,517,228,5389 
5419  543,546. 
amalgam  of,  302t  340p  545. 
as  a  means  of  exa!  hýe  49 
valcination  of,  280,2859  338. 
calcined-,  272. 
cause  of  existence,  17, 
aeration  of,  230. 
colour  of,  27,839  134t  1889  224, 
2289  2299  2799  2809  2820  2919  3141 
4249  437,4429  4499  5069  507. 
common  or  ordinary-,  257,2609  4180 
440-442p  472,4759  528,539-540 
5419  542* 
cultivation  of,  76-77,83-84l  216. 
despised-,  260. 
difference  between  common  and  phil- 
osophers'-,  5.609  284,418j  j40- 
442j  539-540. 
different  meanings  of  the  term-,  60, 
61,260j  4729  495-496s  5079  5089 
essence  ofs  62,63. 
fineness  of,  82,83s  4309  438t  4409 
4410  4449,542s 
kinds  of,  84. 
ladders  of,  523. 
leaven  of,  396,398-4009  495,509s 
511. 
mine  of,  10,2279  L419  260. 
mineral-,  201, 
nature  or  properties  of,  58,1339 
279-280,426#  440-442,539-5409 
541,542e 567 
of  zainel  289  811  82p  2379  942,441. 
ore  of,  7,89  109  189  19s  287. 
perfectness  of,  42,58,100,539* 
philosophers'-,  82,242,257j  2609 
4189  440-442,4729  4759  539-5409 
541,5420  545. 
plates  of,  442,540. 
hair,,  22,75,2719  2759  3279  425,440, 
4619  484. 
oil,  sal  anmoniac,  and  tincture  of, 
275. 
Ham,  360. 
hardness,  13,350  630  101v  218,3239 
production  or  origination  of,  82,260s  HErUn-al-R-as'lid,  354,415. 
287s,.  3BI,  398j  400,412,474,475, 
L369  542 
pure-,  257:  384p  4000  436,4769  542. 
purple-,  261. 
raw-,  200. 
;  ý-,:,  red-,  81,507* 
seed  of,  3680  3710  373. 
separation  of  its  colour  from  its 
body,  53. 
state  or  rank  of,  143,309* 
streams  of,  446. 
tincture  oft  2720  475-476. 
transformation  oft  83,2809,1389 
'471,472j  4959  542. 
treatment  in  fire,  7-8. 
virgin-,  383. 
grain,  409o 
grammatical  comentso  111,114-115. 
grammatical  problems,  79. 
grape,  -21,  . 378* 
graves,  the  old,  421* 
green,  64,316i  408,  Log-4111  423. 
greenness,  323,54-4. 
Gregorius,  311. 
growth,  22,25,62,659  669  960  3219 
3349  ±10. 
period  of,  68. 
power  of,  55,65-699  117. 
gum,  679  376,3779  5099  511,520j.  235. 
fluid-,  262. 
soul  of,  532,545. 
vegetable  -  60. 
water  of,  (see  water)- 
white-,  271. 
gum-like,  183a 
gumous,  2B6* 
gypsun,  159,1949  2770  3579  3949  395. 
foliated  or  laminated-,  819  2610  2729 
318. 
H 
habba,  M5. 
ýabit,  370* 
4adit,  333-334. 
4109444,  J97. 
Hasda,  347,3489  3500  351,  - 
hazel-nut,  2769 
health,  8,25-26t.  369. 
restoration  of,  98-1001  263. 
state  of,  9.207. 
heart,  117,1789  243ý  250,299t  3208 
344,369t  441t  539t  540, 
heaven,  102,1039  1769  3299  337t  3929 
4609  5269  529. 
heaviness.  'ý4,35,15ý6t  297,361t  j229 
449*  450l  4799  5099  530, 
heavy,  53,799  2729  291l  449,473. 
Hejaz,  1. 
helll  1419  ý37. 
hen,  367,368, 
Heraclius,  the  king,  141ý  152,1539 
2129  2579  259* 
Hemes,  47,1289  1320  1339  141t  1439 
152,1700  203-2059  2099  210l  2619 
303-309l  3159  3469  3540  391,461, 
511l  514,5169  519,5349  5359  538. 
works: 
Epistle  (Risila)  390. 
ýa4ffa,  105,252. 
.  Heimes  Budashir,  385,386. 
Hermeses,  48,2589  385-386* 
Hippocrates,  501. 
Holmyard,  2.32  31,469  789  1109  lllg 
179l  1980  297,299t  3012  3919  4089 
455,471,493. 
honey,  171,299. 
hoof,  2,275. 
horn,  2,929  93l  2759  304o 
horse,  20,507,509. 
i 
hot  &  heat,  7-9,139  16,17,25s,  31-346 
35l  379  389  51s  61-64l  112l  L319  114, 
140,145,149,150,1609  162,164p 
165,168l  1869  2279  2389  239p  241l 
2569  2879  300..  9  3289  3369  266p  3679 
3710  3790  3889  3970  4099  413l  4599 
503l  534. 
hotness,  S.  91  13-15,17,32l  33.00 
2019  2930  294  304,3360  342,347p- 
356l  360l  362,365l  3689  3719  3929 
4129  453  4609  516's  524. 568. 
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coagulation  of,  350. 
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371. 
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maceration,  140,498. 
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constitution  of,  76o 
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is  not  a  metallic  body,  40,545. 
natural  -9  449. 
nature  or  properties  of,  40,133- 
1351.  ýE4s  288t  2909  2919  4019  4079 
517,545-546, 
of  Qanbr1r,  384. 
philosophers'  or  pure  -,  189t  274, 
284t  285,314,407,545 
projection  of  143t  341. 
, 
purification  of,  234,290,447. 
quivering  -,  433. 
rectification  of,  232. 
red-,  284,290. 
separation  of  its  soul  from  its 
body,  53. 
solidification  of,  143,317. 
transformation: 
into  Elixir,  40,419  236t  2840  4021 
4393,4402  447-448  545;  into  gold, 
2370  2909  2910  520;  into  silver, 
290* 
transition  of,  134,145. 
water  of  (see  water). 
western  -,  1349  2009  2569  271,3809 
457,524, 
white  -,  2719  2849  290. 
Mercury,  304. 
association  with  quick-silvers  508, 
517l  538t  545-546ý 
attributes  of  97,545-546, 
eyes  of,  170. 
omen  of,  545. 
position  of,  545. 
metaUic  bodies:  -  forms:  -  chemicals:  - 
546. 
are  empounds,  58, 
calcination  of,  340. 
combination  with  crumbly  bodies,  279* 
combination  with  one  another,  as  a 
form  of  transmutation,  229$  2301 
3630  381,4199  435-436,4380  451s 
476,542-544* 
combustion  or  decomposition  of,  351* 
constitution  of,  71* 
dead  -,  480. 
diseases  of,  263* 
dissolution  of,  483o 
examination  after  transmutation$  444* 
food  of,  Ble 
growth  of,  5. 
imperfect  or  diseased,  19-23,28,439 
459  50,71,89,1009  226,2279  2759 
2829  290. 
melting  of,  101,432  433-4369  438, 
443-4"9  482l  4869  5113.,  514, 
natural-,  432. 
number  of  -s,  42. 
origin  of:  SULPHUR-41ERCURY  THEORY# 
9-10p  159  549  70,770  1280  133j  2609 
279,285-2879  291*  2979  301,304s 
3359  3700  3759  3929  407,4129  4139 
470,536. 
perfect  -,  199  28. 
powers  of,  69-71s  118* 
prepared  -,  432. 
properties  of,  401,402t  4129  481-483. 
pulverization  of,,  483. 
pure-,  232. 
purification  of,  7.166,3080  3409  3819 
451. 
- 
qualitative  composition  of,  14,18. 
quantitative  composition  of,  13-14, 
16-18. 
reanimation  of,  546* 
rectification  of,  547. 
relation  with  planets  (see  under  indi- 
vidual  planets)  508. 
rusting  of,  340. 
species  of,  4,19,209  22-23,71g,  234t' 
255. 
transformation  of,  87,1019 
-108,227-  2309  234t  2909  381t  435t  438-"09 
4"-"5  j  549. 
substances:  fusible  bodies,  4-10,  treatment  ofj  23-24s  28p  100p  263t  276* 
, 
16-19  S,  229  33-35j  39-419  56-59j  69-72,  variation  in  fom  and  properties,  4* 
,  771,  "  999  1302  1889,2109  214j  215-2189,, 
-  ,  volatilizationg  308l  4869  517.  ' 
2299,2569  2659  2749  279-284  2869  290,  weight''of  '(in  relation  to  the  weiCht  - 
297l  3019  304p',  3089  338,3399  4010  4059  of  the  Elixir)  432. 
412p  418,4489'-471,4780  482s  5249  538- 574 
metaphydoians,  332. 
mezereon,  276* 
milkq  1120  1139  1170  186,189,2015 
2099  2679  268,271l  2769  3769  377, 
bat's-,  378* 
birdts-l  190. 
curdled  -,  271, 
easily  swallowable-,  189,199$  2019 
2199  397. 
virgin,  -,  3780  448-449. 
milling  of  grain  or  grinding,  262, 
265. 
mind,  255,333,3349  4609  524. 
mine,  2279  289,3059  3709  4059  412, 
4779  536. 
depth  of$  370. 
mining,  process  of,,  140, 
mineral,  29,969  270,4220  460... 
brittle  -s,  356. 
-brothers,  305. 
classification  of,  276-283. 
composition  of.  15. 
defective  or  imperfeact  forms  of, 
25. 
elementary  -s.  589  229. 
genus  of,  20,52le 
-  kingdom,  21p  229  259  29#  509  679 
I 
1031  2579  2731  276,3321  372,4109 
4689  526, 
-  of  malice,  94. 
origination  of,  159,2609  289,291, 
358, 
philosophers'  -,  129, 
relative  i=mmitY  from  the  attack  of 
natural  forces,  29,55. 
species  of,  371,537. 
-  state  or  grade,  40,80j  174j  1799 
1999  379* 
-  substances,  2,159  479  521  55s  75, 
780  193-1949  2130  2739  2749  L76-2839 
3039  3169  410l  504,526. 
substantive  -,  304, 
minium,  2BO,  314,315j  4110  527. 
mirror,  making  of,  74-75, 
miscibility,  205... 
miscible$  329  44-453  57j  58,60,2179 
232. 
mithqal  (mitqgl)  243,442,4440  547, 
mixing,  (see  combinatio-n732-oo,  589 
139,1660  199-4-  3119  3459  424s  4359 
4980  507, 
corruptive  -  76. 
definite  proportion  in  weight,  57. 
generative-9  76,77. 
manner  of  ,  73* 
mixture,  57,1379  5090  510., 
unstable  -,  502. 
moist,  humid,  wet,  32,519  649  131.  *. 
256  ...  444p  459,497j  503. 
moistness:  moisture,  9,14-17p  25p 
No  310  349  40,61,629  78s  799  102, 
1078  1149  115s  125j  1309  1349  1409 
141,1439  145j  1490  1500  154$  1589 
1649  1659  171p  175,1829  1839  1860 
188,1911  1979  1989  2019  217-2199 
227,237*  236*  2560  2599  2899  293p 
2949  300,304s  307,310-3129  314t 
3249  3299  3379  33903430  3469  3479 
3500  3569  358t  364p  L65t  3679  368j 
3719  3849  3899  3929  4009  402t  4059 
412,4199  4209  4269  4589  460,481, 
4829  496,4979  5149  515s  5171  519$ 
5209  5239  524p  529p  5349  535-536, 
accidental  -,  529. 
addition  of  different  portions  of,  173 
1729  173-175p  177-178,1809  182-1849 
1860  187p  237-243p  32ý9  346-:  34-89 
375,  -377S  M2-3849  400j  406-4109 
4110  486., 
adhesive  -9  l6o,  250  319  2189  2779,2842 
3169  4869  535. 
amount  of,  280. 
annihiliation  of,  25. 
appropriate  -,,  72-73. 
excess  of,  41,579  2439  2951  506. 
extraction  of,  (see  water)  245,329, 
3349  3359  3429  3439  382,386, 
fiery  -9  149. 
fluid  -,  365. 
hidden  or  internal  -,  163j  544, 
is  the  cause  of  generation,  41,341- 
342. 
is  the  cause  of  malting,  31. 
mercuric  type  of,  57. 
natural  -,  528* 
oily  -,  291,374p  3929:  LO59  524. 
origin  of,  14. 
-  part,  119,123-1259  130,136-1409 
1499  1540  156p  1579  1619  164j  1659 
171p  172j  181l  1839  1880  2379  3099 
3119  3359  3469  348j  357j  3649  3749 
375j  382p  1189  5089  509,5289  530* 
predominance  of,  370,412j  480, 
solvent  -,  186j  292. 
spiritual-,  308. 
transformation  of,  369. 
two-so  1,619  [ýIj'  zl"I. 
watery  -,  2899  2919  316. 575 
moistening,  38s  221,242,2439  246,274, 
2769  2809  2929  395-397,3999  401,406- 
4129  4279  429,4949  498. 
red-9  4009  4109  428,43o,  431. 
white-$  4109  4279  430* 
Monk,  the,  (see  Sergius)  262,526-52B. 
monthsl  the  twelve,  508. 
Moon,  142,225j  226,2729  322$  325S  3599 
507j  539* 
association  with  silver,  281,4309  508, 
5159  538,540-541, 
attributes  ofs  97,3629  540-541. 
cerated-9  430. 
crescent  phase  of,  162,1739  1829  541* 
full-,  359,362,541. 
gibbous  phase  of,  541* 
halffull  -,  541. 
light  of,  359,539. 
new-,  395. 
omen  of,  359,362. 
revolution  of,  246,264. 
sphere  of,  104. 
worshippers  of,  413-414. 
moons,  264. 
mortar  (paste)  357. 
mortar  (and  pestle)  365s  513o 
Moses,  48,354s  3599  3669  394p  414,5099 
511o 
stick  of,  309,343. 
motion:  movement,  329,3319  334,4109 
4629  506,5179  534o 
cause  of,  331,460j  462. 
circular-9  333,353o 
firstYlovers,  353. 
inward-,  347. 
outward  -t  347. 
mould,  513 
moudling-boxs  434o 
mountain,  919  951  98j  2059  206,310t 
3609  383l  3879  419. 
Mount  Sinal  309,3430  359,366. 
mouth.  101. 
mug,  515. 
Mu4ammad,  19  48,2509  2519  4159  416. 
nuh&riq,  322o 
Al-Muktasab,  46,106. 
basis  of,  400o 
briefness  &  obscurity  of,  150  32g  78p 
98s  177,247j  2490  419-420o 
comparison  between  the  accuracy  of  the 
copy  of  Holmyard  and  that  of  Tildekiq 
319  110-111s  179, 
. Tildakils  opinion  of  the  author,  2,31 
189  34t  599  619  1119  112,2199  245- 
2479  287-288s  344j  420l  4569  465-466o 
method  of  exposition,  50,59,1509 
151p  2199  247-249,2539  2679  416, 
4209  466. 
mistakes  in  -,  459  110-1129  1159 
247-248& 
order  of  presentation  of  the  themet 
245-246o 
originality;  perfectionj  thorough- 
ness  of  exposition,  2.4;  420  61, 
62,2459  2469  466. 
parts  and  sections  ofj  39 
purpose  of  the  authorg  123,464. 
reason  for  writing  the  prolo6q, 
41-42. 
things  which  the  author  kept  secret,  ' 
416t  417,419* 
multiplication  (i.  es  reproduction  of 
the  Elixir)  148,243*  2440  246j  3349 
402-404l  412-4139  433,4459  4999  (so( 
Elixir). 
music,  263,266. 
invention  of,  258., 
musk,  315,3189  418. 
myrobalan,  301. 
yellow-,  484,525. 
myrtle,  184,185,276j  532. 
N 
nail,  453. 
Namak,  360. 
names:  alchemical  terms',  multiplicity 
of,  151,185,1969  254,2609  2629 
266-2699  307v  313,315p  3509  3879 
4109  4929  496-497t  507;  superficial 
or  literal  interpretation  is  not 
right,  156,2139  285,4619  521#  549S 
usual  practice  of  naming  substances, 
291,4779  503. 
naphta,  278. 
nastaris,  509,511. 
natron,  191,2719  315,3490  350$  3719 
374j  376j  450. 
natron-like,  348,349. 
Nature,  54,1599  1609  1639  174,2980 
3039  335. 
forces  of  ,  29l  309  55. 
imitation  of,  131,1599  1639  1749' 
2459  298-299,3350  535. 
instruments  of,  79, 
Triangle  of-,  120,1249  125. 
nature  (i.  e.  essential  character  or 
constitution),  11,409  75,168-17lg 
1909  191,1989  200-2039  2109  267, 
304-306s  313,3299  3349  335..  370.. 576 
nature  (i.  e.  heat  and  moisture)  140, 
1459  149s  1989  2279  2289  372* 
nature  (ioeo  hot:  cold:  dryi  moist) 
205,293-2979  4189  467-470,473, 
4959  5030  507. 
action  of,  13,29 
active-s,  17,294,368* 
boracic-,  53, 
change  of,  368. 
degrees  of  -s,  502. 
it-numbers,  12,2550  263,264. 
are  the  essence  of  all  things,  468 
nursing,  263,2909  324p  498. 
nursling,  512,521. 
nurturing,  263. 
nutrition,  62,66,879  157, 
power  of,  55,669  68  (see  feeding, 
power  of). 
0 
detemination  of  the  dominant  -,  501- 
502.  observation,  89  21,289 
equalization  of-s,  122,1379  279  (see  oceans,  84,86,90* 
equilibrium).  oil,  16,52,77,93j  134,150s  1529  153, 
fiery-,  336.1799  183j  1849  188j  191t  198j  2009 
first  two  -s,  131.256j  2599  2729  273j  2759  2761  286, 
-  four  natures  or  primary  principles,  51  2890  2909  296,297s  3019  309S  315, 
90,124,1319  167j  2339  2569  2589  25919  3219  3249  3259  342;  3439  3449  3489 
293j  3049  3139  3229  3269  347,356,3510  L641  376p  377,378j  3809  382, 
3640  365,370,407,412,4319  459, 
468t  5019  502t  508s  5219  534-537. 
freedom  of-s,  128. 
hidden  -,  371,372. 
isolation  of,  51 
maceration  of  -s.  140* 
measuring  the  amount  of,  501-505. 
mercurification  of,  507. 
metallic  -9  305. 
mild-,  125. 
oily  &  sulphuric  -  210. 
oldest  and  the  most  active  -,  131. 
opposite-s,  97,1269  362t  506. 
passive  -s,  17,294l  304l  368* 
properties  of  -s.  467-468. 
pure  -s,  403. 
same  as  elements,  210t  216,222o 
3989  402,4289  429j  4309  all  5039 
5049  511-5139  5249  535. 
adhesive  -,  194;  494. 
almond's-,  276. 
animal  -j  539  2739  274. 
arseniels-,  271,302. 
artichokels-,  271* 
black  -,  3719  373. 
blackness  of,  389. 
coagulate-d.  -,  3659  378. 
colour  of,  377. 
earth'sl  183,350, 
earthy  -,  15. 
extraction  ofj  185t  2141  382,3890 
390, 
hair's  -,,  271,  -2759 
hazel-nut'  s;  -  276. 
specific  -,  69  71  109-309  399  2179  218,  inflammable  -,  195,196,2739  2899 
spiritual,  95. 
ton  -s.  359. 
THEORY  OF  FOUR  NATURES,  9,131,293s 
2949  3709  4079  417j  501#  534-5379 
transfomation  ofs  507. 
treacherous  -,  94. 
two-so  189,  lo 
volatile-s,  80. 
negroes,  299s  536. 
nenuphar,  179. 
nerve,  101,425,461. 
Niles  375,3769  458, 
nitre,  53,2789  381. 
Noah,  46,489  354,360. 
flood  of,  353-354. 
nocturnal,  517. 
north,  459. 
nose,  diseases  of,  548. 
290l  388, 
linseed  276. 
mineral  53. 
molten-,  272. 
nature  or  pDoperties  of,  200,2019 
492. 
ne  nuphar  I  s-,  117  go 
olive  -1  1959  271$  2Y69  3449  357,3YS. 
pistachiols-,  2T6. 
pure-,  271,544. 
puri,  fication  of,  532. 
putrid-s,  323. 
safflower  seed'  s-,  276. 
salammoniaels7  271o 
sesame-,  276. 
sheep  trotters'-,  Z71. 
sulphurls-9  271,302$  545. 
terebinth's-9  276. 577 
thick  -  316, 
tree  of  lovels,  271, 
uninflammable  or  incombustible 
80,2619  271,2739  276$  250,318j 
324,351,3520  3649  389l  3959  398, 
399p  4109  437,4429  4481  4499  5109 
520s  544j  545, 
vegetable  -,  539  275o.  E76. 
viscous  -,  317. 
walnut's-,  276. 
weight  of,  395, 
white  -9  544. 
yolk's-9  271,274. 
oiliness,  125,2029  204,2899  3749 
3959  4059  4069  514, 
adhesive  -,  36t  126j  289,514. 
sulphuric,  57. 
oily,  64,183,2019  202l  210s  277,2869 
312... 
olive,  299,3439  344#  3730  535* 
oil  of,  (see  oil). 
Olympiodorus,  289. 
'one'  253-256,2589  259,2629  267-2692 
2979  301.  *3339  336..  4969  507,508, 
Ionenesst  32,75,2559  259,3349  500t 
508. 
onion,  skin  of,  430. 
operation,  the,  91  349  469  50,53,54, 
599  749  930  1019  121;  128;  1299  133l 
137j  1389  141,145-147,150j  155, 
1600  163,164,1670  168,1779  183, 
185,1881  197t  200t  2059  2179  2199 
223,2280  235s  236$  239l  257j  265- 
2679  281l  2851  2959  297p  3029  303, 
3189  3219  3230  3279  3350  3470  350j 
351,3659  3669  3719  374ý  3789  3879 
389,423j  427j  455l  4679  4709  4760 
480j  500,5059  507-509,511-5130 
5390  546. 
advantages  in  the  continuation  of  the 
operation  atter  the  production  of  the 
Elixir,,  401-404. 
aim  of,  298,269. 
analogous-s,  98. 
as  a  remedy,  397-398. 
completion  of,  82* 
difference  in  methods  of,  1500  1659 
166,175,177,185s  239,341-342s 
359l  391l  3978  492-493;  509j  512j 
549, 
External-,  284,415s  491,503. 
first-,  130,132,133j  139,141-144, 
381*  384j  396,397j  4099  496. 
first  concealed  -,  979  1390  147-150t 
1521  156t  161,170j  185t  245t  2690 
L089  309p  327,328s  332l  335p  336t 
344s  346s  3739  377t  220-9  442s  478t 
4819  485t  4989  504j  515j  516. 
fourth  -,  363. 
Great  -,  446. 
importance  of  skill  or  experience  in; 
379p  3909  4124. 
Internal-,  284,503. 
key  to,  205,514. 
Major  -,  135s  1929  2149  379-380p  386t 
393s  426,427t  445t  446l-491i  532. 
Major  Animal  -,  214j  446. 
materials  used  in,  315,3730  467,4929 
502t  510* 
weight  of,  121t  359. 
'means  and  methods'  ofj  292,2989  303. 
method  of,  222,247t  249p  4929  513. 
External  &  Internal  -,  475j  476. 
Middle  -,  (or  'middle  road'),  373, 
379-380s  3939  4450  L74j  491-4939 
503. 
Middle-xMajor_,  445. 
Minor  -,  379-380t  445. 
most  important  part  of,  519. 
names  of-s.  313,315,497-498. 
period  or  duration  of  different-s. 
160t  174j  175j  177t  1860  193,2059 
223t  2289  235,2369  2419  2429  311t 
312,340$  3529  358-3609  3669  373, 
378,385,386,3889  394-3972  Z-009 
4019  4079  4089  4109  4119  425,4269 
431-4339  4379  446t  4519  5009  503p 
5139  5150  5169  518,5219  527. 
preliminary  part:  beginning:  initial 
stages  of,  97,128-131,1509  3119 
314,327j  345j  368j  4089  517. 
principle  -,  391. 
reason  for  multiplicity  of-sq  270* 
second-,  130,148p  1560  198t  209t  222- 
2259  231-233p  236,238-2409  244, 
265t  3849  3940  3969  397,399j  407- 
410t  485,496. 
speed  of,  236,358t  394,4389t5099  516ý 
stages  of,  96,979  178t  219t  221l  2229 
245-2469  264t  268p  2699  2749  311-312 
335,4080  413j  4249  497-499,5079 
5219a 
third  -,  399j.  485. 
verification  by  -p  28, 
1489  1540  170-172,179-1829  1859  Opposite  things,  95,299, 
209,219s  222-2259  2319  239,240j  Opposition  (of  heavenly  bodies)  176,225  259,265p  325s  337,345$  3720  375p 578 
226,,  264l  362.  Persia,  96,979  513. 
are,  13,289  479  510  55t  100.  Persian,  354,3859  518. 
orgasm,  113.  Persians,  329,528. 
Ostanes,  309,310.  perspiration,  117,220. 
oven,  277,4119  513t  515.  pestilenoe,  369, 
p 
palpitation,  441,540. 
palsys  250. 
pan,  515. 
paradise,  203. 
parrot,  453,, 
particles,  145,1619  183;  2020  3129 
3419  388t  408,524. 
combustible-,  481-482,546. 
hard-,  496,497,529, 
IVDIVISIBLE-9  332,481-4831,  ýE7- 
490. 
paste,  depilatory,  ?  95,484. 
peach,  373. 
pearls,  128,2780  383. 
dissolution  of,  265. 
origination  of,  278 
peganum  harmala,  193,. 
penetration,  523. 
power  of,  52,549  829  2109  216, 
400j  4109  432. 
penetrative:  penetrating,  53,3981- 
4029  409$  467. 
perception,  power  of-,  69. 
perfection,  10,219  419  429  63-659 
431;  458, 
condition  of:  state  of:  final  state: 
Pharoah,  198. 
philosophy,  1,189  43j869  960  97s  104, 
166...  354  ...  524* 
bases  or  principles  of,  407,534* 
end  of,  215e 
first  teacher  of,  304 
hidden  sense  of.  463. 
nan  of:  students  of,  119#  2669  208, 
250* 
mine  of,  259, 
perfection  of,  180. 
sea  of,  392. 
philosophers,  59,71-73.  *.  82#*.  354,.  * 
465,  (see  Sages). 
Art  of,  43. 
-Tewish-s,  354. 
language  of,  42-43,270. 
town  of,  42-439  270,509, 
philosophical  problens.  -72. 
phlegm,  68,256$  293,320. 
Phoebe,  303. 
phrases: 
complet-,  451-452. 
loose  -,  451. 
-  of  exactiag  agreementj  451-4559  467, 
-  of  inclusion,  451-4559  464,467,470 
-  of  necessary  associationg  451-4529 
454-4579  4649  4679  4689  4709  482. 
restrictive  -  451-452. 
limit  of:  state  of  health,  6-89  139  physician  or  medical  mang  999  1009  299, 
189  229  249  259  289  39,619  65,  got  397. 
100,185,226,227s  4250  524j  549;  Sea-,  149,2719  307,532. 
"natural  things  do  not  reach  their  things  he  should  know,  99j  263. 
limit  except  by  natural  degrees"  pink,  4080  409,423... 
399  100,101g  237-238,2689  371s  pistachio,  21,276. 
(see  imperfection).  pitch,  162,299l  360. 
degrees  of,  13,422,4299  433.  planet(s)  69,1719  208,3040  3299  411, 
test  of,  444.508,537. 
perfective;  perfecting,  449  45,58.  e3989  exalp(tations  of,  542-545. 
Ag. 
perigees  176l  5401  542. 
permanence  61 
permanency,  56-58. 
permanent,  44,45,52,53,57,,.  (see 
stable). 
permeating,  32,44,4719  4729 
power  of,  472, 
r,  6,  o,  2. 
falls  of,  543-545. 
influence  on  the  three  kingdoms,  103p 
537-538, 
light  of,  225. 
motion  of,  103. 
direct  -,  225j  542. 
retrograde  -,  545. 
relation  to  metallio  bodies  (see 
individual  planets)  508. 579. 
weight  of,.  385,386.  setting  of,  538. 
panegranate,  276,373'.  plan4t  or  vegetablep  4j  51  229  299  399 
399  689  709  72t  779  86j  1189  2700  poppy,  411. 
3249  3729  4220  4609  536.  porcelain,  515,518. 
bark  ofo  67,68.  Porphyry,  518. 
conditions  of  -sg  110*  position  (in  space)  255* 
cultivation  of,  1029  3929  536-537a  posture,  120,124. 
defective  forms  of9  25*  poto 
' 
159,1609  162,388. 
-  extracts,  52.  earthen  -,  365,388. 
food  of,  66.  potential  &  potentially,  59  50-52# 
,,  "-form  of,  216.58-61t  89j  129,1329  167,199  ...  257p 
generation  of,  519  779  109,297,262,266j  2689...  3269  350  ...  4690  521t 
358.5289  538. 
genus  of,  20.  -  potentiality,  52,260. 
growth  of,  109.  pottery,  262,266, 
healthy  -,  25j  pounding,  62,137,1999  2219  2659  2749 
-  kingdom,  21,229  259  29,500  67,2929  400t  498. 
103,2572  2730  296,3270  372j  4109  as4bieans  of  mixing,  130,1399  154, 
4689  4699  526.157. 
leaves  of,  110.  powder,  343,3529  375,394l  4079  4829 
life  of,  68.483. 
maturing  of,  373.  convertion  into  -  389  419  149s  3409 
metallic,  80,82.482,5M 
mineral  219.  powdering  or  pulverization,  341,3469 
perfeact  298.3480  3529  357-3599  364-365j  3819 
powers  of,  65-69  3839  4089  484,4869  494-4950  4989  L07 
root  of,.  66,102,110-1129  198.  power,  170,2109  2169  2589  4679 
seed  of,  67,297.  'dubious'-,  117. 
species  of,  209  102,109,371,537.  eternal  -,  525. 
-  state  or  grade,  40,80,1749  179j  -t-ofprojection  ,  243. 
1939  199,379,  same  as  spirits,  211. 
-  substances,  2,24s  529  539  759  779  spiritual-,  103,177. 
789  273,275-276l  526*  precepts,  scienceof,  176* 
susceptibility  to  the  attack  of  naturalpregnancyg  1149  1189  1519'326,3670 
forces,  29,55. 
transformation  into  animal.  89. 
tVegetable  plant',  219,222. 
veins  of$  66. 
plaster,  159. 
plastering  513. 
plate  (i.  e.  hot  plate  used  for  melting 
and  ceration)  188p  280-2839  3989  431, 
432. 
Plato,  258-259,354,4889  5189  550. 
pleasure,  kinds  of,  465* 
plums,  484. 
poison,  82,144,367-370p  375,383j  385g 
3869  396,400p  411p  4129  528p  548. 
counteracting  the  influence  of,  200. 
mihri  -,  155. 
nature  of,  471-472. 
reproduction  of  ,  829  471, 
tinctorial  .  311. 
treacle  against  -,  547. 
period  or,  93,1139  114j  371-373* 
Stage  oft  96. 
Priests,  354, 
prime  matter,  4,  '  46-47,73s  75s  769  839 
109,1199  1209  121,124-126,128;  130, 
136-  1399  147.,  205,217g  2189  2479 
249:  327,329t  332-334,3350  390j 
3989  4020  419-420,4859  L23. 
components  of,  90,91v  979  417-418. 
c=POSition  of,  89,417-418. 
definition  of,  74j  1989  521* 
first  -9  102. 
oneness  of,  84. 
origin  of,  84,89-910  950  4179  419- 
420. 
properties  of,  849  969  147s  521-522. 
transfo=ation.  of  ,  522. 
principle,  ...  246,2499  2609  284$  2979 
3339  334,4649  4889  494;  four  pri- 
nciples,  256,271v  2739  2819  2979 
377,4179  425,427. 5,80 
apparant  -s,  417. 
External-sq  302* 
hidden-s,  417. 
most  ancient  -,  344. 
perfect  -,  2809  282* 
pure-s,  404,470. 
same  as  elements,  211,273. 
principle  of  dispersion,  140,1489  2130 
331l  455. 
proboscis,  187. 
prophets,  344,3549  365,481,538o 
property,  (see  quality). 
proportion,  15,155,158. 
propositions,  kinds  of,  23. 
Ptolemy,  459* 
geometrical  schemes  of,  176. 
work: 
Tetrabiblos,  458. 
purification,  7,839  1489  166,170t 
1859  1990  2039  222,2662  274-278s 
283j  284,290,3039  3409  3659  3600 
4020  L061  4189  4240..  j  4519  4799 
481,4981  Loll  5149  544o 
power  of,  1959  378. 
purity,  5,189,2069  20T.. 
purple,  63,839  2249  2379  260,3659 
3949  3989  408-4119  4429  509,511* 
appearance  of,  240o 
putrefaction,  80,1459  1579  163-1649 
167-1699  1790  186,1879  2209  235j 
311,319s  3282  3370  347,3489  358v 
369-3749  28-00  4249  481,4970  498, 
5270  532, 
corruptive-9  350. 
duration  ofq  165,358-359o 
fire  of,  173,2179  4000  4089  528, 
first  -,  173,199#  3269  347o 
is  essential  to  reproduction  and 
generation,  367-368,3719  374o 
number  of  -s,  533o 
odour  of,  178* 
proper  o..  358o 
second  199. 
Pythagoras,  258-259,311l  3139  488A 
490. 
Q 
qadim-(Ancient)  333-334, 
qadmiyFL,  510,511. 
qar  (see  tar,  pitch),  11t  215. 
qill$  2719  276l  278,376,3789  388l 
I 
449l  450,529. 
qirat  (see  carat)  242,  ý98s  442l  445l 
'-  '547. 
quadrature  (of  heavenly  bodies)  225, 
264. 
qualitative,  49  119  130  14,17,19, 
349  119l  222,244,247j  249... 
-  bases  of  existence,  14. 
-  change,  369. 
quality  (orproperty)  -,  119  18,1089 
1200  238,243,244,2559  4249  4790 
480, 
accidental-sq  R9  229  239  259  34$  63* 
999  1009  1280  188,205j  2079  2129 
217,226l  2279  279$  2910  297,329, 
4500  ýffi2q  484. 
removal  of,  6,10,19,130t  1659 
166,189,207,229,2639  276, 
2799  292s  308. 
change  of,  481. 
contest  between  opposing-s,  13,108. 
definition  of,  12,238. 
equilibrium  between  opposing-sq  108* 
four  matemal;  s,  2939  3369  5349 
kinds  of,  12 
natural  -a,  483-484. 
sympathetic,  482-484. 
quantitative,  4,,  11-14,16,2229  2329 
235,236j  244,2479  249l  293,3109 
311,322* 
-bases  of  exlience,  14. 
quantity,  18,329  1200  238,243,245, 
2550  390. 
definition  of,  11,238* 
kinds  of  ,  119  12,14. 
seven  -s,  120,124* 
Quarter,  4580  459. 
R 
rain,  170,255t  3479 
risuht,  518. 
ratl,  445,513.  ' 
lrýven  of  separationt.,  129. 
Ray.  t  513. 
REZiq  31  141l  149,339,3549  j559  j93j 
525.  - 
life  of,  414 
work: 
The  Book  of  the  Twelve.  526. 
reaction,  58,147s  ý1689  i84p  2759  359* 
Read,  7.151. 
reanimating;  animating;  reviving,  202, 
2039  480,5170  534. 
reason,  479,489. 
receiver,  97,187s  346t  367,375s  486, 
receptibility,  438* 
receptive  powers  109. 
_,  '-  ,  -,  1,1  11ý  I reconciler;  intermediary.  i  mediator; 
reconciliator,  94,959  2099  283,297s 
398. 
reconciliation,  271,300,4740  475v  524. 
rectification,  6.2619  532* 
Romzn  Zmpire,  354. 
root  (see  plant)  170,2570.  E599  2609 
261,294. 
rubbing,  359,365. 
ruby,  24.128.405.408-410.547. 
redq  ...  559  619  63-65l  839  859  1689  177,  generation  of,  37'0. 
191l  201,2240  228,229,  L300  233ý9  238,  making  of,  265,530. 
2439  261l  2729  2731  279l  281-2839  303,  rust,  222,3399  360l  5099  511. 
3U,  312l  3149  316,323  ...  397,408l  rusting,  47,317,498,  -  .  1.  -  .  -.  -  .  --  .  -.  --- 
SU'd-SlIt  -144-4449  IVII-9  4VO9  4Vbj  OVIV 
515l  527, 
appearance  of,  520. 
S 
v  dark  -,  258.  SaddEd,  354,414. 
imperfect,  261.  safflower,  272,276. 
is  but  concentrated  yellow,  64,4229  424.  saffron,  272,282,410j-  4119  5020  549. 
is  the  most  perfect  colour,  64.  gafi4a,  261. 
perfect  -)261*  Sages,  ...  344  ...  525... 
pure  -.,  2769  411.  'ancient'-,  ee4551  4669  474j  4910 
ruoy  -9  ýkwq'%Iuo  503. 
-  stagag  428.  different  groups  of,  331,341-3429 
reddening,  205,275,283;  285v  289...  402,512. 
497t  498,519j  531*  for  whcm  they  wrote  their  books,  464, 
redness,  56,64,2249  2309  254,3091  323..  Greek  -,  354,488. 
450.  'modern'-,  466,4749  491. 
reduction,  274,494.  -  Muslim  -,  354,4209  465-4661-501. 
reeds,  192.  successful  -,  332. 
refi=ent  or  refining,  34,479  56-589  1939  unsuccessful  -,  331. 
199,204j  2070  276,280,330s  524,.  ýahibj  40  459  469  529  629  69j  72,76, 
r1re  or,  34,  b8p  78,167s  1919  193t  2749 
4189  435. 
rejection,  power  of,  65,67,699  72,779 
101,116-119s  287,412. 
1  relati  ont  ,  155. 
spiritual  -9  461, 
rennet,  112,113l  1969  209. 
reproduction,  65,661  71,2200  237,2459 
262t  2639  321s  371-373. 
period  of,  68. 
power  oft  65-69,829  1139  117s  118* 
secret  of,  119. 
self  -,  169. 
resurrections  134,333-334  3510  3539  4629 
463, 
retention,  69. 
power  of,  65,67,680  70,1019  210,214, 
350. 
retort,  187,3469  387.501. 
revelation;  heavenly  inspiration,  47,73*  v- sa4ira,  272,3719  3749 
reversible,  219, 
rhubarb.,  484, 
riches;  wealth-*  treasures,  86,1709  1769 
9 
224p  2310  2511  353,3549  4119  4149  4169 
4219  467,525,531, 
roasting,  498. 
881  106,1079  1129  119t  1279  1339 
1342  1409  1419  1490  1539  154j  1569 
161  1629  1699  1700  180#  1811  1839 
185:  At  190l  1969  1989  202t  2039 
206v  2081  2139  220l  221,2251  2409 
2439  244#  2519  257t  264s  269t  270# 
2859  306,307j  309-3119  318#  320j 
3229  325#  335#  3379  342-346,352t 
3559  393,3961,4109  4209  4459  446s 
449,463j  465j  E009  501t  5049  516s 
532. 
ambiguity  of  his  poems,  46,119v  127ý 
fall  name  of,  79,413. 
. Tildakils  opinion  of,  240-241,3969 
456p  465. 
life  of,  412. 
work: 
saints,  344,465. 
sal  amoniac,  24,53,779  191l  208, 
2099  2149  215#  2719  2759  278l  283, 
295-298$  3159  3769  378l  4000  4060 
426,449p  451l  4929.  LOll  5179  518. 
ceration  of,  400. 
Diwan  alý&47ur  105,165j  181,252ý 
rock,  91-94,1429  202,205,206s  2729  277p  generic  -,  b5l  1969  310,3980  3990 
343;  3520  3610  3869  419,460.403s  511,524,535ý,  544. 582 
,  properties  of,  209-210,401#  517. 
volatile-,  256. 
saliva,  82,1019  114s  1159  189p  280* 
salt(s)  2,79-819  1599  1950  1969  203, 
222j  277-2789  290,295,300,315,361ý 
3719  372$  3749  3769  3889  392,4069 
4189  1779  5039  513-9  512-516, 
boracic-,  Z76, 
calcination  of,  515-516. 
calcined  -,  191,192j  276,3579  442. 
ceration  of,  513o 
colour  of,  383. 
dissolution  of,  515. 
essence  of,  513. 
extraction  of,  275. 
mleting  of,  513. 
mineral  -,  513. 
mountain  -,  310. 
myrtle  -,  276. 
nature  or  properties  of,  277-278, 
502*  513j  5149.216. 
philosophersý_,  209. 
powdering  of,  515. 
preparation  of,  513,515. 
purification  of,  513,516. 
ailiq  -  276,450. 
soda,  191,194,16. 
stage  of  fo=ation,  96,979 
supporters  of,  512, 
used  for  cleansing,  purification  or 
whitening,  6,194,2769  2750  514* 
white  -,  513. 
whitening  of,  515. 
saltiness,  323. 
saltpetres  315. 
sand(s)  74,  L77,343,387j  3959  529. 
golden  -1  408, 
weight  of,  395. 
Satan,  202,203. 
Saturn,  225-226,231* 
association  with  lead,  86,1719  3639 
5069  L389  541-542* 
attributes  &  nature  of,  96,169,225, 
541-542. 
colour  of,  171,541, 
cmen.  of,  225-226,230-2319  542* 
position  of,  541-542. 
revolution  of,  93,175,327. 
scamony,  302,484,525. 
science(s)  95,104,155*  163j  1759  245s 
2619  355,3569  368,370j  4670  525. 
mathematical  --  78. 
natural  -  78. 
philosophical,  102. 
secular,  332. 
theologicalg  102. 
two  main  -,  176-177. 
scientific  research,  538. 
scorpions,  generation  of,  22. 
sea,  346,3479  375t  3769  392l  446* 
blackq  375. 
to  salt  the,  152. 
1  two-st.,  258. 
seasons,  the  fourt  2939  508* 
sediment  or  residue,  799  60s  94-95p 
116t  1449  1780  1690  197t  205t  2149 
215s  275,278,310t  380t  383,388, 
513s  5279 
seed,  40,519  59,679  71t  769  779  102t 
1129  113l  118,1199  297l  307,3689 
371,3739  470, 
seedling,  80,819  1060  200,210,2169- 
324* 
semen,  67,1139  2750  461. 
combination  of  'two'  -s.  118,157* 
dilute  -,  117. 
odour  of,  157,357, 
senses,  476,478-480. 
active  &  passive  exerciu  of  -,  12. 
separation,  579  589  659  23,97,1309 
141,1489  158,  L659  1669  1819  184-165, 
193,1980  202l  2061  2659  269,279, 
309s  3289  3679  3759  393s  3959  402, 
4249  436,469l  4779  4799  4810  494. 
498t  506,523. 
Sergius  the  Uonk,  , 2629  2669 
Seth.  ) 
47. 
Shah,  5  5,516. 
sheep,  372. 
shell,  248. 
calx  of,  191,2741  449* 
egg-.,  161,1629  274j  300. 
lime  of,  142. 
sea  -,  278. 
snail.,,  278, 
shyness,  424. 
sievess  188.  - 
sifting,  498,499. 
silk-brocade,  202 
silver,  4-10,18-20,249  27-29,36-409 
429  47j  52,55-589  61,649  83-859 
899  100$  101s  108s  1289  1660  227-2300 
234,278,2819  287  289,290,291, 
2959  2972  299j  314:  3159  Wj  3419 
368s  3699  4019  4059  4129  4189  4229 
j261  4309  431,435,4369  439,440, 
4489  450l  4729  4739  4769  4869  496, 
4979  508-5109  5179  528,538,5440 
action  of  fire  on  -  29o 
amalgam  of,  302,340,545. 
as  a  means  of  ex6Mýe,  4,9, 5'-  81 
calcination  of.  280  j  281 
341. 
calcined  -,  272. 
ceration  of  230,430. 
colour  of,  27,229,507. 
coloured  -,  27. 
common  or  ordinaryg-:  2,57, 
290,443,4759  45  528t 
540-541,542, 
difference  between  common 
and  philosophers'-,  5, 
443,540,541. 
dissolution  of.,  475. 
ears  of,  521. 
filings  of,  79,80t  1919 
1939  387. 
fineness  of3  448. 
generation  of,  287,412# 
4740  475. 
golden.  -,  440, 
imperfection  of  18, 
increasing  the  tincture 
of, 
475. 
kinds  of,,.,  84. 
lamination  ofp  430. 
meaning  of  the_term  -,  495- 
silvering,  498,499, 
similar  &  dissimilar,  122,29 
2-  99  301,362P  363,3M9 
N7t 
47-5:  496;  ',  'when  divers  things 
which  differ  essentially  are 
compounded  together,  the  fire 
will  separate  them",  73. 
similarity  &  dibim;  dilarity,  123, 
. 
131,161,1699  293i  300  363# 
3640  419,4690  4730  479:  460. 
sinuous,  63- 
skin,  194,265t  275,424,461t 
547. 
skull,  2,275. 
slaughtering,  262,265,524. 
slave,  the  red  settled,  412. 
smell:  odour:  stench,  13,229 
91P  157P  178  1  2689  2889  2909 
3230  357v  3619  3699  370,4449 
460,479,501#  336,544. 
smoke,  14-16  779  107#  160v  182, 
1889  1919  ý59,260,286,31,6,, 
zfo, 
35  0P  35  7PMs  32Z  9  AIZ  P  AIE  P  46o,  527. 
earthy-,  453. 
fixation  of,  169. 
snake.  343. 
melting  of  436-  437  443  44.  generation  of,  22. 
mine  of,  16  22J 
9  7,  ý3ý-  '5 
snow,  235,375,376P  383P  388. 
occurence  in  gold  ore,  7,189  soaking,  498. 
287.  soap,  philosophers,  6,209, 
of  the  mine.  512.  cleansing  action  of,  194. 
ore  of,  7,8,10, 
_18,19t 
287.  making  of,  19,4.,  195,272,374t 
philosophersT-,  257,443,475,  IM,  392. 
plates  of,  446.256-25i 
0  354  471  518t  5.  iQ 
properties  of,  280-281,287,  soda,  191,194:  196:  383. 
3980  443,540-  541.  Sofilius'  550 
pure  -,  282,475, 
. 
512.  s0ft,  eellýv  1199  1929  1939  203t 
rank:  state  of,  143,389.208p  293..  398,430.,  444,4479 
seecl  of  368.497. 
separation  of  its  colour  from  same  as  moist,  131. 
its  body,  53  softness,  13,359  1269  322t  3239 
streams  of 
46.3249 
327... 
tran  sforma7iion  of  57  8,20t  same  as  moistness,  12-6. 
240  279  299  33P 
i7t  619  829  softening,  202,221t  274t  276t 
101,108  167,2249  227-230  278p  4TIt  451. 
237,282:  289,291  ýS02, 
. 
32Utsoil,  66,1099  361t  392- 
400,4269  430,431:  43  -4389  light  particles  of,  110. 
439,440,441,475-476,495,  solidification,  143,498,499, 
543,546.5200  529 




Soorates,  34,54-55p  180,185 5.84 
Solomon,  354,414.  number  of-s,  296-297. 
soluble,  32,449  439  370  2100  -  Polluting  of,  369. 
232,237,278,  portions  of,  382. 
solution, 
_16,32,218,281t 
292,  properties-of,  392,402. 
374,37b,  Mt  395t  40bo  427t  pure-s,  196,394. 
471. 
homogeneous-  ,  178. 
sorcery,  21  ,  27. 
sorrel,  316. 
soul,  12,22,53#  559  620  1259 
133,1340  2000  204  211-213t 
231  9  256,261  0  278  :  280  j  290- 
294,296.314,315,34ý,  31 
-6-  320,321  323,32  9  . 
3-U  33a 
339P  3459  3489  351P  357P  360v 
3ilt  369  375  3839  3919  397t 
A02  Aor,:  407:  427-42E-.,  449, 
47ZO  -  6,474,475,479,481, 
485: 
! R8,501,502,514,520, 
522-524,528v  531,532P  535o 
544,545- 
animal-,  54,471. 
calcination  of,  338. 
coagulation  of-s,  132,209, 
purification  of,  330,406. 
putrefaction  of,  528, 
restricted-s,  477-478, 
root  of,  294. 
souls  of-s,  476-4819  483,532. 
sublimation  oft  383-384,394. 
survival  of,  43,353,462,463. 
tincokial-,  54,517P  529. 
transformation  into  bodies,  132. 
transformation  into  poison. 
528  0  transmigration  of,  43,71o 
Vegetable-,  66,68. 
volatile-,  338,528. 
wandering-,  87, 
watery-,  R6. 
weight  of,  3949  06t  500. 
south,  459. 
species,  4,5,8,10,11,22  23P 
31,41,48.70-73,76-78',  64. 
colours  of-s,  213.89-  100  102  lo?  o  logo  1289- 
combin  ation  with  orentering  jL1q  16jo  186,  '  21?,  2549  255, 
into  bodies,  212,2200  2639 
300,312,390,40  5-407,424, 
463  471,474-475-t  477-4?  8, 
481:  486  1 
51  79ý  zi  ?  5-- 
combin  ation  with  solid  sub- 
stan  ces,  341-342. 
definition  of,  476-477. 
departure  of,  379t  390,462, 
527. 
dissolution  of,  292. 
earthy-s,,  525. 
excess  of,  431. 
expansion  of,  398-, 
extraction  of,  215,485,486j 
501  545. 
eye  0ý,  393* 
fluid-,  196. 
free-s,  476-478. 
fugaciousýs,  80. 
g=vs-,  2  1-283 
heavenly-s,  525. 
mercuric-s,  2?  7. 
natural  -,  241. 
217,300,405,406. 
259,297,299,329P  332, 
371  390P  391P  393,435,4 
469:  485 
change  oi_,  _T,  .  7. 
natural-,  47. 
origin  of  all-,  131. 
]perfection  or  treatment  of 
the  imperfect-,  21,25. 
real  and  relative-#  31,339 
256,332. 
sperm,  51,59t  67  71v  1129  113t 
1579  221t  2599  ý68l  297,367P 
371,463. 
generation  of  62. 
mineral  -,  266. 
putrefaction  of,  164,36 
transformation  of,  74, 
sphere,  176,2579  337. 
celestial-s,  303s  329#  333* 
333t  537  539. 
fiery-,  351 
fourth-,  539. 
heavenly-a,  508,326. 585. 
Middle-,  202,203.  lofty-,  196. 
movement  of-s,  258. 
motion  of,  293. 
-  of  the  fixed  stars,  537.  worshippers  of,  413-414, 
spirit,  59  1250  143#  1449  147o  stabilityq  23t  329  359  36,59, 
178,187:  188P  200,201,207-  128  9  192  P  2029  2099  2129  2159 
211t  214t  231,255p  256t  272p  256s  351P  4310  432t  470,472t 
2809  290-L249  296o  308,309P  524. 
315519-322  333-334  337P  principle  of,  211, 
348o  351t  310#Ik2P  3820  12  0  stable  ý2  449  45  33s  34  58 
3979 
-  _2 
4070  4249  427-42*p  60  93  94.167:  1699  160,19. 
449t  410:  4809  4859  501t  502*  19, 
506,522,5240  528, 
_Ujo 
5-Uo 
9  2009  210-212  214-216, 
abounding  -,  261.237: 
2569  271p  27ý  296  3029 
as  liaison  between  bodies  and 
312  313ee4iMv  391P  3949  411t 
souls,  54.426: 
46o,.  52o,  531,533. 
state: 
bearer  of  373.  natural-,  46,50P  76,77o  199, 
borne-S, 
61 
"  217  4229  4240  427t  4289  432, 
coagulation  of,  2179  309e  478:  480-482. 
combination  with  solid  substan-original-,  341,482. 
ces,  341-342.  restoration  to  the  former 
definition  of,  476-477.339P  340. 
dissolution  of,  292.  sterility,  118. 
excess  of,  431.  stirring,  408,515, 
expansion  of,  398.  tomach,  101,114-116,2180  219g 
extraction  of,  133,188,1931s  371.  390,545.  heat  of,  357. 
holy-s,  354. 
stone(s),  15,107P  191P  285P 
n  aturalo;,  182. 
LUP  327P  359t  496. 
n  umber  -so 
296-297. 
boraoic-,  285. 
parts  of,  501. 
cleansi  . ng  -,  298. 
portions  of,  381o  383, 
crumbly  or  brittle-,  15,16, 
properties  of,  392,402.47P  57t  370. 
pure-,  283,321.  dead  -,  462. 
refining  of,  199,330. 
effects  on  one  another,  294, 
relation  with  body,  207-209,295. 
255,2759  2839  350o  3909  4071golden-, 
385,386. 
462* 
grind  515,516,523. 
rising  of,  97#  383.  hard  2580  529. 
root  of,  294. 
origin  of,  15-16 
survival  of  20  353. 
perfect  298. 
tinctorial-:  381.  precious  (see  jewellry). 
tincture  of,  321.  rocky-,  277. 
volatile.,  153.  transparent  -,  278 
weight  of  500.  white  -,  519. 
spiritual 
i6,47-49,639  66  tone  (of  philosophers):  raw 
163 
.. 
366...  389 
... 
4020  472: 
"41-material 
of  the  13ixir 
spirituality,  37,60t  398p  A.  U-  (see  Elixir)  32,40,46,5o 
435,437  476.55,60,1249  125t  144g  149g 
spleen,  111,2-75.147P 
150-1529  156,189,191- 
sprin  , 





264t  279,329P  390,256p  257t  2599  260,2669  270 
ýrOZýht-, 
196.276t  285P  3039  328-3Ej  334- 
fixed  -,  537.336p  343P  3499  350  390 
406,410 
9 
Ail,  455 
: 
456:  458. 586  -id"!; 
493,500  508t  511P  532. 
air  of  '  3190  330. 
bell4ve,  "s  in  -,  512 
body  of,  125. 
calcination  of,  3379  313. 
ceration  of,  512, 
coagulation  of,  512. 
combustive  -,  515. 
oure  of,  397. 
decomposition  of,  521, 
definition  &  meaning  of,  410, 
453,521. 
dissolution  of,  512 
earth  of  156  3309  69,3720 
3809  365,367,516! 
essence  of,  374. 
fire  of,  216,330,  M,  380, 
385,527. 
first  -,  209 
kinds  of,  118. 
liquefaction  of,  512. 
material  of,  144,3179  360, 
410,461, 
names  of,  151. 
-  which  cleaves  the  head.  271 
stone-pestle,  140,,  523. 
straw,  484. 
sublimation,  338,381  #  3JUP  383 
fire  of,  524.  ' 
substance  or  thing  (see  body) 
12,13P  16,24..  50,,  '51P  54, 
58160  10-73  82  135  138 
141  0 
45,161,118  11g,  163, 
189,199p  204  214':  21  .  2200 
2220  2320  238:  256j  2609  2739 
297t  3009  301,311-314t  323, 
339,359...  422  ...  4680  492e. 
classification  of-s,  24,295- 
2969  476-477,403. 
combination  with  one  another, 
507. 
combination  with  souls  and 
spirits  ,  341-342. 
combustible-s)  63,199t  30U9 
321, 
oomposition  of-S,  332P  333o 
oil  of  380.  conlitions  of  preparation,  108- 
part(sý  of,  234  267#  308,3359  1099  300P  301. 
3399  363#  364:  3809  511t  514,  constitution  of-s.  292. 
544.  crumbly  or  brittle-,  192  ...  combination  of,  232,380.276. 
corrupt-,  388-  decomposition  of,  357. 
female-  ,  1439  361P  362.  elementary-s,  344. 
healthy-  388  External.  s,  350,503. 
lower-,  (see  ýompound)  376.  fiery  -,  305,336- 
male-,  360,362.  feminim.,  304. 
upper-  (see  compound)-  generation  of,  18,3009  3019  375. 
partioleý  of,  388,532.  hard  and  earthy.,  256,457- 
production  of,  1.44,147,297,  homogeneous  or  uniform,  123,189, 
518.200,283  496  530- 
properties  of,  50-51,55,1329  impure-,  62',  206  t  280. 
149t  152,  IM9  549.  Internal-,  503- 
properties  of  the  raw  material  living-s,  462. 
of,  147.  masculine-,  303- 
Purification  or  whitening  of,  532. 
real-,  275.  natural-S  422,424,4?  _5j  42-7s, 
softening  of,  512.4670  466, 
Soul  of,  1259  524.  Oily-,  323. 
spirit  of,  125,524.  prepared-s,  422,424t  4259  427  transformation  of,  40,61,549.428,429. 
tree  Of,  344  (see  tree).  properties  or  nature  of-s,  167, 
volatilization  Of.  512.292,  M#  332#  351, 
water  or  moisture  of,  156,185t  'protective?.,  447-  216P  330  335t  3399  342,360-  pure-s,  208,4299ý472. 
362#  365:  369p  372P  3739  3809  purification  Of-s,  349.  5110  516. 
3739  534. 
compound-s,  468. 587 
simple-sq  249  47t  509  52v  56-59, 
99,1089  4669  472oýL02j  506. 
spaýtial  477. 
spiritual  63,256. 
stable  -9  460. 
-4 
stony  -so  296. 
volatile  -so  809 
14  4609  524. 
Sudaneset  206. 
sugarg  299 
230p  278,288s 
sulphur,  2,249  54s  59,192l  194-196, 
2279  2609  2619  Z719  2729  274,2760 
2600  284-287s  295-297,3019  313,3159 
3169  a39  347,3619  3719  3749  383, 
406,407,412,  ±269  4950  5039  520, 
546. 
bleached,  142. 
combustible  or  corrupt-s,  341,412. 
common  -,  1*39, 
- 
196,285,291t  407. 
effect  on  silver,  47,55.  . 
extractinn  of,  230,279,390,391. 
fumigation  with  -,  54. 
generation  of,  260,2869  2899  290. 
healthy  component  of,  285,289,292. 
impurities  of,  310. 
mastic  -,  271. 
meaning  of  the  term.  -,  5119 
nature  or  properties  of-s.  133, 
285j  288-292,301l  3989  401$  407* 
odoFý,  (see  oil). 
pure  or  philosophers'-,  189,,  196,2720 
2859  4019  407. 
purification  of  -s,  277-278. 
red-,  261,272,291s  3719  3729  3849 
3859  398,4010  410,4129  474. 
removal  of-s,  281,282. 
solidification  of,  509. 
tincture  of,  411. 
two-st  190. 
uninflammable  or  incombustible  -,  3109 
348. 
vapour  of,  546. 
water  of,  (see  water)- 
white  -9  2919  371,372l  4019 
sulphuAty,  390,391. 
Sun,  17,84,1282  2259  2269  227$  2799 
303,3099  317t  322,3259  345,3609. 
362l  3962  4129  507. 
association  with  gold,  281,3040  458, 
5089  538-540. 
attributes  &  nature  of,  305,306, 
362,4579  539-540. 
heat  of,  53,66;  102,109,157,1709 
346#  3599  4009  4099  j58- 
lustre  of,  40B,  4091 
motion  of,  293, 
orbit  of,  203o 
position  of,  17,5399  540* 
revolution  of,  175,264* 
worshippers  of,  413-414. 
suns  ,  264. 
sunshine,  361,458* 
surveying,  262. 
suspension,  159. 
as  a  method  of  separating  gold  from 
silver,  82,831  282,418,441-443. 
fire  of,  442. 
sweat,  117,194. 
sweating,  400. 
sword,  1689  271l  327*  328j  381$  3829 
5220  543. 
'cutting'-,  196. 
fiery-,  306-308. 
swordsman,  96,97. 
Syria..  l. 
T 
ýRbiShdns  513. 
taylor,  262* 
tayloring,  262,264. 
Takrur,  536. 
tales  277ý  2959  300,315. 
brackish-9  387-388,391. 
calcined  -9  387. 
different  meanings  of  the  term-, 
386-387. 
dissolved,  142,3879 
golden-,  387,389. 
laminated-,  200,318. 
powdery  -,  317  0  318, 
rolled  -,  3859  386 
weight  of,  385-386:  389-3909  395. 
talisman,  318,5259  539* 
talismanic,  87. 
tamdlih,  199. 
temariýd,  484. 
tamarisIr,  343. 
tanqIr,  291. 
tar,  169. sea  I 
tar-like,  420. 
taste,  13,220  91,2689  3619  4449 
460j  479s  5019  536. 
acridity  &  acritude,  205,2109 
323,3770  516,524;  "when  the 
salt  is  calcined  it  acquires 
hotness  and  acridity  from  the 
fire  and,  on  being  dissolved  in 
the  water,  transfers  these 
qualities  to  the  latter",  516. 
bitter  &  bitterness,  277t  3779  3799 
381. 
pungent,  205,2770  516. 
sharp  &  sharpness,  208,275,3239 
377j  524. 
sweet,  370. 
Taurusq  5". 
tears,  continuous  flow  of,  441,540* 
tebr,  412. 
teethq  1149  1150 
Teheran,  513. 
fTemperatel,  the,  125,126*  157* 
weight  of,  127. 
temperature,  the  hatching,  352,357. 
tender,  163,472. 
tenderness9  379  609  472* 
terebinth,  276. 
testicles,  117. 
Thales,  294. 
Theodorus,  the  king,  141,1439  1449 
3031  3099  3459  346,3509  3512  3679 
375t  384,407s  408. 
theology,  1,2,  (see  science). 
theologians,  332. 
Theophilus,  311. 
theriac,  200. 
Thoth  (NtE),  son  of  Hermesl  141,143.3719  3739  3839  443,  "59  497p  5100  517f 
thread,  39,109p  "0-  546. 
throne,  522-523*  tincar  (or  tinker),  2789  450. 
time,  notion  ofq  333.  tomb,  353. 
tin,  4,19;  429  56-581  1429  2839ýý639  tongs,  433. 
4509  508j  538. 
amalgam  of,  545. 
coagulation  of  ,  401. 
common-,  542-543. 
generation  of,  412. 
philosophers'-,  543. 
properties  of,  282-2839  542-543. 
purification  of,  401. 
-  power,  45,589  61,129s  195j  210s 
2120  2159  216j  229.  ý  232j  242l  2439 
257j  2780  300,395$  401l  402s  404j 
431-4339  4360  438j  "4-44C9  "Gs  510j 
5459  549. 
tincture  (see  dye)q  52,152,212-2159 
2611  L71-2739  2750  2899  290s  3150  317, 
3219  347,3519  359t  3679  372j  3749  375, 
377  378,3809  3839  3869  3940  3980  401l 
4040  4109  411,  ±18,4269  428-4319  "39 
4729 
* 
475j  4769  5039  5049  5111  520*  L311 
535. 
active  271. 
animal  539  2739  274* 
bearer  of  -,  2129  373l  5"* 
colour  of,  378,422s  424. 
corruptive-s,  545. 
dissolution  of,  134,3739  37893809  403. 
essence  of,  403. 
extraction  or  isolation  of,  156-1579 
377,378,3829  403,408. 
formation  of,  311. 
mineral-,  53. 
oily  -,  375. 
preparation  of,  377,3789  381. 
properties  of,  379,3819  C9_2. 
pure-,  544. 
stable  -s,  279,520. 
strength  of,  432. 
strong-s.  273. 
un  table  -s.  273,289, 
vegetable  -,  53,275. 
tincturing  (see  colouring),  71  33-35l44, 
459  52t  569  58,619  1520  1719  1879  213$ 
215$  224j  2289  2299  232$  2369  2",  274, 
2769  2789  2829  2900  291,302,3150  3609 
touchstone,  17. 
transformation  or  transmutation,  59  91  219 
249  472  509  53j  2:  089  1629  228j  2429  2689 
2949  378j  392,398,476j  4979  534. 
cause  of,  23 
corruptive-,  23. 
generative  -,  23, 
-method  or  manner  of,  18,22j  227-230* 
-  of  animals,  22. 
tinctorial,  44p  57,58j  600  143j  149...  -  of  metals  -(see  metallic  bodies)  282. 
289,311  ...  3869  3989  403,406  ...  424...  -  of  minerals,  22,30. 
507,509-511s  531.  -  of  plants,  21-22. 
-  of  simple  substances,  24* 
transformtion  of,  2829  436. 6789 
opponents  of,  20,21,26j  27.  fixation  of,  169. 
possibility  of,  (see  Art)  5-7,19-  -  state,  336. 
24j  26-29,3569  456.  vein(s)  425,461. 
power  of,  82,446.  hair-like-,  117. 
speed  of,  399,403,435.  mouth  of,  114. 
transXubstantiationg  21.  Venus,  324. 
treatment:  remedy:  healing:  curing:  association  with  copper,  324,363, 
63,999  100t  2009  263j  2769  3969  508,5389  544-545. 
3979  4119  4269  441a  4589  4719  472,  attributes  of,  97,544-545. 
480p  464,5269  5409  541l  547-549.  omen  of,  544-545. 
tree,  258,259,2719  276,2989  2999  position  of,  544-545* 
344s  345j  535-5379  408.  verdigris,  218,219,2729  278,3239  339, 
philosophical-,  83-89,260.411. 
tri*gle,  120,124,125,203.  production  of,  230,117. 
troop,  254.  properties  of,  401. 
tufa,  277  vermi1on,  409,512. 
Tukrdyl,  49,147,3289  354,3890  391l  red  &  black  -j  546. 
3920  470-4729  477-4889  490-4911,  ig8s  vessel,  79...  160..  *.  257...  360&..  383... 
5009  5080  511l  531,527, 
comparison  with  JEbir,  470-471,473-  blood-s,  117. 
474,487.  bodily-s,  320. 
. Tildak!  Jls  opinion,  339,  ýL561  473-4749  breaking  of,  3799  384,5129  528. 
486,4879  491-493,503,5119  5199  earthenware-,  529. 
5319  533a  glass-,  205,388. 
life  of,  414,474.  ivory  -,  257. 
refutation  of,  20,456.  making  of  valuable-sl  265* 
works: 
V 
seminal-s,  117. 
Iýaqa)iq  al-IstiSh7ad,  20,4569  519.  soul-s,  369. 
. Tiimie  al-Asr&r,  469,4739  476j  497l  vine,  535, 
507t  509*  vinegar,  203,315,376-3789  449l  5109 
Lemi  yet  elkjaml,  473.5129  54T, 
K.  al-.  MasAbih,  253,519.  distilled-,  271. 
Sirr  al-Asr9r,  339.  kinds  of,  203-204. 
TarAkIb  al-Anw'gr,  165,242.  preparation  of,  204,515. 
turpentine,  21,535.  properties  of,  205. 
turquoise,  278.  rusts  copper,  47,56. 
tutia,  15,47,55,2729  279,315,  spiritual-,  198,2020  306. 
'Twinl,  thes  125-1270  136,139*  strong-,  203,204j  512,515. 
uses  of,  203-205. 
U  volatile-,  205. 
weak-,  204. 
upright,  63,366,430  violet,  oil  of,  179. 
uprightness9  299s  453.  viper,  270,3139  370, 
urine,  21  275f  3692  370,3769  377s  461.  blood  of,  403. 
dancing-,  190. 
V  poison  or  venom  of,  370,4080  410. 
saliva  of,  82,1899  280. 
vapour  or  steam,  14,16,179  77,1909  viscosity,  470,4719  524. 
2419  2599  2669  290,316,345-3479  350,  vitriol,  272,2959  3499  371,3749  406. 
360s  375j  3769  392ý  4129  4539  4609  512,  green-,  295. 
513l  546.  -  of  kings,  409. 
coagulated-,  262.  properties  of,  350,401* 
congestion  of,  369.  vitriol-like,  348-350. 590 
volatile,  63,78..  261,275,,  277,.  30.. 
533. 
volatility,  210,374,50ýj  531. 
volatilization,  80,  l4a$ý'1809  1929  196j 
2839  284;  2880  297t  3079  308l  3109 
3149  447t  498,499. 
common  &  philosopherst-,  284. 
fire  of,  173. 
volume,  36,137,264. 
vomiting,  63. 
w 
Walis  1,518. 
walnut,  276,373r 
war,  390. 
science  of,  262,264. 
washing,  62,2419  2669  376  383t  384,527, 
art  of,  262,266. 
399,402-404,407j  4139  535. 
egg-,  274. 
element  of,  51,529  1079  123t  210, 
2119  216,2939  3109  3210  417-418, 
534-535, 
enternal-,  153,2719  545. 
everlasting,  401. 
oxcrementT  369, 
extraction  of,  143,214,311,336. 
first-,  198,202,2039  2090  3469 
3479  532. 
fresh-,  72,518. 
garlic  -,  276. 
graaes  of,  531. 
gum-,  228,280l  281,2B3#  284. 
hair-,  271. 
head  -,  27le 
heat  of,  197. 
heavy-s,  273,325. 
water,.  14,16,521,620  66t  679  77,93,979  hot-s,  307. 
1029  109,114t  124,130,133-1359  140-  is  apparent  in  essence  132, 
144,146t  147,152-1549  156,1579  161,  sharp,  6,142,1559  194,  L95l  2659 
1629  167,1689  171,1729  178,183-191l  271,2750  2929  336t  3769  378,406 
1979  198s  200-2039  2059  2099  2169  220, 
2229  223t  231,235,244t  256,2599  261, 
2650  272-275p  286p  2909  293v  2949  296p 
297,301,308p  3119  3129  3159  3179  324-.  " 
330p  334-3379  3429  3439  345-3479  349- 
352,356-358p  3659  3679  371S  3759  376S 
3809  3819  383,385-3879  3909  3919  395, 
397,402,4039  408jýj261  428-4319  4539 
477l  4849  4869  ±94l  503,504,507,5139 
527,529p  533,537. 
acrid-,  155,156,376p_.  L16. 
acritude  of,  197,377. 
action  of,  62,202. 
airy-,  392. 
alum-,  271. 
animal-,  53. 
ash-,  376. 
boracic:  boric:  borax-  186,2719  27ý9 
X759  3249  478,509. 
chyme-like,  80,81. 
coagulation  of,  144,2781,2869  4260 
524,527. 
coarse  part  of,  116,533. 
colour  of,  172,3169  325s  424. 
combustible-,  198. 
compound-s,  369. 
copperý  322. 
distilled-9  145$  163,388,436,450. 
distilling  of,  yT.  -,  "1931  312. 
divine-,  106,  IW  ;  1449  1859  189, 
202  203  206ý  216,265,2719  2809 
284:  3101,  IMF,  '  329,3739  3759  395, 
014  t  014:  0  bib 
silvery  -,  142. 
simple-s,  361,3699  3709  405. 
solvend-,  153. 
solvent,  2B,  1420  155,271,418. 
spiritual-,  480. 
_,, 
spring-,  271,324,361-362. 
stable-,  212. 
-s4stagnant;  ý,  374. 
stone-,  (see  stone) 
streams  of,  360. 
sulphur-,  317,325,5099  520. 
sweet-s,  369,518, 
sword,  271. 
temperate-s,  80. 
fhird9533, 
tinctorial,  143. 
transformation  of,  107,1089  2949 
3690,5079  533, 
treatment  with-;  62. 
tree  of  love7  276. 
tkianglular7  155. 
vegetable7  53,275. 
volatile;  153,2129  530-531. 
weight  of,  352,389-3900  395. 
well-,  324,359,361-362. 
white  -,  2159  276-s,  311. 
wood-,  376.  ' 
wax,  395,3981"  4189  4409  513. 
colour  of,  144. 
molten;  -  244  280. 
yellow;  -  352. 
.5  7o  A Trater 
0000 
00a0 
is  ilot  stable  in  isolationg  211. 
'its  water  is  its  firel,,  1309  3359  336  (see  fire). 
kinds  of9  212,2719  3249  3259  361-362,520. 
life  -0  135,143,1890  3740  480,509. 
light  325. 
Light  359. 
lightness  of,  322,324. 
lime  -,  271. 
manure  -1  369. 
mercury  -$  3219  322. 
mihr!  -,  142. 
mineral  -,  52. 
mintin  -,  368-370. 
moisture  ofj  110. 
natron,  271. 
nature  or  properties  of,  190*  198$  2009  2019  2029 
2319  2339  2949  328,336,3479  377,365t  3920  418j 
4929  516s  531. 
new-,  381. 
oily  -,  286. 
origination  of,  168. 
Philosophers'-,  186,481. 
portions  of,  (see  moi7s-ture)  389. 
pimpared  -,  384. 
pure  -,  144,  L55,156,271,292t  396,4009 
478-480. 
purification  of,  199, 
putrefaction  of,  328,369. 
, 
2il!  7  2719  378. 
-red  -,  311. 
rising  of,  97. 
running  or  stream  -,,  325j,  361-362* 
sal  anmoniac  -,  271. 
saline  -,  72. 
salt  142s  271$  325,532. 
sea  271,324,392. 
second  -,  2039  346,3490  532-533. 




waxy,  237j  2739  447. 
weather,  408,409- 
weavings  262,264- 
weeks  508. 
weight,  12,35l  36,579  119s  136-138, 
1480  1560  157p  1709  173,1749  177, 
201,222,223j  2319  2639  264,2699 
282j  3089  3479  3529  3590  36_59  L739 
384-386s  394,3959  399,4109  4329 
433p  442,4479  4500-4859  4869  500, 
510,515. 
actual  hidden-s,  500-501,509l  510. 
apparent-s,  500-501,505. 
correct-,  364. 
definite  reactine-s,  136-137. 
eleven  groups  of-s,  501. 
meaning  of  -s.  504-505. 
parts  of,  120. 
particular,  72-73,150. 
qualitative-  364. 
quantitative,  -I,  364,  §059 
quantitative,  364,505. 
real-s,  504- 
relative-s,  166,406. 
weighing,  purpose  of,  364,510. 
wells  849  235s  324j  3590  3619  362. 
west,  82-84,244t  3929  3260  3599  362, 
458-459. 
wheats  88,109j  1109  137,1380  267t  268* 
whetstone,  272. 
white,  649  839  85  ...  167t  168,172..  202.. 
&309  233,235..  0285...  3169..  422-424, 
j749  495t  ±969  506...  515, 
whitenesss  86,168,1919  230t  235, 
238,2549  2699  &97ý  3219  3239  325j 
376p  4089  4099  431. 
appearance  of,  174,1759  236,366, 
394-3959  424. 
cause  of,  134. 
preodminance  of,  162,  L359  367o 
pure-ý,,  276. 
-stages  428. 
whitening,  202,203,2059  2159  2329 
2369  275t  2839  2899  290..  402,4279 
4983  4999  L12p  5149  L19s  530. 
number  of-s,  269,346o 
wick,  160,1730  174o 
wind,  346-348,361,3699  527* 
wine,  130,140)  154,535j  541o 
basil-  547. 
tis  denser  and  heavier  than  water', 
141. 
vinegar  of,  547o 
wine-jars  352,357,411- 
wing,  506. 
wisdoms  86j  98,241. 
'the  sea  of  wisdom  has  no  shores'. 
166. 
womb,  679  112s  113,117,1640  267, 
268,367,3689  371& 
heat  of,  357. 
mouth  of)  114p  118- 
wood,  130,1410  144  1820  183s  193, 
307j  328s  3359  376,3849  408s  411l 
471,522,529* 
words,  their  relation  with  meanging, 
253. 
world: 
domination  of  j  525. 
generation  of,  131,2599  333. 
lower-,  103,1049  176j  334v  353, 
526,537. 
Middle-,  112,334v  526. 
of  the  Art,  206,326,349  3379 
342,489,526. 
of  Existence,  489. 
of  generation  and  corruption* 
176,.  2019  534. 
the  two-s,  250. 
Upeer-,  104,334,3539  526,537. 
womrs,  22,313. 
generation  of  22. 
Y 
YazdEn  or  Ormuzd,  329. 
yeast,  282,283. 
yellow,  ..  55,569  649  839  869  2049 
224s  2259  233,261,2809  281ý  2919 
316..  3579  4089  4099..  423l  124... 
yellowness,  56,2979  3230  L43,544. 
appearance  of,  430. 
Yemen,  1. 
z 
Zodiacal  signs,  the  twelve,  508. 
Zone,  322. 
Frigidq  373. 
Temperate,  373. 
Torrid  373. 
Zosimos,  2690  3189  3329  334-3369  3850 
471,472p  494-4979  507-509$  5210 
528-5319  533. 
works: 
Distinction  of  Religionsp  329. 
Mushaf  al-Haydt  313. 
kuq4af  al-Puwa  880  140v  494,495, 
5,2,0 